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The study of Computer-Assisted Language Learning (henceforth CALL) 

as a specific area of research within Applied Linguistics is still considered an 

issue of discussion among researchers in the field (Chambers, 2001), since 

computers are still regarded as the entertaining tool that allows learners to have 

fun in the language-learning classroom. Yet, the increasing introduction of the 

Information and Communication Technology (henceforth ICT) in the language 

learning field as well as the serious research conducted on CALL from a 

pedagogical and technological dimension have been regarded as an inflection 

point in the development of CALL as a serious research area in the field of 

applied linguistics (Hagen, 1993; Levy, 1997). Therefore, researchers in the area 

of CALL have pointed out the need to pay attention to the theoretical or 

pedagogical approach that could justify the creation and ultimately the 

introduction of CALL in the foreign language-learning classroom.  

This relationship between CALL and language-learning approaches has 

given rise to the multiple theoretical reflections and experimental studies that have 

focused on the search of the language-learning approach that could result in 

pedagogically and technologically profitable CALL materials for L2 (Second 

language) learning and teaching. In this sense, Language Learning Autonomy 

(henceforth LLA) seems to be the most preferred candidate by researchers in 

order to become such an approach (Blin, 1999; Little, 2001; Littlemore, 2003; The 

European Directorate General of Education and Culture, 2003; Sanz, 2003, 

Villanueva, 2003). The increasing research on this specific field and the 

theoretical reflections derived from it over the last decade constitutes the 

framework of our study. Following previous studies (Beatty, 2003; Chapelle, 

2003; Alessi, 2001 Marqués, 1995, 2001; Rushby, 1997, Shin & Wastell, 1998; 

Blin, 1999; Holliday, 1999; Hoven, 1997, 1999; Murray, 1998; Sanz, 2003), the 

aim of the present study is to examine to what extent an approach to language 

learning autonomy from a socioconstructivist perspective can effectively inform 

the design of a specific language learning package that promotes both 

autonomising behaviours and positive attitudes in learners’. 

Therefore, three aspects underline the present study, namely, (1) the need 

to carry out qualitative studies in order to inform a theoretical framework for 
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CALL development, (2) the focus on the relationship between CALL and LLA 

and (3) the need to examine the “teachability” of learner autonomy by means of a 

language learning package designed for this specific purpose.  

The design of such an application is based upon: 1) research on CALL and 

learner autonomy 2) results from a previous study (Ruiz, 2004) and 3) results 

from the SMAIL project1, carried out by the GIAPEL research group during the 

last four years have motivated our study. In particular, the present study has been 

conducted with the intention of shedding some light on the “teachability” of LLA 

through CALL according to a socioconstructivist approach to the language 

learning process.  

After having explained the motivation underlying this study, we will now 

go on to deal with its general structure. The present study is divided into six main 

chapters. The first two chapters present an overview of the theoretical framework 

of the investigation is based, and the remaining three chapters present the case 

study that was carried out.  

Chapter 1 focuses on previous language learning theories and their 

relationship with technological devices. The aim of this chapter is to shed light on 

how language-learning approaches and methods have evolved into a learner-

centred language-learning approach (i.e., LLA), which has become the theoretical 

reference for the development of CALL. Accordingly, we first deal with the 

definition of the concepts of method, methodology and approach, since a clear 

view on these terms may help to understand the perspective adopted in this 

section regarding the relationship existing among these terms, which is based 

upon the notion of flexibility. Regarding the distinction among method, 

methodology and approach, the second section reviews the language-learning 

theories that have been considered relevant for the present study paying special 

attention to those technological devices that helped to the development of a 

technological dimension, which at the same time was closely related to the 

pedagogical dimension embracing each of the methods or approaches described in 
                                                 
1 The Sistema Multimedia de Autoaprendizaje de Lenguas (SMAIL, ref TIC 2000-1182) is a 
research project funded by the Ministry of Science and Technology from 2001 to 2004, and was 
carried out by the GIAPEL research group.  
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this section. The review of these methods and approaches is based upon the 

learner-centredness of each of them. In this sense, the last approach described in 

this section is the Psychopragmatic approach, which provides the theoretical 

framework for the development of LLA. Placing the learner at the centre of the 

learning process gave rise to new tendencies in language learning based upon the 

notions of diversity and flexibility. This is the focus of section 1.3, which presents 

the description of this new eclecticism on methods that leads researchers (Coste, 

2000) to change from approach to approaches in order to be able to place the 

numerous and varied methods and approaches emerging simultaneously in the 

language learning field. The language-learning field in Europe was also 

influenced by growing importance of the notions of diversity, flexibility and 

eclecticism. For this reason, the European Council established a Comprehensive, 

Transparent and Coherent Common Framework of Reference, which attempted to 

establish common guidelines for language learning in Europe. As a result of this 

European agreement, the European Portfolio of Languages was created. This 

document has become the common reference among Europeans in order to draw 

the future pedagogical guidelines in the field of language learning in Europe. 

Therefore, this section presents the European Portfolio of Languages and its 

pedagogical implications for the purpose of the present study.  

The evolution of the pedagogical dimension (i.e., language-learning 

approaches) and the technological dimension (i.e., technology assisting language 

learning) dealt with in Chapter 1 leads to reflect on the current situation in the 

language learning field. LLA becomes the main point of reference in the 

pedagogical dimension while computers and the introduction of the ICT become 

the main aspects to take into account in the technological dimension. Chapter 2 

presents an overview of the psycholinguistic and methodological aspects that 

should be taken into account in order to design learning tasks or applications 

aimed at the integration of the ICT in the language-learning context from the 

perspective of language learning autonomy. Apart from the mediatisation of the 

medium itself, it is important to examine the mediation alternatives for LLA 

training (i.e., training is not equivalent to its meaning in instructional approaches) 

afforded by the technology. Indeed, the main goal is to investigate the most 
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appropriate strategic training in order to facilitate the dialogue between assessors 

and learners and in this way promoting the scaffolding strategies that could guide 

learners in their construction of their own learning plans, in which resources from 

the ICT become an important element. In the instructional paradigm, research on 

learners’ previous educational background is relatively important. Oppositely, 

from the paradigm of LLA, research on learners’ mediation- and dialogue strategy 

use requires a n action-research plan, in which pedagogical practices and 

theoretical reflections are linked. In such context, it is fundamental to search for 

the meeting points and key notions that helped to establish a dialogue between the 

training proposals and the learning needs. These reflections provide the rationale 

for the design of Chapter 2 of the present study. The first section of this chapter 

focuses on the origin of the term autonomy (Holec, 1982; Riley, 1989; Dickinson, 

1987; Little, 1990; Esch, 1996; Benson, 2001), in order to provide a meaningful 

pedagogical context for section two, which deals with the relationship between 

autonomy and the language learning field. Within this section, key aspects for the 

development of language learning such as metacognitive strategies and the 

teaching of metalanguage will be discussed. After having reviewed the 

pedagogical dimension, we will come back to the other technological dimension, 

that is, CALL. In this section, attention is paid to the advantages that technology 

and computers offer to FL teachers and researchers (i.e. word processing, games, 

corpus linguistics among others) to teaching-learning language contexts. In order 

to approach CALL from LLA, the role of teacher, learner and learner training 

should be redefined. This is the focus of section 4, which pays special attention to 

the aforementioned and aspects and proposes new definitions for each one of 

them. This section ends with a reflection that was present at the very outset of 

CALL, and that it still a controversial issue in the field, the need for a model in 

CALL. This chapter also explores the possibilities of establishing a convergence 

framework for CALL, LA and the ICT that could offer a different approach to 

CALL that may shed new light on the matter. Finally, in the last section of the 

chapter, the motivation of the study behind the present study is explained and the 

research questions that guide it formulated.  
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The explanation of the methodology followed in this study is, which was 

designed to examine the “teachability” of learner autonomy in CALL, is described 

in Chapter 3. This chapter consists of four sections. The first section focuses on 

the nature of the experimental design used, namely, a qualitative study of a case. 

This section accounts for the epistemological and methodological reasons that led 

to the choice of the case study as the research strategy for the present work. The 

design of the study is also presented in this section. This part of the study accounts 

for the selection of Communicate and Connect as well as for the pedagogical basis 

for the design of TADLA. Finally, the implementation procedure and the validity 

of the study are described. 

The second section of chapter 3 focuses on the description of participants, 

which were distributed in two groups that interacted with two different CALL 

packages, namely Communicate and Connect (2001) and TADLA. The 

instruments of data collection designed for this investigation are presented. 

Finally, the procedures for data analysis are described.  

Chapters 4 and 5 are devoted to the presentation of the results obtained in 

this study at two different levels. The aim of Chapter 4 is to present the results 

obtained in this study at a first level, that is to say, the results obtained from group 

1 (working with Communicate and Connect) and group 2 (working with TADLA) 

in order to provide a background for Chapter 5, in which the analysis of the case 

studies are presented. 

Finally, the general conclusions drawn from this research are included 

followed by the limitations of the investigation. Right after that, suggestions for 

further research are provided. The final concluding remarks are followed by a list 

of references and appendices as well as two CD-ROMs that include all the 

materials employed to the collect data and implement the interaction with the 

language learning packages throughout the development of this study.  

 

 



 
 
 
 
 

CHAPTER 1 
 

 
HISTORICAL TRENDS IN LANGUAGE LEARNING 

AND THEIR TECHNOLOGICAL DIMENSION 
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The introduction of computers in the second and foreign language 

learning-teaching field has opened a new and appealing field known as Computer-

Assisted Language Learning1. However, this new field was not born overnight: it 

is the consequence of recurrent views that have related language learning to the 

development of technological devices throughout the history of the field.  

This chapter outlines several language learning approaches and methods 

paying especial attention to their relationship with the technologies of the time. In 

this sense, we distinguish two different dimensions in each approach or method, 

namely, the pedagogical and the technological dimension. The chapter, thus, is 

not a state of the art review of language learning methodologies, since the 

specialised bibliography in that respect is abundant (Parkinson, 1980; Long and 

Richards, 1987; Richards and Rodgers, 2001). Rather, the present chapter is 

interested in discussing the pedagogical implications for learning and more 

specifically for language learning derived from the combination of both 

dimensions.  

Concerning the pedagogical dimension, we will attempt to shed light on 

how language learning approaches and methods have evolved into a learner-

centred language learning approach, which affords the development of 

autonomous language learning.  In order to do this, we will revise those relevant 

aspects such as theory of language and language learning or methodological 

proposals, which are present in the different language learning approaches and 

methods that have traced the way to a synthesis of pragmatic and cognitive 

aspects. Both aspects shaped the Psychopragmatic approach, which provides a 

suitable framework for a proper development of language learning autonomy, 

which is pointed out by researchers (Blin 1999; Ngeow, 2000; Heift and Schulze, 

2003; Beatty, 2003) as an ideal framework for the design and development of 

CALL materials.  

                                                 
1 Computer-Assisted Language Learning (CALL) was the expression agreed upon at the 1983 
TESOL Convention in Toronto in a meeting of all interested participants. I have used this term 
through this work to refer to the area of technology and foreign/second language learning and 
teaching despite the fact that revisions for the term are suggested regularly. 
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Regarding the technological dimension, we will pay attention to the 

reasons that led researchers and teachers to consider the new2 technological 

devices emerged in each concrete period of language learning history as effective 

learning tools in order to assist language learning (e.g. Skinner’s machines, Logo, 

and the birth of computers). The purpose of such a review on language learning 

methods and approaches and technological devices is to give a new insight into 

CALL in order to understand how computers, which are here to stay, can be 

effectively exploited from a particular pedagogical perspective.  

Nevertheless, before we go any further with the aforementioned issues, we 

will offer a definition of the terms method, methodology and approach, which 

most of the time are used as synonyms irrespective of their different nature. This 

terminological confusion may be due to the variously redefined and adapted 

versions of each term raised through language learning history. The purpose of 

this first section is to make clear our view on such terms and therefore how they 

are understood throughout the present study. 

1.1 DEFINING CONCEPTS: METHOD, METHODOLOGY & 

APPROACH. THE POSTMETHOD CONTROVERSY. 

 

The term method has frequently been misunderstood, since it has been 

used to refer to three different concepts, namely method, methodology and 

approach. Method is frequently used to refer either to the learning materials, the 

procedures and techniques used in the learning process, or the historical 

framework embracing a specific learning view in a concrete period of time.  

This terminological problem has been central in the work of Puren (1988), 

Anthony (1963) or Richards and Rodgers (2001). According to Puren (1988:16), 

cours is the term that should be used when referring to the learning materials used 

in the learning process. Puren (1988:17) considered methods as a relatively 

permanent group placed at the level of the technical objectives implicit in 

language learning. Concerning methodologies, Puren (1988:17) defined them as 
                                                 
2 Although the technologies emerged in those specific times cannot be considered as new anymore, 
the adjective new is used in order to emphasize the innovation they supposed in each of the periods 
described. 
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the historical frameworks, which are different and are placed at a higher level. At 

this level, diverse elements influenced by historical changes were taken into 

account, such as general objectives, linguistic and cultural contents and theories. 

Furthermore, more different ways of conceptualising approaches and 

methods in language teaching have been proposed. For instance, Mackey’s model 

(Mackey, 1965) focused on the levels of method and technique, and Richards and 

Rodgers’ model (Richards and Rodgers, 2001), which started from Edward 

Anthony’s model (Anthony, 1963), identified three levels of conceptualisation 

and organisation, namely, approach, method and technique. Richards and Rodgers 

revised and extended Anthony’s model focusing on those points that according to 

them were unclear or needed further explanation or clarification. Additionally, 

Richards and Rodgers (1986: 16) attempted to establish a relationship among the 

three concepts involved: 

(…) The primary areas needing further clarification are, using Anthony’s 
terms, method and technique. We see approach and methods treated at 
the level of design that level in which objectives, syllabus, and content 
are determined, and in which the role of teachers, learners, and 
instructional materials are specified. The implementation phase (the level 
of technique in Anthony’s model) we refer to by the slightly more 
comprehensive term procedure. Thus, a method is theoretically related to 
an approach, is organisationally determined by a design, and is 
practically realised in procedure (…) we will elaborate on the 
relationship between approach, design, and procedure, using this 
framework to compare particular methods and approaches in language 
teaching.  
 

Taking these premises into consideration, we will consider techniques as 

being part of the procedures. These procedures are language learning-teaching 

plans that may include different steps or phases for their development. For 

instance, memorisation techniques can be used in a contextual or situational 

language learning procedure according to comprehension or production goals and 

depending on concrete cases. Likewise, procedures must be related to language 

learning-teaching methodologies that represent the implementation of the method 

design. In turn, the method specifies the goals, the syllabus, the contents and 

materials of the learning-teaching process. Eventually, the approach involves 

choosing an option to do with the language conception, the learning processes and 
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the language-learning theory. In this sense, the term approach suggests a broader 

dimension that determines the method and the methodology employed. Both, the 

method and the approach, belong to the design level, while the methodologies, 

procedures and techniques are considered the implementation level or phase. Our 

option could be represented as shown in Figure 1: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1.1: Relationships among approach, method and methodology. 

 

The relationships among approach, method and methodologies are not 

mechanical, but flexible. This is due to the eclecticism currently existing in 

language learning. With respect to eclecticism, Kumaravadivelu (2001) reported 

that language teachers could not ignore all aspects that surround their teaching 

such as the influence of the sociocultural reality in the classroom that leads to the 

need for matching learners’ linguistic needs with their social needs. He referred to 

the eclectic period as the Postmethod era and pointed to individualisation as the 

notion ruling such a period. Along Kumaravadivelu’s (2001) line, Nunan and 

Lamb (1996) also pointed out individualisation as a term to be seriously 

considered in present language learning tendencies. Additionally, Kumaravadivelu 

(2001) described both the postmethod learner and the postmethod teacher. The 

former, that is, the postmethod learner, was depicted as an autonomous learner 

(i.e. in academic and social dimensions), the latter as a teacher who is an 

autonomous individual and takes control of the teaching and learning processes in 

his/her classrooms. Although, the existence of a teacher who controls all the 

aspects involved in the language learning process may be considered at odds with 
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fostering learner autonomy, Kumaravadivelu (2001) refers to an autonomous 

teacher in terms of socio-political and cultural dimensions.  

The ideas of eclecticism and individualisation were also present in Beacco 

and Morand’s (1995) and Bell’s (2003) works. Beacco addressed eclecticism not 

as a compilation of teaching techniques, but a thoughtful and critical choice made 

by a teacher. Bell (2003) also pointed out individualisation as the central element 

for describing the postmethod period. However, he did not share 

Kumaravadivelu’s understanding of the postmethod era as the result of the death 

of previous methods. Oppositely, Bell (2003) defined this period as the outcome 

of previous reflections and methods. Following Bell (2003), we consider the 

eclectic period as a period of approaches resulted from an evolution and 

reflections derived from previous approaches and methods in the language 

learning-teaching field. 

 

1.2 HUMANISTIC APPROACHES AS LEARNER-BASED APPROACHES 

VS GRAMMAR APPROACHES. 

 
 

It is a historical fact that approaches to Foreign Language Learning 

(henceforth FLL) change dramatically every twenty or twenty-five years. 

Accordingly, if we look at the more relevant past trends from 20 to 30 years seem 

an average. Direct Methods roughly were developed from 1880 to 1910, eclectic 

methods3 from 1910 to 1940, Audiolingualism from 1940 to 1970, 

Communicative methods from the early seventies to the mid-nineties and current 

tendencies have been applied in the classrooms since then. At this point, we may 

think of a tentative reason that could explain the waving movement of language 

learning theories.  

The pendulum metaphor has been one tentative response to this question. 

In this respect, the shift from one method to another has been compared to the 
                                                 
3 By eclectic methods we understand those methods from the beginning and first half of the 20th 
century that inherited the Direct Method philosophy, such as for example The Cortina’s Method 
(Cortina, 1928 in Richards and Rodgers, 2001) or The New British Method (Girau, 1925 in 
Richards and Rodgers, 2001). 
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movement of a pendulum. In this sense, a new method knocks down an old one 

imposing a new and completely different perspective on language learning-

teaching. Yet, a detailed look at the different interrelated elements involved in the 

gestation and later birth of a new method leads us to consider this pendular 

movement as a step forward or evolution in the continuum that stands for the 

history of language learning methods.  

In such a metaphorical view, the relationship among different methods, as 

mentioned in section 1.1 is not considered a mechanical one but a particularly 

complex and diverse one, since not only pedagogical aspects are involved but 

social, political and economical dimensions are also implicated. Therefore, from 

our point of view, the frequent change of approaches and methods should not be 

described as a mechanical and sweeping process but a complex and procedural 

evolution, which is determined by the development of multiple aspects involved 

in such a transformational process. We consider, thus, the pendulum movement as 

a further step in the evolution process, making researchers in the field question 

their principles and consequently open up new investigations in order to make 

adjustments where needed, to modernise content and to revitalise language 

learning in the language learning field, as suggested by Donna Johnson (1992:5): 

The importance of research is not so much that it supplies definite answers 
to questions such as ‘what is the best way to learn a language? Or ‘What is 
the most effective method of L2 teaching?’ It does not. Rather, research 
can help us gain a richer understanding of the many interrelated factors 
involved in learning. 

 

The definition of the pendulum movement described here allows us to 

consider the Psychopragmatic Approach and consequently, Language Learning 

Autonomy (henceforth LLA) as the result of the evolution of different aspects 

already existing in previous language learning approaches and methods. 

Nevertheless, before going into a deeper discussion on the approaches and 

methods considered relevant to the purpose of the present study, we will go 

through some of the most relevant previous methods to the communicative 

approach, since it will provide us with valuable insights into:  
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1) The understanding of the exiting imbrications between “old” and “new” 

issues that weave the current language learning approaches. 

2) The identification of those techniques and procedures already overcome 

in the language learning field but still present in some of the current 

CALL proposals.  

The border between the Grammatical and Humanistic approaches was 

clearly defined by two key notions, namely, the increased importance of the 

learner’s role opposite to the teacher’s role supremacy exiting until that moment 

and consequently the emergence of the learning dimension at the expense of the 

teaching dimension, which had been central until that moment. Both aspects were 

investigated by Rogers (1961) and they would be essential for the later 

development of Language Learning Autonomy.  

Shifting the focus loci from the teacher to the learner and therefore from 

the teaching dimension to the learning meant a drastic change reflected in the 

development of Grammatical and Humanistic Approaches. Grammatical 

Approaches and Methods consider learners as passive agents in their learning 

process. Consequently, the learning process is considered as unidirectional, since 

neither horizontal interactions (learners-learners) nor vertical (teachers-learners) 

are promoted. Contrarily to Grammatical Approaches, Humanistic Approaches 

consider learners as active agents in their own learning process by taking into 

account their own needs and making them aware of the learning strategies 

employed during the learning process (Dubin and Olshtain, 1986). Therefore, 

communicative objectives are reinforced as a result (I’m not sure if this is what 

you mean here). As a result, the teacher’s role changed dramatically and teachers 

became also facilitators of the learning process, whose main role was to create a 

friendly environment for the learning process to take place.  

Both approaches are clearly described by Sánchez (1997). On the one 

hand, he defines the Grammatical Approaches as rationalist approaches, which are 

mainly based on learners’ cognitive capacity and consequently reject any other 

human learning variable.  
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According to him these approaches: 

• do not take into account learners’ own personal development and 

communicative needs. 

• do not offer students freedom to organise either their learning process, or 

learning content, or the strategies that they could employ. 

• rarely take context into account.  

• rarely take students’ affective context or feelings into consideration.  

• do not pay attention to social relationships among students and therefore 

their participation in class. 

• support teachers’ authority in the classroom constraining students’ 

participation. 

• do not promote students’ responsibility, either through the objectives, or 

through the strategies employed. 

• emphasise the teachers’ role, who is considered an external element to the 

students. 

 

On the other hand, Sánchez (1997) describes Humanistic 

Approaches/Method as those approaches or methods, in which the rational 

organisation of the content is marginalised. Accordingly, humanistic approaches: 

• adapt the learning method to the learner. 

• take into account learners’ needs providing learners with tailored-made 

materials that help them to meet their communicative needs. 

• favour learners’ freedom to learn by taking into account their interests and 

responsibility when learning. 

• do not constrain the teacher’s role. The teacher is free to decide on the 

most suitable content, methodology and techniques for each learning 

situation. This election is always balanced and negotiated according to 

learners’ needs.  

 

For the purpose of the present study we will concentrate on four relevant 

approaches, namely, one belonging to the Grammatical Approach (Structuralism/ 
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Audiolingualism) and three humanistic approaches, namely, Cognitive 

Approaches, the Notional Functional Approach and Communicative Approaches 

and we will pay special attention to Psychopragmatic approach, which is framed 

into the communicative approaches.  

1.2.1 Grammar approaches. The structural approach: what is left. 

 

Regarding Sánchez’s (1997) description above mentioned, The Grammar 

Translation Method, the Direct Method and Structuralism/ Audiolingualism would 

be considered grammatical approaches (Sanchez, 1997; Alcón, 2002). Of these 

three methods, we will focus our attention on Structuralism/ Audiolingualism, 

since it was the method that witnessed major changes regarding technology 

applied to the language learning-teaching context. However, Grammar Translation 

method and Direct method also influenced the development of the language 

learning field as shown in Table 1 below:  

Table 1: Pedagogical and technological aspects emerged in the methods previous to the Structural 
Approach and still present in CALL proposals. 

 
PEDAGOGICAL DIMENSION TECHNOLOGICAL 

DIMENSION 

Approach / 
Method  

Aspects still relevant in 
the language learning-

teaching field 

Technological devices and 
their evolution towards 
CALL implementation. 

Grammar 
Translation 

• Memorisation is 
sometimes considered an 
effective learning 
strategy  

Direct Method • Grammar is likely to be 
taught inductively. 

•Use of the phonograph 
as a technical device for 
pedagogical purposes 
(e.g. correct 
pronunciation) 

The Phonograph 

 

 

Tape-recorder 

 

CD Player 

 

Computer-based programs 
(e.g. Real-Player) and 
specialised software (e.g. 
Speech Recognition 
software 
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The structural approach (i.e. Audiolingualism) is named after the linguistic 

stream that prevailed in Europe and the United States during the 40s, 50s and 60s, 

namely, Structuralism. The fundamental change introduced by the structural 

approach lies in the importance given to linguistic structures as noted by Allen 

and Widdowson (1975: 52): 

According to the structuralists, individual sounds, words or parts of 
sentences have no linguistic significance in themselves; they have 
significance only as they contrast and combine with other items in the 
patterns of a linguistic system.  

Allen and Widdowson’s words show how this new approach was different 

from the linguistic studies of the 19th century, which studied language from an 

atomistic point of view without considering the possible relationships existing 

among the different elements integrating a language. However, although 

structuralists went forward considering language as an interrelated linguistic 

system, they still considered language as an item detached from context. 

Accordingly, they considered language as a system of structurally related 

elements for the encoding of meaning, the elements being phonemes, morphemes, 

words, structures and sentence types.  

The term structural (see Table 2 below) included three different features: 

firstly, the elements in a language were thought of as being linearly produced in a 

rule-governed (structures) way; secondly, language samples could be exhaustively 

described at any structural level of description (phonetic, phonemic, 

morphological, etc); and thirdly, linguistic levels were thought of as systems 

within systems- that is- as being pyramidally structured. Phonemic systems led to 

morphemic systems, and these in turn led to the higher-level systems of phrases, 

clauses, and sentences (Zanón, 1989).  
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Table 2: Language definition and characteristics of the Structural approach. 

Structural Approach 

Language is seen as … Characteristics 

A system of structurally related 
elements (i.e. phonemes, morphemes, 
words, structures and sentence types) 
for the encoding of meaning. 

1. Elements in language are thought 
of as being linearly produced in a 
rule-governed way. 

2. Language samples could be 
exhaustively described at any 
structural level of description 
(phonetic, phonemic, 
morphological, etc.) 

3. Linguistic levels are thought of as 
systems in a pyramidal structure 

The theoretical framework shown in Table 2 embraces the structuralist 

theories that were developed by two groups that had traditionally been 

distinguished from one another, namely, the European and the American 

Structuralism. The European structuralism had its origins in the Linguistic Circle 

of Prague, which was founded in 1926 by Mathésius, who considered the 

communicative function as the main one in language. The Linguistic Circle of 

Prague constituted an important platform to disseminate Saussure’s ideas. It was 

supported by many relevant linguists as for example Mukarovsky, Trubetzkoy and 

Jakobson, among others. When the Circle of Prague disappeared a new group was 

created, namely, the School of Copenhagen that would lead to a further 

development of the theories already discussed in the Circle of Prague.  

One of the most relevant aspects of the Circle of Prague concerning our 

study was its approach to text. Along this line, Combettes and Tomasone (1988: 

32) brought the Circle of Prague close to a Hallidayan perspective as shown 

below:  

On ne peut ignorer ici un type de description du langage qui se rapproche 
nettement, sur certains points, des analyses de l’École de Prague; il s’agit 
de la théorie élaborée par M.A.K Halliday (…). 

This functional-communicative perspective of the sentence was one of the 

most outstanding contributions of the Circle of Prague. They distinguished three 
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different levels of analysis in a sentence, namely, grammatical, semantic and 

thematic (i.e. theme/rheme; topic/comment) and considered pragmatics and 

thematic progression to be closely related (Danes, 1974).  

This perspective was also taken into account by Vachek (1966), Halliday 

(1970), Slakta (1975), Combettes and Tomasone (1988). Chomsky (1965) also 

referred to the problem of the sentence elements order in his book Aspects of The 

Theory of Syntax. He described it as a matter of stylistics. Later on, during his 

elaboration of the Studies on Semantics in Generative Grammar (1972), he would 

go further on the problems of semantic interpretation and he would include them 

both in the deep and superficial structure of the sentence. Although from a 

functional-communicative perspective, these reflections led to a discursive 

perspective and showed how the functionalist stream in the European 

structuralism was paving the way for the textual and semantic approach to 

language. However, its application to the language-learning field would have to 

wait until the development of the communicative approaches.  

The theory of language underlying Audiolingualism was derived from 

American structural linguistics. American structuralism was built upon two main 

figures, namely Bloomfield and Fries. Leonard Bloomfield’s work Language 

(1933) is considered the most influential work in American structuralism. In this 

work, Bloomfield showed his interest in establishing a scientific basis that could 

rule the linguistic research and pointed out the influence of the behaviourist 

psychology at that moment. He agreed with Skinner’s premises and described the 

language as a response to stimulus. In this sense, Bloomfield’s pedagogical 

proposals could also be considered as behaviourist in Skinnerian terms. Fries 

created The English Language Institute in 1939. Fries together with Bloomfield 

and Martinet in Europe, were called to be the most active precursors of the 

application of the structuralism in learning plans and established the basis for the 

incipient development of Structuralism that started to become the new spearhead 

of the linguistic and pedagogical field.  

The structuralist linguistic approach, in both continents, was supported by 

Behaviourism in the field of Psychology. Skinner’s theory (1957) was based on 
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Popper’s (1953) theory of the mental processes, which he described as the empty 

bucket theory of mind (Richards and Rodgers, 1986). Skinner considered the 

language as a behaviour that could be learnt like the rest of human behaviour, that 

is, by the acquisition of habits. These habits were the result of the repetition of a 

reaction to a stimulus-response-reinforcement, that is, a stimulus served to elicit a 

determined behaviour whose result was a response. The reinforcement served to 

mark a response as appropriate (positive reinforcement) or inappropriate (negative 

reinforcement). Applying this theory to L2 learning means identifying the 

organism as the language learner; the behaviour as verbal behaviour; the stimulus 

as what is taught or presented from the L2; the response as the learner’s reaction 

to the stimulus; and the reinforcement as the teacher’s or fellow students’ extrinsic 

approval and praise or the intrinsic self-satisfaction of target language use. 

Language mastery, thus, is represented as acquiring a set of appropriate language 

stimulus-response chains.  

Different historic events in both continents lent incredible impetus to these 

new approaches that would be later integrated in a language learning methodology 

of behaviourist habit-formation, namely Audiolingualism: 

(1) In the USA, the entry into the World War II brought with it a sudden, 

necessity to know foreign languages. Afterwards, the Sputnik shock 

of 1957 meant the realisation that the Russians were ahead in space 

and spurred important reforms in education materialised in the 

National Defense Education Act in 1958 

(2) In France, it was the independence of the French colonies around 

1960 that provided the impetus for profound reform. In order to keep 

these new states within the French realm, and to counter the danger 

of Anglo-American cultural take-over, the French government made 

a massive effort to impose French as the lingua franca.  

In the first case, the USA government commissioned American 

universities to develop foreign language programs for military personnel. A group 

of linguists, called the ACLS (American Council of Learned Societies) created the 

army Specialised Training Program (ASTP) in 1942. One of these linguists was 
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Bloomfield at Yale, who had already developed training programs as part of his 

linguistic research. The ASTP consisted of courses in which students studied 

for10 hours a day, 6 days a week and 20 to 30 hours of private study spread over 

two to three 6-week sessions. This method was also supported by the 

technological advances available in that movement, such as records, radio 

programs, films, which were widely used in classes as pedagogical material. This 

was the system adopted by the army and, in small classes of mature and highly 

motivated students, excellent results were often achieved. The ASTP lasted only 

about two years but attracted considerable attention in the popular press and in the 

academic community. For the next 10 years the “Army Method” and its possible 

application to regular language programs was discussed. 

However, during this period American linguists, such as Fries (at 

Michigan University, were applying the principles of structural linguistics and 

behaviourism to language teaching. For Fries (1945), grammar or “structure” was 

the starting point. The structure of the language was identified with its basic 

sentence patterns and grammatical structures. The language was taught by 

systematic attention to pronunciation and by intensive oral drilling of its basic 

sentence patterns. Pattern practice was a basic classroom technique, as claimed by 

Hocket (1959), who pointed out these basic patterns as the main constituents of 

the learner’s task. Frie’s Aural-oral or structural approach was not unique, since 

there were more proposals along these lines as for instance Moulton’s in 1961.  

Yet, all these proposals lacked an explicit language learning theory. This 

came later when the Sputnik shock encouraged the American government to make 

a more intensive effort to teach foreign languages in order to prevent Americans 

from becoming isolated from scientific advances made in other countries. It was 

at that moment when funds for teacher training, developing teaching materials and 

for studying and analysing modern languages were provided. As a result, 

language-teaching specialists set about developing a method. They drew on the 

earlier experience of the Army Method and the Aural–Oral or Structural Method 

developed by Fries and most importantly, they added insights taken from 
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Skinner’s behaviourist psychology. This combination led to the Audiolingual 

Method4. 

Audiolingualism is a linguistic or structure-based approach to language 

teaching. The starting point is a linguistic syllabus, which contains the key items 

of phonology, morphology, and syntax of the language arranged according to their 

order of presentation. The language skills are taught in the order of listening, 

speaking, reading and writing. Listening is the most important skill, since 

language may be presented entirely orally at first. When reading and writing are 

introduced, students are taught to read and write what they have learned to say 

orally. At advanced levels, more complex reading and writing tasks may be 

introduced. Dialogue and drills form the basis of Audiolingual classroom 

practices. After a dialogue has been presented and memorised, specific 

grammatical patterns in the dialogue become the focus of various kinds of drills 

and pattern-practice exercises. The use of this type of activities is a distinctive 

feature of the Audiolingual Method.  

The Audilingualism considers learners as organisms that can be directed 

by skilled training techniques to produce correct responses. The teacher models 

the target language, controls the direction and pace of learning, and monitors and 

corrects the learners’ performance. The process of teaching involves extensive 

oral instruction and the focus of this instruction is on immediate and accurate 

speech. This oral instruction is carried out in the target language, and translation 

or use of the native language is discouraged. 

The European version of the American Audiolingualism was different, 

since as mentioned before, the European branch was following a Hallidayan 

textual perspective, which led to a different approach to Audiolingualism. 

Language in context was starting to be considered as a central idea and 

consequently the notion of situation became central as noted by Pittman (1963: 

179) 

                                                 
4  The term Audiolingual was coined by Professor Nelson Brooks in 1964. 
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Our principal classroom activity in the teaching of English structure will be 
the oral practice of structures. This oral practice of controlled sentence 
patterns should be given in situations designed to give the greatest amount 
of practice in English speech to the pupil. 

The link between knowledge of structures and situations that allowed them 

to be put into practice gave rise to the European Situational Language 

Approach, which adopted an inductive approach to the teaching of grammar. 

Consequently, the meaning of words or structures was not explained in either the 

native language or the target language, but it was to be induced from the way the 

form was used in a situation. Further structures and vocabulary from new 

situations were learnt by generalisation.  

This approach had two main different focuses in Europe, namely, the 

British and the French one. British linguists, such as J.R. Firth (1957) and M.A.K. 

Halliday (1970) developed powerful views of language in which meaning, 

context, and situation were given a prominent place. These ideas were rooted in 

Malinowski’s premises (1961) on the importance of the cultural dimension in 

language.  

A specific method was launched in France. Its name was SGVA (i.e. 

“Structuro-Global Audiovisuel”) and it was based on behaviourist principles, 

which also included the notion of situation helped with audio, pictures and slides. 

The French embassies and the Bureaux Pédagogiques were in charge of promoting 

this method inside and outside the country. The CREDIF (Centre de Recherche et 

d’Étude pour la Diffusion du Français) of Saint-Cloud was one of the first centres 

devoted to the promotion of audiovisual methods. They were based on recordings 

of dialogues that were attached to the film that learners decided to see. The 

manual called Voix et Images de France (VIF) (1961) designed by the CREDIF 

was totally successful in Great Britain and the USA. It was used for teaching 

French as foreign language in primary schools. The proposals from CREDIF 

showed the evolution experienced by the first audiovisual methods, which 

included static images without cultural burden towards more dynamic images and 

proposals with a dense cultural perspective.  
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Contrary to the American structuralist view on language, the European 

branch considered language as a purposeful activity related to goals and situations 

in the real world. What the European perspective actually proposed was the 

merging of functions and notions as a counterpart to the rigidity of the audiovisual 

methods and the excessive importance given to grammar in Audiolingualism, 

which had not led to the desired communicative competence.  

Nowadays, the Situational Approach has also been reflected in CALL 

software design. In fact, there are CALL programs that fit their contents and 

materials into situational syllabi, which are then related to grammatical structures. 

Table 3 below shows an example of this type of syllabus (i.e. Communicate and 

Connect English (2001)). The lesson contents are referred as situations such as 

Delays at airport, Socializing with friends. These situations are linked to different 

grammar points that correspond to concrete linguistic structures, such as tenses 

and prepositions: 

Table 3: Communicate and Connect Syllabus, 2001: 6-7 

VERSION AND TYPE GRAMMAR 

UNIT 1 LESSON 2 

Meeting new People 

Review of tenses: simple present, 
present continuous, simple past, 
future with going to, with will 

UNIT 1 LESSON 5 

Socializing with friends 

Use of could and might for 
suggestions , Should for advice 

UNIT 1 LESSON 6 

Dining Trends 

Prepositions of place, in, at, on. 

UNIT 2 LESSON 3 

Delays at airport 

Nouns that can be count or 
noncount 

As illustrated in Table 3 above, although Communicate and Connect was 

published in 2001, its syllabus is still based on situations as for instance Delays at 

Airport, Socializing with friends, which are linked to specific grammatical aspects 

such as nouns or verb tense. 
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Structuralism /Audiolingualism period was revolutionary in terms of 

technological development, since for the first time mechanical devices were 

applied to investigate the learning process. This idea was initially developed by 

Skinner (1954: 95), who saw in mechanical devices the solution for positively 

reinforcing the learning process, which had been affected by limitations such as 

the class size, different teaching styles and grading methods: 

If the teacher is to take advantage of recent advances in the study of 
learning, she must have the help of mechanical devices. The technical 
problem of providing the necessary instrumental aid is not particularly 
difficult. There are many ways in which the necessary contingencies may 
be arranged, either mechanically or electrically...The important features 
on the device are these: Reinforcement for the right answer is immediate. 

Skinner’s creation was considered the first mechanical and electrical 

device applied to learning. It was inspired in Pavlov’s theory (1890, 1975) about 

the conditioned reflexes and Pressey’s model (1915 in Pressey, 1927) of Ohio 

State University. This new device was called the teaching machine and it is 

considered as the first device based upon programmed instruction or programmed 

learning. 

It was originally conceived as a book that was used to present the material 

to be learned in a series of very small steps, called frames. Each frame contained 

specific information and a statement with a blank that the student had to fill in. 

The student then uncovered the correct answer before going on to the next frame. 

If the student's answer was correct it was positively reinforced by the progress to 

the next frame; if not, the student was immediately shown the correct answer. 

Each frame might either introduce a new idea or repeat material covered 

previously. The lessons started from the student's initial knowledge and, in small 

steps, proceeded to a final learning goal.  

Skinner (1968: 30) considered programmed learning extremely effective 

because it could cater for the active student participation, small-step-progression, 

immediate feedback, and reinforcement, summing up; it could lead to an 

individualised learning: 
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Even in a small classroom the teacher usually knows that he is going too 
slowly for some students and too fast for others. Those who could go 
faster are penalized, and those who should go slower are poorly taught 
and unnecessarily punished by criticism and failure. Machine instruction 
would permit each student to proceed ate his own rate.  

Skinner (1958) compared his teaching machine to a private tutor. The 

machine induced sustained activity while keeping the student active and busy and 

would not allow the student to proceed unless he understood the materials. The 

material was presented in sequence, as the student was ready to receive it. The 

machine helped the student arrive at the correct answer both by a logical 

presentation of material and by "hinting, prompting, suggesting, and so on, 

derived from an analysis of verbal behaviour" (Skinner, 1958: 971). Finally the 

machine rewarded the student for every correct response with immediate 

feedback. 

Later applications inherited Skinner’s programmed learning premises. 

Among the first and most significant applications for teaching and learning a 

language using a computer were those used on the Programmed Learning for 

Automated Teaching Operations (PLATO) system, developed in 1959 by the 

University of Illinois working with a business partner (i.e. Control Data 

Corporation). The main focus of PLATO was teaching Russian using a grammar 

translation approach. Drills and grammar explanations were the main type of 

activities included in the system, which also catered for learners’ errors by means 

of appropriate remedial work (Merrill et al., 1992). 

Skinner’s Teaching Machine was not so different, pedagogically speaking, 

from some of the CALL learning packages used in the field of EFL/ESL learning 

teaching. In fact, some current CALL programs are designed upon many features 

of programmed instruction such as: 

 Instructional learning sequenced into steps and rules.  

 Linearity in content that is organised from simple to complex. 

 Control of the sequence or program is usually with the program, not the 

learner. 

 Program is assumed to be the expert and the source of learning materials. 
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 Immediate correction of errors. 

 Linguistic competence defined as the knowledge of structures and 

sentences, ignoring communication. 

We have selected an extract from the workbook accompanying Learn to Speak 

English: The Complete Interactive Course (1995) that shows how this program 

integrates some of the programmed instruction features mentioned above: 

We would like to suggest you the following ways to use your textbook in 
conjunction with the computer program: 

1. Begin each chapter using the software (…). Work extensively with 
the Vocabulary, Vocabulary Drill, (…). Before beginning the 
exercises, you should read and carefully study the grammar from the 
textbook. Then, go back to the software and do the exercises (…). 
You will also find that the more thoroughly you learn the grammar, 
the easier the exercises will be (and the greater mastery of English 
will become). 

2. It is important to follow the materials in the order in which it is 
presented, that is: Introduction, Vocabulary, Vocabulary Drill (…). 
It is also important to follow all the steps in each section of each 
chapter, all the repetitions, all the recordings, all the exercises, etc… 

3. Repeat as much vocabulary (…) as you possibly can before doing 
other chapter activities. The more material you can memorise at the 
beginning of a chapter, the more time you will be able to devote to 
practising your language skills. 

(The Learning Company, 1995: i-ii) 

As illustrated in the quotation above, words like drill, repetition, 

memorise, could also fit perfectly in a description of Skinners’ teaching machine. 

Therefore, although Skinner’s theory seemed to be far in time, the principles of his 

program are combined with other, less behaviouristic features. Following Beatty 

(2003) one reason for such a practice may be simply that programmed instruction 

is an easy - if not pedagogically ideal - action for the computer to do and, in our 

opinion, for some CALL designers to develop. 

Another new technological tool for assisting language learning was 

intensively developed during this period. This new element was the language 

laboratory. Despite the differences between American (i.e. Audiolingualism) and 

European approach (i.e. Situational approach) to structuralism, both pointed at the 
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language labs as a pedagogically acceptable place to practice language. However, 

the use both schools made of the language labs was different. While the American 

school was focused on drills and repetitions and found the lab as the place to 

practise them, the European saw labs as the place where a more communicative 

approach to language could be put into practice.  

For American structuralism, language labs offered students the chance to 

have their own booths, in which they could practise their listening and oral skills. 

The tapes used in the lab were recorded by native speakers in order to give the 

students the possibility to listen to the target language in the way it was spoken by 

authentic native speakers. These tapes did not only include drills but also 

dialogues that were constrained to grammatical structures. For the European 

situational approach, the language lab offered students the possibility of watching 

films in their original version and even in some cases listening to radio 

programmes in the target language.  

These labs were considered as the remedy for an ailing version of foreign 

language teaching, since the implementation of audio-mechanic devices, texts and 

tapes based on structuralist principles were considered as the universal cure-all for 

the problems of foreign language teaching. Nevertheless, time dispelled these first 

illusions, since researchers and students realised that foreign language teaching 

difficulties (i.e. communicative skills and learner autonomy among others) had 

not been overcome.  

Language labs are currently used but in a different way. The growing 

emergence of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) has led to the 

development of web-based materials (i.e. language learning web resources that 

offer tailored-made materials with the help of authoring programs such as 

Macromedia Studio or Macromedia Director) that have been included among the 

resources and materials available for students in language labs. Consequently, 

many possibilities have emerged such as recording weekly speech assignments in 

MP3 format and e-mailing them to teachers or playing them on one’s personal 

computer. Students can also work on independent multimedia projects at 

specialised computer workstations equipped with sophisticated programs for that 
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purpose (e.g. Flash, Real Player, etc.). The modernisation of these language labs 

thanks to current technological resources make them a serious alternative or 

complement to classrooms. Nevertheless, this alternative should be informed by 

an appropriate language learning approach based upon autonomous premises, if 

learner autonomy is a desired goal. 

Criticism on Structuralism came from two fronts. On the one hand, the 

theoretical framework embracing this approach was attacked by different 

emerging theories that pointed out its failure to foster learners’ communicative 

competence, since they were often found unable to transfer the skills acquired to 

real communication outside the classroom. On the other hand, Noam Chomsky 

(1966: 153) rejected both the structural approach to language and the behaviourist 

theory of language learning: 

Language is not a habit structure. Ordinary linguistic behaviour 
characteristically involves innovation, formation of new sentences and 
patterns in accordance with rules of great abstractness and intricacy.  

Table 4 below summarises those relevant aspects first introduced in this 

period such as the concept of drill but still present in the design of CALL. 

However, it is important to point out that these exercises can also be found in 

autonomising proposals for EFL/ESL built upon psychopragmatic premises. Yet, 

these exercises are considered as additional learning techniques to be used when a 

specific learning situation requires their use. Nevertheless and fortunately for 

learner autonomy’s sake, it should not be possible to conceive a current CALL 

program whose main proponent was programmed instruction.  
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Table 4: Pedagogical and technological aspects emerged during Structuralism and still present in 

CALL proposals. 
 

PEDAGOGICAL 
DIMENSION 

 TECHNOLOGICAL 
DIMENSION 

Approach/Method Aspects still 
relevant in the 

language learning-
teaching field 

Technological devices and their 
relationship to CALL 

Audiolingualism  •The use of drills. 

•Memorisation as a 
learning technique. 
in concrete 
situations  

Situational 
Approach 

•Language in 
context. 

•A cultural and 
more cultural and 
communicative 
perspective for 
language learning  

 

•Skinner’s Teaching Machine. It was 
the first mechanical device created 
for pedagogical purposes. 

 

•Language Labs as a place for 
language learning. 

 

1.2.2 Humanistic approaches. Cognitive, Notional-functional and 

communicative approaches. 

From Cognitive approaches to Psychopragmatic approach there is a 

gradual increase in humanistic features the Psychopragmatic approach being the 

one that includes most of the features mentioned by Sánchez (1997). In this sense, 

the Psychopragmatic approach is built up upon notions such as process, 

interaction, focus on meaning, learner-centredness and consider different roles for 

teachers (i.e. as counsellors and guiders) and learners (i.e. active autonomous 

learners), which are also present in the other approaches such Cognitive 

approaches, the Notional-Functional approach and Communicative approaches but 

to a certain extent in each case. For instance, in the case of Cognitive approaches 

learners were regarded for the first time as important elements to be taken into 

account within the learning process. Consequently, the notion of communication 

became relevant. 
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1.2.2.1 Cognitive approaches: the discovering of learners.  

Much of the early cognitivist developments showed the influence of 

Gestalt theorists like Wertheimer, Köhler and Kofka who, unlike behaviourists, 

placed great emphasis on the importance of organisational mental processes in 

perception and specifically in learning. Cognitive sciences developed their 

theories from the mere description of the mental processes. According to them, 

learning did not derive from a cause-effect or stimulus-response phenomenon as 

claimed by structuralists, but it was rather the result of different mental processes. 

The cognitive approach emphasised, thus, the cognitive structure that learners 

built in their memory. The influence of the cognitive revolution went far beyond, 

since most of the aspects emerged with this movement are still present in current 

language learning tendencies.  

The Cognitive Approach was also divided into two different branches, 

namely, the American, whose main figure was Chomsky and the European with 

Piaget as its main representative. The American Cognitive approach was born 

partly as a response to the sorts of criticisms the American linguistic Noam 

Chomsky had labelled as structural linguistic theory in his Syntactic Structures 

(1957). Chomsky had demonstrated that standard structural theories of language 

were incapable of accounting for the fundamental characteristics of language, 

which, according to him, were the creativity and uniqueness of individual 

sentences. Both notions were defined in his Transformational Generative 

Grammar. He also focused his research on the mental processes that were 

supposed to take place between stimuli and response, which remained ignored in 

the structuralist approach. Cognitivism, thus, focused on learners’ mental 

processes, since they considered that it was a mistake not to take them into 

account when analysing learners’ learning process. In order to study them, they 

used to compile, record and analyse learners’ comments while they were studying. 

In this context, Chomskyan linguistics is concerned with symbolic 

representations and manipulation and modification of rules. Chomky’s (1965: 57-

58) rejection of finite state grammars in favour of transformational generative 

grammar was extremely important, since it involved the rejection of behaviourist 

approaches to learning: 
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[behaviourist approaches to learning] have not provided any way to 
account for or even to express the fundamental fact about the normal use 
of language, namely the speaker’s ability to produce and understand 
instantly new sentences that are not similar to those previously heard in 
any physically defined sense or in terms of any notion of frames or 
classes of elements, nor associated with those previously heard by 
conditioning, not obtainable by them form any sort of ‘generalisation’ 
known to psychology or philosophy. 

While all this was happening in the United States, in Europe British 

applied linguistics began to call into question the theoretical assumptions 

underlying the Situational Language approach. They started to claim the need to 

focus on communicative proficiency in language teaching rather than on mere 

mastery of structures. These first ideas would later give rise to the Communicative 

approach. 

Jean Piaget’s studies about the development of learning also had 

considerable influence on European cognitivism and the later appearance of the 

Communicative approach. Indeed, his theories about knowledge acquisition were 

remarkably important, since he thought that knowledge was acquired through 

experience and later organised and structured in the subject’s mind. He also noted 

that for learning to take place, it had to be incorporated into the cognitive 

structures already existing in the individual’s head. Piaget, thus, considered 

language as a step within the developmental process of intelligence. His Studies in 

Genetic Epistemology (1968) postulated that cognitive structures changed during 

the adaptation processes (i.e. assimilation and accommodation). Assimilaton 

involved the interpretation of events in terms of already existing cognitive 

structures whereas the latter, that is, accommodation, referred to the 

transformation of cognitive structures in order to understand the environment that 

surrounded the individual. Consequently, cognitive development consisted of a 

constant effort of adaptation to the environment in terms of assimilation and 

accommodation (Piaget, 1955, 1983). 

Piaget’s theories were the subject of one of Chomsky’s attacks. They had 

the opportunity to discuss face to face about their different approaches in the 
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Abbaye de Royaumont Debate in October 19755. Contrarily to Piaget’s 

constructivist view, Chomsky claimed for an “innatist” theory of language 

acquisition, which was based upon the idea that universal grammatical structures 

were genetically pre-wired in human beings and were merely selected and set in 

action by appropriate experience: “…possession of human language is associated 

with a specific type of mental organisation…” (Chomsky, 1970: 70). Chomsky’s 

notion of mental organisation emphasised the idea of a language (or domain) 

specificity, which was related to Fodor’s (1983) notions of modularity. Fodor 

referred to the brain as an organ that was structured in modular processing units, 

each one devoted to a specific function. The processing modules contained 

specified linguistic structures, which were called universal grammars and were 

considered to be innate. However, the universal grammars constrained the child’s 

processing of linguistic input (Chomsky, 1983; Pinker and Bloom, 1990).  

Chomsky’s’ theory in linguistic terms would be expressed as follows, a 

child could only build any linguistic structure (i.e. subject-predicate relation), if 

he/she possessed them from the outset, that is if they were innate. Oppositely, 

Piagetian views did not accept the existence of any innate knowledge that might 

contribute to language development. In fact, Piaget relied on experience as the 

only way to acquire knowledge. Piaget’s and Chomsky’s influences were 

especially important in certain methods developed in the USA such as Total 

Physical Response, The Silent Way, Community Language Learning and 

Suggestopedia.  

Cognitivist views on language placed in the foreground new interests and 

research questions based on the development of the following aspects: 

 Learners’ previous knowledge in terms of socio-cultural, pragmatic 

and linguistics knowledge. 

 Study of learners’ errors in order to develop their capacity for 

conceptualisation and self-correction. 

 Procedural approaches based on a non-linear syllabus. 
                                                 
5 Piaget, J. Teorías del lenguaje, teorías del aprendizaje. Centre Royaumont pour une science de 
l’homme:el debate entre Jean piaget y Noam Chomsky; organizado y recopilado por Massimo 
Piattelli-Palmarini. Barcelona; Editorial Crítica, 1983:89-84 
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 Global frameworks that could enable the development of long-term 

memory. 

 Learning strategies, which were conceived as behavioural 

metaplannings that could be generalised and applied to different 

situations. 

The development of cognitivism applied to human learning was also 

influenced by the research focused on Artificial Intelligence6 (henceforth AI), 

concretely on information processing and mental processes involved in problem 

solving (i.e. procedural representations, Miler, Gallanter and Pribram, 1983). 

Minsky’s notion of framework (1975) is also evoked in this period to insist on the 

role of schemata in the processes of comprehension and information retention 

(Shank and Abelson, 1977), which was applied to computer programs developed 

at this time.  

Constructivist theories were also boosted, especially after Ausubel’s 

Educational Psychology: A Cognitive View (1968), since constructivism has its 

bases in the cognitive movement and especially in Ausubel’s theory, in which the 

notions of meaningful knowledge and previous knowledge were central. In fact, 

these notions would affect directly the human science curricula. However, it was 

not accepted in the language learning curricula until the 90’s. The importance of 

the research conducted on psychology for learning was also taken into account 

when designing simulations of intelligent procedures in AI models as well as when 

analysing verbal information processing in computer systems. The first 

demonstration of a running AI program took place in Dartmouth in 1956. It had 

been created by J:C Shaw and Herbert Simon and was known as The Logic 

Theorist (LT). One year later they presented their General Problem Solver (GPS) 

and in 1958 John McCarthy (MIT) created the Lisp Language, a symbol-

manipulation program that used symbolic expressions to remember and work with 

data and procedures just as people used pencil and paper. 

                                                 
6 The term AI was coined by John Mccarthy in 1956 and it was also the topic of the Dartmouth 
Conference, which was the first conference devoted to the subject. 
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Semantic nets were also a topic for study due to their importance in 

Piaget’s and Chomsky’s theories.  In the 1950’s and early 1960’s Margaret 

Masterman (1957) and some of her colleagues designed a series of semantic nets 

for automatic translation at Cambridge. Later on, Ross Quillan (1968) 

demonstrated semantic nets as part of her PhD dissertation in 1966 at Carnegie 

Inst. of Technology, now Carnegie Mellon University. The work on semantic 

networks was critical in establishing the basic process and structures associated 

with storage and retrieval of information that were then compared to the cognitive 

process taking place in learners’ minds. Research on AI has continues today, it is a 

wide field of research that currently focuses on the development of Expert Systems 

and their possible fields of application, in our case the field of language learning 

in general and English as a foreign language in particular. 

However, AI was not the only technological aspect that emerged during 

this period, Seymor Papert (1980), who worked with Piaget in Geneva and 

therefore was particularly influenced by Piaget’s ideas about constructivism, 

argued for the necessity to design educational software to develop children’s 

thinking. He applied constructivist arguments to the use of the programming 

language LOGO, which he claimed could benefit children in their mathematical 

thinking. His ideas ran parallel to the socio-cultural theories of Feuerstein and 

Vygotsky, since he claimed that LOGO provided a culture that could help to make 

abstract mathematical concepts simple and concrete, so that the child could relate 

them to his/her prior knowledge and fit them into his/her inbuilt knowledge 

structure. In order to achieve this goal, Papert developed some devices that could 

facilitate the use of LOGO. One of them was ‘Turtle’, a triangular cursor that 

could be handled and rotated by the child to produce a geometrical drawing.  

The potential of LOGO allowed users to illustrate their own commands 

and thus to extend the power of programming language, which was one of the 

main attractions and strengths of the program designed by Papert. The 

programmer used the notion of ‘recursion’ to simplify the structure of the 

program. Recursion meant ‘repeat’ what was known earlier (but with a slight 

difference) and it allowed the drawing of complicated figures by defining 

commands and using them repeatedly several times with small changes in size and 
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rotation. By experimenting with such programming, Papert (1980) reasoned that 

children gained insights into how complex ideas are structured from simpler ones. 

This insight achieved in the context of ‘turtle geometry’ was alleged to be 

transferred to other domains of learning as well. The results of Papert’s 

experiment were reflected later on in his book Mindstorms: Children Computers 

and Powerful Ideas (1980). 

Although LOGO was a product available for children and adults and 

became widely known in the 1980s, there were critical voices about it, since it 

was considered to be poor, from a pedagogical point of view (Pouts-Lajus and 

Riché-Magnier, 1998), since LOGO could be only used to handle technical 

objects. However, Logo is still used as a pedagogical tool by teachers as for 

instance Theresa Overall at Lamplighter.  

As seen in this section, the Cognitive revolution did not only mean the 

discovery of learners as active agents in a learning process but it also brought 

about a direct and close connection between technology and learning (i.e. AI and 

Schemata Theory, computer programs for learning such as LOGO). Additionally, 

the Cognitive approach meant adopting a new perspective in learning methods in 

the language-learning field, which, from this moment on, would focus on the 

following aspects:  

Table 5: Central aspects in the Cognitive approach for language learning. 

Aspects inherited from cognitive methods… 

 Introduction of comprehension activities, which were considered 
as a specific area with specific goals, procedures and techniques.  

 Introduction of an estimated period of silence that allows learners 
to elaborate their intake before going ahead to the expression 
phase. 

 Introduction of conceptualisation activities. 

 Introduction of the development of learners’ metalanguage. 

 Introduction of the development of learning strategies. 
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1.2.2.2. The Notional Functional approach: First references to discourse.  

While in the USA the cognitive revolution caused a great impact in 

language teaching with the final appearance of the Natural Approach, in Europe 

the Situational Approach started to decline (mid 1970s), since the need to 

emphasise the functional and communicative potential of language was becoming 

central in language teaching (Halliday, 1970; Van EK, 1975; Wilkins, 1976; 

Breen & Candlin, 1980; Canale & Swain, 1980; Widdowson, 1983; Brumfit, 

1984; Breen, 1987). Besides, Vygotsky’s and Piaget’s works began to be 

influential in the researching field. Their influence was implicitly reflected in the 

prologues of the Threshold Level (1975), since although the initial notional-

functional syllabus could be described as lineal and focused on grammatical and 

formal progression, it evolved to a more procedural and interactive syllabus based 

upon the learner. Additionally, discursive strategies as well as learning strategies 

were integrated in the learning process with the final purpose of developing and 

fostering learner autonomy.  

This growing concern for the learner, which was initiated by the Cognitive 

methods, brought about a cognitive dimension in the language learning approach 

from a functional-notional perspective. Following on from this a more 

communicative perspective on language learning started to be adapted not only by 

linguists but also by anthropologists. Dell Hymes (1967) together with John 

Gumperz (1972) proposed the substitution of the notion linguistic competence for 

that of communicative competence, since they suggested that linguistic 

competence was but a sub-division of a greater whole, which was communicative 

competence. According to them, language was just one mode of communication 

among others, and full communication involved mastery of all codes (e.g. gesture, 

position, non-verbal vocalisation, use of visual aids, etc.). Hymes also pointed out 

the fact that the use of language was different depending on various factors such 

as social relationship, context differentiation, and changes in code and register. 

Hymes (1967:105) considered these constraints on language use as important as 

the rules of grammar:  
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The acquisition of such competency is of course fed by social experience, 
needs and motives, and issues in action that is itself a renewed source of 
motives, needs and experience. We break irrevocably with the model that 
restricts the design of language to one face toward referential meaning, 
one toward sound, and that defines the organisation of language as solely 
consisting of rules for linking the two. Such a model implies naming to 
be the sole use of speech, as if languages were never organised to lament, 
rejoice, beseech, admonish (…). A model of language must design it 
with a face toward communicative conduct and social life. 

 He insisted on the utility of language, and the need to understand it as a 

tool or a set of tools that people use to carry out different tasks. This reflection led 

to the consideration of the concept of speech act. This concept is usually traced to 

the work of the English philosopher John Austin (1962), who, in his book How to 

Do things With Words, pointed to a class of utterances which he called 

‘performatives’. These performative utterances were those that did not describe, 

report or state anything at all and whose utterance was part of the doing of an 

action, which would not normally be described as saying something. According to 

Austin, it was always necessary that the circumstances in which the words were 

uttered were, in some way, appropriate, and that the speaker himself or other 

individuals performed certain other actions, whether physical or mental or even 

acts of uttering further words. This insight was also extended by John Searle 

(1969), who saw all language use as functional.  

 

Searle (1969) defined the speech acts as the basic units of the linguistic 

communication in opposition to previous theories that pointed out symbols, words 

or sentences as the minimal units of communication. Searle (1980: vii) defined the 

speech act as follows: 

 
The theory of speech act starts with the assumption that the minimal unit 
of human communication is not a sentence or other expression, but rather 
the performance of certain kinas of acts, such as making statements, 
asking questions, giving orders, describing, explaining, apologizing, 
thanking, congratulating, etc. Characteristically, a speaker performs one 
or more of these acts by uttering a sentence or sentences; but the act itself 
is not to be confused with a sentence or other expression uttered in its 
performance. 
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The Notional-Functional Approach took into account the increasing 

importance of speech acts. It arose from the work done by the Council of Europe, 

which in the 1960s became interested in both Permanent Education-la Formation 

Continue- and in Language Teaching. In fact, in one of the foundational 

documents, David Wilkins (1976), presented a new curriculum for language 

teaching that was structured according to the learners’ communication needs. 

According to the Council of Europe (1971), it was a curriculum that broke down 

the global concept of language units and sub-units based upon the analysis of 

communicative situations in which a particular group of adult learners were 

usually involved.  

Wilkins distinguished two different elements, namely, notions and 

functions. Notional categories were those semantic-grammatical concepts that 

corresponded to terms such as time, quantity, frequency, etc. Functional 

categories were those with a pragmatic nature and that could be translated into 

communicative functions for instance: informing, requesting, suggesting, etc. 

Vocabulary was also considered within this category. Language was thought to be 

classified in terms of what users wanted to do with it -functions- or in terms of 

which meanings users wanted to put across -notions- rather than in terms of 

grammatical items. Furthermore, the language was to be categorised by level. 

The adoption of this model by the Council of Europe resulted in the 

publication of the Threshold Level developed by Jan Van Ek (1975) in English. 

However, the successive publication in other languages led to the modification of 

the rigidity presented in this model, since the initial version of The Threshold 

Level set as an objective for the foreign language learner the acquisition of a 

communicative competence, but understood as the capacity to reproduce speech 

acts (Villanueva, 1997: 83). What Villanueva pointed out in her work is the fact 

that in this non-discursive first stage, speech acts were identified with sentences, 

which were approached from a grammatical and structural view. In the late 1980s, 

this approach would evolve towards a more discursive and communicative 

dimension thanks to modifications introduced to this first version, for example, 

that made by Daniel Coste (1976). He was in charge of writing the French version 
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Un Niveau Seuil (1976), and attempted to respond to this initial rigid nature by 

taking as a starting point Searle’s speech acts.  

After the publication of The Threshold Level, the main function of the 

Modern Languages Commission was the union of language learning in Europe 

basing its researches on Coste’s modification of the Threshold Level. The nature 

of the speech acts also evolved into a more flexible conception. For instance, 

Holec (1982) proposed the introduction of the conversational episode in which the 

notion of strategy was central. His suggestion attempted to avoid the rigid 

structure of speech acts, which he had referred to as dead natures (Holec, 1982). 

Accordingly, researchers would focus on the development of those strategies 

when combining speech acts according to speech evolution. It would be necessary 

to acquire and therefore teach to acquire the capacity to take decisions, combine 

sequences, reformulate, that is, discursive strategies.  

Holec’s redefinition of speech acts and his insistence on the necessity of 

teaching how to use discursive strategies were closely related to the theoretical 

model developed by Canale and Swain (1980) who defined communicative 

competence as consisting in four aspects, namely, (1) grammatical competence, 

(2) sociolinguistic competence, (3) discourse competence and (4) strategic 

competence.  

Although the Notional-Functional approach was initially based on 

concepts such as linear syllabus, speech act-structure and the dualism notion-

function, which recalled a structuralist approach to language, some other aspects 

adopted by this method such as interest on communicative competence, language 

usages and communicative strategies, contributed to a further evolution towards a 

Communicative Approach. Furthermore, the notion of context began to be 

considered relevant for language learning.  

Nowadays, the notion of context is central to LA, since the diversity of 

contexts and learners claims for an adaptation of the learning method to different 

specific learning contexts (i.e. learners, learning plan, time, etc). In this sense, 

when dealing with the Communicative approach we should speak about 
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approaches and not an approach, since the flexibility and eclecticism in methods 

justifies for instance the use of drills to memorise if integrated into a learning plan. 

In this case, the use of drills should have a different sense to the one it used to 

have when employed in Audiolingualism.  

The Notional–Functional approach also meant the introduction of the first 

realia in the classroom. At first, this introduction was mitigated by the use of 

manipulated real documents but as the method evolved this first option was 

replaced by the use of realia. The use of real documents for pedagogical purpose 

would become a fundamental requisite in the communicative approach and later 

on in LA (see Table 6 below).  

Regarding the technological dimension, one of the consequences of the 

discursive approach to speech acts in CALL was the first studies on Computer-

Assisted Concordancing. Later, Higgins and Johns (1984) suggested extending the 

practice of concordancers to language classrooms by showing learners how to use 

them and what for. This activity was argued to empower learners to investigate 

different linguistic aspects as for instance, vocabulary, collocations, grammatical 

structures, etc. At the present days, software concordancers are more 

technologically and pedagogically sophisticated. In fact, technology enables 

teachers to design concordance-based materials to work language from a 

discursive perspective. 

The introduction of realia supposed a wide use of the videoplayer and the 

tape recorder for playing films and songs in class. Besides, a new technological 

device was introduced in the FL/SL classroom, that is, the projector, which was 

used to project opaque objects that allowed for the projection of images onto 

paper. The first microcomputers were also being introduced in the classroom (see 

Table 6). Thiswould mean an important advance in the field of foreign language 

learning-teaching some years later, since they would provide teachers and learners 

with: 

 an easy access to multimedia authentic materials (implemented 

with sound, image and text) 
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 multiple opportunities to carry on communicative exchanges that 

allow coping with diversity in all contexts (diversity in learning 

contexts, learners, materials, etc.) 

 

The pedagogical and technological aspects that support the evolution of the 

Notional-Functional approach to Communicative approaches and therefore 

established the foundations for LA are summarised in the following table above: 

 
Table 6: Pedagogical and technological aspects in the Notional-Functional approach that led to 

an evolution to the Communicative Approaches and the use of CALL. 
 

 

NOTIONAL FUNCTIONAL 

Relevant aspects for the evolution of 
language learning to a more 

communicative approach. 

Technological devices and their 
relationship to CALL 

• Holec’ redefinition of speech acts, 
focusing on the notion of 
discursive strategies. 

• Growing interest on communicative 
competence (Canale & Swain, 
1980). 

• Growing interest on language 
usages (language in context). 

• Introduction of the first realia. 

• Use of the video and tape recorder 
(images and sounds) to show real 
documents, in which learners could 
observe real language in use. 

• Introduction of the first computers in 
the foreign and second language. 
classroom. 

 

 

 

 

• Easy access to multimedia authentic 
materials (images and sounds). 

• Multiple opportunities for 
communicative exchanges to cope 
with diversity in different learning 
contexts. 

 
 

However, these advances had to wait some years to be totally implemented 

in the language learning classroom and even in some cases their successful 

pedagogical implementation is still to come, since there are concepts that are not 

taken into consideration despite their importance when designing CALL 

multimedia materials, especially when CALL materials are expected to promote 

Realia + Computers 
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learner autonomy. In this case, materials should be based upon concepts such as 

those involved in a generic approach and multimedia technology, as we will see in 

Chapter 2 of the present study.  
 

1.2.2.3 Communicative approach or Communicative approaches? Towards 

diversity. 

From Wilkins’ first rigid notional-functional syllabus to the notion of 

Psychopragmatic Approach (see section 1.3.2), the evolution of the 

Communicative approach has been constant and dynamic.  

Richards and Rodgers (1986) distinguished three fundamental principles in 

the Communicative approach: 

i) the principle of communication (activities involving real 

communication that promote learning); 

ii) the principle of tasks (those activities that involve using the 

language to carry out significant tasks that promote learning); 

iii) the principle of significant relevance (language becomes 

meaningful for learners in order to positively support their learning 

process). 

As for the first principle, it should be noted that communicative 

competence was not understood as only based on oral communication. 

Accordingly, discursive competence was also one of the dimensions taken into 

consideration (Halliday, 1970; Widdowson, 1978; Canale and Swain, 1980), the 

text being an optimal tool to promote communicative competence. In turn, 

grammatical competence was defined as a conceptualisation process based on the 

development of learners’ metalanguage, avoiding, thus, the traditional definition 

of grammar competence as the acquisition of declarative knowledge. Additionally, 

comprehension and production learning skills were considered as two different 

processes. Regarding the second principle, tasks became central in the 

Communicative approach. The materials used to design these tasks were mainly 
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pedagogical7, although the presence of realia started increased. Later on, with the 

appearance of LA, the introduction of realia would become an important aspect to 

take into account, since realia are believed to be the most convenient kind of 

material to promote LA due to its discursive and cultural context. Additionally, 

these aspects also afforded the opportunity to take into account learners’ previous 

knowledge in pragmatic terms.  

 With regards to this it is important to mention that the current use of the 

Internet for pedagogical purposes has brought about a new discussion about the 

adequacy of the use of realia in the foreign/second language classroom. 

Accordingly, authors such as De Carlo (1998) questioned the use of the term 

realia, since it was noted that a real document not only involved the document 

itself, but also contextual aspects, namely, the conditions it had been produced in, 

its objectives and the audience it was aimed at. He noted that when a real 

document was used for pedagogical purposes, these contextual aspects were 

altered and therefore the document could not be considered real anymore. 

Therefore and according to him, the Internet would fail as valid resource 

providing realia for the foreign language class.  

Along this line, we argue for the validity of the Internet as a source of 

realia. In this sense, although realia has its limitations and problems as De Carlo 

(1998) points out, we cannot deny the potential of the Internet regarding this 

question, since multimedia technology (i.e. use of images, videos, sound, etc) 

makes of Internet the perfect vehicle of transmission for the real language and 

culture. However, it is important to mention that De Carlo’s (1998) probably could 

not think of the growing importance of cybergenres, which started to be a focus of 

attention in that same year (Sheperd and Watter, 1998). Cybergenres can be 

considered realia, since neither their content nor the context they appear in are 

manipulated when using them for language learning proposals. Furthermore, their 

hypermedia nature allows for the integration of these texts in CALL proposals. 

However, the use of the Internet and the selection of materials for pedagogical 

                                                 
7 For the sake of simplicity, we opted for the term of pedagogical materials to refer to those 
materials elaborated or manipulated by the teacher. Oppositely, realia are considered those 
materials taken from real-life resources and not manipulated at all for pedagogical purposes.  
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purposes should be done from a critical pedagogical perspective in order to obtain 

effective results in the language learning classroom. 

Concerning the third principle, the Communicative approach places the 

learner at the centre of the learning process. Therefore, learners’ needs and 

objectives are the main basis to construct a flexible and dynamic syllabus. By 

employing it, an interactive and meaningful relationship among learners’ needs, 

objectives and the syllabus can be achieved. This multiple relationship can 

increase learners’ involvement in their own learning process.  

As aforementioned, the Communicative approach evolves into a more 

dynamic, flexible and multifaceted approach. This progress has led to an approach 

that has multiplied its branches and spread its roots. For this reason, we refer to it 

as Communicative Approaches. These current approaches incorporate notions 

such as diversity and the development of language learning dimension versus the 

teaching dimension, in order to respond to the diversification of the curriculum 

and learners. Additionally, the notion of diversification in the language learning –

teaching world leads us to consider fields of specialisation focused on the real 

needs shared by concrete groups of learners. This involves paying attention to a 

careful selection of content in the curricula (Dudley- Evans and St John, 1998; 

Hutchinson and Waters, 1987; Munby, 1978) by promoting the creation of 

materials for the learning of languages for specific purposes (i.e. LSP) as for 

instance English for Specific Purposes (i.e. ESP). 

However, not all the researchers have interpreted the shift from the term 

approach to approaches in the same way and there have been several noteworthy 

explanations for this trend. As mentioned above, the evolution of the 

Communicative approach to a more dynamic and flexible stage favours the 

possibility to substitute the term approach for approaches towards the mid 1990s. 

This plurality responds to a period dominated by diversity in all aspects of the 

foreign language learning-teaching field. This eclecticism is reflected, for 

instance, in the techniques employed in the language classroom, since there is not 

an institutionalised methodological approach, but a combination of different 

techniques and methods. However, they are framed in a Communicative approach, 
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which is still considered as the general framework of reference for the elaboration 

of pedagogical proposals in foreign language learning teaching. The notions of 

diversity and eclecticism have been interpreted in different ways. On the one hand, 

researchers such as Beacco (1995) have seen them as the reflection of a period of 

transition from Communicative approach to another approach characterised by the 

mixture of methodologies, which responds to the pedagogical demands of the 

current society. Along this line, Beacco and Moirand (1995: 43) points out: 

À n’en pas douter, le métissage des méthodologies, en cette époque 
ethnique, pourrait constituer une réponse adéquate à la demande 
éducative. 

On the other hand, there are researchers, as for instance D. Coste (2000: 

203) who denies the disappearance of the Communicative approach and support 

the notion of Communicative approaches: 

Disparation des methodologies? Pas si sûr. Ne faut-il pas plutôt estimer 
que les approches communicatives (plurielles et prônant plus des 
orientations générales qu’imposant des principes spécifiques) se sont 
répandues en douceur et recouvrent, en masquant les aspérités, 
l’ensemble du paysage ? Doxa polymorphe, le communicatif fait objet, 
même tacitement, d’un consensus mou et attrape-tout, allant jusqu’à 
récupérer au passage certains apports cognitivistes. 

Bearing in mind these reflections, we consider that the Communicative 

approach is still a valid framework of reference, yet the consideration of aspects 

such as diversification of learners, objectives, needs, cultures, and the process of 

world globalisation leads to the necessity to focus on mediation and sociocultural 

competence. Only in this way will we be able to cater for diversity in our current 

society. For all of these reasons, we consider that the use of the term 

Communicative approaches would be a more appropriate name for this period of 

the language learning history.  

The growing importance of diversity did not only affect the pedagogical 

dimension of the Communicative Approach, but also established premises for 

further research at the technological level. Accordingly, new learning packages 

were developed including aspects such as the ones pointed out by Murray et alii 

(1991). 
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They designed specific guidelines that encouraged CALL designers to 

cope with diversity. Accordingly, CALL materials should offer multiplicity of 

protagonists, which would allow for the story to be told from different points of 

view; multiplicity of plot events, which would create variety based on learner 

choices that would influence the development of the narrative; choice-points 

based on temperament of the learner, which would allow learners to pursue the 

narrative according to the depth of their own interests or abilities to complete 

more practical or narrative tasks which, nonetheless, would cover the same 

materials; multimedia for presentation, which would offer different methods of 

output (aural, textual) but also in different realistic contexts, such as radio, 

telephone or newspaper. Some of the features here mentioned should be included 

in any language-learning package in order to cope with diversity (i.e. learners, 

materials, contents). However, the most outstanding revolution in CALL was 

triggered off by multimedia technology, which enabled language-learning 

packages to cope with diversity in all its dimensions.  

Multimedia technology usually refers to many of the same ideas associated 

with hypermedia, but where hypermedia might only make use of the two types of 

media (e.g. text + sound or text + photographs) multimedia (Beatty, 2003). The 

use of multimedia technology for the design of the new language learning 

packages together with the idea of responding to diversity led researchers and 

designers to think carefully about the interface design. Again, diversity was 

present, the interface should respond to different users with different needs and 

learning styles (Alessi et al., 2001). Eventually, the development of CALL and its 

commitment to cope with diversity led this research field to research into different 

types of application that could give some insights in how diversity in language 

learning could be coped as a whole. In fact, nowadays studies on CALL are 

devoted to specific areas such as corpus linguistics, literature, WWW resources, 

Computer-mediated Communication (CMC), adapting existing materials for 

CALL, developing CALL materials for disabled learners, among others.  

Multimedia technology, though, had an earlier referent within the 

technological dimension. In this sense, the introduction of videos and films, later 

DVDs, became a reality affordable to any language classroom. In this sense, the 
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video player allowed the introduction of pedagogical or real documents in the 

classroom. Image, sound and communicative situations were combined to 

approach reality in the classroom and in this way interactive and communicative 

activities were promoted. Although these practices are considered as the first 

developmental stage of the introduction of multimedia in the classroom, there are 

many teachers who are still making use of these resources due to different reasons 

such as lack of computer resources or lack of economical support. 

As mentioned so far, the shift towards diverse Communicative approaches 

launched the development of CALL. Consequently, CALL became a topic for 

discussion, since although computers seemed to be common in other academic 

fields; the language-learning field was being fed by the research made on 

educational technology and computer science (e.g. artificial intelligence). 

However, these researches were not enough to go beyond the simple 

implementation of activities into a computer. Accordingly, it was required a more 

specialised approach that combined computers and applied linguistics in order to 

obtain results that could be applied to the language learning field. This new 

research field was called Computer Assisted Language Learning (CALL). Along 

this line, the 1983 annual TESOL convention in North America included papers 

arguing methodological issues, and began formal professionalism of CALL. This 

conference also meant the birth of CALICO, which was, and still is, devoted to the 

issues involved in language learning technology. The period here described was 

the starting point of the development of CALL as an independent research area as 

Chapelle (2001: 15) notes: 

 

The content of CALL books published during this period had evolved 
from introductions to CALL for teachers and applied linguists who had 
never worked with computers to more focused treatment of a particular 
facet of CALL. Methodologically oriented books with practical 
classroom techniques continued to appear but with less introduction to 
the computer and more focus on the pedagogical issues of CALL (e.g. 
Hardisty & Windeatt, 1989; Tribble & Jones, 1990). 
 
We may assume that complexity and diversity are the main traits that can 

define Communicative Approaches at the beginning of the 21st century as shown 

in Table 7 below. Furthermore, this complexity is also reflected in CALL 
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development, whose research interests have been multiplied geometrically (web-

based methodology, speech recognition, evaluation, software development, 

implementation of learning styles, etc.).  

 
Table 7: Pedagogical and technological dimensions in communicative approaches 

COMMUNICATIVE APPROACHES 

PEDAGOGICAL DIMENSION 
(Relevant aspects for LLA) 

TECHNOLOGICAL DIMENSION 

(Technological devices and their 
relationship to CALL) 

Communicative competence  

⇒ written texts become an optimal  

tool to foster communication 

Grammatical competence 

⇒ understood as a  

conceptualisation process based on 
the development of learners’ 
metalanguage. 

Introduction of realia 

Learner-centred proposals  

Use of books written in the target 
language to foster communicative 
competence 

 

Use of video-player and TV to 
introduce real language. 

 

Development of CALL materials based 
on diversity and complexity. 

 

 

 

 

Introduction of the Internet as a 
resource for realia. 

 

 

The three sections mentioned above have described how the gradual 

approach to a more humanistic perspective to language learning has been taking 

place until the development of current tendencies such as the European Portfolio 

and the Psychopragmatic approach, which will be further described in the next 

section. However, such an evolution could be described as in Table 8 below: 

 

 

 

Development and specialisation 
of CALL 
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Table 8: Gradual classification of humanistic approaches regarding their humanistic traits 
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√ √ √ √ √ 
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APPROACHES 

√ √ √ √  

COGNITIVE 
APPROACHES 

√  √ √  

NOTIONAL 
FUNCTIONAL 

 √  √  
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HUMANISTIC 

 

 

 

 

_  
HUMANISTIC 

 

Relevant features from the Humanistic approach have been integrated in 

later computer applications developed for learning in general, and language 

learning in particular. However, the first language-learning programs that afforded 

the special nature of humanistic approaches were simulations. Learners were 

given the opportunity to make choices when working with a computer for the first 

time. This feature could be considered as a step forward towards an interface 

offering a more learner-centredness approach in which learners would be able to 

bring what they understand about the world to the task (Merrill et al., 1996). The 

main advantages of such programs was and still is their fidelity to reality and 

therefore the possibility of incorporating authentic materials to the learning 

process, which adds a rich pedagogical component to the language learning 

process. However, this advantage can easily become an obstacle in the sense that 

if the simulation program provides a low level of fidelity to reality, the 

pedagogical effectiveness might be put into question.  
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Nowadays, multimedia-enhanced CALL is easily capable of creating 

learning situations of great fidelity or authenticity, both through the use of audio 

and video situations taken from the real life. Yet, there is a scarcity of real-world 

situations which teachers and learners are able to simulate in a computer 

environment (Beatty, 2003). 

Another language learning application derived from the evolution to humanistic 

approaches was the video-disc technology. The format has been largely replaced 

by the Compact Disk Read-Only Memory (CD-ROMs) and Digital Video Discs 

(DVDs). The high speed and storage capacity of videodisc technology made it 

possible for computers to go beyond behaviouristic models of instruction on less 

powerful computers that generally relied upon textual exercises. Learning 

packages such as Macario (1998), Interactive Digame and Montevidisco (1992) 

fostered non-linear learning versus the programmed learning step by step 

proposals. This non-linear approach is an essential element of many current 

interactive learning packages and serves to differentiate them from paper learning 

proposals. Additionally, it would become one of the key elements for the pointing 

out of language learning autonomy as an ideal framework for CALL pedagogical 

development, as we will see later in chapter two of the present study. 

 

1.3 PRESENT TENDENCIES IN LANGUAGE LEARNING: CURRENT 

EUROPEAN PROPOSALS AND THE PSYCHOPRAGMATIC 

APPROACH. 

Aspects of diversity and complexity are central to the development of new 

pedagogical tools based upon autonomising premises such as for example the 

European Portfolio. Additionally, the Psychopragmatic Approach offers a new 

theoretical framework that could afford the development of LLA at the 

pedagogical level and CALL and the implementation of the ICT in the L2 

curriculum, being the case, EFL at the technological dimension.  
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1.3.1. Current European proposals: the European Portfolio.  

The notions of diversity and complexity are also present in the European 

language learning policies. In fact, LLA was born as a response to both aspects, 

namely, diversity (diverse learning styles, learning goals, learning needs, etc.) and 

complexity (complex learning contexts). However, LLA did not appear overnight 

and, as shown in this chapter, it resulted from the reflections derived from 

previous approaches and methods that have already been mentioned (i.e. 

importance of learners’ role in Cognitive approaches, discursive approach in the 

Notional-Functional approach, etc.).  

In fact, European researchers had been aware of the necessity of a change 

in the foreign language learning-teaching field for a long time and as we have 

already seen in previous sections, from the 1970s on, the change of scene started 

to take place in Europe. It is during these years when Trim published the 

principles of the construction of language-learning systems in Europe 

(progressively developed within the Council of Europe Modern Languages 

programme), and when Holec (1979) and Dickinson (1976) suggested a new 

approach to foreign language learning–teaching, namely Language Learning 

Autonomy, which was based on two main aspects, namely, self-evaluation and 

treatments of errors. 

Self-evaluation allowed learners to take control of their own learning 

process. In fact, learning to learn implies taking control of all the steps of the 

learning process, since it helps learners to check if the learning process needs a 

reorientation. Regarding the errors, these were not considered as a step backward 

in the learning process, which had to be corrected immediately in a stimulus-

response way by making learners do hundreds of structural drills in order to fix 

the right structure in their minds. A new approach to errors was adopted thanks to 

some of Pitt Corder’s (1973, 1981) works at Edinburgh University. From now on, 

errors were to be considered steps forward in the assimilation and consolidation of 

acquired knowledge. In order to investigate errors, researchers focused on the 

processes taking place in learners’ minds and consequently learners are put 

forward into the centre of the learning process. Error analysis, thus, implied 
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adopting a constructivist view, since learners were supposed to construct their 

own interlanguage that evolved in a non-linear way. Contrarily, the structuralist 

perspective led to studies based upon contrastive linguistics that attempted to 

foretell errors in order to avoid them. They designed corrective treatments 

regarding interferences learners had between L1 and L2 grammar and structures. 

All these aspects led to an intergovernmental symposium on 

"Transparency and Coherence in Language Learning in Europe: Objectives, 

Evaluation, Certification" held on the initiative of the Swiss Government 

(Rüschlikon, November 1991) which recommended that the Council of Europe 

should develop a Comprehensive, Transparent and Coherent Framework of 

Reference for the description of language learning and teaching at all levels. This 

instrument would provide a basis for the international comparison of objectives 

and qualifications, facilitating, thus, personal and vocational mobility in Europe. 

Additionally, it would provide a valuable tool for policy making in member states. 

The Symposium adopted the following conclusions: 

1. The necessity of a further intensification of language learning and teaching in 

all member states based upon greater mobility and more effective international 

communication together with respect for identity and cultural diversity. This 

should be achieved by means of a better access to information, more intensive 

personal interaction, improved relationships and a deeper mutual understanding 

among the member states. 

2. To achieve these aims, language learning should be necessarily considered a 

life-long task to be promoted and facilitated throughout educational systems, from 

pre-school through to adult education. 

3. These goals led to the necessity of developing a Common European Framework 

of Reference for language learning at all levels, in order to: 

 promote and facilitate cooperation among educational institutions in 

different countries. 
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 provide a sound basis for the mutual recognition of language 

qualifications. 

 assist learners, teachers, course designers, examining bodies and 

educational administrators to situate and coordinate their efforts. 

Such a Framework should be comprehensible, transparent and coherent in 

order to fulfil its functions. By comprehensive it was understood that the Common 

European Framework should specify the full range of language knowledge, skills 

and use. It should differentiate the various dimensions in which language 

proficiency is described, and provide a series of reference points (levels or steps) 

by which progress in learning could be calibrated. It should be borne in mind that 

the development of communicative proficiency involves other dimensions than 

the strictly linguistic (e.g. socio-cultural awareness, imaginative experience, 

affective relations, learning to learn, etc.). By transparent it meant that 

information had to be clearly formulated and explicit, available and readily 

comprehensible to users; and by coherent it meant that the description should be 

free from internal contradictions.  

In respect to educational systems, coherence should require a harmonious 

relation among their components (e.g. the identification of needs, the 

determination of objectives, the definition of content, the selection or creation of 

material, the establishment of teaching/learning programmes, the teaching and 

learning methods employed and the evaluation, testing and assessment). Yet, the 

construction of a comprehensive, transparent and coherent Framework for 

Language Learning and Teaching should not imply the imposition of one single 

uniform system. On the contrary, the framework should be open and flexible, so 

that it could be applied, with as many adaptations as prove necessary, to particular 

situations. Accordingly, the uses of such a Framework would include: 

 the planning of language learning programmes in terms of 

 Their assumptions regarding prior knowledge, particularly at 

interfaces between primary, lower secondary, upper secondary and 

higher/further education. 

 Their objectives. 
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 Their content. 

 the planning of language certification in terms of 

 The content syllabus of examinations. 

 Assessment criteria, which should be articulated, even at lower 

levels, in terms of positive achievement rather than negative 

deficiencies. 

 the planning of self-directed learning, including: 

 Raising learners’ awareness about their current state of knowledge 

and skills; 

 Self-setting of feasible and worthwhile objectives; 

 Selection of materials; 

 Self-assessment. 

This new language policy should encourage the introduction of the 

following new aspects into language programmes and certifications: 

o globality, bringing a learner forward in all dimensions of language 

proficiency and communicative competence; 

o modularity, improving the learner's proficiency in a restricted area for a 

particular purpose; 

o weight, emphasising learning in certain directions and producing a 'profile' 

in which the learner’s competence can differ regarding competences and 

skills.  

Once the Common Framework was defined, the Symposium brought about 

the necessity of designing a common instrument for those individuals, who desire 

to maintain a record of their language learning achievement and experience. This 

document, which was called The European Language Portfolio would provide 

positive evidence of the different forms of learning experienced by a learner at 

specific moments in his/her career. The precise form of such a document needed 

further investigation, but it could serve to increase the motivation of learners and 

facilitate their mobility by reporting their language competence in a European 

common comprehensible way. 
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The European Language Portfolio is a document elaborated and tested 

during three years by the Linguistic Policies Section of the European Council. The 

results obtained from this experience have been considered highly satisfactory and 

for this reason most of the European states introduced it during the year 2001, 

which was the European Year for Languages. The Portfolio contains a language 

passport that can be up-dated by the learner regularly. The learner can write down 

his/her linguistic competences according to criteria recognised by all European 

countries. The Portfolio also incorporates a detailed linguistic biography in which 

all the linguistic experiences in different languages are annotated. This is devoted 

to orientating the learner in the process of evaluation and planning of his/her own 

learning process. Finally there is a dossier that compiles the personal works that 

justify the already acquired competences. In sum, it is a proposal that favours 

metacognition, introspection and that makes the language learner reflect on his 

/her own learning process and take decisions about it.  

The European Language Portfolio can be considered as the materialised 

evidence of the methodological evolution in Europe. Consequently, the European 

current tendency in the field of language learning can be summarised in two 

words, namely, diversification and learner-centredness.  

Diversification is understood as:  

a. diversification of resources (multimode and multireferential learning). 

b. diversification of curricula. 

c. diversification of learners. 

Learner-centredeness involves:  

a) developing learning to learn skill (Language Learning Autonomy). 

b) self-evaluating one’s process and taking into account the 

hetereoevaluation (being able to identify the criteria others use to 

evaluate one’s learning process). 

c) developing a strategic (i.e. strategic learning) and metacognitive 

competence. 
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This new methodological approach involves a redefinition of the 

communicative competence as a complex competence that takes into account the 

following aspects: 

• modularity. 

• a strategic component (related to context, situation, interactivity, 

resources, etc.). 

• a differentiated pedagogy. 

• a sociocultural component in communication. 

a development of an intercultural competence closely related to the mediation 

competence (translation and interpreting skills). 

1.3.2 The Psychopragmatic approach: an approach for learner autonomy.  

 

Psychopragmatic Approach is built upon theories derived from pragmatics 

and cognitivism. In fact, it is one of the approaches that take into account the 

notion of diversity (i.e. diverse learners’ needs, learning styles, and learning 

objectives) in the language learning field, and especially in the L2 field. 

Working from Vygotskian premises (1984) and their reformulation in 

Bruner’s socio-constructivist views (1984), this new approach pivots on the 

concept of effective learning, defining it as a process where the acquisition of new 

knowledge results from bridging old knowledge to new (i.e. scaffolding). 

Learning is viewed as an active, creative, and socially interactive process. In turn, 

knowledge is considered as an entity to be constructed and not simply transmitted 

or transferred. This necessarily implies approaching learning practices from a 

perspective, in which learners’ metacognitive abilities and their awareness of the 

learning process are central. An approach, thus, that promotes autonomous 

learning practices. This process may be schematised as shown in Figure 1.2: 
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Significant knowledge→  heuristic value→ 

ability to transfer old and acquired knowledge to 
new situations 

 

 

WHAT 

(Goals and Objectives, 
Metacognitive Dimension) 

Taking decisions on the learning process and 
result 

HOW 

(Methodological Dimension) 

WHAT FOR 

(Pragmatic Dimension) 

 

 

Promoting Language Learning Autonomy 

Figure 1.2: Language learning autonomy procedures 

The whole procedure rests upon a view of learners as active subjects rather 

than the passive recipients of somebody else’s decision/expertise. It also 

emphasises the importance of the development of the learners’ metacognitive 

ability concerned with learning how to learn (Ausubel, 1968; Bruner, 1984; 

Holec 1979, 1996; Coll, 1990; Villanueva, 1992). This view of effective learning 

is intrinsically linked to the personal involvement of learners in the whole 

process, participating in it in an active and conscious way.  

In fact, learning is recognised as an act in which a learner plays the role of 

an active constructor of knowledge. The Psychopragmatic approach follows the 

trace left by cognitive approaches that had already begun to focus the learning 

process on learners’ experiences. In this sense, learners are provided with 

challenging learning tasks, whose main goal is to construct learners’ intellectual 

scaffolding to help them learn and progress in the different stages of their learning 

process.  

The Psychopragmatic approach clearly defines the teacher’s and learner’s 

role according to pedagogical premises that imply adopting: 

 a flexible method that can be useful and  a source of self-esteem by the 

learner 
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 a method that caters for the diversity of the learners cognitive profile/style, 

and their various learning needs and consequent choices 

 an enjoyable methodology that allows learners and teachers/counsellors to 

converse in understandable terms. 

In this respect, this approach takes into serious account what kind of 

comprehension processes may be involved in the different interactions. It also 

considers a diversity of tasks, which are built from clear and workable parameters 

based upon real language usage. These parameters are designed according to the 

initial representation that learners have of real communicative interaction in order 

to maximise their learning potential and enhance it. In sum, a process –oriented 

approach focusing on what learners do rather than on their outcomes. Such a 

process-oriented approach to learning does not simply lead to a better 

understanding of linguistic facts (e.g. structure and vocabulary) and a more 

effective acquisition of language proficiency; it also leads to greater learning 

competence as well as language awareness. Finally, significant knowledge is also 

taken into consideration. Accordingly, and since it only arises from its integration 

and enmeshment with individual thinking and previously acquired knowledge, 

activities are designed making use of the analogical, inferential and contrastive 

tendencies of the human mind, as well as those cognitive processes that actually 

intervene in human conceptualisation and interaction. All these premises that build 

up the Psychopragmatic approach are central in the development of LA, for this 

reason the Psychopragmatic approach is considered as the approach that embraces 

LA. 

The consolidation of this new approach is reflected on the presence of 

aspects such as cognitive diversity, learning to learn or learning styles in the 

European Council Guide as well as in the Curricular Project of Cervantes Institute 

(1994). Furthermore, it is becoming more usual to find terms such as autonomous 

work, language learning autonomy or attention to diversity in the language 

learning discourse. However, despite the example mentioned above, it seems that 

there is still a mismatch between the theoretical discourse and the practical 

dimension, since these notions are rarely present in practical learning experiences. 

One reason for this mismatch may be that many teachers understand autonomy as 
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an anarchic independence or utopia that could put into question their own role in 

the classroom: teaching, instructing. 

From all the reflections discussed above, we assume that the 

Psychopragmatic Approach and LA have a common ground that is based upon 

specific a language and language learning representation, which have been 

described above. However, the main link between both is the importance of the 

learner’s role, which determines the goals and contents of any learning proposal. 

Table 9 contains the description of the common ground of both approaches that 

becomes an ideal platform for the design and development of CALL materials that 

foster LA: 
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Table 9: Psychopragmatic approach and language learning autonomy  
(i.e., Learner Autonomy) 

 LEARNER  

LANGUAGE 
REPRESENTATION: 

DISCURSIVE APPROACH 

 LANGUAGE LEARNING 
REPRESENTATION: 

KNOWLEDGE 
CONSTRUCTION AND 

LEARNING AS A 
CAPACITY LIKELY TO 

BE ACQUIRED. 

 

                                                  GOALS AND CONTENTS 

PRAGMATIC ASPECTS COGNITIVE ASPECTS 

- Materials for learning and 
objectives. 

- Pragmatics of Discourse: 
use and functions. 

- Authentic documents: 
Realia. 

- Communicative strategies 
learning. 

- Learner as a user of a SL or 
FL. 

- Cognitive and 
methodological strategies. 

- Consideration of learning 
styles and development of 
an adaptable style: tasks 
and goals. 

- Development of 
Metacognitive and 
Metalinguistic capacity: 
Self-evaluation 

- Consideration of errors as a 
pedagogical tool in the 
learning process 

- Learning context and 
interaction.  

- Pragmatics for learning: 
Interaction with teachers 
and learners.  

- Multimodality and 
discursive variations. 

 

 

- Consideration of language 
and language learning 
representations. 

- Development of the 
capacity of transfer. 

  
                                              LEARNER 

 

Development of language learning autonomy as a capacity to carry out a self-directed 
learning process. 

 

PSYCHOPRAGMATIC APPROACH & LANGUAGE LEARNING 
AUTONOMY. 
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Regarding technological dimension that is derived from the research in the 

European Portfolio and the Psychopragmatic approach, in which the 

diversification and plurality seem to be keywords, the implementation of the ICT 

in the new language learning curricula seem to be irrefutable. 

In this sense, the following notions seem to be unavoidable: 

 

 A serious consideration of the notion of genre and ICT. The 

apparition of new genres on the Internet, namely cybergenres 

(Sheppherd and Waters, 1998; Coll, 2002) have opened up a new 

discursive generation that can be used for pedagogical purposes in 

CALL and ICT (i.e. webpages, e.mail, discussion boards, etc.) 

 An emerging need to develop and promote LLA, which is 

understood as a capacity for detachment, critical reflection, and 

independent decision making (Holec, 1979; Little, 1991). 

Consequently, CALL materials should promote autonomous 

learners capable of managing, monitoring and evaluating their 

own learning.  

 A new approach to language learning resources. CALL materials 

should allow learners to integrate and organise WWW learning 

resources within their own learning plan according to their goals 

and needs.  

 A careful design of CALL interfaces. Designers of CALL 

interfaces should avoid cognitive overhead and disorientation 

(Conklin, 1987) by applying technical and usability criteria when 

designing CALL interfaces 

 

Researchers and academic supporters of CALL also realised of the 

importance of the Internet and its urgent incorporation to the researches being 

conducted in CALL projects. As a result, a new journal appeared, Language 

Learning and Technology, published on the World Wide Web and focused on 

research on CALL and the Internet and language learning. The incorporation of 

the WWW to language learning also meant different possibilities for the 
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development of communicative techniques, since synchronous (Chats, MOOs, 

etc.) and asynchronous communication (Chats, Forums, Discussion lists, etc.) 

activities become powerful tools to develop communicative tasks in the classroom 

setting. The WWW also had a positive effect on the development of software for 

language learning, since CALL software developers could have the hope that their 

products would be used by a large number of learners through the Web. 

Furthermore, the WWW afforded the design of hybrid applications (i.e. CALL + 

WWW resources) offering learners the best of both worlds (Burston, 1998). 

Yet, caution is still needed, since this promising and fascinating new world 

could become a hotchpotch, in which every single technological innovation might 

be considered as pedagogically valid. Likewise, every single CALL work might 

be considered as promoting language-learning autonomy. Unfortunately for 

researchers, teachers and eventually learners, language-learning packages 

sanctioning psychopragmatic premises and therefore fostering learner autonomy 

are still to come. However, if pedagogy heads the development of technology this 

situation might change but unfortunately only time and research will tell when this 

change might occur. 

 



 
 
 
 
 

CHAPTER 2 
 

 
LEARNER AUTONOMY AND  

COMPUTER-ASSISTED LANGUAGE LEARNING:  

A MEETING POINT FOR RESEARCH  
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Chapter one has shown how the evolution of language learning theories 

has led to a current situation in which the central goal relies on communicative 

language teaching-learning, task-based learning and learning strategy training in 

order to enhance learners’ autonomy. Within this context, one of the main topics 

for discussion held in the field has been and currently is how learner autonomy 

can be fostered and developed in an effective way (Riley, 1985; Little, 1991; 

Gremmo and Riley, 1997; Benson and Voller, 1997;Villanueva, 2000, Scharle and 

Szabó, 2000). 

The field of language learning and technology and more specifically 

CALL is going through the same discussion as Angela Chambers (2001:1) noted 

“(…) the success of the project will depend to great extent on the theoretical or 

pedagogical approach adopted by the researcher”. For this reason, researchers in 

CALL (Atkins, 1993; Hagen, 1993; Levy 1997; Chapelle, 1997, 2003; Blin 1999; 

Alessi, 2001; Littlemore, 2001; Vogel 2001; Beatty, 2003; Sanz, 2003) have been 

involved in an urgent search for effective methodological foundations, which can 

inform the design and development of CALL.  

Such principles should avoid the use of technology irrespective of the 

theoretical foundations supporting it. This mismatch can be found in the design of 

language learning packages as shown in a previous study (Ruiz, 2004) conducted 

by the present researcher. This study showed that three out of the four learning 

packages (i.e. 1. Interactive Course of English Reward (1998), by Macmillan 

Heinemann ELT, Oxford; 2. Communicate & Connect (2001) by Syracuse 

Languages; 3. Tell Me More new version 6 (2003) by Auralog; 4. Side by Side 

Interactive (2004) by Pearson–Longman Multimedia), which were presented as 

learner-autonomy developers, did not meet any of the pedagogical requirements 

which are derived from the theoretical framework that embraces learner autonomy 

in language learning, and are necessary to be identified as an example of which 

are presented as a learner-centred program aiming at promoting learner autonomy. 

In fact, despite the technological façade the three learning packages Interactive 

Course of English Reward (1998); 2. Tell Me More new version 6 (2003); 3. Side 
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by Side Interactive (2004)), hided a pedagogical approach rooted in traditional 

language learning approaches, in which learning a language was strictly linear. 

Unfortunately for the field development, the case described above is not an 

exception and literature in CALL is plenty of similar cases. Murray (1999:296) 

described one of them:  

(…) However, it should be noted from the outset that this particular piece 
of courseware, while claiming to enhance learner autonomy, was 
intended for use in teacher-directed classrooms. 

EFL/ESL software programs such as the one mentioned by Murray are 

wrongly employing the term Learner Autonomy, identifying it with the idea of 

learning in isolation without pedagogical support or guide. Researchers such as 

Waterhouse (1990), Blin (1999), Little, (1991) or Villanueva (1999) have 

denounced this unfortunate misunderstanding. Furthermore, such programs do not 

contribute to the field at all, since the only differences between them and the old 

practices, already overcome in the language learning-teaching field, is that 

information is now embedded in technology and therefore presented in a more 

fashionable way. However, in pedagogical terms, students learn from computers 

in the same way they used to learn in a teacher-oriented classroom. This situation 

was denounced by Higgins and Johns (1984: 17), who rejected the use of 

computers for explicit teaching: 

The computer, some say, serves only the conscious process of learning, 
and can do nothing to facilitate acquisition…[We] hope to be able to 
show that this view is wrong and that the computer is flexible enough to 
serve a variety of learning theories. 
 

Higgins and Johns were not wrong and most of the systems that proposed 

such a teaching method have failed (note all the learning methods advertised on 

such as Wall Street or Opening. Their failure was accepting that learners would 

learn better from a computer irrespective of the method employed. Indeed, they 

did not take into account that learners learn thinking as Ellis and Beattie noted 

(1986: 13) “learners need to shift the input they receive and relate it to their 

existing knowledge”. Accordingly, thinking is what should be promoted by CALL 
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practitioners and researchers, since nowadays technology provides rich and 

flexible media for designing learning packages aimed at making learners think 

about not only the what but also the how and the why.  

Nevertheless, following Chapelle (2003) some questions are still require 

answers: how does technology intersect with language teaching-learning practices 

in ways that benefit learning? How can research in the language teaching-learning 

field help to inform the design of technology-based language learning?   

Our aim in this chapter is to show the validity of adopting a LA approach 

to design and develop CALL packages. On the grounds of previous research in 

both areas, namely, LA and CALL, we will explore all the variables and aspects 

involved in LA and how these inform CALL design.  

In the present chapter, section one focuses on the origin of the term 

autonomy, in order to provide a pedagogical meaningful context for section two, 

which deals with the relationship between autonomy and the language learning 

field. Within this section key aspects for the development of language learning 

such as metacognitive strategies and the teaching of metalanguage will be 

discussed. After having reviewed the pedagogical side of the coin, we will come 

back to the other technological side, that is, CALL. Chapter 1 has already pointed 

to several examples of specific applications to teaching and learning of language. 

In this section, more attention is paid to the current special features (i.e. 

multimedia) of the computer that offer teachers and researchers in the field the 

potential to apply different applications (i.e. word processing, games, corpus 

linguistics among others) to teaching-learning of languages than in a traditional 

learning setting. In order to describe a common approach to CALL and LLA, the 

role of the teacher, the learner and learner training should be redefined. This is the 

focus of section 4, which special attention to the aforementioned and aspects and 

proposes new definitions for each one of them. This section ends with a reflection 

that was present at the very outset of CALL, and that it still a controversial issue 

in the field, the need for a model in CALL. Section five explores the possibilities 

of establishing a convergence framework for CALL and LA that could offer a 
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different approach to CALL that may shed new light on the matter. Finally, in the 

last section of the chapter, we explain the motivation behind the present study and 

formulate the research questions that guide it.  

2.1 PREVIOUS REFLECTIONS ON THE ORIGIN OF THE TERM 

AUTONOMY. 

 

Before going further into the notion of LA, we consider it relevant for the 

purpose of the present study to pay special attention to the origins of the term 

autonomy and the different dimensions it embraces, since both aspects can 

provide a better understanding of why LA and CALL can merge in an effective 

framework for research in CALL. 

Autonomy is not a new concept in FL teaching-learning. Contrarily, it is a 

rooted and multifaceted concept, which is interrelated with those fields that either 

directly or indirectly have affected the evolution of L2 field. The concept of 

autonomy, thus, is not originally a language-learning concept, it has been adopted 

and transformed to respond to the demands of the field of language teaching and 

learning.  

One of the fields in which the concept of autonomy was firstly developed 

is politics. Autonomy as a political concept originated perhaps as early as the 

Ancient Greek philosophy. Philosophers such as Aristotle or Socrates claimed for 

citizens’ right to self-government. Cities were governed according to citizens’ 

own laws. In this sense, individuals were considered free beings in command of 

themselves and not subjected to others’ authority. The term autonomy in its 

political dimension became central in the Enlightenment period, as shown in 

Voltaire’s works (1694-1778) or in the ideas that inspired the French Revolution 

(1789), thanks to which tyranny was substituted by a popular-based-power on 

individual freedom. In the field of moral behaviour and ethics, Voltaire’s theories 

were focused on aspects such as the free exam, which involved the development 

of autonomy in the rational reflection. Locke in the 17th century and Kant in the 

18th century played an important role in both the philosophical and practical 
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expression of political developments. Kant, for instance, developed the 

categorical imperative, which he defined as the obligation to do one’s duty for its 

own sake and not in pursuit of further ends.  

Currently, the term autonomy and its derivatives are constantly used in  

political discourse, one only has to look back at the recent wars in some of the 

Balkan countries, which are clear examples of the new stream of national 

movements of minorities, making a claim for the recognition of their own culture 

all around the world. The right to self-government seems to underlie many of the 

events of our recent history. Nevertheless, there are two main notions that should 

be pointed out in this context, namely, a) the capacity of self-determination and b) 

the recognition of diversity.  

The philosophical dimension of autonomy is closely related to the 

political concept of autonomy. In fact, either Greek philosophers, Voltaire, 

Rousseau or Kant stressed the importance of the reason as a main concept and the 

reappraisal of existing ideas and social institutions. Two ideas have been 

constantly present in many of these philosophers’ works: 

a. individual autonomy as a fundamental basis for human rights. 

b. autonomy as different from individualism. 

Both are closely related to the notion of responsibility and citoyenneté 

(member of the community) and therefore related to the concept of solidarity. 

 

Concerning individual autonomy as a fundamental basis for human rights Young 

(1986:1) pointed out: 

 

The autonomous person (like the autonomous state) must not be subject 
to external interference or control but must, rather freely direct the course 
of his or her own life. 
 

In fact, both ideas are intimately related, since much of the basic debate on 

the idea of autonomy concerns the legitimated constrains on the freedom to act. 

Regarding autonomy as different from individualism, it should not be understood 
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as human beings acting individually isolated from a social context. It is important 

to highlight this difference, since unfortunately there is a general tendency to 

associate CALL and autonomy in the sense outlined above. Contrary to this belief, 

learning is a cooperative action. Humans work in learning and knowledge-

building communities naturally, exploiting each other’s knowledge. In the real 

world, humans naturally seek others to help them to solve problems and perform 

tasks. Likewise, collaborative learning computer - mediated can lead to develop a 

Learner autonomy competence.  

In fact, the notion of learning by interacting is central in LA, since it helps 

learners to develop their cognitive capacity as shown in Vygotsky’s (1984) and 

Bruner’s (1984) works. In fact, Vigotsky (1984: 256) referred to it as an 

interactive relationship among communication, thought and language: 

 

Thought and speech turn out to be the key to the nature of human 
consciousness. If language is as old as consciousness itself, and if 
language is not practical consciousness-for-myself, then not only one 
particular thought but all consciousness is connected with the 
development of the word. The word is a thing in our consciousness, as 
Ludwig Feuerbach put it, that is absolutely impossible for one person, 
but that becomes a reality for two. 

If learning has an important component based upon interaction among 

learners, the question is why design CALL packages for learners to work in 

isolation? Conversely, collaborative work should be an option in learning 

packages, if one of their purposes is the development of learner autonomy, since 

personal autonomy, as seen in the present section, is closely related to our 

existence as social beings. The individual, thus, is seen as a social being whose 

participation in the collective decisions affecting his or her life is legitimately 

constrained only by the conditions of the decision-making process itself. In other 

words, autonomy should be understood not only as the authoring of the 

individual’s life, but also as the authoring of the social realities constituting our 

collective lives (Benson, 2001). 
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Not only have the political and philosophical fields contributed to the 

development of the concept of autonomy in the language learning-teaching field, 

but social demands have also played an active part in the development of 

autonomy in this field. In this sense, social, political and economical changes (e.g. 

increase of international trade, international political developments, migratory 

movements) especially after the WWII, increased the demand for foreign and 

second language learning, which triggered off a dramatic growth in the number of 

students.  

Additionally, the increase of students put teachers in a difficult situation, 

since they were not able to teach them all they needed to know (Trim, North and 

Coste, 1976). Therefore, it seemed necessary to personalise the learning process 

taking into consideration different variables, such as diversity of learners, of 

learning goals, of time-availability, etc. Such a situation was described by Van 

Eck (1975, in Crabbe, 1993: 443) as follows:  

 

(…) society does not have the resources to provide the level of personal 
instructions needed by all its members in every area of learning. 
Therefore individuals must be able to provide for their own learning 
needs (…) if they are to acquire the knowledge and skill they want.  

This need to customise learning according to learners’ needs together 

with the global changes experimented, due to the appearance of computer 

databases and the Internet and later on the WWW, made researchers and teachers 

look at the technological revolution as the cure of the plague they were suffering 

from. However, they did not take into account that such a revolution did not 

mean only a technological transformation of the teaching processes but also a 

radical transformation of the learning processes, since it transformed the way 

people dealt with information and interpreted it (Pemberton, 1996).  

The need to customise the learners, thus, was one of the main reasons for 

the initial development of technology applied to language learning. Nevertheless, 

this need for personalising the learning processes is still fostering the 
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development of CALL. Along this line, Jonassen et al. (2003: 11) refer to an 

effective use of technologies only when learners’ needs are taken into account:  

Technologies support learning when they fulfil a learning need, when 
interactions with technologies are learner-initiated and learner-controlled, 
and when interactions with the technologies are conceptually and 
intellectually engaging. 
 
Following Jonassen et al., customised-learning should be based upon the 

type of learner it is aimed at. Consequently, any language learning package 

designed to foster LA, should take into account learners’ autonomous 

competence. It is obvious that if learners are not autonomous, they will not be able 

to identify their own needs. Bearing in mind these reflections, it seems senseless 

to design customised materials for someone who will not be able to exploit them, 

because he/she are not actual autonomous language learners. Therefore, for these 

types of CALL materials to be effective, learning training features should be 

seriously taken into account when designing the learning package. The most 

important of these features are learning strategies, which might enable learners to 

face their language learning process in an autonomous way (Esch, 1997).  

The European Council has promoted research into this area and several 

reports and recommendations have resulted from it (Holec, 1988; Holec, Little & 

Richterich 1996; Trim, North and Coste, 1996). As shown in the present section 

the concept of autonomy is not only constrained to the field of language learning. 

In fact, some of the aspects related to autonomy in politics or philosophy have 

helped to better define autonomy in the field of education and ultimately in the 

language learning field. For this reason, we shall devote next section to discuss 

the notion of autonomy in the educational field in order to pave the way for the 

definition of LA. 

 

2.1.1 The concept of autonomy and the field of education. 

The concept of autonomy in the educational field comes from pedagogy. 

In fact, Rousseau’s definition of the learner as an active individual, who is at the 

centre of the learning process, could be considered the pedagogical origin of the 
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concept of autonomy. Rousseau (in Boyd, 1956: 73-76) referred to it in his Emile as 

follows:   

 

Make your pupil attend to the phenomena of nature, and you will 
soon arouse his curiosity. But to nourish this curiosity, be in no hurry to 
satisfy it. Suggest problems but leave the solving of them to him. 
Whatever he knows, he should know not because you have told him, but 
because he has grasped it himself. Do not teach him science: let him 
discover it. If ever you substitute authority for reason in his mind, he will 
stop reasoning, and become the victim of others’ opinions… 
 

If he goes wrong, do not correct his errors. Say nothing till he 
sees them and corrects them himself; or at most, arrange some practical 
situation which will make him realise things personally. If he never made 
mistakes he would never learn properly. In any case, the important thing 
is not that he should know the topography of the country, but that he 
should be able to get this information for himself. 

However, Rousseau’s words become relevant to the field through later 

educators such as Dewey (1966), Freire (1974), Illich (1971), and Rogers (1969) 

among others, whose influence on the concept and practice of autonomy is widely 

recognised. 

Dewey’s (1966) theories on education represented a clear precedent of the 

concept of LA. His contribution to the idea of autonomy lay mainly in three areas: 

(a) the relationship between education and social participation, (b) education as a 

problem- solving approach, and (c) classroom organisation. His view of education 

informed the early Council of Europe work on autonomy in language learning.  

The need for a democratic social participation in education was also 

assumed by Kilpatrick, whose idea of project work provides a real route towards 

the practice of autonomy. Along this line, Freire and Illich’s (1971) contribution 

to autonomy was based on Rousseau’s view of education (i.e. learning from nature 

and not from institutionalised learning).  

The term social is also present in Freire’s works. He noted that 

responsibility was a fundamental human need and it was only acquired through 

reflection on experience and transformation of social reality. Yet, his main 
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contribution to the theory of autonomy stemmed from the need to address issues 

of power and control in the classroom within broader social and political contexts.  

Illich’s (1971: 40) went further, and his deschooling work analysed the role 

of the school in modern societies. On this matter he claimed: 

 

School pretends to break learning up into subject ‘matters’ to build into 
the pupil a curriculum made of these prefabricated blocks, and to gauge 
the result on an international scale. People who submit to the standard of 
others for the measure of their own personal growth soon apply the same 
ruler to themselves. They no longer have to be put in their place, but put 
themselves into their assigned slots, squeeze themselves into the very 
niche which they have been taught to seek, and, in the very process, put 
their fellows into their places too, until everybody and everything fits. 
 

Illich’s claiming for more freedom in education could have found a 

possible response in the technological improvement our society is currently 

experiencing. His negative idea on ‘learning webs’ has been turned into a positive 

achievement that allows human beings in general and learners in particular to 

exchange and share information that help them to avoid the niche Illich described. 

Indeed, learning networks are considered to empower learners and enhance 

autonomy, since they learners are offered the possibility to interact with each other 

or among several students in order to build up their own learning path. Along this 

line, Kreeft (1999:17) underlines the possibilities opened up by computer 

networks: 

 

Computer networks as a medium for communication have created 
opportunities for writing and learning that were never before possible. 
These opportunities include synchronous (real-time) and asynchronous 
(time-delayed) interactions, one-on-one interaction between students and 
teachers or among students within classrooms, and wider communication 
with individuals and groups around the world. 
 

Pedagogy, thus, started to focus more on the importance of the individual 

in the educational process. This same approach was adopted in Psycholinguistics 

from the 1970s on. For the purpose of the present study, we will devote the next 

section to Psycholinguistics and more concretely to understand how this field 

contributed to the development of LA.  
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2.1.2 The concept of autonomy and the field of psycholinguistics. 

Opposite to Behaviourism, Cognitivism (see section 1.2) and 

Constructivism (see section 1.4) based their theories on the individual’s mental 

processes, which were supposed to be drawn upon cognitive maps existing within 

the individual’s brain. In this sense, they followed the path opened up by 

educational theories in which the individual was considered the main element 

within the learning process.  

Cognitivist Sciences (Neisser, 1967; Lighithill et al., 1973) stated that 

learning could not simply be derived from a stimulus-response process. Rather, 

learning should be considered the result of mental processes, and accordingly they 

based their theory upon the enhancement of the individual’s cognitive 

development. The individual, thus, became a strategic learner who learned how to 

solve problems and ultimately how to learn.  

The Information Theory had also great influence on the development of 

Cognitivism, especially Wiener’s (1947) theory. Opposite to Shanon (1948), 

whose model of the Theory of Information is lineal and unidirectional, Wiener 

(1948) proposed a circular model, in which interaction and feedback played a 

central role. Wiener’s ideas were central in the School of Palo Alto (1942), which 

carried out studies about communication in pragmatic and interactive terms based 

upon the notion of cybernetic feedback. These reflections were reflected by 

Cognitivism, which considered learners’ mental processes in the codification and 

recodification stages fundamental to know how individuals learned. 

The foundations for constructivism were established by authors such as 

Piaget (1968), Vygotsky (1984), Bruner (1984) and Ausubel (1968) among others. 

Notions such as mediation, the cultural and social perspective and the ecological 

and socioconstructivist model were derived from Vigotsky’s theory (1984). 

Piaget’s (1950) studies were mainly focused on the individual’s cognitive 

evolution and Bruner (1984) in line with Vigotsky’s and Piaget’s reflections, 

developed his cognitive model taking as a reference the previous works of the 

School of Geneve. Accordingly, he emphasised the notions of subject and 
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intentionality, which made his approach oppositely different to the behaviourist 

model. During the 70s and 80s, Bruner (1984) conducted much research based 

upon a) the importance of the role played by individuals in their own intellectual 

development; b) the relationship existing among language, thought and 

representations, and c) the importance of culture and context in the learning 

process. Results drawn from these investigations were central in the development 

of the language learning-teaching field, since the role of the learner was 

reinforced. In this sense, Bruner saw in the learner an individual who did not only 

construct their knowledge interacting culturally or socially but also mentally, that 

is, learners had to work actively in order to enrich and widen their internal 

schemes by comparing new information with that which already existed, looking 

for similarities and organising it logically.  

In line with Bruner (1984), Piaget (1968) considered the assimilation-

reorganisation-accommodation process as the basis for the learning process. This 

process would inform a Constructivism view on the learning process. In this 

sense, constructivism described the learning process as a reorganising and 

restructuring process that cannot be taught, since it is unique for every individual 

(Candy, 1991). Learners, thus, actively construct their own interlanguage 

(Selinker, 1972), which becomes their approximate representation of the target 

language. Learners’ interlanguage gradually evolves and changes during the 

learning process and this evolution is visible through their failures and successes 

when using the target language. However, learners’ use of metalanguage as well 

as the analysis of learner’s interactions with other learners, materials or teachers 

during their learning process can help to find out the degree of evolution of their 

interlanguage, since metalanguage could be considered as the visible peak of the 

iceberg, interlanguage being the whole icy mountain. 

Around the 1950s and 1960s, much research focused on the active role of 

learners in their own learning process. Along this line, Kelly (1963) investigated 

the notion of personal constructs, which referred to the active role of the learners 

in the construction of their own learning process. In line with Kelly (1963), 

Ausubel (1968) worked on the concepts of meaningful knowledge and meaningful 
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learning (i.e. effective learning), which were the result of learners’ activity when 

relating new knowledge to previous cognitive structures built up within their brain 

in a conscious way. The notion of awareness, thus, seemed to become an 

outstanding prerequisite for successful learning and, in fact, it is a central aspect in 

the development of learner autonomy.  

All this research led to a new redefinition of the learners’ role as active 

participants of their own learning process. Learners, thus, had to be able to 

construct their own private learning spaces according to their own needs and fill 

them with their own personal meaningful material.  

This transformation of the learners’ role involved a redefinition of the 

teacher’s role. In line with this, Rogers (1969) reformulated the teacher’s role and 

described it as a facilitator of the learning process. A similar redefinition of the 

teacher’s role was found in Vygotsky’s (1984) and Bruner’s (1984) works, who 

described the teacher’s role as mediator and facilitator of the learning process. 

Such a teacher, thus, did not conceive learning as the result of an individualised 

process, but as the result of the interaction between the individual and his/her 

culture.  

Although this redefinition of the teacher’s role had been buried for several 

years, LA made it show up again, since in learner autonomy the teacher adopts the 

role of a facilitator and mediator in the learning process. Bringing CALL into 

question now and along these lines, CALL packages should also incorporate the 

role of the teacher as a facilitator (i.e. facilitator of web resources) and a mediator 

(i.e. among technology, learners’ learning process and learning materials). 

However, not only the interest on what was happening in learner’s heads 

helped contributed to the development of LA. In fact, research on social aspects 

was of vital importance in constructivist theories. Accordingly, the first notion of 

cooperative learning was found in Vygotsky’s (1984) works, in which he paid 

special attention to social interactions and their centrality to the learning process. 

These ideas were further developed in his theory based on the Zone of Proximal 

Development (ZPD) (Vygotsky, 1986: 35), which was defined as follows: 
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The place at which a child’s empirically rich but disorganised 
spontaneous concepts “meet” the systematicity and logic of adult 
reasoning. As a result of such a “meeting” the weaknesses of 
spontaneous reasoning are compensated by the strengths of scientific 
logic. The depth of zo-ped varies, reflecting children’s relative abilities 
to appropriate adult structures. The final product of this child-adult 
cooperation is a solution, which being internalised, becomes an integral 
part of the child’s own reasoning. 

In Vygotsky’s socioconstructivist model, which was considered as a 

precedent to socioconstructivist approaches, collaborative learning was a 

facilitator of new knowledge acquisition (i.e. knowledge and learning activities 

that require others’ help, either teachers or classmates) in the Zone of Potential 

Development (ZPD). Although Vygotsky was primarily concerned with children, 

the ZPD could be of significant importance for the development of learner 

autonomy (Little & Brammerts, 1996). This social component was also present in 

Bruner’s (1969) works, who considered learning an evolving process built upon 

social interactions. In fact, his theory on social interaction was reflected in his 

notion of scaffolding, in which the role of education consisted of guiding 

children’s development through culturally determined paths, provided by adults. 

These reflections were part of Bruner’s Language Acquisition Support System 

(LASS).  

Both Bruner and Vygotsky considered the individual’s development as a 

social process of mediation that should be assisted and guided. Consequently, the 

role of education and the educational processes involved were considered crucial. 

In this sense, learning was regarded as a transfer, i.e. as a sociocultural exchange 

between learners and adults from the same cultural context. In this process, the 

construction of experience through language was central, since the acquisition of 

linguistic competences was not considered independent from action.  

Following Vygostky, Bruner further developed his view on social 

dimension describing what he called the transfer of knowledge. He considered it 

as an external-internal process (i.e. from collective culture to the individual, from 

the others to the individual) that could affect the way materials should be 

presented to different learners, since although the outside dimension (i.e. culture) 

was supposed to be common for different learners; the way the same learners 
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integrated this new knowledge could differ. Bruner’s theory led to a redefinition 

of the role of materials and the way in which they should be presented to learners. 

Accordingly, he suggested that materials should be adapted to the type of learners 

they were designed for in order to achieve an effective learning process. His 

suggestion, thus, of a spiral curriculum became central in order to enable teachers 

to incorporate different materials for different learners. Bruner’s redefinition of 

materials is also central in the development of LA, since customised-learning 

processes involve customised-learning materials.  

Bruner’s (1984) and Vigotky’s (1984) theories were recovered later on and 

have become the basis for a definition of both, Socioconstructivism and what is 

known as the Psychopragmatic approach in L2. The Psychopragmatic approach 

considers language as a bridge between individuals in opposition to an 

individualist conception of the learning process. This definition involves an 

inseparable binomial of the dialogic and sociocultural dimensions with the 

linguistic learning. Learners become social agents who, on the one hand, achieve 

their goals through the context and the social usage of the language and, on the 

other hand, learn how to make decisions about methods, techniques and 

evaluation. 

All the aforementioned aspects were not taken into serious consideration 

until the late 1970s when all these ideas found a synthesis in a LA framework put 

forward by Holec (1988) and further developed by other researchers such as 

Dickinson (1987), Dam (1990), Esch (1996,1997), Little (1990), Riley (1985), 

Wenden (1991) among others. These researchers related autonomy to the 

language-learning field and promoted a change of perspective based upon the 

adoption of a learner-centred-approach together with premises derived from the 

communicative approach.  

For a better understanding of the theoretical reflections presented in this 

section, which contributed to the gradual development of LA (Holec, 1988), we 

have summarised the most relevant aspects presented in this section in Table 10 

below.  
Table 10: Psychopedagogical premises and evolution to LA 
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Psychopedagogical 
Premises 

Main ideas… Learners… 

Psychological premise 
 

Cognitivism 
 

- Learning as a result of mental 
processes.  

- Enhancement of individuals’ 
cognitive development. 

Learners become strategic 
learners and learn how to 
solve problems and 
ultimately how to learn. 

Psycholinguistic premise 
 

Theory of 
communication 

- Codification and recodification 
are considered central to know 
how learners learn.  

Learners are active 
individuals. 

Pi
ag

et
 -V

yg
ot

sk
y 

 

- Learning as a social dimension. 
 

- Learners learn by interacting in an 
assimilation-reorganisation –
accommodation process. 

- Importance of learners’ 
interlanguage and metalanguage. 

Learners are social and 
creative individuals. 

K
el

ly
 - Theory of personal constructs Learners as constructors of 

learning. 

A
us

ub
el

 - Meaningful knowledge Learners are aware of their 
mental structures. 

Evolutionary and 
Genetic 

Psychology 
 
 

Constructivism 
 

& 
 

Autonomy 

R
og

er
s - Teacher as facilitator and 

mediator.  
Learners are expected to 
become autonomous. 

E
vo

lu
tio

n 
to

 a
ut

on
om

y.
 

 

A similar evolution to the one summarised in the table above has also been 

noted in the development of CALL. Scholars such as Chapelle (2001) and 

Warschauer and Kern (2000) who, among others, have distinguished three 

approaches in the development of CALL. Some others, such as Beatty (2003), 

simply refer to the clear distinction between behaviourist features and 

constructivist features in the design of CALL. For the purpose of the present 

study, Chapelle (2001) and Warschauer and Kern (2000) classification of CALL 

seems to be the most convenient. The three stages distinguished by these authors 

have been related to the most relevant approaches in the psychology of learning 

(see Table 11 below), which have been presented in chapter one of the present 

study. The purpose of this matching is to show the close relationship existing 

between CALL packages and the theoretical frameworks supporting L2. However, 

we may note here that the use of the term evolution is not the same in both 
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dimensions. On the one hand, the term evolution is used in the field of 

psycholinguistics to describe the gradual chronological developmental 

experienced in the field. On the other hand, our use of the term evolution in the 

field of CALL coincides with that made by Chapelle (2003) 1, who does not refer 

to a chronological evolution when discussing the different stages. Our use of the 

term evolution in this case refers to a theoretical maturation. This maturation has 

led to the current situation in which learning packages for EFL/ESL learning-

teaching may combine structural aspects, cognitive and constructivist ideas. In 

fact, the current diversity of models within the CALL field and the imbalance 

existing between the theoretical framework and CALL proposals brings about the 

necessity of an evaluation of CALL (Alessi and Trollip, 2001; Levy, 2000; Beatty, 

2003; Chapelle, 2003;) in order to obtain a relevant description of their 

pedagogical nature. 

Table 11: Relationship between CALL developmental stages 
 (Warschauer and Kern, 2000) and the psychology of learning.  

THEORIES 
WITHIN 

PSYCHOLOGY 
OF LEARNING 

Behaviourism Cognitivism Socioconstructivism

Interactional 
approach 

CALL 
APPROACHES 

Structural Cognitive Sociocognitive 

ROLE OF 
COMPUTERS. 

To provide 
unlimited drill, 
practice, tutorial, 
explanation, and 
corrective 
feedback. 

To provide 
language input and 
analytical and 
inferential tasks 

To provide 
alternative contexts 
for social 
interaction: to 
facilitate access to 
existing discourse 
communities and 
the creation of the 
new ones. 

 

 

 

                                                 
1 This information was obtained in the meetings held in Iowa State University between Carol A, 
Chapelle and the author of the present research study during a research visit from August to 
November 2003.  
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As can be observed in Table 11 above, Behaviourism led to a structural 

CALL, based on prescriptive sequences of instruction, elimination of extraneous 

information, replication of knowledge and supporting individual learning among 

other aspects (Jonnassen, Wilson and Grabinger, 1993). Although the time for 

Behaviourism is over, it is not the same for structural CALL. In fact, there are 

many examples of drill-type material in CALL and the Internet that range in 

quality. Most of the learning packages offered to learn languages, usually 

EFL/ESL, based embedded most of their contents in structural-designed CALL, 

which supposedly allow learners to work on their own.  

Yet, learners cannot work by themselves effectively if they do not know 

how to, that is, if they do not know how to control their own learning process, 

which involves, setting learning goals, identifying learning needs, choosing 

materials and procedures, etc. Our view on structural CALL is not a negative one, 

since we agree on its positive effects on language acquisition in specific learning 

contexts and situation. However, drilling in CALL can only help those students 

who have proved to be already autonomous learners.  

Following Cognitivism, those CALL packages designed after cognitive 

premises understand the computer as a tool to explore language in order to 

understand how it works, that is, to do things with language that help us to 

understand how it works. Specific software packages are designed by companies 

like WIDA, which base their designs on text reconstruction (i.e. cloze programs) 

or language simulations (Jones, 1998; Legenhausen and Wolff, 1990). A popular 

cloze program is Clozewriter (1992), in which learners choose a text from a menu 

on the computer screen and delete words at any point in the text at selected 

intervals; every third to every fourth word. Deleted words are replaced with 

numbered blanks and learners can request clues in form of single letters. Such 

programs motivate learners to read texts carefully and therefore reading strategies 

could be enhanced to some extent. However, they might lead to frustration, since 

little room is left for creativity; they do not admit synonyms and therefore learners 

must guess the exact word. Other quiz programs include learning packages which 

concentrate on spelling or synonyms and antonyms among others. Unfortunately, 
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these programs test knowledge rather than teaching it. Activities focused on 

learners’ mental processes, like the ones described above, can also been found on 

the Web.  They are sometimes created with the help of authoring programs such 

as Hot Potatoes. The Hot Potatoes suite includes six applications, enabling the 

creation of interactive multiple-choice, short-answer, jumbled-sentence, 

crossword, matching/ordering and gap-fill exercises for the World Wide Web. Hot 

Potatoes suit is not freeware, but it is free of charge for those working for publicly 

funded non-profit-making educational institutions. Hot Potatoes allow the creation 

of exercises that involve the development of cognitive strategies such as rehearsal 

organisation, inferring, summarising, deducing imagery, etc. (O’Malley and 

Chamot, 1990). 

As in the case of Behaviourism, it is difficult to find now any language 

learning-teaching method exclusively based upon Cognitivism. Similarly, 

Cognitive CALL cannot be considered as the unique method to approach 

language-learning teaching.  

Finally, socioconstructivism focuses on social dimension of learning. 

Learners, in this case, communicate by exchanging ideas and information to gain 

views of other cultural worlds that can give them insights and motivate them to be 

more proactive in learning a language. From the point of view of language 

learning and development of LA, there is an additional benefit, since learners 

engage in the process of negotiation of meaning of a task and the means by which 

carrying out this task. In this sense, learners have to make decisions about the 

materials, learners to work with, how to approach the task among others. Making 

these decisions involves thinking about the learning process and therefore 

developing metacognitive strategies, which are central in LA. 

The social dimension of socioconstructivism leads directly to the cultural 

dimension involved in the ecological nature of socioconstructivism. In this sense, 

taking into account the cultural setting (i.e. culture on education, institutions, 

learning process, L2 culture, intercultural dialogue, among others) is fundamental 

to understand language learning in general and language learning autonomy in 
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particular. The Sociocognitive CALL, thus, refers to the use of computers to 

facilitate the communication exchange process. In this line, collaborative and 

cooperative CALL (Dillenbourgh et al., 1995) seems to fit in this context. These 

programs address collaborative, cooperative and teamwork skills necessary for an 

effective learning process in such a context. Such programs often work best with 

group members of different language and cultural backgrounds, as the ones we 

can find in an ESL classroom. In recent years and thanks to the WWW 

development, research on Computer-mediated learner collaboration has also been 

productive. In this sense, studies focused on e-mail, chats and forums, tools to 

investigate collaborative learning, have been numerous. Additionally, the use of 

learning environments such as Moodle or WebCt or MOOs is a clear sign of the 

importance of such an approach in CALL. 

In the light of all these reflections, we may conclude that although for 

some concrete period in time both fields might evolve in parallel, we may say that 

the current situation is completely different. In fact, there is a clear mismatch 

between present tendencies in the field of Psycholinguistics and most of the 

CALL packages present in the market. In this sense, such learning programs do 

not take into account autonomous language learning premises such as learning to 

learn, learning strategies or learning styles, as it would be expected if we attend to 

the evolution in the language learning field described in Chapter one of the present 

study. 

The reflections mentioned above are related to the problem of relevance. It 

is important to achieve a common background in which teachers and learners can 

share similar standards on relevance concerning those aspects that could lead them 

to achieve an effective learning-teaching process. In our case, the common ground 

would be built upon specific aspects of learning documents linked to the 

pragmatic experience needed when working in ICT environments. This process 

involves learning to consider relevant aspects such as generic aspects, 

communicative parameters, topic progression and textual conventions among 

others. We consider this skill to be closely related to the development of learner 

autonomy in language learning in general and CALL in particular. However, the 
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development of such a skill demands further research on the concept of mediation 

between the pragmatic skills described above, materials and learners. The question 

here is to what extent is CALL able to incorporate such mediation. This reflection 

has been one of the central aspects motivating the present work. 

After having seen how psychological premises have prompted the 

appearance of LA and also influenced the design and development of CALL 

packages, it would be interesting to see how autonomous language learning 

premises should influence the development and design of current CALL proposals 

for EFL/ESL. For this reason, we will devote the next section to both aspects, 

namely LA, and how it may affect CALL design.  

 

2.2 AUTONOMY IN LANGUAGE LEARNING 

 

The concept of autonomy first entered the field of language learning-teaching 

through the Council of Europe’s Modern Languages project, which was founded 

in 1971. One of the outcomes of the project was the birth of the Centre de 

Recherches et d’Applications en Langues (CRAPEL) at the University of Nancy, 

France, which rapidly became a focal point for research and practice in the field. 

Yves Châlon, the founder of CRAPEL, is considered by many the father of 

autonomy in language learning. He died in 1972 and Henri Holec, who remains a 

prominent figure within the area of autonomy today, took the leadership of 

CRAPEL. Holec’s (1988) project reported to the Council of Europe is a key early 

document on autonomy in foreign language learning. The journal Mélanges 

Pédagogiques, published at CRAPEL, has also played an important role in the 

dissemination of research on autonomy from 1970 to the present day. Nowadays, 

the leadership of CRAPEL lies with Philip Riley, whose work on sociolinguistics 

and ethnography are central to research on autonomy in language learning (Riley, 

1985, 1989).  

Research in the field of autonomy and foreign language learning-teaching 

has been closely related to the Psychopragmatic approach in L2 learning-teaching, 

since this approach offers the fundamental premises for a successful development 
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of LA, as we saw in section 1.4.2 of the present study. Although discussion on the 

term autonomy and, more specifically, about the LA is still dense, we might 

understand the term autonomy in the present study as a learning process based on 

learners who not only acquire linguistic competence but who learn how to learn. 

This process involves acquiring methodological and metalinguistic competence as 

well as the development of cognitive and metacognitive skills. Accordingly, The 

Psychopragmatic Approach provides the suitable conditions for these to take 

place. Therefore, this pedagogical framework seems to be the most appropriate to 

develop autonomous language learning practices.  

2.2.1 Different definitions of the term autonomy: our option. 

As aforementioned, it seems that there is no agreement among researchers 

about a single definition of the notion of autonomy. Therefore, it is necessary to 

make a clear distinction among the several terms that have been associated to 

autonomy such as self-instruction, self-direction, self-directed learning or 

individualisation. In fact, these different terms have been variously employed to 

describe the same phenomenon, causing serious terminological problems in the 

field, since although all of them imply a certain different degree of autonomy in 

learning they should not be used as synonyms of autonomy as we understand it.  

Concerning self-instruction, Jones (1998) defined it as a deliberate long-

term learning project, which was instigated, planned, and carried out by the 

learner alone, without teacher intervention. Accordingly, learners study on their 

own, with little or no contact with teachers or speakers of the target language. 

This approach to self-instruction could be considered as the rigorous one, since it 

involves a rejection of the teachers’ help. However, self-instruction has a 

“weaker” meaning. In this sense, it can also be understood as any deliberate effort 

made by learners to acquire or master language content or skills. We describe it as 

the weaker meaning of the term, since it presents self-instruction as episodic and 

as something that may take place inside or outside the classroom (Dickinson, 

1987). This definition is the closest to the one assumed by CALL packages for 
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EFL/ESL. In this sense, program-designers assume that learners can study by 

themselves and consequently no teacher is needed.  

Research from the field of language learning suggests that self-instruction, 

in the strong sense, is not an effective method of learning a language by itself. 

Perhaps this is because entirely self-instructed learners lack opportunities for 

collaboration and communication between learner and teacher and among learners 

themselves, which become essential for autonomous language learning from a 

socioconstructivist perspective. Therefore, when researchers (Little, 1990; Riley, 

1985) argued that autonomy is not a synonym of self-instruction, they referred to 

the strongest sense of the term: long-term self-initiated learning in isolation from 

teachers or other learners. Conversely, LA involves the ability to engage in self-

instruction provided that self-instruction is understood as a training process for 

learning skills. Such a process involves specific training regarding learning goals, 

methods, materials and evaluations that can be set either by an external authority 

or by the learner himself/herself.  

Regarding self-direction, there are two opposite views. On the one hand, 

Dickinson (1987) described self-direction as a particular attitude to the learning 

task, in which learners accept the responsibility for taking decisions about their 

own learning, that is, learners put into practice their knowledge on the learning 

process. On the other hand, Holec (1990a) considered that learners might not be 

able to incorporate these decisions into their own learning process because they 

might not know how to do it. In this sense, Holec described self-direction as a 

skill of knowing-how. Knowles (1975:18) also referred to self-directed learning as 

follows: 

In its broader meaning, “self-directed learning” describes a process in 
which individuals take the initiative, with or without the help of others, in 
diagnosing their learning needs, formulating learning goals, identifying 
human and material resources for learning, choosing and implementing 
appropriate learning strategies, and evaluating learning outcomes. 

The idea of process is also present in Blue (1988), Riley (1989) and Little 

(1996). Blue (1981) referred to learners’ control of their own learning process. 

According to this author, self-directed learning was a process in which learners 
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took responsibility for all the decisions related to different aspects of the learning 

process, such as the ones related to objectives, content, methods and evaluation or 

the ones concerning the learning pace, time and place. Riley (1987) defined self-

directed learning as a process in which learners constructed their own learning 

program. Finally, Little and Brammerts (1996:23) defined autonomy as “a 

capacity for self-direction” as shown below: 

(…) this capacity is exercised in the planning, monitoring and evaluation 
of learning activities, and necessarily embraces both the content and the 
process of learning. Learners take first step towards autonomy when they 
consciously accept responsibility for their own learning; and they 
develop their autonomy through a continuous effort to understand what 
they are learning, why, how, and with what degree of success. 

Little’s definition shows how the boundaries between autonomy and self-

directed learning are confusing. However, autonomy defines both the broad field 

of inquiry and the global capacity to exercise control over one’s learning while 

self-directed learning tends to refer simply to learning that is carried out under the 

learner’s own direction, rather than others’ parameters. Bearing this in mind, the 

most important distinction to be made between self-directed-learning and LA is 

that the former can be considered as a particular mode of learning in which 

learners make the important decisions about content, methods and evaluation. The 

latter, that is LA, is not only based on learners’ capacity to make decisions but it is 

also considered as a learners’ attitude to their own learning process. In this sense, 

LA can be considered as a capacity that learners posses to various degrees. 

Oppositely, self-directed learning can be considered as behaviour that learners are 

able to perform more or less effectively; according to the degree they possess this 

capacity. 

In line with this author, LA cannot be restricted to an individualistic 

interpretation, since the social dimension is implicit in notions such as control 

over events, responsibility over learning, the learning process and learners’ 

outcome. 

Concerning individualisation, we should make a distinction between two 

different periods, namely before and after the 1980s. During this first period the 
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concept of autonomy was closely associated with the concept of individualisation. 

Brookes and Grundy (1988:1), for instance, suggested that autonomy and 

individualisation were associated by a mutual link to the concept of learner-

centredness: “One corolary of learner-centredness is that individualisation will 

assume greater importance, as will the recognition of the autonomy of the learner 

as the ultimate goal”. Individualisation also became a sort of programmed 

learning- a mode of instruction in which learners were expected to work their 

way, at their own pace, through materials prepared by teachers. However, 

although learning was presented as learner-centred, the most important decisions 

about the learning process were left to the teacher. In this sense, individualisation 

and autonomy overlapped in as much as both were concerned with meeting the 

needs of the individual learners. Regarding this question, Holec (1988:6) made a 

distinction between teaching that takes the learner into consideration and learning 

that is directed by the learners themselves: 

In a general way to the extent to which the learner is taken into 
consideration forms no criterion for judging the extent to which learning 
is self-directed: individualisation effected by taking into account the 
learner’s needs, his favourite methods of learning, his level, and so on, 
leave the learner in the traditional position of dependency and do not 
allow him to control his learning by himself. 

Holec considered LA as a competence or capacity that enables the learner 

to put into practice the skills typical of a self-directed learning. In this sense, he 

defined it as a gradual competence that learners had and used to a different extent 

depending on their goals, methods and type of evaluation. 

The early association of autonomy and individualisation was also criticised 

by Riley (1986:32): 

Individualisation (“individualised learning”, individualised instruction”) 
is, historically at least, linked with programmed learning and based on a 
thoroughly behaviouristic psychology. As it is generally practised, it 
leaves very little freedom of choice to the individual learner. Rather it is 
the teacher who tries to adapt his methodology and materials to the 
learner, like a doctor writing out a prescription. That is, the majority of 
the relevant decisions are made for the learner, not by him. It is in fact 
individualised teaching: it aims at the most efficient use of the teacher 
and at the most effective result, but in terms of what the teacher wants the 
learner to achieve. 
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During the second period, namely, after the 1980s, it was assumed that the 

development of autonomy necessarily implied individualisation. However, the 

definition of individualisation was regarded as a synonym of attention to diversity, 

that is, personalisation of the learning process. With regard to this, Dickinson 

(1987) focused on the study of the notion of diversity related to many aspects of 

the learning process, namely, diversity of strategies, cognitive and learning styles, 

objectives and factors affecting motivation.  

In order to make clear the different approaches to the term 

individualisation and their relationship with LA we have summarised the most 

relevant ideas for the purpose of this study in the following table: 

 

 

 

                      Table 12: Definition of the term Individualisation 

INDIVIDUALISATION 

          # 

INDIVIDUALISM 

INDIVIDUALISATION 

          # 

AUTONOMY 

 

A) Individualisation is not a 
synonym of Individualism
since it involves… 

 

 

B) Individualisation is not a 
synonym of Autonomy since it 
involves… 

TAKING INTO ACCOUNT 
DIFFERENCES AMONG 

LEARNERS 

TEACHING 
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Finally, in order to make a clear distinction between the definitions of the 

term autonomy, above presented, and our own view on the term, we have 

designed the following table:  

Table 13: Differences between the terms associated to autonomy and our own view. 

Different terms associated to autonomy Differences with our view 

Self- instruction (…)A deliberate long-term 
learning project instigated, 
planned and carried out by the 
learner alone without teacher 
intervention (…) (Jones, 1998) 

Autonomy implies learning in 
collaboration, with a 
counsellor and the learning 
plan is negotiated between 
counsellor and learners. 

Self-direction (…) self-direction as an attitude. 
Learners accept the responsibility 
of taking decisions about their 
own learning but they do not 
incorporate them into the learning 
process (…) (Dickinson, 1987). 

(…) self-direction as a 
competence based upon knowing-
how (…) (Holec, 1985) 

Learners take decisions 
because they know how to 
take them and how to 
implement them on their 
learning process. 

 

Self-directed 
learning 

 

(…)a process in which individuals 
take the initiative, with or without 
the help of others, in diagnosing 
their learning needs, formulating 
learning goals, identifying human 
and material resources for 
learning, choosing and 
implementing appropriate 
learning strategies, and evaluating 
learning outcomes(…) (Knowles, 
1975) 

 

Self-directed learning is 
considered a particular mode 
of learning in which learners 
make decisions about content, 
methods and evaluation. While 
autonomy is considered a 
learner’s attitude towards their 
own learning and that is 
possessed to different extents. 

Individualisation (…) a programmed learning mode 
of instruction in which learners 
were expected to work on their 
way, at their own pace, with the 
materials prepared by the teacher 
and the most important decisions 
were left to the teacher. (…) 

Learner autonomy understands 
individualisation as a synonym 
of personalisation (i.e. 
attention to diversity) 

After having discussed the differences existing among the main notions 

identified with the term autonomy and the differences among them, we will now 
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focus on the most frequent definitions of autonomy in the language-learning field. 

However, these definitions should be considered as pieces to fit in a big jigsaw 

that, when finally assembled, stands for a common approach to LA, since in spite 

of the efforts made by the profession in order to agree on a single definition, as yet 

there is no common approach to the term autonomy.  

Most of the definitions of autonomy may respond to ideals and 

expectations, which arise in the field of language learning. These new interests 

were influenced by proposals emerged from the adult self-directed learning field, 

which were described as the ability to assume responsibility for one’s own 

affaires. Along these lines Benson (2001:8) noted later on that: 

(…) on the need to develop the individual freedom by developing those 
abilities which will enable him/her to act more responsible in running the 
affairs of the society in which he/she lives. 

Learners became central in the learning process, and the interest on 

research on learning started to substitute that on teaching. Both ideas were 

reflected on two definitions of LA, namely, Holec’s (1988) and Little’s (1990).  

According to Holec (1988: 3) LA could be defined as follows:  

To take charge of one’s learning is to have, and to hold, the responsibility 
for all the decisions concerning all aspects of this learning, i.e. 
determining objectives, defining the contents and progressions, selecting 
methods and techniques to be used, monitoring the procedure of 
acquisition properly speaking (rhythm, time, place, etc,) and evaluating 
what has been acquired. 

Little’s (1991:3) definition, though, focused on detailing what autonomy 

was not by listing the usual misconceptions associated with the concept:  

• Autonomy is not a synonym for self-instruction; in other words, 
autonomy is not limited to learning without a teacher. 

• In the classroom context, autonomy does not entail an abdication of 
responsibility on the part of the teacher; it is not a matter of letting the 
learners get on with things as best they can. 

• On the other hand, autonomy is not something that teachers do to 
learners; that is, it is not another teaching method. 

• Autonomy is not a single, easily described behaviour. 
• Autonomy is not a steady state achieved by learners. 
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In fact, Little’s definition of autonomy reflects the problem existing when 

looking for a single and common definition of autonomy, since what it seems to 

be clear on is what autonomy is not, but to agree on what autonomy is seems to be 

a difficult task. Nevertheless, both definitions focused on aspects such as 

responsibility, capacity, learners’ predisposition to the learning process, capacity 

being the most influential one in research on autonomy. Accordingly, Holec 

(1990) defined this capacity as a capacity for developing a critical ability to reflect 

on one’s experience and to “take charge of one’s own learning”. Little (1990) 

labelled this capacity as a set of “conditional” freedoms, which, in a given 

learning context, could facilitate individuals to determine their objectives, define 

the content and the process of their own learning, select their methods and 

techniques, and monitor and evaluate their progress and achievements 

(Pemberton, 1996). With this in mind, Trim et al. (1976) talked about autonomy as 

an adaptive ability, allowing learners to develop supportive structures within 

themselves rather than to have them erected around them. Dam (1990) and Riley 

(1989) are other representative researchers on autonomy who also defined it in 

terms of capacity.  

Although problems still exist when trying to reach a consensus, it seems 

that there is an agreement on two aspects, at least. Firstly, there is a common 

tendency to delimit the definition of autonomy. As we have already seen 

researchers share the notion of what autonomy is not, rejecting the identification 

of an autonomous learner with someone who works in isolation. In fact, this type 

of learner has been described by Holec (in Villanueva, 1992: 37) as someone who 

is thrown into the deepest part of swimming pool without a swimbath. Secondly, 

there is an agreement on pointing out Holec’s definition (1981) as the most 

representative and influential in the field, it was based upon the description of the 

learner as someone who was able to be in charge of his/her own learning process 

and who became ultimately responsible for his/her decisions on objectives, 

interests, materials, pace and place for learning. This ability, though, was not 

considered innate, but as the result of a learner training. 
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Learner training consisted of equipping learners with all the necessary 

skills in order to enable them to be in charge of their own learning process. These 

skills have been identified and defined by many researchers (Dickinson, 1987; 

Ellis and Sinclair, 1993; Holec, 1990; Wenden, 1991; Villanueva, 1992; Little, 

1990) and they will be further detailed in section 2.4.3 in the present chapter. 

Contrary to this view on learner training, researchers such as Esch (1997) or Breen 

and Mann, (1997) do not accept placing together autonomy and learner training, 

since, according to them, both terms are contradictory. In this sense, they conceive 

autonomy as a concrete approach to the world, as a way of living and not as a 

capacity that should be acquired through a learning training.  

At this point, it is interesting to devote some lines to the linguistic issue 

that has been for us the search for an appropriate translation of the concept 

“training”. Training is the English translation of the French formation and the 

Spanish formación respectively. However, the connotations derived from three 

terms are not the same, since the French and Spanish terms come from a 

humanistic view. Although both approaches seem to be opposite and even 

mutually exclusive, we consider them complementary and even inclusive, since 

from our point of view the capacity to become an autonomous learner is not innate 

and should be acquired through a learner training. However, we agree with Esch 

(1997) on the idea that a positive attitude to autonomy is necessary in order to 

achieve an effective learning and therefore we do not consider developing learner 

autonomy as only based upon a learner training to learning techniques. The 

concept of learner training will be further developed in section 2.3.3 of the present 

chapter.  

All the theoretical reflections about LA discussed in this section are put 

together by Holec (1988) in a single view on LA, which can be summarised as 

follows:  

1. For some researchers, the meaning of autonomy is synonymous 

with independence in the sense that learners make use of materials 
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and ‘prefabricated’ courses without the teacher’s help at any place 

and time.  

2. For others, autonomy means capacity of learning.  

3. For some others, autonomy means making use of the capacity of 

being responsible for own learning process. Learners are 

considered active agents who take decisions about their own 

learning process. Some programs addressed to adults have led to 

this interpretation of autonomy. In these programs the syllabus is 

not imposed but negotiated between learners and the teacher. They 

are based on the works about syllabus negotiation in the foreign 

language classroom (Bloor and Bloor, 1988; Nunan, 1996) in order 

to attend the learners’ needs. 

Regarding the first point, Holec (1988) referred to the proliferation of 

foreign language courses based on videos, cassettes and books exclusively 

designed for the individual use of those people who are enable to assist regularly 

to classes. This approach has also been adopted by numerous computer 

programmes that are designed with these purposes, which are sold as the perfect 

solution for learning a foreign language autonomously. Concerning this question, 

a study conducted by the present researcher (Ruiz, 2004) showed how from a 

selection made up of the four most representative learning packages on the 

market, only one of them incorporated learning strategies. The rest of them failed 

at this point, and presupposed an already autonomous learner.   

Concerning the second point, Holec (1988) referred to learners’ capacity to 

learn by themselves. In this case, he was referring to those learners that have 

already acquired the capacity to learn, that is, those who are already autonomous 

learners.  

Along this line, Benson (1997) described a similar division based on three 

dimensions, namely, technical, psychological and political: 
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1. technical dimension in which the concept of autonomy was 

defined as the act of learning a language out of the institutional 

educational framework and without teacher’s intervention. 

2. psychological dimension in which the term autonomy was 

understood as a capacity- an array of capacities and aptitudes-that 

allow learners to be responsible of their own learning process. In 

this sense, Benson also agreed with Holec, since in this case they 

referred to the capacity. This dimension can be found in literature 

dealing with self-directed learning and self-access, since it is in 

these contexts where learners are considered to be ultimately 

responsible for their own learning process. 

3. political dimension referred to the term autonomy as the control 

on the processes and contents of learning. This was also similar to 

Holec’s definition of the control of learners on their learning 

process and the practices related to it. 

As mentioned above, Benson’s technical dimension was similar to Holec’s 

first assumption, since the term independence was linked to learning a language 

without any institutional or educational support. This technical version implied the 

consideration of techniques and skills that enabled learners to continue their 

learning process without any kind of external support. Therefore, Benson’s the 

technical dimension of autonomy was found mainly in the literature dealing with 

strategies and learner training (Dickinson, 1987; Ellis and Sinclair, 1993; 

O’Malley and Chamot, 1990; Oxford, 1990; Wenden, 1991). Yet, most of the 

works (Dam, 1990; Dickinson, 1987) dealing with strategies and learner training 

did not support the acquisition of such skills out of the classroom, but within the 

classroom in spite of the problems existing due to institutional constraints such as 

timetable, exams, number of students in class etc. With this in mind, during the 

last years the CRAPEL has worked on the introduction of the autonomy in 

institutional contexts. One of these attempts was Thematic Net of Graz2, in which 

                                                 
2 The original name of this project is Réseau pour l’Introduction de l’innovation en Langues: 
Projet R2IL du Centre Européen des Langues Vivantes (CELV de Graz, Autriche) du Conseil de 
L’Europe.  
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the group GIAPEL3 from Universitat Jaume I took part and which is described by 

M.J Gremmo (Gremmo, 2000). 

Taking into account this review of different definitions of LA, we would 

like to devote the following lines to present our view on the concept of LA, since 

it will provide the general guidelines for the development of the theoretical 

framework for our study. From our point of view, it would be an error to identify 

one definition of autonomy with one of the two versions or with one of the two 

authors (i.e. Holec and Benson) already discussed in the present section, since we 

cannot ignore the interrelation existing among both views mainly based upon the 

attitudinal component. Bearing in mind this question, we consider that knowing 

how to learn a language is not an innate or spontaneous competence. Following 

Holec (1988) it requires learning a set of skills that should be acquired through a 

training process based on autonomy. Therefore, these techniques and skills should 

be seriously considered in the whole learning process and slowly introduced to 

learners. In this sense, when designing CALL packages for EFL/ESL, this process 

should be extremely important, since most of the time these programs presuppose 

already autonomous learners which together with the lack the suitable pedagogical 

approach constitute one of the main reasons for their pedagogical failure as shown 

in a previous study conducted by Ruiz (2004).  

 

2.2.2 Learning to learn languages. 

The idea of autonomy is bound to the development of learning awareness 

and the acquisition of an autonomous learning competence that allow learners to 

control their own learning process gradually. This involves taking into account 

learners in all their dimensions (e.g. cognitive development, learning awareness), 

which involves a specific learner’s role, and a specific teacher’s role, whose aim is 

training learners to become independent.  

                                                 
3 GIAPEL: Grupo de Investigación y Aplicaciones Pedagógicas en Lenguas. 
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With regard to this, learning to learn languages is aimed at fostering of 

learners’ self-identity as language learners by means of mobilising their 

representations of languages and language learning (Riley, 1989). In order to 

achieve this, learning to learn requires a dialogic approach to the language 

learning process based upon language learning in a traditional context (directed 

language learning) and the development of an autonomous learning capacity in a 

different setting. This dialogue may favour a progressive change towards a 

learning-teaching culture that embraces two main aspects: 

• On the one hand, it involves making learners’ representations of the 

learning process and (e.g. goals, contents, ways to learn, evaluation criteria 

among others) explicit. 

• On the other hand, it requires making learners’ previous knowledge about 

the learning process (e.g. how languages are learnt, the teacher’s and the 

learner’s roles, teacher’s expectations on a concrete task) explicit. This last 

aspect should be seriously considered, since in a traditional teaching 

culture (i.e. institutionalised teaching setting) most of the learners’ 

responses to certain tasks are usually influenced by their assumptions on 

teachers’ expectations on the task, as well as by their preconception of the 

institution itself. 

Additionally, learning to learn a language means developing an active process 

of internalising and integrating the linguistic experience as well as acquiring 

instrumental procedures for learning. These instrumental procedures are known as 

strategies (Oxford, 1990; Wenden, 1991; Dickinson, 1987). Their acquisition 

allows learners to understand, transform, retain, transfer and generalise 

information, which does not only enable learners to answer the evaluation 

questions correctly, but also to use this information effectively in future situations. 

The skills that constitute Learner autonomy are those skills implicitly involved in 

the capacity of learning, which prove to be inseparable from learning to learn or 

being aware of the procedures to transform new knowledge into meaningful 

knowledge. 
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Although this perception of learning to learn as a process, in which 

learners acquired instrumental procedures, is not usually present in CALL Felix 

(1999:88) referred to it some years ago in the following way: 

Caution is still needed. The conclusion should not be simply to adopt a 
student-centred approach which hands over all responsibility to the 
learner, in the hope that autonomous learning will turn out to be a natural 
skill and that knowledge will be acquired by osmosis. Students may have 
the technical skills and the inclination to negotiate hypertext and images, 
but the acquisition of how-to-learn skills, however individually based, 
still requires help. A more desirable and more effective approach, 
therefore, may be to hand over control to the students in an environment 
where some guidance is provided. 

Felix’s words reflect the current situation, since one of the drawbacks in 

CALL packages is the lack of training for learners to become autonomous, in 

other words, lack of training on the acquisition and use of learning to learn skills. 

For the purpose of this study, we will focus our attention on those learning 

skills we consider relevant for this study. Accordingly, we will pay special 

attention to methodological, cognitive and metacognitive skills.  

Methodological skills refer to learners’ capacity to set goals for language 

acquisition, to elaborate a learning plan and be able to manage it, (i.e. evaluating 

the acquired knowledge and being able to reorient the learning plan according to 

the results). As aforementioned, all these aspects become fundamental skills when 

developing Learner autonomy. Accordingly, they should be taken into account 

when designing a learning package aimed at developing Learner autonomy. 

Cognitive skills are also important for the development of a language 

learning process based upon autonomous premises. Regarding cognitive 

strategies, it is important to mention that we consider that psycholinguistic 

knowledge is integrated within cognitive skills, since both are closely related. We 

consider cognitive skills to be based upon: 

• The mobilisation of learners’ beliefs or attitudes about the linguistic 

acquisition. 
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• The mobilisation of learners’ attitudes towards different strategies and 

learning styles  

• The development of cognitive strategies (i.e. inferring, deducing, 

generalising, making analogies among others) applied to language learning 

(Oxford, 1990; Wenden, 1991; Dickinson, 1987) 

For all these reasons, cognitive skills should be seriously taken into 

account in the design of learning packages. From our point of view, integration of 

cognitive skills could be considered as a gradual option, that is, pedagogical 

designers can choose from a complete and total integration up to a partial and 

selective one, depending on the specific pedagogical goals behind the design.  

Regarding the relevance of metacognitive skills in our study, we have 

decided to devote the next section to further investigation of this aspect in the 

language learning process, since it is considered to be the heart of LA. 

2.2.2.1 Metacognitive skills and learner autonomy. 

One of the skills related to learning to learn is that of metacognition (i.e. 

knowledge of one’s own knowledge). This term was used for the first time in the 

field of psychology by Flavell (1976). In fact, he used the term metamemory to 

refer the knowledge individuals had of their own memory. Accordingly, 

metamemory was defined as one’s awareness of one’s own knowledge and of all 

the aspects turn to be relevant in order to register, store and recover information. 

Accordingly, metacognition is defined not only as the capacity of knowing, but 

also as the capacity of knowing one’s own cognitive stages and procedures. Both, 

metamemory and metacognition are closely related to the autonomous language 

learning process, since they are central in the development of learner autonomy 

and therefore should be fostered and included in the learning plans designed by 

the L2 teacher. 

Because of the importance of metacognition in order to develop learner 

autonomy, training to foster metacognition seems to be fundamental. Such 
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training is based on the instruction of metacognitive strategies, to which next 

section is devoted. 

2.2.2.1.1 Metacognitive strategies: Definition and taxonomies. 

There are multiple definitions of learning strategies. In fact, extensive 

review of the literature on the progressive emergence of the construct of learning 

strategies in general, and language learning strategies in particular, reveals 

considerable variation in definition of what constitutes learning strategies; which 

strategies, if any, are trainable or can be learnt; and the identification of discrete 

language learning strategies. Riley (1985), for instance, gave his own definition of 

the term strategy, which was based upon other authors’ definitions (Clarck 1997; 

Faerch, Kasper, 1987). He described strategies as a type of operations in which a 

succession of two or more acts were interrelated by a common goal. This 

relationship among the different acts was considered to be hierarchical, since it 

was part of a planning, which showed preferences and involved making decisions. 

Consequently, strategies could be considered plans that learners make consciously 

to solve a situation that they consider a problem (Villanueva, 1997, 1999). In the 

European Common Framework of Reference strategies are defined as any type of 

organised, intentioned and regulated behaviour performed by any individual to 

carry out a task, that may have been suggested by him/herself or it may be 

something he /she has to face.  

Some authors such as Rees-Miller (1993; 1994) have criticised the 

fostering of strategic learning. Rees-Miller considered that there was no empirical 

evidence that could lead to consider learning strategies as a positive and effective 

influence on language learning. However, later on it has been proved the existing 

correlation between the use of strategies and an improvement in learning (Benson, 

2001).  

It does not seem to be a unified and common approach to a classification 

of strategies and in fact there are numerous different taxonomies (O’Malley and 

Chamot, 1990; Oxford, 1990; Villanueva, 1997). However, three different 

categories of strategies have been commonly differentiated depending on the level 
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and type of processing involved. These three categories are the following, namely, 

metacognitive strategies, cognitive strategies and social/affective strategies.  

Among the different classifications, we agree with Villanueva’s approach 

(1997). She considered that the study and classification of strategies should be 

done from a procedural and dynamic approach that should be related to the 

learning tasks and the learning-teaching context. Consequently, she suggested that 

learning strategies related to perception of information and to attitudes towards 

the learning process should be classified in four great dimensions: 

• Communicative strategies (gesture resources, different ways for 

demanding cooperation or clarification, etc.) 

• Social strategies (extroversion or introversion, search for situations of 

language usage, identification of social roles, etc.) 

• Cognitive strategies (using inferences and analogies; using 

experimentation, applying rules to understand language through analysis). 

Obviously, these type of strategies are closely related to learners’ 

psychological characteristics and cognitive styles. 

• Metacognitive strategies (selective attention, planning, monitoring and 

evaluation)  

 

For the purpose of the present study, we will focus our attention on the last 

two groups, since they embrace the most relevant strategies considering Learner 

autonomy. Additionally, both types of strategies are usually used together, since 

they support each other in order to obtain better results than they would if used in 

isolation (O’Malley and Chamot, 1990). However, especial emphasis will be laid 

on metacognitive strategies, which are the ones directly related to the development 

of learners’ awareness of their own learning process and eventually learner 

autonomy. 

Concerning cognitive strategies, they refer to steps or operations used in 

the learning process or in problem-solving situations that require the direct 

analysis, transformation or synthesis of the learning materials. Consequently, we 
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may assume that cognitive strategies are those strategies that learners use in order 

to face different language activities with the final aim of improving their language 

knowledge (Villanueva, 1997) 

Regarding metacognitive strategies, their definition and classification is a 

recurrent topic in language learning research. In fact, there are numerous studies 

on metacognitive strategies (Wenden and Rubin, 1987; Ellis and Sinclair, 1989; 

O’Malley and Chamot, 1990; Oxford, 1990; Wenden, 1991), yet it seems there is 

an agreement on what these strategies should promote and on a similar taxonomy. 

Wenden & Rubin (1987) identify some generally agreed characteristics of 

"learning strategy": 

1. Some strategies can be observed - there is an observable behaviour that 

accompanies the mental act (comprehension checks with the teacher, etc).  

2. Other strategies cannot be observed - (inferring, comparing).  

3. Cognitive strategies may be deployed consciously in response to a problem 

a learner has clearly perceived and analysed.  

4. Cognitive strategies may also become automatized.  

5. Strategies are amenable to change.  

6. Strategies are problem oriented.  

Regarding metacognitive strategies, researchers agree on the role of 

metacognitive strategies. In this sense, metacognitive strategies should help 

learners to develop critical thinking, organizational skills, and taking 

responsibility for their learning – skills also necessary for most of the different 

aspects of life.  

Since the objective of the present study is not to carry out an exhaustive 

revision of the literature on learning strategies and more specifically on 

metacognitive strategies, but to show which studies on language learning 

strategies have inspired the pedagogical design of both the study and the CALL 

material that have been part of the present dissertation . Accordingly, we will pay 

special attention only to Wenden and Rubin’s (1987) study, O’Malley and 

Chamot’s (1990), Oxford’s (1990) and Wenden’s, (1991).  All of them define 
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language learning strategies in general and metacognitive strategies in particular, 

and propose a specific taxonomy. However, these works are focused on the study 

of language learning strategies in the traditional classroom4. Since our study 

attempts to converge both aspects, metacognitive strategies and CALL, we will 

have into account those researchers (Blin, 2004; Hoven, 2000) who focus on such 

a topic. Of all of them, special attention will be paid to Hoven’s (2000) study, 

since she relates metacognitive strategy use with autonomy in CALL.  

Three authors, thus,  build up the theoretical background for the present 

research project. Oxford (1990) defines and classifies metacognitive strategies, 

Wenden (1991) relates these type of strategies to autonomy, which is one of the 

mainstays of the present study and finally Hoven (1997) provides the relationship 

between CALL and metacognitive strategy use.  

Concerning taxonomies, Wenden and Rubin’s (1987) make the distinction 

between strategies contributing directly to learning (i.e. Learning strategies and 

those contributing indirectly to learning (i.e. Communication Strategies and 

Social Strategies). Metacogntive strategies are considered strategies directly 

related to learning and in this case language learning. According to them, 

metacognitive strategies are used to 1) oversee, 2) regulate or 3) self-direct 

language learning and they involve various processes: 

 planning 

 prioritising 

 setting goals 

 self-management 

Ellis and Sinclair (1989) define learning strategies as contingent on a 

number of contextual factors, including learning style, aptitude, personality, and, 

indeed, as Ellis surmises, combinations of strategies appropriate to the demands of 

different tasks. In this respect, Ellis (1994:559) is more worried about how to 

introduce strategic training in the learning process as shown below:  

                                                 
4 By traditional, we mean the physical traditional classroom setting. That is a classroom with walls 
in a specific physical location.  
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It is likely that it is not so much how often learners use strategies as when 
and with what purpose they use them. It is also likely that strategies will 
prove most helpful when they are deployed in clusters, but precisely what 
groupings work best is not known. 

 
Nevertheless, effectiveness of strategy use on language learning, and more 

concretely on metacognitive strategy use in language learning and CALL will be 

further reinforced later in chapter 3 of the present study. 

O’Malley and Chamot (1990) identify metacognitive, cognitive, and social 

and affective strategies. According to them, metacognitive strategies are actions 

one takes to plan for learning, to monitor one’s own comprehension/production, 

or to evaluate the extent to which a learning goal has been reached. Obviously, 

these actions involve thinking about the learning process, planning for learning, 

monitoring the learning task, and evaluating how well one has learned; cognitive 

strategies involve interacting with the material to be learned, manipulating the 

material mentally or physically, or applying a specific technique to a learning 

task; and social and affective strategies involve interacting with another person to 

assist learning, or using effective control to assist a learning task. According to 

Chamot and O’Malley (1994), metacognitive strategies can be used by learners 

before, during and after a task. Learners use metacognitive strategies to plan for a 

task, to check how the plan is being carried out during task, and evaluate the 

learning outcomes after task. Table 9 below shows their definition and a detailed 

classification of metacognitive learning strategies:  

Ellis and Sinclair (1993) define learning strategies as a contingent on a 

number of contextual factors, including learning style, aptitude, personality, and, 

indeed, as Ellis surmises, combinations of strategies appropriate to the demands of 

different tasks. In this respect, Ellis (1994: 559) is more worried about how to 

introduce strategic training in the learning process as shown below:  
 

It is likely that it is not so much how often learners use strategies as when 
and with what purpose they use them. It is also likely that strategies will 
prove most helpful when they are deployed in clusters, but precisely what 
groupings work best is not known. 
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Nevertheless, effectiveness of strategy use on language learning, and more 

concretely on metacognitive strategy use in language learning and CALL will be 

further reinforced later in chapter 3 of the present study. 

O’Malley and Chamot (1990) identify metacognitive, cognitive, and social 

and affective strategies. According to them, metacognitive strategies are actions 

one takes to plan for learning, to monitor one’s own comprehension/production, 

or to evaluate the extent to which a learning goal has been reached. Obviously, 

these actions involve thinking about the learning process, planning for learning, 

monitoring the learning task, and evaluating how well one has learned; cognitive 

strategies involve interacting with the material to be learned, manipulating the 

material mentally or physically, or applying a specific technique to a learning 

task; and social and affective strategies involve interacting with another person to 

assist learning, or using effective control to assist a learning task. According to 

Chamot and O’Malley (1994), metacognitive strategies can be used by learners 

before, during and after a task. Learners use metacognitive strategies to plan for a 

task, to check how the plan is being carried out during task, and evaluate the 

learning outcomes after task. Table 14 below shows their definition and a detailed 

classification of metacognitive learning strategies:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Table 14: Learning strategies and their definitions  
(adapted from Chamot and Kupper, 1989: 15-17. 

 

Metacognitive strategies:  

1.   Planning: Previewing the organizing concept of principle or an anticipated learning task; 
proposing learning strategies for handling an upcoming task; generating a plan for the parts, 
sequence, main ideas, or language functions to be used in handling a task. 
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2.   Directed Attention: Deciding in advance to attend in general to a learning task and to ignore 
irrelevant distractors, maintaining attention during task execution. 

3.   Selective Attention: Deciding in advance to attend to specific aspects of language input or 
situational details that assist in performance of a task; attending to specific aspects of language 
input during task execution. 

4.   Self-management: Understanding the conditions that help one successfully accomplish 
language tasks and arranging for the presence of those conditions; controlling one's language 
performance to maximise use of what is already known. 

5.   Self-monitoring: checking, verifying, or correcting one's comprehension or performance in the 
course of a language task. This has been coded in the think-alouds in the following ways: 

o Comprehension monitoring:  
o Production monitoring:  
o Auditory monitoring:  
o Visual monitoring:  
o Style monitoring:  
o Strategy monitoring:  
o Plan monitoring:  
o Double Check monitoring:  

6.   Problem Identification: Explicitly identifying the central point needing resolution in a task,   or 
identifying an aspect of the task that hinders its successful completion. 

7.   Self-evaluation: Checking the outcomes of one's own language performance against an internal 
measure of completeness and accuracy; checking one's language repertoire, strategy use or 
ability to perform the task at hand. This has been coded in think-alouds as: 

o production evaluation: checking one's work when the task is finished,  
o performance evaluation: judging one's overall execution of the task.  
o ability evaluation: judging one's ability to perform the task  
o strategy evaluation: judging one's strategy use when the task is 

completed  
o language repertoire evaluation: judging how much one knows of the L2 

at the word, phrase, sentence, or concept level.  

Oxford (1990) sees the aim of language learning strategies as being 

oriented towards the development of communicative competence, involving 

interaction among learners. Learning strategies, she argues, must both help 

learners to participate in communication and to build up their language system. 

She provides a list of 12 features of language learning strategies:  

1. they contribute to the main goal -  communicative competence;  
2. they allow learners to become more self-directed;  
3. they expand the role of teachers;  
4. they are problem-oriented;  
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5. they are specific actions taken by the learner;  
6. they involve many aspects of the learner, not just the cognitive;  
7. they support learning both directly and indirectly;  
8. they are not always observable;  
9. they are often conscious;  
10. they can be taught;  
11. they are flexible;  
12. they are influenced by a variety of factors.  

Oxford (1990) divides language learning strategies into two main classes, 

direct and indirect, which are further subdivided into 6 groups. In Oxford's 

system, metacognitive strategies help learners to regulate their learning. Affective 

strategies are concerned with the learner's emotional requirements such as 

confidence, while social strategies lead to increased interaction with the target 

language. Cognitive strategies are the mental strategies learners use to make sense 

of their learning, memory strategies are those used for storage of information, and 

compensation strategies help learners to overcome knowledge gaps to continue 

the communication.  

Oxford's (1990: 17) taxonomy of language learning strategies is shown in 

the following:  

• DIRECT STRATEGIES  
o I. Memory  

 A. Creating mental linkages  
 B. Applying images and sounds  
 C. Reviewing well  
 D. Employing action 

o II.Cognitive  
 A. Practising  
 B. Receiving and sending messages strategies  
 C. Analysing and reasoning  
 D. Creating structure for input and output 

o III. Compensation strategies  
 A. Guessing intelligently  
 B. Overcoming limitations in speaking and writing 

• INDIRECT STRATEGIES  
o I. Metacognitive Strategies 

 A. Centering your learning  
 B. Arranging and planning your learning  
 C. Evaluating your learning 

o II. Affective Strategies     
 A. Lowering your anxiety  
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 B. Encouraging yourself  
 C. Taking your emotional temperature 

o III. Social Strategies     
 A. Asking questions  
 B. Cooperating with others  
 C. Emphathising with others 

According to this classification, metacognitive strategies are mainly based 

upon three central aspects, a) centring your learning; b) arranging and planning 

your learning and b) evaluating your learning.  

Wenden (1991) proposes a step forward and relates this type of strategies 

to the development of autonomy. Wenden and Rubin (1987: 18) defines learning 

strategies as “Learning strategies are mental steps or operations that learners use 

to learn a new language and to regulate their efforts to do so”. From her point of 

view, the strategies and learning styles that someone adopts “may partly reflect 

personal preference rather than innate endowment”. According to Wenden (1998: 

34), 'metacognitive knowledge includes all facts learners acquire about their own 

cognitive processes as they are applied and used to gain knowledge and acquire 

skills in varied situations'. In a sense, metacognitive strategies are skills used for 

planning, monitoring, and evaluating the learning activity; 'they are strategies 

about learning rather than learning strategies themselves'. Her classification of 

metacognitive strategies can be summarised as follows:  

 

1. Planning:  (preplanning)   -selecting goals. 
                         -means to achieve these goals 
(planning in action)  -change objectives or means to obtain 
them  

 
  

2. Monitoring: (learners become aware of ‘on-line’ difficulties in 
processing)  

-self-assessment:  How am I doing? 
Am I proceeding 
through this learning 
task smoothly? 
 Why I cannot do that? 

 
 

3. Evaluating: evaluating the results and the means to obtain the results 
expected. 

Self-assessment can 
also occur in the 
preplanning section 
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At the planning stage, also known as pre-planning (Wenden, 1998), 

learners identify their objectives and determine how they will achieve them. 

Planning, however, may also go on while a task is being performed. This is called 

planning-in-action. Here, learners may change their objectives and reconsider the 

ways in which they will go about achieving them. At the monitoring stage, 

language learners act as “participant observers or overseers of their language 

learning” (ibid: 34), asking themselves, "How am I doing? Am I having 

difficulties with this task?" and so on. Finally, when learners evaluate, they do so 

in terms of the outcome of their attempt to use a certain strategy. According to 

Wenden (ibid: 28), evaluating involves three steps: 1) learners examine the 

outcome of their attempts to learn; 2) they access the criteria they will use to 

judge it; and 3) they apply it. Wenden (1998) also points out to the attitudinal 

factor as metacognitive knowledge. 

Along this line, Wenden (1998: 52) defines attitudes as “learned 

motivations, valued beliefs, evaluations, what one believes is acceptable, or 

responses oriented towards approaching or avoiding”. For her, two kinds of 

attitudes are crucial: attitudes learners hold about their role in the learning process 

and their capability as learners. Regarding this attitudes are a form of 

metacognitive knowledge. At any rate, “learner beliefs about their role and 

capability as learners will be shaped and maintained...by other beliefs they hold 

about themselves as learners” (ibid: 54). For example, if learners believe that 

certain personality types cannot learn a foreign language and they believe that 

they are that type of person, they will think that they are fighting a "losing battle," 

as far as learning the foreign language is concerned. Furthermore, if learners 

labour under the misconception that learning is successful only within the context 

of the "traditional classroom," where the teacher directs, instructs, and manages 

the learning activity, and students must follow in the teacher's footsteps, they are 

likely to be impervious or resistant to learner-centred strategies aiming at 

autonomy, and success is likely to be undermined. 
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Finally, Hoven (1997: 204)  relates strategy use to CALL in the following 

way: 

 

In the context of developing language learning strategies, it should be 
possible to design CELL programs which integrate learner education and 
awareness raising in the areas of both learning strategies and language 
learning skills. 

 
Since according to her (ibid: 214): 

 
CELL environment, the above findings provide further evidence for the 
appropriateness of incorporating awareness-raising in the use of learning 
strategies into the instructional design for exploratory learning. These 
findings also support the effectiveness of incorporating the use of specific 
learning strategies into the tasks themselves to provide modelling. 

 
Following Oxford’s and Wenden’s study, Hoven (1997) focuses on 

awareness raising and practice in the use metacognitive strategies such as 

planning and managing one’s own learning; affective strategies such as lowering 

one’s anxiety; cognitive strategies such as analysing, reasoning, and inferencing; 

and paralinguistic strategies such as inferring meaning from gestures. Hoven 

(1997: v) classification of metacognitive strategies is shown in below:  

Diagram of the Strategy System 
(Partially original – modified from Oxford 1990: 18-21) 
METALINGUISTIC: Internal & Indirect 
I Metacognitive 
A. Centering your learning 
1. Overviewing and linking with already known material 
2. Paying attention 
3. Delaying speech production to focus on listening 
B. Arranging and planning your learning 
1. Finding out about language learning 
2. Organising 
3. Setting goals and objectives 
4. Identifying the purpose of a language task (purposeful listening/reading/ 

speaking/writing 
5. Planning for a language task 
C. Evaluating your learning 
1. Self-monitoring 
2. Self-evaluation 

Although CALL and Computer-Mediated Communication (CMC) are two 

different fields, the technological dimension is the common issue when using 

them in language learning processes. Additionally, metacognitive strategies have 

also been object of study in language learning in electronic mode (CMC) (Liou, 

2000; Kelm, 1992; Chapelle & Mizuno, 1989; Jamieson & Chapelle, 1987). In 
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fact, a better understanding of learners’ planning, monitoring and evaluating of 

learning would help teachers and researchers develop online learning activities 

which are more suitable for the learning process and which would be 

pedagogically effective enough to be integrated in a learning package aimed at 

fostering LA. Despite the research conducted in the field, empirical comparative 

studies of face-to-face discussions and computer-mediated discussions in terms of 

learners’ metacognitive strategy use are still needed. 

Having examined the most relevant studies on the nature, identification, 

and classification of language learning strategies, we should now be able to 

describe which taxonomy if any is more suitable for the purpose of this study, 

namely, designing a learning  package that enhances positive attitudes to Learner 

autonomy.  

2.2.2.1.2 Our option. 
 

Since categorisation of metacognitive strategies is not the focus of this 

study, a metacognitive strategy scheme proposed by Oxford (1990) is used for the 

purpose of this dissertation. Oxford’s (1990) taxonomy, thus, and accompanying 

explanation of language learning strategies is the most practical and intuitive 

taxonomy available as far as we are concerned for the purposes of learner-centred 

CALL software design. However, for reasons discussed in detail later in this and 

the following chapter, this taxonomy also requires some modification if it is to 

account appropriately for the requirements derived from the technological nature 

of CALL design. In this sense, Wenden’s (1998) and Hoven’s (1997) views are 

also taken into account in order to implement metacognitive strategies in software 

package in the most effective way. 

In this sense, the metacognitive strategies taken into consideration for the 

learning package are the following (Oxford, 1990:17): 

I. Metacognitive Strategies. 

 A. Centering your learning  
 B. Arranging and planning your learning  
 C. Evaluating your learning 
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This taxonomy is similar to the one proposed by Wenden (1991) above 

described. However and in line with Wenden’s proposals, we also consider the 

attitudinal aspect as a fundamental metacognitive knowledge to have into account 

for the purpose of this study, either learners’ attitudes towards language learning 

in general, and autonomous premises and the use of computers (i.e. technophobia) 

in particular, can become major obstacles for the development of LA. For this 

purposes two questionnaires were created (see appendix…). Both questionnaires 

are further described in chapter 4. Furthermore, and following Wenden (1998) we 

consider metacognitive strategies as key elements in the development of LA, since 

making learners think and reflect on their own learning process is the most 

appropriate approach to make them become autonomous learners.  

In line with Hoven (1997), as far as we are concerned metacognitive 

strategies should be integrated in the instructional design in order to raise –

awareness in learners about their own learning process. In this sense, researchers 

should introduce specific learning strategies within the pedagogical and technical 

design of CALL material. Accordingly, learning strategies will be part of the 

contents to be learnt when working with software packages. The ultimate aim of 

these tasks, thus, would be not only making learners learn English, being the case 

EFL, but also think about the use of their own thinking strategies and making 

them observe and analyse how other learners employ them. Furthermore, learners 

are expected to become aware of the use they make of these strategies in order to 

achieve a meaningful language learning process. 

 

2.2.3. Metalanguage and learner autonomy. 

Concerning linguistic and metalinguistic skills, we find that to develop a 

learning to learn capacity, it is important to acquire certain knowledge about how 

the communicative dimension of languages works (i.e. specific nature of oral and 

written language, different type of texts and discourses, different comprehension 
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and production strategies). It is also important to foster learners’ acquisition of a 

capacity for conceptualisation, since it helps learners to acquire a higher linguistic 

competence. Similarly, the acquisition of a metalanguage improves the capacity of 

understanding languages and fosters the process of learner autonomy. Along this 

line, Chamot (1985) mentioned both capacities. In this sense, she referred to the 

relevance of the link existing between critical thinking and language, since 

according to her, using language as a medium for expressing our thoughts could 

lead learners to be more successful in many educational and working 

environments. In order to do so, she recommended five different types of 

instruction (Chamot, 1995: 16): 

• Recognising and building on learner’s knowledge. 
• Providing meaningful learning tasks. 
• Making counseling and learning interactive. 
• Focusing on learning processes and strategies. 
• Helping learners evaluate their own thinking. 

Metalanguage should be adjusted to learners’ needs and should not become 

a goal itself. Furthermore, the terms should not have a labeling function, but they 

should be considered tools to facilitate learners’ linguistic reflection and 

conceptualisation. For this reason, we find relevant to offer a rich and varied 

learning material that could foster both, namely, learners’ conceptualisation and 

reflection during the language learning process.  

Additionally, metalinguistic skills are closely related to the development of 

the metacognitive skills. In this sense, instruction should be based upon the 

following parameters:  

• Linguistic goals should be previously established.  

• Materials and learners’ outcomes should be kept. 

• Learners’ use of metalanguage about self-evaluation should be recorded.  

The aforementioned premises lead us to relate language learning with a 

learning to learn capacity. As far as we concern, thus, knowing how to learn, 

consists on knowing how to define (i.e. using an appropriate metalanguage) one’s 
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own learning acts, namely, what we learn for, how we learn and what we learn. 

That is: 

• Knowing how to set acquisition goals. 

• Knowing how to get the means to achieve those goals.  

• Knowing how to evaluate the results. 

• Knowing how to organise one’s own learning process (places, times, 

paces, tasks and distributions, among other aspects). 

In this sense, we may assume that any learning-teaching approach or 

method that integrates cognitive, metacognitive, linguistic and metalinguistic 

skills in the language learning process would be more efficient and would offer 

learners the possibility to experience an autonomous progress, which according to 

Holec (1979) becomes essential for a linguistic learning. 

To conclude this section, and following Weinrich (1964), we consider 

learners as the meeting point for languages. This involves considering learners as 

active agents, who are able to reflect on their own language learning process and 

be responsible for it. In this sense, learning strategies should be integrated in 

language teaching-learning proposals in general and CALL packages in particular. 

The integration of learning strategies within such proposals might foster learners’ 

self-observation capacity based upon their own observation of how languages 

work and how they learn (e.g. doing analogies, inferences, deductions, among 

other strategies). In this sense, learner autonomy would involve:  

• taking some distance from one’s own learning process. 

• the capacity of doing transfers. 

The teacher’s role during this process should be focused on facilitating and 

proposing activities that foster both aspects. In order to do it, the teacher should 

design activities based upon formative criteria such as the following: 

• Negotiation and formulation of learning-teaching goals. 
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• Elaboration of a learning diary that could complement the classroom work 

and could help learners to design a final report.  

• Acquisition of a metalanguage that could enable learners to “speak about” 

and determine their own experience as language learners. 

• Selection of materials. 

• Self-correction. 

• Self-evaluation. Learning how to evaluate one’s own work and learning 

how to design the tools to evaluate it. 

• Diversification of learning resources.  

• Interaction among equals. Learning how to verbalise the experience and 

knowledge acquired.  

In the light of what has been stated above, we may assume on the one hand 

that integrating learning strategies in CALL packages and on the other hand, 

making learners aware of these strategies, can lead them to acquire the 

instruments to learn to learn, which is fundamental for developing learner 

autonomy. CALL packages for EFL/ESL, thus, that are expected to develop and 

foster learner autonomy should incorporate it and be structured in such a way as to 

maintain the flexibility of allowing students to modify the presentation of 

materials, and their interaction with these to suit their own needs in their language 

learning proposals in order to be effective learner autonomy developers. The 

actual mechanisms whereby this can be achieved will be discussed in the next 

chapters. 

 

2.3 GENERAL FEATURES IN CALL: CALL IN THE 21st CENTURY 

 

Section 2.2 has already pointed out to the most relevant aspects regarding 

LA for the purpose of this study. In this section, we pay special attention to the 

general features of CALL in general and of the computers in particular, that give 

them the potential to offer something an alternative to traditional teaching and 

learning materials. Among these features, multimedia seems fundamental within 

the CALL field in the 21st century. 
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2.3.1 Multimedia. 

Likewise Autonomy in Language Learning, CALL field has also to face a 

terminological issue regarding the term multimedia. Fortunately and unfortunately 

at the same time, the term multimedia has also been a topic for discussion in the 

field. Fortunately, this discussion process means that the profession is moving on 

within the field and that researchers are worried about establishing a common 

terminology for all the profession, which would be a step forward in the 

achievement of common models for CALL. However and unfortunately, this is a 

clear evidence of the divergences still existing in the field, in which no common 

approach has been already agreed on.  

Alessi and Trollip, (2001: 139) refer to multimedia as the result of the 

evolution of technology, that is, “(…) in the 1980s and 1990s the technology has 

quickly matured to be able to store and process all kinds of information, typically 

referred to by the all-inclusive term multimedia”. However, they (ibid: 139) 

preferred the term hypermedia to refer to the technology employed nowadays: 

“(…) When hypertext documents include not only text but pictorial and aural 

information, they are now referred to as hypermedia”. In turn, Beatty (2003:39) 

distinguishes between both terms, hypermedia and multimedia: 

 

Multimedia usually refers to many of the same ideas associated with 
hypermedia, but where hypermedia might only make use of the two types 
of media (e.g. text + sound or text + photographs) multimedia tends to 
feature several types including text, images, sound, video, and/or 
animations. 

 

Along this line, Adell (1998) already made a clear distinction between 

hypertextual/hypermedial capacity and multimedia capacity regarding the use of 

the WWW for educational purposes. . The former referred to the capacity of the 

WWW to display and deliver information in a hiperdimensional way. The latter 

referred the possibility offered by the WWW of distributing documents in 

different formats (e.g. text, images, videos, animations and sound among many 

others). 
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As can be seen, it seems there is not an agreement on the distinction of the 

term multimedia and hypermedia and since the purpose of this study is not to 

establish technological criteria for CALL, but rather a pedagogical rationale, we 

will follow Beatty (2003), and we will use the term multimedia to encompass the 

non-linear organization of the term in hypertext and the non-linear and multiple 

information formats referred to in hypermedia.  

2.3.1.1 Origins of multimedia. 

The origins of multimedia, as understood for the purpose of the present 

study, can be traced to the origins of hypertext. Vannebar Bush (1945), Engelbart 

and English (1968) and Theodor Nelson (1974). They envisioned and described in 

their works a new way of designing and storing information, originally text 

information that would make it more manageable, usable and flexible. 

Bush (1945:102) described his Memex machine as follows: 

(…) a device in which an individual stores all his books, records, and 
communications, and which is mechanized so that it may be consulted 
with exceeding speed and flexibility. A memex resembled a desk with 
two pen-ready touch screen monitors and a scanner surface. Within 
would lie several gigabytes (if not more) of storage space, filled with 
textual and graphic information, and indexed according to a universal 
scheme. 

Engelbart (1968) developed the idea that would form the basis of today's 

computer interfaces. His ideas were fundamental for the development of aspects 

such as the mouse pointing device for on-screen selection, a one-hand chording 

device for keyboard entry, a full windowing software environment, on-line help 

systems and the concept of consistency in user interfaces.  

Nelson (1974) was a great admirer of Engelbart and quoted him in most of 

his works. In Dream Machines, published in 1974, Nelson announced that 

Xanadu, a machine based upon hypertextual technology would be ready for 

release by 1976. Nelson's (1976:45) conception of hypertext – term he coined – 

was a rich one.  
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These consist] of "everything" written about the subject, or vaguely 
relevant to it, tied together by editors (and NOT by "programmers," 
dammit), in which you may read in all the directions you wish to pursue. 
There can be alternate pathways for people who think different ways.  

Dream Machines describes hypergrams (branching pictures), hypermaps 

(with transparent overlays). As can be seen, Nelson went a step forward and 

envisioned all types of materials being united in one huge computerised collection 

that would allow everyone to access the world’s cumulative knowledge and use it. 

The term hypermedia, thus, could also be applied to Nelson’s view on his Dream 

Machines. 

Despite these first attempts to popularise the use of the new technology. It 

was not until the creation of Advanced Research Projects Agency Network 

(ARPA-NET), that hypertext and hypermedia was brought to popular attention 

and some years later to popular use (i.e. The Internet). ARPA-NET was conceived 

as widespread interconnections of computers and computer networks all over the 

world using telephone lines and other long-distance communication methods. It 

was first developed as a military tool by the U.S. Department of Defense. 

However, although the Internet connected computers, it did not provide 

easy communication among them, since sharing data between two computers with 

different operating systems was not possible. This handicap was overcome with 

the creation of the World Wide Web (WWW). The Conseil Européene pour la 

Recherche Nucléaire (CERN) recognised the necessity of creating a universal 

language for all the machines irrespectively the operating system. The Web, thus, 

is a set of standards for storing and sharing information on the Internet. There are 

many aspects to the Web’s defined standards, but central to it all is HTML 

(Hypertext Mark-up Language) and derivation such as XML (Extensible Markup 

Language), which not only organizes text, pictures, sounds and other information 

but does do in a hypertextual way. These common standards afford the possibility 

of creating multimedia materials to be stored and delivered in the WWW. 

2.3.1.2 Application of multimedia to language learning. 
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Multimedia materials have been created with different purposes, among 

them we will focus on those materials created for educational purposes (Marqués, 

1999) in general and multimedia materials created for language learning 

development in detail.  

Much has been said about the advantages and disadvantages that 

multimedia technology offers researchers and teachers to create their own 

materials. Along this line, Marqués (2000) points out a list of advantages and 

disadvantages that multimedia materials can offer. On the one hand, within the 

advantages, he includes aspects such as interactivity (i.e. contact with 

information); audiovisual literacy (i.e. different formats); versatility; motivation; 

intense mental engagement; immediate feedback; communication and information 

process, environments for creation and expression. On the other hand, the 

disadvantages noted by Marqués (2000) can be summarised as follows: 

multimedia materials can provoke anxiety, tiredness and monotony, a feeling of 

isolation, human relationships can be damaged, decontextualisation, superficial 

and incomplete information, teacher’s idleness and rigidity in activities. 

Along this line, Beatty (2003: 44) terms the terms affordances and 

misaffordances of multimedia materials for language learning: 

Affordances are the visual clues that an object gives to its use as well as 
what is capable of doing in terms of both intended and unintended 
functions (…) Affordances can be obvious and learned. (…) A 
misaffordance is something which distracts form an object’s intended 
use. Missafordances are common in software programs, where, for 
example, flashing words or pictures distract the purpose of reading. 

In agreement with these authors, we also observe advantages and 

disadvantages in using multimedia programs for language learning. Regarding, 

advantages, the main qualities of multimedia that have made it useful are the types 

of information (text, images, sound, animation, video) that can be stored and more 

importantly, the useful ways that multimedia can be used to search and retrieve 

information. The hypertextual nature of multimedia can be a fundamental tool for 

the promotion of learner autonomy (Sanz, 2004; Ruiz, 2004; Blin, 1999; Benson 

and Voller, 1997). Accordingly, learners who can take advantage of multimedia 
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links to explore explanations and peripheral information can somewhat lower the 

teacher-centredeness of the classroom. Yet, it is important to bear in mind that 

multimedia materials can offer an extensiveness of data, which can make learners’ 

interaction with information more difficult. Additionally, many options included 

in multimedia materials (e.g. inappropriate interruptions by flashing screens, 

animated gifts, senseless noises; unnecessary links) can distract learners from their 

learning process. For this reason, we propose a use of multimedia technology 

based upon a pedagogical rationale that structures the design of the activity or 

program to be used in the class. A pedagogical approach to the technical design 

should help to avoid most of the disadvantages aforementioned. 

2.3.2 Different CALL applications. 

Traditionally, CALL applications are associated to those programs or 

activities designed by a teacher or researcher or a group of teachers or researchers 

in order to show the validity of the proposal in a specific setting. Yet, the scope of 

what is available in CALL is wider. In this section, we will briefly introduce some 

CALL applications, which although widely used, are sometimes not recognised as 

CALL practices.  

 

2.3.2.1 Word processing 

Most computers are sold with a word processing program that helps 

learners in their composition process. Within such programs, spelling and 

grammar checkers are standard tools. Word-processing programs also provide 

grammar support, although this is sometimes questionable worth. 

There has been much research in the field of word-processors; however it 

is an area which continues to merit attention as learners prefer writing their 

compositions in the computer rather than on paper. 

Additionally, programs such as Word by Microsoft, have become helpful 

tools for teachers to create materials (tables, figures, webpages to be used in the 

classrooms). 
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2.3.2.2 Games 

Motivation is central in making learners get engage with classroom 

activities (Arnold, 2000). Accordingly, if we attempt to look for games to be 

played in the classroom and that can motivate our current students. We will 

probably resort to computer games. In fact, although most of the times such 

entertainment applications have nothing to do with language learning, they have 

certainly increased users’ computer literacy and served to lower their 

technophobia.  

The question is to what degree the skills obtained playing videogames can 

be transferred to CALL applications. As mentioned above motivation seems to 

play an important role. Accordingly, computers can help in motivation through 

the organisation of learning into games-formats such as for example The 

Hangman and Trivial. 

2.3.2.3 Simulations 

Multimedia-enhanced CALL is capable of creating learning situations of 

great fidelity or authenticity, both through the presentation of images of realia and 

through audio and video input that can present real situations as realistically as 

television but with greater interaction. This type of application is called 

simulation, since it attempts to mirror or simulate the real world within a 

computer program.  

Simulations, thus, offer excellent opportunities for second language 

acquisition concretely and language learning in general. 

2.3.2.4 Corpus linguistics 

 The use of concordancing programs (on and off line) in the language 

learning classroom has become an important point for the research agenda in the 

field of CALL. This sort of program, which is designed by the researcher or 

teacher in most cases, offers learners the possibility of becoming researchers of 

the target language (John, 2001) and accordingly, they can develop their own 
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rules for grammatical structures, idioms and general usage. These practices may 

help learners in the process of becoming autonomous.  

2.3.2.5 Computer-mediated communication 

Communicating using the computer is referred to as Computer- Mediated 

Communication (CMC). This approach to communication encompasses 

communication by e-mail, bulletin boards, chatlines, and virtual environments. 

All these options are divided into asynchronous or synchronous communication. 

The former refers to communication that takes place at different times, for 

example, communication taking place through e-mails. The latter refers to 

communication that takes place at the same time such as chatlines. Both have 

interesting features that can be of great help for supporting the language learning 

process.  

2.3.2.6 WWW resources 

The WWW also offers many CALL proposals ready to be used for the 

teaching and learning of English. Such sites may be addressed to different 

audiences regarding age, level or even profession.  

Many such websites are driven by commercial concerns. The learner pays 

a fee for enrolling the course. An example of such websites is Peak English: the 

online interactive English school5. Other websites are maintained by publishers 

such as Cambridge University Press6 or Heinemann7, which offer teachers and 

learners some portions of their work. Other resources commonly found on the 

WWW are those created by learners and teachers such as for example Daves 

Sperling’s ESL Café8 or Isabel Pérez’s ESL website9 websites. Finally, there are 

other types of websites, which although they have not been created for English 

language learning, they offer useful materials to be used in the ESL/EFL 

                                                 
5 Available at  http://www.peakenglish.com/  (last access 21/02/05)  
6 Available at  http://uk.cambridge.org/ (last access 21/02/05) 
7 Available at http://www.heinemann.com/ (last access 21/02/05) 
8 Available at http://www.eslcafe.com/ (last access 21/02/05) 
9 Available at http://www.isabelperez.com/ (last access 21/02/05) 
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classroom. Such websites are those belonging to international companies or 

organisations such as Greenpeace10, The European Council 11 among others.  

2.3.3 Designing a model for CALL: a must for the profession. 

The quest for a CALL model has been a hard task for the profession since 

the very beginning. A common model for CALL would help the CALL 

researchers to examine processes and describe the ways in which teaching and 

learning might take place or may be improved upon. In other words, it would 

facilitate the consolidation and progress of the field.  

Despite of this urgent need as it has been claimed by many researchers in 

the field (Beatty, 2003; Chapelle, 2003; 1997; Alessi and Trollip, 2001; Kern and 

Warschauer, 2000; Salaberry, 2000; 1999; Levy, 2000; Kenning and Kenning, 

1990; Levy, 1997), a CALL model is still to come.  

Why is it so difficult to find a model that might respond to the questions 

raised by researchers? Firstly, there are problems inherent in any attempt to create 

a model for CALL in the classroom. The main one is the definition of CALL itself 

and its changing nature: any process in which a learner uses a computer and, as a 

result improves his/her language. As can be observed this definition is wider 

enough as to be answered with only one common model for all the situations in 

which a learner uses the computer. Additionally, the second part of the definition 

is also a problem that contributes to the difficulty of designing a model, since how 

can we enumerate the situations in which learners learn from a computer and 

improve their language, does incidental learning count? How do we control those 

situations? Does a learner improve their language when he/she books tickets for a 

flight at the London Eye? Too many open-ended questions to be answered with a 

single model.  

Therefore, a model for CALL either has to accommodate this general 

definition or more narrowly define a set of significant aspects of CALL that might 

                                                 
10  Available at http://www.greenpeace.org/international_en/ (last access 21/02/05) 
11 Available at  http://ue.eu.int/showPage.ASP?lang=en (last access 21/02/05) 
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be considered. From our point of view, it would be easier to define a set of 

significant a specific aspects of CALL that could pave the way for a broader 

definition of a CALL model. Along this line, creating a new model requires 

decisions on the range and types of variables that need to be considered. At this 

point, though, another problem needs to be overcome. Which are the variables to 

be considered? Are they taken from current models of teaching and learning and is 

necessary reassessed? Or are they design from scratch? 

In this respect, we think that current and past teaching and learning models 

have a lot to say concerning the variables that might constitute a CALL model. 

However, all these variables need to be reassessed, since multimedia technology 

adds a new dimension impossible to be ignored. Therefore, rather than comparing 

classroom with CALL or trying to design a new model form scratch, it seems the 

challenge is to provide evidence for the most effective ways to design software for 

CALL, to use the software effectively in tasks, and to help learners to take 

advantage of the electronic resources available to them.  

In sum, it is not longer necessary to convince people that computers can be 

useful for learning, since it seems clear that computers are here to stay. So, what is 

actually necessary is to show people how computers are helpful for learning. 

In this sense, our approach to the design of a model is based upon the 

reassessment of variables from a current model for teaching and learning a 

language, namely, language learning autonomy. Next section will be devoted to 

describe how the different variables chosen for the new CALL model have been 

reassessed in order to respond to the impressively progress of the technological 

dimension in the field.  

2.4 LEARNER AUTONOMY AND CALL: FEATURES TO TAKE INTO 

ACCOUNT FOR THE DEFINITION OF A MODEL.  

Learning to learn is not the only aspect that should be included in a CALL 

program in order to develop learner autonomy. In fact, the teacher’s and learner’s 
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roles are also central for this purpose. Yet, a different approach to these two roles 

should be adopted as noted by Jonassen et al. (2003: 13):  

Using technologies as constructivist tools assumes that our conceptions 
of education will change, that schools or classrooms (at least those that 
use technologies in the ways that we describe) will reform the 
educational process. Although few people would ever publicly admit that 
schools should not emphasise meaningful learning, most people in our 
society tacitly accept that schools do not. Intentional learning, 
presupposes that parents, students, and teachers will realise this and 
demand more. They will demand changes that thinking and problem 
solving are valued as much as memorising. Technologies will not be the 
cause of the social change that is required for a renaissance in learning, 
but they can catalyse that change and support if it comes. 

What Jonassen et al. are trying to highlight is the futility of the ICT if there 

is not a pedagogical reflection behind it. In order to achieve more effectiveness in 

applying technology to the learning process, they propose adopting a 

constructivist approach. However, this turning towards constructivism might not 

take place if there are not several changes in the roles adopted by the participants 

in the learning process, that is, teachers/counsellors, learners, schools and society.  

In fact, most of these changes are closely related to the view of learners as 

reflective individuals who are able to make decisions on their own learning 

process.  

Bearing in mind these assumptions, we will focus our attention on two 

issues: 

• The change required in teachers and learners’ roles in order to foster 

learner autonomy in language learning. 

• The necessary reassessment of both roles taking into consideration CALL 

features. 

2.4.1 The new teacher’s role and further implications. 

The centrality of the teacher was the norm in the field of language learning 

and teaching for a long period. Indeed, currently most students expect the teacher 

to be the group leader, what involves being responsible for motivation, 
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enlightenment and a sense of purpose (Finkel and Monk, 1983). This dominant 

role of the teacher is reflected in many of the second language (L2) teaching 

methods, from grammar-translation to audiolingualism (see previous chapter). 

However, the advent of educational technology, notably computers (i.e. 

development in CALL) and the ICT, has helped to create an environment suitable 

to giving learners more autonomy (Collins, 1991; Salaberry, 1996; Blin, 1999; 

Sanz, 2004; Beatty, 2003), since multimedia is a flexible technology that allows 

learners to construct their own learning process ad-hoc and offers learners a wide 

variety of materials and sources of information available at any time and at any 

place.  

Teachers are not considered the only source of information and knowledge 

anymore and their role has changed from being the “sage of the stage” to “the 

guide on the side” (Esatment, 1998). Yet, this change is not easy for many 

teachers as noted by Little (1990:11-12):  

It is not easy for teachers to stop talking: after all, if they stop talking 
they stop teaching, and if they stop teaching, their learners may stop 
learning. And it is not easy for teachers to let learners solve problems for 
themselves: for that takes time, and there is always so much ground to 
cover. Committing oneself to learner autonomy requires a lot of nerve. 

 

Little’s words reflect the complexity this change involves for many 

teachers. In fact, it must be difficult for a teacher rooted in the traditional 

classroom practices to relinquish some of his/her authority in the learning 

management and assume a new role, which in this case, does not only involve a 

pedagogical dimension (i.e. learner autonomy premises) but also a technological 

one, mostly based on what has been called computer expertise (CE) that we will 

explain later in this section.  

Regarding the new pedagogical role, Gibran’s (1923:172) words shed light 

on the definition of the new teacher’s role: “If an educator is indeed wise he does 

not bid you enter the house of his wisdom but rather leads you to the threshold of 

your own mind”. Gribam raises the necessity of changing the teacher’s role. This 
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change would be based on dispensing knowledge to helping learners to construct 

more viable conceptions of learning, in particular, and of understanding the world 

surrounding them in general.  

In this new setting, the teacher becomes a facilitator of the learning 

process playing the role of an assessor and an expert guide through the language 

learning-teaching process (Villanueva, 1992). Consequently, the new role 

involves a teacher who: 

• is aware of the individual differences among learners and accordingly 

takes into account the diversity of learning styles, learning paces and goals 

(Altman and James, 1980; Tumposky, 1982). 

• tries to make learners understand that the teacher’s task is not to “judge 

and grade” their learning, but to assess and counsel them about how to 

carry out their learning process in the most effective way. In other 

words, helping them to learn how to learn and not constraining the learning 

process to the simple memorisation of the content of a book. 

• relies on learners’ capacity to be responsible of their own learning 

process (Dam, 1990).  

• However, one may think that the functions above mentioned that are 

assigned to the new teacher’s role do not lead to learner-centredness but 

teacher-centredness in the learning process. This question was also 

addressed by Strevens (1980) and Holec (1990), who pointed out the 

controversy of the teacher’s role in developing learner autonomy in 

language learning, since although such approach may suggest a secondary 

role for the teacher throughout the learning process, the situation is 

radically different. Accordingly, Learner autonomy is far from minimising 

the teacher’s role, since as shown above it makes teacher’s tasks more 

difficult and relevant for achieving a successful language learning-teaching 

process. Yet, as the teachers’ role is described as completely different, we 

may assume that the concept of teacher –centredness should be also 

revised. In this sense, teachers are not the ones deciding upon contents and 

transmitting information but those paying more attention to learners’ 
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needs and therefore. As a result, more sensibility and understanding are 

required together with more developed pedagogical and technical 

capacities. In conclusion, a more experienced teacher is needed (Strevens, 

1980).  

Consequently, addressing learner autonomy in language learning involves 

a new definition of the teacher’s role.  

As far as this new role concerns, there is an agreement on the new 

functions it embraces and therefore a common definition can be easily traced: 

• The teacher as a facilitator (Knowles, 1975; Brocket and Hiemstra, 1985; 

Hammond and Collins, 1991; Dickinson, 1987; Riley, 1986). The teacher’s 

role is twofold: on the one hand, he/she gives learners psychosocial 

support and on the other hand, he/she supports learners technically (Holec, 

1990b)  

• The teacher as an assessor/counsellor. Although this definition is very 

similar to the previous one, some authors use it when referring to the 

teacher’s role in specific learning situations, such as individualised 

learning in Self- Access Centres ( O’Dell, 1997).  

• Finally, the teacher as a resource. If we look up the definition of resource 

in a dictionary, we will realise that there is not significant difference 

between this definition and the two previous ones, since a teacher should 

be available for all the aspects concerning the learning process. 

The new teacher’s roles expected to develop learner autonomy in language 

learning should be those of facilitator, assessor and resource. However, applying 

these new roles to CALL requires also taking into account a new dimension in its 

characterisation, that is, a technologically–skilled teacher is needed.  

The US Department of Education (1996) defines the term Computer 

Expertise (CE) as follows “computer skills and the ability to use computers and 

other technology to improve learning, productivity and performance”. 

Additionally, The International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE) 
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(1999) presents standards for instructional technology, in which three major 

divisions of CE are distinguished: 1) basic operations and concepts, 2) personal 

and professional use, and 3) applications in instruction and learning. The first type 

includes running software, managing and manipulating data, publishing results 

and evaluating the technology. The second one consists on the use of productivity 

tools, telecommunications, assisting devices for problem solving, collaboration, 

research and lifelong learning. These definitions of CE provide the basis for our 

definition of the technological requirements for the new teacher’s and learner’s 

role.  

The need for computer expertise in language teachers is a topic for 

discussion nowadays. Beatty (2003: 157) hits the raw nerve as follows: 

Those creating CALL software programs are often experts in computer 
programming, design or pedagogy, but are seldom experts in all three 
fields; while one aspect in a finished program may shine, others may be 
problematical. 

Chapelle (2003: 31) goes straight to the point and notes: 

Teachers need to learn to use computer technology for constructing and 
implementing materials for teaching and assessing English, and they need 
to engage in innovative teaching and assessments through the use of 
technology.   

However, it is important to mention that this new technological dimension 

is twofold: those teachers whose CE is not high enough and those teachers whose 

CE is high but who lack of ICT pedagogical expertise. That is, they do not know 

how to introduce the ICT in their classrooms. 

Regarding the former, language teachers must raise the challenge of 

harnessing the potential of such new devices for their own and their learners’ 

particular needs, since until now researches conducted on this topic have revealed 

a pessimistic situation (Burke, 1994; Fernández, 2001), which Burke (1994:2-6) 

summarises in the following way “We seem to want this access for ourselves in 

our research but not for our students in our classrooms”. Along this line, 

Fernández (2001:11) concludes: 
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In summary, one could say that the average EFL teacher would be in 
favour of the introduction of the computer in the classroom, he considers 
the computer as a valuable resource, but he does not have experience in 
using it, and for this reason he feels the need to be trained and realises he 
lacks the necessary skills. 
 

However, Fernández’s words unveil another factor that leads us to the 

second type of teachers, that is, those teachers who work with computers, do 

research using the Internet resources, use software packages for their own 

interests, communicate with other colleagues and their learners through e-mail 

and use concordances and dictionaries for their own work. Paradoxically, this type 

of teachers refuses to use these resources in class. One possible answer to this 

paradox may be their lack of pedagogical experience in the use of CALL or ICT 

in the classroom. 

For this reason we agree with both Fernández and Burke’s, whose words 

claimed for the necessity of teacher training in the use and integration of the ICT 

and CALL in L2 learning classroom. Accordingly this training should be focused 

on the development and fostering of teacher’s technological skills in order to 

make them feel confident when using and integrating CALL resources in their 

classes successfully. This was also suggested by Little (1985:180) who 

recommends:  

If we are to achieve large-scale progress in the promotion of learner 
autonomy we must now bring our focus of concern back to the teacher, 
and especially to the way in which we organise and mediate teacher 
education.  

 

Along this line, it is important to mention that currently many institutions 

offer courses devoted to CALL in their teacher training programs in the context of 

L2 learning-teaching, particularly for ESL and European languages. These courses 

are typically designed to give an overview of CALL, which deals with specific 

aspects such as CALL history, its theoretical framework, research conducted on 

CALL, courseware evaluation, multimedia technology, computer-mediated 

communication (CMC). Additionally, these training programs also embrace 

practical issues as for instance the design and implementation of CALL activities 
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and techniques into teachers’ practices (Warschauer and Healey, 1998). Some of 

these practices are based on activities focused on the use of word-processing, 

spreadsheets, graphics editing and scanning, scanning and handling text, file 

exchange, emailing, web browsing, basic web authoring, and FTP among others. 

Another author that proposed a change in the teacher’s role was Laurillard 

(1997). We have summarised his proposal as follows: 

• transferer of knowledge to facilitator (Davies and Crowther, 1995); 

• authority to consultant and facilitator (Kornum, 1989); 

• director of learning to facilitator of learning; 

• sage of the stage to guide on the side (Eastment, 1998); 

• transmitter of knowledge to coach, mentor, manager of the learning, 

• expert on learning psychology, technical expert (Soo and Ngeow, 1997) 

 

Ely and Plomp (1986) suggested several norms for the successful 

implementation of educational programs, which we have adopted in order to 

achieve a successful integration of the ICT and CALL in the classroom, being the 

case the EFL classroom. In fact, one of their norms dealt with the change required 

in the teacher’s role when part of the content is going to be shaped in different 

media formats. Of course, nowadays we cannot apply this norm only when 

integrating different media. Contrarily, it should be applied to the whole concept 

that CALL involve. However, as far as we are concerned, Ely and Plomp’s (1986) 

definition of the new technological dimension is still valid. They defined the new 

technological dimension in the teacher’s role as a teacher who becomes a guide 

(Willets, 1992; Barnett, 1993), a resource expert (Willets, 1992), a resource 

provider and a mentor (Pennington, 1996). Accordingly, they enumerated a set of 

tasks that should be assumed by teachers using CALL either in the classrooms or 

in Self-Access Centres such as for instance: 

• To examine the software attentively, before using it with students. 

• To pay attention to individual differences among learners. The advantages 

of multimedia systems cannot pass unnoticed. Keeping in mind that our 
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language students have very different levels, and also that, while we are 

devoting our energies to the less able student, the most able one is wasting 

his time, and vice versa, language teaching professionals should discover 

teaching methods, techniques and ideas that will qualify them to teach in 

an effective way in the `mixed-ability' classes, and help the students to 

discover what they are capable of doing (Sela, 1995). 

• The correct integration of the software in the curriculum. There has to be a 

correlation between the software and what students are studying (Decoo, 

1993). 

• The correct elaboration of a didactic design of the several tutoring 

materials that learners will use (Kornum, 1989).  

 

We agree with Ely and Plomp’s (1986) definition of teachers’ tasks (i.e. 

assessors or counsellors), since it matches our view of the relationship that might 

be established between learner autonomy in and CALL. From our point of view, 

teachers, as creators of materials, should structure CALL materials with variable 

content responding to learners’ diversity. However, it is the learner who generally 

decides whether choosing one type of content or another, with the teacher serving 

as facilitator or guide. In this sense, the teacher may suggest learners the route and 

rate through the material, although the final decision is made by the learner 

himself/herself, who sometimes also prefer to be assessed by a teacher or 

counsellor. Consequently, teachers and assessors should work with learners to 

design a course of study that fits their individual preferences. This type of courses 

is known as contract-based-independent study courses. 

In order to make this process more effective teachers should also learn 

from learners. That is, their strengths, their weaknesses, their concerns and other 

aspects that may influence their way of learning. To do this the new teachers 

should be aware of all the possibilities that technological development offer them, 

as for instance the use of electronic journals or software packages that track 

learners’ performance while working. This last device could provide teachers 

valuable information in order to know how learners interact with CALL materials. 
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Nevertheless, regarding the technological dimension, we should point out 

a key aspect in the new teachers’ role, that is, attitude, since the tasks above 

described are not easy to perform if teachers do not adopt a positive attitude 

towards the integration of CALL and the ICT in the foreign/second language 

learning and teaching field. Therefore, if there is a lack of motivation or an 

unfavourable attitude on the part of teachers, this attitude will be directly 

transmitted to the student and the system will fail. This leads us to add another 

task in the new teachers’ role, that is, teachers should provide enthusiasm for what 

they are doing, and explain the relevance (Claxton and Murrell, 1987), of using 

the ICT and CALL materials when learning (Davies and Crowther, 1995). 

However, it cannot be ignored that teachers’ attitudes should also be affected by 

different external causes, as for example the ones pointed out by Cummings 

(1995, 1996).  

According to this author, there are six categories of barriers that 

discourage the academic staff from using educational technology, and 

consequently they may affect teachers’ attitudes: 

1. Incentives. The fear that technology will replace them.  

2. Educational technology understanding. 

3. Model of teaching. The change in the educational system and in the 

teacher's role. 

4. The lack of resources access. 

5. Technological challenges (virus, reliability, constant changes of 

systems). 

6. Institutional traditions (curriculum, staff overload.). 

 
The new teacher’s role has also been redefined by The European 

Directorate General of Education and Culture, which refers to it in its Impact of 

New Information Technologies and Internet on the Teaching of Foreign 

Languages on the Role of the Teachers of a Foreign Language (2003). In fact, the 

report is mainly focused on the need of integrating the ICT competencies in the 
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teacher training. The new competencies they suggest for the new teacher’s role are 

the following: 

• recognising the individual learning problems of learners. 

• making a careful and considered choice concerning the use of the media. 

• checking the truth of information content offered. 

• developing efficient search techniques and be capable of conducting 

effective research with the help of the computer. 

• being able to use standard software confidently and competently. 

• making wise and critical choices of information found. 

 

According to these competencies, the new teacher’s role is redefined as 

follows below: 

• The teacher as facilitator. As facilitators teachers must be aware of a 

variety of materials available for improving learners’ skills (materials in 

all formats). They must be flexible. 

• The teacher as an integrator. Teachers must not only know and understand 

the functions of different media available in a media-rich environment; 

they should also know when best deploy them. 

• The teacher as a researcher. To keep abreast of developments teachers 

need to know how and where they can access information for their own 

and for their learners’ use. Familiarity with the use of electronic tools for 

language analysis (e.g. concordancers) will enable them to further develop 

their own linguistic and professional competence and increase their 

confidence in the use of language. 

• The teacher as a designer of (complex and media-enriched ) learning 

scenarios. 

• The teacher as a collaborator (with other teachers) 

• The teacher as an orchestrator (technology, learners, curriculum) 

• The teacher as a learner. 

• The teacher as an evaluator: 
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• self-evaluation (teaching) 

• evaluation of interaction (teaching-learning) 

• evaluation of learning (process) 

• evaluation of acquisition (product) 

 

Nevertheless, one of the main new roles that the European perspective 

adds to the new teacher is that of mediator, which was first defined by Bruner 

(1984) (see previous chapter). This role is not new for language teachers, since it 

corresponds to the traditional role of intermediary between two cultures that 

teachers should play when they introduce learners to new linguistic and cultural 

aspects. However, the introduction of the ICT in the teaching practices gives it a 

new insight. In this sense, access to the real world of the target culture requires 

new strategies and approaches that need to be learnt and practised. 

Bearing in mind all these definitions, it seems we are far from the ideal 

teacher that can foster a successful implementation of learner autonomy in CALL. 

Nevertheless, teachers’ are making progress and nowadays the number of 

webpages devoted to EFL/ESL or teaching practices directly related to the 

implementation of the ICT and CALL in the EFL/ ESL learning-teaching field are 

countless, as seen in previous section. However, it seems that all of them fall into 

a common definition of a new teacher’s role based upon the following two 

dimensions: the pedagogical and the technological one.  

Regarding the former, we find teachers as language learning researchers, 

who foster learners’ autonomous language learning processes. Concerning the 

latter, we find teachers acting as CALL researchers looking into the most effective 

way of implementing the ICT and CALL into learners’ language learning process. 

We also include within this group those teachers, who act as developers and 

creators of learner-customised-CALL materials in order to respond to diversity 

among learners. The roles defined in both dimensions, namely pedagogical and 

technological, involve developing and putting into practice all the skills derived 

from the combination of Learner autonomy in language learning and CALL that 
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we have already seen in the present chapter. Table 15 summarises our definition 

of the new teacher’s role:  

Table 15: New teacher’s role based upon learner autonomy in language learning and CALL 
requirements. 

 
NEW TEACHER’S ROLE 

PEDAGOGICAL 
DIMENSION 

TECHNOLOGICAL 
DIMENSION 

 
TEACHER AS A 

LANGUAGE LEARNING 
RESEARCHER WHO: 

 
 

• facilitates learning 
process. 

• assesses learners. 
• acts as a resource for 

them.  
• acts as mediator. 
• evaluates quality of 

learning conditions. 
 

 

 
TEACHER AS A 

CALL/ICT RESEARCHER 
WHO: 

 
 

• examines the software 
exhaustively, evaluating 
the quality of learning. 

• takes into account the 
correct integration of the 
software in the 
curriculum. 

• pays attention to 
individual differences 
among students when 
choosing a software. 

• provides the enthusiasm 
for what they are doing, 
and explain the 
relevance of using the 
courseware. 

• searches for specific 
information, on the 
Internet or on disks. 

• integrates the new 
technology in his/her 
teaching. 

 
TEACHER AS A 

DEVELOPER AND 
CREATOR WHO: 

 
• cares about the 

correct elaboration of 
a didactic design of 
the several tutoring 
materials that he/she 
will use.  

• creates customised 
softwares and 
materials. 

• uses authoring tools. 
• makes use of the 

Internet to publish 
his/her own materials 
on the Web.  

 

At this stage of the present study, we have paid attention to the new 

teacher’s role derived from the combination of Learner autonomy and CALL and 

its integration in the L2 learning-teaching field, being the case the EFL/ESL field. 

Nevertheless, we assume that these implications are very problematic for many 

teachers. In fact, it requires that teachers assume new roles with different beliefs 

than they have traditionally pursued. Additionally, there are institutional 

limitations such as the technological availability in each institutions as well as the 

pedagogical predisposition to these new proposals of the institution itself. 
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Therefore, most teachers will find these implications challenging and in some 

cases impossible to achieve. Yet, following Tanguay’s words (1997: 3-5) 

“Humans are powerful and computers are powerful, and together, they are 

extremely powerful”, we think that the results will justify the risks. For this 

reason, teacher training must be seriously considered by institutions as reflected in 

the European Report (International Certificate Conference (ICC) 2002:4): 

Teacher training is shown to be the key to the successful introduction and 
deployment of the new media. Special efforts are required to overcome 
observed gender and generations divides and to redress the balance by 
providing specific training programmes which encourage female teachers 
and older faculty to become acquainted with ICT and its attendant 
advantages.  

This concern on teacher training is also shared by other researchers, who 

discussed the way this training must be carried out. (Barrette, 2001). However, we 

will not go further in this aspect, since our aim in the present chapter is focused on 

the definition of the new teacher’s role derived from the implications of the 

combination of Learner autonomy and CALL. 

2.4.2 The new learner’s role and further implications. 

Just as teachers must assume new roles, which include the master of 

technological-skills, learning with technologies requires that learners also assume 

new roles. This section deals with the new role that should be adopted by learners 

in the pedagogical (i.e. Learners Autonomy) and technical dimension (i.e. 

CALL/ICT) described in the present chapter.  

Regarding the pedagogical dimension, we should say that likewise 

teachers are supposed to abandon their role of the only producer of knowledge and 

relinquish some authority in the classroom; learners should give up with their role 

of passive learners and assume the responsibility for their own learning. The 

problem lies in learners’ attitudes towards the learning process, since as claimed 

by Tumposky (1982: 5) “many students are reluctant to assume the responsibility 

that was once invested in the teacher”. In this sense, learners should be aware of 

the fact that the teacher is not the only responsible for their learning process and 

accept it. Contrarily, it is the learner him/herself who better knows his/her 
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qualifications as a language learner, and therefore the only one who can make the 

most out of them.  

Undoubtedly, this new learner’s role, likewise the teacher’s, is more 

complex and difficult to play, since it involves a learner who takes part in his/her 

learning process and makes decisions on all the aspects affecting it, in other 

words, an active learner who makes decisions, self-evaluates (Tumposky, 1982;), 

plans his/her learning and therefore accepts responsibility for his/her own results 

(Riley, 1997; Esch, 1997; Little, 1990). However, many learners are not ready or 

do not feel ready to assume that much responsibility, and in some cases they do 

not even want the power to manage their own learning. In this sense, it is easier 

for them to waive responsibility and allow the teacher to take control on the whole 

process. Unfortunately, this negative attitude towards the responsibility held in the 

learning process will be the common tendency if we do not prepare learners to 

face such a challenge.  

The technological dimension of the new learner’s role is defined in similar 

terms to the ones used in the pedagogical dimension. In this sense, the European 

International Certificate Conference (2002) refers to the new learner as a learner 

who must take on new responsibilities, since classes will become much more 

learner-centred and learner’s time and effort will be devoted to authentic reading 

and writing tasks related to authentic communication with native speakers (e.g. 

partners in chats, Tandems, etc.). Besides, they must become active participants in 

the learning process, that is, they must take the responsibility of choosing and 

selecting their own learning materials. However, activities might also encourage 

them to explore and be creators of language rather than passive recipients. 

Furthermore, learners have the opportunity of selecting and manipulating 

language data in multiple media, which provide them with raw material they can 

use to re-create the language for themselves, using their own organising schemes.  

The technological dimension is also based upon the new CE (i.e. 

Computer Expertise) required, in the sense that learners should be also ready to 

employ all the tools and facilities currently offered by new technologies, as for 
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instance running word processing software packages, searching for on-line 

information, preparing a presentation or participating in discussion forums. 

Following the definition of the new teacher’s role, we also distinguish two 

different but complementary dimensions in the new learner’s role, namely, a 

pedagogical dimension and a technological one. The former involves a learner 

who is aware of all the pedagogical aspects underlying his/her own learning 

process. The latter requires a learner who has the CE needed in order to use and 

implement the new technological tools and resources in his/her own learning 

process successfully. Our definition of the new learners’ role is schematised in 

Table 16 below: 

Table 16: New learner’s role based upon learner autonomy premises and CALL 
requirements. 

NEW LEARNER’S ROLE 
PEDAGOGICAL DIMENSION TECHNOLOGICAL 

DIMENSION 
 
LEARNER AS AN 
AUTONOMOUS SUBJECT 
WHO : 
 

• accepts responsibility for 
his/her own learning 
process. 

 
• makes decisions on all the 

aspect related to the 
language learning process. 

 
LEARNER AS A CALL USER WHO 
 
 

• has computer expertise (builds knowledge at 
a technical dimension when exploiting 
functionality and knows the functionality of 
different computer tools) 

• uses the Internet on critical and pedagogical 
basis 

• discriminates CALL and Web resources 
according to his/her learning necessities 

• integrates these resources in his/her own 
learning plan under pedagogical basis. 

 

As shown in Table 16 above, we present two different but inseparable 

dimensions of the new learner. At the pedagogical dimension the learner is 

expected to become autonomous. That means that the learner is able to accept 

responsibility and makes decisions on his/her own process. At the technological 

dimension, the learner is presented as a computer-literate individual, who is able 

to use CALL effectively.  
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However, neither the teacher’s change nor the learner’s can take place 

overnight. Regarding learner’s role, the change at the pedagogical dimension 

requires a previous training that should be based on the acquisition of learning 

strategies (i.e. cognitive and communicative), which enable learners to learn by 

doing. In this sense, the cognitive and communicative strategies should be 

integrated in linguistic, metacognitive and methodological tasks. At the 

technological dimension, learner training requires the acquisition of computer 

skills. Accordingly, specific training packages focused on the development of 

learners’ CE should be included in the L2 classrooms in order to achieve a later 

successful implementation of CALL and ICT materials. 

For the purpose of our study, the research on the learners’ new role is 

particularly relevant, as one of the main elements in promoting Learner Autonomy 

is working from a learner-centred perspective. For this reason, we consider 

necessary to go further in this aspect. Accordingly, the next section will be 

devoted to the description of those learning strategies that are crucial in order to 

develop learner training in CALL.  

2.4.3. Learner training for learner autonomy in CALL: Learning strategies 

and computer skills.  

If learning a language involves developing an inner active process that 

helps the individual to integrate the linguistic experience, it seems plausible 

defining learning training as the acquisition of the instrumental procedures 

related to content involved in learning. This definition is focused on the 

acquisition of strategies that enable learners to understand, transform, retain, 

transfer and generalise information. This acquisition process allows learners not 

only to successfully answer the evaluation tests but also to use the acquired 

information effectively in problem-solving situations and relate it to new 

knowledge. The skills involved in LA are those implicit in the learning 

competence that is inseparable of the concept learning to learn or knowing how to 

activate the adequate inner processes to acquire meaningful knowledge. 
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Therefore, the term learning how to learn is closely related to the concept 

of the strategic learner, that is, a learner who is aware of the strategies that should 

be applied in the different learning situations he/she experience during his/her 

learning process. Learner autonomy is also related to the term an adaptive learner, 

in other words, a learner who is able to adapt his/her learning style according to 

the learning process. In this respect it is important to point out that although it is 

true that there is not a default learning style directly related to LA, there are some 

cognitive traits that can be associated to it as for instance field-independent.  

Nevertheless, learner training in CALL should not be constrained only to 

the acquisition of learning strategies at the pedagogical dimension, since part of 

learners’ learning experience is going to take place through a virtual environment 

(i.e. CALL /ICT). Consequently, learners should also be trained at a technological 

dimension.  

In the light of these reflections, we will focus this section on both 

dimensions. On the one hand, we will refer to the pedagogical dimension (i.e. 

technical12 or methodological) of the learner training (i.e. learning strategies) and 

on the other hand, we will pay attention to the technological dimension (i.e. 

computer expertise applied to language learning). This does not mean that we do 

not consider the psychological aspect of learner training as important as the 

methodological one, but the observation of learner-learning-strategy-use in CALL 

programs are one of the purposes of this work, and for this reason we will 

constrain this section to the literature exclusively dealing with learning strategies.  

Learner training at the pedagogical dimension (i.e. technical or 

methodological) has its origin in the great amount of works on learning strategies 

and strategic training carried out in the last decades and aforementioned (Chamot 

and O’Malley, 1994; Cohen, 1998; McDonough, 1999; O’Malley and Chamot, 

1990; Oxford, 1990; Wenden, 1991; Wenden and Rubin, 1987). These works are 

based on the premise that learners can be trained and guided during the learning 

process in order to make them more efficient learners. This training consists of 
                                                 
12 We use the adjective technical here because we understand learner training at the pedagogical 
level as the acquisition of strategies or techniques to be employed in learning situation.  
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promoting the use of certain strategies that, according to different researches in the 

field, are the most employed by the most competent and efficient learners.  

The training process is also central in the fostering and development of LA 

in language learning. However, taking into account the premises involved in LA, 

we cannot refer to learner training as a technical training in the strict sense of the 

concept. Learners should be aware of their own strategic knowledge, that is, they 

should know that there are certain learning strategies that could help them to 

improve the way they learn. In order to achieve learners’ awareness on strategic 

knowledge, teachers and in our case CALL designers should make a serious 

reflection on how these strategies are presented to learners. Regarding this issue, 

McDonough (1999) presented two possible alternatives to achieve an effective 

presentation of learning strategies: 

On the one hand, he chose a more technical and practical presentation. In 

this sense, he suggested intervening in learners’ learning process with feedback 

about the process itself to compensate the lack of knowledge on learning 

strategies. The final goal of this alternative would be to make learners be aware of 

the different alternatives that could accelerate their learning process. On the other 

hand, he suggested allowing learners to choose those learning strategies they were 

more comfortable with. 

Obviously, the second alternative seems to be the best choice to develop 

learner autonomy, since teaching learning strategies in a mechanical way would 

not help to their meaningful integration in learners’ learning. Furthermore, it could 

foster the ignorance of the diversity existing among learners (i.e. learning styles). 

For these reasons and as mentioned above, McDonough’s second option seems to 

be the most adequate to develop LA in a language learning context, although in 

order to improve its effectiveness it would be important to take into account the 

notion of the adaptive learner, since it would be highly recommended not only to 

train learners to become strategic learners but also adaptive learners.  

Research on learner training has emerged from research on learning 

strategies, which were directly related to autonomy by Wenden (1991: 18), who 
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claimed for the necessity of introducing learning strategies in the learner training, 

if the final aim was promoting an autonomous learner: 

Learning strategies are mental steps or operations that learners use to 
learn a new language and to regulate their effort to do so. They are one 
type of learner training content that should be included in plans to 
promote leaner autonomy  

This direct relationship between learning strategies and LA in language 

learning has also been reflected in other researchers’ work (Cohen, 1998; 

Villanueva, 1997; Manchón, 1994). 

Up to this point, we have introduced the concept of learner training a ta 

pedagogical dimension. However, our main goal in the present section is to see 

how LA in language learning and learner training (i.e. in its pedagogical and 

technological dimension) can converge in order to have a reference for the design 

of software packages for EFL/ESL.  

In this respect, we consider of vital importance the introduction of strategic 

learning in the learning plans for software language learning packages, since 

following Benson they can help learners to learn better. Yet, in order to achieve a 

development of LA, it is necessary to understand the term in the way it is defined 

by Chamot and Rubin (1994). They noted that the effective language learner 

cannot be defined on the basis of the learning strategies he/she knows, but by 

rational use he/she makes of them. Taking into account Chamot and Rubin’s 

words, it is clear that the final goal of learning strategies should be helping 

learners to overcome the difficulties and problems they will encounter during their 

leaning process. Consequently, learners can be in control of their own learning 

process and therefore they are able to make decisions and face problems without 

any external help (i.e. teachers or materials). Learners’ competence of being in 

control of their own learning facilitates the development of LA. Therefore, we 

may assume that learners’ knowledge about learning strategies and how to apply 

them to their own learning process is of vital importance in order to foster and 

develop LA in a CALL context. 
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All these reflections lead us to consider learning strategies as one of the 

main outstanding aspects to be included in the design of TADLA and as one of the 

criteria to evaluate the nature of the EFL/ESL learning program selected for the 

purpose of the present study.  

Regarding the reflection on learning strategies and learner training, we will 

attempt to answer the following question: how should learning strategies be 

implemented in a software package aimed at developing LA in a language 

learning context and which should be those learning strategies at the pedagogical 

and technological dimensions chosen for such a program?  

Concerning the how, as far as we are concerned learning strategies could 

be implemented in software packages mainly in two different ways, that is, as 

independent training packages focused on learning how to learn, or as activities 

fully integrated in the proposed linguistic tasks. 

Regarding the what, at the technological dimension, we consider that any 

software package aimed at fostering learners’ awareness strategy-use should 

provide an environment based on: 

• making available a wide range of strategic tasks. 

• providing information on the final goal of these tasks to encourage self-

reflection and new strategic orientations in learners’ actions.  

• providing strategic tasks with communicative goals in order to offer 

learners not only strategic knowledge but also linguistic knowledge, since 

we cannot ignore that these learners are language learners, EFL learners 

being the case.  

Furthermore, it is extremely important to develop new strategies when 

learning takes place in virtual settings, which usually require an exhaustive 

knowledge of the new technological resources for learners to make the most out of 

them. Yet, as noted by Sanz (2004: 169), many current CALL proposals do not 

make the most out of the technological possibilities currently available: 
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En efecto, en el aprendizaje mediado por las tecnologías encontramos 
que muchas veces se confunde el medio con el fin, utilizando éstas como 
mero recipiente o depósito de la información, descuidando las 
posibilidades que ofrecen para ser empleadas en los procesos de 
aprendizaje como herramienta para la creación de soluciones reales, la 
comunicación, la negociación, y la investigación de nuevas 
informaciones, en definitiva, para la construcción de conocimiento.  
 

This underestimation of the possibilities offered by the ICT and in 

extension by CALL usually responds to a lack of training in certain strategies that 

are fundamental when using CALL and ICT resources or a lack of training at a 

technological dimension. In the first case, the lack of training could be overcome 

by training learners in new strategies that could allow them to manage with the 

complexity of the medium and acquire a critical view on it. We refer to these new 

strategies as medium-derived-strategies, since they are based upon the search 

and management of information in the new virtual settings. Learners, thus, should 

acquire new strategies such as the following: 

 

• Planning the searching process. It seems essential for 

learners/users13 to know for instance what the Internet is, how 

information is organised, how to identify an URL, which the 

characteristics of a site are, what a browser can offer them. All 

these aspects can help them to plan their search in a more effective 

way.  

• Selecting materials upon criteria based on relevance and 

pertinence. It is not only important to know how to find 

information, but also to know whether to accept it or reject it 

according to the goal pursued. 

• Globalising and contextualising within the hyperdocument. 

Learners should know how to find reference points in 

hyperdocuments looking at the icons, site maps, guides. 

• Relating and linking the contents and the findings resulted from the 

hypertextual search. 

                                                 
13 We use here this dualism, since learners are also users when using virtual learning contexts in 
which they learn but also surf 
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• Managing the information with personal criteria (i.e. organising it 

and saving it in order to be available for future requests). 

• Classifying information in a hierarchical way, categorising and 

labelling it. This skill involves the development and fostering of 

metalanguage and the capacity of abstraction. 

• Developing a critical perspective towards the information found in 

the Internet (i.e. asking about the information nature, making 

comparisons to other kind of information, creating different 

opinions about credibility and reliability on information taking into 

account the contents and the sources). 

 

From our point of view, it would be also necessary to develop pragmatic 

and sociocognitive strategies when using materials or programs that are mostly 

based on communicative goals using the Web whether to carry out collaborative 

works or to be in contact with the tutor. Some of these strategies would be based 

on aspects such as the following: 

• asking for cooperation. 

• asking for clarification. 

• asking for repetition. 

• making up words or compensation mechanisms. 

 

Regarding the second case, namely, learners’ lack of training at a 

technological dimension, fostering learners’ training based upon computer 

expertise strategies would help to mitigate the situation. Accordingly, working on 

the acquisition of certain strategies to acquire or improve computer expertise 

would be crucial in order to overcome learners’ technical limitations and 

constrictions. These strategies should be focus on the following goals:  

 

• To help learners to familiarise themselves with computer facilities by 

exploring software and computer applications that could be relevant for 

them as language learners and as computer users.  
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• To provide learners with the possibility to create and implement solutions 

for their own technological lacks. 

 

To conclude this section, we may assume that all the strategies here 

presented and discussed have a final goal, which is helping learners to overcome 

difficulties arisen when facing the different tasks involved in their own learning 

process. This strategic exercise helps learners to have control on their own 

learning process and consequently it helps them to achieve a certain degree of 

autonomy in their own language learning process. Therefore, it seems obvious that 

learners’ knowledge on strategies and learners’ knowledge on how to apply them 

to their own learning experience is of vital importance when attempting to develop 

and foster learners’ autonomy, being the case learners’ autonomy in CALL. 

Accordingly, if one of the aims of any CALL program is developing and fostering 

LA, learners’ training, thus, should be based upon a strategic training at both 

dimensions, namely, pedagogical and technological, which should include the 

strategies presented in the present section and which have been summarised in 

Figure 3: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.1: Pedagogical and technological dimensions in learner training 

focused on developing and fostering LA in CALL. 

PEDAGOGICAL DIMENSION TECHNOLOGICAL DIMENSION 

Learning strategies: 

 Communicative 

strategies  

 Social strategies  

 Cognitive 

strategies  

 Metacognitive 

strategies  

 
 

 

Technical strategies: 
 
 Knowledge on 

software manipulation. 
 Understanding ICT 

facilities at a technical 
level (i.e. CALL and 
the Internet) 

 
Medium-derived  

strategies: 
 

 Using CALL and 
interaction 

 Using CALL for self-
evaluation 
 Using CALL for 
language learning 
(resources and 
methodological 
management)
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In the light of what has been stated in the present section, we may assume 

that among the different variables to take into account when dealing with LA in 

language learning and CALL, learner and teacher training seem to be a key factor 

in the effective use of the new media (CALL in particular and the ICT in general) 

in which it is time that learning to use must give way to using to learn.  

Bearing in mind this idea, we would like to pay special attention to the 

profession, that is, to those learners involved in applied linguistics. In this respect, 

we agree with Chapelle (2003: 31) when she supports the using to learn view in 

this field: 

The way students will learn to do applied linguistics with technology is 
by learning applied linguistics through technology (…) applied linguistics 
technology cannot be taught separately from applied linguistics. 
 

In the line of Chapelle, Kamhi-Stein (2000: 242) suggested that: 

 

If ESL teachers are to use technology effectively for teaching in the 
future, they must use it for learning while they are students. Limiting 
technology experiences to one course or to one area of teacher 
preparation is insufficient for developing teachers who can use 
technology creatively and flexible.  
 

Going back to EFL language learners, we consider that in order to achieve 

an effective learner training approach to LA in CALL, both, pedagogical and 

technical dimensions should be integrated since, teachers and learners need not 

only to be completely familiar with the hardware and software available, but also 

to know exactly what the potential of the different media at their disposal is. 

Furthermore, major changes in learning-teaching paradigms are called for, as 

reflected in the change of teachers’ and learners’ role. Teachers, thus, need to 

learn how to evaluate and select learning resources and how to solve technical and 

pedagogical problems linked to the introduction of CALL in the foreign language 

classroom, being the case EFL/ESL classroom. Learners must also confront new 

challenges. They need skill training so that they become more autonomous, 

making efficient use of learning strategies, which should go hand-in-hand with 

effective computer-expertise training. Therefore, teachers who use CALL aimed at 
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making learners become more autonomous must commit themselves to this 

transformational process in order for teachers themselves and learners to benefit 

fully from the new tools and procedures at their disposal. 

2.5 TOWARDS A CONVERGENT FRAMEWORK FOR LA IN CALL. 

 

ICT in general and CALL in particular have latched onto autonomy as one 

justification for their existence in the field of language learning. Yet, CALL 

programs often become an example of a technological product that claims to 

promote autonomy simply by offering the possibility of self-study. As seen in 

section four of the present chapter, self-study is not the only variable to take into 

account when addressing the integration of Learner Autonomy and CALL. In 

order to achieve pedagogically effective software for L2 teaching and learning 

(e.g. for EFL/ESL) aimed at fostering and developing learner autonomy, both 

technological and pedagogical aspects should be taken into account, as discussed 

in section four. 

Regarding the technological dimension, we could say that it is possible to 

create software packages that afford the development and promotion of LA thanks 

to the hypermedia technology, since it enables learners to navigate through 

contents in an autonomous way and select the materials and pace according to 

their different goals and needs. On the other hand, it enables teachers to create 

multi-modal materials and implement them in different ways in order to respond 

to diversity. In this sense, learners would be able to choose a learning path and 

select multi-modal materials according to their needs and goals and the most 

important, they could do it in a different way each time.  

Concerning the pedagogical dimension, as far as we concerned, software 

packages should integrate those elements already mentioned in section four of the 

present chapter in order to develop learner autonomy: 

• teachers’ new role (i.e. pedagogical and technological dimensions) and its 

pedagogical implications. 
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• learner’s new role (i.e. pedagogical and technological dimension) and its 

pedagogical implications. 

• learner training ( i.e. pedagogical, technological and pedagogic-

technological strategies derived from the new medium). 

• materials based on a definition of communicative competence as a social 

competence, discursive competence, strategic competence and linguistic 

competence.  

There are examples of use of the ICT in general and CALL in particular 

informed by a constructivist view on language learning that open up the way to 

the design and creation of CALL materials focused on fostering and developing 

LA. Webquests are an example of such activities, whose key issue is the 

interaction between learners and computers.  

In conclusion, it seems that a symbiosis between both frameworks, namely 

pedagogical and technical, could open up a new research area based upon LA in 

CALL, in order to achieve software packages for EFL/ESL that could actually 

develop LA effectively.  

2.6 MOTIVATION FOR THE PRESENT STUDY AND RESEARCH 

QUESTIONS.  

The present study aims to contribute to the increasing body of research in 

the fields of Learner Autonomy and Computer-Assisted Language Learning in the 

EFL context. It is based upon action-research principles, in which theory fosters 

reflection and reflection embraces action. In turn, results from action feed new 

reflections and contribute to theory.  

In this context of action-research, the present study design emerges from 

the outcomes obtained in previous research started in 2003 by the researcher 

(Ruiz, 2004). This research involves the analysis of CALL packages on the market 

for EFL/ESL, which claimed to be designed with language learning autonomy 

criteria in mind. This analysis responded to the following research questions: 
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 Do those learning packages for EFL learners presented as promoting 

language learning autonomy demonstrate sufficient pedagogical criteria 

and support autonomous learning premises as may be expected? 

 Do they actually make EFL learners become autonomous learners, that is, 

do they support them in  “learning how to learn” or do they presuppose 

an already autonomous learner? 

The results obtained in this first stage were compiled in the research work 

conducted by the researcher during the years 2003 and 2004, which was entitled 

“Language learning autonomy and Computer-Assisted language learning: an 

evaluation of learning packages for EFL/ESL from an autonomous language 

learning perspective”. In this study, a corpus of 4 learning packages was selected. 

These packages were chosen from different publishing companies which were, 

and are still, well-known in the market of multimedia language learning packages: 

1. Interactive Course of English Reward (1998), by Macmillan 

Heinemann ELT, Oxford. 

2. Communicate & Connect (2001) by Syracuse Languages. 

3. Tell Me More new version 6 (2003) by Auralog. 

4. Side by Side Interactive (2004) by Pearson–Longman Multimedia. 

The conclusions obtained in this research work can be summarised as 

follows: 

Regarding the first research question, findings from the study revealed that 

in spite of the initial presentation of the learning packages as autonomising 

programs, the approach adopted to those aspects, which were considered central 

for the development of LA, (i.e. attention to diversity, presentation of learning 

materials, the adoption of a specific methodology and learning plan, and the 

adoption of a specific evaluation) did not correspond to an approach to develop 

LA.  

The second research question addressed whether or not the learning 

packages evaluated actually trained EFL/ESL learners to become autonomous 
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learners, that is, if they made learners become strategic and ultimately 

autonomous. In order to do this, learning strategies and learning skills knowledge 

were carefully analysed. Special attention was paid to how both aspects were 

implemented in the system, since, both, learning strategies and learning skills 

knowledge foster learning how to learn, which is basic for the development of 

LA. Regarding learning strategies, Communicate and Connect, Reward and Tell 

Me More made some references to learning strategies. However, these learning 

strategies corresponded to the type of strategies previously defined, that is to say, 

general suggestions and advice included in the CALL program that responded to 

the necessities of marketing. Yet, only Communicate and Connect presented them 

in an explicit way. Cognitive strategies were present in the three learning 

packages. However, they were not always present throughout the system and they 

were only visible in some of the activities of the learning packages. 

The probability of a development of metacognitive strategies was higher in 

those learning packages that included the diary, since this learning tool makes 

learners reflect on their own learning process and consequently develop 

metacognitive strategies. 

Unfortunately, the development of learners’ metalinguistic capacity was 

constrained by the lack of the integration of the diary within the learning process 

and by the lack of learner training concerning its use. 

Another aspect closely related to the development of metacognitive 

strategies is the presence of metalanguage. Concerning this aspect, findings 

showed that little importance was given to the development of metalanguage. In 

fact, only Reward took this aspect into account as mentioned above. Learning to 

learn strategies were included only in Communicate and Connect. This result was 

relevant to the final consideration of this RQ, since the presence of learning to 

learn strategies is central for the development of LA.  

The conclusions derived from this first stage are summarized in the 
following table:   

Table 17: Summary of conclusions from stage 1. 
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Aspects related to LA Interactive 
Course of 
English 
Reward 

Communi
cate & 

Connect 

Tell Me 
More 

Side by 
Side 

ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY 

- Learning styles X X X X 

- Learning routes X X √ X 

- Different formats √ √ √ √ 

LEARNING  MATERIALS 

- Different formats √ √ √ √ 

- Flexibility X X X X 

- Real documents √ X X X 

- Facilitators of transfer X X X X 

- Discursive approach X X X X 

ADOPTION OF A SPECIFIC METHODOLOGY AND LEARNING PLAN 

- Learning goals  √ √ √ X 

- Relation of goals and materials  √ √ X X 

- Learner’s role No active No active No active No active 

      - Learner’s representations  linguistic linguistic linguistic Linguistic

      - Learner’s previous knowledge linguistic linguistic linguistic Linguistic

- Teacher’s role      

       - Counsellor √ √ √ √ 

       - Facilitator √ √ √ √ 

       - Expert √ √ √ √ 

-Learner strategies      

        - Included √ √ √ X 

        - Made explicit X √ X X 

        -Strategies derived from the  

ICTs 

X √ √ X 

- Metalanguage   √ X X X 

SPECIFIC EVALUATION 

- Self-evaluation X X X X 

- Learning diary √ √ √ X 

- Quantitative evaluation √ √ √ √ 
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- Qualitative evaluation √ √ √ √ 

 

The study conducted in the first stage attempted to shed light on the CALL 

field, since there were a few studies in the CALL field focused on the 

development of LA. Moreover, special attention was paid to published learning 

packages for EFL/ESL, these are CALL materials that are widely used by 

EFL/ESL learners and that are usually identified with individualised learning. 

Finally, bearing in mind the results of the study, we concluded that these 

programs for EFL/ESL could be considered good tools to put English into practice 

, but they were not effective enough to develop LA if learners were not already 

autonomous . 

The aforementioned conclusions from stage 1 (see Table 17) suggested a 

main need that deserved further research: 

The need to examine the possibility to consider the present research 

project as the input of the development of pedagogical material aimed at the 

support of learner autonomy in an EFL language teaching-learning context.  

This need motivated the following actions: 

1. To design an experimental study based upon the creation of our 

own CALL activities drawing on criteria derived from the aforementioned 

research project: 

a) Hypermedia technology should afford learners different 

possibilities for analysing their own learning experience, that 

is, it should cater for diversity. It should also afford the 

possibility to exploit the specificity of the indices concerning 

pragmatic coherence, semantic global perspective and lineal 

cohesion regarding the type of texts (i.e. written or oral). 

Finally, hypermedia technology should cater for the semiotic-

communicative value of the image. 
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b) Learning packages should take into account the possibility of 

transfer of learners’ L1 pragmatic previous knowledge to the 

L2 learning context. This knowledge could be used as assisting 

tools that could help learners to elaborate comprehension 

hypotheses about the texts and design their own learning plans 

around them.  

c) Bearing this in mind, learning packages should adopt a 

discursive approach to text. In this sense, generic variations and 

the relationship that exists between semantics (construction of 

the meaning in the texts) and pragmatics (social uses and 

construction of the sense) should be taken into consideration 

when designing language learning activities.  

d) Learning packages should include a learner training for 

strategies such as selection of strategies, storing of strategies, 

systematisation and easy accessibility to strategies in short, 

medium and long-term. This option can help learners to learn 

how to manage the complexity involved in the information 

available nowadays.  

2. To test this design with learners, who have different profiles in 

their capacity for development of language learning autonomy (e.g. from 

more dependent to more autonomous learners), in order to confirm if the 

theoretical design works at a practical level and LA and CALL can be 

successfully combined. 

3. To compare the results obtained from step 2 with the results 

obtained in the tests of the learning package Communicate and Connect 

(the learning package that obtained the highest scoring in the research 

project above mentioned), to examine to what extent the results obtained 

from each of the experiences differ.  

The enumeration of these three steps responds to the fact that research on a 

language learning approach is inseparable from a critical pedagogy regarding 
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language learning that attempts to reconceptualise second language education, 

critical research and teacher education.  

In short the present study aims at the responding the following research 

questions: 

 (RQ1) Which are the requirements that pedagogical proposals 

should have to enable an integration of autonomising strategies 

within the learning activities?  

 

 (RQ2) Do learners show any evidence of having acquired skills that 

could lead to a subsequent development of learner autonomy while 

working with TADLA or Communicate and Connect? 

 

 (RQ3) To which extent the behaviours and attitudes of learners- 

which are related to learner autonomy- are promoted by the 

interaction with TADLA/ Communicate and Connect or are the 

result of the nature of the medium itself (i.e., ICT)?  

Concerning the first research question, on may expect that the pedagogical 

design of TADLA promotes autonomising attitudes and behaviours in learners. If 

so, TADLA features should be considered for the future design of language 

learning packages focused on the development of learner autonomy.  

In order to answer the second research question, we will examine the 

following aspects: 

 learners’ metacognitive strategy-use before and after having 

interacted with the learning package. 

 learners’ use of metalanguage before and after having 

interacted with the learning package. 
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It may be expected that learners interacting with TADLA will show more 

evidence in their learning process of having acquired those skills that would lead 

them in a long-term process to become autonomous learners.  

As for the third research question, it may be expected that only learners 

who interact with TADLA will show attitudes and behaviours related to autonomy 

and they may be derived from both the medium and the language learning 

package interacting. 

 

Finally, the answers to all these questions should allow us to draw specific 

conclusions about the ‘teachability’ of learner autonomy. By ‘teachability’ we 

understand the scaffolding process based upon the aspects such as transfer, 

strategic knowledge among others that could contribute to learner autonomisation 

in a CALL context. The analysis and comparison of the results obtained in both 

groups will allow us to draw specific conclusions and answer the main research 

question, that is, to what extent learner autonomisation can be part of the 

pedagogical design of a CALL package in the context of EFL. In order to 

investigate these questions, apart from the data sources already mentioned, 

learners’ opinion about both learning packages will be also examined. These 

opinions may contribute to the qualitative evaluation of the results obtained from 

the rest of the data sources used in the present study. 

 



 
 
 
 
 

CHAPTER 3 
 

 
METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
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The aim of this chapter is to give a detailed description of the experimental 

design used to investigate students’ attitudes towards learner autonomy after using 

learning packages in an EFL context. The chapter is organised in the following 

way: description of the experimental conditions and implementation procedures; 

description of subjects; description of the data collection procedures and 

instruments used for this purpose; finally a description of the data analysis is 

presented.  

 

3.1 EXPERIENCE DESIGN   

 

The experimental design used for the purpose of the present study is a 

qualitative study of a case. This section accounts for the epistemological and 

methodological reasons that led to the choice of the case study as the research 

strategy for the present work.  

 

3.1.1 Research strategy: a case study. Theoretical and methodological 

considerations. 

 

Merrian (1998:19) described the main goal of case study research as 

follows: 

 

A case study design is employed to gain an in-depth understanding of the 
situation and meaning for those involved. The interest is in process rather 
than outcomes, in context rather than a specific variable, in discovery 
rather than confirmation. Insights gleaned from case studies can directly 
influence policy, practice, and future research.  
 
He (1998:11) went on to describe this type of research: 
 
This type of studies draws from concepts, models, and theories in a 
specific field. Data are collected through interviews, observations and 
documents analysis. Findings are a mix of description and analysis- an 
analysis that uses concepts from the theoretical framework of the study. 
(…) the analysis results in the identification of recurring patterns (…) or 
in the delineation of a process. 
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In the same vein Sanders (1981: 44) noted “Case studies help us to 

understand processes of events, projects, and programs and to discover context 

characteristics that will shed light on an issue or object”.  

The Case Study Method, paradoxically, is not a method (Bassey, 1999). 

“Case Study”, thus, has been better characterised as the results of “field work”1. In 

this sense, the “case study” suits a breadth of purposes and methodologies best 

described as eclectic and defined by the interest in the case itself. For this reason, 

understanding the case study method requires a review of the epistemological 

perspectives and their methodological implications. From a positivistic stance and 

objectivistic epistemology the “Case Study” is best described as “An empirical 

enquiry in which a number of variables exceeds the number of data points” (Yin, 

1993: 5-6). The important of case study is the use of multiple sources of evidence. 

Even if not linked exclusively to a particular form of data collection (i.e. 

qualitative/quantitative) the focus is on different angles of data collection for the 

purposes of understanding a specific case in a specific context.   

The locus of the present study is in the interpretive tradition. From this 

tradition case study is not defined by the methods but by the interest in an 

individual case. The study of the particularity and complexity of a case 

understood within the circumstances is advocated (Stake, 2000). Within the 

interpretive tradition of inquiry the approach is based on Interpretive 

Interactionism (Denzin, 1989). This perspective and method allows the desired in-

depth qualitative analysis and rich description of phenomena stemming from the 

exploration in the case study. 

The nature of this inquiry is “exploratory” and seeks to deepen our 

understanding of the complexity ingrained in the interrelationship between 

different variables (i.e. learner autonomy, learning styles and learners’ attitudes) 

and their effect on their interaction with a CALL program and later recall in a 

foreign language (i.e. EFL). In this exploration, particular emphasis is placed on 
                                                 
1 Case study is not a method or strategy , it is the “end product” of field work that, even to be 
equated with qualitative research it encompasses both quantitative and qualitative approaches 
(Lecompte et al. 1992: 36-37). 
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the contrast/similarities amongst the responses of 10 different participants. This is 

aimed at disclosing the idiosyncratic features of learners in the context of the 

regularities of a general phenomenon.  

Following the interpretive tradition of analysis, the actions and responses 

of learners, in this context, are considered to be meaningful. The epistemological 

perspective held by interpretive interactionism maintains that meaning can be 

found in human action. In particular, within the interpretative tradition, 

Interpretive Interactionism serves as a basis for the design and justification of the 

present study. It deploys an objective method to understand the meaning of human 

action. From this position, the role of the investigator is “to understand”. This role 

is a target for criticism from other epistemological positions2 for its naivety in 

assuming that understanding is objectively reproduced (i.e. based on the notion of 

mimesis) rather than produced (Schwandt, 2000). However, Interpretive 

Interactionism allows thick description of the context in which the action takes 

place and the factors that impinge on an action. In this manner the production of a 

particular understanding is deconstructed and reflects upon itself by showing the 

precise steps and providing the evidence leading to a specific understanding. From 

this perspective the case study allows the use of plural sources of evidence. 

This view of the basis of understanding in the interpretive sense raises 

issues of the validity of the study. The evidence for interpretations must be 

substantial and validated internally -i.e. from different perspectives. A case study 

is a flexible framework and can enhance the internal validity of the study by using 

a careful design of the study. The case study allows multiple data collection 

sources for the purpose of better understanding of the data themselves or 

providing different levels of evidence. This was taken into account in the design 

of the data collection materials as well as the experience itself. In fact, different 

points of data gathering were allowed therefore serving to minimise 

misinterpretation of data and overcome possible bias through their internal 

                                                 
2 Other epistemological positions that would reject the assumption from which we depart in this 
presentation, for instance phenomenological sociologists, who posit their understanding of human 
action as based on the understanding of the intersubjective world.  
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validation and establishing coherence from different angles around the focal 

themes of study (what pupils say, what they did, what they say they do). A case 

study, its boundedness (focal themes) and analytical component (trying to 

understand problematic relationships) provide the opportunity to overcome issues 

of bias on behalf of the investigator within the interpretive tradition. 

These methodological considerations bring an analytical element to the 

study, therefore distinguishing the format from that of “Story telling”(Stake, 

2000). The researcher and the participants are the main instruments for research. 

In the present study, the researcher takes on three roles: designer of the 

experience, interpreter of the results and observer at different times. The role of 

the participants has two dimensions, namely, to complete the tasks set and to 

participate in the data collection process (answering questionnaires and 

responding in the interview, where they gave an overall assessment). This 

sequence of multidimensional role of the researcher together with recorded 

interviews and tracking students while interacting with the packages provides a 

point of contrast between what learners do and what they say in order to enhance 

the validity of interpretation of their actions. 

Taking into account the reflections mentioned, we could conclude that in 

general the advantages for adopting the case study as the research strategy for the 

present study are (Adelman et al. 1976, cited in Nunan 1992): 

1. Focus on cotemporary practices within the EFL field. Therefore, it might 

appeal to practitioners in the field of CALL. 

2. Possibility to generalise from a case within the framework of Interactive 

Interpretivism (Denzin, 1998). Thick description and in–depth analysis 

allows the reader to extrapolate the situation described in the case object of 

the study to his/her own practice. Therefore “generalisation” stems from 

the verisimilitude elaborated in the description and analysis. From this, it 

is understood that generalisation is up to the reader. 

3. Representation of multiplicity of viewpoints can offer support to 

alternative interpretations. 
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4. Insights yielded can be put to work. 

5. Results and experience described might serve a wider audience. Therefore, 

it can be more accessible and can encourage reflection on practices and 

consequently further research at different dimensions. 

Besides general study and paradigmatic features, there is also a set of 

theoretical and methodological considerations specific to the domain of research 

on language learning and CALL that can justify the choice of a case study as an 

appropriate strategy of enquiry for the present study. 

On the one hand, developing autonomy in language learning requires a 

global and complex view on the learning process in order to be able to 

contextualise it. The concept contextualise may be understood as the process of 

linking or relating new knowledge with already existing knowledge in order to 

construct meaningful knowledge and tools that could help in the understanding of 

a new reality. Socioconstructivism focuses on the process, that is, on how learners 

construct the aforementioned links or bridges to accommodate the new knowledge 

in their already existing mental structures and nets of knowledge. This process of 

construction of knowledge can be informed by the culture of mediation, since 

counselling can favour the construction of meaningful knowledge for learners.  

The introduction of the ICT involves a multiplication of resources, 

interactions, representations and new models of mediation. Therefore a new 

research field arises when approaching the ICT from a socioconstructivist 

perspective. Investigating such a field involves examining learners’ interaction 

with the medium in order to understand their attitudes and behaviour while using 

it. Results should inform and shape the new models of mediation. In the case of 

language learning packages, learners’ interaction with the program can also be 

examined by analysis of both the traces (i.e. records from their navigation; 

reflections from their learning diary) they left while working with application and 

retrospective data obtained through interviews and questionnaires designed for the 

specific purpose of the study. Such an investigation can only be carried out from 

the basis of a case study.  
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On the other hand, CALL–related research draws from a wide range of 

related fields, which converge in CALL (SLL, SLA, CAI, Educational 

technology, Computer science, Psychology and Cognitive science, AI). The 

research agenda, as put forward by Chapelle (1997), lacks a unitary or principled 

research paradigm. Rather the domain is in need of descriptive guidelines to 

approach issues such as the pedagogical implications and the description of its 

foundations that contrast with traditional conceptions of education, understanding 

and the new forms of text. 

In this sense, positivistic experiments in the field can fail to provide 

insights due to the absence of a theoretical background. In particular, experiments 

and comparative studies that aim to expose the possible advantages of delivering 

instructional material using CALL.  

In contrast with experimental approaches, a case study and a qualitative 

approach allow one to explore the phenomenon in–depth and to take into account 

a wider range of variables and factors that play a role in the process and which 

could not be selected in advance and that may occur in situ (Nisbett and Watt, 

1984). This is supported by the use of semi-structured (open-ended) interviews 

that seek to allow participants to express themselves as freely as possible. This 

element was integrated in the design of the study. 

Secondly, the nature of CALL, as a domain, is plural and versatile. In 

addition to this, the purpose of this study is to gain understanding about the 

differences amongst learners in their interaction with two different CALL 

packages. The case study as a research strategy enables multiple data sources to 

provide different levels of evidence, in-depth interpretive analysis and generation 

of insights into the field. 

From these two reflections, we might conclude that a qualitative approach 

to investigate CALL is suitable in the context of the absence of specific guidelines 

for research. This conclusion is also claimed as a need by researchers in the field 

(Beatty, 2003; Chapelle, 2003; Alessi, 2001) 
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In view of this, the option of conducting case studies of a qualitative nature 

aims to enable categories to emerge from the data itself rather than predetermining 

them. Also, in relation to the theoretical and conceptual semiotic basis of this 

study, the aim is to understand the effect of autonomising factors as well as the 

role of learners’ learning styles while interacting with two different CALL 

learning packages in EFL. The approach for the present investigation aims to 

enable understanding of the processes of interpreting and articulating meaning in 

relation to the development of learner autonomy while interacting with CALL 

packages. The point of departure of this study is that learner autonomy is an 

organic entity and so is the process of interpretation of evidences concerning 

learner autonomy. Consequently, this relationship requires a framework that 

allows open exploration.  

3.1.2 Design of the study 

Our case study is based upon the examination and description of the 

experience of two groups of 5 learners and their interaction with two different 

CALL packages, namely Communicate and Connect (2001) and TADLA. This 

comparison is based upon the examination of specific attitudes that could lead 

learners to a later development of learner autonomy within such a context. On the 

one hand, group 1 (n= 5 students) interacted with the learning package 

Communicate and Connect. On the other hand, group 2 (n= 5 students) 

experienced TADLA. In the design, subjects were randomly assigned to group 1 or 

2. However, it was taken into account their learning style (i.e. Type C: learners 

opened to learner autonomy) and level of English proficiency (i.e. Intermediate 

level) in order to achieve groups that could be comparable for the purpose of the 

study.  

The design of the groups, thus, could be schematised as shown in Figure 
3.1 below: 
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Figure 3.1: Design of the groups in the present study. 

The implementation procedures as well as the nature of the participants 

will be further described in sections 3.1.3 and 3.2 of this chapter. 

We will move on to the description of the CALL packages employed in the 

present study, that is, Communicate and Connect (2001) and TADLA. We will 

focus on the pedagogical and technical characteristics of both learning packages. 

3.1.2.1 Communicate and Connect: pedagogical and technical characteristics 

Concerning the pedagogical structure of Communicate and Connect 

(2001), the following aspects should be taken into account. Communicate and 

Connect (2001) is a learning package designed for EFL/ESL learners with an 

intermediate level of English. It covers the four language skills-listening, 

speaking, reading, and writing-as well as vocabulary and grammar. It is divided 

into six units of lessons and one unit of games. In order for learners to practise the 

four skills, the learning package offers several multimedia activities.  

Speaking is practised through video activities, in which people engaged in 

conversations based upon commonplace situations (e.g. Checking in a hotel; 

Dinner trends; Speaking to a colleague, etc.) as shown in Figure 3.2: 

GROUP 1: 5 STUDENTS 
INTERMEDIATE LEVEL 

LEARNING STYLE TYPE C  

GROUP 2: 5 STUDENTS 
INTERMEDIATE LEVEL 

LEARNING STYLE TYPE C 

Communicate and 
Connect 

TADLA 
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Figure 3.2: Video activities in Communicate and Connect, 2001. 

Any grammar and vocabulary used in a conversation is also explained in 

the specific lesson as it can be seen in Figure 3.3 below: 

 

Figure 3.3: Grammar explanation in Communicate and Connect. 

Speaking activities follow video presentations. In these activities, learners 

can either record and listen to themselves by joining a conversation in any role or 

engage in realistic dialogs. Videos and listening activities are also employed to 

practise listening skill. Reading lessons present a variety of common texts, such as 

letters, e-mails, and advertisements as shown in Figure 3.4 below: 
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Figure 3.4: E-mail for reading activity in Communicate and Connect. 

Vocabulary activities are based not only on individual words but also 

phrases and expressions. By clicking on a vocabulary item, learners are able to see 

a native speaker pronouncing it, see a definition of the specific word and see a 

sample sentence showing the correct usage of the item. Learners are also able to 

record themselves pronouncing the item, to make use of automatic Speech 

Evaluation to have the program assess their pronunciation. Grammar is explicitly 

taught in this course. Learners encounter explanations showing specific examples. 

Additionally, the Find the Grammar section included in the program can help 

learners to locate specific grammar points and the Quick Check section allows 

learners to check their grammar knowledge at different stages of the program. 

Communicate and Connect allows learners to practise their pronunciation in the 

Single Sounds section. They can also compare similar sounds, that are often 

confusing to people learning English, in the Comparisons Section and they can 

make use of Speech Evaluation to get automatic feedback on their pronunciation. 

Visual exploration of the sounds is also available in both sections. The games in 

this program complement the language material presented in the learning package. 

They are focused on listening comprehension and grammar and vocabulary 

practise. 
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Communicate and Connect offers additional learning tools such as Lesson 

Introductions. This section provides tips for language learning and presents the 

vocabulary that learners will use to play the game included in that particular 

lesson. Culture tips are also included in the learning package. They are based 

upon the description of customs, the demonstration of expected behaviour in the 

cultural context and the explanation of differences in the meanings of words and 

phrases. There is a specific section devoted to learning strategies, in which several 

learning strategies are explained as shown in Figure 3.5 below: 

 

Figure 3.5: Learning strategy in Communicate and Connect. 

Additionally, each regular lesson is followed by a quiz. Quizzes are 

included in the Quizzes lesson. Learners can take the same quiz as many times as 

they wish. Any time learners submit a quiz for scoring, the most recent score is 

automatically entered on the Status Menu. A checkmark appears on the Course 

Menu too, indicating that learners have completed that lesson. Finally a workbook 

is included in this learning package. The workbook consists of twelve lessons–one 

for each of the twelve video conversations on the CD-ROM. However, the 

workbook lessons may incorporate material from any lesson that learners have 

studied up to that point in the course.  

As to the technical characteristics, the installation of Communicate and 

Connect (2001) requires the following technical requisites: 
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 Pentium 233 MHz or faster processor (350 MHz recommended) 

 Microsoft Windows 95, 98, NT SP4, 2000, Me or XP 

 128 MB RAM 

 128 MB hard disk space 

 12x CD-ROM drive (24x recommended) 

 Monitor and 16-bit colour video card 

 16-bit sound card 

 Speakers or headphones, microphone 

 Internet access for online features 

3.1.2.1.1 Why Communicate and Connect? Measures for the selection of a 

learning package. 

The choice of Communicate and Connect as one of the learning packages 

to be examined in the present study stems from a previous research conducted by 

the researcher (Ruiz, 2004). 

In that study, which was entitled “Language learning autonomy and 

computer-assisted language learning: an evaluation of learning packages for 

EFL/ESL from an autonomous language learning perspective”, four learning 

packages were chosen in order to be examined according criteria drawn from 

autonomous premises in the language learning field.  

The aforementioned study, thus, attempted to shed light on both the 

characteristics that a learning package for EFL/ESL should include in order to 

develop language learners’ autonomy and the analysis of current learning 

packages for EFL/ESL, which were described as developers of language learning 

autonomy by the publishing companies. The final goal was to discover to what 

extent they actually developed learner autonomy according to the analytical 

instrument (i.e. an evaluation grid) designed for that purpose and that will be 

further described in the next section of this chapter. 

In order to carry out such a study a corpus of 4 language-learning packages 

for EFL/ESL was collected. These packages were well-known in the market of 
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multimedia language learning field and belonged to different prestigious 

publishing companies. The four programs were the following: 

1. Interactive Course of English Reward3 (1998), by Macmillan Heinemann 

ELT, Oxford. 

2. Communicate & Connect 4 (2001) by Syracuse Languages. 

3. Tell Me More new version 6 5 (2003) by Auralog. 

4. Side by Side Interactive6 (2004) by Pearson–Longman Multimedia. 

All four programs were selected according to two types of criteria. On the 

one hand, those criteria that afforded the establishment of a common framework 

for the analysis such as a) their year of publication and availability on the market 

(i.e. published in the last five years and still available on the market); b) the type 

of learners they were addressed to (addressed to adult EFL/ESL learners, who are 

at an intermediate level of proficiency) and c) the type of skills they integrated 

(i.e. four skills, namely listening, reading, speaking and writing). On the other 

hand, we focused on those learning packages that were presented as language 

learning packages, whose pedagogical design was supposed to favour the 

development of leaner autonomy.  

The instrument used for the evaluation of the programs consisted of an 

evaluation grid (see Appendix 1), which was drawn from the reflections emerged 

from previous research (Hoven, 1999; Murray, 1999; Blin, 1999; Holliday, 1999; 

Shin & Watell, 2001, Marqués, 2000) conducted in the field. These previous 

                                                 
3 Reward is a computer program for learning English. The complete set of material covers four 
levels. Each level is equivalent to about 150 hours of intensive language learning. It was published 
by Software © YDP Multimedia S.A. 1999, Macmillan Publishers Limited, 1999. Based on the 
Reward series by Simon Greenwall, published by Macmillan Heinemann English Language 
Teaching. Further information available at http://www.reward-net.co.uk. 
 
4 Communicate and Connect is a language course for English on CD-Rom. It was published by 
Syracuse Language, a division of Vivendi Universal Publishing (2001). 
 
5 Tell Me More is a language course on CD-Rom that offers 2000 hours of content per hour, 
organised around 6 different workshops: Lesson, Oral, Written, Grammar, Vocabulary and new 
Cultural Workshop. It was published by Auralog S.A., Innovation for Language learning,  2003. 
(http://www.auralog.com). 
 
6 Side by Side Interactive is a two-level multimedia software program for English learning. It was 
designed by Molinsy, S.J and Bliss B. And published by Longman in 2004.  
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studies pointed out several characteristics that should be included in learning 

packages in order to enhance their autonomising potential. These characteristics 

can be grouped into three different categories regarding the aspects they were 

focused on, namely, 1) learner-centredness, 2) incorporation of strategies and 

diversity and 3) user-friendly design. These three categories were also taken into 

account for the design of TADLA, since they are central for the development of 

LA.   

3.1.2.1.1.1 Theoretical premises for the design of the evaluation criteria. 

 

Regarding learner-centredness, following previous research (Hoven, 

1999; Murray, 1999; Marqués, 2000; Shin and Wastell, 2001) in the field several 

criteria were adapted to be included in the evaluation grid: 

 

 Technology integrated in CALL programs should enable learners to 

access the information and resources upon which the community depends. 

 Designer should develop a structure that enables learners to calibrate the 

balance between structural control and personal freedom. 

 Future CALL programs should be “metacognitively smart”, with the 

potential to adapt the learners’ goals to the materials.  

• should cater for learning and cognitive style.  

• should motivate learners (i.e. they must be attractive, interesting). 

• should be adequate for potential learners (i.e. contents, activities). 

• should have a holistic approach to the learning process (i.e. they 

should integrate everything that learners may need). 

Most of the characteristics concerning learner-centredness are central 

when applying LA to the design of a CALL program, since allocation of learner’s 

centredness is of vital importance to make learners aware of their own learning 
process. This learner-centred approach can be achieved by paying attention to 

aspects such as learning styles, learning goals and learners’ needs. Consequently, 

these characteristics were considered the starting point for the CALL evaluation 

grid designed for the purpose of the study aforementioned.  
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Concerning the incorporation of strategies and diversity, results from 

previous investigations (Holliday, 1999; Hoven, 1999; Murray, 1999; Marqués, 

2000; Shin and Wastell, 2001) which pointed out strategies and diversity as 

another characteristic to take into account in order to develop CALL materials 

based upon LA premises.  

Regarding strategies, not only cognitive and metacognitive strategies were 

essential in such programs but also the integration of a learner-training plan. In 

this sense, Murray (1999: 296) made explicit reference to the importance of the 

implementation of learner training in CALL design as follows “(…)these 

programs should also provide learner training”. Therefore, the introduction of the 

learning strategies (i.e. cognitive and metacognitive strategies) should be 

accompanied by a learner training plan that could lead learners to become aware 

of how to use and apply them to their own learning process. The importance of 

learning training has been underlined by the most important researchers in the 

field of LA (Holec, 1991; Dickinson, 1993; Wenden, 1995). 

In line with Hoven (1999), we also considered mediation and goal-

orientation features as central in order to make learner training explicit to 

learners. Concerning mediation, Hoven (1999) defined it as something, whether 

physical or symbolic, that involved the employment of some catalyst that could 

facilitate humans to establish connections with their own (internal) mental world, 

or the (external) physical world. What is important in Hoven’s definition of 

mediation was that she referred to it in Vygotskian terms. She considered 

language as the most important tool for the mediation process. In this sense, 

language could be used to organise, plan and maintain the environment, both 

internal and external, to the individual. If language happens to be considered as 

the most important tool for the mediation process, then the use of a metalanguage 

becomes vital, since it is going to help and facilitate the learners’ learning 

process. Therefore, taking into serious account metalanguage when designing 

CALL materials becomes essential to develop learner autonomy. Consequently, 

metalanguage was another of the aspects to be included in the evaluation grid. As 

to goal-oriented, Hoven (1991) pointed out the fact that strategies implemented in 
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the classroom should be addressed to language learning goals. She noted the 

importance of focusing on constructing strategic tasks, which could provide 

context for a use of higher level mental processes (i.e. metacognitive and 

cognitive processes). In this sense, CALL packages should provide an 

environment based upon a wide range of strategic tasks in order to develop 

learners’ cognitive and metacognitive processes. Furthermore, they should 

provide information about these strategic tasks in order to encourage learners’ 

self–reflection and new strategic orientations in their decisions. Nevertheless, in 

order to develop LLA, all the aspects above mentioned should be made explicit to 

learners. Accordingly, learners could be aware of which strategies they are using 

and what for, and besides, they could learn how to learn.  

Regarding diversity, it should be taken into account in different 

dimensions of CALL programs, namely, diversity in materials, learners and 

resources, among others.  

In line with results obtained in previous studies (Marqués, 2001; Shin and 

Wastell, 2001, Holliday 1999), several criteria should be taken into account for the 

design of CALL packaged for the development of LA. In this sense, language 

learning packages should  

 

 integrate different information resources in order to enable learners 

to search and process this information. 

 integrate a significant amount of pedagogical resources (i.e. self-

evaluation activities, organizers, graphics, images, schemes, 

examples, questions, introductions, etc.). 

 consider cultural differences by introducing a variety of authentic 

materials.  

 provide a wide range of situations that prompt different and 

multiple communicative tasks. 

 include an amount of situational frameworks that prompted 

multimodality in the design of communicative tasks. 

 offer a rich context in which the second language could facilitate 

comprehensible input 
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As to the user–friendly design, Murray (1999) introduced new criteria 

that were closely related to the development of user-friendly interface, since 

according to him, hypermedia technology could help CALL designers to create 

materials with friendly-user-interfaces that facilitated the development of learner 

autonomy. In this respect, Murray (1999) pointed out several criteria that could be 

summarised as follows: 

 Designers should develop a structure that could enable learners to calibrate 

the balance between structural control of the program and learners’ 

personal freedom. 

 CALL programs should be “metacognitively smart”, that is they should 

offer enough flexibility when providing an adaptability of learner’s goals 

to materials.  

Holliday (1999) also referred to the concept of flexibility and pointed out 

that CALL packages should provide learners with opportunities for interaction to 

negotiate meaning and with possibilities for optimal feedback either in the form of 

self-access windows or buttons or in the form of interaction. With this in mind, 

Shin and Wastell (2001) set their own criteria, in which they suggested that CALL 

programs should have a user-friendly design. This optimisation of the 

technological tool (i.e. hypermedia technology) should be reflected in a wide 

range of multimodality, multioptionality and different types of feedback. Marqués 

(2001) also took into account the concepts of user-friendliness and flexibility. In 

fact, he suggested that CALL programs should motivate learners, that is, they 

should be attractive and interesting and that they should have a creative and 

effective approach to activities in order to foster learners’ cognitive processes.  

Although we have differentiated among three different aspects to take into 

account when designing CALL materials, that is, 1) learner-centredness, 2) 

incorporation of strategies and diversity and 3) user-friendly design, the three 

criteria should be closely interrelated. In this sense, a user-friendly interface can 

facilitate, among other things, the navigation through the system and can make 

materials appear more attractive to learners. At the same time, taking into 
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consideration diversity involves paying special attention to learners’ learning and 

cognitive styles, so a learner-centred approach is also required. This approach 

should lead to the integration of learner training and consequently the 

implementation of learning strategies in the CALL systems. In sum, a CALL 

package should adopt a holistic approach that could integrate all the aspects 

already mentioned in order to integrate them in an effective and coherent way.  

3.1.2.1.1.2 The evaluation grid 

The criteria aforementioned were categorised into different sections in the 

evaluation grid. They are outlined in Table 18 below: 

 
Table 18: Categorisation of criteria 

A1: LANGUAGE 
APPROACH 

 
 
 

SECTION A 

LANGUAGE AND 
LANGUAGE LEARNING 

APPROACH 

A2: LANGUAGE 
LEARNING APPROACH: 

  2.1. FEEDBACK 
2.2. LEARNING GOALS 

SECTION B TEACHER’S ROLE 

SECTION C LEARNER’S ROLE 
SECTION D LEARNER’S TRAINING 

E1: MATERIALS SECTION E MATERIALS  
AND  

ACTIVITIES E2: ACTIVITIES 

 

As we can see above, the sections range from the most general aspects (i.e. 

language and language learning theory) to the most specific ones, such as 

materials and activities. Nevertheless, this classification did not imply a 

hierarchical order.  

Regarding language and language learning approach (i.e. Section A), it 

referred to the type of language and language learning theory upon which the 
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CALL package is based. A CALL program might be designed on the basis of a 

theory of language and language learning in order to be consistent in terms of 

pedagogical effectiveness. LA involves a concrete view on language and language 

learning, namely, a discursive approach and a psychopragmatic view. 

Accordingly, a CALL program that is expected to foster LA might be designed 

and developed upon these two approaches in terms of language and language 

learning. 

Bearing in mind these reflections this subsection was designed as follows: 

Table 19: Subsection A1: language approach 

SECTION A: LANGUAGE AND LANGUAGE LEARNING APPROACH 

A1: LANGUAGE APPROACH  

1. What kind of language approach is shown in the program? 

a. pure structuralist approach (only texts built upon structures are presented) 

b. structuralist approach hidden behind a supposed discursive approach (language is  
presented in context but it stills relies on structures and forms) 

c. discursive perspective, real language in context, long texts but no notion of genre 

d. discursive perspective (presence of the notion genre) 

 

Concerning the language learning approach, a CALL package, which is 

expected to develop learner autonomy, might be focused on a psychopragmatic 

language learning view, in which communicative competence is built upon social, 

strategic and discursive (i.e. linguistic) mainstays. This approach might not only 

be reflected in the materials and activities implemented in the program, but also in 

the type of feedback (pedagogical and linguistic) and learning goals (i.e. 

pedagogical and linguistic) that are considered in the program.   

According to these reflections this subsection focused on Language 

learning approach was designed as shown below: 
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Table 20: Section A: language and language learning approach 

SECTION A: LANGUAGE AND LANGUAGE LEARNING 
APPROACH 

A2: LANGUAGE LEARNING APPROACH 

2.1 FEEDBACK: both pedagogical (on strategies) and linguistic (on 
linguistic aspects) 

2.1.1 What kind of feedback does the CALL program take into account? 

a. no feedback at all. 

b. only linguistic feedback 

c. only pedagogical feedback 

d. both, linguistic and pedagogical 

2.1.2 How are errors corrected?  

a. not corrected at all 

b. automatically, giving the right answer at once. 

c. trial & error method 

d. multiple suggestions for the correct answer are given (the learner has 
several chances) 

2.1.3. How are errors appraised? 

a. no appraisal is available 

b. with a quantitative scale (percentages, scales, according to nº of 
errors…) 

c. through negative/positive messages or similar (images, sounds…) 

d. in a qualitative way and quantitative way (giving explanations on 
errors, pedagogically and linguistically) 

2.2 LEARNING GOALS: both linguistic and pedagogical learning goals 
should be present. Besides, goals should be linked to contents and 
learners should be able to choose them. 

2.2.1. What kind of learning goals are shown in the CALL program? 

a. none 

b. only linguistic 
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c. only pedagogical 

d. both, pedagogical and linguistic 

2.2.2 How are they displayed in the program? 

a. not displayed 

b. others  

c. in 2nd person 

d. in 1st person 

2.2.3 How are they expressed? 

a. not expressed 

b. in terms of knowledge: I will know 

c. in terms of skills: I will be able to  

d. in terms of procedural knowledge: I will know how to  

2.2.4 Do the goals determine the contents? 

a. never 

b. only in part of the program 

c. most of the times 

d. always 

2.2.5. Is the link between the goals and the contents explicit? 

a. never 

b. only in part of the program 

c. most of the times 

d. always 

 

Section B was based upon the definition of the teacher’s role from an 

autonomous language learning perspective (see section 2.4.1). Regarding might 

display the teacher’s role in different ways: 

-as the system itself. 
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-as a human tutor available by mail or phone. 

-as a virtual tutor (represented by an icon or an image ). 

Irrespectively of the appearance of this teacher, it might be expected that 

the roles this character might play were based upon the following models: 

 An assessor, whether as a counsellor or a guide. 

 A facilitator, as a facilitator of learning or learning resources.  

Concerning both models, the teacher is supposed to advise and guide 

learners in their learning process as well as to facilitate the learning process, 

making learners aware of how they learn in an autonomising environment. This 

teacher is also expected to be a facilitator of learning resources, that is, he/she/it 

(i.e. the system) should provide learners with learning resources that respond to 

their expectations and needs and that match their learning styles (question 2). 

Finally, one might think of the possibility that learners have to contact the teacher 

in order to solve their doubts. In this sense, it is important that CALL packages 

provide learners with easy access to the teacher (question 3), since LA does not 

mean learning in isolation but learning as a dialogic process in which the 

communication among equals, namely, learners-learners or learners-teacher is a 

fundamental premise. 

These reflections led us to the following design of section B in the 

evaluation grid:  

Table 21: Section B of the evaluation grid: teacher’s role. 

SECTION B: TEACHER’S ROLE 

 

1. How is the teacher’s role integrated? 

a. the teacher is the system  

b. the teacher is human tutor combined with the system 

c. the teacher is a virtual character combined with the human tutor 

d. combination of the three types 

2. Which is the teacher’s or human tutor role? 

a. he/she acts as a controller 
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b. he/she acts as a facilitator of learning and/or learning resources 

c. he/she acts as an assessor (a counsellor, guide) 

d. he/she is a facilitator and an assessor 

3. Is the teacher or human tutor available for contact? 

a. never 

b. sometimes 

c. often 

d. always 

 

The learner’s role (i.e. Section C) is central in LA as we have seen in 

chapter two of the present dissertation. In this sense, learners are prompted to 

adopt an active role during the learning process. This means that they should 

become strategic learners, that is, learners who know how to learn a language, 

who know how to set goals, how to get the means to achieve these goals and how 

to evaluate them and reorganise and orient their own learning process according to 

the results obtained.  

These premises shaped Section C of the evaluation grid as shown below: 

Table 22: Section C of the evaluation grid: learner’s role 

SECTION C: LEARNER’S ROLE 

1. What kind of learner is the program addressed to? 

a. to a passive learner 

b. to an active learner in some of the activities 

c. to an active learner in most of the activities 

d. to an active learner 

2.Are learners’ representation of language and language learning taken 
into account? 

a. never 

b. rarely (only in some parts of the program) 

c. often (in almost of the activities) 
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d. always 

3. Is learners’ previous knowledge considered somehow? 

a. never 

b. only linguistic previous knowledge  

c. only pedagogic previous knowledge  

d. both, linguistic and pedagogic 

 

Section D, namely, Learner training, was the most important element 

when considering the degree of learner autonomy involved in CALL packages, 

since it was based upon learner strategies as they were defined in chapter two of 

the present study.  

It would be expected that CALL packages would include the learner 

training in the linguistic tasks in order to enable learners to learn a language, and 

learn how to learn (i.e. strategies). Therefore, one might expect that a CALL 

program: 

 Took into account cognitive strategies, as for instance, observing 

information, comparing inf.7, rearranging inf., classifying inf., 

inferring inf., storing inf., retrieving inf., representing inf., 

interpreting inf., and evaluating inf. 

 Considered metacognitive strategies by means of implementing 

activities that make learners learn whether to use metalanguage or 

think about their learning process. 

 Implemented learning to learn strategies. Accordingly, the program 

should teach learners how to set acquisition goals, how to get the 

means to achieve those goals, how to evaluate the results and how 

to organise their own learning process. 

We also considered extremely important that CALL materials incorporated 

tasks to teach learners those skills that have emerged from the new medium (i.e. 

                                                 
7 The term inf. stands for the term information.  
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new technological-pedagogical strategies). As pointed out in the previous chapter 

of the present study, these new strategies are not directly related to autonomous 

learning practices, but they can be of great help for learners, since they can help 

them to lower their degree of technological anxiety when facing a CALL 

program. They also may help learners to make the most out of the program and 

consequently become more efficient learners. These skills, thus, allow learners to 

feel self-confident when navigating through the program and avoid any kind of 

barrier that technology could set (i.e. technophobia8). Given this, it might be 

expected that CALL programs also catered for the new technological-pedagogical 

strategies. Finally, self-evaluation might also be integrated in CALL packages 

since it is one of the key aspects in LA. For this reason, CALL programs might 

incorporate some type of self-evaluation, giving learners the chance to be aware of 

how their learning process is evolving (question 6). 

The questions designed for this part of the evaluation grid were the 

following: 

 
Table 23: Section D of the evaluation grid: learner training 

SECTION D: LEARNER TRAINING 

1. Is strategic competence (i.e cognitive and metacognitive strategies) 
implemented in the system? 

a. never 

b. some of them (some strategies are implemented) 

c. most of them (most of the strategies are implemented) 

d. always 

2. Are cognitive strategies implemented in the program? 

a. never 

b. sometimes  

c. often 

                                                 
8 Fear to use computers. 
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d. always 

3. Are metacognitive strategies implemented in the program? 

a. never 

b. sometimes  

c. often 

d. always 

4. Are the new technological-pedagogical strategies implemented in the 
program? 

a. never 

b. sometimes  

c. often 

d. always 

5. Are learning to learn strategies are implemented in the program? 

a. never 

b. sometimes  

c. often 

d. always 

6. Is the option of self-evaluation integrated in the program? 

a. never 

b. sometimes (in some parts) 

c. often (in many parts) 

d. always 

 

Section E was devoted to materials and activities, which turned out to be 

central when making a learner develop autonomous skills, since they are one of 

the ways through which learner autonomy can be delivered. This section focused 

on the type of materials and activities that could be implemented in a CALL 
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package based upon autonomous premises. Accordingly, it might be expected that 

materials and activities fulfilled the following expectations: 

 Materials might be varied in format (i.e. pictures, videos, 

listenings, texts) since hypermedia technology affords it. This 

would allow the program to respect the characteristics of authentic 

materials and cater for learners’ different learning styles, since 

multimodality is one of the characteristics in materials and 

activities that can help to foster language-learning autonomy. 

 Materials and activities might be flexibly presented to learners, 

allowing different learning routes according to different learning 

styles, learning needs and goals. 

 Materials and activities might be interrelated among them allowing 

a diverse accessibility based upon different labelling of materials 

and activities. In this way, learners could obtain a list of materials 

and activities that respond to learners’ concrete needs and interests.  

 Materials and activities might also be related to learning goals. In 

this sense, learners could type in, or choose from an index, a 

determined goal and then the system should offer them a list of 

materials that fit in their goals. 

 Activities might be flexible in length and duration, allowing 

learners to choose the how long, the how often and also the how 

fast or slow, when working with activities. 

 Activities might promote the use of different resources as for 

instance Web resources, in order to widen the scope of materials 

and, thus, improving learners’ learning possibilities. Furthermore, 

it would help learners to reflect on the function and effectiveness of 

these resources when integrated in their own learning plan. 

 Activities might foster collaborative work, since it helps to develop 

different dimensions of learner autonomy. They might also 

promote meaningful learning, since it is another aspect that favours 

the development of learner autonomy (see chapter 2). 
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 Activities might be contextualised in a specific framework that 

should take into account a situational, discursive and learning 

framework. 

In order to better observe how these aspects were integrated in EFL/ESL 

CALL packages, two different subsections were distinguished within Section E, 

since although materials and activities are closely related, both can be presented 

and integrated in a different way in CALL programs. Therefore, an exhaustive 

analysis of both of them separately could provide a more accurate and detailed 

view of the program in terms of their degree of LA development. 

Consequently, Section E was designed as follows: 
 

Table 24: Section E: materials and activities. 

SECTION E: MATERIALS AND ACTIVITIES  

E1:MATERIALS 

1.1 Are the materials in the program offered in different format (visual, oral, 
text format)? 

a. never 

b. sometimes  

c. often 

d. always 

1.2 Are they real documents or pedagogical ones? 

a. all are pedagogical documents 

b. some are real documents  

c. most of them are real documents  

d. all are real documents 

1.3 Can the materials offered in the program be chosen by learners or are 
they presented in a rigid and linear structure? 

a. all materials are presented in a rigid and linear structure 

b. some materials can be chosen by learners 
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c. most of the materials can be chosen by learners 

d. all the materials can be freely chosen by learners  

1.4 Are they always attached to an activity or can learners choose them  an 
independently according to their goals? 

a. they are always attached to a task 

b. they can  sometimes be chosen independently from the task 

c. they can  often be chosen independently from the task 

d. they can always be chosen independently from the task 

1.5 Are the materials related among them, offering learners different 
learning paths? 

a. never 

b. sometimes  

c. often 

d. always 

E2) ACTIVITIES 

2.1 Do activities provide a contextualised framework for learners to work? 

a. no framework 

b. situational and discursive context 

c. learning framework 

d. situational, discursive and learning framework 

2.2 Is the length of the activities fixed or can they be modified? 

a. they are fixed 

b. they are sometimes fixed 

c. they are often flexible 

d. they are flexible  

2.3 Do the activities motivate learners making them active and generating 
significant learning? 

a. never 
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b. sometimes (some activities do) 

c. often (most of the activities do) 

d. always 

2.4 Are the activities linked among them, offering learners multiple learning 
paths? 

a. never 

b. sometimes (some activities are) 

c. often (most of the activities are) 

d. always 

2.5 Are the activities integrated in different learning routes according to 
different learners’ needs, goals and styles? 

a. never 

b. sometimes (some activities are) 

c. often (most of the activities are) 

d. always 

2.6 Do they also offer the possibility of working collaboratively? 

a. never 

b. sometimes (some activities do) 

c. often (most of the activities do) 

d. always 

2.7 Do they promote the use of Web resources? 

a. never 

b. sometimes  

c. often  

d. always 

 

Concerning the use of the evaluation grid as a research method in the field 

of learner autonomy and CALL, certain limitations might be attributed to it, as it 
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did not take into account the technological dimension of the learning packages 

and it was not statistically tested. However, the instrument responded to the main 

purpose of the design of such an instrument, which was the analysis of the 

pedagogical dimension of the selected corpus, more concretely their degree of LA, 

from a qualitative and descriptive perspective. Furthermore, due to the novelty of 

the instrument two external researchers to the study were asked to revise it, 

namely, Prf. J.M. Debaisieux and Prof. C. A. Chapelle. Their comments and 

suggestions were of great help for the final version of the evaluation grid.  

3.1.2.1.1.3 Results of the selection. 

 The results obtained by the four learning packages evaluated are 

summarised in Figure 3.6 below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.6: Results of evaluation of the four learning packages in the gradual scale for learner 
autonomy 
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 Interactive Course of 
English Reward (7.7)  
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 Side by 
Side  (1.7)  

 Tell Me More (7.6) 
 

                                                                                                     
Learner Autonomy 
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As shown above three out of the four learning packages evaluated, namely, 

Tell Me More, Interactive Course of English Reward and Communicate and 

Connect, obtained a similar result. Yet, Side by Side obtained a low average in the 

total quantifications of results despite being the most recent of the four (i.e. 2004). 

These results led us to conclude that none of the four learning packages evaluated 

might be considered as a whole learning program that supports LA. On the one 

hand, teachers and learners could use sections from Tell Me More, Communicate 

and Connect and Interactive Course of English Reward that could enhance 

specific skills closely related to the development of learner autonomy such as 

metacognitive skills or learner styles. However, in order to achieve a LA 

development, this partial use should be meaningfully integrated in learners’ 

learning process. On the other hand, Side by Side was the poorest program in 

terms of pedagogical effectiveness in LA development out of the four evaluated 

learning packages. For this reason, it might be difficult to consider that the use of 

this program could have any beneficial aspect to learners in terms of the 

development of LLA. Consequently and from the results obtained, we could point 

out that the results obtained in the evaluation of each of the learning packages did 

not correspond to the one expected from the descriptions given by the publishing 

companies. However, the four programs included positive aspects that contributed 

to high averages in specific sections of the evaluation.  

Bearing in mind these premises, two were the reasons for the selection of 

Communicative and Connect as one of the programs to be examined in the present 

study:  

Firstly, Communicate and Connect obtained the highest score (7.8) in the 

evaluation carried out and which has been described in the previous sections. In 

spite of the limitations shown above, the score obtained by Communicate and 

Connect was considered sufficient to investigate learners’ interaction with the 

learning package and examine any type of evidence that led us to confirm or 

rectify the results obtained in the evaluation itself. 
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Secondly, Communicate and Connect offered learners learning tools that 

might be considered essential for the purpose of the present study (i.e. to examine 

learner autonomy development through CALL), namely, a learner diary, access to 

web resources and a dictionary. These tools were also introduced in TADLA, so 

the comparison between both programs might be considered valid at this level. 

3.1.2.2 TADLA (Technology Applied to the Development of Learner Autonomy) 

The result of a previous evaluation described in the previous section led to 

the selection of Communicate and Connect (2001) in order to be tested with 

learners so that the results obtained in the evaluation grid (i.e. theoretical 

dimension) could be contrasted at the pragmatic dimension.  

However and as already mentioned in chapter 2, the results obtained from 

the evaluation of the four language learning programs needed to be examined as 

the input of the development of pedagogical material aiming at the support of 

learner autonomy in an EFL language teaching-learning context. This need also 

leads to one of the main motivations of the present dissertation, which is to 

examine how a specific design of CALL accounts for the relationship between the 

autonomising criteria and the actual activities. Consequently, TADLA 

(Technology Applied to the Development of Learner Autonomy) was designed 

and tested with a group of learners.  

Pedagogical basis for the design of TADLA are further described in the 

following section. 

3.1.2.2.1 Basis for the pedagogical design of TADLA. 

In the light of what has been stated in chapter 2 and previous sections of 

the present chapter, the basis for the pedagogical design of TADLA stems from the 

reflections and conclusions derived from chapter 2 of the present dissertation as 

well as the criteria used for the design of the evaluation grid, in which a symbiosis 

between both LA and CALL, namely pedagogical (e.g. teachers’ new role; 

learner’s new role; learner training; materials based on communicative (i.e. social 
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competence) discursive, strategic and linguistic competences) and technical 

dimensions (e.g. multi-modal materials and multiple routes) might open up a new 

field of research and practice for the design of EFL/ESL learning packages that 

could actually develop LA effectively. Such a new field might be based upon the 

following aspects: 

a)  Hypermedia technology might afford learners different possibilities for 

analysing their own learning experience, that is, it might cater for diversity. 

In order to meet this pedagogical premise, firstly, TADLA has been designed 

taking into account learners’ language and language learning representations 

as well as learners’ previous knowledge. Consequently, activities and 

materials might generate meaningful learning. Secondly, materials and 

activities included in the learning program have been designed in a non-

linear structure, offering learners the possibility to choose different routes 

throughout the materials as shown in Figure 3.7 below: 

 

 

Figure 3.7: Different learning routes to approach the text “ Tenure-Track position for English 
language Education/Researcher” embedded in objective 3 (i.e. I can understand texts that consist 

mainly of high frequency everyday or job-related language.) 

TADLA activities are linked to different goals and contents, so that learners 

are able to work different activities regarding learners’ needs, goals and 

preferences as shown in Figure 3.8: 
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Figure 3.8: Different learning goals presented in TADLA. 

 

Additionally the length of these activities is modifiable regarding learners’ 

goals and some of these activities offer the possibility to work cooperatively. 

To conclude, TADLA offers flexibility in activities, materials and goals in 

order to respond to the concept of diversity as described above. 

b) The design of language learning packages might also afford the possibility to 

exploit the specificity of the indices concerning pragmatic coherence, 

semantic global perspective and lineal cohesion regarding the type of texts 

(i.e. written or oral). Along this line, the materials included in TADLA are 

real documents retrieved from authentic sources (sources will be specified in 

the next section). An example of how this feature is incorporated in TADLA 

is shown in Figure 3.9 and 3.10 below: 
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Figure 3.9: Text “A war beneath contempt” embedded in objective 2 (i.e. I can 
read articles and reports concerned with contemporary problems in which the 

writers adopt particular attitudes or viewpoints) 

 

 

Figure 3.10: Text “A war beneath contempt” in its original format embedded in objective 2. 

The authentic nature of documents has helped to preserve the pragmatic and 

semantic dimension of texts, which might be essential to activate learners’ 

textual representations and therefore to provoke a transfer process from L1 to 

L2. Additionally, all the activities offered by TADLA have been structured in 
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order to provide a contextualised framework that might facilitate learners’ 

engagement with the program.  

c) Finally, hypermedia technology might cater for the semiotic-communicative 

value of the image. In TADLA materials, thus, have been offered in their 

original format, although it has required the use of different multimedia 

resources such as texts, pictures or videos. Additionally, sources of materials 

have been also included in the activities. This might help learners to 

recognise the text thanks to the general framework (i.e. context-based 

knowledge) in which it is presented. All the sources included in TADLA are 

available on the Web. This choice has not been taken for granted, since as 

mentioned in chapter 2, it is essential that learners are equipped with the new 

strategies derived from the medium (i.e. navigating, critical selection of Web 

resources, etc.). Taking this into consideration one might consider logical 

that making learners work with Web resources should help them to develop 

and practise the technological-pedagogical strategies, which might be 

essential to make learners develop learner autonomy in such a medium. 

d) Learning packages might take into account the possibility of transfer from 

learners’ L1 pragmatic previous knowledge to the L2 learning context. This 

knowledge could be used as an assisting tool that might help learners to 

elaborate comprehension hypotheses about the texts and ultimately design 

their own learning plans. In order to fulfil this requirement, TADLA has 

incorporated specific aspects that attempt to activate learners’ previous 

knowledge in L1 in order to enhance text comprehension in L2. In this sense, 

a genre approach to the text by means of specific questions and activities 

together with the preservation of the original format (i.e. authentic 

documents) and text-context are the main aspects incorporated in the learning 

package. Both aspects might help to provide a contextualised framework for 

learners to work in that might activate and generate meaningful learning, 

which might lead learners to create their own learning proposals. Along this 

line, TADLA has adopted a discursive approach to text (i.e. presence of the 

notion of genre). Consequently, generic variations and the relationship 

existing between semantics (construction of the meaning in the texts) and 
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pragmatics (social uses and construction of the sense) have been taken into 

consideration when designing TADLA activities. An example of generic 

approach to text and how such an approach is pedagogically exploited by 

fostering transfer from L1 to L2 is shown in Figures 3.11 and 3.12 below: 

 

Figure 3.11: A generic approach to text to provoke transfer from L1 to L2. Activity 1, text “A war 
beneath contempt”, objective 2: (i.e. I can read articles and reports concerned with contemporary 

problems in which the writers adopt particular attitudes or viewpoints) 
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Figure 3.12: Fostering transfer from L1 to L2. Activity 2, text “A war beneath contempt”, 
objective 2: (i.e. I can read articles and reports concerned with contemporary problems in which 

the writers adopt particular attitudes or viewpoints) 

 

e) Learning packages might include learner training strategies. One might 

expect that such a learner training fostered selection and storing of strategies, 

systematisation and easy accessibility to strategies in short, medium and 

long-term (this sentence doesn’t make sense but I don’t know what you 

mean). This option can help learners to learn how to manage the complexity 

involved in the information available nowadays. With this in mind, TADLA 

has incorporated a strategic training that is inherent in the activities 

themselves. Cognitive, metacognitive and medium-derived strategies are 

incorporated into the program in an implicit way. Only metacognitive 

strategies concerning self-evaluation are made explicit in the methodological 

aid (i.e. ayuda metodológica) and the learning diary (i.e. diario de 

aprendizaje), since the main goal of TADLA is to make learners develop a 

specific attitude and behaviour that could favour the development of learner 

autonomy. Accordingly, making learners aware of self-evaluation strategies 

is essential to develop learner autonomy effectively. Examples of both, 

implicit and explicit presentation of learning strategies are shown in Figures 

3.13 and 3.14 below: 
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Figure 3.13: Implicit introduction of cognitive strategies within the activities in TADLA (i.e. 
making analogies and contrasts) 

 

 

Figure 3.14: Making metacognitive strategies explicit. 

Additionally, as mentioned in the previous section, both pedagogical and 

linguistic feedback has been considered in TADLA. The former has been 

incorporated in the activities themselves and also made explicit in the 
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methodological aid (i.e. ayuda metodológica). This type of feedback is 

shown in Figures 3.15 and 3.16 below: 

 

Figure 3.15: Pedagogical feedback incorporated in the activities. 

 

 

Figure 3.16: Pedagogical feedback made explicit in the methodological aid. 

The latter (linguistic feedback) have been designed according to three 

different options: In the first option (i.e. free choice), learners can choose 

when they would like to check the solution suggested by the system. The 

second option (i.e. multiple trials) is used in activities that involve matching 
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options in different columns. In this type of activities, the solution is given 

by the process of matching itself. That is, if the pair matched by learners is 

right, the match is confirmed by a fixed arrow. Contrarily, if the matching is 

not correct the arrow disappears. The third one is based upon the interaction 

between learners and teachers/tutors (i.e. facilitators of learning). In this 

sense, learners could submit their work to the tutor, who is expected to give 

adequate feedback to learners regarding autonomising premises. Both types 

of feedback are shown in the three following Figures below: 

 

 

Figure 3.17: First option for correction: free choice. 
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Figure 3.18: Second option for correction: multiple trials. 

 

  

Figure 3.19: Third option for correction: tutor. 

The diversity of feedbacks and the way it is displayed responds to the 

necessity of coping with learners’ diversity.  
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It might be mentioned that as shown in the figures above the language 

used in the activities was Spanish. The main reason for our choice was the nature 

of the research goals. In this sense, metacognition involves complex mental 

processes. In order to facilitate for learners the process of the making these 

cognitive process explicit and for us to be able to investigate them, using L1 

seemed to be the most logical option. In this respect, our students reported to be 

bilingual in Spanish and Catalan and consequently there was not any problem 

with any of the students regarding the election of the L1.The next section will be 

devoted to the description of the program itself paying special attention to the 

learning tools it offers, which have helped to technologically shape the 

pedagogical framework described in the present work. 

3.1.2.2.2 Description of TADLA: Template design and development of the 

activities proposed. The case of A war beneath contempt. 

The main menu of TADLA (Technology Applied to the Development of 

Learner Autonomy) presents learners/users with three different frames, which 

contain the different elements (e.g. learning tools and contents) that constitute 

TADLA as shown in Figure 3.20 below: 

 

Figure 3.20: Three main frames in TADLA 

Frame 1 and frame 2 and the elements shown in both are permanent 

throughout the whole program. On the contrary, frame 3, which is the main one, 

Frame 3Frame 2 

Frame 3 
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changes constantly, since it is the interface that mediates between learners/users 

and TADLA. 

Frame 1 contains eight buttons, namely, three buttons that facilitate the 

navigation throughout the system (i.e. atrás, inicio and adelante); one bottom that 

enables learners/users to access the information available on the learning diary 

(i.e. diario de aprendizaje); one bottom that enables learners/users to save their 

navigation and responses to the activities throughout the system (i.e. Guardar 

navegación); one button that enables learners/users to check the text of the module 

whenever they need (i.e. Leer el texto del modulo); one button that shows the 

activity solutions provided by the system (i.e. Ver solución) and finally one button 

that provides the pedagogical feedback on metacognitive strategies provided by 

the system (i.e. Ayuda Metodológica). The Ver solución and the Ayuda 

Metodológica buttons are only activated when they are related to the activity 

learners are working on in order to avoid cognitive overhead. Consequently, in 

order to make learners/users know that they are available, the solution button is 

enlighten and the methodological aid is shown in motion.  

Frame 2 shows the navigation bar. The introduction of this tool in the final 

design of TADLA responds to the necessity of offering users/learners a guide that 

could help them during their navigation throughout the system in order to avoid 

the disorientation (Conklin, 1997) that might be produced by the hypertextual 

structure of the system. In this respect, learners’/users’ location (i.e. which 

corresponds to the screen shown in the main frame) is always highlighted in green 

in the navigation bar. At the same time, learners/users can also know which the 

following activities are, which activities they missed or which ones they already 

did. The navigation bar is shown in Figure 3.21 below: 
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Figure 3.21: Navigation bar in TADLA 

Finally Frame 3, which is the main frame, shows the contents offered by 

TADLA. These contents correspond to the activities and materials (videos, 

listenings, web resources, etc.) included in the three objectives offered by the 

system as shown in any of the figures above described. 

After having described TADLA interface, the contents it offers and the 

pedagogical and technical function of the learning tools it provide the learners 

with (i.e. learning diary, methodological aid, dictionary and bank of materials) 

will be examined. 

Regarding contents, it is important to bear in mind that TADLA was 

designed for the purpose of the present study. For this reason, the contents 

designed and adapted for the system were limited and grouped in three main 

modules, which correspond to three different levels of The European Portfolio9. 

Objective 1 (i.e. I can understand texts that consist mainly of high frequency 

everyday or job-related language) corresponds to level B1 (i.e. Intermediate I); 

Objective 2 (i.e. I can read articles and reports concerned with contemporary 

                                                 
9 Further information about The European Portfolio at http://culture2.coe.int/portfolio/ (20/03/05) 
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problems in which the writers adopt particular attitudes or viewpoints) belongs to 

level B2 (i.e. Intermediate II) and Objective 3 (i.e. I can understand specialised 

articles and longer technical instructions, even when they do not relate to my field) 

is included in level C1 (Advance 1). The three objectives are shown in the initial 

screen of TADLA as can bee seen in Figure 3.22 below: 

 

Figure 3.22: Initial screen in TADLA  

These three objectives share the same structure. For this reason the module 

entitled “A war beneath contempt” will be used as a model to show the structure of 

the contents in detail. 

Once learners/users have chosen the objective, the system gives them 

different alternatives (i.e. learners can read, listen to or watch specific videos 

closely related to the topic developed in the text) to have a first contact with the 

selected text. In the case of “A war beneath contempt” the system offers the three 

possibilities as shown in the following Figures: 
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Figure 3.23: Possibilities offered by the system for the first contact in “A war beneath 
contempt” 

The option concerning listening to the text offers learners the chance to 

listen to a recording in which the text is read aloud by a native speaker. This 

feature is common for the three modules. If learners choose watching a video, the 

program offers them some extracts of videos that deal with the topic developed in 

the text. In “A War beneath contempt” for example, the system redirects learners to 

a webpage from the BBC10 in which videos about the Iraq war are available as 

shown in Figure 3.24 below: 

: 

                                                 
10 Available at http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/middle_east/4413457.stm (25/03/05) 
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Figure 3.24: Video option for “A war beneath contempt” BBC website showing videos 
about Iraq war. 

After having chosen one of the options for the first contact with the text, 

learners/users have to choose among different stages to start working on the text. 

These stages are the following ones: Trabajar hipótesis iniciales (i.e. Working 

initial hypothesis); Organización del texto (i.e. Text organisation); Estrategias (i.e. 

Strategies) and Más información.(i.e. Further information) as shown in Figure 3.25 

below: 

 

Figure 3.25: Initial learning route proposed by TADLA in objective 2 

videos
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TADLA offers a default-learning route through the module. Yet, the 

ultimate decision about the learning route depends on the learner, who is able to 

choose the section he/she wants to start working with.  

The first section, namely, Initial hypothesis (i.e. Hipótesis iniciales) is 

based upon the generic and discursive approach to text, which might help learners 

to activate their previous knowledge on the content and the text type. This mental 

exercise might help learners to transfer knowledge from L1 to L2 and therefore 

generate meaningful knowledge. In the case of “A war beneath contempt”, the 

activity proposed in this section plays with the generic features of the text as well 

as the general framework that embraces it, namely, a newspaper. All these aspects 

are illustrated in the following Figures: 

 

 

Figure 3.26: Initial hypotheses I in “A war beneath contempt” 
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Figure 3.27: Initial hypotheses II in “A war beneath contempt” 

 

 

 
Figure 3.28: Initial hypothesis III in “A war beneath contempt” 
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Figure 3.29: Initial hypotheses IV in “A war beneath contempt” 

The section entitled Initial hypothesis, thus, is expected to make learners 

reflect on the generic features of the text in order to provide them with an overall 

idea of the topic of the text, the type of text and the source where it might be 

found. All this information might help them to establish analogies between the 

new text and a text they already know and therefore facilitate them a more 

comfortable approach to the activities proposed and the text itself. 

The next section suggested in the learning route proposed by TADLA is the 

Structure of the text. This section focuses on making learners investigate those 

textual and linguistic elements that contribute to provide the text with textual 

coherence and cohesion. In the case of “A war beneath contempt”, this section is 

divided into four subsections, namely, text topic, skeleton of the text, articulations 

in the text, body of the text, which are illustrated in the following Figures below: 
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Figure 3.30: Topic of the text 

 

Figure 3.31: Skeleton of the text. 
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Figure 3.32: Articulations in the text. 

 

 

Figure 3.33: Body of the text. 

As shown above, the section Articulations in the text provides learners 

with the necessary textual and linguistic elements to further understand the text. 

The next section suggested in the TADLA learning route is even more specific 

than the one described above. This section, entitled Strategies, focuses on those 

discursive and linguistic strategies that are typical of the type of text included in 

the specific module. In the case of “A war beneath contempt” this section is based 
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upon the description of some of the strategies employed in argumentative texts, 

since “A war beneath contempt” is an argumentative text. In this sense, aspects 

such as the use of inverted commas or pronouns are the focus of the activities 

proposed in this section. Examples of such activities are shown in the following 

Figures: 

 

Figure 3.34: Argumentation strategies I. 

 

Figure 3.35: Argumentation strategies: inverted commas. 
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Figure 3.36: Argumentation strategies: pronouns I. 

 

ç 

Figure 3.37: Argumentation strategies: pronouns II. 
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Figure 3.38: Argumentation strategies: other type of strategies. 

 

The section concerned with strategies provides learners with a discursive 

and linguistic approach to the text. As seen above, sections are graded from the 

most general textual and discursive features to the most specific ones.  

The final section included in all the modules is called Further information 

(i.e. Más información). This section provides learners with a summary of the 

linguistic contents included in the specific module. It is focused on making 

learners reflect on what they have done and therefore work on learning to learn 

strategies and self-evaluation premises. This section is shown in Figures 3.39 and 

3.40 below: 
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Figure 3.39: Further information I. 

 

Figure 3.40: Further information II. 

The learning tools integrated in TADLA are the following: a) learning 

diary; b) methodological aid; c) dictionary and d) bank of materials.  

Concerning the integration of the learning diary in TADLA, it responds to 

three main pedagogical requirements: a) a learning diary records users’ interaction 

with the system and b) learners’ comprehension processes involved in the 

different interactions that take place in the system, finally c) a learning diary 
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shows the best way to work from learners’ initial representations of real 

communicative interaction in order to maximise their learning potential and 

enhance it. Eventually, since meaningful knowledge only arises from its 

integration and enmeshment with individual thinking and previously acquired 

knowledge it seems plausible that the more the learners engage with the learning 

diary the more they will be engaged with their individual thinking and therefore 

the more effective the learning process.  

The TADLA learning diary is, thus, a fundamental tool that might favour 

the development of learner autonomy. It embraces three different functions, 

namely, a) it represents learners’ memory regarding learning objectives and plans, 

b) it is a device that allows learners to collate their learning activities and finally 

c) it is a flexible tool that helps learners to think about their own learning process 

and results and consequently the possibility to reorganise and modify both.  

TADLA learning diary might be used in different ways. In this respect, 

learners can take notes of different contents for future use, such as grammatical, 

lexical or cultural ones. They can reflect their own opinion about any aspect of the 

learning process in order to discuss it with the tutor. They can keep their self-

evaluation results and accordingly set new plans and objectives. In sum, the 

learning diary is a place where learners can voice their darkest fears and then 

shine the light of rational thinking on them. It is a place where learners’ learning 

is central, since by developing self awareness and metacognitive skills learners 

can develop learner autonomy.  

Regarding its design, TADLA learning diary is conceived as an 

independent 3 ½ disk. During the experience each one of the students involved in 

the experience was given one disk. The disk is empty in order to allow learners to 

design and organise their own learning diaries. In this way, the learning diary 

offers an open structure, in which learners are allowed to create their own files 

and to name them, reflecting, thus, through this process the representations they 

have about their own learning. Additionally, TADLA offers specific information 

for those learners who might be in need of pedagogical guidance regarding the 
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organisation or purpose of a learning diary in a language-learning package. This 

information could be obtained by clicking on the button called diario de 

aprendizaje (i.e. learning diary) in frame 1. The information displayed is 

illustrated in Figures 3.41, 3.42, 3.43 and 3.44 below: 

 

Figure 3.41: Learning diary I. 

 

Figure 3.42: Learning diary II. 
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Figure 3.43: Learning diary III. 

 

Figure 3.44: Learning diary IV. 
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As shown in the last Figure above, TADLA suggests creating a set of files 

that might facilitate the classification of ideas and concepts derived from the 

learning process. However, the ultimate decision lies with learners themselves.  

Regarding the methodological aid, TADLA offers specific methodological 

aid concerning the purpose, goal and effect desired. TADLA methodological aid is 

addressed to learners and is expected to favour the metacognitive strategy-use (i.e. 

according to the description provided in chapter 2), especially those of self-

evaluation. The main role of the methodological aid in TADLA is to support 

learners’ learning process. For this reason, it might mediate among learners, 

activities, and the diary itself. Such mediation is understood as a process of 

explicit scaffolding between learners’ and their own learning process, which can 

favour the development of learner autonomy. Some examples of the information 

displayed in the methodological aid are illustrated below: 

 

Figure 3.45: Methodological aid making explicit reference to planning (i.e., 
Metacognitive strategies) 
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Figure 3.46: Methodological aid suggesting the use of the learning diary that fosters self-
evaluation (i.e. Metacognitive strategies) 

 

Figure 3.47: Methodological aid making explicit reference to planning and  self-
evaluation (i.e. Metacognitive strategies) 

The introduction of such a learning tool responds to the gap detected after 

having carried out the analysis of the four learning packages described in the 

previous section. In this sense, specific pedagogical aid aimed at fostering the 

development of learner autonomy was ignored in all of them. Only Communicate 

and Connect offered some pedagogical aid in its section learning strategies.  

TADLA dictionary was designed on the basis of the dramatic 

transformation that dictionaries have gone through from the paper version to the 

electronic versions off and on-line currently available. Nowadays, there are two 

main types of dictionaries: (i) those created as an independent software device; a 
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clear example is the hypertext version of a voluminous dictionary such as the 

Oxford English Dictionary (OED). And (ii) those implemented in educational 

multimedia systems focused on foreign language learning or reading tasks as for 

example The Cyberbuch11. Both of them have suffered the consequences of the 

hypertextual revolution in the pedagogical field. In this respect, hypermedia 

technology, as we have already mentioned, improves the effectiveness and usage 

of both types of dictionaries at two different levels, namely, (1) technical level 

and (2) methodological level. Concerning the technological level, dictionaries 

make use of all the advantages offered by hypermedia. Accordingly, dictionary 

programmes have incorporated sound (i.e. pronunciation), images (i.e. 

visualization of targeted concepts) as for example The Little Explorers Picture 

Dictionary12 or The Dictionary of Cell Biology13, links to further information (i.e. 

widening the search options previously offered) as for example The Wordsmyth 

English Dictionary Thesaurus14, which offers links to other sites with further 

information about the targeted word.  

Concerning the methodological level Leffa’s (1992:63-72) words are a 

clear example of how the hypermedia technique helps the evolution of 

dictionaries not only as a consulting tool but also as a pedagogical tool:  

 
The claim made here is that making a real text comprehensible 
depends on the quantity and quality of the support available for the 
learner (…) In terms of quality support ideally, has to be fast (provided 
at the moment that meaning is being constructed by the reader), 
discreet (never replacing the text or even standing between the text and 
the reader) and contextualised (providing information closely related to 
the text being read) 
These conditions are probably impossible to be obtained in the 
traditional educational setting. (…)The widespread use of computers, 
however, has not only given language the new medium of the monitor 
screen but also enabled different levels of support to be offered to the 
reader. Support can be discreetly hidden behind the text, 
instantaneously presented to the reader on request and pinpointed to 
specific problems of the passage being read.  

                                                 
11 Cyberbuch ia a hypermedia learning application for reading comprehension in foreign language 

instruction.  
12 http://www.enchantedlearning.com/Dictionary.html (20/03/05) 
13 http://www.mblab.gla.ac.uk/ (20/03/05) 
14 http://www.wordsmyth.net/ (20/03/05) 
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Electronic dictionary systems, thus, are the obvious choice for providing 

this online support Leffa refers to, since the use of hypermedia enables easy and 

flexible access to relevant information. In this respect, when using an electronic 

dictionary users do not take into account those recurrent and typical questions that 

used to come to their mind when looking up a word in a traditional dictionary: Is 

the word inflected or not? If inflected, what is the original word like? Is the word 

part of an idiomatic phrase? If so, under which word is the phrase entered in the 

dictionary? How many entries are there for the same word? Which entry relates to 

the passage being read? 

Now users do not take these decisions since most of the answers to these 

questions are already proportionate by the system itself. Nevertheless, when the 

system is designed to take into account learner autonomy, one might expect that 

the dictionary take into aspects such as learning strategies and learning styles. 

Accordingly, one might expect that the dictionary favour deep processes to infer 

the meaning of a word, and elaboration and cognitive effort. In fact, an electronic 

dictionary might help more when giving definitions or paraphrases than when 

offering the translation of a word. However, it is important that online dictionaries 

offer all the possible options for meaning delivery if they are aimed at the 

development of learner autonomy. Along this line, an electronic dictionary should 

offer easy access to different types of annotations in different presentations 

modes. In this respect, whether learners/users are interested in a quick L2-L1 

translation, or interested in examples of usage, or grammatical information, all the 

options should be accessible from the system. Furthermore, previous research 

(Kellog & Howe, 1971; Chun & Plass, 1996) suggests that annotating lexical 

items with different modes of presentation in order to cater for different learning 

styles has positive effects on vocabulary acquisition  

The conclusions derived from the above reflections led to the design of 

TADLA dictionary, which was conceived as an active part of the language-

learning package. Due to its experimental nature, the dictionary is only accessible 

from three words (i.e. one word per text). The selected words are shown in Table 

25 below: 
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Table 25: Words activated in TADLA dictionary 

Objective Text Words selected 

Objective 1  
(i.e I can understand texts 
that consist mainly of high 
frequency everyday or job-
related language)  

 

Proper care of floppies 

 

…waxed… 

Objective 2  
(i.e. I can read articles and 
reports concerned with 
contemporary problems in 
which the writers adopt 
particular attitudes or 
viewpoints) 

 

A war beneath contempt 

 

…surgical bombing… 

Objective 3  
(i.e. I can understand 
specialised articles and 
longer technical 
instructions, even when 
they do not relate to my 
field) 

 

Tenure-Track position for 
English Language 
Educator/Researcher 

 

…tenure-track position… 

The options offered by the TADLA dictionary work at two different levels, 

namely, context-dependent and context-independent. The options included at the 

first level (i.e. context-dependent) are Hear Word, Find out the Meaning, 

Translation and Image, in which the definitions given are restricted to the context 

in which the words appear, namely, the text itself. The options included at the 

second level are Grammar and To Know More. Both options are defined as 

context-independent, since they offer different meanings and entrances of the 

same word. Therefore, it is the learner/user who ultimately decides which of the 

options given is suitable for the context in which the word appears. 

Once the text is chosen, the users/learners can see one red-highlighted 

word. The activation of the dictionary option is always up to learners/users since 

they can decide whether keep on reading the text or looking up the activated 

word. Additionally, they can also check the dictionary option To know more, to 

look up the meaning of any other word in the text. When learners/users decide to 

activate the dictionary option a pop-up window appears in the main frame of 
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TADLA. This window is not static so learners can move it through the whole 

screen according to their preferences. In this way, the pop-up window and the text 

can be observed at the same time.  

The dictionary window offers learners/users the possibility to click on any 

of the six options included in TADLA dictionary as shown in Figure 3.48 below: 

 

Figure 3.48: Options integrated in TADLA dictionary. 

The option Hear Word, as shown above offers learners the pronunciation 

of the word by a native speaker as well as its phonetic transcription as shown in 

the online dictionary Oxford Advanced Learners on-line15.  

The Find out the meaning option includes two different but 

complementary possibilities: (1) In other words and (2) Related words as shown 

in Figure 3.49 below: 

                                                 
15 http://www.oup.com/elt/oald/ (25/03/05) 
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Figure 3.49: Find out the meaning option in TADLA dictionary. 

Both of them are designed to make learners/users infer the meaning of the 

targeted words. In this respect, the aim of these options is to make learners’/users 

activate learning strategies that might facilitate the acquisition of vocabulary as 

well as the development of their autonomy in the language-learning field. The 

first option, namely, In other words, includes different techniques such as giving 

definitions, using periphrasis, paraphrases, the negation, hyperonyms, hyponyms, 

synonyms, etc, in order to make learners use different strategies to find out the 

meaning of the word. The second option, that is, Related words is not only 

focused on the context of the text itself, but it also considers the word usage in 

other contexts. On the one hand, it exploits all the textual elements that are related 

to the targeted word and that contribute to the textual coherence as for example 

anaphors, cataphors, semantic nets, etc. This option offers learners/users the 

possibility of inferring the meaning of the word by means of associations, 

analogies, etc. On the other hand, it includes the word usage in other contexts, 

displaying different short contexts in which the word is used with different 

meanings. Observation is at the centre of this option, since it is by observing how 

this word behaves in different contexts that learners can infer its different usages. 

Surgical bombing 
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The next option displayed in the dictionary menu is Translation. The 

system offers the translation of the targeted words in different languages, namely, 

French16, German17 and Spanish18. In this way, learners/users are not constrained 

to a monolingual translation. This multilingual option can benefit those who have 

some knowledge of another language, which can favour a transfer process from 

one language to another. This option is illustrated in Figure 3.50 below: 
 

 
Figure 3.50: Translation option in TADLA dictionary. 

 

The Picture option is considered an alternative option, since although 

matching an image with the meaning of a word might be sometimes easy it 

becomes a difficult task when the word is an abstract concept. For this reason, this 

option might be considered only for those cases in which the use of a picture 

could be considered pedagogically positive for the learning process. An example 

of this option is shown in Figure 3.51 below: 

 

                                                 
16 Translation taken from Grand dictionnaire français-espagnol, espagnol-français ,(3rd edition) 

Paris: Larousse. 
17 Tranlation taken from PONS, Grosswörterbuch für Experten und Universität mit 

Daumenregister Spanisch-Deutsch, (2001). Stuttgart: Ernst Klett Verlag GmbH. 
18 Translation taken from Diccionario Lengua Española, Real Academia de la Lengua, 2001 (2nd 

Edition), Madrid: Espasa Calpe. 

Surgical bombing 
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Figure 3.51: Picture option in TADLA dictionary. 

 

The option of Grammar displays some possible lexico-grammatical 

structures of the targeted word. Firstly, TADLA displays some examples of the 

word in different contexts and makes learners/users think about the possible 

structures hidden behind these examples. In this way learners become active 

participants in the process by trying to find out the possible semantic and syntactic 

structures of the targeted word. The beneficial nature of this option might be 

twofold. On the one hand, learners might become familiar with lexical and 

grammatical structures. On the other hand, they might activate different learning 

strategies. The option of grammar is shown in Figure 3.52 below: 
 

Surgical bombing 
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Figure 3.52: Grammar option in TADLA. 

 

The last option offered in the menu of TADLA dictionary is To know more. 

This option offers learners/users the possibility of looking up in a dictionary not 

only the targeted words but also the rest of the words in the text. This option 

displays a list of monolingual, bilingual, multilingual and specialised dictionaries, 

which have been previously selected and examined by the researcher. Each one of 

the dictionaries included is followed by a brief description of the type of 

dictionary it is as well as the content it offers. The decision to include a brief 

descriptive gloss is derived from the conclusions obtained in previous study (Ruiz 

et al., 2004), in which learners showed a major preference for the inclusion of this 

type of information in the links provided by the teacher, since according to them 

the guiding comments make them save time and felt more confident during the 

learning process. Additionally, TADLA list of free-access on-line dictionaries 

offers learners/users the possibility to consult any language as well as check any 

type of information, that is, from a simple translation to a thesauri option. This 

option is shown in Figure 3.53 below: 
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Figure 3.53: To know more option in TADLA dictionary. 

To conclude the description of TADLA dictionary, it is important to 

mention that although the different options displayed in the dictionary are 

presented as independent ones, the contents offered in each one might be 

considered as complementary. In this sense, learners/users might be expected to 

check more than one option in order to obtain a clear idea of the meaning of the 

targeted word. Additionally, clicking on more than one option might also favour 

the development of strategies and attitudes that might favour the development of 

learner autonomy. 

The last learning tool included in TADLA is the bank of materials. At the 

end of each module learners/users are offered a specific section with different 

URLs that might provide materials to keep on working on those linguistic and 

discursive topics already presented in each specific module. Figure 3.54 shows the 

bank of materials offered in objective 2: 
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Figure 3.54: Bank of materials in objective 2 

 

In the case of the example shown above, the bank of materials is made up 

of a list of journals that can provide learners with authentic materials that might 

become the central element for the design of their own learning plans.  

3.1.2.2.3 Source materials. 

The materials, texts and web resources implemented in TADLA are all 

taken from free-access websites available on the Internet.  

The text of objective 1 (i.e. I can understand texts that consist mainly of 

high frequency everyday or job-related language) “Proper care of Floppies” was 

retrieved from a website19, whose main topic is humor and jokes. The text seems 

to be anonymous and it is reproduced in multiple webpages devoted to humor 

topics and jokes. The text in objective 2 (i.e. I can read articles and reports 

concerned with contemporary problems in which the writers adopt particular 

attitudes or viewpoints) was also taken from the Internet. This time the source was 

                                                 
19 http://www.netjeff.com/humor/item.cgi?file=ProperFloppyCare (20/03/05) 
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a prestigious online British newspaper, namely, The Times Online20. The selected 

text, namely, “A war beneath contempt” was an opinion article, which was 

published on November the 23rd and whose author was Libby Purves. The text21 

was and still is accessible online. Finally, the text for objective 3, namely, 

“Tenure-Track position for English language Education/Researcher”, was 

selected from Calico list service. It is a distribution list for CALL researchers and 

practitioners, to which the researcher of the present study is subscribed. The three 

texts were selected on the basis of learners’ interests together with their suitability 

for the objectives implemented in TADLA. Regarding the recording of the texts 

and the targeted words in the dictionary. They were recorded for the purpose of 

the present project by an English native speaker. Finally, the videos offered in the 

three objectives were also taken from free-access websites on the Internet. In the 

first case, the videos were taken from a specific American website22 called 

discoveryschool.com. The video belongs to the series devoted to Inventions and 

Inventors and the fragment is freely available to the public. In the second case, 

namely objective 2, the videos were selected from the same source from which the 

text was retrieved, that is, The Times online. Finally, the videos offered in 

objective 3 were retrieved from a website called CollegeGrad .com23, which was 

devoted to job search.  

Finally the materials and URLs included in the bank of materials as well as 

the recommended list of online dictionaries are also taken from the Internet and 

like the rest of the materials can be freely-accessed. Both lists can be accessed 

from TADLA CD-Rom (Appendix A). 

3.1.2.2.4 Software and hardware requirements to develop TADLA. 

Regarding the software needed for technical design of the template 

TADLA, it might be pointed out that nowadays several tools exist which are 

widely used in the educational field and, more specifically, in the field of e-

learning to design and develop learning packages. Some of these learning tools 
                                                 
20 http://www.timesonline.co.uk/ (20/03/05) 
21 http://www.timesonline.co.uk/article/0,,1056-1370882,00.html (20/03/05) 
22 http://school.discovery.com/ontv/videoclips/technology1.html (20/03/05) 
23 http://www.collegegrad.com/video/collegegrad.shtml (20/03/05) 
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are free source code, some others are not free and users must pay a licence in 

order to use them. Among all the existing tools, Moodle, Macromedia eLearning 

Suite, Macromedia Authorware, Macromedia Flex, Atutor and Claroline are the 

most well-known among CALL practitioners and designers. However, as research 

in the field is constantly being carried out, these tools might be overcome by more 

elaborated and complex ones in a short period of time.  

After a careful analysis of the desired pedagogical prototype for the 

application, it was decided to use Macromedia Flash for the development of the 

TADLA template. Macromedia Flash (MF) is a flexible tool that can be 

personalised regarding the project to be developed. The latest version of MF is 

provided with powerful resources for programming needed for the development of 

learning packages such as TADLA. The choice of MF among all the tools above 

mentioned is due to the following reasons: 

a. MF facilitates the possibility to generate executable programs. Thanks 

to this feature, it is not necessary that users install any particular 

browser in order to be able to use the learning package. This feature 

dramatically diminishes the problems that might appear regarding 

usability and compatibility of the designed program.  

b. Almost 100% of the personal computers (PC) around the world are 

equipped with Flash Player or any similar program. In case that PCs 

use any other operating system or architectures, in which the exported 

executables cannot be used, as for instance, Unix or Linux operating 

systems, TADLA could be used thanks to Macromedia Flash Player. 

Most of the computers currently used are equipped with this player or 

a compatible one.  

c. MF allows the development of RIAs (Riched Internet Application). 

These RIAs are applications equipped with a rich interface in contents 

and visual resources that facilitate the interaction with users. 

Nowadays, Macromedia Flex has become a powerful alternative to 

MF, since it is considered the most powerful tool in the field due to its 

easy development and creation of friendly look & feel in its version 
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1.5. Due to the limitation of time for the design of the template and the 

experimental nature of Flex, which is still being tested, it was decided 

not to use Flex in spite of the advantages it offered. Future further 

research will be focused on the redesign of the template by using Flex.  

d. The tools that are based upon browsers such as for instance google are 

very restricted regarding multimedia contents. The use of Flash helped 

to overcome this drawback, since it allows the implementation of 

videos, graphs, animations, etc. The resources afforded by Flash are 

unlimited and this fact facilitates the design of a friendlier-interface. 

TADLA contains three modules and each of these modules contains 25 

screens. In order to save all the information contained in the application as well as 

generate contents in a dynamic way, it was decided to use XML24 (i.e. Extensible 

Markup Language). The use of such a language enables the introduction of new 

modules with their screens as well as the modification of any of the already 

designed modules. These changes can be easily made by simply accessing the 

desired XML file texts. Additionally, using XML allows the separation of the 

content and form, which facilitates modifying the look & feel of the application 

regarding the users’ or designer’s needs.  

The main requirement in the design of TADLA was derived from the need 

to track users’ behaviours while interacting with the application. In order to 

respond to this technical requirement, XML became again the best option, since 

the application stores users’ behaviours in an internal structure in response to a set 

of events previously defined. In order to save users’ behaviours, thus, a XML file 

is automatically generated.   
                                                 
24 XML is used to create other markup languages as for instance HTML. It is commonly used to 

create set of etiquettes and instructions to describe the content structure of text files. It is also 
used to describe, manage and distribute contents of all types (text, forms, multimedia files, 
etc.). The most important characteristics of XML are the following ones: a) it is easy to use; b) 
it can be used in most of the applications, c) XML documents are clear and no specific 
knowledge is needed in order to modify them; d) it is an extensible language, therefore it is 
possible to add contents to the already generated XML files without affecting any of the 
information contained in them. XML files can be accompanied by DTD (Document Type 
Definition), in which the structure of the XML documents are defined. These type of 
documents enable any person to add new contents in the application. They can also be attached 
to XSLT (eXtensible Stylesheet Language Transformation), which are widely used to generate 
contents on the Web.  
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Several alternatives were possible in order to save the generated XML 

files: 

 Saving the XML files in a local text file. 

 Saving the XML files by generating an automatic e-mail containing 

them. 

 Saving the XML files by sending them to a server.  

Among the three options above described, sending the XML files to a 

server was the one selected for TADLA. Once the information was sent, it was 

collected by using a PHP25 (Hypertext Preprocessor) language. In this way, both 

the sending and the generation of reports with users’ behaviors becomes 

automatised. Additionally, this feature enables the analysis of users’ interactions 

and the general results obtained.  

                                                 

25 PHP is a programming language, which supports a free server and is independent from any 
platform. Such a language is fast and offers a wide library of functions and documentation. A 
language supporting a server is a language that is executed in the Web server just before the 
webpage is sent to the client through the Internet. The webpages executed in the server can 
facilitate the access to databases, net connections and other tasks to create the final webpage 
that would be received by the client. In this respect, the client only receives a page with HTML 
code that results from the execution of the PHP. This is the common protocol followed by PHP. 
However, Flash and PHP work differently, since when Flask calls a program PHP, all the data 
that would be printed by PHP is what the Flash code would receive. The process above 
described is illustrated in the following Figure: 

Figure 1: PHP pages functioning. 
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Concerning hardware requirements for TADLA development, the minimal 

features are the following: 

 Pentium III MHz or faster processor (1 GHZ recommended) 

 Microsoft Windows XP 

 256 MB RAM 

 10GB hard disk space 

 12x CD-ROM drive (24x recommended) 

 Monitor 1024 X 768 and 16-bit colour video card 

 16-bit sound card 

 Speakers or headphones, microphone 

3.1.2.2.5 Software and hardware requirements to install TADLA. 

 

As to the software and hardware requirements needed in order to install and use 

TADLA, the following features are the minimal ones: 

 Pentium 233 MHz or faster processor (350 MHz recommended) 

 Microsoft Windows 98, 2000, Me or XP 

 128 MB RAM 

 128 MB hard disk space 

 12x CD-ROM drive (24x recommended) 

 Monitor and 16-bit colour video card 

 16-bit sound card 

 Speakers or headphones, microphone 

3.1.3 Implementation procedure. 

The study took place during students’ regular class time during the first 

semester (September 2004-January 2005) of the 2004-2005 academic year of the 

subject English Language III in the third course of English Philology degree at 

Universitat Jaume I. This degree belongs to the Faculty of Human and Social 

Sciences, which along with the School of Technology and Experimental Sciences 

and the Faculty of Law & Economics, is one of the three faculties at the 
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University. This subject is compulsory for all the students. Students’ were 

encouraged from the first day of class, when the class syllabus was presented, to 

participate in a study. Their participation in this study, though, was not 

mandatory, although the activity was presented as one of the complementary 

activities that were given partial credit to be added to the final mark at the end of 

the semester. Initially 58 students participated in the study, but after determining 

students’ level of English proficiency (i.e. intermediate level) and students’ 

learning style (i.e. Type C: open to learner autonomy) and excluding several 

students (n=14) because of absences to the sessions or incompleteness of data the 

number of students was reduced to 21. It is important to mention at this point, that 

although the activity was considered for the final mark as previously mentioned, 

the level of students absence to class in English Philology is usually higher 

compared to other degrees. This fact, together with the number of sessions (i.e. 

three) and the closeness to the exam period, could have contributed to the absence 

of such a number of students (n=14) in spite of the researcher’s efforts to engage 

them in the process. Therefore, the final pull of students was made up of 21 

participants. The process of selection and implementation of the experience is 

further described in the following sections.  

 Determining the students’ proficiency level in English and focus on one 

English proficiency group.  

 

 The fact that all the students shared the same course level and were 

studying for the same degree led us to believe that most of them could share 

similar biographical data as well as level of English proficiency. In order to 

confirm these initial hypotheses, two questionnaires were administered. The first 

one was the ALTE (2001) Quick Placement Test (Appendix 2). This questionnaire 

determined students’ level of English proficiency. The second one was called the 

English proficiency self-rating questionnaire (Appendix 3), this test was designed 

for the purpose of the present study and the results obtained contributed to support 

the results derived from the first test. In this respect, students were asked first to 

report their proficiency in the four different skills. The results compared in the 
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four different skills reported the overall proficiency level, which is the one we 

have considered. 

 In the first place and as mentioned before, the totality of the learners (n=58) 

were administered the ALTE (2001) Quick Placement Test at the beginning of the 

course. Within the same week they were administered the English proficiency 

self-rating questionnaire for completion (Appendix 3).  

On the two criterion measures used to determine the proficiency level of 

the students in English, the ALTE test was determinant. However the information 

elicited by the students’ English proficiency self-rating questionnaire were very 

helpful in the sense that they provided additional information that complemented 

the ALTE score and might provide an overall picture of the subjects’ proficiency 

level in English.  

The results obtained after having analysed both questionnaires are shown 

in Table 26:   

Table 26: Results obtained regarding ALTE (2001) Quick Placement Test. 

English proficiency level questionnaires Students 
(n= 58) 

ALTE (2001) Quick Placement Test. 

Elementary 

Lower Intermediate 

Upper Intermediate 

5 

30 

23 

English proficiency self-rating questionnaire 
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A2(Elementary) 

A2-B1(Elementary.-Lower intermediate) 

B1((Lower intermediate) 

B1-B2 (Lower-Upper Intermediate) 

B2 (Upper Intermediate) 

B2-C1(Upper Intermediate-Advance) 

C1(Advance I) 

C1-C2(Advance I-AdvanceII) 

C2(Advance II) 

0 

3 

4 

10 

18 

19 

0 

3 

1 

On the basis of the data obtained, the students were assigned to the 

following English proficiency categories: elementary, lower intermediate and 

upper intermediate in the case of ALTE questionnaire and from elementary to 

advance II in the case of the second questionnaire.  

As shown in Table 26, most of the students (53 in ALTE and 3226 in the 

case of Self-rating questionnaire) fell into the intermediate group according to 

both questionnaires, namely, 30 students in the lower intermediate level and 23 in 

the upper intermediate in the case of ALTE and 4 in lower intermediate, 10 in 

between lower and upper intermediate and 18 in upper intermediate in the case of 

the Self-rating questionnaire. However, the results obtained in the self-rating 

questionnaire showed a high number of students (n= 23) who were between the 

upper intermediate and the advance level. Results from both questionnaires were 

slightly different. For this reason, we decided to carefully examine the results 

obtained in the self-rating questionnaire in order to discover to what extent they 

could complement those obtained in the ALTE questionnaire. After this process of 

examination we decided that the evaluation of the four skills should be taken into 

account in order to establish the groups in terms of English proficiency, since 

ALTE was only focused on linguistic items. The comparison between the results 

obtained in both questionnaires resulted in the design of one single Intermediate 

group for the purpose of the present study. Additionally, the distinction between 

lower and upper level was not considered an essential variable that might affect 

                                                 
26 Only students included in B1, B1-B2 and B2 groups are considered.  
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the case-analysis. Indeed, the goal of the present study was to examine how 

CALL programs could help learners to develop learner autonomy, that is, 

learners’ language learning process, and not learners’ language acquisition.  

Therefore in the light of the results obtained, we focused on the group of 

students at an intermediate English proficiency level. Consequently, the pull of 

students (n=53) selected for the analysis could vary from those able to manage a 

wider range of situations and to express their opinion in limited way to those 

showing confidence in using the language; a useful functional ability and a greater 

awareness of conventions of use. The rest of the students participated in equal 

terms to the students who were eligible for the study.  

 Determining the students’ learning style.  

 The following questionnaire to be administered was the GIAPEL learning 

style questionnaire (Villanueva, 2002) (Appendix 4). This questionnaire was 

administered for completion during the third week of course. It was presented to 

learners as a therapeutic activity that would allow them to reflect on their learning 

styles. The activity included some guiding instructions for learners to fill in the 

test correctly. 

In spite of the instructions, only 46 students out of the 53 students, who 

have been assigned to the intermediate level of proficiency, could be considered 

for the results obtained in this questionnaire because of lack of complete data. 

Therefore and on the basis of the data obtained, the 46 students were assigned to 

the following learning styles profiles Type A, (i.e. the least autonomous and 

reflective learners) (n= 0), Type B (i.e. learners opened to learner autonomy but 

still attached to teacher-dependence) (n= 9), Type C (i.e. learners likely to develop 

learner autonomy skills) (n= 31), Type D (i.e. the most autonomous learners) 

(n=6).  

 The majority of the students (n= 31) fell into type C, which included 

learners that are likely to develop learner autonomy skills. This result might be 

considered acceptable if we take into account the fact that students were at the 
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university level, in which a certain degree of maturity and autonomy might be 

expected.  

Regarding the results from the GIAPEL learning styles, we decided to 

focus on the type C group of students for the selection of the 10 case studies that 

are the central point of the present dissertation. This decision stems from two 

main reasons. Firstly, it was the more numerous group. Yet as mentioned before 

this result was expected due to the academic level of students, which requires a 

certain level of maturity. Secondly, considering that the aim of the study was to 

detect evidences of learner autonomy development in students’ interactions with 

both learning packages, Type C learning style seemed to be the most adequate 

one, since this type of learners is more likely to develop learner autonomy in such 

a short number of sessions. Additionally, including Types A and B in the study 

would have demanded more sessions of CALL packages interaction and it might 

have led to a more heterogeneous group of results, which had made difficult the 

formulation of conclusions likely to be applicable for CALL design.   On the other 

hand, including Type D might have not been logical, since these learners are 

already autonomous learners and therefore the case description would have not 

been as relevant as the one provided by Type C learners.  

 Considering all the previous decisions made upon the choice of the 

participants as well as the exclusion of participants during the whole process 

because of absences and incompleteness of data, the total number of students with 

an intermediate level of English proficiency and a Type C learner styles that was 

finally considered for the study  was 21. Students were divided as follows:  
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Table 27: Description of the final groups participating in the study. 

 

 

 

 

GROUP 1 (n=10) 

(Communicate and Connect, 2001) 

GROUP 2 (n=11) 

(TADLA) 

  

 After the selection of the final pull, four more questionnaires were 

administered in order to obtain data that provided useful information for the 

understanding of the case-study, namely, a questionnaire to determine students’ 

computer-expertise as well as their attitudes towards the integration of the ICT in 

the language learning field, a pre and post questionnaire to determine students’ 

metacognitive-strategy use and finally a questionnaire to determine students’ 

evaluation of the learning package used. The administration procedures are further 

described in the following paragraphs.  

 Determining the students’ ICT-expertise and attitude towards the 

integration of the ICT in the language learning field. 

 This questionnaire (Appendix 5) was designed in order to collect data about 

students’ computer-expertise as well as their attitudes towards the integration of 

the ICT in the language-learning field. This questionnaire was administered for 

completion two weeks before the students worked with the learning packages. 

They were told that their responses should be objective, since their answers would 

not affect their course grade at all.  

 

 

21 STUDENTS 
(INTERMEDIATE LEVEL 

TYPE C ) 
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 Determining the students’ metacognitive strategies-use pre test. 

 The following questionnaire to be administered was the metacognitive 

strategies-use pre-test (Appendix 6). The test was administered for completion 

one week before the students in group 1 and group 2 worked with Communicate 

and Connect (2001) and TADLA respectively. The students were asked to be 

sincere, since their answers would not affect their course grade. 

 Working with Communicate and Connect (2001) and TADLA. 

Both groups of students, namely, group 1 and group 2, worked with the 

learning packages during three two-hour sessions. The two first sessions in both 

groups were carried out on different days while the third session in both groups 

was carried out the same day. Therefore, the first two sessions in each group were 

monitored by the researcher. Due to the simultaneity of the third session, a result 

of the limitations of room-space, two people were needed. The researcher 

monitored the third session in group 1 and a teacher external to the research 

monitored the third session in group 2.  

The role of the researcher during the three sessions varied according to the 

different nature of each session. In this respect, during the first session, the 

researcher informed the students of the basics necessary to explore both learning 

packages as well as the use of the learning diary in both packages. This last 

feature was insistently remarked during this first session, since although TADLA 

makes explicit reference to the learning diary, Communicate and Connect does 

not. This drawback could be the cause of a lack of data from group 1. During the 

two following sessions, her role and the external teachers’ role in the third session 

of group 2 was limited to solve technical doubts, to inform the students about the 

time left and to remind them to save their navigation and data in their learning 

diary at the end of each session. During the three sessions, students were required 

to work at separate workstations although collaborative work was allowed if 

necessary.  
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The students were informed that all their moves through the program during 

the three sessions were being monitored and recorded in a hidden file within both 

applications. It was expected that this would prevent them from not working 

through the materials since no minimum content was asked to be covered during 

the three sessions. All the recordings of the students’ moves made up a corpus, 

which was later, analysed in detail by the researcher. Students from both groups 

did not show any concern about the tracking process, since they thought that is 

was logical that the teacher wanted to know what they had done in order to 

evaluate the activity for the final mark. 

The experience was carried out in the computer rooms at Universitat Jaume 

I. There were 30 workstations in each of the rooms. The computers were equipped 

with Windows XP as operating system and they were connected to the Internet. 

These features made them completely compatible with both learning packages. 

However, the distribution of the classroom, shown in Figure 3.55, was not 

satisfactory at all, especially when students were asked to exchange opinions and 

collaborate in their learning process. With such a distribution (see Figure 58 

below), students can only interact with the students sitting next to them, since the 

height of the workstations does not allow the interaction between students sitting 

face to face.   

 

Figure 3.55: Computer room distribution in Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences at 
Universitat Jaume I 
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 In this sense, other types of class-distributions are recommended in order to 

enhance collaborative learning. For instance, a U-shaped classroom facing out 

allows learners to turn their chairs for presentations or sit around a table for 

discussions. It is easier in this type of classroom for the teacher to see, at a glance, 

what each student is doing.  

 Determining the students’ metacognitive strategies-use post test. 

 At the end of the last session, students were administered the 

metacognitive-strategies post-test (Appendices 7 and 8). This second test was 

administered following the same procedure described in the pre-test questionnaire. 

However, this time the students were told that their answers should be based upon 

their experience with the language learning packages during the three sessions the 

experience lasted. Again the instructor underlined the fact that the responses 

should be objective, since the results obtained in these tests would not affect the 

final course grade.  

 Determining the students’ evaluation about the language-learning 

package used during the three sessions. 

 Finally, a week after the students finished the experience, they were 

administered students’ evaluation about the language-learning package they used 

(Appendices 9 and 10). It is important to point out that since the groups were 

never mixed, no student from group 1 had seen the learning package used in 

group 2 and vice versa. In this sense, students’ evaluation of the learning package 

they had used was not jeopardised by its comparison to the other. Students were 

told that their responses should be objective, since their answers would not at all 

affect their course grade.  

Determining the students’ evaluation of the whole process. Personal semi-

structured interview.  

 Two weeks after having completed the three sessions, students were asked 

to visit the researcher’s office in order to answer some questions concerning their 
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experience with the learning package. Firstly, they were asked to give their 

personal permission in order for the researcher to record the interviews as well as 

to use the information collected during the interviews. All the students consented 

to be recorded and gave their permission for the researcher to use the information 

obtained. Two researchers external to the research conducted the interview in 

order to preserve the validity of the study, since the researcher of the present study 

was also the responsible for marking students in their partial exam. In this sense, 

students could have felt threatened or uncomfortable when responding to their 

own teacher about the whole teaching and learning process, that is, using 

computers, teacher’s role, materials. Additionally, students were told to be 

objective and sincere, since their responses would be only considered as 

constructivist feedback in order to improve the course syllabus for the following 

academic course 2005-2006. 

The whole implementation procedure of the present study has been summarised in 

Table 28 below: 

Table 28: Summary of the implementation procedure. 

WEEKS ACTIONS  

WEEK 1 (24th September) Determining learners’ proficiency level in English. 

 Administration of ALTE Quick Placement Test. 

 Administration of English proficiency self-rating 
questionnaire 

WEEK 2  No action taken  

WEEK 3 Determining learners’ learning style. 

 Administration of GIAPEL learning style 
questionnaire  

WEEK 4 No action taken  

WEEK 5 No action taken  

WEEK 6 Determining students’ ICT-expertise and attitude 
towards the integration of the ICT in the language 
learning field.  

 Administration of students’ ICT-expertise and 
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students’ attitude towards the integration of the 
ICT in the language learning field. 

WEEK 7 Determining students’ metacognitive strategies-use 
previous to the experience. 

 Administration of students’ metacognitive-use 
strategies pre-test. 

WEEK 8 1st SESSION: Working with Communicate and 
Connect (2001) and TADLA 

WEEK 9 2ND SESSION: Working with Communicate and 
Connect (2001) and TADLA 

WEEK 10 3RD SESSION: Working with Communicate and 
Connect (2001) and TADLA 

Determining students’ metacognitive strategies-use 
during the experience  

 Administration of students’ metacognitive-use 
strategies pos-test. 

WEEK 11 No action taken  

WEEK 12 Determining students’ students’ evaluation about the 
language learning package used during the three 
sessions  

 Administration of students’ opinion about the 
language learning package used during the three 
sessions 

WEEK 13 No action taken  

WEEK 14 No action taken  

WEEK 15 CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS 

WEEK 16 CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS 

WEEK 17 No action taken  

EXAM WEEK (21st. January) Semi-structured personal interview 

 

3.1.4 Validity of the study.  

Some aspects of validity and reliability of the case study have been 

discussed in relation to the choice of a case study as a research strategy. Here we 
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will present a more detailed discussion of other aspects of validity and reliability27 

in this case study. 

The question of validity in qualitative research design can be interpreted as 

a “positivistic” element and can be target of criticism (Eisner, 1998: 107-110). 

Paradigmatic conceptions play a role in defining validity. Cohen and Manion 

(2000) justify how “validity” is maximised in the context of naturalistic and 

qualitative research. First, it has to be determined whether validity of the case 

study needs to be tested internally or externally, as the latter may be irrelevant 

(Nunan, 1992). External validity refers to the extent to which results can be 

generalised from samples to population (Nunan, 1992). In the present study, 

external validity is not a requirement since the findings of this investigation are 

not aimed to be generalised to a larger population but to explore and define the 

intricacies and nature of the particular problem explored, from the point of view 

of the participants. 

It is important to clarify how validity is conceived in the context of this 

study and approach. Within the framework of interpretive interactionism, validity 

is synonymous with verisimilitude. 

The emphasis is on verisimilitude of the accounts and the capture of the 

contexts in which the action takes place. Interpretive validity is given careful 

consideration. Firstly, a section of this chapter gives a detailed explanation of the 

contextual variables that affect and constrain the participants’ responses in the 

explanation and analysis of the design of the methods for gathering data. Internal 

validity and credibility is ensured since mechanical means to record, store and 

retrieve data were used. (Cohen and Manion, 2000). This ensured that evidence 

will be provided for any interpretation made from data. This will also ensure 

descriptive validity since factual data and transcriptions will be shown as evidence 

in the description and analysis of the participants’ responses. 

                                                 
27 Compare case of validity with the positivistic concept: controllability, predictability, 

replicability, derivation of laws, context-freedom, fragmentation and atomisation of research, 
randomisation of simple and observability (Cohen and Manion, 2000:105) 
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Preserving the objectivity of the researcher is another form of validity. It is 

recognised that objectivity is a myth. However, there are ways in which the design 

can serve as a form of balance of researcher biases. First, the data collection 

method has been piloted. Second, the data analysis is planned in a way to provide 

an in-depth analytic account so that any interpretation can be challenged by the 

interested reader. Third, the data stems form different sources. Finally in terms of 

the analysis, each of these levels is treated as a different level of evidence. Special 

attention is given to describe in detail the characteristics of the setting sample and 

the methods used (i.e. experience with learning packages, questionnaires, tracking 

systems and interviews). These are considered to constitute the context in which 

the data was collected- the data analysis acknowledges its context-boundedness 

since these factors have been addressed.  

In relation to actual methods for the collection of the data there emerge 

other issues in relation to validity. Researcher bias and reactivity are an issue in 

this study since the researcher was present and played an active role in 

observation and could influence results (i.e. Hawthorne effect) since interaction 

was sometimes required (Maxwell, 1998). To counteract or balance these effects 

interviews were carried out by a researcher external to the study. 

The impact of the researcher on the phenomenon under investigation can 

jeopardise the internal validity of the study and its findings- the function and role 

of the researcher were very clearly laid out as previously mentioned (i.e. 

researcher imparted guidelines and instructions to participants). 

The threat to the internal validity of the data gathering in this study have 

been counteracted or balanced bearing in mind the research agenda. With this 

objective the researcher rehearsed the guidelines and wording to use with the 

students in order to ensure homogenous treatment throughout the interaction with 

the participants in the different groups. Each participant brought a different set of 

attitudes and interaction and therefore the researcher had to allow flexibility for 

this. However, wording and structure of instructions, guidelines and interviews 

was as homogenous as the circumstances of each case allowed. 
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The other type of validity threats are self-report biases or self-flattery in 

the questionnaires and the interview on behalf of respondents: one issue is 

whether what they say or report about their strategies or preferences emanates 

from a desire to “please the researcher”. This is of crucial importance since their 

responses may not be a “true“ representation of their actual interpretation or 

thoughts. This is a problem common to all types of elicitation of qualitative data. 

This concern is dealt with in the data analysis since relevance will be given to 

establishing coherence between levels of evidence  (what students say, and what 

students do). Constraining the actual performance in the task with the specific 

tracking file and later with their declarations at their interview. 

Concerning the institutional context, there are issues of power and 

institutional practices that may constrain the validity of the participants’ 

responses. The data collection was conducted through the university itself and the 

relationship between participants and researcher was of teacher-students. The 

effects of this might be, in the first place, that this could condition the responses 

by the participants due to institutional biases. For instance, if there is tradition of 

emphasising a particular learning method. Secondly, the researcher also 

acknowledged the issue of power embedded in this context. The research was 

conducted in the university itself. In this context, the students would identify the 

researcher with the figure of authority of the teachers in general. This is seen to 

affect the interactions and responses in spite of the efforts made to avoid it. 

Therefore, findings have to be interpreted within this institutional constraint. 

3.2 PARTICIPANTS 

The 10 cases (i.e. 5 in group 1 and 5 in group 2) that constitute the core of 

the present study were selected from a pull of 21 participants which was divided 

into two different groups: participants in group 1 (n= 10) worked with 

Communicate and Connect (2001) and participants in group 2 (n= 11) worked 

with TADLA. All the 10 participants were at an intermediate level of English 

proficiency and were Type C learners as already discussed in section 3.1.3. 

Together with the English proficiency self-rating questionnaire some biographical 
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questions were included concerning students’ age and how long they had been 

studying English. Al this information is summarized in Table 29 below:  

Table 29: Characteristics of the participants regarding biographical data,  
English proficiency level and learning styles 

 

PARTICIPANTS (n=21) 

Group 1 (n= 10) 

(Communicate and Connect) 

Group 2 (n=11) 

(TADLA) 

Biographical information  

Mean age                                                                                                 21.4 

Mean years studying English                                                                    7.6 

 

English proficiency level                                                          Intermediate 

Learning Style               Type C (i.e. open to learner autonomy development) 

  

The selection of the 10 cases for the study analysis was made on the basis 

of their use of the learning diary/notebook offered in the application, since all the 

21 students from the final pull shared common characteristics regarding English 

proficiency level (i.e. Intermediate) and learning style type (i.e. Type C). 

Accordingly, only those students who had used the learning diary/notebook 

during the three sessions were considered for the study.   

3.3 DATA COLLECTION 

 

 3.3.1 Questionnaires to determine students’ English proficiency level. 

 

In order to determine the students’ proficiency level, two questionnaires 

were used, namely, the ALTE (2001) Quick Placement Test and an English 

proficiency self-rating questionnaire that was created for the purpose of the 

present study.  
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 3.3.1.1 The ALTE (2001) Quick Placement English Test. 

The Quick Placement Test is test of English language proficiency based on 

grammatical knowledge (i.e. adverbs, verb tenses, etc.) with two versions, namely 

one online version and a paper and pen version. The version used for the present 

study was the paper and pen version because of the technical limitations on the 

administration of the on-line version. The QPT is designed to help teachers make 

decisions about which class to place students in, or whether a learner can join a 

particular course, such as an examination class. The test can be used for learners 

of all levels from secondary age. 

The test has two parts, Part I (questions from 1-40) measures from 

Elementary to Intermediate levels, Part II (questions from 40-60) measures the 

Advanced level. Our students were told to complete the first part as recommended 

by the authors of the test, and in the case of any of the students scoring more than 

36 then they were asked to carry on with Part 2. However, no student scored more 

than 36. It is recommended that the test be completed in 20-25 minutes. Time 

recommendation was followed in the present study. The results are interpreted 

according the scores shown in Table 30 below: 

Table 30: Interpretation of results of ALTE. (Table adapted from ALTE (2001) 

Paper and pen test score ALTE Level 

Part 1 Score out of 40 Part 1 & 2 Score out 
of 60 

0 Beginner 0-15 0-17 

1 Elementary 16-23 18-29 

2 Lower Intermediate 24-30 30-39 

3 Upper Intermediate 31-40 40-47 

4 Advanced 48-54 

5 Very Advanced 

If students scores 36 or 
more it is recommended 
they complete Part 2 of 

the test 
55-60 
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Additionally, the results are linked to the ALTE levels, the Common 

European Framework and Cambridge ESOL Exams. However, institutions or 

teachers are expected to interpret QPT scores meaningfully against their own 

levels systems, syllabus frameworks, class/year group organisation, teaching 

materials and other assessment procedures. 

 
Table 31: Chart of equivalent levels of ALTE test 

ALTE Level Common European 
Framework 
Description 

Common European 
Framework Level 

Cambridge 
Examinations 

0 Beginner A1  

1 Elementary A2 KET 

2 Lower Intermediate B1 PET 

3 Upper Intermediate B2 FCE 

4 Advanced C1 CAE 

5 Very Advanced C2 CPE 

 

The description of levels are the following: 

 Level 1 (i.e. Elementary): learners are able to deal with simple 

straightforward information and to get by in familiar contexts. 

 Level 2 (i.e. Lower intermediate): learners can manage a wider range of 

situations; express opinion and attitude in a limited way. 

 Level 3 (i.e. Upper intermediate): learners show confidence and useful 

functional ability as well as great awareness of conventions of use. 

 Level 4 (i.e. Advanced): Learners show fluency, adaptability, sensitivity 

and capacity to deal with the non-routine. 

 Level 5 (i.e. Very advanced): Learners show a degree of linguistic 

virtuosity, capacity to work quickly. Additionally, they can deal with 

cognitively demanding material and use language to effect.  
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Although the test is validated, it is recommended that interpretation of the 

results be supported by other forms of assessments of the different four skills. In 

order to do so, an alternative test (i.e. English proficiency self-rating 

questionnaire) was designed by the researcher for the purpose of the present 

study. Such a questionnaire is further described in the following section.  

3.3.1.2 English proficiency self-rating questionnaire. 

A researcher-designed questionnaire to elicit students’ self-ratings of 

English proficiency was designed by the researcher. This questionnaire (Appendix 

3) elicited name and surname, course, age, mother tongue, period of time and 

settings where students had been learning English (e.g. in elementary school, high 

school, language school, abroad, etc.). The questions included in the test were 

adapted from the Assessment Grid28 in English based upon the European Portfolio 

for Languages and created by the Council of Europe in 2001.  

One of the aims of the "Common European Framework of Reference: 

Learning, Teaching, Assessment", Council of Europe reference document for the 

European Language Portfolio, is to help partners to describe the levels of 

proficiency required by existing standards, tests and examinations in order to 

facilitate comparisons between different systems of qualifications. For this 

purpose the Council of Europe has developed a European Framework with 

common reference levels. There does appear in practice to be a wide consensus on 

the number and nature of levels appropriate to the organisation of language 

learning and the public recognition of achievement. These six levels are an 

interpretation of the classic division into basic, intermediate and advanced. The 

scheme proposed in the "Common European Framework of Reference: Learning, 

Teaching, Assessment" adopts a "Hypertext" branching principle, starting from an 

initial division into three broad levels: Basic User: A1 and A2; Independent User: 

B1 and B2 and Proficient User: C1 and C2.  

This division is further detailed in Table 32 below: 

                                                 
28 Available at http://www.tcd.ie/CLCS/portfolio/self_assessment_grid_English.pdf (20/03/04) 
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Table 32: Description of level in the European Portfolio for Languages. 

A1 Can understand and use familiar everyday expressions and 
very basic phrases aimed at the satisfaction of needs of a 
concrete type. Can introduce him/herself and others and can 
ask and answer questions about personal details such as 
where he/she lives, people he/she knows and things he/she 
has. Can interact in a simple way provided the other person 
talks slowly and clearly and is prepared to help. 

Basic 

User 

A2 Can understand sentences and frequently used expressions 
related to areas of most immediate relevance (e.g. very basic 
personal and family information, shopping, local geography, 
employment). Can communicate in simple and routine tasks 
requiring a simple and direct exchange of information on 
familiar and routine matters. Can describe in simple terms 
aspects of his/her background, immediate environment and 
matters in areas of immediate need. 

B1 Can understand the main points of clear standard input on 
familiar matters regularly encountered in work, school, 
leisure, etc. Can deal with most situations likely to arise 
whilst travelling in an area where the language is spoken. 
Can produce simple connected text on topics which are 
familiar or of personal interest. Can describe experiences and 
events, dreams, hopes & ambitions and briefly give reasons 
and explanations for opinions and plans. 

Independent 

User 

B2 Can understand the main ideas of complex text on both 
concrete and abstract topics, including technical discussions 
in his/her field of specialisation. Can interact with a degree of 
fluency and spontaneity that makes regular interaction with 
native speakers quite possible without strain for either party. 
Can produce clear, detailed text on a wide range of subjects 
and explain a viewpoint on a topical issue giving the 
advantages and disadvantages of various options. 

Proficient 

User 

C1 Can understand a wide range of demanding, longer texts, and 
recognise implicit meaning. Can express him/herself fluently 
and spontaneously without much obvious searching for 
expressions. Can use language flexibly and effectively for 
social, academic and professional purposes. Can produce 
clear, well-structured, detailed text on complex subjects, 
showing controlled use of organisational patterns, connectors 
and cohesive devices. 
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 C2 Can understand with ease virtually everything heard or read. 
Can summarise information from different spoken and 
written sources, reconstructing arguments and accounts in a 
coherent presentation. Can express him/herself 
spontaneously, very fluently and precisely, differentiating 
finer shades of meaning even in more complex situations. 

 

This "Global Scale" might make it easier to explain the system to non-

specialist users and might also provide teachers and curriculum planners with 

orientation points. However, in order to orient learners, teachers and other users 

within the educational system for some practical purpose, a more detailed 

overview is necessary. Such an overview is presented in the form of a Self-

Assessment Grid showing major categories of language use at each of the six 

levels, namely, understanding (i.e. listening and reading); speaking (i.e. spoken 

interaction and spoken production); and writing (i.e. writing). Similarly to the 

global scale the descriptors included in each of these categories are formulated 

using the formula “I can” in order to facilitate self-assessment of their level of 

proficiency. The Assessment grid can serve as a complement to customary 

certificates. 

All these considerations were taken into account in order to elaborate the 

self-rating questionnaire. The English self-rating questionnaire asked students 

about their opinion on their proficiency level in English: when a) listening to 

spoken English; b) when reading text in English; c) participating in conversations 

in English; d) speaking in English and e) writing texts in English. In the five 

situations students are given different possible answers, namely, level A1, A2, B1, 

B2, C1, C2 of the European Portfolio, among which they have to choose as many 

of those as they consider relevant. In the case of those students chose different 

options within the same skill that belonged to different levels, the higher level was 

considered. The global level was obtained by comparing the results in the five 

subsections. For this reason as shown in the previous section, some students were 

considered to be in between two different groups (e.g. B1-B2), since the results 

obtained in the different subsections reported this global result.  
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The main purpose of this questionnaire was to obtain qualitative data from 

the students that could complement the quantitative results obtained in the ALTE 

test. Additionally, self-rating one’s own level of proficiency is an extremely 

reflective activity that depends on the learners’ views of their own learning. The 

comparison between both tests could support the data obtained in the learning 

styles questionnaires, since underestimation or overestimation are traits associated 

to introvert and extrovert learning styles respectively.  

3.3.2 GIAPEL learning styles test. 

Learning styles are the result of the combination of different personal 

preferences that lead to the use of a certain set of learning strategies. These 

preferences are determined by cognitive, psychological, social and cultural 

variables as well as educational experiences, attitudes towards learning, beliefs, 

perception on learning limitations and skills, etc. (Nunan, 1991, Willing, 1988). 

Hudson (1967) points out that the type of studies chosen by the subject, that is, 

technical, scientific and linguistic also determines the learning style. However, it 

is obvious that nobody has one unique learning style and that different traits 

belonging to different learning styles can coincide in one single subject. 

Furthermore, learning behaviours and therefore the learning strategies displayed 

can vary according to the learning situation.  

There are two main approaches to the learning styles research in second 

language acquisition (Ellis, 1992: 162, Villanueva, 2002: 249). The first approach 

is focused on studying Field dependence and Field independence (Witking et alii, 

1971) making use of psychological criteria. Accordingly, a field dependent is 

defined as someone that limits his/her observation to his/her current experiences. 

Contrarily, a field independent is able to establish analogies among the 

phenomena and has a wider view of experience. In this sense, he/she attempts to 

establish a relationship between the past experience and the current one.  

The second approach is based upon those studies that attempt to identify the 

different traits shown in a subject when managing different learning tasks 

(Wenden & Rubin, 1987; Willing, 1989; Wenden, 1991). These studies are based 
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upon the clear distinction between two important dimensions, which are 

constituted by opposite pairs: Active versus Passive and Reflective versus 

Experimental. In this case, the research approach adopts a descriptive point of 

view on subjects’ learning behaviour when facing a learning task. Tarone’s (1977, 

1983) studies are a clear example of this approach. She describes the learner’s 

learning traits according to the communicative strategies he /she possesses. In this 

case, the research is focused on studying how learners collect, store, reuse, re-

elaborate and evoke the information when they are involved in reading 

comprehension tasks, writing tasks or communicative tasks among others 
(Wenden & Rubin, 1987; O'Malley & Chamot, 1990).  

The learning style test (Appendix 4) used in the present study is an adapted 

version of that elaborated for the SMAIL project29. Such test has as its origin 

previous studies conducted by the GIAPEL group in 1997, which were published 

in Learning Styles (Villanueva and Navarro, 1997, Villanueva30, 2002). However, 

the version used in the present study was elaborated by Villanueva (2002) for the 

project SMAIL, which is focused on learners’ text perception and manipulation. 

Both aspects, namely text perception and manipulation for language learning are 

two of the mainstays of TADLA.  

Bearing in mind the reflections discussed above, the relationship established 

between GIAPEL learning style test and learning styles is the following: 

As to learners’ perception of texts, the test makes explicit reference to 

reading and vocabulary acquisition tasks. (see Section IV in the test). This 

relationship is further detailed in Table 34 below: 

 

 

 
                                                 
29 SMAIL (Sistema Multimedia de Aprendizaje de Lenguas) project R+D+r funded by the Spanish 
Ministry of Science and Technology. (ref.TIC 2000-1182). 
30 Villanueva-Alfonso, M.L is the main researcher of GIAPEL research group and the director of 
SMAIL project.  
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Table 33: Relationship between GIAPEL test and reading and vocabulary acquisition. 

+ R&A - R&A 

GLOBALISER 

ELABORATOR 

FIELD INDEPENDENT 

SERIALIST 

SIMPLIFICATOR 

FIELD DEPENDENT 

• Wide perspective on the text: 
multidirectional reading through the 
text 

• Linearity: the different parts of a text 
constitute the whole.  

• Perception of pragmatic-contextual 
aspects: who, what, where, what for, 
etc.  

• Indifference to pragmatic-contextual 
aspects. 

• Globalisation: preference for 
extracting a global meaning ignoring 
lexical or morphosintactic difficulties. 

• More attention to lexical or 
morphosintactic difficulties than to the 
global meaning of the text. 

• Wide view on the task and preference 
to establish relationships. Preference 
to project one’s knowledge on the 
text. 

• Text dependence, narrow view on the 
text.  

• Establishing analogies among known 
languages.  

• Limitation on the field for observation. 

• Relating words with their context. • Segmented view on the vocabulary in 
the text 

• Tolerance to ambiguity: being able to 
ignore one difficult word for a certain 
time. 

• View on the vocabulary as a bi-
directional relationship between on 
word and its meaning. 

• Being able to elaborate hypothesis.  • Dictionary dependence. 

Concerning learners’ preferences regarding making analogies and 

inferences, the test refers to learners’ representation of learning grammar (see 

section I, II and V). Table 34 shows this relationship in detail: 
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Table 34: Relationship between learners’ preferences regarding analogies and inferences and 
GIAPEL test, which focuses on learners’ representation of grammar. 

+ R&A - R&A 

GLOBALISER 

ELABORATOR 

FIELD INDEPENDENT 

SERIALIST 

SIMPLIFICATOR 

FIELD DEPENDENT 

• Preference for establishing relationships and 
analogies among different phenomena. 

• Preference for observing different 
phenomena in an isolated way and 
identifying them as independent.  

• Being able to establish rules by means of 
inductive processes. 

• Preference for exercises of rule application.  

• Tolerance to ambiguity.  • Resistance to ambiguity. 

• Being able to see the structure of a 
phenomenon. 

• Dependence on concrete details of the 
different phenomena. 

As to learners’ representation of learning tasks, the test focuses on 

reflection. (see Section III) . This relationship is further detailed in the following 

table:  

     Table 35: Relationship between learners’ representation of tasks and GIAPEL test, which 
focuses on reflection. 

+ R&A - R&A 

REFLECTIVE 

INDEPENDENT 

IMPULSIVE 

DEPENDENT 

• Being able to reflect before doing.  • Preference for impulsive acts.  

• Being able to concentrate on the task. • Need for frequent changes. 

• Internal motivation. • Extrinsic motivation. 

• Being able to deal with self-directed 
learning.  

• Teacher dependent. 

 

The scoring system was also adapted from Villanueva’s version, since it 

had been used in previous studies. In order to get a score for each of the five 

sections described above, learners should mark three items out of the items 
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available in each section. Each of the items was scored with a specific value 

ranging from 1 to 5. 1 was regarded as the lowest and 5 as the highest in terms of 

autonomous learning criteria. As learners were only allowed to choose three 

options, the highest score they could obtain in each of the sections was 14 in 

section I and 15 in the rest of the sections, while the possible total highest score 

was 74 as shown in Table 36 below: 

 
Table 36: Possible highest scores in each section 

SECTION MAX. SCORE 

Section I 14 

Section II 15 

Section III 15 

Section IV 15 

Section V 15 

Total possible average 74 

 

The total score was calculated by adding the scores obtained in each of the 

sections as shown in Figure 3.56 below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LEARNER’S TOTAL SCORE 
 

Figure 3.56: Calculation of learner’s total score in GIAPEL learning styles test. 
 

The relationship between the scores obtained and learners’ learning styles was 

defined as followed:  

 Learners who obtained scores ranging from 0 to 14 were regarded as the 

least autonomous and reflective learners when facing reading tasks 

Score from section I + Score from section II + Score from section III+ Score from section 
IV+ Score from section V 
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(henceforth Type A). This type of learners was described as subjects, who 

do not like open-ended activities, do not tolerate ambiguity. They are a 

teacher-dependent and consider learning a language a difficult task. 

Furthermore, they even feel ridiculous when using a foreign language.  

 Learners whose score ranged from 14 to 34 were considered open to 

autonomous learning but still attached to teacher-dependence (henceforth 

Type B). Type B are described as subjects who like learning a language 

following a well designed plan from the simplest to the most complex 

aspects in language. In this sense, their motto is step by step. Type B 

learners think that before using a language it is necessary to master its 

grammar and its vocabulary. They do not take risks and do not take 

decisions about the global meaning of a text if they do not understand all 

the words of the text. They also consider themselves as pragmatic subjects 

who prefer short learning activities in order to be able to get quick 

conclusions about correct or incorrect responses. Finally, these subjects 

like taking a learning route and walking straight on without looking 

backwards or taking alternative routes.  

 Learners who obtained a score ranking from 34 to 54 were considered as 

opened to autonomous learning (henceforth Type C), although they should 

be trained in order to take the most out of them in terms of autonomous 

learning. In this case, learners are described as subjects who consider 

learning a language as an interesting and necessary task. They like 

participating in the design of their learning plans and applying their 

previous knowledge about languages to new learning situations. They are 

objective learners who always look for the cons and pros of a learning task 

in case of doubt. They also consider grammars and dictionaries helping 

tools, since they prefer inducing meanings and rules from the task. 

 Finally, those learners whose score ranged from 54 to 74 were considered 

already autonomous learners (henceforth type D). In this sense, they were 

described as subjects who love learning languages and enjoy 

experimenting and discovering languages. They always establish analogies 

and contrasts among languages. Type D learners choose the learning 
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strategy to be used in each activity and the materials and procedure to be 

applied to each learning context. They consider the learning plan as a 

fundamental tool in which objectives and process should be clearly 

expressed at the beginning and can be modifiable as the learning process 

advances. Type D learners consider the teacher as tutor who helps them in 

their learning process. 

The GIAPEL learning styles allowed us to: 

a) Obtain an approximate criterion that acted as a filter to select the 10 cases 

for the present study. This filter allowed us to choose subjects with 

identical profiles in order to constitute identical groups for objective 

comparison. Additionally, this methodology added qualitative relevance to 

the present study.  

b) Collect information about learners’ diverse ways of facing different 

learning tasks. This information allowed a pertinent processing of the data 

collected. 

 

3.3.3 The students’ Computer- expertise and students’ attitudes towards 

the introduction of the ICT in the language learning field 

questionnaire.  

 

The Computer-expertise and attitudes test (Appendix 5) was designed 

following previous studies on the topic, such as Coll’s (1998; 2001) and 

Keogh’s31 (2003). The questionnaire was divided into two separate parts. On the 

hand, questions from 1 to 5 measured students’ expertise in the use and 

management of computers. On the other hand, questions 6 and 7 focused on 

measuring the students’ attitudes on the introduction of the ICT in the language-

                                                 
31 Students’ Attitudinal Questionnaire and Student Perceptions of the Use of ICTs in European 

Education: Report of a Survey. Available at http://www.oscail.ie/McKeogh.pdf  (23/03/05). 
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learning field. The answers of both parts have been measured following different 

systems.  

The first part contained questions from 1 to 5. Question 1 (i.e. Please, 

indicate whether you have access to the following technologies) was addressed to 

find out the technological facilities that were close to the student. In this way, we 

could gain an overall picture of their familiarity with the computers environment. 

The alternatives proposed were the following: a) desktop computer; b) laptop 

computer; d) CD-Rom driver; e) Internet connection; f) Fax; e) Digital TV; f) 

ISDN line; f) DVD player. All of the facilities proposed were considered as 

options likely to be available to any student at university level in a European 

member-state. The possible responses were rated from 1=“no possible access” to 

6= “at home, at university and at work”. Answer number 7 (i.e. I don’t know) was 

added in case any other alternative was possible.  

Question 2 (i.e. Please indicate below the type of use you have made of the 

Internet in the last three months) was focused on the type of use students made of 

the Internet. The students’ responses to this question could provide information 

about whether how often they use the Internet and what for. Regarding frequency, 

the responses ranged from 1= never to 4= monthly. Concerning the possible uses, 

the possibilities offered were the following: a) e-mail to fellow students/tutors; b) 

accessing language learning materials; c) preparing exams; d) communicating by 

video-conferencing; e) preparing holidays or journeys; f) others.  

Question 3 (i.e. What is your level of computer expertise in using the 

following technologies?). This question allowed the students’ to self-report their 

expertise-level on the several type of use of technology that are common to most 

of the European students (Keogh, 2003). In this sense, the global result to this 

question could provide a general description of the students’ level. Regarding 

expertise, there were three possible responses, namely, 1= I can do this myself; 2= 

I would need help to do this; 3= I have never done this type of task. Concerning 

the type of technology, responses ranged from specific programs, which were 

considered basic for the university students, such as word-processor, spreadsheet, 
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PowerPoint presentations to more complex programs such as electronic databases 

or videoconferencing.  

Question 4 (i.e. What type of computer training, if any, have you 

received?) was addressed to obtain some biographical information about students’ 

training on computers that could provide useful data to be used as complement to 

the information obtained from the whole questionnaire.  

Finally, question 5 (i.e. Please indicate how often, if ever, you have used 

or been involved in one of the following situations), was focused on finding out 

students’ previous experiences regarding different possibilities closely related to 

language learning afforded by technology such as being involved in course with a 

website with interactive materials such as online tasks, being involved in a video 

conferencing, making use of a virtual environment such as Moodle or WebCT or 

using a specific software package for language learning. Regarding frequency, the 

responses offered were the following: 1= sometimes; 2= just once; 3= never; 4= I 

do not know if it is possible. 

Part 2 of the questionnaire included questions 6 and 7. In both questions 

responses were scored in a 5-point Likert scale. In question 6 (i.e. Please read the 

following list of statements and indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree 

with the statements), 32 statements were included. These 31 described two 

different profiles (i.e. negative and positive) based upon the following 

relationships, namely, a) students and computers in general, b) students and 

introduction of the ICT in the language learning field. The statements from the 

two profiles are randomly distributed within the questionnaire. Some of the key 

items such as for instance statement 18 (i.e. I do not know what to do when I use a 

computer) is formulated twice in negative and positive (i.e. statement 25 (pos.) 

and statement 18 (neg.)) in order to confirm students’ response coherence. 

The relationship between the statements and the different profiles is shown 

in Table 37 below: 
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Table 37: Relationship between statements and profiles. 

PROFILE STATEMENT NUMBER 

A) students and computers in general. Negative attitudes: 4, 5,18  

Positive attitudes: 1, 10,15, 24 

B) students and the introduction of 
the ICTs in the language learning 
field.  

Negative attitudes: 2, 3, 6, 8, 14, 19, 
22, 23, 28, 30. 

Positive attitudes: 7, 9, 11, 12, 13, 16, 
17, 20, 21, 25, 26, 27, 29, 31 

 

This questionnaire was designed by the researcher with the main purpose 

of building up a profile of students’ attitudes by a) assessing the learners’ attitude 

towards computers in general and towards the introduction of the ICT in the 

language learning field in particular b) obtaining specific information on each of 

the students that could help for the case-study description, c) collecting 

demographic information, which might contribute to or explain the patterns of 

response to other questionnaires administered in the present study. These elements 

might include barriers to the use of ICT; and negative or positive attitudes to 

computers in general as part of the modernisation process in language teaching 

and learning.  

 

3.3.4 Students’ metacognitive strategy pre and post-test. 

One of the goals of the present study attempts to investigate is the efficacy 

of TADLA and Communicate and Connect (2001) in the development of learners’ 

metacognitive strategy-use, that is, in students’ acquisition of a specific behaviour 

that might favour the development of language learning autonomy. Two different 

tests were created for this purpose. Both tests have been based upon different 

already existing validated questionnaires (SILL: Oxford, 1989; Wenden, 1990; 

Hoven, 2000) that are focused on learning strategies in general and metacognitive 

strategies in particular. Both tests were self-report surveys for language learning 
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metacognitive strategies. They included multiple-choice questions which can be 

objectively scored and analysed.  

The first test (henceforth pre-test) was administered before the three 

computer lab sessions. It helped to know which strategies were initially mainly 

used by students. The second test (post-test) was administered after the treatment 

and helped us to find out whether the use of the programs had influenced the 

students’ metacognitive-strategy use and if so to what extent.  

3.3.4.1 Pre-test 

The pre-test (Appendix 6) contained 27 statements about metacognitive 

strategies students use when learning English. Following SILL questionnaire 

students had to read each statement and write the response from a 5-point Likert 

scale ranging from “never or almost never” to “always or almost always”, where 1 

indicated that the students considered the statement to be never or almost never 

true of him/her; 2 that it was usually not true of him/her; 3 that the statement was 

somewhat true of him/her; and 4 and 5 reflected that it was usually true and 

always or almost true of him/her, respectively.  

Students were told to answer in terms of how well the statement described 

them, and not to answer how they thought they should behave (or what other 

people do). There were no right or wrong answers to the statements. The timing 

for this pre test was set from 20 minutes to 40 minutes as the longest taking into 

account the different skill levels of each student.  

Of the 27 items, 12 belong to part A, 8 to part B and 7 to part C each of 

these parts made reference to the three different sets of metacognitive strategies 

we had previously defined (see chapter 2). 

Part A covers the set of metacognitive strategies focused on planning. 

Within this group metacognitive strategies such as selecting goals, selecting the 

means to achieve these goals, attending specific aspects of input were listed.  
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Part B focused on the set of metacognitive strategies concerning 

monitoring as for instance changing objectives or means to obtain them, taking 

notes of errors, asking for help, reading notes from previous sessions before 

staring a new one, etc.  

Part C dealt with metacognitive strategies focused on evaluation as for 

example using a learning diary, reflecting on the outcomes and comparing them 

to previous goals, selecting new goals after having finished one task, etc. 

As we were interested in students’ metacognitive strategy-use in terms of 

quantity and frequency, we decided not to calculate averages from the results 

obtained but to consider each of the responses as an independent result that was 

added to the rest of the responses from the same section (i.e. never, hardly ever, 

sometimes, etc.). Accordingly, one might immediately see, which strategies a 

specific student had used and how often she/he had used them. The same process 

was followed to calculate the general results for each of the groups. 

3.3.4.2 Post-test 

The post-test (Appendices 7 and 8) was identical to the pre test in terms of 

structure, administration method and scoring process. However, the post test 

measured the use learners had made of the different set of metacognitive strategies 

when working with both language learning packages, which were considered both 

as autonomy developers in the terms previously described (see Chapter 2). The 

results helped us to glean to what extent each language learning program 

influenced learners performance. 

The post-test questionnaire contained 19 items consisting of 19 statements 

about metacognitive strategies students use when learning English. Students had 

to read each statement and write the response from a 5-point Likert scale, which 

was exactly the same as the one used in the pre-test. This time, students were told 

to answer in terms of how well the statement described what they had done while 

interacting with the language learning programs. There were no right or wrong 

answers to the statements. The timing for this post-test was set from 20 minutes to 

40 minutes, taking into account the different skill levels of each student.  
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Of the 19 items, 6 belonged to part A, 7 to part B and 6 to part C. Each of 

these parts made reference to the three different sets of metacognitive strategies 

already defined in a previous chapter (see chapter 2). Like in the pretest, Part A 

covered the set of metacognitive strategies focused on planning. Part B focused 

on the set of metacognitive strategies concerning monitoring and Part C dealt with 

metacognitive strategies focused on evaluation. 

Two versions of the post test were designed, one for those students who had 

interacted with Communicate and Connect (Appendix 7) and another one for 

those who had interacted with TADLA (Appendix 8). Both the questionnaires 

followed the patterns above described. However, they were different in terms of 

specific references to learning tools integrated in the two different programs such 

as for instance the case of methodological aid in TADLA, which was referred as 

system-aid in Communicate and Connect. 

 

3.3.5 Questionnaires for students’ evaluation of both language learning 

packages (i.e. Communicate and Connect (2001) and TADLA). 

The last questionnaire administered to students was the language learning 

packages evaluation questionnaire. This questionnaire was designed taking into 

account previous proposals (Dorado, 1998; Marqués, 2000; Martínez, 2002; 

Reeves, 1994). Among the different aspects suitable for evaluation regarding both 

language learning programs, we chose those that were considered relevant for the 

present study, in this sense, we focused our attention on a) pleasurablessness and 

usability (McGrine, 1996) of the programs, b) the learning tools integrated in the 

packages such as the dictionary, the methodological aid, the learning diary among 

others, and c) the learning plan offered by the system. 

Two versions of the evaluation questionnaire were designed. One for those 

students who had interacted with Communicate and Connect (2001) (i.e. Group 1) 

and another for those who had interacted with TADLA (i.e. Group 2). Both 

questionnaires were identical in structure, scoring process and goals. However, 

they were different in terms of specific references to learning tools integrated in 
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the two different programs such as for instance the case of methodological aid in 

TADLA, which was called system aid in Communicate and Connect (2001).  

Therefore, both questionnaires had 14 sections as shown in Table 38 

below: 

Table 38: Evaluation goals in sections of both questionnaires. 

 COMMUNICATE 
AND CONNECT 

TADLA 

SECTION A: • Pleasurableness and 

usability 

• Pleasurableness and 

usability 

SECTION B: • Length of activities • Length of activities 

SECTION C: • Level of difficulty of 

activities 

• Level of difficulty of 

activities 

SECTION D • Notebook • Learning diary  

SECTION E • Learning strategies • Learning strategies 

SECTION F • Dictionary • TADLA dictionary  

• Recommended online 

dictionaries 

SECTION G • Web resources • List of selected web 

resources. 

SECTION H • Recommended 

learning plan  

• Recommended learning 

plan  

SECTION I • Interaction with the 

system (activities, 

learning tools, etc.) 

• Interaction with the 

system (activities, learning 

tools, etc.) 

SECTION J • Learning strategy-use • Learning strategy –use 
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awareness awareness 

SECTION K • System aid • Methodological aid 

SECTION L • General overview • General overview 

SECTION M • Individual/cooperative 

learning 

• Individual/cooperative 

learning 

SECTION N •Reading 

comprehension 

• Reading comprehension 

Students were told to answer in terms of how they had found the learning 

program regarding the statements suggested in the questionnaire. There were no 

right or wrong answers to the statements. The timing for this pre test was set from 

40 minutes to 60 minutes taking into account the different needs of each student.  

As we were interested in students’ profiles concerning their computer-

expertise and attitudes towards the introduction of the ICT in the language 

learning field. It was decided not to calculate averages from the results obtained 

but to consider each of the responses as an independent result that was added to 

the rest of the responses from the same section (i.e. strongly agree, generally 

agree, mixed views, etc.). Accordingly, one might see at first sight, which 

programs one specific student was able to use and how often she/he used them. 

The same process was followed to calculate the general results for each of the 

groups. 

Both questionnaires were designed by the researcher with the main 

purpose of obtaining quantitative and qualitative data that could provide relevant 

information for a) assessing the learners’ evaluation of both learning packages b) 

understanding and connecting different information for the case-study analysis. 

Additionally, the comparisons of the results obtained in both evaluations could 

provide additional information for the global conclusions of the present study.  
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3.3.6  Students’ evaluation of the whole experience: A semi-structured 

interview. 

Because the questionnaires used in the present study use standardised 

categories for all respondents, they make it easier to summarise results for groups 

and objectively diagnose problems of individual students. However, these 

questionnaires miss the richness and spontaneity of less-structured formats. For 

this reason, we also counted on a semi-structured interview for data collection.  

It was decided to use interviews as well as a questionnaire for the five 

reasons given by Creswell (1994: 175): 

Firstly, because of ‘interaction among data and variables’, by which it is 

hoped that the information gained during the interviews confirms the data from 

the questionnaire. This helps improve the internal validity of the investigation 

results. Secondly, the interviews can complement the questionnaire results by 

exploring issues in more depth, for example by finding out why the subjects 

answered the questionnaire in the way they did. Thirdly, the interviews can 

investigate reasons for unexpected or unusual answers to the questionnaire items. 

For example, more information can be sought on why interviewees gave a "Don’t 

Know" response, or why their answer was unusual; for example being at the 

opposite end of the scale from the mean. It can also provide grounds for analysis 

when the reliability of some of the questionnaire data is in doubt. Fourthly, the 

interviewees may bring a fresh perspective to the topic under investigation, one 

which was not investigated by the questionnaire items. Finally, in summary of the 

points above, a second research instrument adds scope and breadth to a study. 

The interview questions were designed, thus, to help triangulate with the 

questionnaire items, complement them, develop them by being open-ended, and 

initiate discussion of the students’ disposition and perceived ability from the 

students’ perspective. 

As mentioned in the previous section, in order to avoid contact with 

students during the interviews, two external researchers conducted the interviews. 
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In this way, we avoided possible results that may have jeopardised the 

investigation and ultimately would have limited the validity of the study, since the 

researcher was also the students’ teacher during the semester. Therefore, students 

might have been reluctant to give their opinion about the whole process or make 

suggestions to improve it. 

The interviews were carried out during one week in January 2005. All the 

interviews were carried out in one of the researchers’ office. As suggested by 

Nunan (1992: 153), in each interview the researcher made notes and, with the 

subject’s permission, video- recorded the conversation. It was decided to use a 

semi-structured interview (Nunan 1992: 149) so that interview questions could 

triangulate with relevant items already assessed in the different previous 

questionnaires and could help to explore issues in greater depth and from the 

student’s perspective. The interview tended towards being semi-structured in that 

the both the questions and the prompts that followed them were open-ended, but it 

was decided not to use a semi-structured interview of the type described by Nunan 

(1992: 149 -150). This was because a semi-structured interview might not have 

resulted in triangulation with the questionnaire item topics. 

The questions were all focused on the interviewee’s feelings, using "you" 

as the subject of the sentence to encourage the interviewees to give information 

from their point of view. For their information, and for ethical reasons, the 

interviewees were given the following briefing and explanation before the 

questions: "The purpose of this interview and all the questionnaires you did before 

is to investigate students’ attitudes and abilities to learn English with CALL 

materials. The results of the survey will help Noelia to understand what students 

need and improve the course syllabus for next course. I would like to tape record 

this interview. Is it OK if I record this interview?" 

The following paragraphs give the pilot interview questions and detailed rationale 

for the questions. 

1. How did you feel during this experience?  
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2. Did you notice that the experience was part of a research project? 

These questions were to elicit more information on the interviewee’s feelings and 

attitudes towards the experience. 

3. Had you ever thought of the possibility of learning English using ICT? 

This question was to elicit more information on the interviewee’s attitude towards 

learning languages and ICT. This question was also designed to triangulate with 

results from students’ attitudes towards ICT questionnaire,   

4. After this experience and now that you know that your learning process can be 

the focus of a research, do you think you will pay more attention to your own 

learning process?  

This question was designed to triangulate with monitoring section from 

meatcognitive strategy-use pre and post test.  

5. Before taking part in this experience what was your level of familiarity with the 

ICT? 

This question was to triangulate with the results obtained in ICT level 

questionnaire. 

6. Did you change your perception on the ICT and language learning ?  

This question is to triangulate with the results obtained in the students’ attitudes 

towards ICT questionnaire. More specifically, with the results obtained in the 

items directly related to the introduction of the ICT in the language learning field 

(i.e. 12, 13, 18, 21, 28, 33) 

7. Now that the course finished and the experience is over. Do you think that you 

are going to keep using the ICT for your own learning process? 

This question was to triangulate with the self-evaluation section on the 

metacognitive strategy-use section, since it involves that students have realized of 

their own lacks and needs.  
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8. After the experience did you change your perception on possible materials to 

learn English? 

This question is to triangulate with the results of the learning style questionnaire, 

since the flexible nature of the multimedia materials are likely to be preferred by 

those learners that are described as field-independent. This question was also 

designed to obtain further information on students’ perception on the text.  

9. After this experience, do you think you are going to use websites in English to 

for other reasons apart from learning English? 

This question was designed to triangulate with learning styles questionnaire, since 

the capacity of doing transfers is typical of autonomous learners. 

10. Could you enumerate three characteristics of the web materials and three 

more typical of the traditional materials. 

This question was to triangulate with question 8. It was designed to investigate if 

there was any change in students’ perception of the materials. 

11. Could you describe the teacher’s role during the experience? Was it different 

to the one you are used to? 

This question is to triangulate with students’ perception on the teacher’s role and 

his/her role in the learning process. This was designed to triangulate with 

students’ evaluation of the whole experience in the conclusions section. 

12. Did you see the teacher that was behind the system? 

This question was to triangulate with the results obtained in section K of the 

students’ evaluation of the learning package.  

13. After the experience, has your perception on your classmates changed? 

This to triangulate with the results obtained in section M of the aforementioned 

questionnaire.  
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14. Finally, could you tell me any important changes that this experience has 

made on your perception of language learning and ICT? 

This question is to triangulate with final conclusions.  

3.3.7 The notebook/learning diary  

In order to obtain relevant information about students’ profile regarding 

their representations on the language learning process (i.e. on language learning, 

language, materials, metacognitive skills), a learning diary/notebook was attached 

to the systems. Each student had his/her own learning diary. In the case of those 

working with TADLA, the diary was saved in a 3 ½ disk. In this way, students 

could use Word to create their own files and works. It is important to mention at 

this point that as shown in the results section, most of the students’ computer –

expertise level resulted to be basic, as expected. However, most of them could use 

Word without any problem. This fact led us to choose the option of using Word as 

the editing program and a 3 ½ disk in which they could organise and save all their 

work as desired. In the case of those students working with Communicate and 

Connect, two options were offered. On the one hand, the program itself offered its 

own notebook. However, this learning tool did not allow students to create their 

own files. Therefore, 3 ½ disks were also available for those students who felt that 

they needed a more flexible tool to create their own learning diary. Diaries were 

collected at the end of the three sessions and printed for data analysis.  

The main purpose of the introduction of the use of a learning 

diary/notebook in the experience was based on the premise that keeping a diary 

not only encourages introspection and preserves valuable insights, but may also 

reveal negative attitudes and beliefs that are hindering the learning process. 

Additionally, in our case the use of a learning diary could provide valuable data in 

order to analyse students’ metalanguage use as well as their previous 

representations on the language process, which could shed light on each of the 

cases chosen for the case study and therefore lead to elaborated conclusions.  
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3.3.8 Measure to examine students’ interaction with the learning packages. 

 In order to examine students’ movements through the programs, we use the 

tracking systems that had been incorporated to both learning packages.  

 The data obtained could provide useful information to confirm or disregard 

some of the data obtained in questionnaires, since the tracking systems would 

enable us to check if what students say they did was actually what they actually 

did. Therefore, validity would not be affected.  

 

 

Regarding the language used in each of the materials distributed to elicit 

data from students, the questionnaires were all designed in Spanish, although 

students were allowed to respond either in Spanish or Catalan, since both 

languages were reported as L1 among students. The interview was also conducted 

in Spanish. Students, though, were allowed to use one of the languages above 

mentioned. Finally, concerning the learning diary, students were told to use their 

L1. However, some of them employed the English language.  

The main reason for our choice was the nature of the research goals. In this 

sense, metacognition involves complex mental processes. In order to facilitate the 

fluent transfer from mental processes to written expression, using L1 seems to be 

the most logical option.  

3.4 DATA ANALYSIS 

The analysis of the data was conducted into the framework of validity 

already discussed in section 3.1.4. The data analysis process was carried out at 2 

different levels. At the first level the data obtained from the questionnaires 

administered (ALTE, 2001; English proficiency self-rating questionnaire; 

GIAPEL learning style questionnaire; students’ level of ICT expertise and 

students’ attitudes towards ICT, students’ pre-post metacognitive strategy use and 

students’ attitude towards the language learning package) was analysed from a 
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global perspective in order to obtain an overall description of the groups that have 

worked with each of the learning packages. This information could provide a 

general framework for a meaningful understanding of the case-analysis 

description as well as it could provide a general framework for comparison for 

conclusions obtained from the case-study analysis.  

At a second level, that is, the case-study analysis, the data obtained from 

the questionnaires above mentioned was individually processed in order to obtain 

an overall description of each of the students selected for the case study. However, 

the most relevant data in this level were obtained from the students’ learning diary 

as well as the analysis of students’ navigation through the system. Both types of 

data, that obtained from the questionnaires and that obtained from the learning 

diary and the navigation through the system were modulated by the data obtained 

in the individual interviews conducted at the end of the experience.  

 



 
 
 
 
 

CHAPTER 4 
 

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION I.  

RESULTS FROM GROUP 1 AND 2.  

BUILDING A BACKGROUND FOR REFERENCE.  
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The aim of this chapter is to present the results obtained from the analysis 

of data at a first level, namely, the general results obtained from the analyses of 

the different tests administered to group 1 (working with Communicate and 

Connect) and group 2 (working with TADLA). After a detailed description of both 

groups and their experience with the tests, attention is focused on the conclusions 

of the analyses in order to provide a background for the case studies presented in 

Chapter 5. 

 

4.1. DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECTS IN GROUP 1 AND GROUP 2. 

BUILDING A BACKGROUND FOR REFERENCE. 

The overall description of the two groups involved in the present study 

draws upon the data obtained from the following questionnaires filled in by the 

students throughout the process: 

• An external, objective questionnaire measuring the students’ 

language proficiency (ALTE, 2001) (Appendix 2) 

• A questionnaire aimed at getting the students involved with 

evaluating their language proficiency (i.e., a self-rating 

questionnaire) (Appendix 3) 

• A questionnaire concerned with the students’ learning styles (i.e., 

GIAPEL learning style questionnaire) (Appendix 4) 

• A questionnaire focused on the students’ level of computer 

expertise and their attitude towards ICT. (Appendix 5) 

• A questionnaire focusing on the students’ use of metacognitive 

strategies (both pre and post metacognitive-strategy use) (Appendix 

6 for pre-test and Appendices 7 and 8 for Communicate and 

Connect and TADLA post-test respectively) 

• A questionnaire related to the students’ attitude towards the 

language learning package. (Appendices 9 and 10 for Communicate 

and Connect and TADLA respectively) 

It should be mentioned that the students’ level of English proficiency and 

their learning styles are two variables that had been previously used in order to 
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select the participants in the case study. All the students selected had an 

intermediate level of English proficiency and were receptive to the notion of 

learner autonomy (i.e., belonged to Type C). However, the results obtained from 

the rest of the questionnaires above also provide objective data that afford an 

accurate description of both groups. This first approach to data may provide a 

useful framework in order to better understand the case study. 

4.1.1. Students’ computer expertise 

The students’ computer expertise concerns diverse variables, the most 

important of which are: (a) access to technology, (b) use of the Web, (c) expertise 

in the use of specific programs, and (d) their previous experience with ICT and 

language learning. These are discussed in turn below. 

a) Access to technology. The results obtained from group 1 and 2 are shown 

in Figure 4.1 below: 

0
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No access Home Work Other place Home/work Home/work/univ. Don't know
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Figure 4.1: Access to technology for groups 1 and 2 
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As shown above, the students’ familiarity with technology was similar in 

both groups. Most of the students (8 students in group 1, and 9 students in group 

2) had no access at all to a laptop, a fax, etc. However, most of them had access to 

a desktop computer either at home or at any other place (9 students in group 1, 

and all the students in group 2). At the same time, all the students in both groups 

had access to CD-ROMs, and most of them (8 students in group 1, and 10 students 

in group 2) used DVDs either at work, at university or at home as shown in Figure 

61 above. In other words, most of students from both groups had access to 

computers (i.e., mainly desktop computers) and had access to the Web. This 

meant that most of the students participating in the study were, in fact, not ‘new’ 

in the field of ICT. 

b) Use of the Web. The results obtained from group 1 and group 2 are shown 

in Figure 4.2 below: 

  

 

Figure 4.2: Students’ Web-use. 

 As shown above, most of the students in both groups (9 students in group 

1, and all the students in group 2) used the Web “to communicate with friends, 

classmates and teachers.” Likewise, nearly all of them used the Web “to access 

learning materials.” However, although it is true that the students use the Web to 

communicate with classmates and teachers and to search for language learning 

Group 1 

Students Students

Group 2 
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materials, this is partly due to the fact that the teachers of the subject H40 (English 

language) use the virtual environment Moodle as a means to interact with their 

students and to provide them with complementary information and learning 

materials (e.g. URLs with further information on the topic discussed in class). 

Additionally, the students were asked to use the forums and materials available in 

Moodle. Figure 4.3 shows the virtual environment used in the subject H40: 

 

 

Figure 4.3: H40 (English Language Practice) in Moodle. Course 04/05. 

 In this regard, the students’ use of the Web to communicate with 

classmates and/or teachers or their online access to learning materials are far from 

being spontaneous acts. In other words, we cannot conclude that the students use 

the Web in an autonomous way for language learning purposes. This is also the 

case with the students’ use of the Web “to prepare exams”, as reported by those in 

group 2. In sum, data results suggest that the students’ use of the Web was mainly 

concerned with their need/wish to (a) communicate with friends, classmates and 

teachers and (b) have access to learning materials. However, these actions were 

not student-initiated, since they were the result of using Moodle in the H40 

subject. 
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c) Expertise in the use of specific programs. The results obtained from 

group 1 and group 2 are illustrated in Figure 4.4 below: 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4: Students’ expertise in the use of specific programs. 

 As shown above, most of the students in both groups were able to use a 

number of programs familiar to university students, namely text-processor (9 

students in group 1 and 10 students in group 2), web browsers (all the students in 

group 1 and 10 students in group 2), Messenger (9 students in group 1 and 10 

students in group 2), DVDs (all the students in group 1 and 8 students in group 2), 

SMS (9 students in group 1 and 8 students in group 2). However, students in both 

groups (9 students in group 1 and 6 students in group 2) acknowledged that they 

needed help when using the spreadsheet. In sum, the students seem to be familiar 

with those programs that university students commonly use in their academic life 

except for spreadsheet. 

d) The students’ previous experiences with ICT and language learning. 

Students from both groups were asked to report if the had had previous 

experiences in using ICT as an assisting tool during their language learning 

process. In other words, they were asked if they had participated in (1) an online 

course with interactive features such as assessments, tasks or learning materials, 

(2) an online discussion forum, (3) video conferencing, (4) a virtual learning 

Group 1 Group 2 

Students Students
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environment such as WebCT or Moodle, or had ever used a language learning 

package. The results concerning these questions are shown in Figure 4.5 below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5: Results on students’ familiarity with experiences based upon ICT and 
language learning. 

Most of the students (8 students in group 1 and 6 students in group 2) 

reported neither having used video conferencing nor a language-learning package 

in previous experiences. Curiously, and although students in group 1 and 2 were 

enrolled in a subject that was supported by a virtual environment, they showed 

opposite responses regarding the use of online discussion forums. Thus, most of 

the students in group 1 (n = 6) reported they had never used discussion forums; in 

contrast, most of the students in group 2 (n = 7) reported they had had previous 

experiences with online forums. The differences between both groups in this 

regard may respond to their different response to the activities suggested in the 

classroom. In tis respect, it should be mentioned that using the forum in Moodle 

was not compulsory. In fact, after checking the students’ contributions to the 

Moodle forum, the aforementioned results were confirmed: the students who had 

contributed the most were the students in group 2 (n = 9 versus n = 7 in group 1). 

According to these data, it might be concluded then that students in group 

2 were more familiar with experiences involving ICT and language learning. 

StudentsStudents 

Group 1 Group 2
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However, the results may also be related to reasons external to the study, since 

both groups of students belonged to a wider common group in which no 

distinction was made. 

 Drawing upon the students’ responses shown in the figures above, we may 

conclude that both groups of students were familiar with the ICT in general. 

However, the use they made of the new technology differed from that of an 

expert. Thus, students from both groups were able to use the programs commonly 

used at the university level such as a text processors or e-mails. They were also 

familiar with programs common to people of their age, as is the case of 

Messenger or SMS. Regarding the use they made of Internet, most students in 

both groups reported having used the Web mainly to communicate with friends, 

classmates and teachers, as well as to search learning materials. Nevertheless, as 

has been mentioned these data may be misleading since the students were 

suggested to use the forums and chats in Moodle as part of their classroom 

experience (e.g., most of the materials used were available in Moodle). In this 

sense, it may be misleading to describe the students participating in the study as 

“Web-searchers” for language learning purposes despite the results reflected in 

Figure 65. Finally, concerning the students’ previous experiences with ICT-

mediated language learning, group 2 seemed to be more familiarised with using 

online virtual environments. 

4.1.2. Students’ attitudes towards computers in general, and the integration 

of ICT in the language-learning field in particular 

 Students’ attitudes towards computers in general. 

Students in group 1 and group 2 showed positive attitudes towards 

computers in general, as shown in Figure 4.6 below:  
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 Students’ responses to statements reflecting negative attitudes towards 
computers : 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.6: Students’ responses to statements reflecting positive attitudes towards computers. 

The data shown above were confirmed by the results obtained from the 

students’ responses to a questionnaire on computer anxiety. The students never 

showed anxiety towards the use of computers, as shown below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 4.7: Students’ responses to statements reflecting negative attitudes towards 
computers 

The students’ positive attitude towards computers was expected due to 

their level of computer expertise. In this sense, the students’ familiarity with the 

medium might help to diminish negative attitudes and previous representations on 

computers, which could have become a handicap (i.e., technophobia) during the 

experience. 

Group 1 Group 2

Group 1 Group 2
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 The students’ attitudes towards the integration of the ICT in the 

language learning field 

Most students in both groups said that they agreed with the statements 

reflecting a positive attitude towards the introduction of the ICT in the language-

learning field. This is shown in Figure 4.8 below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 4.8: Students’ responses towards statements reflecting positive attitudes towards the 

integration of the ICT in the language learning field. 

  

However, the students’ positive attitude towards the integration of the ICT 

in the language-learning field is not as clear as the students’ positive attitude 

towards computers. Indeed, the students’ responses showed opposite attitudes to 

Group 2 Group 1
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the issue. For instance, most of the students in group 1 (n = 7) agreed on the fact 

that computers lack human interaction and that a good access to a tutor requires 

face to face interaction. Curiously, most of students in group 2 (n = 7) also agreed 

on both topics. Additionally, most of the students’ responses fell into the mixed 

views option. For instance, 5 students in group 1 and 7 students in group 2 

showed mixed views on statement 23 (i.e., I do not know how people can enjoy 

learning languages with computers). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.9: Students’ responses to statements reflecting negative attitudes towards the 
introduction of the ICT in the language learning field. 

 

 Students’ views towards possible alternatives on how ICT could 

improve the language learning process. 

As shown in Figure 70 below, part of the students from both groups (from 

3 to 5 students in group 1 and from 3 to 6 students in group 2) generally agreed 

with the statements proposed, for instance, that introducing ICT in the language-

learning field would “enable learners to develop skills such as teamwork, 

Group 1 Group 2 
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problem-solving, self-learning capability and presentation skills”, and that it 

would afford “collaboration among students from different or same countries”. 

 

 

 
Figure 4.10: Students’ responses to possible alternatives on how ICT could improve the language 

learning  
 

 

In sum, although the students’ attitudes towards computers are clearly 

positive, these attitudes towards the introduction of the ICT are constrained by 

their representation of CALL as a learning process that lacks human interaction, 

especially when it is referred to the lack of a visible tutor. Despite their reluctance 

concerning the human factor, students in both groups related the introduction of 

the ICT in the language learning field to concepts such as collaboration, self-

learning capability, problem-solving and multiplication of sources and learning 

contexts, which are closed to the development of learner autonomy. 

 

 

 

Group 1 Group 2 
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4.1.3. Students’ background concerning metacognitive strategy-use.  

 

The results of the test concerned with pre- and post- metacognitive-

strategy use provided a relevant background to better understand the analysis of 

the cases selected for the present study. The results obtained in both groups 

differed notably. Each group is discussed in turn. 

 

 Results from the pre- and post- metacognitive-strategy use test of group 1. 

 

As shown in Figure 4.11 below, students in group 1 had used fewer 

metacognitive strategies while interacting with the language-learning package 

than they used to do (i.e., as shown in the results from the pre test). Only in the 

case of metacognitive strategies regarding self-evaluation (Part C) the results 

showed a significant difference between both tests, since students responses in the 

pre-test were concentrated in the sometimes option (as shown in Figure 71 below). 

In contrast, while interacting with the application, the students’ responses show a 

wider range. It seems that the interaction with the application did not have any 

effect on the students’ use of metacognitive strategies, since more responses fell 

into the never option and in the hardly one. Furthermore, the sum of the students’ 

responses (n = 60 in the pre-test; n = 35 in the post-test) that showed some type of 

use of evaluation metacognitive strategies (i.e., sometimes, often, and always) in 

the post test was lower than in the pre test. 
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Figure 4.11: Overall results from the metacognitive strategy-use pre-post test of group 1. 

 

The results concerned with the metacognitive strategies on planning (Part 

A), the results showed that students reported having used fewer planning 

strategies while interacting with the learning package than they used to do (see 

Figure 72 below). In this sense, only strategy 3 (to select materials in different 

formats in order to meet their learning goal) was reported as having never been 

used. The students also reported having used fewer always and often strategies 

(post-test n = 12) while working with the learning package than they used to do 

(pre-test n = 15). Finally, the number of the students’ responses regarding strategy 

use was lower in the post-test than in the pre-test in sections sometimes (pre-test n 

= 34; post-test n = 20), often (pre-test n = 28; post-test n = 28) and always (pre-

test n = 8; post-test n = 6). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Total number 
of responses  
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Figure 4.12: Results of the students’ planning-strategy use of group 1. 

 

As illustrated in Figure 4.13 below, the results of use of metacognitive 

strategies on monitoring (Part B) showed that students reported having used 

fewer monitoring strategies while interacting with the learning package than they 

used to do. In this sense, two strategies were reported as never used by the 

students, namely strategy 11. I write down my mistakes in order to avoid 

repeating them, and strategy 17. I read the notes from notebook before starting a 

new lesson. However, the results from the post test showed that 5 different 

strategies had not been ever used by some of the students while using the 

application. The strategies are: 11. I have written down my mistakes in order to 

avoid repeating them; 13. I have reflected on the learning activities I have done 

during the experience; 14. I have written down in my notebook the ideas and 

reflections derived from the activities I have done; 17. I have read the notes from 
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previous sections before starting a new one; 18. I have reorganised the contents 

in my notebook when I though it was necessary). Finally, the number of students’ 

responses regarding strategy use was lower in the post-test than in the pre-test 

concerning sometimes (pre-test n = 23; post-test n = 13), often (pre-test n = 30; 

post-test n = 27) and always (pre-test n = 22; post- test n = 22). 

 

 
 

 
Figure 4.13: Results of students’ monitoring strategy-use of group 1. 

 

The results of the metacognitive strategies on self-evaluating (Part C) 

showed that students reported having used less monitoring strategies while 

interacting with the learning package than they used to do (see Figure 4.14 

below). In this sense, eight strategies (i.e., 19, 20, 23, 24, 256, 27, 28, 29) were 

reported as never used. However, the results from the post-test showed that 10 

different strategies (i.e., 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28) had never been used 

by some of the students while using the application. The number of the students’ 

responses regarding strategy use was lower in the post-test than in the pre-test, 
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particularly the sections sometimes (pre-test n = 44; post-test n = 13), and often 

(pre-test n = 20; post-test n = 13). Nevertheless, the students’ responses in the 

section always of the pre-tests was lower than in the post test (pre-test n = 4; post-

test n = 11). Furthermore, a greater number of planning strategies had been always 

used by students while working with the application, namely 19, 20, 21, 23, 25. 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4.14: Results of students’ evaluating strategy-use of group 1. 

 

Bearing in mind these data, we could conclude that the results obtained in 

the pre-test and post-test on the use of metacognitive strategies showed that the 

application might have not fostered a higher level of metacognitive-strategy use. 

On the one hand, the students used less planning and monitoring strategies; on the 

other, they appeared to use a greater number of self-evaluating strategies. 
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However, the general negative figures led us to consider this data as anecdotic. 

Communicate and Connect might be considered as a learning package that does 

not foster the use of metacognitive strategies and, consequently, does not facilitate 

a learner autonomy development. The results obtained from the students’ pre- and 

post- metacognitive-strategy use test reveal that students follow a prototypical 

behaviour when interacting with Communicate and Connect. This behaviour may 

be characterised as follows: 

 

 No use or poorer use of the learning diary. 

 No use or poorer use of specific metalanguage. 

 No use or poorer use of the resources (URLs and extra materials) offered 

by the system. 

 No use or poorer use of the methodological aid offered by the system. 

 

 

 Results from the metacognitive strategy-use pre-post test of group 2. 

 

As shown in Figure 4.15 below, students in group 2 had used more 

metacognitive strategies while interacting with the language-learning package 

than they used to do (results from the pre- test). The higher number of students’ 

responses in sections sometimes, often and always in each of the parts (A = 

planning; B = monitoring; C = evaluating) led us to this conclusion. In this sense, 

students’ positive responses (i.e., they sometimes, often or always used a specific 

strategy) were significantly higher in planning (sometimes: pre-test n = 36; post-

test n = 37; often: pre-test n = 29; post-test n = 47; always: pre-test n = 4; post-test 

n = 5), monitoring (sometimes: pre-test n = 38; post-test n = 39; often: pre-test n 

= 33; post-test n = 35; always: pre-test n = 5; post-test n = 12), and evaluating 

(sometimes: pre-test n = 39; post-test n = 51; often: pre-test n = 8; post-test n = 39; 

always: pre-test n = 0; post-test n = 1). 
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Figure 4.15: Overall results from the metacognitive strategy-use pre-post test of group 2. 

 

The results of the metacognitive strategies on planning (Part A) showed 

that students reported having used more planning strategies while interacting with 

the learning package than they used to do (see Figure 76 below). Only one student 

reported not having used strategy 9 (I have selected some of the links offered in 

the bank of materials to elaborate my learning package) while interacting with 

TADLA. In contrast, the results from the pre- test showed that more than one 

student had reported not having used specific planning strategies, concretely 

strategies 5, 7 and 8. Similarly, the students reported having used more strategies 

(post-test n = 13) in the always and often sections while working with TADLA 

than they used to do (pre-test n = 11). Additionally, the number of the students’ 

responses concerning strategy use was higher in the post-test than in the pre-test. 

The results from the pre and post tests also showed that there was a steady number 

of students who reported to have sometimes/often used strategies while working 

with TADLA, as shown in Figure 76 below. On the other hand, the number of 

students who reported having used planning strategies varied according to the 

strategy. 
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Figure 4.16: Results of students’ planning strategy-use of group 2. 

 

As illustrated in Figure 4.17 below, the results of metacognitive strategies 

on monitoring (Part B) showed that students had reported having used more 

monitoring strategies while interacting with TADLA than they used to do. The 

results showed that students had regularly used more types of strategies while 

interacting with TADLA than they used to do. For instance, the students’ responses 

showed that they had always used a higher number of different strategies (i.e., 10, 

11, 13, 14, 16 and 17) while interacting with TADLA than they used to do (i.e., 10, 

12 and 16). Together with this higher number of different strategies, there were 

more students who had used them. Finally, the students also reported having often 

used more different strategies (i.e., 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18) while 

interacting with TADLA than they used to do (i.e., 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17 and 

18). 
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Figure 4.17: Results of students’ monitoring strategy-use of group 2 

 

The results of the metacognitive strategies on evaluating (Part C) showed 

that students used more regularly self-evaluating strategies while interacting with 

TADLA than they used to do (see Figure 4.18 below). This increase of the 

students’ planning-strategy use is evident in the case of sometimes and often, as 

illustrated in Figure 78. For instance, in the case of often the students’ responses 

(n = 39) were significantly lower than the total number of responses (n = 53) 

found in the post-test. The students’ responses, thus, seem to show a more regular 

use of evaluation strategies while they interacted with TADLA than they used to 

do. Despite the evident difference between pre and post-tests on the students’ 

regular use of evaluating-strategies, the difference between sections always in 

both tests were not relevant. Indeed, while in the pre-test no response was found, 

in the post-test only one student reported having always used one strategy (i.e., 
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19. When I have finished a session I have summarised the main ideas derived 

from the activities I did) while interacting with TADLA. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4.18: Results of students’ evaluating strategy-use of group 2 
 

 

Bearing these data in mind, we might conclude that TADLA might have 

fostered the students’ metacognitive-strategy use, since the differences between 

the pre-test and the post-test showed an evident increase in the students’ use of 

planning, evaluating and monitoring strategies. Therefore, and according to the 

results obtained, TADLA might be considered a CALL program that could 

facilitate the development of learner autonomy. The results obtained from 

students’ pre- and post- metacognitive-strategy use test reveal that the students 
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prototypically follow a specific behaviour when interacting with TADLA that can 

be characterised as follows: 

 

 Frequent use of the learning diary. 

 Frequent use of specific metalanguage. 

 Frequent use of the resources (URLs and extra materials) offered by the 

system. 

 Frequent use of the methodological aid offered by the system. 

 

The analyses of the cases from both groups might provide more elaborated 

conclusions on the autonomising nature of Communicate and Connect and 

TADLA. Moreover, the data derived from the analyses of the students’ learning 

diary as well as the interviews conducted and the tracking records may also shed 

light on and illustrate more clearly the students’ metacognitive-strategy use. 

Finally, the aforementioned analyses may also show specific traits in the students’ 

behaviour that could lead to the development of learner autonomy in a CALL 

context. 

 

4.1.4 Students’ background concerning language learning package 

evaluation. Results of Communicate and Connect, 2001 and TADLA 

evaluation test. 

As to the students’ evaluation of the language learning packages, we may 

distinguish seven different sections: 

a. Pleasurability and usability 

b. Length of activities 

c. Level of difficulty of activities 

d. Notebook (i.e., in Communicate and Connect) and Learning diary 

(i.e., in TADLA) 

e. Learning strategies 

f. Dictionary (i.e., Communicate and Connect) and TADLA dictionary 

and recommended online dictionaries 
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g. Web resources (i.e., in Communicate and Connect) and list of 

selected Web resources (i.e., in TADLA) 

h. Web access (i.e., in Communicate and Connect) and list of selected 

Web resources (i.e., In TADLA) 

i. Recommended learning route 

j. Interaction with the system (activities, learning tools, etc.) 

k. Learning strategy-use awareness 

l. System aid (i.e., in Communicate and Connect) and 

methodological aid (i.e., in TADLA) 

m. General overview 

n. Individual/cooperative work 

o. Linguistic skills in Communicate and Connect and reading 

comprehension skills in TADLA. 

These sections are discussed in turn below. 

 Section A: Pleasurability and usability. 

The results of the students’ evaluation of Communicate and Connect 

showed that, in general, the students liked the program. Most of them (n = 10) 

found the program visually appealing (i.e., Statement 1). Accordingly, more than 

half of the students (n = 6) considered that the number of multimedia elements 

were reasonable in terms of quality and quantity (Statement 2). As for usability, 

half of the students (n = 5) found that the access to the Web was not conveniently 

presented (Statement 4). Most of the students (n = 7) also showed a mixed 

opinion about the Web accessibility from the program. Nevertheless, many 

students (n = 6) did not give a specific opinion on the navigability through the 

program and did not show any preference on “having a navigation map that could 

help them while using the program” (Statement 6). 
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Figure 4.19: Students’ evaluation of section A (i.e., Pleasurability and usability) in Communicate 
and Connect. 

 

 In short, the students’ evaluation of Communicate and Connect regarding 

pleasurability was positive. According to them, Communicate and Connect 

included an acceptable number of multimedia elements in terms of quality and 

quantity. Furthermore, the students found that the contents and general 

presentation were also acceptable. However, the students’ evaluation on usability 

showed mixed opinions on aspects such as Web accessibility or the convenience 

of having a navigation map. Concerning the Web access, all the students that 

responded with mixed views (n = 7) added that “they had not even found the Web 

access” or that “they had not seen it”. This may explain the high number of 

students (n = 6) that did not give a specific opinion about the navigability of the 

program. Considering the problems that the students had to locate the Web access 

in Communicate and Connect, it is far from surprising the fact that students in 

group 1 did not use any Web resources and, therefore, make no reference to URLs 

or Web materials in their learning diaries and in their learning plans. 

Group 1 
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The students’ evaluation of TADLA showed that they liked the program 

(i.e., found it pleasurable). Most of the students (n = 8) strongly agreed (n = 3) or 

generally agreed (n = 5) with the “presentations, screens and images included in 

the program” (Statement 1). Most of them (n = 7) also strongly agreed (n = 3) or 

generally agreed (n = 5) with “the multimedia elements included in the program in 

terms of quality and quantity” (Statement 2) as well as with the “quality of the 

content, the structure and the overall presentation of the program” (Statement 3). 

Concerning multimedia elements students’ opinion was divided into strongly 

agree (n = 3), generally agree (n = 4), mixed views (n = 3) and generally disagree 

(n = 1). As for usability, most of the students (n = 8 divided evenly in strongly 

agree and generally agree) found that “the access to the Web was conveniently 

presented and activated” (Statement 4). Finally, most students (n = 9) reported 

that the “URLs included in the program were activated” (Statement 6). 

As for navigability, almost all the students (n = 10) reported that 

“navigating through the program had been intuitive and easy” (Statement 8). 

Likewise, some of them (n = 7) found the “navigation bar helpful during their 

navigation through the program” (Statement 7). 
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Figure 4.20: Students’ evaluation of section A (i.e., pleasurability and usability) in 

TADLA. 
 

In sum, regarding pleasurability the students’ evaluation of TADLA was 

positive. According to them, TADLA included an acceptable number of 

multimedia elements in terms of quality and quantity, and its presentation was 

visually attractive. Nevertheless, their evaluation was not so positive as the one of 

Communicate and Connect. The difference in both evaluations may lie in the fact 

that Communicate and Connect is a learning package published by a prestigious 

company that probably invested a lot of money in the design of the application. 

On the other hand, TADLA was designed by me with the help of a computer 

science engineer and no funds at all. It should also be noted that TADLA was 

developed with programs and materials available for what may be referred to as a 

do-it-yourself approach to CALL. In other words, it was assumed that 

pleasurability was a weak point in TADLA –an assumption confirmed by the 

students’ responses. 

Group 2 
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However, their evaluation of the usability of TADLA was more positive 

than the one of Communicate and Connect. This may be due to the easy access to 

the Web afforded by the program: the navigation bar/map included in TADLA 

contributed to an easy and intuitive navigation through the system. In this regard, 

we may conclude that in contrast with Communicate and Connect, the optimal 

Web accessibility in TADLA allowed the students to navigate through the Web, 

and search for those materials and information useful for their own learning plans 

–as reflected in their learning diaries. Indeed, the help of the navigation bar helped 

the students to go straight to the part of the program they were interested in and, 

therefore, avoid getting lost in the program. This is reflected in their navigation 

tracking records. 

 

 Section B: Length of the activities. 

Concerning the students’ evaluation of the length of the activities in 

Communicate and Connect (shown in Figure 4.21 below), most of the 

students (n = 9) did not find the activities being too long (Statement 1), as 

reported in the evaluation test (generally agree n = 4, strongly disagree n = 5). 

Half of the students (n = 5) reported having mixed views when asked if they 

would have preferred shorter activities (Statement 2), while almost the other 

half (generally agree n = 4, strongly disagree n = 4) did not like the idea of 

shorter activities. Most of the students (n = 8) did not mind the long activities 

since they considered the activities offered in the program to be interesting 

(Statement 3). 
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Figure 4.21: Students’ evaluation of section B (i.e., length of activities) in Communicate and 

Connect. 

Concerning the students’ evaluation of the length of the activities in 

TADLA (shown in Figure 82 below), part of the students’ (n = 7) showed mixed 

views “when asked if they thought the activities were too long” (Statement 1). 

The rest of the students (n = 3) found the activities too long. As to Statement 2 (I 

didn’t mind working with long activities, since they were interesting), the results 

were similar to those obtained in Statement 1 (the activities were too long). Part of 

the students (n = 6) showed mixed views and 4 students agreed with the 

statement. Finally, the results from Statement 3 (I would have preferred working 

with shorter activities) showed that most students (n = 8) agreed with the 

statement and would have preferred working with shorter activities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4.22: Students’ evaluation of section B (i.e., Length of activities) in TADLA. 

 

Group 2 

Group 1 
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 In sum, the evaluation of the length of the activities differs in both groups. 

On the one hand, the students in group 1 were satisfied with the length of the 

activities presented in Communicate and Connect, and found them interesting. On 

the other hand, students in group 2 found the activities presented in TADLA too 

long. Additionally, most of them did not give a specific opinion about the 

interesting nature of the activities, although 4 students in the group reported 

having found the activities interesting. In fact, the results obtained in both 

evaluations were not surprising, since there was a significant difference in length 

among the activities of both systems. Thus, whereas Communicate and Connect 

offered short and isolated activities on one topic TADLA offered linked activities 

that were part of a module based upon one specific topic. The linked nature of the 

activities presented in TADLA could have made students perceive them as longer 

and, in some cases, boring if the topic of the activities was not interesting for 

them. 

 

 Section C: Level of difficulty of the activities. 

 

Concerning the level of difficulty of the activities in Communicate and 

Connect, most of the students (n = 8) considered that it was correct as shown in 

Figure 83 below. In this sense, 6 students strongly agreed with Statement 1 (The 

level of difficulty of the activities was correct) and 2 generally agreed with it. 

Regarding Statement 2 (I had problems when working on the activities due to 

their high level of difficulty) most of the students (n = 8) disagree with the 

statement. Finally, results from Statement 3 (The level of difficulty was easy) 

showed that students were divided into three different groups, namely, those who 

agreed with the statement (n = 5), those who had mixed views (n = 3), and those 

who disagreed (n = 2). 
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Figure 4.23: Students’ evaluation of section C (i.e., level of difficulty of the activities) in 

Communicate and Connect. 
 

All these results suggest that the students found the level of difficulty of 

the activities presented in Communicate and Connect correct. This may be 

supported not only by the high number of students who agreed with that statement 

(n = 8), but also by the fact that the same number of students (n = 8) did not find 

any problem when doing the activities. Nevertheless, although part of the students 

(n = 5) showed their agreement with Statement 3 (The level of difficulty was easy) 

others showed mixed views or partly disagreed (n = 5). This diversity of responses 

may be due to the learners’ representations of language and language learning. In 

this sense, the case study analysis sheds light on the relationship between the 

students’ perception of the activities and their representation of language and 

language learning. 

 

Regarding the level of difficulty of the activities in TADLA (see Figure 84 

below), most of the students (n = 7) considered that it was correct. However, the 

rest of the students (n = 4) had mixed views on it. Regarding Statement 2 (I had 

problems when working on the activities due to their high level of difficulty) 6 

students disagreed with the statement, whereas 3 had mixed views and 2 generally 

agreed with it. Finally, the results from Statement 3 (The level of difficulty was 

easy) showed that most of the students (n = 7) had mixed views, while 2 disagreed 

and 2 agreed. 

 

 

Group 1 
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Figure 4.24: Students’ evaluation of section C (i.e., level of difficulty of the activities) in TADLA. 

 

From the results above mentioned, it may be seen that the students found 

the level of difficulty of the activities presented in TADLA adequate. However, in 

contrast with Communicate and Connect, none of the students in group 2 strongly 

agreed with Statement 1 (The level of difficulty of the activities was correct). 

Additionally, the number of students’ responses (n = 14) that showed mixed views 

was higher than in the case of Communicate and Connect (n = 6). Again, the 

students’ representations of language and language learning may underlie the 

differences in their evaluation of the programs. In other words, many students 

associate long activities and authentic texts with more difficult activities –as is the 

case of TADLA. However, although the students in group 2 generally thought that 

the activities in TADLA were too long, they found them both easy and interesting. 

 

 Section D: Notebook/Learning diary. 

 

The students’ evaluation of the notebook in Communicate and Connect 

was positive in general (see Figure 4.25). Regarding Statement 1 (Having the 

opportunity to use a notebook within the system was very interesting.) most of the 

students (n = 7) agreed with it. 2 students showed mixed views and 1 student 

reported not having seen it. In turn, 7 students agreed with Statement 2 (The 

notebook helped me to have more control on my work during the three sessions.), 

whereas 2 students showed mixed views, and 1 did not see the access to the 

notebook. 

Group 2 
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Concerning the results from Statements 3 (Having the notebook in hand 

facilitated the process of taking notes about the contents of the activities I did.) 

and 4 (Having the notebook facilitated the process of taking notes about my own 

learning process.) 6 students found that having the notebook at hand facilitated 

the process of taking notes about the contents of the activities they did, while the 

rest of students showed mixed views (n = 2) or disagreed with this (n = 2). Only 4 

students (3 = strongly agree and 1 = generally agree) admitted that having the 

notebook at hand facilitated taking notes about their own learning process. The 

rest of students showed mixed views (n = 3), disagreed (n = 2) or reported not 

having seen the notebook access. As for Statement 5 (Using a notebook was not a 

waste of time), all the students that used the notebook (n = 9) strongly agreed with 

it. As to Statement 6 (considering whether students “would have preferred having 

some information on how to use and organise a notebook”, 6 students reported 

having preferred to have it while 3 showed mixed views. 

Concerning Statement 7 (I would have preferred creating my own files and 

folders in my notebook) there were more students (n = 4) who would not have 

preferred having such information than students (n = 3) who missed extra 

information on the nature of the notebook. The rest of the students (n = 2) showed 

mixed views or did not see the notebook access (n = 1). As for Statement 8 (Being 

able to create my own files and folders in my learning diary would helped me to 

organise it in the way I preferred), 4 students strongly agreed with the statement 

while the rest showed mixed views (n = 4) or did not see the notebook access (n = 

2). Finally, regarding Statement 8 (Using a notebook in this type of language 

learning packages does not help.), most of the students (n = 7) who used the 

notebook disagreed with the statement, while 1 student showed mixed views and 

2 students did not see the access to the notebook. 
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Figure 4.25: Students’ evaluation of section D (i.e., Notebook) in Communicate and Connect. 

 

To sum up, the students in group 1 who used the notebook found the 

experience of using it interesting and helpful according to the results obtained 

from statements 1, 6 and 9. Although the notebook provided by Communicate and 

Connect did not allow the students to create folders or documents, they did not 

miss this function as shown in the results from statements 7 and 8. A tentative 

explanation for this result may be that students are used to a traditional learning 

diary in which the information is organised lineally. In other words, they are used 

to a paper notebook, which does not allow for multiple dimensions and 

classification of the information. It is far from surprising, then, the fact that the 

students in group 1 did not include in their notebook information that could break 
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the linearity of its contents (e.g., URLs, images, etc.). The case study may help 

shed some light on this issue, as will be discussed in the following chapter. 

Indeed, more than half of the students missed having some information 

about how to organise and use a learning diary. According to the pre- 

metacognitive-strategy use test, most of the students were not used to having a 

learning diary. Consequently, it was expected that they would like to have some 

specific information about how to use and organise it. The students’ lack of 

information on how a learning diary can help to monitor their learning process 

may be the reason why most of the students (n = 7) used the notebook to write 

down about the activities but less than half of the students (n = 4) used it to write 

down aspects related to their learning process (e.g., setting goals or discussing 

decisions made during the process among others). According to the results 

obtained, then, it may be concluded that students used the notebook offered in the 

system as something that helped them keep a record of their learning activities. 

However, the notebook was not used as the mediation tool it should be in an 

autonomising context, that is, as the place where students could reflect on their 

own learning process to later re-orientate or evaluate it with the help of a 

facilitator of the learning process (i.e., a counsellor/learning guide/tutor). 

The students’ evaluation of the learning diary offered in TADLA was 

clearly positive as shown in Figure 4.26 below. Regarding Statement 1 (Having 

the opportunity to use a learning diary within the system was very interesting.) 

most of the students (n = 9) agreed with it, and 2 students showed mixed views. In 

turn, 8 students agreed with Statement 2 (The learning diary helped me to have 

more control on my work during the three sessions.), while 3 students showed 

mixed views. Concerning the results of statements 3 (Having the learning diary in 

hand facilitated the process of taking notes about the contents of the activities I 

did.) and 4 (Having the learning diary facilitated the process of taking notes about 

my own learning process.) all the students found that having the learning diary at 

hand had facilitated the process of taking notes about the contents of the activities 

they did. Additionally, 7 students (1 = strongly agree and 6 = generally agree) 

admitted that having the learning diary at hand facilitated taking notes about their 

own learning process. The rest of students (n = 4) showed mixed views. As to 
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Statement 5 (Using a learning diary was not a waste of time), most of the students 

(n = 9) strongly agreed with it, while 2 showed disagreement. 9 students (6 = 

generally agree, 3 = strongly agree) reported having found helpful “having some 

information on how to use and organise a learning diary”, while 3 students 

showed mixed views. Concerning Statement 7 (I liked creating my own files and 

folders in my learning diary), 7 students liked being able to create their own files 

and folders, while 4 showed mixed views. As for Statement 8 (Creating my own 

files and folders in my learning diary helped me to organise it in the way I 

preferred), almost all the students (n = 10) agreed with the statement while 1 

student showed mixed views. Finally, regarding Statement 8 (Using a notebook in 

this type of language learning packages does not help.), almost all the students (n 

= 10) disagreed with the statement, while 1 student showed mixed views. 

 

 
Figure 4.26: Students’ evaluation of section D (i.e., Notebook) in Communicate and Connect. 

 

From the results described above, it may be concluded that contrarily to 

the results obtained in Communicate and Connect evaluation, most of the 
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students’ responses are concentrated in the ‘generally agree’ section for those 

statements in which the positive response was either strongly agree or generally 

agree. These data suggest that the students’ positive evaluation of the learning 

diary was more solid than the one of Communicative and Connect. However, one 

of the most interesting results obtained in the analysis of students’ responses was 

related to the type of use students made of the learning diary. The students in 

group 1 reported that having a learning diary facilitated their process of taking 

notes about the contents of the activities they worked on, whereas the students in 

group 2 reported that the learning diary facilitated their process of taking notes not 

only about the contents of the activities, but also about their own learning process. 

In other words, while the notebook in Communicate and Connect was used as a 

record of the work done, the learning diary in TADLA was also being used as an 

introspective tool that helped learners to reflect on their own learning process. 

This conclusion can be also supported by the results of the post metacognitive-

strategies use test, which showed that students in group 2 were using more 

metacognitive strategies than students in group 1 while interacting with the 

language learning packages. 

Furthermore, it should also be pointed out that almost all the students (n = 

11) in group 1 found being able to create their own files and folders a helpful 

possibility in order to organise their diary. In this sense, it seems that there may be 

a close relationship between the use of the learning diary as a reflective tool that 

can be organised in a multidimensional and flexible way and the fostering of 

metacognitive-strategy use. To conclude, it is important to point out that almost 

all the students in group 1 and all the students in group 2 showed their 

disagreement with Statement 9, which presented the notebook/learning diary as a 

useless tool. This may suggest that although the use that the students make of the 

notebook/learning diary seems to be different in both groups, all the students 

found it a helpful tool when interacting with the CALL programs. 

 Section E: Learning strategies. 

Concerning the evaluation of learning strategies in Communicate and 

Connect (see Figure 4.27), the students did not show a clear positive evaluation. 
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In this sense, regarding Statement 1 (I found very useful having information on 

how to use different learning strategies.) and 2 (I would have preferred that the 

learning package offered not only information on how to use learning strategies 

but also activities that fostered their use.) the results obtained were exactly the 

same. Half the students (n = 5, strongly agree = 3; generally agree = 2) showed 

their agreement with both of them, while 3 students showed mixed views, 1 

student strongly disagreed, and 1 student reported not having seen any 

information on learning strategies. As for Statement 3 (Whenever the program 

provided information on learning strategies I checked it.) more than half of the 

students (n = 6, strongly agree = 5 and generally agree = 1) reported having 

checked the information while 2 students showed mixed views, 1 student did not 

check the information and 1 reported not having seen it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4.27: Students’ evaluation of section E (i.e., learning strategies) in Communicate and 

Connect. 
 

 The results above suggest that although more than half of the students 

found the information on learning strategies useful and checked it whenever it was 

provided; there was still a considerable number of students that showed mixed 

views or disagreed with those specific statements. Furthermore, the fact that one 

student reported not having detected learning strategies in the program might 

show that these students did not access the learning strategies section or he/she 
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did not recognise the text referred to the learning strategies. It is interesting to 

reflect upon the students’ answers in Statement 2, since only half of them showed 

their interest on activities that fostered learning strategies. A tentative explanation 

to this may be that although students knew what a learning strategy was and how 

to use it, when it came to their own learning processes they were not aware of the 

important role played by them. Additionally, it may be possible that these students 

were not used to activities that fostered learning strategies in CALL contexts and 

because of that they were unable to answer in a more specific way. 

Concerning the evaluation of the learning strategies in TADLA (see Figure 

4.28), the students showed a positive evaluation of the way learning strategies had 

been implemented in the program, as shown in the results obtained in Statement 1 

(I found very useful having information on how to use different learning 

strategies.). However, the same number of students (n = 10, strongly agree = 2; 

generally agree = 8) “would have preferred that the learning package offered not 

only information on how to use learning strategies but also activities that fostered 

their use” (Statement 2), whereas only 1 student reported mixed views. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4.28: Students’ evaluation of section E (i.e., Learning strategies) in TADLA. 
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 From the aforementioned results, it may be concluded that unlike the 

students’ evaluation of the learning strategies in Communicate and Connect, the 

evaluation of how TADLA presented learning strategies was consistent, since most 

of the students (n = 10) liked the fact that the application had presented activities 

that fostered learning. However, most of them would have preferred having 

specific information about learning strategies. Taking into account the conclusions 

derived from the analyses of the evaluation in both groups of students we may 

conclude that the students appreciate the implementation of both implicit activities 

fostering learning strategy use, and explicit activities providing specific 

information on learning strategies in a language learning package. This may also 

be an appropriate approach for the development of learner autonomy as already 

discussed in chapter 2 of the present study. 

 

 Section F: Dictionary in Communicate and Connect and TADLA 

dictionary and recommended online dictionaries.  

 

Concerning the students’ evaluation of the dictionary option integrated in 

Communicate and Connect (see Figure 4.29), the results showed that although all 

the students (n = 10) found this option useful, they would have also preferred to 

have a different type of dictionary. In this regard, half of the students (n = 5) 

“would have preferred that the dictionary had offered different ways of delivering 

the meaning of a word” (Statement 2), 4 students showed mixed views on this 

specific statement and 1 student strongly disagreed. Almost half the students (n = 

6) “would have preferred that the dictionary had offered further information of 

the words” (Statement 3), 2 students showed mixed views, and 2 students 

generally disagreed. Besides, most of the students (n = 8) “would have preferred 

that the system had offered a list of selected online dictionaries in order to look up 

the words they did not understand from the activities” (Statement 4), and 2 

students strongly agreed. Finally, 7 students reported having checked the 

dictionary option several times, 1 student showed mixed views, and 2 students 

showed their disagreement (generally disagree = 1 and strongly disagree = 1).  
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Figure 4.29: Students’ evaluation of section F (i.e., Dictionary) in Communicate and Connect. 

From the results above, we may conclude that although the students 

evaluated Communicate and Connect dictionary option positively, they would 

have also preferred a dictionary that supplied diverse ways of delivering meanings 

(images, sounds, words in context, etc.). 

Concerning the students’ evaluation of the dictionary option integrated in 

TADLA (see Figure 4.30), the results showed that all the students (n = 11, strongly 

agree = 3, generally agree=7, 1 = mixed views) checked the dictionary option 

integrated in the texts of TADLA (Statement 6). Besides, all the students (n = 11, 

strongly agree =7, generally agree = 4) agreed with the helpfulness of the 

dictionary (Statement 1). In this sense, they (n = 11, strongly agree = 6, generally 

agree = 5) agreed with the way in which the dictionary presented the meaning of 

the words (see Chapter 3) (Statement 2), and most of them (n = 10 strongly agree 

= 6, generally agree = 4) found the further information option provided by the 

system helpful (Statement 3). Regarding the students’ evaluation of the 

“recommended list of online dictionaries”, most of them (n = 10, strongly agree = 

6 generally agree = 4) used it (Statement 4), and found it helpful (Statement 5).  
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Figure 4.30: Students’ evaluation of section F (i.e., Dictionary) in TADLA. 
 

Two main conclusions can be derived from the results above reported. On 

the one hand, it seems that the students’ evaluation of the dictionary in TADLA 

and its recommended list of online dictionaries is positive. Nevertheless, the most 

interesting result is the fact that although both, the dictionary option and the 

recommended online dictionary list, were optional, all the students used them. In 

this respect, it is important to point out that the design of the dictionary was part 

of the learner training (i.e., of fostering learning strategies) considered necessary 

in order to achieve an autonomising goal of the whole application. Furthermore, 

although the TADLA system suggested the use of the list of recommended online 

dictionaries, the learners were ultimately responsible for the decision of using 

them. In this case, not only students used online dictionaries, but they also 

evaluated them positively. It is important to point out that the effective integration 

of the ICT in general and the Web resources in particular in the students’ learning 

process depends on the meaningfulness of the proposal. In other words, learning 

packages must enable students to make decisions, use the resources, and integrate 

them in their learning process, thus making them meaningful for their 
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development as learners. On the other hand, the students that interacted with 

Communicate and Connect missed a dictionary offering them different ways to 

present word meaning as well as a recommended list of online dictionaries. 

 

 SECTION G: Web resources (i.e., in Communicate and Connect) and 

TADLA list of selected Web resources. 

Regarding the evaluation of the Web access provided in Communicate and 

Connect (see Figure 4.31 below), the results obtained from the students’ responses 

were mainly negative. In fact, only 1 student used it several times (Statement 6), 

while 2 students did not use it at all, and 7 students reported not having seen it 

during the three sessions. Concerning the usefulness of the Web access (Statement 

1, I found the Web access in the program useful.) and correctness (Statement 5, 

The Web access provided by the program was correct), only one student found it 

useful and 3 found it correct, while many students (n = 6) reported not having 

seen it, 3 students did not find it useful, and 6 reported not having seen it 

(statements 1 and 7, and Statement 6). Likewise, 6 students did not respond to 

Statement 4 (The Web access provided by the program made me waste time) since 

they reported not having seen it, 3 students did not agree with the statement, and 1 

student showed mixed views. Similar results were obtained in the analysis of 

Statement 3 (I think that the Web access is not necessary in this type of 

programs). In this sense, 1 student thought that Web access was not necessary in 

this type of program, while 5 thought that they were necessary, 2 students showed 

mixed views, and 2 students showed mixed views. Finally, half the students (n = 

5, strongly agree = 4, generally agree = 1) would have preferred having access to 

a list of Web resources conveniently classified and related to the activities 

proposed in the program, whereas 2 students would have not preferred it, and 3 

did not respond to the question since they alleged not having seen the access and, 

therefore, they could not compare and decide what they would have preferred.  

In sum, the evaluation of the Web access provided by Communicate and 

Connect was negatively evaluated. In fact, most of the students that used it 

considered it a non-useful tool that made them waste time. Additionally, most of 
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them reported not having used it at all. Finally, most of the students would have 

preferred having a list of Web resources conveniently classified and related to the 

activities included in the application. A tentative explanation for the negative 

evaluation of the Web access in Communicate and Connect may be related to the 

design of the system interface. In this sense, the Web access might not be as clear 

as the designers thought, since most of the students reported not having seen it. 

Additionally, although a Web access affords users an easy and quick link to the 

Web, no specific Web links were included in or suggested for the activities. In this 

sense, the Web access provided by Communicate and Connect becomes a simple 

access to the Web without not further pedagogical implications involved, and this 

was perceived by students when they reported having missed a list of 

recommended Web links. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.31: Students’ evaluation of section G (i.e., Web access) in Communicate and 

Connect. 
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Regarding the evaluation of the Web links/resources provided in TADLA 

(see Figure 92 below), the results obtained from the students’ responses showed a 

positive evaluation. In fact, most of the students (n = 9, strongly agree = 4, 

generally agree = 5) used it several times (Statement 6), while only 1 student did 

not use it at all, and 1 student showed mixed views. Concerning the usefulness of 

the Web access (Statement 1, I found the Web links in the program useful.) and its 

correctness (Statement 5, The quantity of Web links provided by the program was 

enough), most of the students (n = 9) found the Web links useful, while only 1 

student did not find them useful, and another showed mixed views. Additionally, 

most of the students (n = 8) found the quantity of links correct, while 2 students 

showed mixed views, and 1 student did not agree. As for Statement 4 (The Web 

links provided by the program made me waste time), 7 students did not agree 

(generally agree = 6, strongly agree = 1) with the statement, 3 showed mixed 

views, and 1 thought that the Web links made him/her waste time. In this line, 7 

(strongly disagree = 4, generally disagree = 3) students thought that This type of 

Web access was necessary in this type of programs (Statement 3), while 3 

students considered it was not necessary and 1 student showed mixed views. 

Finally, most of the students (n = 9) found that The list of Web resources/links 

provided by the program were conveniently classified and related to the activities 

in the program (Statement 2), while 1 student showed mixed views and another 

did not agree with the statement. 
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Figure 32: Students’ evaluation of section G (i.e., Web links/resources) in TADLA. 

We may, then, conclude that the students in group 2 (TADLA) used the 

recommended list of Web links several times, and considered it useful and correct 

in terms of the quantity of Web resources provided. Additionally, they did not 

consider the time spent on working with the Web resources as “a waste of time”. 

 The students’ evaluation of both applications as well as the conclusions 

derived from them may suggest the futility of language-learning Web resources if 

they are not included in the learning process according to pedagogical criteria. In 

order to illustrate this statement, we should pay attention to the two learning 

packages here evaluated, namely Communicate and Connect and TADLA. Both 

programs offered learners a Web access. In the former, students can access the 

Web, but no recommended Web resources are provided, and no relationship 

between the activities and the Web resources is established. In the latter, students 

are provided with a list of Web resources conveniently classified and related to 

the activities presented in the system. The results, then, show that although in both 

programs the use of the Web access/resources is not compulsory, the students did 

not use the Web access in Communicate and Connect, whereas the students used 

the Web resources in TADLA several times. The pedagogical results regarding the 
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learner autonomy development in both cases may be reflected in their learning 

diaries. However, it may be expected that students in group 2 would have 

integrated the Web resources in their own learning plans and what is more, they 

could have designed their own recommended lists on the specific topics 

developed in the activities proposed by the system. In this sense, students would 

have showed pedagogical practises closely related to the development of learner 

autonomy such as: (a) making decisions on materials, (b) developing a critical 

opinion on Web resources, (c) creating their own small-scale learning plans, and 

(d) developing medium-derived strategies (see Chapter 2). 

 

 SECTION H: Recommended learning route in Communicate and 

Connect and TADLA. 

 

Regarding the evaluation of the learning route suggested by Communicate 

and Connect (see Figure 4.33 below), the students considered it positive. All the 

students (n = 10) “liked working at their own pace“ (Statement 1), and most of 

them (n = 9) considered “the learning route suggested by the program  a correct 

one” (Statement 6). Additionally, most of them (n = 8) did not consider that 

“having multiple options made their learning process more difficult” (Statement 

2). However, more than half the students (n = 7, strongly agree = 3 and generally 

agree = 4) would have preferred “having different alternatives to work organised 

by difficulty level in order to being able to choose” (Statement 3), while 2 students 

showed mixed view of this statement and only one disagreed. Moreover, most 

students (n = 8) “would have liked having different alternatives to work organised 

by topics” in order to be able to choose (Statement 4), whereas 2 students showed 

mixed views on the statement. Regarding Statement 5 (I would have preferred to 

change my navigation plan at any time.), the students’ opinions were divided into 

those (n = 3) who agreed (strongly agree = 2, generally agree = 1), those (n = 4) 

who showed mixed views and those who disagreed (strongly disagree = 1, 

generally disagree = 2). Concerning Statement 7 (I would have preferred that the 

application would have generated a specific learning route according to my own 

needs), most of the students (n = 8, strongly agree = 5 and generally agree = 3) 

agreed with the statement, while 2 disagreed. Finally, 8 students (strongly 
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disagree = 6, generally agree = 2) “would not have liked having only one 

alternative to start working” (Statement 8), while 1 student showed mixed views, 

and another would have preferred having only one alternative to start working. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.33: Students’ evaluation of section H (i.e., Learning route) in Communicate and Connect. 

From these results, it might be interpreted that all the students liked 

working at their own pace through the learning route suggested by the system, 

which most of them found correct. Furthermore, most students did not consider 

having multiple working options a difficulty during their interaction with the 

learning package. In fact, most of them would have not liked having only one 

alternative to start working. Thus, part of the students would have liked to have 

the opportunity to have different alternative learning routes according to the 

activities’ difficulty or the topic dealt with in them. Indeed, most students would 

have preferred the learning package to automatically generate an adaptive 

learning route according to their interests. The main conclusion that can be 

derived from these results is that, although learners were happy with the learning 

route offered by the system, they would have preferred that the learning routes 

provided by the system were more flexible and diverse (i.e., offered different 
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levels, topics, etc.) in order to suit their learning interests, which, according to 

them, could be generated by the system. 

Regarding the evaluation of the learning route suggested by TADLA (see 

Figure 4.34 below), the students considered it positive. In this sense, all of them (n 

= 11, strongly agree=7, generally agree = 4) “liked working at their own pace” 

(Statement 1), and most of them (n = 10) considered the learning route suggested 

by the program a correct one (Statement 5). Additionally, more than half of the 

students (n = 7) did not consider that “having multiple options made their 

learning process more difficult” (Statement 2), whereas 3 considered that multiple 

options made their learning process more difficult, and 1 showed mixed views. 

Part of the students (n = 7) showed mixed views on Statement 3 (I would have 

liked having different alternatives to work organised by topics in order to be able 

to choose), while 2 students agree and 1 disagree. Concerning Statement 4 

(Having the opportunity to change my learning plan in any moment was useful), 

most of the students (n = 9, strongly agree = 3, generally agree = 7) agreed, while 

2 students showed mixed views. Concerning Statement 6 (I would have preferred 

that the application would have generated a specific learning route according to 

my own needs), students’ opinions were divided into those (n = 6) that showed 

mixed views, those that agreed (n = 3) and those who disagreed (n = 2). Finally, 8 

students (strongly disagree = 4, generally agree = 4) students “would not have 

liked having only one alternative to start working” (Statement 7), while 3 students 

showed mixed views. 
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Figure 4.34: Students’ evaluation of section H (i.e., Learning route) in TADLA. 

From the results above presented, it may be seen that all the students in 

group 2 liked working at their own pace through the learning route suggested by 

the system, which most of them found correct. Furthermore, most of the students 

did not consider a difficulty having multiple options to start working during their 

interaction with the learning package. In fact, most of them would have not liked 

having only one alternative to start working. Unlike the students in group 1, those 

in group 2 did not give any specific opinion about being able to choose materials 

classified by topics and contrarily to those students working with Communicate 

and Connect, those working with TADLA did not how a special preference for an 

automatically generated customised learning route provided by the system 

according to their interests. 

The main conclusion that might be derived from these results is that 

students that interacted with TADLA did not miss a more flexible and diverse 

system, as happened with the students interacting with Communicate and 

Connect. Additionally, just a few students would have preferred a customised 

learning route while most of the students interacting with Communicate and 
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Connect would have preferred having one, as has already been mentioned. These 

differences suggest that it could be possible that the students in group 2 perceived 

a more dynamic, diverse and flexible system than those in group 1. The former 

always had the opportunity to move automatically from one part of the system to 

another as well as to change their route at the end of each section of the activities 

proposed by the system. Consequently, they did not need a more personalised 

route, since at the same time that they were navigating through the system they 

were interacting with it, and making decisions on their own learning route. In 

contrast, the students that interacted with Communicate and Connect had to 

follow the learning route up to the end in order to fulfil a goal. Additionally, there 

was neither navigation bar nor questions that allowed them to construct their own 

learning routes ad-hoc. Therefore, they missed having the opportunity to do it. 

The case study may shed light on these conclusions, and allow confirming or 

modifying them according to the students’ records in their learning diary, the 

interview, and the tracking system. 

 SECTION I: Interaction with the system in Communicate and 

Connect and TADLA. 

Concerning the evaluation of interaction in Communicate and Connect 

(see Figure 4.35 below), the results showed that the students evaluated the 

interaction student-system positively. In this sense, most of the students (n = 9, 

strongly agree = 7, generally agree = 2) “liked interacting with the system while 

they were doing the activities proposed by the system” (Statement 1), 1 student 

showed mixed views. Furthermore, most students (n = 9, strongly agree = 4, 

generally agree = 5) considered “the interactions with the system positive for their 

own learning” (Statement 2), and 1 student showed mixed views and more than 

half of the students (n = 7, strongly agree = 4, generally agree = 3) considered that 

“having interacted with the system made them pay more attention to what they 

were doing” (Statement 6). As for Statement 3 (I would have preferred that the 

system fostered the interaction with my classmates and the teacher), 3 students 

agreed (strongly agree = 1, generally agree = 2), while 4 students showed mixed 

views, and 3 students disagreed (strongly agree = 1, generally agree = 2). Finally, 

with regard to Statement 4 (I would have preferred that the system would allowed 
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me to interact more with the materials proposed.) the students’ opinions were 

divided into those who agreed (n = 3, strongly agreed = 1, generally agree = 2), 

those who showed mixed views (n = 5), and those who disagreed (n = 2, strongly 

disagree = 1, generally disagree = 1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.35: Students’ evaluation of section I (i.e., interaction with the system) in Communicate 

and Connect. 

 In sum, most of the students that interacted with Communicative and 

Connect did not only like interacting with the program, but also found it positive 

for their own learning process. Furthermore, part of them considered that the 

interaction with the system made them pay more attention to what they were 

doing during the three sessions. However, the most outstanding results are related 

to what students would have preferred. In this sense, the students in group 1 had 

reported in the attitudes questionnaire that they considered that computers can 

bring together students to work cooperatively. Nevertheless, they would have 

preferred that the system had fostered the interaction with their classmates and the 

teacher were not in the line of the results previously mentioned from the attitudes 
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questionnaire. The students’ responses were heterogeneous and some of them 

agreed with the statement, some others disagreed and most of them showed mixed 

views. This contradiction may be due to the fact that although the students’ 

attitudes are open to CALL cooperative work, if such cooperation and interaction 

is not fostered they do not take the lead, since their previous representations on 

CALL seem to be still affecting their perceptions about the medium and the 

language learning process. In this sense, half the students showed mixed views, 3 

students agreed, and 2 disagreed with the idea of a system that allowed for more 

interaction with the materials. A tentative explanation to this result may be again 

related to the students’ perception of the learning materials, that is, what they 

consider flexible materials and the possibility of interacting with them. The 

analyses of cases may shed light on both aspects, since the interview and the 

organisation of the learning diary can contribute to seeing how the learners’ 

representations on language learning have influenced these results.  

Regarding the evaluation of interaction in TADLA (see Figure 4.36 

below), the results showed that the students evaluated the interaction students-

system positively. In this sense, most of them (n = 8, strongly agree = 1, generally 

agree = 7) “liked interacting with the system while they were doing the activities 

proposed by the system” (Statement 1), and 2 students showed mixed views. 

Furthermore, most students (n = 10, strongly agree = 2, generally agree = 8) 

considered “the interactions with the system positive for their own learning” 

(Statement 2), 1 student showed mixed views, and more than half of the students 

(n = 7) considered that “having interacted with the system had made them pay 

more attention to what they were doing” (Statement 6), whereas 4 students 

showed mixed views. As for Statement 3 (It was useful that the system fostered 

the interaction with my classmates and the teacher), 8 students agreed (strongly 

agree = 3, generally agree = 5), while 3 students showed mixed views. Finally, 

regarding Statement 4 (Having the opportunity to interact with the materials and 

decide which part I wanted to work on was useful.), most of the students agreed (n 

= 10, strongly agree = 3, generally agree = 7), and 1 student showed mixed views. 
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Figure 4.36: Students’ evaluation of section I (i.e., Interaction with the system) in 

TADLA. 

Most of the students that interacted with TADLA did not only like 

interacting with the program, but also found it positive for their own learning 

process. Furthermore, most of them recognise that having interacted with the 

system had made them pay more attention to what they were doing. In the case of 

TADLA, the system fostered the interaction with their classmates and the teacher, 

and most students considered this type of interaction useful. Additionally, the 

students in TADLA were able to decide which part of the activity and module they 

wanted to work on as well as to choose their own materials from the bank of 

materials; that is, the students were able to interact with the materials in the 

program. This interaction was positively evaluated by the students, who 

considered that such interaction was enough. 

From the results above described, it can be inferred that although the 

students like working at their own pace, interaction with their classmates and the 
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teacher is still central in their language learning process. In this sense, the students 

in group 1 missed such an interaction, and the students in group 2 considered it 

useful. These results may yield relevant insights upon one of the aspects already 

discussed in Chapter 2, namely, that computers might be valid tools to mediate 

between learners, teachers, and the learning process. In this sense, the results 

show how interaction can be perceived as a useful aspect by learners and, at the 

same time, help designers/facilitators of the learning process to scaffold the 

learners’ own learning process.  

 SECTION J: Learning strategy-use awareness in Communicate and 

Connect and TADLA.  

Concerning the evaluation on learning-strategy use awareness in 

Communicate and Connect (see Figure 4.37 below), 7 students “were aware of 

being using different strategies while working on the activities provided by the 

system” (Statement 1), 1 student showed mixed views, 1 generally disagreed, and 

another one strongly disagreed. Regarding Statement 2 (The activities provided by 

the system fostered the use of strategies), most of the students (n = 9, strongly 

agree = 3, generally agree = 6) agreed and 1 generally disagreed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.37: Students’ awareness of learning-strategy usage in  Communicate and 

Connect. 
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In sum, most of the students in group 1 considered that Communicate and 

Connect fostered the use of learning strategies. Furthermore, they reported being 

aware of the use of these learning strategies. 

Concerning the evaluation of learning-strategy use awareness (see Figure 

4.38 below), 9 students “were aware of being using different strategies while 

working on the activities provided by the system” (Statement 1), 1 student showed 

mixed views, 1 generally disagreed, and another one strongly disagreed. 

Regarding Statement 2 (The activities provided by the system fostered the use of 

strategies), most of the students (n = 8, strongly agree = 2, generally agree = 6) 

agreed, 2 showed mixed views and 1 generally disagreed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.38: Students’ evaluation of section J  (i.e., learning strategy-use awareness) in 

TADLA. 

In sum, most of the students in group 2 considered that TADLA fostered 

the use of learning strategies. Furthermore, they reported being aware of the use 

of these learning strategies. 

As shown above, the results obtained in both evaluations are similar. 

However, the results from group 1 should be put into question if we bear in mind 

the results obtained in the metacognitive-strategy use test, in which students in 
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group 1 reported having used less metacognitive strategies while interacting with 

the application than those in group 2. However, these results may be re-examined 

taking into account the case analysis. In this sense, the analyses of the students’ 

learning diary and the analyses of their interaction with the system, will add more 

information to the results discussed in this section. 

 SECTION K: System-aid in Communicate and Connect and 

methodological aid in TADLA. 

Concerning the students’ evaluation of the system-aid in Communicate 

and Connect (see Figure 4.39 below), their responses did not provide clear 

insights to conclude whether they showed a positive or a negative evaluation of it. 

In this sense, regarding Statement 1 (I was able to access the system-aid quite 

easily) more than half of the students (n = 6 strongly agree = 3, strongly disagree 

= 3) agreed with it, while 2 (strongly disagree = 1, generally disagree = 1) 

disagreed, and 2 reported not having seen it. As for Statement 2 (The system-aid 

was correct), again more than half of the students (n = 6, strongly agree = 3, 

strongly disagree = 3) agreed with it, while 2 showed mixed views, and 2 reported 

not having seen it. Most of the students (n = 8, strongly disagree = 7, generally 

disagree = 1) considered that the system-aid was necessary (Statement 5), while 1 

student reported not having seen it. Regarding Statement 3 (I would have 

preferred that the system-aid had been more visible in the system interface.) 4 

students agreed with it (strongly agree = 2, generally agree = 2), while 2 showed 

mixed views, 3 generally disagreed with it and, finally, 1 student reported not 

having seen it. Half of the students (n = 5) would have preferred that the system-

aid had been related to the contents of each of the activities (Statement 4), while 3 

students showed mixed views and 2 students reported not having seen it. Finally, 

concerning Statement 6 (I would have preferred to have a teacher next to me 

instead of the system-aid.), only 1 student agree, while half of the students (n = 5) 

disagree, 3 showed mixed views and 1 reported not having seen it. 
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Figure 4.39: Students’ evaluation of section K (i.e., system-aid) in Communicate and 

Connect. 

In sum, most students considered the system-aid a necessary tool in the 

language learning package. More than half the students were able to access the 

system-aid easily. However, there were also some students who reported not 

having seen it. This fact may suggest that the access to the system-aid was not 

visually-appealing and, for this reason, some students could not see it. Despite the 

weak evaluation of the system-aid, half the students would have not preferred 

having the teacher’s support instead of that of the system-aid. However, the most 

relevant result concerns the fact that half the students would have preferred that 

the system-aid was attached to the learning activities. It seems that this result 

supports the view of a customised methodological aid in order to make it an 

effective learning tool that can mediate in the CALL process. 

Regarding the evaluation of the system-aid in TADLA (see Figure 4.40 

below), the students’ responses showed a positive evaluation of this learning tool, 

although some students showed mixed views. In this sense, regarding Statement 1 

(The methodological aid provided by the system was useful.) most students (n = 8, 

strongly agree = 3, generally agree = 5) agreed with it, while 3 showed mixed 
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views. As to Statement 2 (The methodological aid helped me to make decisions on 

specific aspects during the three sessions), more than half of the students (n = 6, 

strongly agree = 1, strongly disagree = 5) agreed with it, while 5 showed mixed 

views. Most of the students (n = 8, strongly disagree = 4, generally disagree = 4) 

considered that the system-aid was necessary (Statement 3), while 2 showed 

mixed views and 1 student strongly agree with it. Regarding Statement 5 (I 

checked the methodological aid whenever it was activated.)  5 students (strongly 

agree = 2, generally agree = 3) agreed with it, while 3 showed mixed views and 3 

generally disagreed with it. Concerning Statement 6 (The Methodological aid 

helped me to reorientate my work), 5 students would have preferred that the 

system-aid had been related to the contents of each of the activities (Statement 4), 

while 3 students showed mixed views and 2 students reported not having seen it. 

Finally, concerning Statement 6 (I would have preferred to have a teacher next to 

me instead of the system-aid.), the students’ responses were diverse. In this sense, 

5 students agreed with the statement (strongly agree = 2, generally agree = 3), 

while 3 students showed mixed views and 4 disagreed with the statement 

(strongly disagreed = 1, generally disagreed = 1). 5 students considered that the 

methodological aid had made them reflect on how they learnt (Statement 7), while 

4 students showed mixed views and 2 considered that the methodological aid had 

not made them reflect on their learning. As to Statement 8 (The methodological 

aid made me use the learning diary more often), 6 students considered that the 

methodological aid had made them use the learning diary more often, while 2 

showed mixed view and 3 generally disagreed. Finally, 4 students would have 

preferred the teacher’s explanation to the methodological aid (Statement 4), 5 

showed mixed views on the topic and 1 strongly disagreed. 
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Figure 4.40: Students’ evaluation of section K (i.e., system-aid) in TADLA. 

The main function of the methodological aid in TADLA was fostering the 

use of the learning diary as well as helping the students to monitor their learning 

process (i.e., reflecting on their work, redirecting it, etc.). Bearing in mind these 

two aspects, it may be said that the results do not show a clear positive students’ 

evaluation of both of them. In fact, their responses on both aspects are 

heterogeneous. This may be due to the fact that only 5 students reported having 

checked the learning diary whenever it was activated. 

Despite this uncertain evaluation of both aspects (i.e., the use of the 

learning diary and the monitoring of students’ learning process), most of the 

students considered the methodological aid useful and necessary in this type of 

learning packages. Part of them reported it had helped them to make decisions on 

specific aspects during the three sessions as well as for use their learning diary. 

However, as discussed earlier, it may be expected that a higher number of 

students would have reported that the methodological aid had helped them in such 
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ways. Finally, a significant number of students would have preferred the teacher’ 

s explanation to the methodological aid. This result may be closely related to the 

fact that most of the students in group 2 reported preferring human interaction to 

computers in the students’ attitude towards computers in general questionnaire.  

Bearing in mind the conclusions from the evaluation of both systems, it 

could be said that most of the students considered the system-aid and the 

methodological aid helpful and necessary in this type of systems. Furthermore, the 

students in group 1 would have preferred a system-aid more focused in the 

contents, and it seems that when it is like that (e.g., the methodological aid in 

TADLA) they appreciate it. However, it is not clear whether such a 

methodological aid can make students develop attitudes that can lead them to 

learner autonomy, since only part of the students reported having been influenced 

by the methodological aid concerning those aspects. In order to gain insights into 

both questions, we may refer to the analyses of the case study, where the students’ 

learning diaries and the tracking system may help us further support this tentative 

conclusion. Finally, it seems that the previous experiences of he students in the 

language learning field as well as their representations on learning with computers 

made them report their preference for teachers’ explanation to the system 

aid/methodological aid in the system. This result shows how students still think 

that working with computers in general and language-learning packages in 

particular involves working in isolation without the teacher’s mediation. 

Concerning design implications, it may be concluded that the design of the 

interface plays a very important role concerning the efficacy of the learning tools 

offered in the system. In this sense, the poor presentation of the system-aid access 

in Communicate and Connect provoked that some students did not even notice its 

presence. Contrarily, in the case of TADLA, no student reported having not seen it.  

 SECTION L: General overview in Communicate and Connect and 

TADLA. 

 

Concerning the students’ general perception of the sessions, in which they 

work with Communicate and Connect (see Figure 4.41 below), the students 
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showed a positive evaluation of their learning experience. In this sense, 

concerning Statement 1 (The activities helped me to concentrate on what I was 

doing.), most of the students (n = 8, strongly agree = 5, generally agree = 3) 

agreed with it, while 2 showed mixed views. As for Statement 2, (I did not pay 

attention to how long I worked on each activity.), more than half of the students (n 

= 6, strongly agree = 3, generally agree = 3) agreed with the statement, while 2 

students showed mixed views and 2 students generally disagreed. Regarding the 

duration of the sessions, half of the students (n = 5, strongly disagree = 3, 

generally disagree = 2) considered them not to be too long, while 3 students 

showed mixed views and 1 student found them too long. Finally, most of the 

students (n = 8, strongly agree = 6, generally disagree = 2) would like to keep on 

working with this type of language learning packages during the rest of the 

course, while 2 showed mixed views.  

 

 
 

Figure 4.41: Students’ evaluation of section L  (i.e., general overview) in Communicate and 

Connect. 
 

Summing up, the students in group 1 evaluated the general aspects above 

analysed positively. In this sense, the activities helped most of them to concentrate 
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on what they were doing. Consequently, more than half the students did not pay 

attention to how long they worked on each activity and did not find the sessions 

too long. Finally, most students found the experience so positive that they would 

like to keep on working with this type of learning packages during the rest of the 

course.  

Concerning the students’ general perception of the sessions, in which they 

work with TADLA (see Figure 4.42 below), the students showed a positive 

evaluation of the experience. In this sense, concerning Statement 1 (The activities 

helped me to concentrate on what I was doing.), most of the students (n = 10, 

strongly agree = 4, generally agree = 6) agreed with it, while 1 student showed 

mixed views. As for Statement 2, (I did not pay attention to how long I worked on 

each activity.), more than half of the students (n = 7, strongly agree = 2, generally 

agree = 5) agreed with the statement, while 1 students showed mixed views and 3 

students disagreed (strongly disagree = 1, generally disagree = 1). Regarding the 

length of the three sessions 6 students (n = 5, strongly disagree = 3, generally 

disagree = 2) considered them not to be too long, while 2 students showed mixed 

views and 3 students found them too long. Finally, 4 students (strongly agree = 3, 

generally agree = 1) would have liked to keep on working with this type of 

language learning packages during the rest of the course, while 6 students showed 

mixed views and 1 student strongly disagreed.  
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Figure 4.42: Students’ evaluation of section L  (i.e., general overview) in TADLA. 

 

In sum, the students in group 2 evaluated some of the general aspects 

above analysed positively. In this sense, the activities helped most of them to 

concentrate on what they were doing. Consequently, more than half the students 

did not pay attention to how long they worked on each activity and found the 

sessions not too long. However, half the students showed mixed views when 

asked if they would have liked to keep on working with this type of language 

learning packages. This differs from the results obtained in Communicate and 

Connect, where most of the students showed a clear preference for keeping on 

working with a language-learning package during the rest of the course. This 

difference in the results may be due to software design matters since, as 

previously mentioned, the technical design of Communicate and Connect is more 

complex and visually-appealing than that of TADLA. However, the analysis of the 

students’ interviews sheds light on this question. 
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 SECTION M: Individual/cooperative work in Communicate and 

Connect and TADLA. 

 

Concerning the evaluation on how the program has fostered individual or 

cooperative work in Communicate and Connect (see Figure 4.43 below), the 

students showed a positive evaluation about working on their own, and also 

expressed their disagreement with cooperative learning while working with 

computers. In this sense, most of the students (n = 8, strongly agree = 5, generally 

agree = 3) “liked working on their won on a computer” (Statement 1), while 2 

students showed their disagreement with this statement. Regarding Statement 2 (I 

would have preferred sharing a computer with one of my classmates and work 

together.), only 1 student showed his/her agreement, 2 students showed mixed 

views and 7 students disagreed with the statement. As for Statement 3 (I would 

have preferred that the activities fostered cooperative learning although we were 

working in different computers.) 2 students showed their agreement (strongly 

agree = 1, generally agree = 1), 4 students showed mixed views and 4 (strongly 

disagree = 2, generally disagree = 2) showed their disagreement with the 

statement. Finally, all the students (n = 10, strongly agree = 9, generally agree = 

1) liked having their own computer to work with Communicate and Connect. 

 

Figure 4.43: Students’ view on individual and cooperative work in Communicate and Connect. 
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 Bearing in mind the results above, we may conclude that all the students 

liked having their own computers to work with Communicate and Connect. 

Furthermore, most of them liked working on their own with their own computers. 

These results together with the fact that the students would not have preferred 

working cooperatively with their classmates confirm the results obtained in 

section I (i.e., interaction with the system), in which students showed no 

preference for interacting with classmates or the teacher while working with the 

system. In this sense, it may be said that as happens in Section I, the students’ 

previous representations of language learning through computers play an 

important role when they are in a learning context; and although they admitted 

that computers can bring together people to work, they are still attached to the 

identification of computers with learning in isolation.  

Concerning the evaluation on how the program has fostered individual or 

cooperative work in TADLA (see Figure 4.44 below), students showed a positive 

view on how TADLA presented cooperative work. In this sense, most of the 

students (n = 9) liked working on their own on a computer (Statement 1), while 2 

students showed mixed views on this statement. Regarding Statement 2 (I would 

have preferred sharing a computer with one of my classmates and work 

together.), only 1 student showed his/her agreement, 2 students showed mixed 

views, and 7 students disagreed with the statement. As far as Statement 2 

concerns (I would have preferred that the activities fostered cooperative learning 

although we were working in different computers.) 5 (strongly agree = 1, 

generally agree = 4) students showed their agreement, 4 students showed mixed 

views and 2 generally disagreed. Regarding Statement 3 (I liked that the activities 

fostered cooperative work although we were working with different computers), 6 

students agreed with the statement (strongly agree = 2; generally agree = 4), 4 

students showed mixed views, and 1 student generally disagreed with the 

statement. Finally, most students (n = 9, strongly agree = 6; generally agree = 3) 

liked having their own computer to work with TADLA. 
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Figure 4.44: Students’ perceptions towards individual and cooperative work in TADLA. 

From the results above discussed, it may be concluded that, on the one 

hand, the students interacting with TADLA liked working on their own with their 

own computer. On the other hand, they also appreciated the activities that fostered 

collaborative work and this might be the reason why even some of them would 

not have minded sharing a computer while working with TADLA. 

 Consequently, and bearing in mind the conclusions derived from both 

groups, it might be concluded that although the students’ previous language 

learning representations are relevant, it seems that those students who interacted 

with TADLA did not identify working with computers with working in isolation as 

often as those who worked with Communicate and Connect. Although the 

students’ previous experiences cannot be changed overnight, it seems that 

fostering cooperative work with computers can make students see them with 

different eyes. 
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 SECTION N: Linguistic skills in Communicate and Connect and 

reading comprehension skills in TADLA. 

This last section is devoted to the students’ evaluation of how 

Communicate and Connect helped them enhance their linguistic skills (see Figure 

4.45 below), which are the ones upon which the language learning program was 

focused. In this sense, the students’ evaluation seems to be positive. Regarding 

Statement 1 (I think that the program helped me to improve my linguistic skills.), 

almost all the students (n = 9, strongly agree = 2, generally agree = 7) showed 

their agreement with the statement, while 1 student showed mixed views. In this 

line, all the students (n = 10, strongly agree = 5, generally agree = 5) reported that 

“the multimedia options integrated in the program had helped them to improve 

their linguistic skills” (Statement 2). Finally, more than half of the students (n = 7, 

strongly agree = 2, generally agree = 5) would “have preferred that the program 

had offered them authentic materials, which had helped them to improve their 

linguistic skills”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.45: Students’ evaluation linguistic skills in Communicate and Connect. 

In sum, the students that interacted with Communicate and Connect 

considered that the program in general and its multimedia features in particular 
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helped them to improve their linguistic skills. However, most of them would have 

preferred working with authentic materials. 

Concerning the evaluation of how TADLA helped students to enhance their 

reading skills (see Figure 4.46 below), which are the ones upon which the 

language learning program was focused, it might be said that students evaluated 

TADLA positively. Most of the students (n = 10, strongly agree = 3, generally 

agree = 7) considered that TADLA had helped them to improve their reading 

comprehension skills (Statement 1) while 1 student disagreed. Concerning 

Statement 2 (The authentic materials used in the application helped me to 

improve my reading comprehension skills), almost all the students (n = 10, 

strongly agree = 4, generally agree = 6) agreed with the statement while 1 student 

disagreed. Most of the students (n = 9, strongly agree = 4, generally agree = 5) 

considered that accessing the texts in their original context helped them to 

improve their reading comprehension skills, whereas 1 student showed mixed 

views and another one disagreed. As for Statement 4 (The structure of the 

activities helped me to improve my reading comprehension skills), most of the 

students (n = 8, strongly agree = 3, generally agree = 5) agreed with the statement, 

while 2 students showed mixed views and 1 disagreed. The same number of 

students (strongly agree = 2, strongly disagree = 6) considered that “the Web links 

provided by TADLA in some of the activities had helped them to improve their 

reading skills” (Statement 5), whereas 3 students showed mixed views. Finally, 

regarding Statement 6 (The multimedia elements integrated in the system helped 

me to improve my reading comprehension skills.), 7 students agreed (strongly 

agree = 3; generally agree = 4), 3 students showed mixed views and 1 student 

disagreed. 
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Figure 4.46: Students’ evaluation of section N (i.e., reading comprehension skills) in TADLA. 

 

From the results above, it may be concluded that most students that 

interacted with TADLA considered that the program had helped them to improve 

their reading comprehension skills. In this sense, most of them considered that the 

Web links, the multimedia elements and the structure of the activities helped them 

to improve their reading comprehension skills. Finally, most of the students 

considered that working with authentic texts and being able to access the original 

context they are presented in helped them to improve their reading skills.  

Therefore according to the students’ evaluations, we may draw the 

following conclusions:  

1. The students considered that their interaction with the programs 

Communicate and Connect and TADLA had helped them to 
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improve the specific skills the language learning packages were 

aimed at, namely, their linguistic and reading comprehension 

skills.  

2. The multimedia elements can be a relevant feature in order to 

improve linguistic and reading comprehension competence. 

3. The use of authentic materials can enable the access of learners 

to the original context in which these materials can be found as 

well as facilitate their linguistic and reading comprehension 

competence. 

 



 
 
 
 
 

CHAPTER 5 
 

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION II.  

CASE STUDY AND CONCLUSIONS  

DERIVED FROM IT.  
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The observations and results discussed in the previous chapter acquire a 

new dimension when analysing the data from a different perspective: by analysing 

and understanding the particular learning experiences of ten students (referred 

here as case studies). This new vantage may help to establish a specific network 

of relationships between the different variables examined so far. Indeed, the 

analysis of the cases concerned with the student’s interaction with the language 

learning package on the one hand, and the insights derived from the various 

aspects determining their learning experience (i.e., the student’s use of 

metacognitive strategies and metalanguage, their interaction with the Web 

resources, and the evaluation about the experience and the software package by 

the students themselves) reveals a complex network, which may shed some light 

on the student’s behaviour within the language learning context described in the 

present study. The understanding of the students’ behaviours regarding their 

psycho-affective, psychosocial, cultural, and cognitive attitudes may provide a 

different perspective on how CALL programs can support the development of 

learner autonomy from a socio-constructivist point of view. 

Since one of the goals of this piece of work is to explore the way in which 

CALL programs can promote the development of learners’ specific skills and 

attitudes leading to learner autonomy, an individualised analysis of the data 

obtained from the different tools designed for this work was in order (see also 

Chapter 3). The ten case studies here discussed may help us derive pedagogical 

implications both for the language-learning dimension and for the teaching 

dimension concerning learner autonomy and CALL. 

The chapter starts by introducing the 10 students participating in the 

research -five interacting with Communicate and Connect (i.e., Group 1), and five 

doing likewise with TADLA (i.e., Group 2). As has been mentioned earlier (see 

Chapter 3), although the selection of the students in both groups was basically 

made at random, a selection criterion determined the choice of the 10 students, 

namely, the fact that all of them had used their learning diary during the three 

sessions, since the content of the learning diary was regarded as crucial for the 

analysis and understanding of the whole learning process. This data was verified 

by the tracking records compiled during the three sessions. Finally, in the 
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discussion the students are identified by (a) their initials1, and (b) an identification 

number (e.g., Case 1, Case 2, etc.). I should also be noted that the students were 

free to express themselves in the language they felt most comfortable and, thus, 

whereas some students recorded their experience in English in their diaries, others 

used Spanish. 

5.1. Cases from Group 1: Communicative and Connect. 

All the learners in the study had an intermediate level of proficiency in 

English, and had a learning profile characterised by their receptiveness or pre-

disposition to language learning autonomy (i.e., belonged to Type C). The latter 

dimension was determined through the GIAPEL learning-style questionnaire (see 

Chapter 3). 

5.1.1. Case 1: LMU 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
1 Previo permiso de los estudiantes. 

Student: LMU 

English proficiency level: Intermediate 

L1: Spanish 

Other languages: Catalan, French 

Level of autonomy in language learning field: Open to autonomy 

Learning profile derived from the analysis: Global perspective on language, flexibility in 
learning in hypertextual environments. 

Previous experience with the ICT in the language-learning field: a frequent user of the 
computers, the Web and Moodle.  

Attitude towards computers: positive  

Attitude towards the introduction of the ICT in the language-learning field: Positive  

Language learning package used : Communicative and Connect
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LMU was a student whose L1 was Catalan, although she reported not 

having problems in using Spanish. She was studying English and French and had 

spent some time in England as an Erasmus student. 

Regarding her level of computer expertise, LMU was an enthusiast of 

computers in general and the Internet in particular. She used her computer desktop 

everyday at home, at university and at work, accessed the Web with her ISDN 

connection, and often used the DVD and CD player. Thus, LMU used the Web 

everyday to communicate with friends by means of e-mail or Messenger, in order 

to prepare her assignments and exams, to have access to language learning 

materials (Aulavirtual), to communicate by video conferencing, and when she 

needed to prepare a trip or excursion with her family or friends. She reported not 

having any problem using any of the programs included in section 3 of the 

Computer expertise questionnaire (i.e., Word, PPT, Messenger, Web browsers, 

databases, e-mail, etc.). Her knowledge about computers and the Web was due to 

her “explorer” attitude, since she had not attended any specific course on the topic 

except from the compulsory semester subject at university. She also participated 

in many of the activities proposed during the course in Moodle (for instance, 

participating in online discussion forums). However, she had never used a 

language-learning package before. 

The expectation was, then, that LMU’s aforementioned experiences were 

linked to a positive attitude towards both computers and the introduction of the 

ICT in the language-learning field. Indeed, some of her responses during the 

interview supported this hypothesis, and helped build her computer-use profile. 

As illustrated below, LMU described herself as a person who liked experiencing 

new programs when working with computers: 

I was really comfortable working with the computer, since I use it 
everyday at home in order to search for information, to chat with my 
friends, to download music and films, to check my e-mail, to write 
on my computer…I like experiencing new programs.2 

                                                 
2 Students’ responses have been literally translated into English. The DVD included in the present 
work includes the 10 interviews in their original format.  
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The results obtained from her questionnaire regarding her attitudes towards 

computers and the introduction of the ICT in the language-learning field 

described her, as expected, as a learner with a positive attitude towards (a) 

computers, as shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2, and (b) the introduction of the ICT in 

the language-learning field, as shown in Figure 5.3 below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1: LMU’s responses to statements  
reflecting positive attitudes towards computers.

Figure 5.2: LMU’s responses to statements  
reflecting negative attitudes towards 

computers. 
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Figure 5.3: LMU’s responses to statements  

reflecting positive attitudes towards computers. 
 

 LMU considered very important the fact that the ICT offered language 

learners the possibility of taking online courses and modules posted by higher 

education institutions in other countries and, in this way, allowed for collaborating 

academically with other students (both in Spain and abroad). Additionally, she 

though that the ICT could enable learners develop skills such as teamwork, 

problem solving, self-learning capability, and presentation skills which could 

promote a more collaborative approach to the language learning process. This is 

explicitly voiced below: 

 

Moodle made me change my attitude towards my classmates, since 
participating in the forums made me realise how much in common I 
had with some of them. 

 

She also regarded the ICT as leading to a more autonomising and learner-centred 

approach in university language learning courses, and one that rested upon the 

widening of the range of sources of information and knowledge available to 

language learners in the Web. LMU’s views of the relationship between the ICT 

and learner autonomy are cited below: 
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Yes…this way of working is more interactive…you are working on 
your own with your own computer and you can get immediate 
feedback. In a traditional class the teacher cannot pay so much 
special attention to you since we are 40…I think that the process is 
more personalised in this way.  

LMU, thus, was a student open to the development of autonomy, who 

showed a clear positive attitude towards computers and their introduction in the 

language-learning field. Besides, she showed a high proficiency in computer and 

Internet use. In fact, she already used it for academic and personal purposes, and 

was starting to use it for language learning purposes (i.e., download films in 

English, visiting forums about music in English, visiting the Web resources 

provided by the teacher in Moodle, etc.). Additionally, she described herself as an 

“explorer” who learnt what she knew from the Web on her own and who liked 

trying new things. Her description of the technological dimension confirmed her 

predisposition to develop autonomising practices and attitudes that could put her 

on the way of learner autonomy development. 

Regarding LMU’s metacognitive strategy-use, results showed that she 

used fewer strategies while interacting with the language-learning package than 

she used to do, as shown in Figure 5.4 below: 

 

 

Figure 5.4: LMU’s metaconitive-strategy use before interacting 
with Communicative and Connect (i.e., pre-test) and while 

interacting with Communicative and Connect (i.e., post-test) 

Part A: planning strategies; Part B: monitoring strategies and Part 
C: evaluating strategies. 

Pre-test Post-test
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Regarding planning strategies, LMU reported to use all the strategies 

proposed but with different frequency (see Figures 5.5 and 5.6). She always 

selected different materials with different formats, always went through class-

contents in advance, and often looked for advice on how to learn English better 

according to her learning goals as well as thought about those strategy that could 

help her solve her problems and doubts. However, she hardly ever planned the 

contents of the activities. 

LMU was a reflective learner who liked planning her learning. She 

selected goals and materials in different formats in order to meet her goals. 

Additionally, she looked for advice or for learning strategies to solve the 

problems she could encounter during her learning experience. Nevertheless, her 

metacognitive-strategy use while interacting with the language-learning package 

did not correspond to what she said that she used to do. In fact, she never selected 

the learning goals and hardly ever went through the contents before starting. She 

followed a lineal route, as will be shown later. She hardly ever selected and 

investigated different sources to obtain materials and did not select links for her 

learning process, although she described herself as an “explorer”. Her learning 

diary did not reflect any URL or complementary materials that could be used in 

her learning process as shown in Appendix 11. Moreover, when she had a doubt 

she hardly ever checked the methodological aid offered in the program, and 

preferred thinking in a solution. Finally, LMU hardly ever organised her diary 

before starting working. 
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Figure 5.5: LMU’s planning strategies –use. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.6: LMU’s planning strategies –use while interacting with Communicate and Connect. 
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Regarding monitoring strategies (see Figure 5.7 below), LMU always 

asked for help when she thought she needed it, and took into account what she 

had learnt in order to apply it to new situations. She often paid attention to her 

mistakes in order to learn from them, and sometimes wrote them down in order to 

avoid repeating them. LMU sometimes read the notes from previous sections 

before starting a new one, reflected about her own learning process, and took 

notes from the ideas derived from it. Finally, she sometimes reoriented her 

learning plan or reorganised her learning diary when she considered this was 

necessary.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.7: LMU’s monitoring strategies –use. 

However, LMU’s monitoring-strategy use (see Figure 5.8) was not so 

frequent as it was in her daily life as a student.  
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Figure 5.8: LMU’s monitoring strategies –use while interacting with Communicate and Connect. 

Accordingly, LMU always paid attention to her mistakes while interacting 

with the language learning package but she never reported them in her learning 

diary, as shown in Appendix B. She acknowledged she had often reflected about 

the activities she had done. However, although LMU wrote her reflections in her 

learning diary (as shown in Figure 5.9 below), she did not reorganise it and this 

may suggest that she did not reorganise her learning process either. 

 

Figure 5.9: LMU’s reflections in her learning diary 
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Finally, LMU’s evaluation-strategy use before and during interacting with 

Communicate and Connect also diminished gradually, as shown in Figures 5.10 

and 5.11 below. In fact, at the beginning LMU employed all the strategies 

proposed. She often finished an activity and evaluated it, and compared her 

results with the external ones. She also summarised the ideas derived from the 

activity, and wrote them down in her learning diary. She reported having 

sometimes a learning diary for the English class as well as for other subjects, in 

which she sometimes took notes about her learning process in general as well as 

about the sources and materials she had used, which she evaluated and classified. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.10: LMU’s evaluating strategies –use. 

However, LMU did not use the evaluation strategies as she used to do at 

the beginning of her learning process. She never wrote down the sources of 

material and information she considered more important –in fact, no comment 

can be found in her learning diary (see Appendix B)– and she neither classified 

nor evaluated the sources and materials used during the experience. As already 

mentioned, when she finished an activity she sometimes wrote down her main 
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ideas and reflections derived from the activity in her learning diary. She also set 

goals after doing the evaluation. Yet, these goals were too general and vague as 

shown in Figure 5.10 above. Finally, she often compared the results obtained in 

her own evaluation with the ones offered by the application.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.11: LMU’s evaluating strategies –use while interacting with Communicate and Connect. 

 

Bearing in mind the results above, we may conclude that although LMU 

made use of the metacognitive strategies while working with Communicate and 

Connect, both the number and frequency of use of the strategies chosen were 

significantly low according to what she reported to usually did. It seems, then, that 

interacting with Communicate and Connect did not foster her use of 

metacognitive strategies. However, a further analysis of her learning diary as well 
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as her learning route through the program could shed more light on the 

autonomising nature of Communicate and Connect in her particular case.  

LMU decided to use a 3 ½ disk as a learning diary instead of using the 

notebook provided in the application. Her decision may be due to the pedagogical 

and technical limitations of the notebook offered in Communicate and Connect 

where students could not create any folder or files and the contents could only be 

lineally organised. Probably, LMU’s previous experience with learning diaries 

determined her decision. However, she did not use any of the features that the 

Word program and the disks offered her (i.e., organising the contents in folders, 

copying images, writing down a direct access to the Web, etc). Instead, she used 

dates to organise the contents linearly, as shown in Figure 5.12 below: 

 

 

Figure 5.12: LMU learning diary. 

 

She also decided to use English when writing her learning diary. When she 

was asked why, she replied that she found it easier to write in English when the 

target language in the activities was English. As has been described, LMU’s 

learning diary contained her reflections and main conclusions from the exercises 
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she had made. She also included new goals to keep on working on a specific topic 

(e.g. I would make that activity at home; I realised that I have a lot of mistakes. So 

I have to practise the expressions of quantity and do grammar exercises. 

However, although LMU included these data, she did not include any specific 

word to identify them (i.e., words like goals, conclusions, evaluation, training are 

missing in her notes. In fact, no metalanguage describing her language process 

can be found in her diary. 

Interestingly, the words she used are listening, modal verbs, expressions of 

quantity and do grammar exercises, vocabulary, all of which denote an atomistic 

view of language and consequently a view that associates language learning to 

learning grammar and vocabulary. This may be considered surprising considering 

LMU’ background on metacognitive-strategy use as well as her frequent searches 

in the Web for songs and films to improve her English. Regarding sources, it is 

also interesting to point out that LMU did not include any URL any 

complementary materials to keep on working, since her “explorer” nature together 

with her view on the Web as a widener field to learn English should have led her 

to do it. This absence in LMU’s diary may be the due to her difficulties in finding 

the Web access icon in the program –as also happened to many of the students in 

group 1 (see Section 4.1.4). 

Concerning LMU navigation route through the program, during the first 

session she did not navigate in order to know which contents were included. 

Instead, she stayed at the main menu and chose one of the topics she was 

interested in, namely, the workplace. Once she decided which topic she was going 

to begin with, she accessed it and started to do all the activities included in the 

unit. She worked lineally since the order she did the activities corresponded to the 

way in which they were displayed in the program. After finishing each activity 

she took the quiz presented as the consolidation activity at the end of each topic. 

The route she chose for this first session is illustrated in Figure 5.13: 
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Figure 5.13: LMU’s first session with Communicate and Connect. 

 During this first session, the only learning tool checked by LMU 

was the dictionary, and although she set some goals to keep on working, she did 

not looked for complementary materials or URLs that could help her to achieve 

her goals. During the second session, she did not continue with the topic she had 

chosen in the previous session, and left unfinished. Instead, she chose a different 

one. This time she decided to work on Travel. In this session, she focused on 

grammar and vocabulary, so the grammar section and the dictionary were the 

main learning tools used, as reported in her learning diary and illustrated in Figure 

5.14 below: 

I found the vocabulary in this point very interesting because I learnt 
new words that I didn’t know.  

 

Figure 5.14: Grammar section checked by LMU during her second session with 
Communicate and Connect. 
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Her navigation route this time was also lineal, and although she also set 

new goals she did not make any reference to possible materials to work on or 

URLs to be used. 

LMU repeated the same navigation pattern of the previous two previous 

sessions. In fact, although she had set goals after finishing the activities, she 

decided to keep on working on the Travel topic, and when she completed the 

activities she moved to a different topic, namely, Leisure. In this third session, 

LMU focused again on vocabulary and the grammar points derived from the 

activity. She also checked the dictionary and grammar sections. No materials or 

URLs were added as complementary materials. 

In conclusion, LMU focused on the topics she was interested in, and once 

she started to work on one of them, she followed the learning route suggested by 

the program. The only learning tools she chose were the dictionary and the 

grammar section, which clearly reflect her main interests, namely, vocabulary and 

grammar. Furthermore, she did not search for complementary materials or URLs 

that could support her learning process. 

Concerning her evaluation of the application, LMU considered it visually 

attractive, and qualified the navigation through the program as easy and intuitive 

(see Figure 5.15 below). She also liked the quality and structure of the contents. 

However, LMU did not see the Web access and did not notice the lack of a 

navigation bar. This may be the reason for the lack of URLs and complementary 

materials in her learning plans. However, LMU could have exited the program 

and used any of the Web browsers she knew in order to follow their learning 

plans. In turn, this also confirms a weak and poor design of the application –a 

shortcoming that prevented students in general from seeing and, accordingly, 

using the main learning tools offered by the program in order to foster the 

development of learner autonomy. 
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Figure 5.15: LMU’s evaluation of Communicate and Connect regarding its pleasurableness and 

usability. 
 

Regarding the activities, LMU found them correct in terms of length and 

difficulty. As for the notebook included in the application, she reported not having 

used it and therefore she was not able to evaluate it. Concerning the information 

about strategies included in the program, LMU considered it useful and reported 

having checked it whenever it was offered during the three sessions. Furthermore, 

she reported having been aware of her use of different strategies while interacting 

with Communicate and Connect, as shown in Figure 5.16 below. Nevertheless, 

the results from the pre and post metacognitive-strategy use test showed that LMU 

had employed fewer strategies. Additionally, her learning diary did not reflect 

clear use of strategies.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5.16: LMU’s strategy-use awareness. 

 

As for LMU’s evaluation of the dictionary, she considered it very useful. 

She used it several times during the three sessions. 
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LMU thought that the learning route suggested by the program was 

correct, and followed it, commenting that she liked working at her own pace (see 

Figure 5.17 below), not missing the teachers’ help, as acknowledged in one of her 

responses in the interview: 

Sometimes I thought that the teacher was not necessary… 

LMU would not have preferred having different alternatives. Rather, she 

would have preferred the system to automatically generate a personalised learning 

route. 

 

 
Figure 5.17: LMU’s evaluation of the learning route proposed by the system. 

 

 Regarding LMU’s evaluation of the interactions provided by the system, 

she liked them, and found them as positive for her. However, she would not have 

liked the system to foster interactions with her classmates or with the materials 

proposed. Additionally, she considered that such interactions did not help her pay 

more attention to what she was doing. Her responses render LMU as an 

individualistic learner, as confirmed by her responses regarding cooperative 

/individual work where she showed her rejection to work cooperatively while 

working with computers. By way of illustration consider the following passage: 
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I do not think they [CALL programs ] might favour my relationship with my classmates  

 

Finally, LMU acknowledged that she had liked the program because it had 

helped her to improve her linguistic skills. For this reason, she would like to keep 

on working with it during the rest of the course.  

 In short, LMU had a certain experience in using computers and searching 

the Web, both of which she used in order to search information and, in some 

cases, to check language-learning materials (i.e., authentic materials). 

Furthermore, she employed a wide range of metacognitive strategies while 

learning a language. Accordingly, she was regarded as a perfect candidate to show 

any evidence of new attitudes in her learning behaviour that could ultimately led 

to the development of learner autonomy (i.e., rich use of the learning diary, 

metalanguage, use of Web resources) despite being one of the students in group 

B. However, this did not happen. The results showed that she had used fewer 

metacognitive strategies during her three sessions with Communicate and 

Connect. Furthermore, she made a linear and simple use of the learning diary 

despite the flexibility offered by its format, and she did not enrich her learning 

process with extra materials or URLs taken from the Web. Instead, she navigated 

through the program in a linear way without paying attention to any of the 

learning tools integrated in the program except for the dictionary and grammar 

section, which became the most visited sections in her learning route. In 

conclusion, LMU’s did not show any evidence of having developed an attitude 

that could ultimately led her to develop learner autonomy, although her profile 

and computer expertise and background fits that of a learner likely to do so in a 

CALL context. 
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5.1.2 Case 2: MVS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MVS was a student with an intermediate level of proficiency in English, 

and susceptible to developing learner autonomy. Her L1 was Spanish. She was 

studying English and German, and had spent some months in England as an 

Erasmus student. 

Regarding her computer expertise level, MVS had some experience in 

using computers and the Internet. She downloaded her own films, and checked 

resources in order to practise English. She also used her computer desktop 

everyday at home, at university and at work in order to write her assignments, and 

accessed the Web from her ISDN connection at home. She also often used DVD 

and CD players. Her use of the Web was limited to communicating with friends 

(mainly by means of e-mails or Messenger), to accessing language-learning 

materials (Aulavirtual) several times a week, and to preparing her assignments 

and exams once a week. She reported not having any problems using any of the 

programs included in Section 3 of the computer-expertise questionnaire (Word, 

PPT, Messenger, Web browsers, e-mail, etc.) except for databases and 

spreadsheet, which she had never used. She acquired her technological knowledge 

Student: MVS 

English proficiency level: Intermediate 

L1: Spanish 

Other languages: Catalan, German 

Level of autonomy in language learning field: Open to autonomy 

Learning profile derived from the analysis: Global perspective on language, flexibility in 
learning in hypertextual environments. 

Previous experience with the ICT in the language-learning field: frequent user of the 
computers and the Web.  

Attitude towards computers: positive  

Attitude towards the introduction of the ICT in the language learning field: Positive but 
she considered them a resource. 

 Language learning package used : Communicate and Connect 
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by using computers and through the compulsory subject at university. MVS 

participated in many of the activities proposed during the course in Moodle –for 

instance, the online discussion forums. However, she had never used a language-

learning package before. 

As happened with the previous case, it was expected MVS to show a 

positive attitude towards computers and the introduction of the ICT in the 

language learning field. Her reaction to these issues is shown below: 

I usually download films in English because I think it offers a lot of 
possibilities…you can use them with or without subtitles and this is 
good to learn languages. I also know some links from other courses 
that provide information about the other skills:  grammar, 
pronunciation… 

Nevertheless, results from her attitudes towards computers showed that 

although she generally disagreed with a negative attitude towards computers, she 

did not show a clear positive attitude either. In fact, she reported having mixed 

views on computers, as shown in Figures 5.18 and 5.19 below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Similarly, MVS showed a certain uncertainty towards the introduction of 

the ICT in the language-learning field, as shown in Figure 5.20 below: 

 

 

Figure 5.18: MVS’ responses to statements  
reflecting positive attitudes towards computers.

Figure 5.19: MVS’ responses to statements  
reflecting negative attitudes towards 

computers. 
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Figure 5.20: MVS’ responses to statements reflecting positive attitudes towards computers. 

 

 She strongly agreed with the fact that the Internet was essential for the 

modern language learner, and she generally agreed with the fact that the Internet 

is the future, and that the ICT should be used because we live in an information 

society. In fact, she made explicit reference to this point during her interview as 

shown below: 

 

I think this is [the ICT in the language-learning field] going to be 

more important…for sure. 

 

She showed her agreement with the flexibility of the materials available in 

a computer and their potential to bring students together to share ideas and 

problems. However, she was not sure if the ICT (e.g. courses in CDs, computer-

based video conferencing, among others) could improve her language learning 

and, therefore, time spent on the computer was time well spent. 

 

Regarding the possibilities of the ICT in the language-learning field, MVS 

considered that the ICT could enable language learners to take courses and 

modules via the Internet from higher education institutions (both in Spain and 

abroad), and in this way could foster collaborating with other students from other 

countries. She also thought that the ICT could enable learners develop skills such 
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as teamwork, problem solving, self-learning capability, and presentation skills 

which could lead to a more collaborative approach to language learning. MVS’ 

opinion was identical to LMU’s. They even referred to the way the use of Moodle 

in class during the semester had helped them to keep in touch with their 

classmates: 

 

Moodle was a good option. You feel like if you wanted to participate 
and be part of it. I found it good. It made students establish new 
relationships among them.  

 

She agreed with the fact that the ICT could allow for a more autonomising 

and learner-centred approach in university language learning courses, which 

could be supported by the wide scope of sources of information and knowledge 

available on the Web. 

MVS, thus, was a student open to the development of autonomy, whose 

attitude towards computers was not clearly positive, and who showed certain 

reluctance to the introduction of the ICT in the language learning field. Her 

conservative and critical view on this topic was reflected in the use she made of 

computers and the Web, as shown in some of her comments on computers and the 

links from the Internet: 

[She was talking about the use of computers in class] It 
depends…I like them but for instance my friend does not like them. 

[She was talking about the links she knew from the Internet] I 
have not found a lot because I do not what to rely on…because it is a 
little bit… 

From the results obtained, one might expect that MVS’ attitudes towards 

the medium could determine her predisposition to developing learner autonomy 

when using CALL programs despite her computer expertise and her previous 

experience. In this sense, it might be expected that effective training on new 

medium derived strategies could help them develop the attitudes that could make 

her a more autonomous learner. The question was whether Communicate and 

Connect could help her in such a process. 
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The first step to find out if Communicate and Connect had helped MVS to 

improve her use of metacognitive strategies was looking at the results obtained in 

the pre and post- metacognitive-strategy use tests (Figure 5.21 below). Regarding 

LMU’s metacognitive-strategy use, the results showed that although she used 4 

strategies when using the program more often than when she was in her normal 

learning context, her use of metacognitive strategies did not show a significant 

improvement. In fact, the number of strategies she sometimes used while 

interacting with Communicate and Connect was lower than in her usual learning 

environment. Furthermore, the use of the program did not make her use a higher 

number of strategies concerning the often section. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.21: MVS metacognitive strategy-use before interacting with 
Communicative and Connect (i.e., pre-test) and while interacting with 

Communicative and Connect (i.e., post-test) 

 

Regarding planning strategies, MVS reported to use all the strategies 

proposed but with different frequency (see Figures 5.22 and 5.23). Accordingly, 

she always went through the contents to be learnt in class in advance, and often 

selected a learning objective to start working. Whenever she had any doubt or 

problem she often thought about it and tried to find a solution. She reported she 

sometimes planned the contents of the activities she was going to work on, and 

Part A: planning strategies; Part B: monitoring strategies and  
Part C: evaluating strategies. 
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chose different materials in different formats. Furthermore, she sometimes 

organised her notebook. However, she hardly ever planned the contents of the 

activities. Thus, although MVS used planning strategies the results above suggest 

that she did not pay special attention to the planning stage in the learning process. 

Nevertheless, the results obtained in the post-test lead to think that MVS paid 

more attention to the planning stage: she went through the contents, and selected 

the ones she was interested in. She also investigated and selected different 

sources to obtain materials.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.22: MVS’ planning strategies –use. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Post-test
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Figure 5.23: MVS’ planning strategies –use while interacting with Communicate and 
Connect. 

She also reported having organised her notebook before starting to work. 

In fact, MVS started to use the notebook provided by the program, but during the 

three sessions she decided to use a 3 1/2 disk in order to be able to interact with it 

in a more flexible way (e.g., for creating different folders for each session). This 

is shown in Figure 5.24: 

 

Figure 5.24: MVS’ learning diary. 
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Regarding monitoring strategies (Figure 5.25 below), MVS often asked 

for help when she thought she needed it, and took into account what she had 

learnt in order to apply it to new situations. She often paid attention to her 

mistakes in order to learn from them, and wrote them down in order to avoid 

repeating them. MVS sometimes reorganised her learning diary when she 

considered it necessary, and hardly ever reflected about her own learning process 

or took notes about it in order to reorient her initial goals and plans. Furthermore, 

she never read the notes from previous sessions before starting a class.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.25: MVS’ monitoring strategies –use. 

MVS used the same number of strategies and with similar frequency. 

However, the type of strategies she used was different, as shown in Figure 5.26: 
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Figure 5.26: MVS’ monitoring strategies –use while interacting with Communicate and Connect. 

 

Accordingly, MVS always paid attention to her mistakes while interacting 

with the language learning package but never wrote them down in her 

notebook/learning diary, as shown in Appendix B. She reported she had often 

reflected on the activities she had done. In this regard, one might have expected 

reflections on the contents and results of the activities. However, the only 

reflections found in her notebook/learning diary referred to vocabulary and useful 

expressions, as shown in Figure 5.27: 
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Figure 5.27: MVS’ reflections in her learning diary 

 

She often accessed the aid when she thought she needed it. She often 

reoriented her initial plans and objectives while interacting with the activity, and 

took into account what she had learnt in order to apply it to new situations. 

However, she hardly ever reorganised her learning plans or read the notes from 

previous sections. She never wrote down her mistakes in her notebook/learning 

diary.  

Finally, MVS’s evaluation-strategy use before and during interaction with 

Communicate and Connect was also different, even if it did not mean a 

significant increment as shown in Figures 5.28 and 5.29 below. In fact, MVS did 

not employ all the strategies proposed. Accordingly, she often took notes in her 

notebook/learning diary about the sources of materials and information that she 

considered more interesting. She sometimes used a learning diary to write about 

her learning process, and evaluated the sources from which she obtained the 

materials she used. She sometimes reflected on what she did after a class and on 

what she learnt in order to get her own conclusions. However, she hardly ever set 

new goals after evaluating the learning process, or classified the sources and 

materials in her notebook/learning diary. She never used the learning diary in 
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order to write about her own learning process, and never summarised the main 

ideas and reflections derived from the work she did.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.28: MVS’ evaluating strategies –use. 

 

As is the case of monitoring strategies, MVS did not employ the 

evaluation strategies in he same way she used to do. However, there was not a 

difference in the number of strategies. She never evaluated and classified the 

sources of material and information she considered more important. In fact, as 

mentioned earlier, no references to them can be found in her learning diary (see 

Appendix B). She never set new goals or established new plans after finishing an 

activity. Furthermore, she never compared her evaluations with the ones offered 

by the system. She sometimes wrote down new goals and plans in her 

notebook/learning diary, although she hardly ever reflected on what she had 

Pre-test
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learnt and, therefore, no new goals or plans were derived from this evaluation. 

Although she reported having written down the sources and materials in her 

notebook/learning diary, no explicit reference was found in her notes. She also 

reported having used her notebook/learning diary to take notes about her learning 

process, and write down the main ideas derived from the learning experience. 

Nevertheless, no explicit reference to any of both aspects was found in her 

notebook/learning diary. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.29: MVS’ monitoring strategies –use while interacting with Communicate and Connect. 
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Bearing in mind the results described above, we may conclude that 

although MVS made use of the metacognitive strategies while working with 

Communicate and Connect, the difference in use and frequency between what she 

used to do and she did while interacting with the program was not significant. 

Accordingly, it seems that interacting with Communicate and Connect did not 

lead MVS to use more metacognitive strategies. However, a further analysis of 

her learning diary as well as her learning route through the program could shed 

more light on the autonomising effect of Communicate and Connect in this 

particular case.  

Regarding her notebook/learning diary, MVS decided to change the 

notebook provided by the application for the 3 ½ disk (i.e., learning diary) in order 

to take notes about her learning experience. When she was asked about the 

reasons for this, she answered that she preferred having the possibility of creating 

folders and organising the contents on her own. However, and although she made 

a first folder division (see Figure 5.29 above), her learning diary was linear, and 

did not make use of the flexibility that the Word program and the disk offered her 

(i.e., organising the contents in folders, copying images, writing down a direct 

access to the Web, etc). This is illustrated in Figure 5.30 below: 

 

Figure 5.30: MVS’ learning diary. 
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As happened with LMU, MVS also decided to use English for writing in 

her learning diary. When asked for the reasons of this choice, her reply was 

identical to LMU’s: she said that it was easier for her to write in English when this 

was the target language of the activities. Regarding the content of MVS’ learning 

diary, she only used it to reflect about the contents of the activities she had 

worked on or about the useful vocabulary and grammar points she had 

encountered during her interaction with the program. As reflected in her diary, 

MVS’ main focus on language learning was vocabulary and grammar. In fact, 

some of her responses during her interview showed that she considered both 

aspects the most important skills to learn if one wants to master a language. 

Furthermore, she related the introduction of the ICT in the language-learning field 

as positive, since it could help to work on vocabulary and grammar in a more 

entertaining way. These ideas are reflected below: 

…[the Web] helps to work on other types of skills such as grammar 
and pronunciation… 

…I am going to try to find a program that helps me to study 
vocabulary…since it is something very boring. 

…here you have a list of we resources which can help you to work 
on grammar and vocabulary…when you like. 

MVS’ view on language learning was based on memorisation, as reflected 

in her learning diary and her responses in her interview. Concerning her learning 

diary, the only way she organised the new vocabulary and expressions she wanted 

to learn was by listing them. This is closely related to a linear and structured 

cognitive and learning style, which equates learning to memorisation. In this line, 

MVS considered that the use of the program was positive for her learning process, 

because it had helped her to memorise vocabulary and grammar structures, as 

shown below: 

I think that it [the program] helped me to memorise…it was 
funnier…and it pushed me to see how much I can learn… 

Bearing in mind MVS’ atomistic view of language and her narrow view on 

language learning, it was expected that the metalanguage in her learning diary to 

consist of words such as memorisation, grammar and vocabulary. As shown in 
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Figure 5.31 below, this hypothesis was confirmed, and when MVS referred to 

contents or enumerated different steps of her learning process, the terms employed 

were useful expressions and vocabulary, pronunciation or grammar. 

 

 

Figure 5.31: MVS’ use of metalanguage. 

Finally, as happened with LMU, despite her previous experience with 

computers and the Web, MVS did not include any reference to complementary 

materials or URLs that could help her to work on those aspects she considered 

more interesting.  

The results of the analysis of MVS’ learning diary suggest that her 

interaction with Communicate and Connect did not change her representations of 

language and language learning. Furthermore, the absence of metacognitive 

comments or evidences in her learning diary also confirmed the poor use she 

made of metacognitive strategies while interacting with the program. 

Concerning MVS navigation route through the program, during the first 

session (as also reflected in the post-metacognitive-strategy use test), she 

navigated through the program. Afterwards, she decided to start working and 

chose several lessons from the different units offered in the program, as shown in 

her learning diary (see Appendix B). Her first approach to the program seemed 
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not to be linear: she chose those units and lessons she was interested in, which fell 

into the topic of tourism (Flights, Hotels, etc.). However, once she started 

working within a specific lesson, she followed the path recommended by the 

program although she could have chosen a different alternative. Figure 5.32 below 

shows her navigation route through lesson 5 from unit 1: 

 

 

Figure 5.32: MVS’ navigation route through lesson 5 from unit 1. 

 

During her first session, MVS worked on lesson 5 from Unit 1. She did not 

check the methodological aid, but checked the dictionary several times. She did 

not write any goals to keep on working the following sessions, and the comments 

she wrote in her learning diary were focused on grammar and vocabulary. During 

the second session, she did not finish Unit 1 but chose lesson 2 from Unit 2 (unit 

Travel and lesson Booking a flight). She also followed the route proposed by the 

system (i.e., activity, vocabulary, vocabulary practice, and grammar), and checked 

the dictionary several times. She used her diary to write the words and grammar 

points she wanted to remember. When she finished the lesson, she jumped to 

lesson 5 (Making a Complaint) from the same unit, and followed the established 
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route. Finally she started lesson 2 from Unit 3 (Hotels). Again, she followed the 

default route suggested by the system. During this second session, the only tools 

she employed were the learning diary (to write down the vocabulary and grammar 

aspects she found more interesting), the dictionary provided by the program (to 

look up those words she did not understand), and the grammar section (to check 

the grammar points from the activities). No materials or URLs were added as 

complementary materials. MVS’ navigation route during the third session was 

similar to the ones she had made in the previous sections. In this particular 

session, she focused on Unit 4 (The Workplace), and worked with lessons 1, 2 and 

4 in this unit.  

In conclusion, MVS focused on the topics she was interested in, and once 

she started working with one of them, she followed the learning route suggested 

by the program. The only learning tools used were the dictionary, and the 

grammar section, which clearly reflect the main aspects she was interested in, 

namely, vocabulary and grammar. Furthermore, she did not search for 

complementary materials or URLs that could help her in her learning process.  

Concerning her evaluation of the application, MVS considered it visually 

attractive and the navigation through the program easy and intuitive, as shown in 

Figure 5.33. She also liked the quality and structure of the contents. However, 

MVS did not see the Web access and would not have preferred having a 

navigation bar assisting her during her navigation though the program. The fact 

the MVS did not see the Web access may explain the lack of URLs and 

complementary materials in her learning plans. However, MVS could have 

minimised the window in which she was working in Communicate and Connect, 

and she could have used any of the Web browsers she knew in order to 

complement her notes about the units and lessons she was working on. 
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Figure 5.33: LMU’s evaluation of Communicate and Connect regarding its 

pleasurableness and usability. 
 

 

Regarding the activities offered by the program, MVS did not give a 

specific answer regarding their length, and found them correct in terms of 

difficulty. However, she found them interesting. Concerning the information 

about strategies included in the program, MVS showed mixed views, and did not 

report having checked them during the three sessions. As to her strategy 

awareness, she said that she realised that the activities from the system fostered 

the use of strategies. Yet, she was not aware of that while doing the activities, as 

shown in Figure 5.34 below. Accordingly, results from the pre and post 

metacognitive-strategy use test showed that MVS had not developed a more 

metacognitive-strategy use while working with the system, and her learning diary 

did not reflect clear use of strategies either. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5.34: MVS’ strategy-use awareness. 
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With regard to the notebook integrated in the program, MVS did not use it 

a lot, since after the first session she asked for a more flexible option (a 3 ½ disk). 

For this reason, most of her answers in this section of the questionnaire fell into 

the mixed views section. However and according to her, when she referred to the 

positive aspects she found in using a notebook she described her experience with 

the 3 ½ disk learning diary. She admitted that using a diary was an interesting 

experience, which had helped her to have more control on what she was doing. 

However she would have preferred having more information on how to organise 

her learning diary. Regarding her negative response to her preference of having a 

notebook in which she could have created her own folders and documents, one 

may think that she had misunderstood the statement since she had argued that 

reason in order to use a different format of learning diary. Later, during the 

interview she confirmed her misunderstanding.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.35: MVS’ evaluation of the notebook/ learning diary. 
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Concerning her evaluation of the dictionary, MVS considered it very 

useful, but would have preferred it to deliver the meaning of a word in different 

ways. She would have also preferred having a list of dictionaries in order to check 

the meaning of a specific word. This response was be expected due to her 

experience with navigating and searching the Web as well as to her interest on 

vocabulary. Additionally, during her interview she showed a preference for 

having a list of Web resources conveniently classified and evaluated: 

…it would be good that teachers could give us a list [of Web 
resources] for us to work whenever we wanted… 

As one might expect after the analysis of MVS navigation route through 

the program, she thought that the learning route suggested was correct and she 

liked working at her own pace as shown in Figure 5.36 below. As discussed 

earlier, her learning diary clearly reflected her view on this particular aspect, since 

MVS followed the path suggested by the program literally. MVS would not have 

preferred having different alternatives. Rather, she would have preferred that the 

system could automatically generate a personalised learning route.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5.36: MVS’ evaluation of the learning route proposed by the system. 
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Regarding MVS’ evaluation of the interactions provided by the system, 

she liked them. Besides, she found that these interactions were positive for her. 

Furthermore, she would have liked the system to foster interactions with her 

classmates or with the materials proposed. Nevertheless, she considered that the 

interactions enabled by the system did not help her to pay more attention to what 

she was doing. 

As for her evaluation of the methodological help, she considered it correct 

and easily accessible. However, she did not use it during the three sessions 

according to her tracking record. She did not show any preference for the 

alternatives proposed in the questionnaire.  

Finally, MVS stated that she had liked the program because it had helped 

her improve her linguistic skills. For this reason, she would like to keep on 

working with similar programs in order to learn vocabulary.  

In sum, MVS was a student who had a certain experience in using 

computers and searching the Web, which she used to search information and, in 

some cases, to check language-learning materials (authentic materials). However, 

she did not employ metacognitive strategies very often while learning a language. 

The point, thus, was to examine to what extent Communicate and Connect could 

change her use of metacognitive strategies as well as her atomistic and lineal view 

on language and language learning. Furthermore, the interaction with 

Communicate and Connect could make her develop some autonomising attitudes 

(i.e., a rich use of the learning diary, metalanguage, use of Web resources) that 

could develop her learner autonomy. However, this did not happen. The results 

showed that her metacognitive-strategy use did not increase either in quantity or 

frequency. Furthermore, she made a linear and simple use of the learning diary 

despite the flexibility offered by its format, and she did not enrich her learning 

process with extra materials or URLs taken from the Web. Rather, she navigated 

through the program in a linear way without paying attention to any of the 

learning tools integrated in the program except for the dictionary and grammar 

section, which became the most visited sections in her learning route. In 
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conclusion, MVS did not show any evidence of having developed any attitude that 

could ultimately led her to develop learner autonomy.  

 

5.1.3 Case 3: RSM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RSM was a student with an intermediate level of proficiency in English, 

and open to the development of learner autonomy. Her L1 was Spanish, but she 

also used Catalan in her daily life. She was studying English and German, yet she 

had never been abroad. 

RSM’s computer expertise level was limited, as she herself recognised 

during her interview: 

I do not use it very often …in fact…I think I need a computer course. 

She rarely accessed the Web and only searched it for general information. 

She used her computer desktop at home, at university and at work in order to 

write her assignments and access the Web. However she did it from time to time. 

Student: RSM 

English proficiency level: Intermediate 

L1: Spanish 

Other languages: Catalan, French 

Level of autonomy in language learning field: Open to autonomy 

Learning profile derived from the analysis: An atomistic view on language learning 

Previous experience with the ICT in the language-learning field: not a frequent user of 
the computers, the Web and Moodle.  

Attitude towards computers: positive  

Attitude towards the introduction of the ICT in the language-learning field: Positive but 
she was not sure about her computer-skills 

 Language learning package used: Communicate and Connect. 
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She rarely used a DVD and CD player. Her use of the Web was limited to 

searching for general information, and to downloading the language learning 

materials ere available in Moodle once a week. She reported not having any 

problem with Word, PPT, databases, Web browsers and e-mail. However, she 

considered she needed help to design a spreadsheet or to use Messenger. She had 

never used a specific software or videoconferencing. She acquired her 

technological knowledge in computer courses organised by the university and 

private institutions. Although RSM was enrolled in the Moodle experience, she 

hardly ever participated in the activities proposed in this virtual environment. For 

this reason, she reported not knowing if people could participate in activities like 

online-discussion forums or videoconferences. Finally, she had never used a 

language-learning package before.  

According to RSM previous experience with computers and ICT, one 

might expect her attitude towards computers in general and the introduction of the 

ICT in the language learning process in particular to be less positive than that of 

the two students previously discussed, and to show mixed views on both topics.  

As expected, the results from the questionnaire showed that although she 

generally disagreed with a negative attitude towards computers (figures 5.37 and 

5.38), she did not show a total positive attitude towards them either, probably due 

to her lack of expertise in the field.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 5.37: RSM’s responses to statements  
reflecting positive attitudes towards computers.

Figure 5.38: RSM’s responses to statements  
reflecting negative attitudes towards 

computers. 
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However, her attitude towards the introduction of the ICT in the language-

learning field was extremely positive, as shown in Figure 5.39 below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5.39: RSM’s responses to statements  

reflecting positive attitudes towards computers. 
 

 She strongly agreed with the fact that the Internet was essential for the 

modern language learner since we live in the society of information and 

computer-assisted language learning was the way of the future. For these reasons, 

RSM strongly agreed with the fact that all students, even those learning 

languages, should learn about computers in order to apply this knowledge to 

learning situations. She agreed on the fact that anyone could develop the skills 

necessary to work with computers and the ICT. In fact, RSM reported that she 

would have liked to know more about computers in order to take more advantage 

of the ICT for language learning purposes. She showed her agreement with the 

flexibility of the materials supplied by a computer and their potential to bring 

students together in order to share ideas and problems. She also agreed with the 

fact that the ICT (e.g. courses in CDs, computer based video conferencing, among 
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others) could improve her language learning process. However, she did not show 

a specific attitude when asked if she thought that time spent on the computer was 

time well spent.  

Regarding the possibilities that the ICT afforded to language learning, 

RSM considered that it could enable language learners to take courses and 

modules via the Internet from higher education institutions (both in Spain and 

abroad) and, in this way, foster them collaboration with other students from other 

countries. Additionally, she though that the ICT could enable learners develop 

skills such as teamwork, problem-solving, self-learning capability and 

presentation skills. However, she showed mixed views when asked if she 

considered that the ICT could lead to a more collaborative approach to language 

learning. Her doubts about the collaborative approach to ICT were also present 

during her interview, when she was asked about her experience with computers. 

Her answer showed an individualistic view about learning with computers: 

 

I felt really comfortable but we were all together and some of my 
classmates were talking and they disturbed me …I could not work 
properly… 

 

She thought that the ICT could enrich language learning, since it could 

offer a wider scope of sources of information and knowledge. 

RSM, thus, was a student open to the development of autonomy, whose 

attitude towards computers was not clearly positive. This attitude may have been 

determined by her poor command on computers. However, her critical view of 

computers did not influence her attitude towards the introduction of the ICT in 

the language-learning field. In fact, she showed a clear positive attitude towards 

it. 

All this suggested that although RMS showed a positive attitude towards 

the ICT and the language learning field, her lack of familiarity with computers 

could also be a serious impediment to her interaction with the program and, 

therefore, in her development of the attitudes that could lead her to become an 
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autonomous learner. As with the case previously discussed, it was expected that 

an effective training on the new medium derived strategies (see Chapter 2) could 

help her in this autonomising process while learning a language with a CALL 

program. The question was again whether Communicate and Connect could help 

her or would fail as in the case of MVS.  

Regarding RSM’s metacognitive-strategy use results, these showed that 

although she used more strategies more often while using the program than when 

she was in a normal learning context. However, her overall use of metacognitive 

strategies (i.e., sometimes, often and always) was not higher when she was 

interacting with Communicate and Connect than before her experience with it, as 

shown in Figure 5.40: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.40: RSM metacognitive strategy-use before interacting with 
Communicative and Connect (i.e., pre-test) and while interacting with 

Communicative and Connect (i.e., post-test) 

 

Regarding planning strategies, RSM reported having used all the 

strategies proposed but with different frequency (see Figures 5.41 and 5.42). She 

often went through the contents to be learnt in class in advance, and organised her 

notebook. She also investigated and selected different sources in order to obtain 

Part A: planning strategies; Part B: monitoring strategies and  
Part C: evaluating strategies. 
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materials in different formats to learn English. She reported that she sometimes 

elaborated her own plans by means of selecting he own goals and contents. In 

fact, during her interview, RSM mentioned that she sometimes visited the self-

access centre at the university in order to keep on working on those aspects she 

needed. However, she hardly ever thought about a strategy or solution to the 

problems she encountered through her learning process and asked for advice. 

Nevertheless, these responses might be put into question since RSM asked for 

advice several times during the semester, and she also visited the self-access 

centre as has been mentioned.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.41: RSM’s planning strategies –use. 

 

The results obtained in the post-test showed that the interaction with 

Communicate and Connect made RSM use more planning strategies (she 

reflected about the problems and tried to find a solution, she investigated different 

sources to obtain materials and selected the contents to work on in advance). 

From these results, we may conclude that she paid more attention to the planning 

stage in her learning process while working with Communicate and Connect. 
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Figure 5.42: RSM’s  planning strategies –use while interacting with Communicate and 

Connect. 

However, RSM’s more metacognitive-strategy use was not reflected in 

her learning diary, as will be seen later in this section.  

Regarding monitoring strategies (see Figure 5.43), RSM sometimes used 

most of them during her learning process. She sometimes paid attention to her 

own mistakes, and wrote them down in order to avoid repeating them. She also 

wrote in her notebook the ideas and reflections derived from the activities she did, 

and took into account what she had learnt in order to apply it to new situations. 

Additionally, she sometimes reflected about the activities she did, and reoriented 

her learning plans and objectives when she thought it was necessary. Finally, she 

often asked for help when she thought she needed it. 

 

Post-test
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Figure 5.43: RSM’s monitoring strategies use. 

 

Results from the metacognitive strategy-use post-test showed that RSM 

used the same number of strategies but more often as shown in Figure 5.44 

below:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.44: RSM’s monitoring strategies –use while interacting with Communicate and Connect. 
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However, although RSM reported having written down her mistakes in 

her notebook, no reference to this was found in her notebook. She reported she 

had always reflected on the activities she had done. Furthermore, she wrote down 

in her notebook the reflections and ideas derived from the activities she did, as 

shown in Figure 5.45 below: 

 

Figure 5.45: RSM’s reflections in her learning diary 

She also reported she had often accessed the methodological aid; yet, no 

reference to it was found in her learning diary. Besides, she often organised her 

notebook when she thought it was necessary and took into account what she had 

learnt in order to apply it to the three sessions that lasted the experience with the 

language-learning package. However, she hardly ever reflected on her mistakes in 

order not to repeat them.  

Finally, RSM’s evaluation of strategy use before and while interacting 

with Communicate and Connect was different in terms of quantity and frequency, 

as shown in Figures 5.46 and 5.47 below. In fact, RSM reported having used all 

the strategies proposed. She always took notes of the main ideas derived from the 

activities she did. She often evaluated the sources from which she obtained the 

materials and information to learn English. She sometimes classified in her 

notebook the sources of information and materials that she considered more 

interesting. She sometimes evaluated an activity after having finished it, and 

compared the results with the ones provided by the system. She also wrote down 

the reflections and ideas derived from her learning experience and set new goals 
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accordingly. However, she hardly ever had a learning diary in which se could 

write down different aspects of her own learning process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure X: RSM’s evaluating strategies –use. 

Figure 5.46: RSM’s evaluating strategies 

RSM used fewer evaluation strategies while interacting with 

Communicate and Connect than when she was in a normal’ learning context. 

Additionally, she employed the evaluation-strategies with a different frequency. 

She never evaluated or classified the sources of material and information 

provided by the system. In fact, as mentioned before, no references to such 

sources can be found in her notebook (see Appendix B). Furthermore, she never 

compared her evaluations with the ones offered by the system, and never 

summarised or evaluated the main ideas derived from the activities she did. She 

hardly ever set new goals after the evaluation of the work done, and never wrote 

down the sources and materials she considered more important. However, she 

sometimes used the notebook to write down ideas and reflections about her own 

learning process. She sometimes reflected about the activities she did, evaluated 

them, and then set new goals to keep on working. However, her notebook did not 

contain any reference to these reflections and evaluations. Finally, she reported 
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that she had always written down the main ideas derived from a session. In this 

sense, some comments on the evaluation of the activities were found in her 

notebook.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.47: RSM’s monitoring strategies –use while interacting with Communicate and Connect. 

Bearing in mind these results, we may conclude that although RSM’s 

planning and monitoring-strategy use increased while interacting with 

Communicate and Connect, her use of evaluation strategies dramatically 

diminished. The self-evaluation skills and strategies are considered to be at the 

heart of the development of learner autonomy. For this reason, it might be 

difficult to consider that RSM interaction with Communicate and Connect helped 

her develop autonomising attitudes only because she improved her metacognitive-

strategy use in terms of planning and monitoring. Of course, the results obtained 

in both parts could be evaluated as positive; but, unfortunately, they were not 

enough in order to make RSM develop the behaviour required to ultimately 

become an autonomous learner. However, a further analysis of her learning diary 

as well as of her learning route through the program could shed more light on the 

autonomising effect of Communicate and Connect. 
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RSM used the notebook offered by the system. This choice made her 

distribute the contents as shown in Figure 5.48 below: 

 

Figure 5.48: RSM’s notebook. 

She also decided to use English in her notebook. When she was asked why 

so did, she referred to the difficulty of writing in Spanish about what she was 

doing in English. Regarding the content of RSM’s notebook, she mainly used it to 

write down those aspects from the activities that she considered interesting. In this 

sense, her notebook offered various references to the vocabulary and grammar 

points integrated in the activities provided by the program. Such comments are 

shown in Figure 5.49 below (i.e., see the red arrows). However, she also used it to 

take notes that could help her to know in which part of the program or of an 

specific activity she was working on as shown by the extracts pointed out by the 

blue arrow in Figure 5.49 below. This notebook functionality may respond to the 

fact that Communicate and Connect did not provide users with a navigation bar 

that could help them know their location within the program. In fact, RSM would 

have preferred having a navigation bar in order to know where she was within the 

program. Finally, RSM used the notebook to take notes of her reflections on her 

learning process, as shown by the extracts pointed out by a black arrow in Figure 

5.49 below. 
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Figure 5.49: RSM’s notebook 

The metalanguage RSM used in her notebook to refer to language denotes 

a structural and atomistic view of language learning. For her, the most important 

aspects in a language seemed to be grammar and vocabulary, and they were 

present in all the notes taken from all the sessions as shown in Figure 5.49 above. 

This was confirmed by her responses during her interview, in which she said that 

“grammar and vocabulary exercises” were the main materials she would use to 

keep on learning English after having seen the different options presented during 

the course (i.e., materials in Moodle Web resources, a language-learning package). 

RSM also took note of her own reflections on language learning, the 

metalanguage used reflected that she considered her learning behaviour the best 

option to improve her English proficiency (i.e., I think that every time I am 

better… If I this everyday … could it be perfect?”). RSM’s words denoted that 

she considered working on grammar and vocabulary regularly a good technique to 

learn English. From her words as well as from her notes, one might conclude that 

her understanding of learning a language was based upon concepts such as 

grammar and vocabulary. Regarding references to the methodological aid or 

materials, as discussed in the previous cases, although RSM reported having 

checked the methodological aid as well as having taken notes from materials and 

resources, her learning diary did not show any evidence of this. 
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From the results of the analysis of RSM’s learning diary, we may conclude 

that her interaction with Communicate and Connect might not change her 

representations on language and language learning, since either the contents 

included in it, its organisation and the metalanguage used confirmed the way she 

described language and the learning process during her interview, that is, an 

atomistic view on language as well as a view on language learning based upon 

repetitive practice. Regarding the comments she included in her notebook, it can 

be seen that they were not consistent enough to lead her to develop learner 

autonomy, since most of them belonged to the monitoring stage of the learning 

process and none of them included a learning plan that could establish the basis 

for a coherent development of language learning autonomy. 

Concerning RSM’s navigation route, her choice is similar to that of 

MVS. During the first session, she navigated through the program, and after 

having examined the contents, she chose those she was interested in, namely, Unit 

4: the Workplace, Unit 3: Hotels and Unit 5: Housing. She kept using this non-

linear navigation based upon her interests throughout the three sessions. In fact, 

although the program suggested a route throughout the system, RSM chose her 

own routes and did only those lessons she was interested in. For instance, Unit 4. 

The Workplace suggested a default route. However, RSM chose an alternative one 

as reflected in Figure 5.50 below: 

 

Figure 5.50: RSM’s navigation route through lesson 4: the Workplace. 
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During this session, she finished working on the unit and then she moved 

to Unit 3: Hotels, where she only worked on one lesson (Asking for information). 

In this second session she checked the methodological aid, concretely, the 

information about speaking as shown in Figure 5.51:  

 

 

Figure 5.51: RSM’s navigation route through the methodological aid. 

She also checked the dictionary and wrote the words she wanted to 

remember in her diary. MVS’ navigation route during the third session was 

similar to the ones she had made in the previous sections. In this particular 

session, she focused on Unit 5 (Housing) and she worked on lesson 2. 

In conclusion, RSM did not follow the route suggested by the system, and 

based her route upon the topics she was interested in. She used all the tools 

offered by the system, namely, the dictionary, the notebook and methodological 

aid. This flexible navigation may evidence RSM’s development of attitudes that 

could lead her to the development of learner autonomy (i.e., making decisions 

regarding own needs and interests). However, the results from pre and post- 
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metacognitive-strategy use tests as well as her annotations in her notebook could 

lead to put this evidence into question. 

Concerning her evaluation of the application, RSM considered the 

application visually attractive and the navigation through the program easy and 

intuitive, as shown in Figure 5.52. She also liked the quality and structure of the 

contents. However, she did not see the Web access. This may explain the lack of 

URLs and complementary materials in her learning plans. However, and as also 

mentioned in the previous cases, MVS could have minimised the window in 

which she was working on Communicate and Connect and have used any of the 

Web browsers she knew in order to complement her notes from the units and 

lessons she was working on.  

 

Figure 5.52: RSM’s evaluation of Communicate and Connect regarding its 

pleasurableness and usability. 

 Regarding the activities offered by the program, RSM found the activities 

correct and interesting. She did not check the information about strategies that the 

program offered, and would not have liked the program to include activities aimed 
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at fostering the use of learning strategies. As to her strategy awareness, she 

reported not being aware of using strategies while interacting with the program, 

and did not think that the activities provided by the system fostered the use of 

learning strategies. This may explain the lack of clear references to learning 

strategies in her notebook as well as her poor use of metacognitive strategies 

while interacting with Communicate and Connect.  

 

 

 
Figure 5.53: RSM’s strategy-use awareness. 

 

 As to RSM’s evaluation of the notebook integrated in the program, she 

agreed with the notebook design and its functionality. She admitted that using a 

diary was an interesting experience, which had helped her to have more control on 

what she was doing. However she would have preferred having more information 

on how to organise her learning diary. 
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Figure 5.54: RSM’s evaluation of the notebook/ learning diary. 

Concerning her evaluation of the dictionary, she considered the dictionary 

very useful, but she would have preferred it to offer the meaning of words in 

different ways. She would have also preferred to have a list of dictionaries in 

order to check the meaning of a specific word. 

As for RSM’s evaluation of the learning route proposed by the program, 

she thought that the learning route suggested was correct and she liked working at 

her own pace as shown in Figure 5.55 below. RSM would have preferred having 

different alternatives and that the system could automatically generate a 

personalised learning route. Surprisingly, she reported not having preferred to 

have the opportunity to change her navigation route at any time, even though she 

had changed it several times during the three sessions. There might be several 

explanations for this contradiction. On the one hand, it might be possible that 

RSM was not aware that her navigation was based upon her own choices. In this 

case, her planning strategy-use would have constrained by this fact. On the other 

hand, it might be possible that she would not know what the term navigation route 

was referring to and consequently she has misunderstood the question. However, 

one might expect that RSM had misunderstood the question, since she was aware 

of being able to change her navigation route whenever she considered it necessary 

as reflected in her diary (see Figure 5.54). 
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Figure 5.55: RSM’s evaluation of the learning route proposed by the system. 

 

Regarding RSM’s evaluation of the interactions provided by the system, 

she liked them but did not considered them positive for her learning. Furthermore, 

she reported that the interactions had not made her pay more attention to what she 

was doing. She would not have liked the system to promote interactions with her 

classmates. This result denoted an individualistic view on language learning 

assisted by computers, which was supported by the comments in her interview, 

where she said that working with people talking around her had disturbed her. 

Furthermore, she did not like sharing a computer with one of her classmates. 

 

As for her evaluation of the methodological help, she showed mixed 

views. In fact, she would have preferred that the methodological aid had been 

related to the contents of the activities.  

 

Finally, RSM stated that she had liked the program because it had helped 

her to improve her linguistic skills. For this reason, she would like to keep on 

working with similar programs to improve her English as she wrote down in her 

notebook: 
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Figure 5.56: RSM’s notebook. 

  

In short, RSM was a student whose computer expertise was limited,, and 

her metacognitive-strategy use had not led her to develop autonomising practices 

in her usual learning context. However her positive attitude towards the 

introduction of the ICT in the language-learning context suggests that her attitude 

towards the use of a language-learning package would be open and positive and 

therefore she could be receptive to its autonomising nature. However, RSM’s 

metacognitive skills did not show any change after having actively interacted with 

the program. Her view on learning materials was still limited on exercises on 

grammar and vocabulary. She made no reference to other type of materials (e.g. 

online newspapers, articles, films, forums) that could be related to a more 

autonomous learning style as stated in Chapter 2 and she did not realise of the 

positive effect that the ICT could have in her learning process. In conclusion, 

although RSM showed some attitudes (i.e., flexible navigation, use of a learning 

diary, reflections on her learning diary) that might favour the development of 

learner autonomy, her metacognitive strategy use and her representations on 

language learning happened to be similar to the ones she had before her 

experience with Communicate and Connect. 
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5.1.4 Case 4: MNM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MNM was a student with an intermediate level of proficiency in English, 

and open to the development of learner autonomy. Her L1 was Catalan but she 

also used Spanish in her daily life. She was studying English and German, yet had 

never been abroad. 

The results from the computer expertise test showed that her experience 

with computers was limited. She usually used the DVD and CD player, and used 

her computer desktop at home and at work in order to write her assignments and 

have access to the Web. However, she accessed the Web mainly at university 

because she had no ISDN at home, and used it in order to have access to the 

learning materials that were available in Moodle. However, she never used it to 

prepare her exams. Before this experience with Moodle and computers, MNM had 

neither accessed the Web nor used the computers in order to learn English, 

although she used them to teach English: 

Student: MNM 

English proficiency level: Intermediate 

L1: Catalan 

Other languages: Catalan, German 

Level of autonomy in language-learning field: Open to autonomy 

Learning profile derived from the analysis: Atomistic view on language. 

Previous experience with the ICT in the language-learning field: not a frequent user of the 
computers, the Web and Moodle.  

Attitude towards computers: positive  

Attitude towards the introduction of the ICT in the language learning field: Positive 

 Language learning package used: Communicate and Connect 
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I have never used the computer before to learn English…I used it to 
teach children but not in my case …to learn .. 

MNM’s change of attitude towards the use of the Web and computers as 

new tools to learn English might be considered a step forward to the development 

of learner autonomy, since the Web is as a source for new and authentic materials 

that she could use to design her own learning plans. MNM also used the Web to 

communicate with friends once a month. She reported not having any problem 

when using Word, the e-mail, Messenger, different browsers and DVDs and 

SMSs. However, she considered she needed help to design a spreadsheet, a PPT 

presentation, a database, or to use specific software. She never used the 

videoconference. She acquired her technological knowledge in computer courses 

organised by the university and private institutions. Although RSM was enrolled 

in the Moodle experience, she seldom participated in the activities proposed in the 

virtual environment. Her experience in Moodle was the only one she had on 

courses assisted with websites or virtual environments. Furthermore, her 

participation in forums was also due to her experience in Moodle. 

Concerning MNM’s lack of experience on the use of computers in general 

and the use of the ICT to learn English in particular, it might be expected that her 

attitude towards both topics were not clearly positive.  

However, results from students’ attitudes towards computers questionnaire 

(see Figure 5.57 and 5.58 below) showed that MNM had a positive attitude 

towards them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.57: MNM’s responses to statements  
reflecting positive attitudes towards computers.

Figure 5.58: MNM’s responses to statements  
reflecting negative attitudes towards 

computers. 
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Her attitude towards the introduction of the ICT in the language-learning 

field was positive as shown in Figure 5.59:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5.59: MNM’s responses to statements  
reflecting positive attitudes towards computers. 

 

 MNM strongly agreed with most of the statements included in the 

questionnaire. She considered that the Internet was essential for the modern 

language learner since we live in the society of information and computer-assisted 

language learning was the way of the future. For these reasons, she strongly 

agreed with the fact that all students, even those learning languages, should learn 

about computers in order to apply their knowledge to their own learning process, 

since she agreed on the fact that anyone could develop the skills necessary to 

work with computers and the ICT. In fact, MNM reported that she would have 

liked to know more about computers in order to take more advantage of the ICT 

for language learning purposes. She showed her agreement with the flexibility of 

the materials used in a computer and their potential to bring students together to 

share ideas and problems. Additionally, she also agreed with the fact that the ICT 
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(e.g. courses about CDs, computer based video conferencing, among others) could 

improve her language learning. 

 

Regarding the possibilities that the ICT afforded the language-learning 

field, MNM considered that the ICT could enable language learners to take 

courses and modules via the Internet from higher education institutions and, in 

this way, could foster collaboration with other students from other countries. 

Additionally, she thought that the ICT could enable learners to develop skills such 

as teamwork, problem solving, self-learning capability and presentation skills and 

collaborative learning. She also agreed with the fact that the ICT could enrich the 

language learning process, since it could afford wider scope of sources of 

information and knowledge available on the Web. 

MNM, thus, was a student open to the development of autonomy, whose 

attitude towards computers in general and the introduction of the ICT in the 

language-learning field in particular was positive. Therefore, it was expected that 

she felt comfortable working with the language-learning package. Apparently, 

MNM was suitable for developing learner autonomy while working with CALL. 

The following step to follow was to know to what extent Communicate and 

Connect had helped her to develop her metacognitive-strategy use, which was an 

important aspect in order to conclude if MNM had acquired specific attitudes that 

could ultimately led her to the development of learner autonomy. 

Regarding MNM’s metacognitive strategy-use results, they showed that 

she did use more planning strategies while interacting with Communicate and 

Connect that she usually did. However, her use of monitoring strategies did not 

vary significantly while her use of evaluation strategies diminished dramatically 

as shown in Figure 5.60: 
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Figure 5.60: MNM’s metacognitive strategy-use before interacting with 
Communicative and Connect (i.e., pre-test) and while interacting with 

Communicative and Connect (i.e., post-test) 

 

MNM paid more attention to planning strategies while she was interacting 

with Communicate and Connect than in her traditional learning context. She used 

more strategies and did so frequently, as shown in Figures 5.61 and 5.62 below. 

As results from the pre- metacognitive-strategy use test showed, MNM 

hardly used planning strategies in her daily learning context. However, she 

sometimes reflected on problems, and tried to find a solution or looked for advice 

if she needed it. Finally, she sometimes went through the contents of the lesson in 

advance. 

 

 

 

 

 

Part A: planning strategies; Part B: monitoring strategies and  
Part C: evaluating strategies. 
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Figure 5.61: MNM’s planning strategies –use. 

However, the medium had made her modified the process. In other words, 

before the experience she usually asked her teachers firstly and then asked her 

classmates. After having become familiar with forums in Moodle, she used to 

post her doubts in a specific forum where both teachers and students could 

answer, as she herself pointed out: 

The online discussion forums contributed that we [the students] 
could have helped us more, since I used to write doubts and my 
classmates helped me. 

The results obtained in the post- test showed that the interaction with 

Communicate and Connect made MNM use all the planning strategies. However, 

the main differences between the results from the pre and post-test laid for 

instance on strategy 4 (i.e., selecting different materials in different formats to 

achieve one’s objective), which MNM did not employ but reported having used 

while interacting with the language learning package. Another significant 

difference was the different use MNM made of strategy 7 (i.e., going through the 

contents in order to have a general idea about how they are organised), or strategy 

8 (i.e., organising one’s learning diary), which she used more often than she 
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usually did. The results suggest that MNM paid more attention to the planning 

stage in her learning process while working with Communicate and Connect.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.62: MNM’s  planning strategies –use while interacting with Communicate and 

Connect. 

However, MNM’s more planning-strategy use was not reflected in her 

learning diary as it might be expected from such results. 

Regarding monitoring strategies (see Figures 5.63 and 5.64 below), 

MNM’s use diminished significantly while interacting with Communicate and 

Connect. Accordingly, MNM employed five different strategies (see Figure 5.63 

below), namely, she always asked for help when she needed it, she read the notes 

from previous sections and she usually paid attention to the mistakes she made. 

Post-test
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Furthermore, she sometimes had into account what she had learnt, and reoriented 

her learning plans and objectives when she thought it was necessary.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.63: MNM’s monitoring strategies –use. 

However, while she was interacting with Communicate and Connect she 

did not employ all the strategies proposed and hardly ever used any of the 

strategies aforementioned. Yet, she reported having often used her learning diary 

to write down her mistakes, and annotating her reflections and ideas about her 

learning process. 
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Figure 5.64: MNM’s monitoring strategies –use while interacting with Communicate and 

Connect. 

Nevertheless, her learning diary did not reflect any evidence of the use of 

these two strategies as shown in Figure 5.65 below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.65: MNM’s reflections in her learning diary 

MNM did not employed evaluation strategies very often, as shown in 

Figure 5.66 below. In fact, the results obtained from the pre- test showed that she 

sometimes evaluated the sources from which she obtained the materials and 

information to learn English, summarised the main ideas derived from the 
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activities she did, and set new goals. She hardly ever took notes in her learning 

diary about the sources of materials and information that she considered most 

interesting, and when she finished a class she reflected on what she had learnt and 

wrote about it in her learning diary. She reported not using any other strategy.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.66: MNM’s evaluating strategies –use. 

Results from the post- test showed that MNM had not used any evaluation 

strategy at all. This is further confirmed by reading her notebook, which shows no 

evidence of the use of the evaluation strategies proposed in the questionnaire. 
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Figure 5.67: MNM’s monitoring strategies –use while interacting with Communicate and 

Connect. 

The results suggest that although MNM’s planning strategy-use was richer 

while interacting with Communicate and Connect, her use of monitoring and 

evaluation strategies diminished significantly. As mentioned in the previous case, 

evaluation strategies are central for the development of learner autonomy and, for 

this reason, it might be difficult to consider that MNM could develop 

autonomising skills while interacting with Communicate and Connect. Obviously, 

the results obtained in the planning section might be considered positive but, 

unfortunately, not positive enough to think that MNM would become an 

autonomous learner. However, a further analysis of her learning diary as well as 

her learning route through the program could shed more light on the autonomising 

effect of Communicate and Connect.  

MNM used the notebook offered by Communicate and Connect, but used 

it sparingly and, consequently, she only made a few annotations in English about 

the aspects related to her learning routes, as shown in Figure 5.68: 
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Figure 5.68: MNM’s notebook. 

The contents of MNM’s notebook were only focused on the learning route 

she had followed through the system during the three sessions. During the first 

session, she described in detail all the steps followed during the session. However, 

during the second session she only wrote about the activity she did, and during the 

third session she did not write anything at all. Obviously, the metalanguage that 

could be analysed was reduced. However, the notes from this third session mainly 

referred to exercises concerned with vocabulary and prepositions. The lack of 

notes in her learning diary makes difficult to draw a conclusion on her 

representation of language and language learning. It may be possible that her 

navigation route through the program might help to shed light on this specific 

aspect of MNM’s interaction with Communicate and Connect.  

MNM’s navigation route through the system was built upon the activities 

she chose to do. She did not check the Web access nor the methodological aid as 

she mentioned in the interview: 

Actually I did not check the Web access … because … I had to do the activities 
of the program … I did not have time to check the Web access. 

According to her records, during the first session, she navigated through 

the program, and after having examined the contents she chose the first unit 

suggested in the system (Social Settings). She started with the reading unit, 

namely, Dining trends, and kept on working on that lesson until she finished it as 

shown in Figure 5.69. During this session she only checked the learning strategy 
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option. During the second session she moved to the writing lesson (Socializing 

with friends), but she did not finished it.  

 

Figure 5.69: MNM’s navigation route through unit 1: Social settings. 

In conclusion, it seems that MNM followed the default route offered by 

the system, although she did not complete the units. The tools she used were the 

dictionary in session 2, and the learning strategies option in session 1. The 

notebook was seldom used throughout all the sessions. MNM’s navigation did not 

contribute a lot to draw conclusions on her language and learning representations 

and how her interaction with Communicate and Connect might have affected 

them. However, this does not place her within the linear users, that is, those users 

that follow a single path and do not look around. In this sense, MNM stuck to the 

activities and she was not able to change the unit although she did not even finish 

the activities. 

Concerning her evaluation of the application, this was extremely positive 

as shown in Figure 5.70. She considered the application visually attractive and the 

navigation through the program easy and intuitive. She also liked the quality and 

structure of the contents, and agreed with the Web access design and 

functionality. Yet, this may be put into question since, as she said during the 

interview, she had not used it at all. Concerning the navigation bar, she would 

have preferred having one within the program. 
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Figure 5.70: MNM’s evaluation of Communicate and Connect regarding its 
pleasurableness and usability. 

 Regarding the activities offered by the program, MNM found them correct 

in terms of length, difficulty and interest. As to learning strategies, MNM checked 

the information about strategies that the program offered, and would have liked 

the program to include activities aimed at fostering the use of learning strategies. 

Concerning her strategy awareness, she reported having been aware of using 

strategies while working with the program, and considered that the activities 

provided by the system enabled the use of learning strategies as shown in Figure 

5.71 below: 

 

 
Figure X: MVS’ strategy-use awareness. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.71: MNM’s strategy awareness. 
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As for MNM’s evaluation of the notebook integrated in the program (see 

Figure 5.72 below), she agreed with the fact that using a notebook was not a waste 

of time. She also considered that having a notebook at hand had facilitated her 

taking notes about the contents of the activities and paying more attention to what 

she was doing. However, she would have liked creating her own folders and 

documents. In sum, although she considered some of the features of the notebook 

positive, she did not consider the use of a notebook a very interesting activity. 

This might be a tentative explanation for the poor use she made of the notebook 

through the three sessions with Communicate and Connect. Nevertheless, MNM’s 

responses may be understood critically since her poor use of the notebook might 

not be enough for her to have a solid opinion of this tool. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.72: MNM’s evaluation of the notebook. 

Concerning MNM’s evaluation of the dictionary, she only used it during 

the second session but considered it a very useful tool. Nevertheless, MNM 
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would have preferred that the dictionary had delivered the meaning of a word in 

different ways. She would have also preferred having a list of dictionaries in 

order to check the meaning of a specific word. 

MNM’s evaluation of the Web access was positive. Yet, she would have 

preferred a list of Web resources conveniently evaluated and classified. 

Nevertheless, her evaluation of this aspect should be put into question, since she 

did not use the Web access at all during the three sessions, as she herself pointed 

out in the interview: 

I did not use the Web resources …I had to do the activities … 

As for MNM’s evaluation of the learning route proposed by the program, 

she thought that it was correct, and liked working at her own pace as illustrated in 

Figure 5.73 below. However, she would have preferred to have different working 

alternatives organised by topics. She also reported that she would not have liked 

to have an automatically generated plan according to her needs and interests, and 

she would not have liked to have the opportunity to change her navigation route. 

These results seemed to confirm our first description of MNM as a serialist and 

linear user, that is, one who preferred to follow the learning route suggested by the 

program. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.73: MNM’s evaluation of the learning route proposed by the system. 
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Regarding MNM’s evaluation of the interactions provided by the system, 

she liked them and considered them positive for her own learning. However, she 

reported that they had not made her pay more attention to what she was doing, and 

she would not have liked the system to enable interactions with the materials 

within the system or with her classmates. These comments together with the fact 

that she would not have liked sharing a computer with one of her classmates may 

help us characterise her as having an individualistic view of language learning 

assisted by computers.  

As to her evaluation of the methodological help, she considered that it was 

visual and easy accessible. In fact, she would not have preferred any of the 

alternatives proposed in this section of the questionnaire. This positive view on 

the methodological aid provided by the system is also supported by her responses 

in the interview when asked about this specific aspect: 

 

I think that the methodological aid can influence one’s perception on an activity. 

 

Finally, RSM stated that she had liked the program because she had 

concentrated more on improving her linguistic skills as she said during the 

interview: 

It is interesting … you concentrate much more…you are on yourself … I liked it 
a lot … one concentrates more, consequently one works more… 

 

For this reason, she would like to keep on working with similar programs 

to improve her English, as also pointed out during her interview: 

 

It was a very good experience …I am gong to keep on working with this type of 

materials. 

  

MNM, thus, was a student whose computer expertise was limited, that is, 

she did not use computers and the Web very often, and her metacognitive-strategy 

use had not led her to develop autonomising practices in her usual learning 

context. However, her positive attitude towards the introduction of the ICT in 

language learning suggests that she could be receptive to its autonomising nature. 
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Nevertheless, MNM’s metacognitive skills and autonomising attitudes did not 

show any change after having worked with the program. However, some of her 

responses during the interview did show some changes in her representation of 

specific aspects related to her learning process such as materials, the teacher’s 

role, and the medium in general. Accordingly, when she was asked if the learning 

experience (i.e., use of Moodle and interaction with Communicate and Connect) 

had widened her view on possible materials to learn English, she answered that 

although she did not have a lot of time to check the resources in Moodle, after the 

experience she could think of online newspapers as valid materials to learn 

English. 

Regarding the teacher, she described him/her as someone who had cared 

about the Web sources management and paid especial attention to fostering and 

facilitating the learners’ use of the resources. In conclusion, although MNM did 

not show a better metacognitive-strategy use after the experience, she showed 

evidences of having acquired some knowledge of the new-medium derived 

strategies (see Chapter 2) and of being aware of the changes she needed to assume 

in order to improve her language learning. Nevertheless, these changes were not 

derived from her experience with Communicate and Connect but, rather, from her 

participation in Moodle and the activities suggested in class such as Webquest or 

searching for articles in online newspapers. 
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5.1.1.5 Case 5: PRC 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PRC was a student with an intermediate level of proficiency in English, 

and open to the development of learner autonomy. Her L1 was Catalan but she 

also used Spanish in her daily life. She was studying English and German, and 

had been in England for two months. 

 Previous experience with the ICT in the language learning field 

The results from the computer expertise test showed that she had some 

previous experience with computers. She usually used her desktop computer at 

home, at work and at university to work on her assignments and have access to the 

Web. She also used DVD and CD players. However, she accessed the Web 

mainly at university because she had no ISDN at home. She used the Web mainly 

to communicate with friends by means of Messenger everyday. Once a month she 

accessed the Web to check language-learning materials online as well as to look 

for information she was interested in (e.g., journeys). However, she never used it 

Student: PRC 

English proficiency level: Intermediate 

L1: Catalan 

Other languages: Spanish, German 

Level of autonomy in language learning field: Open to autonomy 

Learning profile derived from the analysis: 

Previous experience with the ICT in the language-learning field: use of Web to access 
language learning materials, enrolled in Moodle, use of one specific language-learning 
package. 

Attitude towards computers: Positive 

Attitude towards the introduction of the ICT in the language learning field: Positive but 
showing a critical view. 

Language-learning package used: Communicate and Connect 
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to prepare her exams. She did not have any problems when using programs such 

as Word, Messenger, the e-mail or browsers such as Google. Her computer 

expertise was due to her interest in using the Web and the programs she had to use 

in order to write her assignments. The only course she had taken was the one 

compulsory at university. The first time PRC had been involved in a virtual 

environment was this year when she had to use it in English Language. However 

she had never participated in a discussion forum. Regarding language learning 

packages, she had already used one before. 

 Attitude towards computers in general and the introduction of the 

ICT in the language learning field in particular. 

PRC’s attitude towards computers in general and towards the introduction 

of the ICT in language learning in particular was expected to be positive due to 

her previous interest on the Web and the learning materials, as she reported during 

the interview: 

… I used mainly the e-mail, messenger … but if I had to search for 
specific information I also did it … In fact, I have accessed a 
grammar program online to learn English. 

Indeed, the results from the questionnaire showed PRC’s positive attitude 

towards computers. This is shown in Figures 5.74 and 5.75 below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.74: PRC’s responses to statements  
reflecting positive attitudes towards computers.

Figure 5.75: PRC’s responses to statements  
reflecting negative attitudes towards 

computers. 
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However, although she generally agreed with the introduction of the ICT 

in language learning, some of her responses denoted a critical view as well, as 

shown in Figure 5.76 below:  

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.76: PRC’s view on the introduction of the ICT in the language learning field. 

 

In fact, she showed mixed views when considering whether ICT could 

improve her language learning process by, for instance, endowing the process 

with more flexibility. Likewise, she showed a critical attitude towards the fact 

that the Internet could be considered an essential tool for the modern language 

learner, to the possibility to present courses on CD, or to using video 

conferencing as a tool in language learning. 
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This critical perspective towards the introduction of the ICT in language 

learning was also reflected in her interview. In fact, she regarded the introduction 

of computers as a complementary tool but not as a whole learning method: 

I do not think it could be good for all the course…something 
punctual and specific … Ok … I think that both things [i.e., 
computers and traditional classroom] should be combined. 

PRC also considered that the ICT could enable language learners to take 

courses and modules via the Internet, and agreed with the fact that adopting such 

an attitude might foster collaboration with students from other countries. 

Additionally, she agreed with the statement that referred to the possibilities of the 

ICT in the development of learning skills such as teamwork, problem solving, 

self-learning capability, presentation skills, and collaborative learning. She also 

agreed with the statement that referred to the ICT as a tool that could enrich the 

language learning process, since it could afford wider scope of sources of 

information and knowledge available on the Web.  

PRC, thus, was a student open to the development of autonomy, whose 

attitude towards computers in general was positive. However, she showed a 

critical attitude towards the introduction of the ICT in language learning. 

However, despite this critical perspective, her previous experience with 

computers and the Web as well as her positive attitude towards the introduction 

of the ICT in language learning led to consider her as a learner likely to develop 

learner autonomy while working with CALL. As in the previous cases, the point 

was to find out to what extent Communicate and Connect had helped PRC to 

develop specific attitudes that could ultimately led her to become autonomous. 

 Metacognitive strategy-use 

PRC’s metacognitive-strategy use results showed that she had not used 

more metacognitive strategies while interacting with Communicate and Connect 

than she usually did, as shown in Figure 5.77: 
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Figure 5.77: PRC’s metacognitive strategy-use before interacting with 
Communicative and Connect (i.e., pre-test) and while interacting with 

Communicative and Connect (i.e., post-test) 

PRC said that she had not used more planning, monitoring or evaluating 

strategies while interacting with the language-learning package. Concerning 

planning strategies, she pointed out that she employed all of them when learning 

in her daily context as shown in Figure 5.78 below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.78: PRC’s planning strategies –use. 

Part A: planning strategies; Part B: monitoring strategies and  
Part C: evaluating strategies. 
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PRC also said that she had used all the planning strategies suggested in the 

questionnaire but with different frequency. For instance, she said tat she had 

seldom selected the learning objectives before choosing an activity. She reported 

that she had hardly ever selected the links offered in the learning package to 

create her own learning plans. Another difference between PRC’s planning 

strategy use before and while using Communicate and Connect suggest that she 

had stopped and reflected on the problems or doubts she had encountered during 

the learning process. Indeed, she said that she had reflected more on problems 

and doubts while interacting with Communicate and Connect than she used to do.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.79: PRC’s  planning strategies –use while interacting with Communicate and 

Connect. 

Post-test
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Regarding monitoring strategies (see Figures 5.80 and 5.81), PRC said 

she had used a similar amount of monitoring strategies in both contexts, that is, in 

her daily learning context and while interacting with Communicative and 

Connect. She said she usually employed almost all the strategies except strategy 

14 (I write down my mistakes in order to avoid repeating them).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.80: PRC’s monitoring strategies –use. 

She pointed out that she had employed all the strategies while interacting 

with Communicate and Connect. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.81: PRC’s monitoring strategies –use while interacting with Communicate and Connect. 
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As for evaluation strategy use (see Figure 5.82 below), PRC employed 

evaluation-strategies very often. In fact, she said she sometimes summarised the 

main ideas derived from the activities she did; she often reflected on what she had 

learnt, and set new goals based upon the evaluation derived. She also often 

evaluated the sources from which she obtained the materials and information to 

learn English, and wrote them down. According to her, she hardly ever evaluated 

the activities she did or compared them with external evaluations. She also 

acknowledged that she hardly ever used a learning diary to take notes about 

aspects concerning the activities she did. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.82: PRC’s evaluating strategies –use. 
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PRC reported not having used any evaluation strategy at all. However, her 

notebook showed some reflections that could be directly related to some of the 

strategies suggested in the questionnaire.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.83: PRC’s monitoring strategies –use while interacting with Communicate and Connect. 

For instance, the reflections shown below may, indeed, be considered an 

evaluation of the activities she had done:  
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Figure 5.84: PRC’s learning diary. 

In contrast, no reference could be found concerning the evaluation of her 

learning process. 

The results above show that PRC had not used more metacognitive 

strategies while interacting with Communicate and Connect than she usually did. 

For this reason, one might expect PRC to show no specific attitude towards 

becoming autonomous. However, a close analysis of her learning diary as well as 

of her learning route through the program could shed more light on the 

autonomising effect of Communicate and Connect. 

 

 The notebook. 

PRC often used the notebook provided in Communicate and Connect. She 

made her annotations in English for the same reasons the previous students had 

given. The contents of her notebook were organised diachronically (i.e., from 

session 1 to session 3) as shown in Figure 5.84 above. PRC’s notebook mainly 

consisted of general comments about the sections, and of particular sections such 

as the grammar one or the tools offered by the system (e.g. dictionary). This is 

shown in Figure 5.85: 
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Figure 5.85: PRC’s notebook. 

PRC’s annotations on her notebook seemed to be addressed to somebody 

other than herself (i.e., the teacher). She evaluated the activities and the contents 

of the program (i.e., You can find an explanation of the theoretical aspects 

followed by some exercises) as well as its functionality (i.e., Another interesting 

fact is that when you fail the computer gives you a reason telling you why this is 

no the correct option). Nevertheless, there were not explicit references to her 

learning process (i.e., setting goals, use of materials used, new plans, etc.). In 

other words, her use of the learning diary suggests her lack of knowledge about 

what a learning diary was, and what it could be used for. Students are usually 

required to compile all the activities and extra work they usually do during the 

course and organised it diachronically in a notebook, which is evaluated at the end 

of the course. However, this use of a learning diary is pedagogically far from the 

real potential that it may offer to the learning process. For a learning diary is a 

tool where learners are expected to verbalise and make explicit specific aspects of 

their own learning process, which might help learners to understand how they 

learn and therefore to develop the metacognitive competence required to develop 
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learner autonomy. Unfortunately, this interaction between the learners’ learning 

process and the notebook in Communicate and Connect did not take place. This 

lack of interaction may be due to two factors. Firstly, it may be due to the 

students’ previous representations of the learning diary. Secondly, it may also 

determined by the lack of information on how to use a learning diary and what it 

is helpful for in Communicate and Connect. 

Concerning PRC’s use of metalanguage, she used terms such as exercises, 

grammar, pronunciation, grammar points, vocabulary to refer to the language she 

was learning, as shown in Figure 5.85 above. She made explicit reference to the 

term context, and considered that presenting the words in context could help 

“recall words easily.” However, she did not try to apply this to her own learning 

process. This suggests that her view of language is basically atomistic and that, 

for her, learning a language basically consists of working on grammar or 

vocabulary. This hypothesis was confirmed during the interview. PRC said that 

her previous experience with online language learning materials was limited to 

searching for programs to learn grammar (see Appendix 15: line 6). Furthermore, 

when she referred to what she did while interacting with Communicate and 

Connect, she only mentioned “grammar exercises” and “vocabulary” (see 

Appendix 15: line 6). 

The results imply that PRC’s representations of learning diaries, language, 

and language learning might respond to a teaching culture rather than a learning 

culture. In other words, she reproduced the teacher’s speech in her learning diary 

instead of reporting her own reflections on her learning experience (plans, goals, 

complementary materials, etc.). 

 

 Navigation route. 

PRC chose her navigation route on the basis of her interests, as she 

confirmed during the interview: 

One started the program and was able to do whatever you wanted … 
I feel like doing a listening … I did it … now I am going to do a grammar 
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exercise … another one of vocabulary … I did it. I always focused on the 
topic I wanted to work on … to do ... not in the order it was presented … that 
is … not always grammar … vocabulary. 

Accordingly, she worked on Unit 1 (Social Settings) and Unit 4 (The 

Workplace) and, as reflected in her learning diary, her route was not lineal. In fact, 

during the first session, she navigated through the program and after having 

examined the contents she chose the first unit suggested in the system (Social 

Settings). As shown in Figure 5.86 below, she started with the speaking lesson 

(Meeting new people). In her second session, she decided to change her route and 

jumped to lesson 5 (Socializing with Friends). In the third session, she changed 

again and moved to Unit 4 (The Workplace). She justified her election in her 

notebook as follows: 

In my opinion it is an interesting topic that could be very helpful for us in the 

future. 

 

 

Figure 5.86: PRC’s navigation route through unit 1: Social settings. 

PRC did not finish any of the units and lessons she chose. This lack of 

consistency when working with the program may be due to her lack of a specific 

learning plan in order to meet her own needs. In this respect, it should be pointed 

out that the potential of the hypermedia technology for facilitating learning 

flexibility might also represent a handicap when learners are not ready to cope 

with it. In other words, learners can get lost within the program or navigate 

through it without any specific pedagogical purpose, becoming compulsive 

‘clickers’. In PRC’s case, she said she chose her learning route because she was 
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interested in the topics. However, the fact that she did not complete all the 

exercises implies that she lacked a specific pedagogical goal that could help her 

engage in the activities and finish them. The only tool she used during her 

interaction was the dictionary. 

 Evaluation of the language learning package. 

PRC’s evaluation of the application was positive, as shown in Figure 5.87 

below. She considered it visually attractive, and thought that the navigation 

through the program was easy and intuitive. In fact, she would not have preferred 

having a navigation bar integrated in the program. She also liked the quality and 

structure of the contents, and agreed with the Web access design and 

functionality. However, the latter aspect is questionable since, as she 

acknowledged during the interview, she had not used it at all. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.87: PRC’s evaluation of Communicate and Connect regarding its 

pleasurableness and usability. 

 Regarding the activities offered by the program, PRC found them long but 

easy. This might be one of the reasons that made her move from one activity to 
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another without finishing them. As to the learning strategies, she checked the 

information about them offered by the program, and said that she would have 

liked the program to include activities promoting the use of learning strategies. 

Concerning her awareness of strategies, she reported having been aware of using 

strategies while working with the program, and considered that the activities 

provided by the system fostered the use of learning strategies as shown in Figure 

5.88 below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5.88: PRC’s strategy-use awareness. 

 

 As for her evaluation of the notebook integrated in the program (see 

Figure 5.89 below), this was positive in general terms. Nevertheless, although she 

took notes about the contents of the activities, she did not consider this useful for 

her learning process. This result is in agreement with the conclusions derived 

from the analysis of her notebook. In this sense, it seems that PRC considered the 

notebook as a means to record what she was doing when learning English but not 

a tool for reflecting on how she was doing it. 
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5.89: PRC’s evaluation of the notebook. 

PRC’s evaluation of the dictionary was very positive. In fact she referred 

to it in her notebook and in her interview (Appendix 15, line 48) in the following 

terms: 

There is a good point to have the option of dictionary in the same 
page that you are working to. And also I find interesting that you can 
observe an example of its definition to help you to understand better 
the meanings. (notes taken from her notebook). 

PRC used the dictionary during the three sessions. Nevertheless, she 

would have preferred the dictionary to show the meaning of a word in various 

ways. She would have also preferred to have a list of dictionaries rather than only 

one. 

PRC did not evaluate the Web access, since she said she had nor seen it. 

As to her evaluation of the learning route proposed by the program (see Figure 

5.90), she thought that the one suggested by the program was correct, and liked 

working at her own pace. She referred to this as follows: 

I felt good during the experience. Time ran fast …one started working and can 
whatever one wanted… 

However, PRC said she would have preferred to have different working 

alternatives organised by topics or to have an automatically generated plan 

according to her needs and interests. This confirmed the results obtained in 

previous sections, in which we concluded that PRC found the program easy and 
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that, to some extent, she also found it boring. For these reasons, she said she 

preferred to have different alternatives that could probably have met her own 

needs and interests. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.90: PRC’s evaluation of the learning route proposed by the system. 

Regarding PRC’s evaluation of the interactions provided by the system, 

she liked them, and considered them positive for her learning. However, she 

reported that the interactions had not made her pay more attention to what she was 

doing, and that she would not have liked the system to promote interactions with 

the materials within the system or with her classmates. However, during the 

interview, she said that working with computers should be complemented by 

activities aimed at fostering the communication with teachers and classmates. Her 

answer in this section of the questionnaire may be determined by her views on the 

medium. She thought that computers were good in order to learn grammar and 

vocabulary (Appendix 15, line 6), but did not consider them effective to work on 

particular skills like, for instance, speaking. In other words, on the one hand she 

might relate working on grammar with computers and working alone. On the 

other hand, she might put together working on speaking with working with 
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classmates and teachers and working collaboratively. PRC’s association of 

grammar and computers was also shown during the interview: 

 

When it comes to practise grammar…computers can be enough…but 
with speaking …one feels more comfortable because the teacher can 
correct one’s mistakes. 

 

As for her evaluation of the system aid, she considered that it was visual 

and easily accessible. However, she would have preferred that the contents of the 

system-aid were related to the contents of the activities offered in the language-

learning package.  

Finally, PRC stated that she had liked the program because she had 

concentrated more on the process and, therefore, she had improved her linguistic 

skills. For this reason, she would like to keep on working with similar programs, 

as also mentioned during her interview: 

Yes, I do not see why not…  

 Nevertheless, she would not like to use it as a whole method since, in her 

view, teachers and classmates are essential for the learning process: 

 

I do not know it would be good for the whole course…something 
punctual OK…interaction with teacher and classmates is essential 
…and if there is a good atmosphere even better…in small groups… 

 

Thus, PRC was a student able to use computers for her own learning 

process. In fact, she said she had used them before the experience, and showed a 

positive attitude towards them. However, although her attitude towards the 

introduction of the ICT was positive, she also showed a critical perspective on 

some of the aspects related to computers. She said that she agreed on the use of 

computers for learning grammar, but not for collaborative tasks. According to her 

answers in the pre and post- metacognitive-strategy use test, one might conclude 

that PRC’s metacognitive-strategy use did not improve while interacting with 

Communicate and Connect. Paradoxically, she said that the experience with 
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Moodle and Communicate and Connect had changed some of her previous 

representations on specific aspects related to her learning process such as 

materials, teacher’s role and the medium in general. Accordingly, when she was 

asked if the experience she had gone through the entire course had widened her 

view on possible materials to learn English, she answered that she thought that it 

could have changed as shown below: 

 

Yes, it might have changed … I think that we are aware of their 
existence … but if we are not informed about them … we do not 
know which URL is [good] … everybody knows … at least … what 
happens is that we do not know which are the good ones … the most 
appropriate 

After having analysed her interview, we may conclude that the change she 

was referring to was not produced because of a discovery of new materials but 

because of making materials she already knew relevant for her own learning. 

Regarding the teachers’ role, she said that she thought that the teacher had to carry 

out more tasks in this type of learning environment. From the results obtained in 

the different sections of this case study, we may infer that although PRC did not 

reported having used more metacognitive strategies while working with 

Communicate and Connect, she did show a change of attitude towards online 

materials, and about their possible influence in her own learning. PRC became 

aware of the changes concerning materials she needed to assume in order to 

improve her language learning process. Nevertheless, these changes were not 

derived from her experience with Communicate and Connect but from her 

participation in Moodle. 

In conclusion, PRC was a student open to autonomy development, who did 

not show significant evidences of having developed attitudes that could be related 

to a later development of autonomy in the field of language learning. However, 

the use of Moodle made her aware of the possibilities offered by the medium and, 

most importantly, made her think about the possibility of incorporating them to 

her learning practices. 
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5.2 Conclusions from Communicate and Connect case study. 

The analysis of the interviews to the students in the case studies reported in the 

present research and of their learning diaries yields data concerned with their use 

of metacognitive strategies. These data allow us to conclude that there is a lack of 

balance between the representation that the students have of themselves (data 

from the pre- test) and the retrospective assessment they make on their use of 

planning, monitoring and evaluation strategies in the learning sessions with 

Communicate and Connect. Indeed, it may be concluded that in all cases the 

students use fewer metacognitive strategies than they report they usually do when 

they reflect upon their previous learning experience(s). 

A tentative explanation for this lack of correspondence between data may 

lie in the fact that Communicate and Connect illustrates an approach to language 

learning informed by a lineal paradigm in which the various training activities are 

‘self-sufficient’ in the sense that each activity is characterised by a clear –

objective– beginning and is designed to achieve an end measurable in terms of 

positive/negative, correct/incorrect values. The activities thus designed are 

independent from each other, that is, do not rest upon a network structure relating 

the activities in the system among themselves. This particular organisation makes 

it difficult to establish meaningful knowledge networks that allow for linking new 

and background information according to linguistic, pragmatic and discursive 

criteria. This absence of teaching strategies aimed at promoting a procedural3 

perception of the learning activities may underlie the students’ inability to search 

for links among the different types of knowledge in the system. The importance of 

this phenomenon lies in the fact that transfer and generalisation strategies are 

crucial for the development of the learners’ metacognitive abilities and these, in 

turn, promote the development of their ability for autonomous learning. 

                                                 
3 We cannot talk about ensuring but, rather, about stimulating or promoting learning. Of course, 
there is not a direct correspondence between teaching and learning, as also happens with learning 
and acquisition. However, from a socio-constructivist and psycho-pragmatic approach, the 
mediation between teaching and learning must enable the transfer of procedural knowledge aimed 
at promoting autonomous learning practices. In order to achieve this, we need to take into account 
procedural criteria and establish links between previous or background knowledge and the new 
language experiences. 
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In this sense, we may conclude that the expectations of the learners with 

regard to their ability to self-direct their own learning are limited when using a 

program like Communicate and Connect which, nevertheless, has been evaluated 

in a previous research4 as one of the programs providing students with the largest 

number of learning tools susceptible to being used by an autonomous student. 

If we bear in mind that metalanguage is a key instrument in order to put 

into practice our metacognitive abilities, it seems relevant to analyse the type of 

metalanguage used by those students working with Communicate and Connect. 

This analysis involves the identification of the expressions that the learners use in 

their learning diaries, in their retrospective reports, in the interviews, and in the 

post- test. The results of this analysis allows us to state that the metalanguage used 

by the students 

• reproduces the metalanguage offered in the very learning program, 

as illustrated by terms such as listening, grammar, vocabulary (cf. 

RSM’s learning diary) 

• reflects the learners’ previous learning experience (cf. their use of 

terms like modal verbs, idioms, etc.) 

• does not deal with notions related to discursive uses 

• reflects communicative dimension in terms of correspondences 

between communicative intentions (e.g., formulating invitations or 

requests) and lexico-grammatical patterns, which suggests a view 

of speech acts as rigid structures. 

In general, what is reproduced is a strong structural view of language, 

which not only is left unchanged, but also, and most importantly, is reinforced by 

the poverty of the textual activities in Communicate and Connect. Indeed, it 

should be noted that the development of te communicative approaches from the 

1990s have been characterised by their discursive and textual nature. It is within 

this second generation of communicative approaches that the various oral and 

written strategies in the organisation of texts, in linguistic collaboration and 

                                                 
4 Language Learning autonomy and CAL.  An evaluation of software for EFL from an autonomous 
language perspective, Research Project 2004 
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interaction, in politeness, etc. acquire full meaning. The presence of these 

communicative strategies is closely related to the possibility of projecting 

previous pragmatic knowledge by the learners, that is, the possibility of making 

hypothesis on the meaning of texts, of identifying the roles played by the 

participants in an interaction, of foreseeing the audience of a text, of relating the 

rhetorical structure of texts with a given genre, etc. It is these possibilities that 

allow for opening spaces for meaningful learning experiences in which learners 

may play an active role by approaching text meaning from an interactive 

perspective (i.e., combining top-down and bottom-up strategies). The learning 

experiences afforded by Communicate and Connect analysed in the present 

research seem to confirm that there is a close relationship between: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An excessively atomistic view of a language leads to reproducing a lineal 

learning strategy as well as field-dependent attitudes linked to the immediate 

context of use, that is, to concrete cases or situations. This may explain the 

absence of generalisation and transfer strategies even in those students apparently 

more susceptible to self-directed learning practices. 

If we take into account that all the students selected for the present study 

are characterised by a positive attitude towards autonomous learning, their scarce 
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or poor (i.e., its role as a repository for the classical classroom notes or lists of 

lexico-grammatical patterns) use of a learning diary is revealing. Even students 

like LMU, who qualify the learning diary in Communicate and Connect too 

limiting, appear to be unable to use the diary alternatively provided whenever they 

ask for a tool that “allows for opening personal files when needed” in a more 

personalised manner. The need to implement learning experiences related to the 

development of autonomous learning skills is, therefore, needed. These strategies 

would involve: 

• knowing how to organise the information according to various criteria and 

objectives 

• foreseeing the needs to retrieve information in agreement with various use 

goals 

• developing a metalanguage related to the linguistic contents of the learning 

experience incorporating declarative, functional and discursive contents 

• developing a metalanguage related to metacognitive aspects that facilitates 

planning, monitoring and evaluation activities 

As it happens with other software that present themselves as enabling 

autonomous learning, Communicate and Connect presupposes the users’ 

autonomy rather than teaching them how it may be acquired. In the cases 

studied we can see numerous examples of the under-utilisation of the tools 

offered by the system itself. This is mainly due to two reasons: 

• because their use is not seen as relevant by the students 

• because the information that learners could have access to by means of 

links are not integrated in the learning offered by the system, that is, are 

presented out of context. 

Thus, even those students relatively familiarised with the ICT as a learning tool 

develop field-dependent strategies and do not use the Web for learning purposes. 
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5.3 Cases from Group 2: TADLA. 

5.1.3 Case 1: AGA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AGA was a student with an intermediate level of proficiency in English, 

and open to the development of learner autonomy. His L1 was Spanish but he also 

used Catalan in her daily life. He was studying English and German, and she had 

been in England for two months. 

 Previous experience with the ICT in the language learning field 

Results from the computer expertise test showed that he had some 

previous experience with computers although he was not a frequent user of the 

Web. He had access to computers and the Web from home and university. He 

used his desktop computer to prepare his assignments for the university. He also 

used DVD and CD players. He used the Web in order to communicate with 

friends by means of Messenger and to access language learning materials to 

Student: AGA 

English proficiency level: Intermediate 

L1: Spanish 

Other languages: Catalan, German 

Level of autonomy in language learning field: Open to autonomy 

Learning profile derived from the analysis: Global perspective on language. Reflective. 
Non teacher-dependent.  

 Previous experience with the ICT in the language-learning field: not a frequent user of 
the Web and Moodle.  

Attitude towards computers: Positive  

Attitude towards the introduction of the ICT in the language learning field: Positive but 
showing a critical view. 

Language learning package used: TADLA 
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prepare his exams once a month. He was able to use programs such as Word, 

Messenger, the e-mail or browsers such as Google. He had participated in some of 

the forums in Moodle, and had used some learning packages previous to the 

experience. 

 Attitude towards computers in general and the introduction of the 

ICT in the language learning field in particular. 

The results from the questionnaire showed that AGA had a positive 

attitude to computers, as shown in Figure 5.91 and 5.92 below: 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

However, although AGA generally agreed with the introduction of the 

ICT in language learning, some of his responses also denoted a critical view on 

the subject, as shown below: 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.91: AGA’s responses to statements  
reflecting positive attitudes towards computers.

Figure 5.92: AGA’s responses to statements  
reflecting negative attitudes towards 

computers. 
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Figure 5.93: AGA’s responses to statements  
reflecting positive attitudes towards computers. 

 

In fact, he said he was not sure of whether Internet could be considered an 

essential tool for the modern language learner. He also expressed his doubts about 

whether computer-based learning could be the option of the future. Regarding the 

possibilities afforded by the ICT for language learning, AGA considered that the 

ICT could enable language learners to take courses and modules via the Internet. 

Additionally, he agreed with the possibilities afforded by the ICT to enable 

learners to develop skills such as teamwork, problem solving, self-learning 

capability, presentation skills, and collaborative learning. He also agreed with the 

statement that referred to the ICT as a tool that could enrich the language learning 

process, since it could afford wider scope of sources of information and 

knowledge available on the Web. However, he did not agree with the possibilities 

of the ICT for promoting a more collaborative and less individualistic approach to 

language learning. This response, though, was somewhat contradictory, since 

AGA had showed his agreement with the fact that collaborative work could be 

fostered by the use of computers. From his responses in his interview, it may be 
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inferred that AGA thought that although computers could afford collaborative 

work, working with computers was a rather individualistic method. 

AGA was a student open to the development of autonomy, whose attitude 

towards computers in general was positive. However, he showed a critical 

attitude towards the introduction of the ICT in the language-learning field. His 

specific view on the ICT together with his reduced use of the Web and 

computers, and his view of computer-assisted language as an individualistic 

language learning process might lead to consider AGA as a critical user of 

TADLA. The question, thus, was to know whether AGA’s interaction with this 

program could make him develop specific attitudes that could help him become 

an autonomous learner in a computer-based environment, despite his critical 

views on this medium. 

 

 Metacognitive strategy-use 

 AGA’s responses to the pre and post- metacognitive-strategy use tests 

suggest that he considered that he had used more metacognitive strategies while 

interacting with TADLA than he used to, as shown in Figure 5.94 below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.94: AGA’s metacognitive strategy-use before interacting with 
TADLA (i.e., pre-test) and while interacting with TADLA (i.e., post-test) 

Concerning AGA’s planning strategy use (see Figure 5.95 below), he said 

he often planned what he had to do, investigated and selected materials in 

Part A: planning strategies; Part B: monitoring strategies and  
Part C: evaluating strategies. 

Pre-test Post-test
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different formats to achieve his goals, and thought about the problems he usually 

encountered in his learning process and tried to find a strategy to solve them. He 

said that he sometimes organised his learning diary, and went through the 

contents to be seen in class in advance. However, he considered that he hardly 

ever selected the objectives he was going to work and seldom organised and 

elaborated his own learning proposals. AGA considered that he hardly ever 

looked for advice on how to learn better.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.95: AGA’s planning strategies –use. 

AGA’s evaluation of his planning- trategy use while interacting with 

TADLA (i.e., post- test) was more positive than in the pre-test. In this sense, he 

considered that he had often used all the planning strategies suggested in the 

questionnaire, as shown in Figure 5.96. When interacting with TADLA, AGA 

considered that he had employed even those strategies that he usually did not 

choose. For example, he considered he had selected the objectives, organised, and 
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elaborated his own learning proposals. In fact, his learning diary confirmed his 

comment: he organised the contents according to the objective of the activities 

chosen, as may be seen in Figure 5.96 below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.96: AGA’s learning diary 

He said that he had looked for advice on how to learn better. Indeed, AGA 

consulted the methodological aid offered in the program five times. Another 

important difference between AGA’s responses in the pre- and post- tests is his 

use of the learning diary. In the pre-test he answered that he sometimes organised 

his learning diary, whereas in the post- test he considered he had often organised 

it. 
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Figure 5.97: AGA’s  planning strategies –use while interacting with TADLA. 

Regarding monitoring strategies (see Figures 5.98 and 5.99), AGA 

considered that he usually employed them. He said that he often paid special 

attention to his mistakes in order to learn from them, that he sometimes wrote 

them down in order to avoid them, and that he took into account what he had 

learnt in order to apply it to new situations. He considered hat he often reflected 

on his learning plans, and asked for help when he needed it. He said that he 

sometimes read the notes from the previous sessions before starting a class, and 

reflected on the activities he did. He answered that he sometimes reorganised his 

learning diary when he thought it was necessary. However, he said that he hardly 

ever reported in his learning diary the ideas and reflections derived from the 

activities he did. 
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Figure 5.98: AGA’s monitoring strategy –use. 

 

AGA’s evaluation of his own monitoring strategy use while using TADLA 

showed that he considered he had often used all the strategies proposed in the 

questionnaire while interacting with TADLA. The most significant difference 

between what he said he usually did for learning English in ‘normal’ situations 

and what he said he did while interacting with TADLA was that in the latter 

situation he had used his learning diary to reflect upon the activities he had done. 
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Figure 5.99: AGA’s monitoring strategy –use while interacting with TADLA 

His response was confirmed by the information contained in his learning 

diary, as shown in Figure 5.100 below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.100: AGA’s reflections derived from the activities from module 1 in TADLA. 
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As to AGA’s evaluation strategy use (see Figure 5.101 below), he 

considered he did not use evaluating-strategies very often. In fact, he said that he 

sometimes summarised the main ideas after a class or evaluated the sources from 

which he obtained learning materials and information. He also considered the he 

sometimes evaluated an activity and compared his evaluation with external ones 

(e.g., the teacher’s). However, AGA admitted that he never used his learning 

diary to reflect upon other aspects of his learning process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.101: AGA’s evaluating strategy–use. 

Despite the poor use that AGA usually made of the evaluation strategies, 

his responses to the post- test questionnaire showed that he considered he had 

often used all the evaluation strategies (see Figure 5.102): 
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Figure 5.102: AGA’s evaluating strategy–use while using TADLA. 

He considered he had used his learning diary to take notes of all the 

aspects related to his learning process (goals, materials, evaluation, etc.) although 

he was not used to doing it. Figure 5.103 below shows an example of AGA’s 

reflections recorded in his learning diary: 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.103: AGA’s evaluating reflections in his learning diary. 

Bearing in mind AGA’s considerations regarding the use of metacognitive 

strategies before and while interacting with TADLA, we may conclude that he 

considered that he had used a lot of metacognitive strategies. Furthermore, his 
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answers showed that he thought he had used them more often than he usually did. 

The case of evaluation strategies deserve special attention, since AGA’s use was 

significantly higher in terms of quantity and frequency than he used to in previous 

learning experiences. AGA considered, thus, that he had improved his 

metacognitive-strategy skills. However, in order to extract a final conclusion, 

objective data should be further examined. In this sense, data from his learning 

diary and his navigation route could shed more light on the autonomising effect of 

TADLA in AGA’s learning. 

 The learning diary. 

AGA used the learning diary offered by TADLA, making his annotations 

in English for the same reasons as those reported in the previous case studies. The 

contents of his learning diary were organised according to the order he had 

worked on the modules offered in the application. The contents of his learning 

diary were of two kinds. On the one hand, he took notes of the steps he had 

followed through the contents of the application (Objective 1; text; watching 

video; listening; reading exercises, etc.). On the other hand, he wrote down his 

reflections on the different aspects concerning his learning process (goals, reasons 

of his choice, evaluation of the activity, etc.).These are shown in Figure 5.104 

below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.104: AGA’s learning diary (i.e., Objective 1) 

Goals 

Evaluation 
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AGA’s annotations respond to those expected when the learning diary is 

presented as a pedagogical tool. Thus, we may find comments such as “But also 

maybe I am more accustomed to listen to American English than the British one 

(Madonna’s interviews, American MTV speeches…) so that might be the reason 

why I understood better the video, of which speech has rather American accent”5. 

These reflect the methodological and therapeutic use –in terms of learner 

autonomy development– he made of his learning diary. Furthermore AGA 

showed that he had been aware of this metacognitive process, and that he had 

reflected about it in his learning diary: 

The activities helped me to get deep in reflection before acting, giving to me the 

enough assurance and confidence. It has been an efficient work because I have achieved a 

deeper knowledge about my own English learning process knowing myself a little bit 

more 

Yeah…because I know myself better…my learning method. 

The metalanguage used by AGA in his learning diary was slightly 

different from that described in the previous cases. AGA used terms that might be 

associated to an atomistic view of the language such as vocabulary, pronouns, and 

quotation marks. However, one might conclude that his view of language was not 

atomistic but global, since he referred to these specific linguistic items as pat of a 

global structure, namely, the text: “Following each one step has made me deeply 

understand the text”; “I have followed every single step in order to understand the 

text and learn more about the use of linguistic resources (an abundant use of 

conditionals) basically in technical instructions”; “I have also learned how to 

discover and understand the point of view through the use of different linguistic 

resources”. 

 AGA’s use of this metalanguage may have been influenced by the 

metalanguage used in the application, more concretely in the methodological aid. 

For instance AGA wrote “I chose to do it first because I thought that audiovisual 

images in movement would help me to understand what the text was going to deal 

                                                 
5 Grammatical and spelling mistakes have not been corrected in order to preserve students’ 
authentic discourse.  
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with”. This sentence is the result of AGA’s reading the following methodological 

aid: 

 

Figure 5.105: methodological aid in TADLA6 

Te results suggest that AGA’s representation on language might respond to 

a global view. Furthermore, he showed a capacity of reflection on his language 

learning process, which leads to think that his view of language learning is a 

complex one, and that he did not consider the teacher as the person ultimately 

responsible for the learning process. Finally, AGA’s comments in his learning 

diary showed that he had re-used the metalanguage presented by the system. This 

process of metalanguage acquisition is a positive aspect, since a common 

metalanguage between learners and teachers (counsellors, advisers, etc) may 

contribute to improve a more effective exchange between both and, therefore, a 

more effective learning-teaching process. 

 Navigation route. 

The first thing that AGA did when he entered the program was to access 

the learning diary information. After having visited this section, he worked on 

Module 1 (B1). He chose to watch the video before starting working as he stated 

in his learning diary. Then he listened to the text and went to the further 

information section. After this, he kept on working on the Initial Hypotheses, 

continued with the Text organisation section and, finally, finished the module 

                                                 
6 Having a first indirect contact with the text by means of listening or video can help you to 
activate some previous knowledge that can facilitate text-comprehension.  
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with the Instruction strategies section. Although his navigation route may appear 

linear, in fact it was not so. He accessed the further information section 7 times 

during this first session, and visited some of the links suggested, but he did not 

write them down in his learning diary, and did not use them to design his own 

learning plans. The fact that AGA visited the further information section so many 

times during his first session maybe due to his curiosity to explore the program, 

and to the possibilities it offered for navigation. During this first session, AGA 

accessed the methodological aid and the dictionary. Within the dictionary tool, he 

explored all the possibilities it offered (i.e., images, sound, etc.). He also used the 

online dictionaries offered in the dictionary section when he was reading the text. 

However, he did not write the meaning of the words he had looked up in tem. The 

lack of definitions or specific annotations on vocabulary may respond to the fact 

that AGA’s goal when reading the text was to gain global comprehension, so 

although he looked up some of the words he did not spend time in writing them 

down. 

During the second session, AGA did not visit the further information 

section. He just finished Module 1. He was satisfied with his work in this first 

module as reported in his learning diary: 

“Following each one step has made me deeply understand the text and, 

consequently, the real situation it is referred to: the unfair situation at the Iraq 

War. Likewise, I have learned a lot of new vocabulary and more about the use of 

pronouns and quotation marks. I have also learned how to discover and 

understand the point of view through the use of different linguistic resources” 

During the second session he moved to Module 2. He started by listening 

to the text and reading it afterwards. During the reading process, he accessed the 

dictionary to check up the words that were activated, and also used the online 

dictionaries available in the program. After having read the text, he kept on 

working on the Initial Hypotheses. During this session he checked the 

methodological aid. 
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Finally, during the third session AGA worked on the organisation of the 

text section and finished the module with the Argumentation strategies section. 

During this session he accessed the methodological aid section.  

AGA followed the default route suggested by the program. He accessed all 

the tools (dictionary, methodological aid and the learning diary information) 

offered by the program. Regarding the dictionary, he accessed all the options 

offered to find out the meaning of words. He also accessed the online dictionaries 

whenever he needed them. He did not access the methodological aid whenever it 

was activated, although he used it whenever he needed it, and the effects of the 

methodological aid are reflected in his learning diary. He accessed the learning 

diary information only during the first session. Finally, although AGA clicked 

some of the links offered in the application, he did not took notes about them or 

integrated them into new learning plans.  

 

 Evaluation of the language learning package. 

AGA’s evaluation of the application was positive, as shown in Figure 

5.106. He considered the application visually attractive and the navigation through 

the program easy and intuitive. In fact, he would not have preferred having one 

navigation bar integrated in the program. He also liked the Web access design and 

functionality. However, he showed mixed views regarding the multimedia 

elements integrated in the program, its structure, and the quality of the contents 

offered in TADLA. One might expect this result, since as mentioned in Chapter 4, 

TADLA multimedia design is one of the aspects that should be improved in further 

research. 
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Figure 5.106: AGA’s evaluation of TADLA regarding its pleasurableness and usability. 

 Regarding the activities offered by the program, AGA found them long 

but interesting. As to learning strategies, AGA liked the fact that the program 

offered activities promoting the use of learning strategies. Nevertheless, he would 

have preferred TADLA to include explicit information about learning strategies. 

Concerning strategy awareness (Figure 5.107 below), he said he had been aware 

of using strategies while working with the program, and considered that the 

activities provided by the system fostered the use of learning strategies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5.107: AGA’s strategy-use awareness. 
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 AGA’s evaluation of the learning diary integrated in the program (Figure 

5.108 below) was positive in general terms. He liked the fact that the learning 

diary offered the possibility of creating his own folders and files. However, he 

only created one file, which he called learning diary, and was lineally structured. 

He also considered that having the learning diary made him have more control on 

his work and learning process. However, he showed mixed views about the 

effectiveness of the learning diary, particularly the usability of reporting about the 

contents of the activities. This is in agreement with the conclusions derived from 

the analysis of his learning diary. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Figure 5.108: AGA’s evaluation of the learning diary. 

AGA’s evaluation of the dictionary was very positive: he found the 

different options offered to find out the meaning of a word very helpful, and liked 

the selection of online dictionaries. Accordingly, he used it during the three 

sessions.  

AGA found the Web access useful, and considered that the links were 

conveniently classified and were closely linked to the activities of the program. 

However, he also thought that the links in the program had made him waste some 

time. This may be one of the reasons why he did not refer to any of the links he 

visited. AGA’s doubtful attitude towards the use of Web links was also present 
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during his interview. Indeed, when he was asked whether he was going to keep on 

using the Web to learn English, he answered “Maybe...”. 

AGA did not show a clear opinion about the learning route proposed in 

TADLA. In fact, although he liked working at his own pace and having multiple 

working options, he considered that they had also represented a handicap to start 

working with the program. In fact, he would have preferred the system to suggest 

an automatically generated learning route according to his own interests and 

goals. AGA’s answer may be the result of the students’ general lack of training to 

work with hypertextual contexts, in which the reticular structure of the system 

forces them to make decisions during the whole process and, therefore, reflect 

upon their learning process. For this reason, and as happens with the cases 

analysed so far, AGA preferred a single route to follow, that is, he preferred to be 

told what to do instead of having to make decisions. This fact might become a 

serious drawback to make students’ transform their teaching culture into a 

learning culture, that is, one that can provide suitable conditions for the 

development of learner autonomy.  

As for TADLA interactions, he liked them and considered them positive 

for his learning. He agreed with the fact that the interactions proposed by the 

system had made him pay more attention to what he was doing and interact with 

his classmates. He did not find it necessary that the system would have allowed 

for more interaction with the materials contained in TADLA. 

Regarding the evaluation of the methodological aid, he considered that it 

was useful, since it had helped him to make decisions on specific aspects during 

the three sessions (e.g., redirect his learning process). It had also made him use his 

learning diary more often. AGA showed mixed views when asked whether he 

would have preferred to have the teachers’ explanation rather than a 

methodological aid. 

Finally, AGA stated that he liked the program because he considered that 

it had helped him improve his reading comprehension skills. He also considered 

that working with authentic materials and having the possibility of accessing them 

in their original format was helpful and useful for him. Furthermore, he 
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considered that the links and multimedia resources had helped him to improve his 

level of English. However, he showed mixed views when asked if he would like 

to keep working with this type of programs for the rest of the course. 

AGA, thus, was a student who was able to use computers. However, he 

had rarely used them for learning English. Although he showed a positive attitude 

towards computers, he had a critical attitude towards the introduction of the ICT 

in language learning. According to his answers in the pre and post- metacognitive-

strategy use test, it may be concluded that AGA’s metacognitive-strategy use 

improved while interacting with TADLA. He also used the methodological aid 

offered by TADLA. Both facts were reflected in his learning diary. Additionally, 

the metalanguage he employed for writing it denoted a global perspective on 

language and language learning. This may suggest that TADLA might have made 

AGA reflect on his own learning process and adopt specific attitudes (i.e., writing 

on his learning diary, evaluating his learning process, setting goals, etc.) changing 

AGA’s representations on language learning. This tentative conclusion may be 

confirmed by some of AGA’s responses during his interview. Thus, he said that 

he would try to apply what he had learnt from TADLA to other texts: 

 

I: The activity you have participated in has helped you somehow? 
AGA: Yes..it has..I could apply what I have done to other texts. 
 

He also said that the teacher’s role was different. He pointed out that it was 

not because the teacher did not pay attention to the students, but because the 

medium (i.e., computers) favoured another type of role (Appendix 16, line 91).  

In conclusion, AGA was a student open to autonomy development, who 

showed potential for developing effective attitudes to become an autonomous 

learner (i.e., more metacognitive-strategy usage, a rich use of the learning diary, 

capacity of transfer, new representations on language learning). Therefore, it may 

be concluded that TADLA helped AGA develop attitudes promoting learner 

autonomy. 
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5.3.2. Case 2: DGM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DGM was a student with an intermediate level of proficiency in English, 

and open to the development of learner autonomy. Her L1 was Spanish, but she 

also used Catalan in her daily life. She was studying English and French, and had 

been in England for three months. 

 Previous experience with the ICT in the language learning field 

The results from the computer expertise test showed that she had had some 

previous experience with computers. She had access to computers and the Web at 

home, at work and at university. She used her desktop computer to communicate 

with friends, to access language learning materials, and to prepare her 

assignments for the university at least once a week. However, DGM’s use of the 

Web to access language learning materials was derived from her experience with 

Moodle, since she admitted that she had not used the Web for this purpose 

previous to her participation in the subject H40. She referred to this situation 

during her interview: 

Student: DGM 

English proficiency level: Intermediate 

L1: Spanish 

Other languages: Catalan, French 

Level of autonomy in language learning field: Open to autonomy 

Learning profile derived from the analysis: Global perspective on language, flexibility in 
learning in hypertextual environments. 

Previous experience with the ICT in the language learning field: not a frequent user of the 
computers, the Web and Moodle.  

Attitude towards computers: postive  

Attitude towards the introduction of the ICT in the language learning field: Positive but 
she considered them a resource. 
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Well…I use the Messenger, I downloaded music, the e-mail, search 
for information for some assignments…but for language learning in 
particular…no…never… 

She also used DVD and CD players. She usually used programs such as 

Word, Excel, Messenger, Power Point, SMS, the e-mail or browsers such as 

Google. Her only experience with virtual environments was Moodle. She had 

participated in the forums in Moodle several times. However, she had never used 

a language-learning package to learn English. 

 Attitude towards computers in general and the introduction of the 

ICT in the language learning field in particular. 

The results from the questionnaire showed that DGM had a positive 

attitude towards computers, although she was not sure about her skills with them, 

as shown in figures 5.109 and 5.110 below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DGM generally agreed with the introduction of the ICT in language 

learning. In fact, she considered that access to the Internet was essential for the 

modern language learner, and she also thought that the ICT could improve her 

language learning experience, as shown below: 

  

 

 

Figure 5.109: DGM’s responses to statements 
reflecting positive attitudes towards computers.

Figure 5.110: DGM’s responses to statements 
reflecting negative attitudes towards 

computers. 
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Figure 5.111: DGM’s responses to statements  
reflecting positive attitudes towards computers. 

Regarding the possibilities that the ICT afforded for language learning, 

DGM considered that it could enable language learners to take courses and 

modules via the Internet, and promote collaboration with students from other 

countries. Additionally, she agreed with the statement that referred to the 

possibilities afforded by the ICT to enable learners to develop skills such as 

teamwork, problem solving, self-learning capability, presentation skills, and 

collaborative learning. She also considered the ICT as a tool that could enrich the 

language learning process, since it could afford a wider scope of sources of 

information and knowledge. Finally, she thought that the ICT could foster a more 

leaner–centred approach by integrating a collaborative perspective in the 

language learning process. 

DGM, thus, was a student open to the development of autonomy, whose 

attitude towards computers in general and the introduction of the ICT in the 

language-learning field in particular was positive. Therefore, her profile could 

meet the technical and pedagogical requirements to develop effective attitudes 

that could lead her to become an autonomous language learner with the help of a 

language learning package such as TADLA. The question, thus, was to know 
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whether DGM’s interaction with TADLA could make her develop these attitudes 

(see Chapter 2). 

 Metacognitive strategy-use 

DGM considered that her metacognitive strategy use while interacting 

with TADLA had been similar to her usual usage of metacognitive strategies in 

other contexts. The insignificant differences between the pre- and post- tests are 

illustrated in Figure 5.112 below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.112:  DGM’s metacognitive strategy-use before interacting with 
TADLA (i.e., pre-test) and while interacting with TADLA (i.e., post-test) 

As to DGM’s planning strategy use (Figure 5.113), she said she often 

planned the things she had to do, and that she investigated and selected different 

sources in order to obtain materials for learning English. However, during her 

interview she reported she had never used the Web sources for this purpose, 

which suggests that the sources she referred to in the questionnaire, were 

videotapes, tapes, books, etc. She said that she sometimes organised, elaborated, 

and planned her own learning proposals, and looked for advice when she 

considered she needed it. Furthermore, she considered that when she had a doubt 

she stopped and thought about it. However, she considered that she hardly ever 

selected the working objectives or revised the materials and notes in order to have 

Part A: planning strategies; Part B: monitoring strategies and 
Part C: evaluating strategies. 
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a general idea about how they were organised and what they were like. DGM 

considered that she hardly ever selected the materials in order to achieve her 

goals.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.113: DGM’s planning strategies –use. 

DGM’s evaluation of her own planning-strategy use while interacting with 

TADLA (i.e., post-test) was very similar to the one in the pre- test. The only 

difference was the type of strategies she considered she had used while 

interacting with TADLA. She said that she had sometimes previously selected the 

learning objectives, and that she had sometimes selected materials in different 

formats. Her responses suggest that she had not used the links offered in the bank 

of materials in order to obtain more information about the activities she had 

chosen. DGM said that she sometimes had organised her learning diary before 

staring to work. This previous organisation is reflected in the way she distributed 
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the contents in her learning diary. In fact, she created different folders for each of 

the different objectives she chose to start working.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.114: DGM’s planning strategy –use while interacting with TADLA 

However, she checked the links offered in the Further information 

section, and wrote them down in her learning diary in order to keep on working as 

shown in Figure 5.115: 
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Figure 5.115: DGM’s URLs annotations in her learning diary. 

Regarding monitoring strategies (see Figures 5.116) and according to 

DGM’s responses to the pre-test questionnaire, one might conclude that she 

considered that she usually employed them. She said that she always paid special 

attention to her mistakes in order to learn from them, and that she often wrote 

them down in order to avoid repeating them. She always asked for help when she 

thought she needed it. She considered she often reorganised her learning diary if it 

was necessary, and redirected her initial plans and objectives whenever 

convenient. She considered that she often took into account what she had learnt, 

and applied it to new situations. Finally, she considered that she sometimes used 

her learning diary to write down her reflections and ideas derived from the 

activities she usually did. 
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Figure 5.116: DGM’s monitoring strategy –use. 

DGM’s evaluation of her own monitoring strategy use while using 

TADLA showed that she considered she had used the same amount of monitoring 

strategies but she had used them with different frequency to the one reported in 

her pre-test questionnaire. Accordingly, while interacting with TADLA she had 

always paid special attention to her mistakes. Indeed, she made explicit reference 

to them in her learning diary, as illustrated in Figure 5.117 below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.117: DGM’s reflections on mistakes in her learning diary. 

She considered that she had sometimes used the rest of the monitoring 

strategies suggested in the post- test questionnaire. For instance, she considered 
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that she sometimes had reflected in her learning diary what she had done during 

her experience, and that she had taken notes about her reflections on the activities 

she had done. In fact, she took notes of her learning process in her learning diary, 

as shown in Figures 5.115 and 5.117 above.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.118: DGM’s monitoring strategy –use while interacting with TADLA 

According to DGM’s (Figure 5.119 below) answers to the pre- evaluation-

strategy use test questionnaire, we may conclude that she considered that she did 

not use evaluation strategies very often. In fact, she said that she sometimes set 

new goals after evaluating her work. She sometimes took notes and classified the 

sources and materials she considered more interesting in her learning diary. 

However, she considered that she hardly ever evaluated the activities she did, and 

compared her evaluation to other available evaluations or summarised the main 

ideas derived from a class. From her responses to this questionnaire, it could be 

said that she considered that she had never had a learning diary in the English 

class, and consequently she had never taken notes about her learning process and 

the materials she used in her learning diary. 
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Figure 5.119: DGM’s evaluation strategy use. 

DGM’s evaluation strategy use slightly improved while interacting with 

TADLA (Figure 5.120 below). Indeed, she used more strategies and used them 

with more frequency than she used to do it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.120: DGM’s monitoring strategy –use while interacting with TADLA. 
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She often summarised and wrote down the main ideas of the activities she 

did while interacting with TADLA. This is reflected in her learning diary, as 

illustrated in Figure 5.121 below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.121: DGM’s reflection on the activities she did in TADLA 

She also said that she had sometimes set new goals after finishing her 

previous work. Furthermore, she considered that she had sometimes evaluated, 

classified, and taken notes of the sources and materials she considered interesting 

for her own learning process. In fact, she had written down several URLs in her 

learning diary in order to keep on working.  

Bearing in mind DGM’s considerations regarding her use of metacognitive 

strategies before and while interacting with TADLA, it might be concluded that 

DGM did not show a significant improvement in her use of planning and 

monitoring strategies. However, she said that she had employed more evaluation 

strategies when interacting with TADLA. Besides, she used them more often than 

she used to do. These changes were clearly reflected in her learning diary, which 

contained her reflections on her learning process, the materials, activities, and the 

resources. Her active use of the learning diary may be one of the reasons that had 
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led DGM to consider that she had used more evaluation strategies, since one of 

the goals of providing a learning diary in TADLA was to foster the learners’ 

reflection and evaluation of their learning experience. In sum, despite DGM’s 

improvement in her use of evaluation strategies, the results from planning and 

monitoring do not allow to conclude that her metacognitive competence had 

clearly improved after her experience with TADLA. The analysis of DGM’s 

learning diary and navigation route throughout the system could shed more light 

on the autonomising effect of TADLA. 

 The learning diary. 

DGM used the learning diary offered by TADLA. She started to take her 

notes in Spanish, and in the last session she turned to English. DGM organised the 

contents of her learning diary in two different folders according to the modules 

she worked on. This organisation is illustrated in Figure 5.122 below: 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.122: Organisation of DGM’s learning diary. 

DGM created one document in each folder (one for module B1 and one for 

module B2). The contents of DGM’s learning diary belonged to different 

dimensions, namely, TADLA structure, DGM as a learner, and Web resources as 

meaningful materials to learn English. In the first case (TADLA structure) DGM 

used her learning diary to take notes about her navigation route throughout the 

program. The passages above have been taken from her learning diary, and 

illustrate this first dimension: 

 “Como primera elección he elegido la práctica B1” 

 “Ha leído el texto y una vez leído he contestado a las preguntas 
propuestas” 
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“He hecho un ejercicio sobre unir unos dibujos con su explicación” 

 “LISTENING: I have heard twice the listening from proper care of floppies”. 

As to the second dimension (DGM as a learner), she used her learning 

diary to reflect upon the activities and materials she was working on. Some of the 

extracts in which this dimension is reflected are the following: 

“Este tipo de actividad me parece entretenida y creo que es buena para 
acostumbrarme a leer, aunque el tipo de información que me de no sea la 
que más me agrade. Pero no siempre puedes hacer lo que gusta, por eso 
mismo. También he aprendido vocabulario específico sobre el ordenador 
y sus componentes, que algunas cosas no conocía” 

 “Objetivo de mi próximo día espero que sea seguir con este texto que no 
me gusta pero preferiría seguir haciendo ejercicios de gramática, 
vocabulario o speaking” 

Finally, DGM reported about the materials she had taken from the Web resources 

accessed from the different sections of TADLA: 

 “I have finished with the hypotheses and I clicked this web in order to 
see some news. http://www.timesonline.co.uk”  

“I have just flipped through an article about China. I am interested in it 
because I have already finished a book about a story of a little girl who 
talks about the history of China, so the article called my attention. It also 
names Mao, a communist leader” 

 “He entrado en otras direcciones como por ejemplo en la de los USOS 
MODALES PORQUE ES UNA PARTE DE LA GRAMÁTICA QUE 
ME GUSTA http://lc.byuh.edu/CNN_N/S98/gram1May.html, 
http://www.english-online.org.uk/int2/aski1.htm. En la primera dirección 
estoy haciendo un ejercicio de modales. No lo he podido terminar, así 
que la próxima vez seguiré con él. Acabo de terminar el ejercicio de 
modales y he fallado bastantes, pero he comprobado los errores y me 
fijado para no volver a caer en lo mismo. En la segunda dirección he 
leído un poco la teoría sobre “requests and instructions”. Continuamente 
he empezado a hacer un ejercicio, de leer una mini-conversación y decir 
si es correcto o no la forma en que se contesta. Después de este primer 
ejercicio, sigo con el siguiente, que consiste en elegir la respuesta 
correcta a la pregunta. Me parece muy importante este tipo de ejercicios, 
de gramática y de conversaciones para repasar el inglés.”7 

As seen above, the contents of DGM’s learning diary are rich and diverse, 

as it was expected from a learner that may be acquiring specific attitudes leading 
                                                 
7 I found other URLs such as use of modal verbs, because it is a part of the grammar I like. In the 
first URL I am doing exercises. (…) In the second URL I read some theory on requests and 
instructions and I started to do an exercise.  
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to the development of learner autonomy. It might be interesting to point out that 

DGM had never used a learning diary before. For this reason, the richness of 

DGM’s learning diary in terms of contents and use can be interpreted as a clear 

evidence of her acquisition of autonomising attitudes. 

The metalanguage used by DGM in her learning diary also reflected a 

view on language that ranged from general aspects in language to more specific 

ones. This structure is recurrent in both modules, as seen in Table 39 below: 

Table 39: DGM`s metalanguage usage in her learning diary. 

 

DGM’s metalanguage might have been influenced by the metalanguage of 

the application, particularly the one used in the pedagogical aid present in the 

introduction of the activities. DGM’s acquisition of metalanguage that might help 

her reflect more accurately upon her own linguistic lacks or needs may contribute 

to a more effective communication with the teacher/counsellor/assessor and, 

therefore, to a more effective development of her learning process. Additionally, 

the acquisition of this metalanguage may also help her further develop her 

metacognitive capacity. 

       Module B1 Module B2 

“Text” “Text” 

“requests and instructions” “news” 

dar consejos “giving advice”. “an article” 

More general 

 

 

 

 

 

More specific 

vocabulario específico sobre el 
ordenador (i.e., specific vocabulary 
about computers)  

conectores (i.e., connectors) 

construcciones gramaticales (i.e., 
grammar structures) 

uso de modales (i.e., modal verbs) 

“pronouns” 

“some words in a dictionary” 

“connectors and 
conjunctions” 
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DGM’s view of language learning showed a strong influence of her 

previous representations, which related learning a language with working on 

grammar and vocabulary exclusively. Accordingly, when she took notes on how 

she preferred to learn a language the most common expressions were the 

following: 

“Me parece muy importante este tipo de ejercicios, de gramática y de 
conversaciones para repasar el inglés.”8 

“(...) pero preferiría seguir haciendo ejercicios de gramática, vocabulario o 

speaking”9 

From the results obtained from the analysis of DGM’s learning diary, we 

may conclude that DGM showed a flexible view on language that focused on the 

most global aspects and after that she paid especial attention to more specific 

aspects of language. Concerning her view on language learning, she considered 

that learning grammar and vocabulary were central for learning a language. 

However, her learning diary showed her capacity to acquire new metalanguage 

and use it in order to reflect upon her learning experience. For this reason, it may 

be concluded that despite DGM’s results in the metacognitive-strategy use post- 

test, interacting with TADLA had made her develop specific autonomising 

attitudes that could help her to achieve learner autonomy. 

 Navigation route. 

The first thing that DGM did when she entered the program was to access 

the learning diary information. After having visited this section she organised her 

learning diary as shown in Table 39 above. She decided to follow the route 

suggested in the program. Accordingly, she chose objective B1, and went through 

each of the sections as they were presented in the main screen of the module. 

During this first session, she read the text of Module 1 and then she decided to 

listen to it and watch the videos that were available in the specific section. 

Afterwards, she kept on working on the Initial Hypotheses, continued with the 

Text organisation section, and when she finished this section, moved to the 

                                                 
8 “I find very important this type of grammar and speaking exercises to revise my English” 
9 “I would rather preferred keep on doing grammar, vocabulary and speaking exercises” 
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Instruction strategies section. Finally, she navigated through the further 

information section, from which she selected some web links that she used during 

her second session.  

Although her navigation route might look like linear, it was not. In fact, 

she accessed the main screen section 8 times during this first session and visited 

some of the links suggested in the Further information section. She worked on 

some the exercises proposed in these links as reflected in her learning diary. The 

fact that DGM visited the menu as well as the further information sections so 

many times during the first session may be due to her curiosity to explore the 

program and the possibilities offered in it for navigation. During this first session, 

DGM accessed the methodological aid and the dictionary to look the word 

“waxed” up. Within the dictionary tool, she accessed all the possibilities it offered 

(i.e., images, sound, etc.). She also used the online dictionaries offered in the 

dictionary section when she was reading the text but she did not take note of these 

words. The absence of annotations regarding the specific vocabulary she 

encountered in her readings might be due to the fact that DGM was more 

interested in a global understanding of the text than in understanding specific 

words.  

During her second session, DGM kept on visiting some of the URLs 

proposed in the Further information section (e.g., the one devoted to modal 

verbs). She kept on doing some of the exercises contained in these URLs and then 

she moved to module B2. Although DGM followed the steps suggested by 

TADLA, during this second session her navigation was not linear at all. In fact, she 

started working on the text proposed in this module and when she realised she did 

not like it, she decided to visit some the web links that were offered in the Further 

information section, which helped her to understand the text a lot according to 

her. Her justification is illustrated in the following extract of her learning diary: 

“Viendo que no me llama mucho esta práctica, me voy a una página 
web relacionada con este tema y miro otro tipo de información e 
imágenes (que me ayudan mucho). He visto la historia de la guerra a 
través de imágenes”.10 

                                                 
10 As I am not very interested in the subject of the text, I visited other webpage with images and 
information that helped me a lot. I have seen the war through images.  
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During this second session she accessed the methodological aid, and used 

the online dictionaries several times in order to check some the words she did not 

understand from the web page she visited. She also used her learning diary several 

times in order to take notes about what she was working on.  

Finally, during the third session DGM worked on the exercises offered in 

the module. Accordingly, she listened to the text and after that she decided to visit 

the The Times web page in order to read some more news. After having read an 

article about China, she came back to the application and started working on the 

Initial hypotheses section and the Organisation of the text. Within this section she 

focused on specific linguistic elements that are pointed out in this section such as 

connectors. Finally, she visited the Further information section and selected some 

of the web links in order to keep on working. During this third session DGM used 

the online dictionaries offered by TADLA and accessed the methodological aid. 

She used her learning diary to write down all the aspects that she considered 

interesting for her own learning process.  

DGM’s navigation through the program was flexible and rich. It was 

flexible because although she followed the default route suggested by the program 

in general, she often accessed the Web in order to obtain further information. She 

also accessed all the tools (i.e., dictionary, methodological aid and the learning 

diary information) offered in the program. In other words, she enriched her 

navigation and therefore her learning process with the information she retrieved 

from the Web.  

 Evaluation of the language-learning package. 

DGM’s evaluation of the application was positive, as shown in Figure 

5.123. She considered the application visually attractive and the navigation 

through the program easy and intuitive. She also liked the Web access design and 

functionality, and agreed with the multimedia nature of the application. However, 

she showed mixed views regarding the functionality of the navigation bar and the 

URLs included in the program. 
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Figure 5.123: DGM’s evaluation of TADLA regarding its pleasurableness and usability. 

 Regarding the activities offered by the program, DGM found them long 

but interesting, and she did not agree with their level of difficulty. As to learning 

strategies, DGM liked the fact that the program offered activities that fostered the 

use of learning strategies. Nevertheless she would have preferred that TADLA had 

included explicit information about learning strategies. Concerning strategy 

awareness (Figure 5.124 below), she said that she had been aware of using 

strategies while working with the program but she showed mixed views when she 

was asked whether she considered that the activities provided by the system 

promoted the use of strategies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5.124: DGM’s strategy-use awareness. 
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 DGM’s evaluation of the learning diary integrated in the program (Figure 

5.125 below) was positive in general. She liked the fact that the learning diary 

offered her the possibility of creating her own folders and files, and she used it. 

She also considered that having a learning diary made her have more control on 

her work; since she took notes about the activities she was working on. However, 

she showed mixed views about the effectiveness of the learning diary regarding 

taking notes about her own learning process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.125: DGM’s evaluation of the learning diary. 

DGM’s evaluation of the dictionary integrated in TADLA was very 

positive. Accordingly, she found the different options that it offered to find out 

the meaning of a word very helpful. She also liked the selection of online 

dictionaries, which she used during the three sessions and evaluated tem as very 

useful.  

Regarding the Web access, DGM completely agreed with its functionality 

and effectiveness. Besides, she considered that the links were conveniently 

classified and related to the activities of the program.  

DGM completely agreed with the learning route proposed in TADLA. In 

fact, she would not have preferred having an alternative route or an automatically 

generated learning route. DGM’s positive perspective might be due to the fact 
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that she showed a clear preference towards making the most of the hypertextual 

nature of TADLA. In this sense, DGM followed the route established by TADLA 

but she did not follow it in a linear way and enriched her navigation route with 

visits to the Web links provided by the application. 

As for TADLA interactions, DGM liked having the opportunity to interact 

with the materials in order to decide which sections she wanted to work on. She 

also considered that TADLA fostered the interactions with her classmates and the 

teacher. However, she was not sure about the positive effect of these interactions. 

She also showed mixed views about whether the interactions had made her paid 

more attention to her learning process  

Regarding the evaluation of the methodological aid, she considered that it 

was useful, since it had helped her make decisions on specific aspects during the 

three sessions (e.g., redirect my learning process) and it had also made her use her 

learning diary more often. DGM showed mixed views when asked whether she 

would have preferred the teachers’ explanation to the methodological aid. 

Finally, DGM stated that she liked the program because it had helped her 

improve her reading comprehension skills. She also considered that working with 

authentic materials and having the possibility of accessing them in their original 

format was helpful and useful for her. Furthermore, she considered that the links 

and multimedia resources had helped her to improve her English proficiency 

level. However, she showed mixed views when asked if she would like to keep 

working with this type of programs for the rest of the course.  

DGM, thus, was a student who was able to use computers. However, she 

had never used them for learning languages before the experience with Moodle 

and TADLA. She showed a positive attitude towards computers and the 

introduction of the ICT in language learning. Although her answers in the pre and 

post- metacognitive-strategy use tests showed that her metacognitive strategy use 

had not improved while interacting with TADLA, the analyses of her learning 

diary, her navigation route, and her interview suggest that she showed specific 

attitudes that could make her develop learner autonomy. Accordingly 
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(1) she developed a rich metalanguage that reflected a global 

perspective on the language 

(2) she used the learning diary as a pedagogical tool, in which she 

could reflect about aspects of her leaning process 

(3) her interaction with the system was rich and flexible due to her 

use of the web resources suggested in the program 

Additionally, the analysis of her interview showed that her perspective on 

the teacher’s role as well as the material role had also changed. In this sense, 

DGM considered that the teacher had played a completely different role during 

the three sessions. Interacting with TADLA had made her change her view on 

materials to learn English, as illustrated by her words: 

 

…with computers you can do thousand of things..(…) for example 
chatting or using discussion forums …I have never thought about it 
before … 
…you can find dictionaries, news…you can extract many things 
…you can learn the vocabulary that is actually used in Great Britain 
or the EEUU…you can find books…you can find whatever you 
want. 
 

This may lead to conclude that TADLA might have made DGM reflect on 

her own learning process and adopt specific attitudes (i.e., writing on her learning 

diary, evaluating her learning process, setting goals, etc.) that might suppose a 

change in DGM’s representations on language and the language learning process. 

The adoption of such attitudes might lead her to ultimately develop learner 

autonomy. 
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5.3.3 Case 3: RRG 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RRG was a student with an intermediate level of English proficiency, and 

open to the development of learner autonomy. Her L1 was Spanish but she also 

used Catalan in her daily life. She was studying English and German, and had 

been in England for four months. 

 Previous experience with the ICT in the language learning field 

The results from the computer expertise test showed that she had had 

previous experience with computers. She had access to computers and the Web at 

home, at work and at university. She used her desktop computer to communicate 

with friends, to access language learning materials, and to prepare her 

assignments for the university at least once a week. However, RRG’s use of the 

Web to access language learning materials was derived from her experience with 

Moodle, since she admitted that she had not previously used the Web for this 

purpose (see line 10 in Appendix 18). 

Student: RRG 

English proficiency level: Intermediate 

L1: Spanish 

Other languages: Catalan, German 

Level of autonomy in language learning field: Open to autonomy 

Learning profile derived from the analysis: global,  

Previous experience with the ICT in the language-learning field: Messenger, Office, 

 e-mail. 

Attitude towards computers: Positive but not confident on her skills 

Attitude towards the introduction of the ICT in the language learning field: Positive 

Language learning package used: TADLA 
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She also used DVD and CD players. She usually used programs such as 

Word, Excel, Messenger, Power Point, SMS, the e-mail or browsers such as 

Google. Her only experience with virtual environments was with Moodle. She had 

participated in the forums in Moodle several times. However, she had never used 

a language-learning package to learn English or participated in a video-

conferencing. According to her answers, her knowledge of computers was derived 

from the courses she had taken at university and her own curiosity to learn how to 

use them.  

 Attitude towards computers in general and the introduction of the 

ICT in the language-learning field in particular. 

 RRG had a positive attitude to computers, although she considered she did 

not feel confident when trying something new, as shown in Figures 5.126 and 

5.127 below:  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

RRG showed a positive attitude towards the introduction of the ICT in 

language learning. Accordingly, she considered that the Internet was essential for 

the modern language learner and that the ICT could improve learner’s language 

learning process. Therefore she considered necessary that language learners had 

more knowledge on computers in order to apply it to their language learning 

process and that the courses and materials took advantage of the new formats and 

Figure 5.126: RRG’s responses to statements 
reflecting positive attitudes towards computers.

Figure 5.127: RRG’s responses to statements 
reflecting negative attitudes towards 

computers. 
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facilities afforded by the ICT (i.e., CD-ROMs, web pages, virtual environments, 

etc.) 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 5.128: RRG’s responses to statements  

reflecting positive attitudes towards computers. 

RRG’s positive attitude towards the introduction of the ICT in the 

language-learning field was also present during her interview. In fact, she made it 

explicit: 

With these projects…and studies we are improving the quality of the 
teaching field…that is… I found it great…and if all teachers would 
do it…it would be [better]…we should change things…because 
things in life are changing…and we should advance in the teaching 
field… 
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RRG was a student open to the development of autonomy, whose attitude 

towards computers in general and the introduction of the ICT in the language 

learning field in particular was positive. Her learning style, her computer 

expertise as well as her positive attitudes towards the aforementioned issues 

suggest that RRG is a student likely to develop effective attitudes that could lead 

her to a later development of learner autonomy with the help of a language-

learning package such as TADLA. The question, thus, was whether RRG’s 

interaction with TADLA could provide evidences of such autonomising attitudes. 

 Metacognitive strategy-use 

According to RRG’s responses to the metacognitive strategy-use pre and 

post-tests, one might conclude that RRG considered that she had used more 

metacognitive strategies while interacting with TADLA than she usually did as 

shown in Figure 5.129 below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.129: RRG’s metacognitive strategy-use before interacting with 
TADLA (i.e., pre-test) and while interacting with TADLA (i.e., post-test) 

As for RRG’s planning strategy use (Figure 5.130), she said she often 

classified the contents in her learning diary, and when she encountered a problem 

while learning a language she often tried to reflect on it and find a solution. She 

considered that she sometimes elaborated her own learning proposals, and 

Part A: planning strategies; Part B: monitoring strategies and 
Part C: evaluating strategies. 
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investigated and selected different materials and sources. She also considered that 

she hardly ever planned and selected the contents of the activities. She hardly 

ever selected her learning goals or went through the contents to be learnt in class 

in advance in order to get a general idea of what they were about. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.130: RRG’s planning strategies –use. 

RRG’s evaluation of her planning strategy use while interacting with 

TADLA (i.e., post- test) was completely different from her evaluation in the pre- 

test in terms of the number of strategies she used and the frequency they were 

used, RRG considered that she had used all the strategies suggested in the 

questionnaire. She said that she had always previously selected the learning 

objectives. 
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Figure 5.131: RRG’s planning strategy –use while interacting with TADLA 

In fact, she created one folder in her learning diary to write down her 

learning objectives. She often selected materials in different formats and from 

different sources to learn English. Indeed, RRG created a folder called Links in 

her learning diary where she annotated different materials and links that she 

selected from the Bank of Materials from TADLA, as shown in Figure 5.132 

below: 

 

 

 

  

Figure 5.132: RRG’s learning diary: links selected from the Bank of Materials. 
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RRG considered that whenever she encountered any problem or had doubt 

while working with TADLA she had often reflected about it and had tried to find a 

solution. Finally, she said that she had sometimes gone through the contents 

integrated in TADLA and had selected the objectives she preferred to work on. 

RRG considered that she often used monitoring strategies when learning a 

language. Accordingly, she considered that she often redirected her learning plan 

when she thought she needed it. She said that she often took into account what 

she had learnt so far, and that she often took notes of her reflections in her 

learning diary. She also considered that she sometimes reorganised the contents of 

her learning diary when she thought it was necessary. However, she hardly ever 

read the notes from previous sessions before starting working. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.133: RRG’s monitoring strategy –use. 

RRG considered that she had used monitoring strategies more frequently 

than she used to. She considered that she had often reorganised the contents of her 

learning diary, and that she had often read the notes of previous sessions before 

starting a new one. Indeed, she created a folder called “what to do next day” in 

her learning diary where she wrote down the contents of the texts she had to read 
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before starting a new session. She said that she had often paid attention to the 

mistakes she had made. She considered that she had sometimes accessed the 

methodological aid offered by TADLA. Indeed, the records from the tracking 

system showed that she had accessed the methodological aid whenever it was 

activated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.134: RRG’s monitoring strategy –use while interacting with TADLA 

According to RGG’s (Figure 5.135 below) answers to the evaluation-

strategy use pre- test questionnaire, one might conclude that she considered that 

she hardly ever used evaluating-strategies. She considered that she sometimes 

used the learning diary in which she reflected upon different aspects of her 

learning process. Furthermore, she sometimes evaluated the sources from which 

she obtained the materials to learn English, and after evaluating the work done 

she sometimes set new goals to keep on working. 
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Figure 5.135: RRG’s evaluation strategy use. 

RRG’s evaluation strategy use improved significantly while interacting 

with TADLA (Figure 5.136 below). Indeed, she used more strategies while 

working with TADLA than she used to.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.136: RRG’s monitoring strategy –use while interacting with TADLA. 
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Accordingly, she considered that she had often written down the main 

ideas derived from the activities she had done and after evaluating these activities 

she had set new goals. She also considered that she had often classified the 

sources of materials she had considered more important and she had written them 

down in her learning diary. Furthermore, she considered that when she had 

finished a session she had sometimes reflected on the activities and the learning 

process, and had written down the conclusions derived from this process and set 

new goals to keep working. Indeed, RRG created different folders in her learning 

diary, in which she could take notes about the aforementioned aspects. These 

folders and their contents are shown in Figure 5.137 below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.137: Folders from RRG’s learning diary. 

However, she considered that she had hardly ever used her learning diary 

to reflect upon her learning experience. RRG’s evaluation of the use she had made 

of the learning diary did not correspond to what she had already done, since the 

organisation of her learning diary as well as its contents were rich and abundant, if 

one takes into account that she only used it during the three sessions reported in 

the present work.  

Bearing in mind RRG’s evaluation of her use of metacognitive strategies 

before and while interacting with TADLA, it may be concluded that RRG used 

more metacognitive strategies while interacting with TADLA than she used to, 

especially evaluation strategies. RRG’s organisation of her learning diary might 

be considered a clear evidence of this improvement. The folders and documents 

Reflections 
on the 
learning 
process 

New goals 

Reflections 
on activities 
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contained in it showed how RRG had taken into account such aspects as the 

evaluation of activities and the learning process and the classification of resources 

while interacting with TADLA. The analysis of RRG’s learning diary and 

navigation route throughout the system could shed more light on the autonomising 

effect of TADLA. 

 The learning diary. 

RRG used the learning diary offered by TADLA. Like most of the students 

selected for the case study, she used English. RGG created different folders in 

which she stored different types of information. RRG’s organisation of the 

learning diary is complex (Figure 5.138 below), and deserves special attention. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.138: Organisation of RRG’s learning diary. 

RRG included in the activities folder two additional folders with 

information about the two modules she had worked on during the three sessions 

(A war beneath contempt and Proper care of floppies). In both folders, she 

distributed the information by creating new sub-folders with different names 

referring to different stages of her learning process when working in both 

modules. This distribution is illustrated in Figure 5.139:  
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Figure 5.139: RRG’s distribution of information in her learning diary. 

 

Each of the folders created for the modules were named after different 

stages (of RRG’s learning process when working on a specific module before to 

start; listening to the text; reading the text, to finish the text). One folder 

contained information that RRG considered interesting to take into account to 

start working. Accordingly, RRG wrote down her reflections on how to start 

working. Another folder contained information regarding her reflections derived 

from the reading of the text. A third folder contained her reflections on the 

listening process. Finally, she created a fourth folder where she summarised the 

main ideas derived from the work she had done throughout the module. Figure 

5.140 shows some examples of the contents in each of these folders: 
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Figure 5.140: RRG’s organisation of her learning diary 

 

Concerning the links folder, RGG took notes of the URLs she considered 

more interesting for her learning process. Accordingly, within the main links 

folder, she created two sub-folders, which she named dictionary and journals 

according to their contents. Figure 5.141 shows the distribution of the links folder: 
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 Figure 5.141: RRG’s organisation of her learning diary: “Links” folder 

The contents of these folders showed how RRG had integrated the URLs 

proposed in the Further information section within her own learning process. 

Additionally, it may be inferred that she had evaluated them before selecting them 

as part of the materials for her own learning process. This previous evaluation 

showed that RRG had a critical view on the online materials, which is essential in 

order to develop learner autonomy.  

 RRG’s folder of objetivos, contained the two objectives of each of the 

modules she had worked on as they were formulated in TADLA. RRG did not add 

any comment or reflection in this respect. After each of the sessions, RGA set new 

goals to keep on working in the next session. She wrote these comments in the 

what to do next folder, as shown in Figure 5.142 below: 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.142: RRG’s organisation of her learning diary: “What to do next” folder 

Finally, RGG created a conclusions folder where she wrote the 

conclusions derived from the activities she had engaged with.  
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RRG’s complex distribution of the information included in her learning 

diary seems to reproduce the way one organises and stores information in a 

computer as well as the complexity and hypertextual nature of the learning 

process, in which information is structured and interconnected. In this regard, 

RRG’s view on language learning might be described as hypertextual and 

multidimensional, which is central for the development of learner autonomy. 

Additionally, RRG’s metalanguage use in order to name her folders may be 

related to a global view on language, since she referred to specific linguistic 

elements but related to more general units as the text itself. Furthermore, in her 

learning diary she reported that she was more comfortable following the learning 

route proposed in TADLA, which favoured this type of global view on the 

language. The following extract from RGG’s learning diary reflects this fact: 

“After doing all the activities related to this difficult text, and 
comparing the way I did it with the way I did the first one, I can 
conclude that it is better to follow the instructions the navigator give 
to the person who is learning with this method instead of doing it in 
your own way”. 
 
 
 

 Navigation route. 

The first section that RRG visited when she entered the program was the 

section devoted to the learning diary. During this first session, she read the 

information displayed and organised her learning diary. After having organised it, 

she chose objective B1 (Proper Care of Floppies) and decided to start watching 

the video offered in this particular module. Then she visited the Further 

information section and accessed some of the Web links suggested. Afterwards, 

she came back to the activities proposed by the system, and started working on 

them following the learning route suggested by the system. She justified her 

decision in the following way: 

After reading the aim of this activity, I decided not to work like the 
instructions tell. I do not know exactly why I decided it but know I 
am thinking that it could be better follow the navigator instructions. 
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She chose the Initial Hypotheses section and went through all the activities 

proposed in this section. During the second session, she continued with the Text 

organisation section and when she finished it she moved to the Instruction 

strategies section. During this first session, RRG accessed the methodological aid 

and TADLA dictionary as well as the online dictionaries offered in the 

application. Within the dictionary tool, she accessed all the possibilities offered in 

it (images, sound, etc.). The absence of annotations regarding the specific 

vocabulary she encountered in her readings may be due to the fact that RRG was 

more interested in a global understanding of the text than in understanding 

specific words, as explained in her learning diary: 

After reading the text, I feel more confident about the information 
which I have to work. Except some words, I understand the general 
idea of the instructions. 

During her third session, RRG worked on objective B2 (A war beneath 

contempt). In this case, she decided to follow the default learning route suggested 

by the system since as show above, she did not liked her first experience when she 

decided not to pay attention to the learning route proposed in TADLA. Therefore, 

she started working on the Initial Hypotheses section and when she finished she 

continued with the Text organisation section. During this third session she 

accessed the methodological aid, and used the online dictionaries several times in 

order to check the words she did not understand. She also used her learning diary 

several times in order to take notes about what she was doing. 

RRG chose to follow the default route proposed by the program. Her 

decision might be due to the fact that the organisation of the modules in TADLA 

responded to her view on language and language learning according to the results 

obtained in the analysis of her learning diary. She also accessed all the tools 

(dictionary, methodological aid, and the learning diary information) offered in the 

program and enriched her navigation by accessing those Web pages she 

considered interesting for her learning process. 
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 Evaluation of the language learning package. 

RGG’s evaluation of TADLA was positive, as shown in Figure 5.143 

below. She considered the application visually attractive and the navigation 

through the program easy and intuitive. She also liked the Web access design and 

the URLs functionality, and agreed on the multimedia nature of the application. 

She found the navigation bar implemented in the program useful. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.143: RGG’s evaluation of TADLA regarding its pleasurableness and usability. 

 Regarding the activities offered by the program, RRG found the activities 

long but interesting. However, she would have preferred working with shorter 

activities. She considered that their level of difficulty was correct. As for learning 

strategies, RRG liked the fact that the program offered activities promoting the 

use of learning strategies. Nevertheless, she would have preferred that TADLA had 

included explicit information about learning strategies. Concerning strategy 

awareness (Figure 5.144 below), she considered that the activities of TADLA 

fostered the use of strategies and admitted having been aware of using strategies 

while working with the program. 
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Figure 5.144: RGG’s strategy-use awareness. 

 

RGG’s evaluation of the learning diary integrated in the program (Figure 

5.145 below), it was positive in general terms. She liked the fact that the learning 

diary offered her the possibility of creating her own folders and files and as seen 

above she used it. She also considered that having the learning diary facilitated 

her to take notes about her own learning process. However, she showed mixed 

views about the usefulness of the information offered by the system on how to 

organise and use a learning diary. This result was surprising, since RGG checked 

this information several times and used it to design her learning diary. She also 

showed mixed views on the effectiveness of the learning diary in order to make 

her to have more control on what she was doing while interacting with TADLA. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.145: RGG’s evaluation of the learning diary. 
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RGG’s evaluation of the dictionary integrated in TADLA was very 

positive. Accordingly, she found very helpful the different options that TADLA 

dictionary offered to find out the meaning of a word. She also liked the selection 

of online dictionaries and evaluated it as very useful. 

Regarding the Web access, RGG completely agreed with its functionality 

and effectiveness. Besides, she considered that the links were conveniently 

classified and related to the activities of the program. 

RGG did not completely agree with the learning route proposed in 

TADLA. In fact, she would have preferred to have an alternative route or an 

automatically generated learning route proposed by the system since, in her 

opinion, having too many working alternatives had made her learning process a 

difficult task. 

As for TADLA interactions, RRG liked having the opportunity to interact 

with the materials in order to decide which part(s) she wanted to work on. She 

also considered that the interactions proposed by TADLA had had a positive effect 

in her learning process. However, she showed mixed views on the fact that the 

interactions provided by the system had made her paid more attention to her own 

learning process or had fostered interactions with her classmates or the teacher. 

Regarding the evaluation of the methodological aid, RGG showed mixed 

views on its effectiveness. Accordingly, she was not sure about whether the 

methodological aid had facilitated her decisions. She also showed mixed views on 

whether the methodological aid had made her use the learning diary more often or 

redirect her learning process. 

Finally, RGG stated that she liked the program because she considered that 

it had helped her improve her reading comprehension skills. She also considered 

that working with authentic materials and having the possibility of accessing them 

in their original format was both helpful and useful. However, she showed mixed 

views on the effectiveness of the links and multimedia resources to help her 

improve her English proficiency level. 
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RGG, thus, was a student who was able to use computers and the ICT 

facilities. Although she used the Web for her classes with children, she had never 

thought of using it for her own learning before the experience with Moodle and 

TADLA. She showed a positive attitude towards computers and the introduction of 

the ICT in language learning. Her evaluation of her metacognitive-strategy use in 

the pre- and post-test showed that she had used more metacognitive strategies 

while interacting with TADLA than she used to. This suggests that RGG showed 

specific attitudes that could make her develop learner autonomy. Accordingly, 1) 

she developed a rich metalanguage that reflected a global perspective on the 

language; 2) she used the learning diary as pedagogical tool, in which she 

reflected on aspects about her own leaning process and 3) her interaction with the 

system was rich and flexible due to her use of the web resources suggested in the 

program. Additionally, the analysis of her interview showed that her perspective 

on the teacher’s role as well as the role of the materials had also changed. In this 

sense, RGG considered that the teacher had played a different role regarding the 

administration of materials. She thought that when working with online materials 

and language learning packages it is the computer which administered the 

materials. However, she pointed out that the teacher still plays the fundamental 

role of solving doubts and problems. The following extract from her interview 

reflects her views on the teacher: 

 

Si claro ..obviamente. Es diferente porque en clase es el profesor el 
que te da el material...en el trabajo online es el ordenador el que te da 
el material...aún así lo que es le papel fundamental del profesor en el 
aprendizaje ...resolver dudas ...sigue estando ahí..esa figura la sigues 
teniendo tanto en el ordenador como en persona ...lo tienes por 
duplicado..porque en clase está bien porque te lo explica y tal ...pero 
a veces es mejor mirarlo en un ordenador que te lo explique un 
profesor...no sé es el único cambio...es que no está el profesor pero 
lo que es la figura importante si que está.. 

Regarding RGG’s view of materials, she mainly referred to authentic 

materials that could be found in the Web such as articles from online newspapers 

and Web pages with exercises. Finally, she also showed her preference for online 

materials because of their multimodal and multidimensional nature. 

This may lead to conclude that TADLA might have made RGG reflect on 

her own learning process and adopt specific attitudes (i.e., writing on her learning 
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diary, evaluating her learning process, setting goals, adopting a different view on 

the Web resources etc.) that might suppose a change in her representations on 

language and the language learning process. The adoption of these attitudes could 

lead her to ultimately develop learner autonomy. 

 

5.3.4 Case 4: SHM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SHM was a student with an intermediate level of English proficiency, and 

open to the development of learner autonomy. Her L1 was Spanish but she also 

used Catalan in her daily life. She was studying English and German, and had 

never been abroad. 

 Previous experience with the ICT in the language learning field 

The results from the computer expertise test showed that she had had 

previous experience with computers. She had access to computers and the Web at 

home and at university. She used her desktop computer in order to communicate 

Student: SHM 

English proficiency level: Intermediate 

L1: Spanish 

Other languages: Catalan, German 

Level of autonomy in language learning field: Open to autonomy 

Learning profile derived from the analysis: linear 

Previous experience with the ICT in the language learning field: Web-user, Mesenger, 
Office 

Attitude towards computers: Positive 

Attitude towards the introduction of the ICT in the language learning field: Negative 

Language learning package used: TADLA 
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with friends, to access language learning materials, and to prepare her 

assignments for the university at least once a month. However, SHM’s use of the 

Web to access language learning materials was derived from her experience with 

Moodle (see line 41 in Appendix 19). 

She also used DVD and CD players. She usually used programs such as 

Word, Excel, Messenger, Power Point, SMS, the e-mail or browsers such as 

Google. Her only experience with virtual environments was the one with Moodle. 

She had been an active participant in the forums available in Moodle during the 

course. However, she had never used a language-learning package before. 

According to her answers, her knowledge on computers was derived from the 

courses she had taken at university and the need to use them.  

 Attitude towards computers in general and the introduction of the 

ICT in the language-learning field in particular. 

The results from the questionnaire showed that SHM had a positive 

attitude to computers, as shown in figures 5.146 and 5.147 below:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

However, SHM’s attitude towards the introduction of the ICT in the 

language-learning field was mostly negative (Figure 5.148). She disagreed with 

the possibility that the course information were available on the Web. She did not 

consider that computer-based learning was the option of the future or that access 

to the Internet was essential for the modern language learner. According to her 

Figure 5.146: SHM’s responses to statements 
reflecting positive attitudes towards computers.

Figure 5.147: SHM’s responses to statements 
reflecting negative attitudes towards 

computers. 
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answers, time spent in learning languages on the computer was not time well 

spent. She also showed mixed views on the possibility that the ICT could help her 

to improve her language learning. 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5.148: SHM’s responses to statements  
reflecting positive attitudes towards computers. 

 

SHM considered that the ICT could enable language learners to take 

courses and modules via the Internet and therefore allow for collaboration with 

students from other countries. She agreed with the statement that referred to the 

possibilities afforded by the ICT to enable learners to develop skills such as 

teamwork, problem solving, self-learning capability and collaborative learning. 

She also considered the ICT as a tool that could enrich the language learning 

process, since it could afford a wider scope of sources of information and 
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knowledge available on the Web. Additionally, she thought that the ICT could 

foster a more leaner-centred approach but integrating a collaborative perspective 

in the language learning process.  

SHM was a student open to the development of autonomy, who showed a 

positive attitude towards computers in general. Nevertheless, although she 

admitted that the ICT could afford new aspects to the language learning field, she 

showed a clear negative attitude towards the introduction of the ICT in the 

language learning process, since she considered it could not help her improve her 

language learning experience. SHM’s clear negative attitude towards the 

introduction of the ICT might be taken into account in order to analyse and 

understand her experience with TADLA and her evaluation, since it could have 

affected her view on the whole experience and therefore to her answers in the 

questionnaires.  

The most interesting aspect of the SHM’s case study was to examine to 

what extent TADLA might have helped her to develop autonomising attitudes, 

taking into account her negative predisposition towards the integration of the ICT 

in language learning. 

 Metacognitive strategy-use 

According to SHM’s responses to the metacognitive strategy-use pre and 

post-tests, we may conclude that SHM’s usage of metacognitive strategies before 

and while her interaction with TADLA did not vary significantly, as shown in 

Figure 5.149: 
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Figure 5.149: SHM’s metacognitive strategy-use before interacting with 
TADLA (i.e., pre-test) and while interacting with TADLA (i.e., post-test) 

 

As to SHM’s planning strategy use (Figure 5.150 below), she said she 

often classified the contents in her learning diary and whenever she encountered a 

problem while learning a language she often tried to reflect on it and find a 

solution. Besides, she considered that she often selected her own learning goals or 

went through the contents to be learnt in class in advance in order to have a 

general idea of what they were about. She also considered that she sometimes 

selected different material formats in order to achieve her goals or organised her 

learning diary.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Part A: planning strategies; Part B: monitoring strategies and 
Part C: evaluating strategies. 
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Figure 5.150: SHM’s planning strategies –use. 

SHM’s evaluation of her own planning-strategy use while interacting with 

TADLA (i.e., post-test) (Figure 5.151 below) showed that she had used less 

planning strategies and what is more she had used them with a lower frequency in 

comparison to how often she usually used them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.151: SHM’s planning strategy –use while interacting with TADLA 
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Accordingly, she said that she had always investigated and selected 

different sources in order to obtain materials to learn English. She considered that 

she had often selected the contents to learn English and had often organised them 

in her learning diary. She had sometimes selected different materials in different 

formats such as for instance the Web links from the bank of materials. She had 

sometimes gone through the materials in advance in order to have an idea about 

the contents. Besides, when a problem o doubt had become a difficulty, she had 

sometimes reflected on it and found a solution or strategy to face it. Nevertheless, 

she had hardly ever previously selected the learning objectives before choosing 

an activity and she hardly ever used the methodological aid offered by the 

program.   

SHM used more monitoring strategies while learning a language than 

while interacting with TADLA. Concerning her use of the monitoring strategies 

when learning a language (Figure 5.152), she considered that she often redirected 

her learning plan when she thought she needed it and that she often reflected on 

the activities she used to do. She said that she often took into account what she 

had learnt so far or that she sometimes reorganised the contents of her learning 

diary when she thought it was necessary. She considered that she sometimes 

asked for help when she though she needed. However, she hardly ever took notes 

of her reflections in her learning diary or read the notes from previous sessions 

before starting to work. She also admitted that she hardly ever wrote down her 

mistakes in order to avoid repeating them or annotated the reflections and ideas 

derived from the activities she had done. 
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Figure 5.152: SHM’s monitoring strategy –use. 

According to SHM’s monitoring strategy use while interacting with 

TADLA (Figure 5.153 below). She considered that she had often redirected her 

learning process when she considered it was necessary. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.153: SHM’s monitoring strategy –use while interacting with TADLA 

She also said that she had reflected about the activities and the mistakes 

she had done. Furthermore, she wrote down all the reflections and ideas derived 

from these activities in her learning diary, as can be seen in Figure 5.154: 
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Figure 5.154: SHM’s comments from her learning diary. 

She answered that she had sometimes accessed the methodological aid. 

However, there is not any annotation derived from the methodological aid in her 

learning diary. She considered that she had sometimes applied what she knew to 

the new situations she faced while interacting with TADLA. However, she hardly 

ever organised her learning diary. 

According to SHM’s (Figure 5.155 below) answers to the evaluation 

strategy use pre and post-test questionnaire, we may conclude that her use of 

evaluation strategies was similar before and while interacting with TADLA, since 

she used a similar number of strategies and she used them with similar frequency. 

She said that she often set new goals after the work done, and considered that she 

sometimes reflected on what she had done in class and took notes in her learning 

diary. Furthermore, she sometimes evaluated and classified the sources and 

materials she considered more interesting for her learning process in her learning 

diary. Nevertheless, she said that she hardly ever had a learning diary, in which 

she took notes about different aspects of her learning process (i.e. ideas and 

reflections from the activities, sources, etc.). 
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Figure 5.155: SHM’s evaluating strategy–use. 

SHM’s evaluation of her usage of evaluating strategies while interacting 

with TADLA (Figure 5.156) is comparable to the results obtained in the pre-test 

questionnaire above discussed. She used the same number of strategies and with a 

similar frequency. Accordingly, she considered that she had often evaluated and 

classified the sources, materials and main ideas and reflections about the activities 

in her learning diary. Nevertheless, this is not reflected in her learning diary, in 

which one can seen some of the exercises she selected and copied from the Web 

but on the contrary no classification of  Web resources can be seen.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.156: RRG’s monitoring strategy –use while interacting with TADLA. 
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From SHM’s responses we may deduce that she hardly ever used the 

learning diary in order to write down her reflections and evaluations from the 

activities she had done. In fact, most of the content of her learning diary was 

exercises she had selected from the Web, as shown in Figure 5.157: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.157: Exercises from the Web in SHM’s learning diary. 

Bearing in mind SHM’s evaluation of her use of metacognitive strategies 

before and while interacting with TADLA, it might be concluded that TADLA did 

not affect her metacognitive-strategy use at all and, therefore, it would be difficult 

to think that SHM’s attitudes concerning language learning had evolved towards 

an autonomising dimension. Nevertheless, the analysis of SHM’s learning diary, 

navigation route throughout the system, and interview could shed more light on 

the autonomising effect of TADLA.  

 The learning diary. 

SHM used the learning diary offered by TADLA and used her L1 (Spanish) 

to write in it. Like most of her classmates, SHM ignored the flexibility that the 

learning diary could afford and followed a linear structure of contents, as shown 

in Figure 5.158: 
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Figure 5.158: Organisation of contents in SHM’s learning diary. 

SHM did not use the learning diary very often. Therefore, her learning 

diary was poor in contents despite the three sessions in which she worked with 

TADLA. Her only comments were evaluations of the work done from objective 1 

and 2 (Figure 5.158 above), although she had worked on the three modules 

offered by the program. SHM also used her learning diary to copy some of the 

exercises she had done from the Web, as can be seen in Figure 5.157 above.  

The metalanguage she employed in the learning diary was similar to the 

one employed in TADLA. For instance, she used words and expressions like 

“Nuevo vocabulario sobre ofertas de trabajo relacionadas con la docencia 

universitaria; Gramática: conectores, verbos modales; Cómo funcionan los textos 

que ofertan puestos de trabajo; “El valor de la disposición y de la forma del texto 

para comunicar el significado y el sentido de los mensajes”; “El uso de las 

convenciones genéricas para producir determinados efectos (para saber sobre los 

géneros)”. Although this transfer of metalanguage may be considered an evidence 

of a change of attitude, it might be put into question, since she did not use any of 

the expressions above in any other context in her learning diary. In sum, it might 

be concluded that SHM’s usage of the learning diary might not be considered as 

evidence, which might reflect SHM’s attitudes towards the language learning 
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process that might lead her to a development of learner autonomy in a CALL 

context.  

 Navigation route. 

SHM followed the route suggested by TADLA. She worked on Module B1 in 

the first place and kept on working on modules B2 and C1.  

During the first session she did not have a look at the program, and focused on 

Module 1 (Proper care of Floppies). She chose the reading section and after 

having read the text she worked on the Initial Hypotheses section and went 

through the whole module according to the order it was presented (Text 

Organisation, Instruction strategies and Further Information). After having done 

all these activities, she visited some of the Web links offered in the Further 

information section. She selected some exercises on grammar and did them. 

During this first session SHM did not access the methodological aid at all, and did 

not check the learning diary information offered in the program. Nevertheless, she 

checked TADLA, but she did not use any of the online dictionaries suggested by 

the program.  

During the second session SHM worked on Module 2 (A war beneath 

contempt). She followed the route the program suggested. Firstly, she read the text 

and worked on the Initial hypotheses section. After that, she moved to the Text 

organisation section and then she skipped the Strategies section jumping into the 

Further Information section. Here she selected some Web links to work on 

grammar aspects. During this second session she did not check any of the tools 

provided by the system (i.e. methodological aid, learning diary information or 

TADLA dictionary).  

Finally, during the third session she worked on Module 3 (Tenure-Track 

Position for English Language Educator/Researcher). She followed the default 

route proposed by the program: she started with the Initial Hypotheses section, 

and finished the module with the Further information section. During this third 

session she did not access the methodological aid or the learning diary 

information. She did not check the TADLA dictionary. 
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When she finished the three modules she decided to access some of the 

Web links she had previously visited and selected some exercises to work on 

grammar.  

In sum, SHM’s learning route might respond to a linear and structural 

perspective on the learning process. This hypothesis might be supported by the 

fact that the exercises she selected from the Web were focused on grammatical 

aspects (e.g., conditionals). SHM’s preference for a linear learning process might 

be also reflected on the fact that she did not access any of the learning tools 

integrated in the program such as the methodological aid or the information about 

the learning diary, which might have also affected her use of the learning diary 

and metacognitive reflection.  

 Evaluation of the language-learning package. 

SHM’s evaluation of TADLA was negative in general, as shown in Figure 

281 below. She did not consider the application visually attractive, did not find 

the navigation through the program easy and intuitive, and did not like the Web 

access design and the URLs functionality. Furthermore, she did not consider that 

the multimedia elements integrated in the program were enough. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.159: SHM’s evaluation of TADLA regarding its pleasurableness and usability. 
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 SHM’s negative attitude towards the introduction of the ICT in the 

language-learning field might have be one of the reasons of her negative 

evaluation of TADLA.  

Regarding the activities offered by the program, SHM found them long, 

and pointed out that she would have preferred working with shorter activities. She 

showed mixed views on the level of difficulty of the activities. As to learning 

strategies, SHM liked that the program offered activities that fostered the use of 

learning strategies. Nevertheless, she would have preferred that TADLA had 

included explicit information about learning strategies. Concerning strategy 

awareness (Figure 5.160 below), she considered that the activities in TADLA 

fostered the use of strategies and she admitted having been aware of being using 

strategies while using the program. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5.160: SHM’s strategy-use awareness. 

  

SHM did not show a clear opinion on the effectiveness of the learning 

diary integrated in the program, as shown in Figure 5.161. She considered that 

using the learning diary was not a waste of time and found it an interesting tool. 

Although she considered that being able to create folders and files was very 

useful, this response might be put into question, since she did not create any file 

or folder. She showed mixed views on the effectiveness of the learning diary in 

order to make her pay more attention to what she was doing. In fact, she also 

showed mixed views when asked whether the learning diary had facilitated the 
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process of taking notes on her own learning process. SHM’s negative evaluation 

of the learning diary showed her lack of interest of this learning tool, which was 

also reflected on the actual use she made of it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.161: SHM’s evaluation of the learning diary. 

 

SHM’s evaluation of the dictionary integrated in TADLA was very 

positive although she only used it once. She found the different options that the 

TADLA dictionary offered to find out the meaning of a word very helpful. She 

also liked the selection of online dictionaries and evaluated it as very useful 

although she never used them. 

Regarding the Web access, SHM generally agreed with its functionality 

and effectiveness in spite of having used them several times. Accordingly, she 

considered that the links were not conveniently classified. She also considered 

that they had made her waste time. 
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In contrast, SHM agreed with the learning route proposed in TADLA. In 

fact, she would not have preferred having an alternative route or an automatically 

generated learning route proposed by the system. 

As for TADLA interactions, SHM liked having the opportunity to interact 

with the materials in order to decide which part she wanted to work on. She also 

considered that the interactions proposed by TADLA had had a positive effect in 

her learning process. However, she showed mixed views on the fact that the 

interactions provided by the system had made her paid more attention to her own 

learning process. 

Regarding the evaluation of the methodological aid, SHM said that she 

had not used it. Therefore, she did not evaluate it.  

Finally, SHM stated that she liked the program because she considered that 

it had helped her improve her reading comprehension skills. She also considered 

that working with authentic materials and having the possibility of accessing them 

in their original format was helpful and useful for her to improve her reading 

skills. However, she showed mixed views on the effectiveness of the links and 

multimedia resources to help her to improve her English proficiency level in the 

reading skill.  

SHM, thus, was a student who was able to use computers. She showed a 

positive attitude towards computers although she did not like the idea of 

introducing the ICT in language learning. Her evaluation of her metacognitive 

strategy-use in the pre and post-test showed that interacting with TADLA did not 

make her use more metacognitive strategies. This result might be influenced by 

the fact that SHM did not check the methodological aid of TADLA, whose main 

goal is making learners employ metacognitive strategies. However, during her 

interview she said that TADLA had helped her to face authentic materials from a 

different perspective as shown in the following extract taken from her interview: 

Por ejemplo en la actividad de las tres sesiones nos ponían noticias 
que realmente estaban en la web, y nos llevaba ella...entonces te 
acercabas...y te hacía perder el miedo. 
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Besides, she said that she would like to keep on using the online 

dictionaries, since she found them interesting. Regarding the teacher’s role, SHM 

described it as a more active teacher.  

Bearing in mind the results obtained from the analyses of SHM 

metacognitive strategy-use, her learning diary and her navigation route, one might 

conclude that SHM did not show any evidence of having employed autonomising 

attitudes (i.e. use of metalanguage, metacognitive competence, use of learning 

diary, etc.) that could make her develop learner autonomy.  

 

5.3.5 Case 5: CCM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CCM was a student with an intermediate level of English proficiency, and 

open to the development of learner autonomy. Her L1 was Spanish but she also 

used Catalan in her daily life. She was studying English and French, and had 

never been in England. 

 

Student: CCM 

English proficiency level: Intermediate 

L1: Spanish 

Other languages: Catalan, French 

Level of autonomy in language learning field: Open to autonomy 

Learning profile derived from the analysis:  

Previous experience with the ICT in the language learning field: Messenger, Office, 

 e-mail. 

Attitude towards computers: Positive but not confident on her skills 

Attitude towards the introduction of the ICT in the language learning field: Positive 

Language learning package used: TADLA 
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 Previous experience with the ICT in the language learning field 

Results from the computer expertise test showed that she had had previous 

experience with computers. She had access to computers and the Web from home 

and at university. She used his desktop computer to communicate with friends, to 

access language learning materials and to prepare her assignments for the 

university at least once a week. CCM had already used computers to learn English 

as she said in the interview (Appendix 20, line 4). 

She also used DVD and CD players. She usually used programs such as 

Word, Excel, Messenger, Power Point, SMS, the e-mail or browsers such as 

Google. Her only experience with virtual environments was the one with Moodle. 

She had participated in the forums available in Moodle several times. However, 

she had never used a language-learning package to learn English or had 

participated in video-conferencing. According to her answers, her knowledge on 

computers was derived from the courses she had taken at university and her own 

curiosity to learn how to use them.  

 Attitude towards computers in general and the introduction of the 

ICT in the language-learning field in particular. 

Results from the questionnaire showed that CCM had a positive attitude 

towards computers (Figures 5.162 and 5.163 below), although she was not 

confident about her computing skills.  

   

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.162: CCM’s responses to statements 
reflecting positive attitudes towards computers.

Figure 5.163: CCM’s responses to statements 
reflecting negative attitudes towards 

computers. 
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CCM showed a positive attitude towards the introduction of the ICT in the 

language learning field, although she was not sure whether the Internet was 

essential for the modern language learner. Accordingly, she considered that the 

ICT could improve learner’s language learning process. Therefore she considered 

necessary that language learners had more knowledge on computers in order to 

apply it to their language learning process and that the courses and materials took 

advantage of the new formats and facilities afforded by the ICT (i.e., CD-ROMs, 

web pages, virtual environments, etc.) 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5.164: CCM’s responses to statements  
reflecting positive attitudes towards computers. 

 

Regarding the possibilities that the ICT afforded for language learning, 

CCM considered that the ICT could enable language to collaborate on academic 
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work with other students. Additionally, she agreed with the statement that 

referred to the possibilities afforded by the ICT to enable learners to develop 

skills such as teamwork, problem solving, self-learning capability, and 

collaborative learning. She also considered the ICT a tool that could enrich the 

language learning process, since it could foster a more leaner-centred approach 

integrating a collaborative perspective in the language learning process. However, 

she was not sure about whether the ICT could enable learners to take courses and 

modules via the Internet or whether the ICT could afford a wider scope of sources 

of information and knowledge available on the Web.  

CCM was a student open to the development of autonomy, whose attitude 

towards computers in general and the introduction of the ICT in the language-

learning field in particular was positive. Her learning style, her computer 

expertise and her positive attitudes towards the introduction of the ICT for 

language learning suggest that CCM is a student likely to develop effective 

attitudes that could lead to a later development of learner autonomy with the help 

of a language learning package such as TADLA. The question, thus, was whether 

the analyses of CCM’s interaction with TADLA could provide evidences of such 

autonomising attitudes. 

 

 Metacognitive strategy-use 

According to CCM’s responses to the pre- and post- metacognitive-

strategy use tests, we may infer that CCM considered that she had used more 

metacognitive strategies while interacting with TADLA than she usually did. This 

is shown in Figure 5.165: 
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Figure 5.165: CCM’s metacognitive strategy-use before interacting with 
TADLA (i.e., pre-test) and while interacting with TADLA (i.e., post-test) 

 

As to CCM’s planning strategy-use (Figure 5.166 below), she said she 

often classified the contents in her learning diary, and if she had any problem 

when learning a language she often tried to reflect on it and find a solution. She 

considered that she sometimes elaborated her own learning proposals, and 

investigated and selected different materials and sources for her own learning 

process. She also considered that she hardly ever planned and selected the 

contents of the activities. She hardly ever selected her own learning goals or went 

through the contents to be learnt in class in advance in order to have a general 

idea of what they were about.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Part A: planning strategies; Part B: monitoring strategies and 
Part C: evaluating strategies. 
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Figure 5.166: CCM’s planning strategies use. 

 

CCM’s evaluation of her planning strategy use when interacting with 

TADLA (i.e., post-test) was different from her initial evaluation, since she 

considered that she had used the planning strategies more often than she used to 

(Figure 5.167 below). She considered that she had often selected the contents and 

the goals to learn English, and said that she had often gone through the contents 

included in TADLA in order to know what they were about. Furthermore, she said 

that she had sometimes selected the learning goals she wanted to work on as well 

as different materials in different formats in order to achieve those learning goals. 

She considered that she had sometimes examined and selected different sources 

to obtain materials. 
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Figure 5.167: CCM’s planning strategy use while interacting with TADLA 

CCM considered that she used all the monitoring strategies suggested in 

the questionnaire. She said that she often paid attention to her mistakes, and wrote 

them down in order not to repeat them. She considered that she sometimes 

reorganised the contents of her learning diary when she thought it was necessary. 

She said that she sometimes took into account what she knew so far. She also 

considered that when she had a problem she sometimes reflected on it and tried to 

find a solution and if she was unable to solve it she sometimes. However, she 

hardly ever read the notes from previous sessions before starting working or 

wrote down in her learning diary the reflections and ideas derived from the 

activities she had done. 
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Figure 5.168: CCM’s monitoring strategy use. 

According to CCM’s evaluation of her own monitoring strategy use while 

interacting with TADLA, we may infer that CCM considered that she had used 

monitoring strategies more frequently when interacting with TADLA than she 

used to.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.169: CCM’s monitoring strategy –use while interacting with TADLA 

She considered that she had always reorganised the contents of her 

learning diary and that she had written down in her learning diary the reflections 
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and ideas derived from the activities she had done. In fact, such annotations can 

be found in her learning diary, as shown in the following extract from her 

learning diary:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.170: CCM’s reflections from in her learning diary. 

She had always accessed the methodological aid offered by the program. 

Indeed, the records from the tracking system showed that she had accessed the 

methodological aid whenever it was activated. Furthermore, she considered that 

she had often redirected her learning process when she though it was necessary. 

Nevertheless, she had hardly ever paid special attention to her mistakes while 

doing the activities, and that she had often read the notes of previous sessions 

before starting a new one. In fact, she created a folder called “what to do next 

day” in her learning diary, in which she wrote down the contents she had to read 

before starting a new session. She said that she had often paid attention to the 

mistakes she had made. She considered that she had sometimes accessed the 

methodological aid offered by TADLA. Indeed, the records from the tracking 

system showed that she had accessed the methodological aid whenever it was 

activated. 

According to CCM’s (Figure 5.171) answers to the evaluation strategy-

use pre-test questionnaire, one might conclude that she considered that she hardly 

ever used evaluating-strategies. She considered that she often took note about the 
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sources and materials she considered interesting. Besides, she sometimes had a 

learning diary in which she wrote down different aspects of my learning process 

(e.g., sources of materials and information to learn English). She considered that 

when a class was finished she often reflected on what she had done and tried to 

get her own conclusions. Yet, she hardly ever compared her evaluations with the 

external ones (i.e., teacher’s evaluation, the evaluation from the book, etc.), or set 

new goals after the work done. She said that she hardly ever evaluated the 

sources and materials she selected to work with. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.171: CCM’s evaluation strategy use. 

CCM’s evaluation strategy use improved significantly while interacting 

with TADLA (Figure 5.172 below). Indeed, she used evaluating strategies more 

often while working with TADLA than she used to.  
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Figure 5.172: CCM’s monitoring strategy use while interacting with TADLA. 

Accordingly, she considered that she had often classified the sources of 

materials she had considered more important and she had written them down in 

her learning diary, as shown in Figure 5.173 below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.173: CCM’s learning diary: selection of sources. 

She considered that when she had finished a session she had sometimes 

summarised the main ideas and written them down in her learning diary. She said 

that she had sometimes compared her evaluations with the ones offered in the 
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program. After having evaluated the work done she had sometimes set new goals 

to keep on working. Nevertheless, according to CCM she had hardly ever used 

her learning diary to take note about her own learning process.  

Bearing in mind CCM’s evaluation of her use of metacognitive strategies 

before and while interacting with TADLA, we may infer that CCM used more 

metacognitive strategies while interacting with TADLA than she used to do, 

especially in the case of evaluating strategies. CCM learning diary might be 

considered a clear evidence of her active use of the metacognitive competence 

while interacting with TADLA as it contained her reflections about her own 

learning process as well as on the activities she had done. The analysis of CCM’s 

learning diary and the navigation route throughout the system could shed more 

light on the autonomising effect of TADLA in this particular case. 

 

 The learning diary. 

CCM used the learning diary offered by TADLA. She used Spanish to 

write down in her learning diary. CCM created three different documents for each 

of the modules she worked on, as shown in Figure 5.174 below: 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.174: Organisation of CCM’s learning diary. 

Each of the documents created were named after the three different 

modules integrates in TADLA. The organisation of each document was very 

similar. Firstly, she identified the objective she was going to work on, and then 

she presented the learning plan she had designed. After that, she enumerated the 
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activities she had done and added the comments she considered interesting. Figure 

5.175 below illustrates this distribution:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.175: CCM’s learning diary distribution. 

CCM is one of the few students from the selected cases that took 

advantage of the flexibility that TADLA learning diary offered, and created 

different documents in order to distribute the contents of her learning diary. 

However, the documents she created for each module were linear and rigid. In this 

case, CCM’s previous representation of a learning diary might have played an 

important role and therefore it might have constrained her imagination and 

creativity. 

Regarding CCM’s use of metalanguage in her learning diary, she used 

many words and expressions present in TADLA. Unlike the previous case, CCM 

not only adopted TADLA metalanguage but also adapted it and used it in order to 

verbalise her own learning process. Accordingly, she employed expressions such 

as “idea global”; “texto humorístico”; “hipótesis iniciales para entenderlo mejor”. 

CCM’s learning diary might be considered a clear evidence of her change of 

attitude and behaviour towards a more autonomising perspective on the language 

learning process.  
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 Navigation route. 

CCM did not follow the route recommended by TADLA. In fact, she 

started working on Module C1. 

During the first session, CCM accessed the information about the learning 

diary information several times. She started working on the module C1 (Tenure-

Track Position for English Language Educator/Researcher). She chose the 

reading option and then kept on working through the activities in the order 

proposed in this module (i.e., Initial Hypothesis and Text organisation). CCM did 

not finish this module an decided to change to the B1 module (Proper Care of 

Floppies). During this first session, she came back to the main screen 12 times, 

what might indicate that she was not sure about what to do every time she finished 

an activity. She accessed the methodological aid and the dictionary whenever they 

were available.  

During the second session, CCM worked on the first module (Proper Care 

of Floppies). She chose reading the text and doing the exercises. She followed the 

route proposed by the system and she started by doing the Initial hypotheses and 

finished the module working on Further information. While working in this last 

section, she accessed several Web links that she found interesting as for instance 

the webopedia link. During this second session she accessed the methodological 

aid whenever it was activated. She also checked all the options given in TADLA 

dictionary.  

Finally, during the third session CCM repeated the same learning route she 

had followed during the previous sections. This time she was working on module 

2 (A war beneath contempt). She also accessed the methodological aid and the 

TADLA dictionary.  

 Evaluation of the language-learning package. 

CCM’s evaluation of TADLA was positive, as shown in Figure 5.176. She 

considered the application visually attractive and the navigation through the 

program easy and intuitive. She also liked the Web access design and the URLs 
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functionality and she agreed on the multimedia nature of the application. She 

found useful the navigation bar implemented in the program. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.176: CMM’s evaluation of TADLA regarding its pleasurableness and usability. 

 

Regarding the activities offered by the program, CCM found the activities 

long but interesting. Yet, she would have preferred working with shorter 

activities. She considered that their level of difficulty was correct. As for learning 

strategies, CCM liked that the program offered activities that fostered the use of 

learning strategies. Nevertheless, she would have preferred that TADLA had 

included explicit information about learning strategies. Concerning strategy 

awareness (Figure 5.177 below), she considered that the activities of TADLA 

fostered the use of strategies and admitted having been aware of using strategies 

while working with the program. 
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Figure 5.177: CCM’s strategy-use awareness. 
  

CCM’s evaluation of the learning diary integrated in the program (Figure 

299 below) was clearly positive. In fact, during the interview CCM said that in her 

opinion the most interesting aspect of the experience with TADLA had been the 

learning diary as shown in the following extract from her interview: 

 

I: ¿Qué es lo que más te ha llamado la atención de estas 
actividades? 
CCM: El diario...si..para apuntar todo lo que íbamos haciendo...es lo 
que más valoro...porque luego lo lees y ves ...sabes todo lo que has 
hecho... 
 

 

She liked that the learning diary offered her the possibility of creating her 

own folders and files and as seen above she used it. She also considered that 

having the learning diary facilitated the process of taking notes about her own 

learning process. She agreed with the usefulness of the information offered by the 

system on how to organise and use a learning diary and the effectiveness of the 

learning diary in order to make her to have more control on what she was doing 

while interacting with TADLA.  
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Figure: 5.178: CCM’s evaluation of the learning diary. 

CMM’s evaluation of the dictionary integrated in TADLA was very 

positive. Accordingly, she found very helpful the different options that TADLA 

dictionary offered to find out the meaning of a word. She also liked the selection 

of online dictionaries and evaluated it as very useful.  

Regarding the Web access, CMM completely agreed with its functionality 

and effectiveness. Besides, she considered that the links were conveniently 

classified and related to the activities of the program.  

CCM did not completely agree with the learning route proposed in 

TADLA although she liked working on her own. In fact, she would have preferred 

having an alternative route or an automatically generated learning route proposed 

by the system, since according to her, having so many alternatives to work on had 

made her learning process a difficult task. 

As for TADLA interactions, CCM liked having the opportunity to interact 

with the materials in order to decide which part she wanted to work on. She also 

considered that the interactions proposed by TADLA had had a positive effect on 

her learning process, and that the interactions provided by the system had made 

her paid more attention to her own learning process and had fostered interactions 

with her classmates or the teacher. 
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Regarding the evaluation of the methodological aid, CCM agreed on its 

effectiveness. Accordingly, she considered that the methodological aid had 

facilitated her decisions and had made her use the learning diary more often. She 

also said that using the learning diary had fostered a reorientation of her learning 

process in several occasions, since according to her the learning diary had made 

her make decisions on her own learning process. However, CMM showed mixed 

views when asked if she had preferred having the teachers’ explanation to the 

methodological aid. 

Finally, CMM stated that she liked the program because she considered 

that it had helped her to improve her reading comprehension skills. She also 

considered that working with authentic materials and having the possibility of 

accessing them in their original format was helpful and useful for her to improve 

her reading skills. Furthermore, she agreed on the effectiveness of the links and 

multimedia resources to help her to improve her English proficiency level in the 

reading skill. 

CCM, thus, was a student who was able to use computers and the ICT 

facilities. Although she had used computers to learn English, she considered this 

experience as something new and very positive for her own language learning 

process. She showed a positive attitude towards computers and the introduction of 

the ICT in the language-learning field. Her evaluation of her metacognitive 

strategy-use in the pre and post-test showed that she had used more metacognitive 

strategies while interacting with TADLA than she used to do. This result together 

with the results obtained in the analyses of her learning dairy and her navigation 

route might lead to conclude that CCM showed specific attitudes that could make 

her develop learner autonomy. Accordingly, 1) she showed her capacity of 

acquiring new metalanguage and integrated it in her learning process developed; 

2) she used the learning diary as pedagogical tool, in which she reflected on 

aspects about her own leaning process. Additionally, the analysis of her interview 

showed that her perspective on the role of the materials had also varied. In this 

sense, when CMM was asked about possible online materials to be used to learn 

English, she enumerated materials such as music, videos or news on newspapers. 
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Bearing in mind this enumeration, one might conclude that CCM considered the 

Web a source of authentic materials to be used to learn English. 

All the evidence above discussed might lead to conclude that TADLA 

might have made CCM reflect on her own learning process and adopt specific 

attitudes (i.e., writing on her learning diary, evaluating her learning process, 

setting goals, adopting a different view on the Web resources etc.) that might 

suppose a change in her representations on language and the language learning 

process. The adoption of such attitudes could lead her to ultimately develop 

learner autonomy. 

5.4 Conclusions from TADLA case study. 

 

The students that engaged with the learning activities in TADLA show the 

same profile as those working with Communicate and Connect. For this reason, 

the study of the learning strategies followed by the students has supplied valuable 

information reinforcing the hypothesis that it is possible to promote the 

development of metacognitive and meta-linguistic strategies with learning 

activities that stimulate 

• transfer: to establish links among the languages known by the 

students, and to project pragmatic knowledge in order to formulate 

hypothesis 

• globalisation: to relocate knowledge in wider perspectives 

characterised by their discursive and textual nature, and to generalise 

and infer use regularities 

• field opening attitudes: to enlarge the field of observation by 

establishing links among diverse information sources or by following 

non-linear routes within the same text 

• field independence: to relate personal knowledge acquired in other 

situations as well as one’s opinions on a given topic with the contents 

in the texts object of study in the learning experience 

Attention should be also drawn to two important aspects that respond to a premise 

underlying the pedagogical proposal in TADLA, namely (a) the methodological 

aid, and (b) the pedagogical information contextualised in the learning activities. 
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Indeed, the transfer of expert methodological and linguistic knowledge adapted to 

the learners-users’ profile rest upon the following theoretical premises: 

• a view of autonomy as the development of methodological, linguistic, 

and psycholinguistic abilities (Holec, 1990a) 

• a socio-constructivist view of the interaction between teaching and 

learning (Bruner’s concept of scaffolding) 

• a psycho-pragmatic perspective of the recent development in the 

communicative approaches, as these are reflected in the Marco 

Europeo de Referencia . 

TADLA starts from the premise that the ways in which linguistic 

experience is presented (e.g., presentation of those texts and discourses that 

constitute the central part in learning modules) are coherent with the possibility of 

proposing activities that promote discursive and cognitive learning strategies. In 

turn, this type of strategies determines the development of metalanguage. 

Previously, we have shown the ways in which the representation of the language 

in Communicate and Connect had an impact in the learners. In contrast, TADLA 

offers a generic and discursive frame that aims at mobilising analogy and transfer 

strategies as well as fostering non-linear and globalisation cognitive strategies. 

Thus, the identification of discursive sequences with the diverse communicative 

intentions in a text and the integration of these sequences in a global semantic and 

pragmatic unit allows for stimulating a non-linear representation of the 

relationship between the whole and its parts. Likewise, the contextualisation of 

lexis and grammar in a text from a strategic and discursive perspective seeks to 

offer a frame ‘enlarged’ for the learning of grammar, that is, one in which the 

semantic and pragmatic dimensions enable the meaningful acquisition of 

linguistic strategies as well as its posterior retrieval (long life learning). These 

hypotheses lie at the core of the learning activities in TADLA, which presents 

authentic texts (realia) and offers three interrelated ways of accessing texts: (a) 

make pragmatic hypotheses, (b) discover the organisation of texts, and (c) 

discover the discursive strategies –both micro- and macro-textual strategies). 
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In agreement with all these questions, in the analysis of the results of the case 

studies particular attention has been placed in observing whether the following 

cognitive strategies were present: 

• analogy and transfer strategies 

• mobilisation strategies and strategies concerned with projecting 

knowledge and personal experiences 

• organisation management and organisation strategies 

• use of metalanguage related to the discursive perspective of a 

language 

• use of metalanguage related to the reflection upon one’s own learning 

The data obtained from the case studies in TADLA have yielded 

interesting examples of the use of some of these strategies. In the case of analogy 

and transfer strategies, AGA’s case is particularly meaningful in the sense that in 

the interview he states “I could apply what I have done to other texts.” In other 

words, AGA is aware of the possibilities afforded by the experience with TADLA 

if he applies his knowledge to new learning situations. This is also the case of 

DGM, who writes in her diary that  “este tipo de actividad me parece entretenida y 

creo que es buena para acostumbrarme a leer…”. This suggests that DGM could 

apply what she had learned in this activity to other situations in which she had to 

face the reading of a text. 

With regard to the mobilisation strategies and those strategies concerned 

with projecting knowledge and personal experiences, TADLA has helped the 

students interacting with the system to re-discover the possibilities offered by the 

Web in a language teaching-learning context. Thus, although all the students had 

previous experiences with the Web, and could be regarded as used to navigating it 

in order to search for information, all of them state that after their experience with 

TADLA they will use it for their own learning. In this sense, when the students 

are asked whether they will go on using the Web, DGM answers “no todos los 

días … pero como un recurso …” and SHM answers “Si. Sobretodo recursos 

online.”  
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As to organisation management and organisation strategies, it is evident 

that TADLA has promoted the fact that students practise the new strategies 

derived from the new medium. Thus, in four out of five diaries (SHM, CCM; 

RRG; DGM) we find reference to those online materials and URLs that the 

students had selected, evaluated, loaded, and inserted in their learning plans either 

to use them ad-hoc or as a resource for future use. 

Concerning the use of metalanguage, all the cases studied yield clear 

examples of a borrowing of a metalanguage particular to the discursive 

perspective, together with expressions that referred to the learning process itself. 

In the first case, the learning diaries show expressions like “journalist way of 

writing”; “text comprehension”; “text organisation”, “argumentative text links” 

(RRG’s diary). In SHM’s diary we can also find expressions such as “how text 

about job advertising work” o “generic conventions”. Finally, CCM includes such 

expressions as “I have read the text” and “humoristic text”. As to the 

metalanguage related to the learning process, all the learning diaries scrutinised as 

well as some of the interviews to the students incorporate sentences that evidence 

the students’ use of such metalanguage. This is the case of  “I imagine that 

learning techniques”; “The fundamental teacher’s role is there” (extracted from in 

RRG’s interview) or “The activity has helped me to know vocabulary… ” 

(belonging to CCM’s diary). 

It must be noted that in the case of TADLA, the data obtained from learning 

diaries are very rich, and clearly reflect the use of monitoring and evaluation 

strategies. Concerning the learners’ self-evaluation of their metacognitive 

abilities, fur out of five students state having used more metacognitive strategies 

during the working sessions with TADLA than what they did in previous 

experiences. This perception of the students about their monitoring and evaluation 

strategies when working with TADLA is confirmed by the analysis of the data 

obtained from their learning diaries and interviews. 

At the same time, the students have used the web links both to have access 

to lexical and grammatical aspects of the language studied (activities, 

explanations, etc.) and to have access from what was referred to as bank of 
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materials, in which the main text in the learning module was linked to other texts 

belonging to the same genre. In this sense, it is interesting to point out that this 

enabled the observation of analogy and transfer strategies, and also foregrounded 

the fact that these are closely related to the learners’ needs to organise 

information. Indeed, the hypertextual possibilities of the medium are 

contextualised in a learning plan in which they become meaningful and, therefore, 

relevant. This is the case of the following activities: 

• reading similar texts in a global fashion in order to discover 

analogies (e.g., DGM: “I have just flipped through an article about 

China. I am interested in it because I have already finished a book 

about a story of a little girl who talks about the story of China”) 

• identifying a topic in which students are personally interested, store 

the link in order to use it later, and avoid interrupting the task (e.g., 

DGM “ I have visited other URLs such as … I am doing an 

exercise about modals. I did not have time to finish, so next time I 

will continue with it.”) 

• using the new information to relocate knowledge previously 

acquired in richer and more complex contexts. In other words, 

creating knowledge networks by contextualising background 

knowledge in a richer context (e.g., RRG: “This kind of activities 

help to remember a lot of things that I have learnt a long time 

ago.”) 
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6.1 CONCLUSIONS 

 

The aim of the present study has been to examine to what extent an approach 

to language learning autonomy from a socioconstructivist perspective can 

effectively inform the design of a specific language-learning package to promote 

autonomising behaviours and attitudes in learners. The study has not only 

responded to the need to integrate learner autonomy and CALL in concrete 

proposals (i.e., programs specifically designed for such purpose), but it has also 

examined the effectiveness of such proposals for the development of learner 

autonomy in the FL classroom. Thus, the language-learning behaviours and 

attitudes of two groups of students when interacting with two different language-

learning packages, namely, TADLA and Communicate and Connect have been 

examined. 

The research questions that have guided this dissertation are the following: 

 (RQ1) Which are the requirements that pedagogical proposals should 

have to enable an integration of autonomising strategies within the 

learning activities?  

 (RQ2) Do learners show any evidence of having acquired skills that 

could lead to a subsequent development of learner autonomy while 

working with TADLA or Communicate and Connect? 

 (RQ3) To which extent the behaviours and attitudes of learners- which 

are related to learner autonomy- are promoted by the interaction with 

TADLA/ Communicate and Connect or are the result of the nature of 

the medium itself (i.e., ICT)?  

The first research question addresses the requirements that pedagogical 

proposals should have in order to enable an integration of autonomising strategies 

within the learning activities. The results concerning the learners’ behaviours 

while interacting with TADLA revealed that the pedagogical and technical design 

of TADLA effectively integrates autonomising strategies within the learning 

activities. 
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The psycho-pragmatic evolution of the Communicative approaches coincides 

with the introduction of texts and authentic materials from different discursive 

genres. This, in turn, involves a socio-cultural contextualisation of the 

comprehension and production tasks as well as an opening to the reflection on 

cognitive and pragmatic aspects, which underlies the possibility of texts to work 

as communicative artefacts. Generic variations, thus, become a meeting point for 

negotiation between learning actions/proposals and teaching experiences, since 

from a socioconstructivist approach the mobilisation of pragmatic knowledge 

becomes a tool to access FL in an active and meaningful way.  

The literature on the topic assumes that the irruption of the ICT has multiplied 

the access to authentic materials in the FL classroom. However, a caveat is in 

order in this respect since the ICT has, in fact, determined the growingly complex 

nature of the concept of authenticity –a concept already complex per se. Thus, on 

the one hand the ICT not only favours the use of the target language, but also the 

access to the target community by means of discussion lists, forums, chats, bank 

of texts in which native and foreign speakers of the target language participate and 

interact –creating, in this sense, a situation of exolingual communication. On the 

other hand, as already mentioned in section 5.2, the interaction between texts and 

learners generates an effect of multiplication due to the possibility to access other 

texts from the Web, with which learners can establish different types of analogies 

and contrasts (e.g. semantic, pragmatic, generic, micro-textual, etc.). 

Indeed, the comparison of the interaction of one group of learners with 

TADLA with the interaction of another group with Communicate and Connect has 

shown that the learners’ interaction with authentic documents promoted by 

TADLA not only favours their development of specific autonomising attitudes, but 

the improvement of specific skills related to information management and 

decision making. This suggests the need of designing pedagogical proposals that 

fully assume the challenge of the new ICT literacy, since learners are currently 

facing it as foreign users of the ICT.  

TADLA integrates all the aforementioned aspects, as shown by the 

following scheme adapted from Yeager’s criteria (1994): 
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1. “Presenting information”: TADLA offers authentic texts with all their 

generic features (both textual and paratextual) in order to help learners 

identify the generic adscription of the texts. The assumption is that it is 

extremely important to take advantage of the possibilities afforded by the 

medium in order to present texts in their original context (i.e., one that 

preserves their generic features). In this regard, it should also be noted that 

a generic-discursive approach to language learning in an ICT-based 

environment necessarily involves paying attention to the generic variations 

provoked by the medium itself (Shepperds and Watters, 1998). In other 

words, the convergence of various generic conventions in a single text 

favoured by the electronic medium can indeed affect the canonical features 

of a genre. In some cases, the changes are simple variations (what are 

known as variant genres); however, in other cases online texts truly 

represent highly idiosyncratic emergent genres (e.g., web pages, banners, 

etc.). Finally, in some cases what may be observed are the changes that the 

ICT are effecting in texts, which may reflect what is known as the concept 

of semiosfera (Lotman, 1996) (i.e., a new period accepts the 

transformation of a genre by recognising its fundamental features of 

reception).  

This situation not only represents a new challenge for learner 

training, but also involves a new concept of literacy, that is, one which 

combines the notions of homogeneity and prototypicality inherent to the 

notion of genre with that of diversity –implicit in the aforementioned 

phenomena of generic variation and textual transformation promoted by 

the new technologies. This being the case, concepts such as negotiation 

and interaction may act as mediators of the changes produced in different 

communities and their communicative interaction in the Web (e.g., online 

press, online journals, etc.). TADLA has dealt with three genres, namely 

instructive texts, news and e-mail.  

2. “Asking questions/judging answers”. The activities in TADLA are 

organised in three main sequences: Initial Hypothesis, Text organisation and 

Discursive strategies. They correspond to three interrelated approaches to 
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texts, ranging from a general to a particular view on the texts. However, the 

system also allows learners to explore the different non-linear routes existing 

among the three sequences. The navigation among the three modules is 

allowed by the links provided from within the system. 

3. “Creating branches based on student choice”. All the modules in 

TADLA have a section called Further Information, which learners can access 

from the main menu or from the Discursive Strategies section. This section 

gives a direct access to the information on the Web. The weblinks are 

organised according to specific criteria in order to help learners select and 

download information in agreement with their personal goals and needs. This 

option in TADLA not only presents contextualised information from the Web 

related to the topics and contents of the modules, and additionally, it offers 

learners metalinguistic criteria for presenting information which, in turn, can 

indirectly promote the development of learners’ meta-linguistic skills. 

4. “Saving data”. The learning diary is a key element in TADLA. This 

diary was designed as a flexible tool that could be used and modified 

according to the learners’ personal needs and cognitive styles. Thus, the 

learners were given the possibility to create their own folders and documents 

with the help of the methodological aids provided from within the system and 

the learning diary section. The learning diary was designed with a twofold 

purpose. In the first place, it was conceived as a tool that could help learners 

organise and store information for a future use. The diary also responded to 

training needs, that is, it was designed to enhance the development of those 

meta-cognitive procedural skills (i.e., planning, monitoring and evaluation 

strategies) underlying the concept of autonomous learning. 

In sum, the design of TADLA integrates the development of learner 

autonomy within the learning activities offered by the system. It is a tool 

specifically designed for the training of autonomous skills. In this regard, 

TADLA differs from other language-learning packages offering a 

methodological aid that responds to defining formulas (i.e., Communicate and 

Connect) rather than to operative criteria. 
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Regarding our second research question, the results obtained by the students 

who worked with TADLA (see section 5.4) allow us to conclude that there is 

evidence of an evolution of students’ learning-strategies use in terms of the 

development of a capacity to analyse and manipulate elements of the texts and 

discourses. This ability allows students to go beyond the limits of the learning 

situation and apply what they have learned to the “day-to-day business of 

learning” (Little, 1996: 209). In fact, these students showed more evidence of 

having acquired the specific skills involved in a long-term learning process. The 

improvement of reflection and analysis abilities is central to the development of 

learner autonomy, since both may help learners to fully and critically participate 

in social interactions as well as in their own learning process.  

Indeed, the pedagogical design of TADLA led learners to show a specific 

behaviour and attitude that can be related to skills that could results in a 

subsequent development of learner autonomy. The students’ learning diaries as 

well as their interviews showed many examples of learning behaviour that 

correspond to the three dimensions which, according to Little (1996: 209), are 

necessary for the development of autonomous skills: 

• Learner as communicator: reading comprehension as a communicative 

competence in TADLA.  

• Learner as experimenter/ researcher: language awareness in TADLA. 

• Learner as intentional learner: language-learning awareness in TADLA.  

In contrast, the results obtained in the analysis of the students’ interaction 

with Communicate and Connect did not show any evidence that could be related 

to the three aforementioned dimensions. In that FLL setting the learner is a mere 

communicator and user that does the activities proposed by the system. The 

pedagogical design of Communicate and Connect does not allow a transfer of 

responsibilities from “expert” to learner and, therefore, does not promote the 

development of learner autonomy.  

This lack of transfer of methodological knowledge from the pedagogical 

designer to the learner is clearly reflected in the poor interaction between the tools 
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offered by the system (e.g., learning diary, information on learning strategies 

system aid, Web access, etc.) and the use that the learners made of them. Some 

relevant examples have been already pointed out in section 5.1. 

Despite the short period of training here analysed, we have been able to 

gather significant data concerning the learners’ behaviour when working with the 

programs as well as significant information dealing with information with their 

attitudes towards the applications. The learners have shown attitudes dealing with 

research, experimentation, self-direction and self-evaluation attitudes, which can 

get to develop learner autonomy. The results obtained, thus, proof the existence of 

that kind of behaviours and attitudes on the part of the learners, which are directly 

associated to the design of the application, which were expected to be promoted 

by the system.  

Finally, as for the third research question, there are three different perspectives 

regarding the introduction of the ICT in the language-learning field in order to 

develop learner autonomy:  

1. A maximalist perspective, which considers that the characteristics of the 

medium promote autonomous learning behaviours. This perspective 

coincides with a specific conception of learner autonomy, which may be 

understood in terms of individual learning / e-learning and responds to 

teaching paradigms that correspond to models of instruction.  

2. A minimalist perspective, which sees the ICT as a secondary or 

complementary resource. This perspective regards the design of the 

learning activities and the learners’ experience as the key aspects for the 

development of learner autonomy. Interestingly, this perspective includes 

those conceptions related to a learning culture as well as those 

perspectives that claim for a change to a learning culture in which the 

central elements are the learners and their freedom to choose the way they 

prefer to learn according to their personal characteristics, context and 

learning needs. This latter attitude diminishes the effect of the structure of 

the medium on the transformation of learning-teaching behaviours. 
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As may be discerned, both perspectives are completely opposite. However, 

they coincide in one aspect: none of them considers that the introduction of 

the ICT in the language-learning field can develop learner autonomy from 

an interactive and contextual perspective. We think, thus, that there is a 

third position that can be called integrative perspective.  

3. The integrative perspective draws from the assumption that the ICT has an 

autonomising potential, since it demands a development of specific skills 

related to: 

• the search and selection of information 

• the management of information 

• the adaptation of searching strategies 

• the hierarchical organisation of information 

• the elaboration of a learning plan 

The acquisition of the aforementioned strategies allows learners to monitor 

the process of navigation avoiding, thus, the cognitive overload and the 

possibility of getting lost during the process. The new hypermedia tools 

require learners to develop these strategies. Nevertheless, this does not 

mean that learners develop such strategies autonomously. The actual 

challenge in the language-learning field is to design pedagogical practices 

focused on the development of learner autonomy, by training learners on 

how to integrate the ICT in their own language-learning process in order to 

make it a meaningful tool. Therefore, learners have to learn to integrate the 

ICT resources in their own learning plans according to their own needs and 

the context in which these happen. 

From the results obtained in this study, we can conclude that the ICT have 

an autonomising potential if they are employed in a specific learning 

context in which: 

a) The information offer acquires relevance. 
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b) The skills related to the information management and navigation 

are integrated within the learning activities. 

c) The learning tasks allow for an integration of the ICT in the 

learners’ own learning plans. 

Bearing in mind the aspects mentioned above and the results derived from 

the study, we can conclude that the learners’ behaviours related to autonomous 

skills are derived from an integration of the medium in the learning tasks. This 

was the case of TADLA but not of Communicate and Connect.  

 

6.2 IMPLICATIONS FOR SOFTWARE DESIGN 

 

The conclusions derived from this study may also inform the design of 

future language learning packages. Accordingly, the following aspects should be 

taken into account: 

1. Interface design  

2. Implementation of a learning diary  

3. Implementation of a dictionary 

4. Implementation of a web access 

5. Implementation of a system aid 

6. Approach to individual and collaborative work 

7. Approach to learning strategies 

Concerning the interface design, results show that in order to keep 

learners’/users’ attention and increase their involvement in the learning tasks, 

software developers should design software that is interactive in nature by 

integrating multimedia elements that allows learners to access different materials 

in different formats. Navigation throughout the software should be also intuitive 

and easy. Designers should take into account the possibility of implementing a 
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navigation bar within the system in order to achieve such degree of user-

friendliness when navigating throughout the application.  

As for the implementation of a learning diary, findings from the study 

show that the implementation of a learning diary within a learning package can be 

positive for the language learning process. However, the structure of the learning 

diary should be flexible in order to allow learners to organise and manipulate the 

information they introduce in it.  

Regarding the implementation of a dictionary, language-learning packages 

should include a dictionary within the application. This dictionary should offer 

different options to find out the meaning of a word as the one offered in TADLA. 

The integration of Web resources becomes relevant in this section, since language 

learning packages should take advantage of the potential of such resources and 

offer a list of online dictionaries previously selected and evaluated. This list 

would cope for the different learners’ needs.  

The implementation of Web access is another aspect that should be taken 

into account for software design. Although most of the learning packages are 

designed to be used online, not all of them take advantage of the medium by 

incorporating a Web access in their interface. As far as we know, none of the 

learning packages integrates the Web resources as part of the learning activities. 

The results obtained from this study show evidences on the positive effects of the 

introduction of Web resources within the learning tasks. For this reason, it can be 

concluded that software designers should take this technology into account when 

designing and developing new software.  

The system aid (i.e., methodological aid in TADLA) is another aspect to be 

taken into account when designing and developing software. Findings from the 

present study show the effectiveness of the methodological aid when it is 

integrated as a reflective tool within the learning package. The methodological aid 

is a vital component in TADLA. This is a tool constantly present throughout the 

whole program in an attempt to virtually reproduce the mediation –in terms of 

transfer of methodological and linguistic knowledge, that is, scaffolding– in a 
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‘traditional’ classroom or learning situation. For this reason, software developers 

should consider the introduction of this type of learning tools in order to favour 

learners’ metacognitive reflection in learners, which is very likely to help them to 

develop autonomous skills.  

Although language-learning packages are focused on individual work, 

results from this study show that students enjoy interacting with their classmates 

when working with computers. In fact, learners appreciated the use of Moodle and 

evaluated it as one of the most interesting and positive elements of the whole 

course, since it allowed them to interact with their classmates through the use of 

forums. Software designers, thus, should think of the possibility of creating virtual 

communities of learners by introducing tools such as forums or chat-rooms within 

the language learning packages.  

Finally, the introduction of learning strategies is another factor that should 

be considered when designing language-learning software. Results from this study 

show that taking into account learning strategies when designing and developing a 

language-learning package has a positive effect on learners’ learning process 

provided that the learning strategies are integrated within the learning tasks.  

6.3 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY. 

 

While the present study has attempted the examine to what extent an 

approach to language learning autonomy from a socioconstructivist perspective 

can effectively inform the design of a specific language learning package that 

promotes autonomising behaviours and attitudes in learners, its results and further 

conclusions must be taken into consideration always bearing in mind the 

limitations of the specific study undertaken.  

Firstly, the time period of interaction with TADLA and Communicate and 

Connect in this study was relatively short. All the data gathered for analysis was 

based upon the students’ interaction with the language learning package during 
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three sessions of two hours each. A longer duration of the interaction would have 

provided more insights into the issues examined in this qualitative study.  

Secondly, TADLA is designed to promote a change of learning culture that 

involves a change of learners’ behaviour and attitudes. This change not only 

requires longer periods of interaction but also a more personalised attention to 

learners that did not take place in this study and which would have contributed to 

detect minor changes in learners’ behaviour and attitudes that could have enriched 

the study. This would have been possible by means of combining sessions of work 

with computers with sessions with the counsellor/assessor. 

Thirdly, this study did not make the most of the ICT potential in order to 

explore the concept of mediation. In this sense, the use of the forums or chats in 

Moodle or the e-mail could have become valuable tools in order to mediate 

between learners and their own learning process and in this way obtaining rich 

data from learners participating in the study.  

 

6.4 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

 

Given the findings of the present study, efforts for further research could 

be made in several directions.  

1. This study could be replicated after improving some of the aspects 

related to data collection and the limitations mentioned above (i.e., using a larger 

number of cases, allowing students more time for interaction with the language 

learning packages, exploiting the potential offered by the ICT in order to improve 

the effect of mediation among learners, the assessor and the language learning 

package).  

2. Learning involves learners’ active reconstruction of their internal model 

of the world that involves a specific representation of the learners’ and teachers’ 

role as well as of the materials, knowledge and skills related to language learning. 
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Therefore, TADLA involves a change of the teacher’s and learner’s role. However, 

due to the short period of the interaction between the students and the learning 

packages, we have not been able to explore this aspect in depth. Further research, 

thus, should be conducted in order to explore the new teacher’s and learner’s role 

by means of the introduction of complementary tools that could add a social 

dimension to the learning process (e.g., chats, forums, e-mail, etc.) that could 

unveil aspects of the learning process that might have remained hidden during the 

present study. Indeed, social interaction allows an externalisation of interactive 

processes that might otherwise remain internal and implicit. All this leads to the 

third and last aspect that deserves further research. 

3. As mentioned above, the introduction of the social aspect in CALL can 

help to establish virtual learning communities that would allow learners to interact 

with other learners. This horizontal relationship among learners would favour the 

development of cognitive and metacognitive skills that, in turn, would foster the 

development of learner autonomy. Further research, thus, should focus on the 

introduction of new tools in TADLA that could promote social interaction among 

learners/users, as defined by Little (1996: 212-215): 

• Interaction with information systems. Learners interact with 

the system, which in this particular case is TADLA. The learner has to 

follow the system suggestions. Therefore, interaction revolves around the 

learner and the system suggestions to continue working. There is little 

chance of getting lost.  

• Interaction around information systems. This dimension 

revolves around the possibility of small groups of learners working 

collaborative in a self-access basis. Although TADLA attempts to introduce 

the concept of collaborative work in some of the activities proposed. A 

more consistent approach to collaborative work should be assumed in a 

future version of TADLA. In this sense, Webquest-like activities should be 

introduced as part of the learning tasks.  

• Interaction via information system. This dimension involves 

the development of a learning network based upon information systems as 

repositories of information and channels of communication. As mentioned 
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above, results from this study make evident the necessity of integrating 

new tools in TADLA, which would allow for a better interaction among 

learners/users. These tools could be a forum, a chat, e-mail, etc, that is to 

say, tools that facilitate the creation of an active network, which can 

become the meeting point for exchanging information, for discussing and 

negotiating or in other words, that is, for the construction of knowledge in 

general and the language learning process in particular. 

In sum, results from the study show the necessity to conduct further 

research a) on learners’ representations and b) the effect of mediation on the 

transformation of these. In this case, the material (i.e., interviews and learning 

diaries) gathered can provide relevant data related to learners’ learning process 

such as learners’ use of metalanguage, learners’ change of attitudes or the 

dialogue between learners and assessor among others.  
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APPENDIX 1. Evaluation Grid 
 

THEORETICAL 

FRAMEWORK 

ANALYSIS OF CALL PROGRAM SCORES

A) LANGUAGE APPROACH AND LANGUAGE LEARNING APPROACH 

1. What kind of language approach is shown in 

the program? 

 

a. pure structuralist approach (only texts built upon 

structures are presented) 

0 

b. structuralist approach hidden behind a supposed 

discursive approach (language is presented in 

context but it stills relies on structures and forms) 

1 

c. discursive perspective, real language in context, 

long texts but no notion of genre 

2 

A1) LANGUAGE 

APPROACH 

d. discursive perspective (presence of the notion 

genre) 

3 

Subtotal part A1  

2.1.FEEDBACK: both pedagogical (on strategies) 

and linguistic (on linguistic aspects 

 

2.1.1What kind of feedback does the CALL 

program take into account? 

 

a. no feedback at all. 0 

b. only linguistic feedback 1 

c. only pedagogical feedback 2 

d. both, linguistic and pedagogical 3 

2.1.2 How are errors corrected?   

a. no displayed at all 0 

b. automatically, giving the right answer at once 1 

c. trial & error way 2 

d. multiple suggestions for the correct answer are 

given (the learner has several chances) 

3 

2.1.3. How are errors appraised?  

a. no appraisal is available 0 

b. with a quantitative scale (percentages, scales, 

according to nº of errors…) 

1 

A2) LANGUAGE 

LEARNING APPROACH: 

c. through negative/positive messages or similar 

(images, sounds…) 

2 
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d. in a qualitative way and quantitative way (giving 

explanations on errors, pedagogically and 

linguistically) 

3 

Subtotal Feedback  

2.2 LEARNING GOALS: both linguistic and 

pedagogical learning goals should be present. 

Besides, goals should be linked to contents and 

learners should be able to choose them. 

 

2.2.1. What kind of learning goals are shown in 

the CALL program? 

 

a. none 0 

b. only linguistic 1 

c. only pedagogical 2 

d. both, pedagogical and linguistic 3 

2.2.2 How are they displayed in the program?  

a. no displayed 0 

b. others 1 

c. in 2nd person 2 

d. in 1st person 3 

2.2.3 How are they expressed  

a. no expressed 0 

b. in terms of knowledge: I will know 1 

c. in terms of skills: I will be able to 2 

d. in terms of procedural knowledge: I will know 

how to 

3 

2.2.4 Do the goals determine the contents?  

a. never 0 

b. only in part of the program 1 

c. most of the times 2 

d. always 3 

2.2.5 Is the link between the goals and contents 

explicit? 
(x 2) 

a. never 0 

b. only in part of the program 1 

c. most of the times 2 

 

d. always 3 

Subtotal Learning Goals   

Subtotal part A2  
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Total Part A  

1. How is the teacher’s role integrated?  

a. the teacher is the system 0 

b. the teacher is the system combined with a human 

tutor 

1 

c. the teacher is a virtual character combined with 

the human tutor 

2 

d. combination of the three types 3 

2. Which is the teacher’s or human tutor role?  

a. he/she acts as a controller 0 

b. he/she acts as a facilitator of learning and/or 

learning resources 

1 

c. he/she acts as an assessor (a counsellor, guide) 2 

d. he/she is a facilitator and an assessor 3 

3. Is the teacher or human tutor available for 

contact? 

 

a. never 0 

b. sometimes 1 

c. often 2 

B) TEACHER’S ROLE 

d. always 3 

 Total Part B  

1. What kind of learner is the program addressed 

to? 

 

a. to a passive learner 0 

b. to an active learner in some of the activities 1 

c. to an active learner in most of the activities 2 

d. to an active learner 3 

2. Are learners’ representation of language and 

language learning taken into account? 

 

a. never 0 

b. rarely (only in some parts of the program) 1 

c. often (in almost of the activities) 2 

d. always 3 

3. Is learners’ previous knowledge considered 

somehow? 

 

a. none 0 

b. only linguistic previous knowledge  1 

C) LEARNER’S ROLE 

c. only pedagogical previous knowledge  2 
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 d. both, linguistic and pedagogical 3 

 Total Part C  

1. Is strategic competence (i.e cognitive and 

metacognitive strategies) implemented in the 

system? 

 

a. never 0 

b. some of them (some strategies are 

implemented) 

1 

c. most of them (most of the strategies are 

implemented) 

2 

2. Are cognitive strategies implemented in the 

program? 

 

a. never 0 

b. sometimes  1 

c. often 2 

d. always 3 

3. Are metacognitive strategies implemented in 

the program? 

 

a. never 0 

b. sometimes  1 

c. often 2 

d. always 3 

4. Are the new technological-pedagogical 

strategies implemented in the program? 

 

a. never 0 

b. sometimes  1 

c. often 2 

d. always 3 

5. Are learning to learn strategies are 

implemented in the program? 

3 

a. never 3 

b. sometimes  3 

c. often 3 

d. always 3 

6. Is the option of self-evaluation integrated in the 

program? 

3 

a. never 3 

b. sometimes (in some parts) 3 

D) LEARNER TRAINING 

c. often (in many parts) 3 
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 d. always 3 

Total Part D (x 2) 

E1) MATERIALS 3 

1.1 Are the materials in the program offered in 

different format (visual, oral, text format)? 

 

a. never 0 

b. sometimes  1 

c. often 2 

d. always 3 

1.2 Are they real documents or pedagogical ones?  

a. all are pedagogical documents 0 

b. some are real documents  1 

c. most of them are real documents  2 

d. all are real documents 3 

1.3 Can the materials offered in the program be 

chosen by learners or are they presented in a 

rigid and linear structure? 

(x 2) 

a. all materials are presented in a rigid and 

linear structure 

0 

b. some materials can be chosen by learners 1 

c. most of the materials can be chosen by 

learners 

2 

d. all the materials can be freely chosen by 

learners  

3 

1.4 Are they always attached to an activity or can 

learners choose them in an independently 

according to their goals? 

(x 2) 

a. they are always attached to a task 0 

b. they can be sometimes chosen independently 

from the task 

1 

c. they can be often chosen independently from 

the task 

2 

d. they can be always chosen independently 

from the task 

3 

1.5 Are the materials related among them, 

offering learners different learning paths? 
(x 2) 

a. never 0 

b. sometimes  1 

E) MATERIALS AND 

ACTIVITIES 

c. often 2 
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 d. always 3 

SUBTOTAL PART E1  

E2) ACTIVITIES  

2.1 Do the activities provide a contextualised 

framework for learners to work? 

 

a. no framework 0 

b. situational and discursive context 1 

c. learning framework 2 

d. situational, discursive and learning 

framework 

3 

2.2 Is the length of the activities fixed or can they 

be modified? 
(x 2) 

a. they are fixed 0 

b. they are sometimes fixed 1 

c. they are often flexible 2 

d. they are flexible  3 

2.3 Do the activities motivate learners making 

them be active and generate significant learning? 

 

a. never 0 

b. sometimes (some activities do) 1 

c. often (most of the activities do) 2 

d. always 3 

2.4 Are the activities linked among them, offering 

learners multiple learning paths? 
(x 2) 

a. never 0 

b. sometimes (some activities are) 1 

c. often (most of the activities are) 2 

d. always 3 

2.5 Are the activities integrated in different 

learning routes according to different learners’ 

need, goals and styles? 

(x 2) 

a. never 0 

b. sometimes (some activities are) 1 

c. often (most of the activities are) 2 

d. always 3 

2.6 Do they offer the possibility of working 

cooperatively (i.e. in groups) 

 

a. never 0 

 

b. sometimes (some activities are) 1 
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c. often (most of the activities are) 2 

d. always 3 

2.7 Do they promote the use of Web resources? (x 2) 

a. never 0 

b. sometimes (some activities are) 1 

c. often (most of the activities are) 2 

d. always 3 

SUBTOTAL PART E2  

 

Total Part E  

Total Part A, B, C, D, E  
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APPENDIX 2. Oxford University Press and University of 
Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate 
 
 
 
 
Name:  ………………………………………………………………………… 
 
 
 
Date:   …………………………………………………………………………. 

 
 

quick  
placement  

test 
 

 
Version 1 

 
 

This test is divided into two parts: 
 

Part One (Questions 1 – 40) – All students. 
 

Part Two (Questions 41 – 60) – Do not start this part 
unless told to do so by your test supervisor. 

Photocopiable © UCLES 2001   

 



 

 
 

Time: 30 minutes 
 

Part 1 
 
Questions 1 – 5 
 
• Where can you see these notices? 
• For questions 1 to 5, mark one letter A, B or C on your Answer Sheet. 
 
 
    
1  A 

B 
C 

in a shop 
in a hotel 
in a taxi 
 
 

 
 

   
 
 
 

2  A 
B 
C 

in a library 
in a bank  
in a police station 
 
 

 
 

   
 
 
 

3  A 
B 
C 

outside a theatre 
outside a supermarket 
outside a restaurant 

 
 

   
 
 
 

4  A 
B 
C 

at a travel agent’s 
at a music school 
at a restaurant 
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Please leave your 
room key at Reception.

Foreign money 
changed here 

AFTERNOON SHOW 
BEGINS AT 2PM 

CLOSED FOR HOLIDAYS 
 

Lessons start again on 
the 8 th January 



 

5  A 
B 
C 

at a cinema 
in a hotel 
on a camp-site 
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Price per night: 
 

£10 a tent 
£5 a person 



 

 
 
Questions 6 – 10 
 
• In this section you must choose the word which best fits each space in 

the text below. 
• For questions 6 to 10, mark one letter A, B or C on your Answer Sheet. 
 
 

Scotland 

Scotland is the north part of the island of Great Britain. The Atlantic Ocean is on the 

west and the  

North Sea on the east. Some people (6) .................. Scotland speak a different 

language called Gaelic.  

There are (7) .................. five million people in Scotland, and Edinburgh is (8) 

.................. most  

famous city. 

Scotland has many mountains; the highest one is called ‘Ben Nevis’. In the south of 

Scotland, there are  

a lot of sheep. A long time ago, there (9) .................. many forests, but now there are 

only a  

(10) ................... . 

Scotland is only a small country, but it is quite beautiful. 

 
 
 
 6  A on  B in     C
 at 
 
 
 7  A about  B between     C
among 
 
 
 8  A his  B your    C its 
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 9  A is  B were    C was 



 

 
 
 10  A few  B little    C 
 lot 
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Questions 11 – 20 
 
• In this section you must choose the word which best fits each space in the 

texts. 
• For questions 11 to 20, mark one letter A, B, C or D on your Answer 

Sheet. 
 

Alice Guy Blaché 

Alice Guy Blaché was the first female film director.  She first became involved in 

cinema whilst  

working for the Gaumont Film Company in the late 1890s.  This was a period  of 

great change in  

the cinema and Alice was the first to use many new inventions, (11) .................. 

sound and colour.  

 

In 1907 Alice (12) ................... to New York where she started her own film 

company. She was   

(13) .................. successful, but, when Hollywood became the centre of the film 

world, the best  

days of the independent New York film companies were (14) ................... . When 

Alice died in  

1968, hardly anybody (15) .................. her name. 

 
 
11   A bringing B including C  containing D
supporting 
 
 
12   A moved B ran C  entered D
transported 
 
 
13   A next B once C  immediately D
recently 
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14   A after B down C  behind D over 
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15   A remembered B realised C  reminded D
repeated 



 

 
 
 

UFOs – do they exist? 

UFO is short for ‘unidentified flying object’. UFOs are popularly known as 

flying saucers,  

(16) ................. that is often the (17) ................. they are reported to be.  The 

(18) ..................  

"flying saucers" were seen in 1947 by an American pilot, but experts who 

studied his claim  

decided it had been a trick of the light. 

Even people experienced at watching the sky, (19) ................. as pilots, report 

seeing UFOs. In  

1978 a pilot reported a collection of UFOs off the coast of New Zealand.  A 

television  

(20) ................. went up with the pilot and filmed the UFOs. Scientists 

studying this  

phenomenon later discovered that in this case they were simply lights on 

boats out fishing. 

 
 
16   A because B therefore C  although D so 
 
 
17    A look B shape C  size D type 
 
 
18    A last B next C  first D
oldest 
 
 
19   A like B that C  so D such 
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20   A cameraman B director C  actor D
announcer 



 

 
 
Questions 21 – 40 
 
• In this section you must choose the word or phrase which best completes 

each sentence. 
• For questions 21 to 40, mark one letter A, B, C or D on your Answer 

Sheet. 
 
 
21  The teacher encouraged her students .................... to an English pen-friend. 
 

A should write B write C wrote D to write 
        

22 They spent a lot of time .................... at the pictures in the museum. 
 

A looking B for looking C to look D to looking 
        

23 Shirley enjoys science lessons, but all her experiments seem to 
.................... wrong. 
 

A turn B come C end D go 
        

24 .................... from Michael, all the group arrived on time. 
 

A Except B Other C Besides D Apart 
        

25 She .................... her neighbour’s children for the broken window. 
 

A accused B complained C blamed D denied 
        

26 As I had missed the history lesson, my friend went ...................... the 
homework with me. 
 

A by B after C over D on 
        

27 Whether she’s a good actress or not is a .................... of opinion. 
 

A matter B subject C point D case 
        

28 The decorated roof of the ancient palace was .................... up by four thin 
columns. 
 

A built B carried C held D supported 
        

29 Would it .................... you if we came on Thursday? 
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A agree B suit C like D fit 
        



 

30 This form .................... be handed in until the end of the week. 
 

A doesn’t need B doesn’t have C needn’t D hasn’t got 
        

 
31 If you make a mistake when you are writing, just .................... it out with 
your pen. 
 

A cross B clear C do D wipe 
        

32 Although our opinions on many things .................... , we’re good friends. 
 

A differ B oppose C disagree D divide 
        

33 This product must be eaten .................... two days of purchase. 
 

A by B before C within D under 
        

34 The newspaper report contained .................... important information. 
 

A many B another C an D a lot of 
        

35 Have you considered .................... to London? 
 

A move B to move C to be moving D moving 
        

36 It can be a good idea for people who lead an active life to increase their 
.................... of vitamins. 
 

A upturn B input C upkeep D intake 
        

37 I thought there was a ..................... of jealousy in his reaction to my good 
fortune. 

 
A piece B part C shadow D touch 
        

38 Why didn’t you ..................... that you were feeling ill? 
 

A advise B mention C remark D tell 
        

39 James was not sure exactly where his best interests ..................... . 
 

A stood B rested C lay D centred 
        

40 He’s still getting .................... the shock of losing his job. 
 

A across B by C over D through 
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Part 2 
 
 

Do not start this part unless told to do so by your test 
supervisor. 

 
 
 
Questions 41 – 50 
 
• In this section you must choose the word or phrase which best fits each 

space in the texts. 
• For questions 41 to 50, mark one letter A, B, C or D on your Answer 

Sheet. 
 

The tallest buildings - SKYSCRAPERS 

Nowadays, skyscrapers can be found in most major cities of the world. A building 

which was many  

(41) ……………….. high was first called a skyscraper in the United States at the 

end of the 19th  

century, and New York has perhaps the (42) ……………….. skyscraper of them 

all, the Empire  

State Building. The (43) ……………….. beneath the streets of New York is rock, 

(44) ……………….. enough to take the heaviest load without sinking, and is 

therefore well-suited  

to bearing the (45) ……………….. of tall buildings. 

 
 
41  A stages B steps C  storeys D levels 
 
 
42  A first-rate B top-class C  well-built D best-
known 
 
 
43  A dirt B field C  ground D soil 
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44  A hard B stiff C  forceful D



 

powerful 
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45  A weight B height  C size D scale 



 

 
 

SCRABBLE 

Scrabble is the world’s most popular word game. For its origins, we have to go 

back to the 1930s in  

the USA, when Alfred Butts, an architect, found himself out of (46) 

………………..  . He decided 

that there was a (47) ………………. for a board game based on words and (48) 

………………. to 

design one. Eventually he made a (49) ………………. from it, in spite of the fact 

that his original  

(50) ………………. was only three cents a game. 

 
 
46  A earning B work C  income D job 
 
 
47  A market B purchase C  commerce D sale 
 
 
48  A took up B set out C  made for D got 
round 
 
 
49  A wealth B fund C  cash D
fortune 
 
 
50  A receipt B benefit  C profit D
allowance 

 
Questions 51 – 60 
 
• In this section you must choose the word or phrase which best completes 

each sentence. 
• For questions 51 to 60, mark one letter A, B, C or D on your Answer 

Sheet. 
 
51 Roger’s manager ................... to make him stay late if he hadn’t finished 
the work. 
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A insisted B warned C threatened D announced 
        

52 By the time he has finished his week’s work, John has hardly ................... 
energy left for the weekend. 

 
A any B much C no D same 
        

53 As the game .................... to a close, disappointed spectators started to 
leave. 
 

A led B neared C approached D drew 
        

54 I don’t remember .................... the front door when I left home this 
morning. 

 
A to lock B locking C locked D to have locked 
        

55 I .................... to other people borrowing my books: they always forget to 
return them. 

 
A disagree B avoid C dislike D object 
        

56 Andrew’s attempts to get into the swimming team have not .................... 
with much success. 

 
A associated B concluded C joined D met 
        

57 Although Harry had obviously read the newspaper article carefully, he 
didn’t seem to have .................... the main point. 

 
A grasped B clutched C clasped D gripped 
        

58 A lot of the views put forward in the documentary were open to 
.................... . 

 
A enquiry B query C question D wonder 
        

59 The new college .................... for the needs of students with a variety of 
learning backgrounds. 

 
A deals B supplies C furnishes D caters 
        

60 I find the times of English meals very strange – I’m not used ..................... 
dinner at 6pm. 
 

A to have B to having C having D have 
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APPENDIX 3. English proficiency self-rating 
questionnaire. 
 

 
 

PERSONAL INFORMATION 
 

*Apellidos:_______________________________ 
 *Nombre:_____________________ 
 
*Curso:______________ *Edad:____________ *Lengua 
materna:_________________ 
 
 
*¿Cuánto tiempo llevas estudiando inglés? (especifica detalladamente en que 
condiciones: colegios, institutos, academias, Escuelas Oficiales, extranjero, ect)  
 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
____________________ 
 
*Indica la nota media que sacaste en: 
 a. Las asignaturas de inglés de 
bachiller:________________________________ 
 b. La asignatura de Lengua Inglesa I y 
II:_______________________________ 
 
*¿Tienes algún título o certificado de Inglés? 
 a. No 
 b. Si. Indica 
cuál:__________________________________________________ 
 
 
SELF-RATING LEVEL TEST 
 
*Especifica, con sinceridad el nivel de Inglés que crees que tienes: 
 
 
1. Cuando escucho el inglés hablado: 
 
 

 Reconozco palabras y expresiones muy básicas que se usan habitualmente, 
relativas a mí mismo, a mi familia y a mi entorno inmediato cuando se 
habla despacio y con claridad. 
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   Comprendo frases y el vocabulario más habitual sobre temas de interés 
personal (información personal y familiar muy básica, compras, lugar de 
residencia, empleo).  

 
 Soy capaz de captar la idea principal de avisos y mensajes breves, claros y 

sencillos. 
   Comprendo las ideas principales cuando el discurso es claro y normal y se 

tratan asuntos cotidianos que tienen lugar en el trabajo, en la escuela, 
durante el tiempo.  

 
   Comprendo casi todas las noticias de la televisión y los programas sobre 

temas actuales de ocio, etc.  
 

 Comprendo la idea principal de muchos programas de radio o televisión 
que tratan temas actuales o asuntos de interés personal o profesional, 
cuando la articulación es relativamente lenta y clara.  

 
 Comprendo discursos y conferencias extensos e incluso sigo líneas 

argumentales complejas siempre que el tema sea relativamente conocido. 
  

 Comprendo la mayoría de las películas en las que se habla en un nivel de 
lengua estándar.  

 
 Comprendo casi todas las noticias de la televisión y los programas sobre 

temas actuales.  
 

 Comprendo discursos extensos incluso cuando no están estructurados con 
claridad y cuando las relaciones están sólo implícitas y no se señalan 
explícitamente. 

 
 Comprendo sin mucho esfuerzo los programas de televisión y las 

películas. 
 

 No tengo ninguna dificultad para comprender cualquier tipo de lengua 
hablada, tanto en conversaciones en vivo como en discursos 
retransmitidos, aunque se produzcan a una velocidad de hablante nativo, 
siempre que tenga tiempo para familiarizarme con el acento.  

 
2. Cuando leo textos en inglés: 
 
 

 Comprendo palabras y nombres conocidos y frases muy sencillas, por 
ejemplo las que hay en letreros, carteles y catálogos. 

 
 Soy capaz de leer textos muy breves y sencillos. Sé encontrar información 

específica y predecible en escritos sencillos y cotidianos como anuncios 
publicitarios, prospectos, menús y horarios y comprendo cartas personales 
breves y sencillas.  
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 Comprendo textos redactados en una lengua de uso habitual y cotidiano o 
relacionada con el trabajo.  

 
 Comprendo la descripción de acontecimientos, sentimientos y deseos en 

cartas personales.  
 

 Soy capaz de leer artículos e informes relativos a problemas 
contemporáneos en los que los autores adoptan posturas o puntos de vista 
concretos  

 Comprendo la prosa literaria contemporánea.  
 

   Comprendo textos largos y complejos de carácter literario o basados en 
hechos, apreciando distinciones de estilo.  

 
 Comprendo artículos especializados e instrucciones técnicas largas, 

aunque no se relacionen con mi especialidad.  
 

   Soy capaz de leer con facilidad prácticamente todas las formas de lengua 
escrita, incluyendo textos abstractos estructural o lingüísticamente 
complejos como, por ejemplo, manuales, artículos especializados y obras 
literarias. 

 
 
3. Cuando participo en conversaciones en inglés: 
 
 

 Puedo participar en una conversación de forma sencilla siempre que la otra 
persona esté dispuesta a repetir lo que ha dicho o a decirlo con otras 
palabras y a una velocidad más lenta y me ayude a formular lo que intento 
decir. 

 
 Planteo y contesto preguntas sencillas sobre temas de necesidad inmediata 

o  asuntos muy habituales. 
 

 Puedo comunicarme en tareas sencillas y habituales que requieren un 
intercambio simple y directo de información sobre actividades y asuntos 
cotidianos.  

 
 Soy capaz de realizar intercambios sociales muy breves, aunque, por lo 

general, no puedo comprender lo suficiente como para mantener la 
conversación por mí mismo. 

 
 Sé desenvolverme en casi todas las situaciones que se me presentan 

cuando viajo donde se habla esa lengua. 
  

 Puedo participar espontáneamente en una conversación que trate temas 
cotidianos de interés personal o que sean pertinentes para la vida diaria 
(por ejemplo, familia, aficiones, trabajo, viajes y acontecimientos 
actuales). 
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 Puedo participar en una conversación con cierta fluidez y espontaneidad, 
lo que posibilita la comunicación normal con hablantes nativos. 

 
 Puedo tomar parte activa en debates desarrollados en situaciones 

cotidianas explicando y defendiendo mis puntos de vista.  
 

 Me expreso con fluidez y espontaneidad sin tener que buscar de forma 
muy evidente las expresiones adecuadas. 

 
  Utilizo el lenguaje con flexibilidad y eficacia para fines sociales y 

profesionales. 
 

 Formulo ideas y opiniones con precisión y relaciono mis intervenciones 
hábilmente con las de otros hablantes.  

 
 Tomo parte sin esfuerzo en cualquier conversación o debate y conozco 

bien modismos, frases hechas y expresiones coloquiales.  
 

 Me expreso con fluidez y transmito matices sutiles de sentido con 
precisión. Si tengo un problema, sorteo la dificultad con tanta discreción 
que los demás apenas se dan cuenta. 

 
 
4. Cuando me expreso en inglés: 
 
 

 Utilizo expresiones y frases sencillas para describir el lugar donde vivo y 
las personas que conozco.  

 
 Utilizo una serie de expresiones y frases para describir con términos 

sencillos a mi familia y otras personas, mis condiciones de vida, mi origen 
educativo y mi trabajo actual o el último que tuve.  

 
   Sé enlazar frases de forma sencilla con el fin de describir experiencias y 

hechos, mis sueños, esperanzas y ambiciones.   
 

 Puedo explicar y justificar brevemente mis opiniones y proyectos. 
  

 Sé narrar una historia o relato, la trama de un libro o película y puedo 
describir mis reacciones.  

 
   Presento descripciones claras y detalladas de una amplia serie de temas 

relacionados con mi especialidad.   
 

 Sé explicar un punto de vista sobre un tema exponiendo las ventajas y los 
inconvenientes de varias opciones.  
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 Presento descripciones claras y detalladas sobre temas complejos que 
incluyen otros temas, desarrollando ideas concretas y terminando con una 
conclusión apropiada.  

 
 Presento descripciones o argumentos de forma clara y fluida y con un 

estilo que es adecuado al contexto y con una estructura lógica y eficaz que 
ayuda al oyente a fijarse en las ideas importantes y a recordarlas.  

 
 
5. Cuando escribo textos en inglés: 
 
 

   Soy capaz de escribir postales cortas y sencillas, por ejemplo para enviar 
felicitaciones.  

 
 Sé rellenar formularios con datos personales, por ejemplo mi nombre, mi 

nacionalidad y mi dirección en el formulario del registro de un hotel.  
   Soy capaz de escribir notas y mensajes breves y sencillos relativos a mis 

necesidades inmediatas. 
  

   Puedo escribir cartas personales muy sencillas, por ejemplo agradeciendo 
algo a alguien.  

 
   Soy capaz de escribir textos sencillos y bien enlazados sobre temas que me 

son conocidos o de interés personal.   
 

 Puedo escribir cartas personales que describen experiencias e impresiones.  
 

   Soy capaz de escribir textos claros y detallados sobre una amplia serie de 
temas relacionados con mis intereses.  

 
 Puedo escribir redacciones o informes transmitiendo información o 

proponiendo motivos que apoyen o refuten un punto de vista concreto.  
 

 Sé escribir cartas que destacan la importancia que le doy a determinados 
hechos y experiencias.  

 
   Soy capaz de expresarme en textos claros y bien estructurados exponiendo 

puntos de vista con cierta extensión.   
 

   Puedo escribir sobre temas complejos en cartas, redacciones o informes 
resaltando lo que considero que son aspectos importantes.  

 
   Selecciono el estilo apropiado para los lectores a los que van dirigidos mis 

escritos. 
 

 Soy capaz de escribir textos claros y fluidos en un estilo apropiado.  
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   Puedo escribir cartas, informes o artículos complejos que presentan 
argumentos con una estructura lógica y eficaz que ayuda al oyente a fijarse 
en las ideas importantes y a recordarlas.  

 
   Escribo resúmenes y reseñas de obras profesionales o literarias. 
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APPENDIX 4. GIAPEL learning style questionnaire 
 

ENCUESTA 
 

SEÑALA CON UNA CRUZ LAS TRES AFIRMACIONES CON LAS QUE 

MÁS TE IDENTIFIQUES.  

¡ATENCIÓN!: SEÑALA SIEMPRE COMO MÁXIMO 3 CASILLAS EN 

CADA SECCIÓN  

 

I) Para conocer la gramática de una lengua es mejor...  

 Estudiar una regla y ponerla en práctica escribiendo frases o textos  

 Estudiar una regla y realizar los ejercicios que dé el profesor  

 Observar una misma estructura en distintos textos e intentar extraer la 

regla  

 Tener una gramática y consultarla cuando yo quiera  

 Que me den una regla y muchos ejemplos  

 Que me den muchos ejemplos y jugar a descubrir la regla  

 

II) Me identifico más con las afirmaciones siguientes  

 No me gusta la gramática  

 La gramática podría ser divertida como un juego de descubrimiento  

 Si hay que hacer gramática, prefiero hacer ejercicios rápidos de 

aplicación de una regla  
 Prefiero aprender la gramática con oraciones sencillas que sean ejemplo 

de la regla  

 Prefiero aprender la gramática a partir de textos reales  

 Si hay que hacer gramática, prefiero que me dejen adivinar y probar si he 

entendido la regla aunque pueda equivocarme  
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III) Si tengo que hacer una actividad para aprender un idioma, prefiero... 

 Que sea breve   

 Saber enseguida si está bien o mal  

 Que tenga intriga y que me dejen imaginar soluciones  

 Tener toda la información desde el principio para resolver la actividad  

 Tener acceso a toda la información según yo mismo la vaya pidiendo  

 No me importa que la actividad sea larga, lo importante es que me 

interese  

 Dedicar media hora  a una misma actividad me cansa  

 

IV) Si tengo que leer un texto en un idioma extranjero, me identifico más 

con las afirmaciones siguientes... 

 Quiero que me aporte informaciones interesantes  

 Necesito tener un diccionario  

 Aunque no entienda todas las palabras, no importa siempre que 

comprenda el sentido global  

 Si empiezo a leer y hay palabras que no entiendo, me desanimo  

 No me importaría hacer juegos y actividades con varios textos a la vez 

para buscar relaciones  

 Creo que me agobiaría trabajando con varios textos a la vez  

 El sentido de una palabra puede variar según los textos así que no me 

importa comprender más o menos el sentido sin ir a buscar siempre en el 

diccionario  

 Un texto puede ser largo y fácil de entender  
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 Los textos largos me cansan  
 

V) Señala con una cruz las casillas de las tres actividades que te atraen más 

de entre las que se proponen a continuación. No se te pide que las 

realices sino que señales cuáles de ellas te pondrías a hacer. 

 A partir de las siguientes frases de una nueva lengua y de su 

correspondiente traducción, adivinar cómo se diría otra frase: Ek fil 

chuchu: “El tren ha salido” 

• Ek namas chuchu: “El tren es muy grande” 

• Nek kum niva chuchu: “El tren no ha salido” 

• Ek chuchu: “Es un tren” 

¿Cómo dirías “No es un tren”?: a)nek chuchu niva; b)ek niva chuchu; c)nek 

niva chucho  

 

 Leer la siguiente lista de palabras y después sin mirar escribir en un papel 

tantas como puedas recordar: pincel, iglesia, conocer, nudo, lirio, 

capitán, lujo, inmediatamente, ardilla, lancha, impertinente, acceder, 

asustado  

 

 Escribir un texto en el que aparezcan el mayor número posible de 

palabras de la lista anterior  

 

 Buscar lo más rápidamente posible en un diccionario de la lengua de 

Samoa las siguientes palabras: talua, tamaloa, tamaitiiti, taulealea, 

loomatua  

 

 Descubrir cómo se dice en swahili “amar” y “pegar” y cuál es morfema 

de futuro a partir de las siguientes equivalencias: 

atawapenda= él los amará nitakupenda=yo te amaré 

unamsumbua= tu lo molestas atampiga= el le pegará 

nitawapenda= yo los amaré ananipiga= él me pega 
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atanipenda= el me amará atanipiga=él me pegará 

atakusumbua= el te molestará nitampenda= yo lo amaré 

 

 A partir de los datos anteriores, intentar decir en swahili: “Yo los 

molestaré”   

 

Valoración de la encuesta 
Apartado I) Puntuación máxima 14 

Apartado II) Puntuación máxima 15 

Apartado III) Puntuación máxima: 15 

Apartado IV) Puntuación máxima: 18 

Apartado V) Puntuación máxima: 18 

Puntuación máxima: 80 

 

Puntuación de cada una de las respuestas 
I) Para conocer la gramática de una lengua es mejor...  

 Estudiar una regla y ponerla en práctica escribiendo frases o textos  4 

 Estudiar una regla y realizar los ejercicios que dé el profesor  1 

 Observar una misma estructura en distintos textos e intentar extraer la 

regla  5 

 Tener una gramática y consultarla cuando yo quiera  3 

 Que me den una regla y muchos ejemplos  2 

 Que me den muchos ejemplos y jugar a descubrir la regla  5 

II) Me identifico más con las afirmaciones siguientes  

 No me gusta la gramática  1 

 La gramática podría ser divertida como un juego de descubrimiento  5 

 Si hay que hacer gramática, prefiero hacer ejercicios rápidos de aplicación 

de una regla  2 

 Prefiero aprender la gramática con oraciones sencillas que sean ejemplo de 

la regla  2 

 Prefiero aprender la gramática a partir de textos reales  5 
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 Si hay que hacer gramática, prefiero que me dejen adivinar y probar si he 

entendido la regla aunque pueda equivocarme  5 

 

III) Si tengo que hacer una actividad para aprender un idioma, prefiero... 

 Que sea breve  1 

 Saber enseguida si está bien o mal  1 

 Que tenga intriga y que me dejen imaginar soluciones  5 

 Tener toda la información desde el principio para resolver la actividad  3 

 Tener acceso a toda la información según yo mismo la vaya pidiendo  5 

 No me importa que la actividad sea larga, lo importante es que me interese 

 5 

 Dedicar más de media hora a una misma actividad me cansa  1 

 

IV) Si tengo que leer un texto en un idioma extranjero, me identifico más 

con las afirmaciones siguientes... 

 Quiero que me aporte informaciones interesantes  5 

 Necesito tener un diccionario  2 

 Aunque no entienda todas las palabras, no importa siempre que comprenda 

el sentido global  5 

 Si empiezo a leer y hay palabras que no entiendo, me desanimo  1 

 No me importaría hacer juegos y actividades con varios textos a la vez 

para buscar relaciones  5 

 Creo que me agobiaría trabajando con varios textos a la vez  1 

 El sentido de una palabra puede variar según los textos así que no me 

importa comprender más o menos el sentido sin ir a buscar siempre en el 

diccionario  5 

 Un texto puede ser largo y fácil de entender  3 

 Los textos largos me cansan  1 

 

V) Señala con una cruz las casillas de las tres actividades que te atraen más 

de entre las que se proponen a continuación. No se te pide que las 

realices sino que señales cuáles de ellas te pondrías a hacer. 
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 A partir de las siguientes frases de una nueva lengua y de su 

correspondiente traducción, adivinar cómo se diría otra frase: Ek fil 

chuchu: “El tren ha salido” 

Ek namas chuchu: “El tren es muy grande” 

Nek kum niva chuchu: “El tren no ha salido” 

Ek chuchu: “Es un tren” 

 ¿Cómo dirías “No es un tren”?: a)nek chuchu niva; b)ek niva chuchu; 

c)nek niva chuchu  5 

 Leer la siguiente lista de palabras y después sin mirar escribir en un papel 

tantas como puedas recordar: pincel, iglesia, conocer, nudo, lirio, 

capitán, lujo, inmediatamente, ardilla, lancha, impertinente, acceder, 

asustado  2 

 Escribir un texto en el que aparezcan el mayor número posible de 

palabras de la lista anterior  3 

 Buscar lo más rápidamente posible en un diccionario de la lengua de 

Samoa las siguientes palabras: talua, tamaloa, tamaitiiti, taulealea, 

loomatua  1 

 Descubrir cómo se dice en swahili “amar” y “pegar” y cuál es morfema 

de futuro a partir de las siguientes equivalencias  5: 

atawapenda= él los amará nitakupenda=yo te amaré 

unamsumbua= tu lo molestas atampiga= el le pegará 

nitawapenda= yo los amaré ananipiga= él me pega 

atanipenda= el me amará atanipiga=él me pegará 

atakusumbua= el te molestará nitampenda= yo lo amaré 

 A partir de los datos anteriores, intentar decir en swahili: “Yo los 

molestaré” 5  
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HIPÓTESIS DE RESULTADOS ENCUESTA GIAPEL 
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VALORACIÓN DE LOS RESULTADOS SEGÚN PERFILES 

DE 0 A 20 

- En cuestión de aprendizaje, no te suelen gustar las actividades de solución 

abierta. 

- La ambigüedad te molesta o te produce incluso ansiedad. 

- Prefieres que el profesor te corrija y te guíe en todo momento. Al fin y al 

cabo, piensas, él es el experto y esa es su responsabilidad. 

- Piensas que aprender idiomas es bastante difícil y no es raro que te sientas 

ridículo (-a) usando una lengua extranjera. 

De 20 A 40 

- Te gusta  aprender según un plan bien graduado que vaya de lo más 

sencillo a lo más complejo. Ir paso a paso. 

-  Crees que antes de lanzarse, hay que conocer bien la gramática y el 

vocabulario. 

- Opinas que es arriesgado hacer hipótesis sobre el sentido de un texto, sin 

conocer el significado de todas o casi todas las palabras. 

-R&A+ 

-R&A
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- Te consideras una persona práctica porque prefieres actividades de 

aprendizaje breves en las que se puedan sacar pronto conclusiones sobre 

aciertos y errores. 

- Cuando tomas un camino te gusta seguirlo yendo siempre hacia delante y 

hasta el final, sin mirar demasiado hacia atrás ni aventurarte por sendas 

colaterales. 

DE 40 A 60 

- Aprender lenguas es para ti no sólo algo práctico y necesario, sino 

interesante. 

- Te gusta opinar sobre los planes de aprendizaje y que se tengan en cuenta 

tus opiniones. 

- En cuestión de lenguas, crees que a menudo las cosas no son o blancas o 

negras. 

- Consideras que las gramáticas y los diccionarios son ayudas e 

instrumentos, pero te gusta avanzar hipótesis sobre el significado de los 

textos. 

- Te gusta comparar el funcionamiento de la nueva lengua que aprendes con 

lo que ya sabes de otras lenguas. 

De 60 A 80 

- Las lenguas son lo tuyo. Te  gusta y te divierte aprender idiomas. 

- Disfrutas experimentando y descubriendo. Te gusta hallar analogías y 

contrates entre las lenguas. 

- Te gusta pensar sobre tus estrategias de aprendizaje y observar las de los 

demás. 

- En general te gusta tener una visión de conjunto de los problemas y en el 

caso del aprendizaje de lenguas, te gusta comparar distintas ofertas de 

aprendizaje o distintos textos posibles sobre los que trabajar. 

- Opinas que es fundamental que el plan de aprendizaje tenga en cuenta tus 

objetivos y tu manera de aprender. 

- Piensas que tu plan de aprendizaje habrá de irse modificando sobre la 

marcha, según  el proceso. 
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- Crees que recurrir a un experto (profesor, tutor, asesor) puede ser 

necesario pero consideras que tu propia valoración de lo aprendido es un 

elemento clave. 

 
Proyecto SMAIL (ref. TIC 2000-1182) 
GIAPEL 
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APPENDIX 5. Students’ computer-expertise and attitude 
towards the integration of the ICT in the language-
learning field. 
 
NOMBRE:………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
1. Indica ( ) si tienes acceso a las siguientes tecnologías:  
 
 
 

1 No acceso posible 
2 Sólo en casa 
3 Sólo en el trabajo 
4 Sólo en otro lugar 
5 En casa y en el trabajo 
6 En casa, en la universidad y en el trabajo 
7 Otros 

 
  

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Ordenador fijo        

Ordenador portátil        

CD-ROM        

Conexión a Internet        

Fax        

TV Digital        

Línea ADSL        

Reproductor  DVD        

Teléfono        
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2. Indica ( ) para qué has utilizado Internet en los últimos tres meses. 
 

1= Nunca    2= Diariamente   3= Semanalmente      4= Mensualmente    
 
 

 1 2 3 4 

Para comunicarme con amigos/as, 
compañeros/as, profesores/as por correo 
electrónico. 

    

Para acceder a material de aprendizaje de 
lenguas. 

    

Para preparar los exámenes.      

Para comunicarme por vídeo conferencia.      

Para preparar un viaje.     

Otro: …………………………………………     

 
 
3. ¿Cuál es tu nivel en la utilización y manejo de las siguientes tecnologías? ( ) 
 
 

1= Lo manejo sin 
problemas 

2= Necesito ayuda para poder 
manejarlo 

3= Nunca lo he utilizado 

 

 1 2 3 

Procesador de texto (ej. Word)    

Hoja de cálculos  (ej. Excel)    

Correo electrónico    

Presentaciones en Power Point    

Buscador: Google, Yahoo, Altavista, etc.    

Base de datos electrónica    

Vídeo conferencia    

Utilización de un software específico     

Uso de programas tipo Messenger    

Reproductor de DVD    
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Uso de SMS    

 
4. ¿Qué tipo de formación has recibido en el área de la informática? 
 

 Ninguna 

 Lo que sé lo he aprendido yo solo/a 

 Cursos de formación. 

 Otros:………………………………………………………. 

¿Tienes algún certificado, diploma acreditativo?   Si       No 

Si tienes alguno, ¿Cuál?....................................................................... 

 
 
5. Indica ( )  con que frecuencia has estado inmerso en alguna experiencia en la 
que se haya utilizado alguno de los recursos siguientes: 
 
 

1= Algunas veces 2= Sólo una vez 3= Nunca 4= No sé ni si es posible 
 
 

 1 2 3 4 

Un curso en el que se ha 
utilizado Páginas web con 
elementos interactivos, como 
por ejemplo cuestionarios, 
actividades o materiales de 
aprendizaje disponibles en la 
Red. 

Da un ejemplo: 

 

............................

... 

Cuál: 

 

......................... 

 

  

Un discusión en un forum 
disponible en la Red.   

Da un ejemplo: 

 

............................

... 

Cuál: 

 

......................... 

 

  

Una vídeo conferencia   Da un ejemplo: 

 

............................

... 

Cuál: 

 

......................... 

 

  

Entornos virtuales de 
aprendizaje como Web CT o 
Moodle. 

Da un ejemplo: 

 

............................

... 

Cuál: 

 

......................... 

 

  

Un programa de aprendizaje de 
lenguas.  

Da un ejemplo: 

 

............................

... 

Cuál: 

 

......................... 
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6. Lee las siguientes afirmaciones e indica hasta que punto estás de acuerdo o en 
desacuerdo con cada una de ellas: 
 
 

1= Totalmente 
de acuerdo 

2= Bastante de 
acuerdo 

3= Depende 4= Bastante en 
desacuerdo 

5= Totalmente en 
desacuerdo 

 
 
 

  1 

 

2 3 4 5 

1 Me sentiría bien probando algo nuevo en un 
ordenador.  

     

2 La aplicación de las Tecnologías de la Información y 
la Comunicación (TIC) en el aprendizaje de lenguas 
pone en desventaja a aquellos estudiantes que no 
pueden acceder a la tecnología.  

     

3 Prefiero leer un texto impreso que leerlo en una 
pantalla de ordenador. 

     

4 Me incomoda pensar que voy a utilizar un ordenador.      

5 Evito usar los ordenadores siempre que puedo.      

6 Una buena interacción con el/la tutora implica un 
contacto directo cara a cara. 

     

7 Los contenidos y diversas informaciones sobre los 
cursos deberían estar disponibles en la red.  

     

8 Los procesos de enseñanza-aprendizaje basados en 
el uso de ordenadores  carecen de interacción 
humana, ya que no hay contacto directo cara a cara.  

     

9 Los sistemas de video- conferencia podrían 
enriquecer el aprendizaje de lenguas. 

     

10 Prefiero poder consultar la base de datos de una 
biblioteca en su página web que visitar la biblioteca 
in situ. 

     

11 Utilizar Internet es esencial para el aprendiz de 
lenguas actual.  

     

12 Se deberían utilizar las TIC en el aprendizaje de 
lenguas porque vivimos en la sociedad de la 
información y la comunicación. 

     

13 El tiempo empleado aprendiendo lenguas en el 
ordenador es tiempo bien empleado. 

     

14 Aprender lenguas en el ordenador requiere unos 
conocimientos específicos. 
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15 

 

Si aprender lenguas en el ordenador resultara ser 
demasiado complicado, preferiría volver a los 
métodos tradicionales. 

     

16 Me siento muy seguro cuando trabajo con 
ordenadores.  

     

17 Pienso que las TIC pueden facilitar mi proceso de 
aprendizaje de lenguas. 

     

18 Me gustaría saber más sobre ordenadores para 
poder aplicar ese conocimiento a mi propio proceso 
de aprendizaje de lenguas. 

     

19 Normalmente no sé que hacer cuando uso un 
ordenador. 

     

20 Es difícil encontrar información de calidad en la Red.      

21 Todos los estudiantes, incluidos lo de lenguas, 
deberían aprender algo de informática como parte de 
su formación académica.  

     

22 La enseñanza de lenguas asistida por ordenador es 
la opción del futuro.  

     

23 Prefiero estudiar con métodos de aprendizaje 
tradicionales, es decir, un libro, apuntes, etc. 

     

24 No sé como la gente disfruta estudiando lenguas con 
ordenadores. 

     

26 Soy bastante bueno/a con los ordenadores.       

27 Los cursos se deberían presentar en CDs.      

28 Los ordenadores pueden hacer que los/las 
estudiantes trabajen juntos/as y compartan y 
discutan problemas e ideas. 

     

29 Los ordenadores reducen la calidad del proceso de 
enseñanza –aprendizaje de lenguas.  

     

30 Los materiales realizados para el aprendizaje 
asistido por ordenador son mucho más fáciles de 
actualizar. 

     

31 Cualquier persona  puede desarrollar las destrezas 
necesarias para utilizar las TIC.  

     

32 Invertir en las TIC y su aplicación en el aprendizaje 
de lenguas es malgastar el dinero. 

     

33 Las TIC proporcionan una gran flexibilidad al      
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aprendizaje de lenguas. 

 
 
 
 
7. La siguiente tabla contiene una enumeración de cómo las TIC podrían mejorar 
producir una mejora dentro del contexto de aprendizaje de una lengua. Señala ( ) 
la importancia que tienen  para ti cada una de las diferentes posibilidades. 
 

1= Muy importante 2= Importante 3= Depende 4= No demasiado 
importante 

5= Nada 
importante 

 
 

  1 2 3 4  5 

1 Dar la oportunidad  a los aprendices de 
lenguas de acceder a cursos y módulos de 
educación superior en su propio país o en 
países diferentes vía Internet es…  

     

2 Dar la oportunidad a los aprendices de 
lenguas de colaborar y trabajar en temas 
académicos via Internet con colegas de otra 
universidad ya sea en su país o en países 
diferentes es…  

     

3 Dar la oportunidad a los aprendices de 
lenguas de desarrollar competencias como 
trabajo en equipo, resolución de problemas, 
capacidad de autoaprendizaje, técnicas de 
presentación con el apoyo de las TIC es… 

     

4 Desarrollar un enfoque autonomizador y 
centrado en el aprendiz mediante cursos de 
aprendizaje de lenguas en la educación 
superior es….  

     

5 Desarrollar un enfoque más colaborativo y 
menos individualista en el aprendizaje de 
lenguas es…  

     

6 Ampliar la diversidad de fuentes de 
información y conocimiento disponible en el 
campo del aprendizaje de lenguas es... 
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APPENDIX 6. Metacognitive-strategy use pre-test  
 
Nombre:…………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
1. Señala (√)  la frecuencia con la que realizas las siguientes acciones:  
 
     
  

1= Nunca   2= Casi nunca  3= Algunas veces      4= Generalmente    5= Siempre  

 
 
 
 
 

PARTE A 1 2 3 4 5 

1. Planeo el contenido de las actividades que realizo 
para aprender inglés. 

     

2. Busco consejo acerca de cómo puedo aprender mejor 
inglés. 

     

3.Selecciono los objetivos de aprendizaje de las 
actividades que voy a realizar. 

     

4. Selecciono diferentes formatos de materiales para 
cumplir los objetivos de aprendizaje. 

     

5. Investigo y selecciono diferentes fuentes para obtener 
material (textos y actividades) para aprender inglés.  

     

6. Cuando estoy ante un problema que me bloquea, lo 
analizo y pienso en una estrategia para enfrentarme a 
él. 

     

7. Reviso con antelación los contenidos del material que 
se va dar en clase para tener una idea de cómo está 
organizado, cuál es el contenido y cómo se relaciona 
con mis conocimientos de inglés. 

     

8. Organizo mi cuaderno de clase para poder clasificar 
los contenidos. 

     

9. Organizo y elaboro mis propias propuestas de trabajo 
para aprender inglés.  
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1= Nunca   2= Casi nunca  3= Algunas veces      4= Generalmente    5= Siempre  

 
 
 

PARTE B 1 2 3 4 5 

10. Presto atención a mis errores en las actividades de 
inglés que realizo para aprender de ello. 

     

11. Anoto mis errores en mi cuaderno de clase para 
evitar repetirlos. 

     

12. Tengo en cuenta lo aprendido en experiencias 
vividas durante mi aprendizaje del inglés y recurro a 
ellas cuando me encuentro ante una dificultad 
parecida a alguna que ya he experimentado.  

     

13. Acostumbro a reflexionar a partir de las actividades 
de aprendizaje en las que trabajo el inglés.  

     

14. Anoto en mi cuaderno de notas las ideas y 
reflexiones derivadas de las actividades de inglés 
que realizo. 

     

15. Reoriento mis planes iniciales u objetivos iniciales de 
aprendizaje cuando lo creo necesario.  

     

16. Solicito ayuda cuando creo que la necesito.      

17. Leo las notas tomadas en sesiones anteriores antes 
de iniciar una clase.   

     

18. Reorganizo mi cuaderno de nota cuando lo creo 
necesario. 
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1= Nunca   2= Casi nunca  3= Algunas veces      4= Generalmente    5= Siempre  

 
 
 
 

PARTE C 1 2 3 4 5 

19. Cuando acabo una clase sintetizo las ideas 
principales derivadas de las actividades realizadas. 

     

20. Cuando acabo una clase anoto en mi cuaderno de 
notas las ideas principales derivadas de las 
actividades realizadas 

     

21. Cuando acabo una clase o una actividad reflexiono 
sobre lo aprendido para obtener mis propias 
conclusiones y evalúo las actividades que he 
realizado.  

     

22. Evalúo las fuentes de obtención de materiales y de 
información que me ha proporcionan para aprender 
inglés.  

     

23. Apunto en mi cuaderno de notas las fuentes de 
materiales y de información que considero más 
interesantes para aprender inglés. 

     

24. Clasifico en mi cuaderno de notas la fuentes de 
materiales y de información que considero más 
importantes para aprender inglés. 

     

25. Marco nuevos objetivos después de la evaluación del 
trabajo ya realizado. 

     

26. Apunto en mi cuaderno de notas los nuevos planes y 
objetivos de trabajo. 

     

27. Tengo costumbre de tener un diario de aprendizaje 
en el que recojo diferentes aspectos de mi proceso 
de aprendizaje (objetivos, materiales, reflexiones, 
etc.) en la clase de inglés. 

     

28. Tengo costumbre de tener un diario de aprendizaje 
en el que recojo diferentes aspectos de mi proceso 
de aprendizaje (objetivos, materiales, reflexiones, 
etc.) en otras asignaturas. 

     

29. Cuando acabo un trabajo lo evalúo y luego comparo 
los resultados de mi evaluación con los obtenidos en 
las evaluaciones externas (profesores, compañeros, 
etc.) 
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APPENDIX 7. Metacognitive-strategy use post-test for 
Communicate and Connect group. 
 
Nombre:…………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
1. Señala (√)  la frecuencia con la que realizas las siguientes acciones:  
 
     
  

1= Nunca   2= Casi nunca  3= Algunas veces      4= Generalmente    5= Siempre  

 
 
 
 
 

PARTE A 1 2 3 4 5 

1. He seleccionado previamente el contenido de las 
actividades para aprender inglés. 

     

2. He consultado los sistemas de ayuda (estrategias de 
aprendizaje, e-mail tutora, etc.) que me ofrecía la 
aplicación. 

     

3. He seleccionado los objetivos de aprendizaje con 
anterioridad a la actividad realizada en las diferentes 
sesiones. 

     

4. He seleccionado entre diferentes opciones de formato 
de materiales para cumplir los objetivos de 
aprendizaje. 

     

5. He investigado y seleccionado diferentes fuentes para 
poder obtener material (textos y actividades) para 
aprender inglés. 

     

6. Cuando un problema o una duda me ha bloqueado, lo 
he analizado y he pensado en una estrategia para 
enfrentarme a él. 

     

7. He revisado con antelación los contenidos incluidos en 
la aplicación para tener una idea de cómo están 
organizados, cuál es el contenido y cómo se relacionan 
con mis conocimientos de inglés. 

     

8. He organizado el diario de aprendizaje ofrecido en la 
aplicación antes de empezar a trabajar con él.  

     

9. He seleccionado algunos de los enlaces ofrecidos en 
la aplicación para elaborar mi propia propuesta de 
trabajo.  
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1= Nunca   2= Casi nunca  3= Algunas veces      4= Generalmente    5= Siempre  

 
 
 

PARTE B 1 2 3 4 5 

10. He prestado atención a mis errores en las 
actividades de inglés que he realizado en la 
aplicación. 

     

11. He anotado mis errores en el diario de aprendizaje 
para evitar repetirlos. 

     

12. He tenido en cuenta lo aprendido en esta experiencia 
y he recurrido a ello durante las diferentes sesiones 
de trabajo siempre que me ha hecho falta. 

     

13. He reflexionado sobre las actividades de aprendizaje 
que he realizado durante la experiencia. 

     

14. Durante las diferentes sesiones de esta experiencia 
he ido anotando en mi diario de aprendizaje las ideas 
y reflexiones que surgidas de las actividades que 
realizaba. 

     

15. He reorientado mis planes iniciales u objetivos 
iniciales durante esta experiencia de aprendizaje 
cuando lo he creído necesario. 

     

16. He solicitado ayuda a la propia aplicación (ayuda 
metodológica, tutora, etc.) cuando lo he requerido. 

     

17. He leído las notas de sesiones anteriores recogidas 
en mi diario de aprendizaje antes de iniciar una 
nueva sesión.   

     

18. He reorganizado los contenidos de mi diario de 
aprendizaje cuando lo he creído necesario. 
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1= Nunca   2= Casi nunca  3= Algunas veces      4= Generalmente    5= Siempre  

 
 
 
 

PARTE C 1 2 3 4 5 

19. Cuando he acabado una sesión he sintetizado las 
ideas principales derivadas de las actividades 
realizadas. 

     

20. Cuando he acabado una sesión he anotado en mi 
diario de aprendizaje las ideas principales derivadas 
de las actividades realizadas en la aplicación. 

     

21. Cuando he acabado una sesión he reflexionado 
sobre lo aprendido para obtener mis propias 
conclusiones  y he evaluado las actividades que he 
realizado en la aplicación.  

     

22. He evaluado las fuentes de obtención de materiales y 
de información (URLs, ayudas metodológicas, etc.) 
para aprender inglés que me ha proporcionado la 
aplicación.  

     

23. He apuntado en mi diario de aprendizaje las fuentes 
de materiales y de información (URLs, ayudas 
metodológicas, etc) que he considerado más 
interesantes para aprender inglés. 

     

24. He clasificado en mi diario de aprendizaje las fuentes 
de materiales y de información (URLs, ayudas 
metodológicas, etc) que he considerado más 
interesantes para aprender inglés. 

     

25. He marcado nuevos objetivos después de la 
evaluación del trabajo ya realizado. 

     

26. He apuntado en mi diario de aprendizaje los nuevos 
planes y objetivos de trabajo. 

     

27. He utilizado el diario de aprendizaje ofrecido por la 
aplicación en el que he recogido diferentes aspectos 
de mi proceso de aprendizaje (objetivos, materiales, 
reflexiones, etc.) durante esta experiencia. 

     

28. Acostumbro a tener un diario de aprendizaje en el 
que recojo diferentes aspectos de mi proceso de 
aprendizaje (objetivos, materiales, reflexiones, etc.) 
en otras asignaturas. 

     

29. Cuando he acabado una actividad la he evaluado y 
he comparado los resultados de mi evaluación con 
los obtenidos en las evaluaciones ofrecidas en la 
aplicación. 
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APPENDIX 8. Metacognitive-strategy use post-test for 
TADLA group. 
 
Nombre:…………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
 
1. Señala la frecuencia con la que realizas las siguientes acciones: 
 
 

1= Nunca   2= Casi nunca  3= Algunas veces      4= Generalmente    5= Siempre  

 

PARTE A 1 2 3 4 5 

1. He seleccionado previamente el contenido de las 
actividades para aprender inglés. 

     

2. He consultado los sistemas de ayuda (ayuda 
metodológica, e-mail tutora, etc.) que me ofrecía la 
aplicación. 

     

3. He seleccionado los objetivos de aprendizaje con 
anterioridad a la actividad realizada en las diferentes 
sesiones. 

     

4. He seleccionado entre diferentes opciones de formato 
de materiales para cumplir los objetivos de 
aprendizaje. 

     

5. He investigado y seleccionado diferentes fuentes para 
poder obtener material (textos y actividades) para 
aprender inglés. 

     

6. Cuando un problema o una duda me ha bloqueado, lo 
he analizado y he pensado en una estrategia para 
enfrentarme a él. 

     

7. He revisado con antelación los contenidos incluidos en 
la aplicación para tener una idea de cómo están 
organizados, y cómo se relaciona con mis 
conocimientos de inglés. 

     

8. He organizado el diario de aprendizaje ofrecido en la 
aplicación antes de trabajar con él. 

     

9. He seleccionado algunos de los enlaces ofrecidos en 
el banco de trabajo de la aplicación para elaborar mi 
propia propuesta de trabajo.  
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1= Nunca   2= Casi nunca  3= Algunas veces      4= Generalmente    5= Siempre  

 
 

 
 
 

PARTE B 1 2 3 4 5 

10. He prestado atención a mis errores en las 
actividades de inglés que he realizado en la 
aplicación. 

     

11. He anotado mis errores en el diario de aprendizaje 
para evitar repetirlos. 

     

12. He tenido en cuenta lo aprendido en esta experiencia 
y he recurrido a ello durante las diferentes sesiones 
de trabajo, siempre que me ha hecho falta.  

     

13. He reflexionado sobre las actividades de aprendizaje 
que he realizado durante la experiencia. 

     

14. Durante las diferentes sesiones de esta experiencia 
he ido anotando en mi diario de aprendizaje las ideas 
y reflexiones surgidas de las actividades que 
realizaba. 

     

15. He reorientado mis planes iniciales u objetivos 
iniciales durante esta experiencia de aprendizaje 
cuando lo he creído necesario. 

     

16. He solicitado ayuda a la propia aplicación (ayuda 
metodológica, tutora, etc.) cuando lo he requerido. 

     

17. He leído las notas de sesiones anteriores recogidas 
en mi diario de aprendizaje antes de iniciar una 
nueva sesión.   

     

18. He reorganizado los contenidos de mi diario de 
aprendizaje cuando lo he creído necesario. 
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1= Nunca   2= Casi nunca  3= Algunas veces      4= Generalmente    5= Siempre  

 
 
 
 

PARTE C 1 2 3 4 5 

19. Cuando he acabado una sesión he sintetizado las 
ideas principales derivadas de las actividades 
realizadas. 

     

20. Cuando he acabado una sesión he anotado en mi 
diario de aprendizaje las ideas principales derivadas 
de las actividades realizadas en la aplicación. 

     

21. Cuando he acabado una sesión he reflexionado 
sobre lo aprendido para obtener mis propias 
conclusiones  y he evaluado las actividades que he 
realizado en la aplicación.  

     

22. He evaluado las fuentes de obtención de materiales y 
de información (URLs, ayudas metodológicas, etc.) 
para aprender inglés que me ha proporcionado la 
aplicación.  

     

23. He apuntado en mi diario de aprendizaje las fuentes 
de materiales y de información (URLs , ayudas 
metodológicas, etc) que he considerado más 
interesantes para aprender inglés. 

     

24. He clasificado en mi diario de aprendizaje las fuentes 
de materiales y de información (URLs, ayudas 
metodológicas, etc) que he considerado más 
interesantes para aprender inglés. 

     

25. He marcado nuevos objetivos después de la 
evaluación del trabajo ya realizado. 

     

26. He apuntado en mi diario de aprendizaje los nuevos 
planes y objetivos de trabajo. 

     

27. He utilizado el diario de aprendizaje ofrecido por la 
aplicación en el que he recogido diferentes aspectos 
de mi proceso de aprendizaje (objetivos, materiales, 
reflexiones, etc.) durante esta experiencia. 

     

28. Acostumbro a tener un diario de aprendizaje en el 
que recojo diferentes aspectos de mi proceso de 
aprendizaje (objetivos, materiales, reflexiones, etc.) 
en otras asignaturas. 

     

29. Cuando he acabado una actividad la he evaluado y 
he comparado los resultados de mi evaluación con 
los obtenidos en las evaluaciones ofrecidas en la 
aplicación. 
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APPENDIX 9. Students’ evaluation questionnaire for 
Communicate and Connect. 
 
GRUPO 1 
NOMBRE:…………………………………………………………………………
…… 
 
 
1. Lee las siguientes afirmaciones e indica hasta que punto estás de acuerdo o en 
desacuerdo con cada una de ellas: 
 
A)  
 
1= Totalmente 

de acuerdo 
2= Bastante de 

acuerdo 
3= Depende 4= Bastante en 

desacuerdo 
5= Totalmente en 

desacuerdo 

 
 
 

  1 2 3 4 5 

1 El programa de aprendizaje era visualmente 
atractivo, ya que incluía buenas presentaciones y 
las pantallas, sonidos y fuentes eran agradables.   

     

2 El número de elementos multimedia incluidos en  
el programa de aprendizaje eran razonables en 
calidad y cantidad. 

     

3 La calidad del contenido, la estructura y la 
presentación del programa de aprendizaje era 
aceptable.  

     

4 El acceso a red estaba convenientemente 
presentado. 

     

5 El acceso a red estaba activo.      

6 Hubiera preferido tener una barra o mapa de 
navegación que me hubiera ayudado a saber en qué 
parte del programa estaba mientras trabajaba.  

     

7 Navegar por el programa de aprendizaje era fácil e 
intuitivo en general.  
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B)  

1= Totalmente 
de acuerdo 

2= Bastante de 
acuerdo 

3= Depende 4= Bastante en 
desacuerdo 

5= Totalmente en 
desacuerdo 

 

 

  1 2 3 4 5 

1 Las actividades eran demasiado largas.      

2 Aunque las actividades eran largas, no me ha 
importado porque eran interesantes.  

     

3 Hubiera estado más cómodo trabajando con 
actividades más cortas. 

     

 
 
C)  
 

1= Totalmente 
de acuerdo 

2= Bastante de 
acuerdo 

3= Depende 4= Bastante en 
desacuerdo 

5= Totalmente en 
desacuerdo 

 
 

  1 2  3  4 

 

5 

1 El nivel de dificultad de las actividades era el 
correcto. 

     

2 He tenido problemas al hacer las actividades 
debido al nivel de dificultad excesivamente alto 
para mí. 

     

3 El nivel de dificultad de las actividades era fácil.      
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D)  

1= Totalmente 
de acuerdo 

2= Bastante de 
acuerdo 

3= Depende 4= Bastante en 
desacuerdo 

5= Totalmente en 
desacuerdo 

 
 
 

  1 2 3 4 5 

1 He encontrado muy interesante el poder usar un 
cuaderno de notas integrado en el programa de 
aprendizaje.  

     

2 El cuaderno de notas me ha ayudado ha llevar más 
control sobre el trabajo hecho en las diferentes 
sesiones.  

     

3 El tener la posibilidad del cuaderno de notas ha 
hecho que tomara notas sobre los contenidos de las 
actividades que iba realizando. 

     

4 El cuaderno de notas me ha facilitado el tomar 
notas sobre las decisiones que iba tomando en las 
diferentes sesiones sobre el trabajo que realizaba, 
es decir, tomar decisiones sobre los objetivos 
planteados y el proceso seguido.  

     

5 Utilizar un cuaderno de notas no ha sido pérdida 
de tiempo. 

     

6 Me hubiera gustado haber tenido información 
acerca de cómo organizar e utilizar el cuaderno de 
trabajo.  

     

7 Me hubiera gustado poder haber tenido la 
posibilidad de crear mis propios documentos 
independientes y carpetas de trabajo en mi 
cuaderno de trabajo.  

     

8 Crear mis propios documentos independientes y 
carpetas de trabajo en mi diario de aprendizaje me 
hubiera ayudado a organizar mi cuaderno mejor. 

     

9 Usar un cuaderno de notas no ayuda en este tipo de 
programas.  
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E) 

1= Totalmente 
de acuerdo 

2= Bastante de 
acuerdo 

3= Depende 4= Bastante en 
desacuerdo 

5= Totalmente en 
desacuerdo 

 
 
  

  1 2 3 4 5 

1 He encontrado útil el tener información sobre 
como usar diferentes estrategias de aprendizaje. 

     

2 Me hubiera gustado que el programa de 
aprendizaje además de dar información sobre 
estrategias  ofreciera actividades que fomentaran el 
uso de  éstas. 

     

3 Cada vez que me ofrecían información sobre 
estrategias de aprendizaje la consultaba.  

     

 
F)  

1= Totalmente 
de acuerdo 

2= Bastante de 
acuerdo 

3= Depende 4= Bastante en 
desacuerdo 

5= Totalmente en 
desacuerdo 

 
 

  1 2 3 4 5 

1 He encontrado útil la posibilidad de tener un 
diccionario integrado en el programa de 
aprendizaje. 

     

2 Hubiera preferido que el diccionario ofreciera 
diferentes maneras de averiguar el significado 
de la palabra que buscaba, es decir por medio 
de imágenes, sonidos, etc.  

     

3 Hubiera preferido que el diccionario ofreciera 
más información sobre la palabra que buscaba, 
es decir, contextos donde puede parecer, 
diferentes usos, etc.   

     

4 Hubiera preferido tener una selección de 
diccionarios de red, para poder buscar aquellas 
palabras que no estaban incluidas en el 
diccionario que ofrecía el programa de 
aprendizaje.  
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5 He consultado la opción de diccionario varias 
veces.  

     

 
G)  

1= Totalmente 
de acuerdo 

2= Bastante de 
acuerdo 

3= Depende 4= Bastante en 
desacuerdo 

5= Totalmente en 
desacuerdo 

 
 

  1 2 3 4 5 

1 He encontrado muy útil el tener acceso a red 
desde el programa de aprendizaje.  

     

2 Me hubiera gustado tener acceso a una lista 
de recursos de red convenientemente 
clasificados y  relacionados con el contenido 
de las diferentes actividades propuestas en el 
programa de aprendizaje. 

     

3 Creo que el acceso a red no es necesario en 
este tipo de programas de aprendizaje de 
lenguas.   

     

4 El acceso a red proporcionado por el 
programa me ha hecho perder mucho tiempo. 

     

5 El acceso a red proporcionado por el 
programa me ha parecido suficiente. 

     

6 He utilizado el acceso a red varias veces.      
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H)  

1= Totalmente 
de acuerdo 

2= Bastante de 
acuerdo 

3= Depende 4= Bastante en 
desacuerdo 

5= Totalmente en 
desacuerdo 

 
 

  1 2 3 4 5 

1 Me ha gustado trabajar a mi propio ritmo.      

2 El tener varias posibilidades de elección 
constantemente me ha dificultado el trabajo. 

     

3  Hubiera preferido tener varias alternativas de 
trabajo organizadas según el nivel de dificultad 
para poder haber elegido. 

     

4  Hubiera preferido tener varias alternativas de 
trabajo organizadas por temática para poder 
haber elegido. 

     

5  Hubiera preferido haber tenido la oportunidad 
de cambiar mi plan de navegación durante la 
unidad de trabajo.  

     

6 La alternativa propuesta por el programa me ha 
parecido correcta. 

     

7  Hubiera preferido que el programa me hubiera 
propuesto una ruta por las unidades de trabajo 
según mis intereses.  

     

8 Hubiera preferido tener una única alternativa de 
trabajo. 
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I)  

1= Totalmente 
de acuerdo 

2= Bastante de 
acuerdo 

3= Depende 4= Bastante en 
desacuerdo 

5= Totalmente en 
desacuerdo 

 
 

  1 2 3 4 5 

1 Me ha gustado interactuar con el programa de 
aprendizaje mientras realizaba las actividades. 

     

2 Las interacciones provocadas por el programa 
han sido positivas para mi propio aprendizaje.  

     

3 Hubiera preferido que el programa fomentara la  
interacción con mis compañeros/as y mi 
profesora. 

     

4 Hubiera preferido que el programa me hubiera 
dejado interactuar más con los materiales que 
proponía.  

     

5 Hubiera preferido hacer una actividad en un 
contexto de clase sin ordenadores. 

     

6 Interactuar con el programa me ha hecho 
prestar más atención a lo que estaba haciendo  

     

 
 
 
J)  

1= Totalmente 
de acuerdo 

2= Bastante de 
acuerdo 

3= Depende 4= Bastante en 
desacuerdo 

5= Totalmente en 
desacuerdo 

 
 

  1 2 3 4 5 

1 Mientras hacía las actividades propuestas en 
este programa he sido consciente de estar 
empleando diferentes estrategias.  

     

2 Las actividades planteadas en el programa 
facilitaban el uso de diferentes estrategias.  
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K)  

1= Totalmente 
de acuerdo 

2= Bastante de 
acuerdo 

3= Depende 4= Bastante en 
desacuerdo 

5= Totalmente en 
desacuerdo 

 
 

  1 2 3 4 5 

1 He podido acceder a la ayuda proporcionada 
por el programa fácilmente. 

     

2 La ayuda proporcionada por el sistema ha sido 
correcta. 

     

3 Hubiera preferido que esta ayuda hubiera 
estado más visible en la pantalla.  

     

4 Hubiera preferido que la ayuda del sistema 
hubiera estado relacionada con los contenidos 
de cada actividad.  

     

5 Pienso que la ayuda que proporcionaba el 
sistema no era necesaria. 

     

6 Hubiera preferido tener a un/a profesor/a a mi 
lado en lugar de la ayuda del sistema.  

     

 
L)  

1= Totalmente 
de acuerdo 

2= Bastante de 
acuerdo 

3= Depende 4= Bastante en 
desacuerdo 

5= Totalmente en 
desacuerdo 

 
 

  1 2 3 4 5 

1 Las actividades me ayudaban a 
concentrarme en lo que estaba haciendo. 

     

2 No he prestado atención al tiempo que he 
trabajado en cada actividad. 

     

3 Me gustaría seguir trabajando con este 
tipo de programa durante el resto del 
curso. 

     

4 Creo que las sesiones de trabajo eran muy 
largas. 
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M)  

1= Totalmente 
de acuerdo 

2= Bastante de 
acuerdo 

3= Depende 4= Bastante en 
desacuerdo 

5= Totalmente en 
desacuerdo 

 
 

  1 2 3 4 5 

1 Me ha gustado trabajar individualmente en un 
ordenador. 

     

2 Hubiera preferido trabajar con un compañero 
en el mismo ordenador. 

     

3 Hubiera preferido que las actividades 
potenciaran el trabajo en pareja o en grupo 
aunque cada uno estuviera trabajando desde su 
propio ordenador.  

     

4 Me ha gustado tener mi propio ordenador para 
trabajar con este programa. 

     

 
N)  

1= Totalmente 
de acuerdo 

2= Bastante de 
acuerdo 

3= Depende 4= Bastante en 
desacuerdo 

5= Totalmente en 
desacuerdo 

 
 

  1 2 3 4 5 

1 El programa me ha ayudado a mejorar mi 
competencia lingüística. 

     

2 Me hubiera gustado que el programa hubiera 
ofrecido materiales reales para la mejora de la 
competencia lingüística. 

     

3 Las opciones multimedia (video, sonido) me 
han ayudado a mejorar mi competencia 
lingüística. 
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APPENDIX 10. Students’ evaluation questionnaire for 
TADLA. 
 
GRUPO 2 
NOMBRE:……………………………………………………………………… 
 
 
1. Lee las siguientes afirmaciones e indica hasta que punto estás de acuerdo o en 
desacuerdo con cada una de ellas: 
 
A)  
 
1= Totalmente 

de acuerdo 
2= Bastante de 

acuerdo 
3= Depende 4= Bastante en 

desacuerdo 
5= Totalmente en 

desacuerdo 

 
 
 
 

  1 2 3 4 5 

1 El programa de aprendizaje era visualmente 
atractivo, ya que incluía buenas 
presentaciones y las pantallas, sonidos y 
fuentes eran agradables.   

3 9 3 3 0 

2 El número de elementos multimedia incluidos 
en  el programa de aprendizaje eran 
razonables en calidad y cantidad. 

6 6 5 1 0 

3 La calidad del contenido, la estructura y la 
presentación del programa de aprendizaje era 
aceptable.  

6 6 5 1 0 

4 El acceso a red estaba convenientemente 
presentado. 

6 7 4 1 0 

5 Las direcciones de red estaban 
convenientemente presentadas y descritas. 

7 7 2+1= no 
lo he 

utilizado 

1 0 

6 Las direcciones de red recomendadas por la 
aplicación estaban activas. 

6 10 1 0 1 

7 La barra o mapa de navegación me ha 
ayudado a saber en qué parte del programa 
estaba mientras trabajaba.  

8 6 3 1 0 

8 Navegar por el programa de aprendizaje era 
fácil e intuitivo en general.  

9 6 1 2 0 
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B)  

1= Totalmente 
de acuerdo 

2= Bastante de 
acuerdo 

3= Depende 4= Bastante en 
desacuerdo 

5= Totalmente en 
desacuerdo 

 

 

  1 2 3 4 5 

1 Las actividades eran demasiado largas. 3 3 9 2 1 

2 Aunque las actividades eran largas, no me ha 
importado porque eran interesantes.  

3 4 10 1 0 

3 Hubiera estado más cómodo trabajando con 
actividades más cortas. 

5 6 5 1 1 

 
 
C)  
 

1= Totalmente 
de acuerdo 

2= Bastante de 
acuerdo 

3= Depende 4= Bastante en 
desacuerdo 

5= Totalmente en 
desacuerdo 

 
 

  1 2  3  4 

 

5 

1 El nivel de dificultad de las actividades era el 
correcto. 

2 11 5 0 0 

2 He tenido problemas al hacer las actividades 
debido al nivel de dificultad excesivamente alto 
para mí. 

2 2 4 9 1 

3 El nivel de dificultad de las actividades era fácil. 0 4 10 3 1 
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D)  

1= Totalmente 
de acuerdo 

2= Bastante de 
acuerdo 

3= Depende 4= Bastante en 
desacuerdo 

5= Totalmente en 
desacuerdo 

 
 
 

  1 2 3 4 5 

1 He encontrado muy interesante el poder usar un 
diario de aprendizaje  integrado en el programa de 
aprendizaje.  

1 13 3 1 0 

2 El diario de aprendizaje me ha ayudado ha llevar 
más control sobre el trabajo hecho en las 
diferentes sesiones.  

5 8 5 0 0 

3 El tener la posibilidad del diario de aprendizaje ha 
hecho que tomara notas sobre los contenidos de las 
actividades que iba realizando. 

6 8 3 1 0 

4 El diario de aprendizaje me ha facilitado el  tomar 
notas sobre las decisiones que iba tomando en las 
diferentes sesiones sobre el trabajo que realizaba, 
es decir, tomar decisiones sobre los objetivos 
planteados y el proceso seguido.  

3 9 5 1 0 

5 Utilizar un diario de aprendizaje no ha sido una 
pérdida de tiempo. 

5 9 2 2 0 

6 La información acerca de cómo organizar e 
utilizar el diario de aprendizaje ha sido de gran 
ayuda para plantearme el uso y manejo de mi 
diario de aprendizaje.  

4 9 4 0 1 

7 Me ha gustado crear mis propios documentos 
independientes y carpetas de trabajo en mi diario 
de aprendizaje. 

3 10 4 0 1 

8 Crear mis propios documentos independientes y 
carpetas de trabajo en mi diario de aprendizaje me 
ha ayudado para poder organizar mi diario como 
yo quería.  

6 9 3 0 0 

9 Usar diario de aprendizaje no ayuda en este tipo de 
programas.  

0 0 4 10 4 
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E) 

1= Totalmente 
de acuerdo 

2= Bastante de 
acuerdo 

3= Depende 4= Bastante en 
desacuerdo 

5= Totalmente en 
desacuerdo 

 
 
  

  1 2 3 4 5 

1 Me ha gustado que la aplicación ofreciera 
actividades que fomentaran el uso de estrategias de 
aprendizaje.  

2 14 2 0 0 

2 Me hubiera gustado que la aplicación ofreciera 
información directa sobre  las estrategias de 
aprendizaje. 

2 14 2   

 
 
F)  

1= Totalmente 
de acuerdo 

2= Bastante de 
acuerdo 

3= Depende 4= Bastante en 
desacuerdo 

5= Totalmente en 
desacuerdo 

 
 

  1 2 3 4 5 

1 He encontrado útil la posibilidad de tener un 
diccionario integrado en la aplicación. 

12 6 0 0 0 

2 He encontrado útil que el diccionario ofreciera 
diferentes maneras de averiguar el significado 
de la palabra que buscaba, es decir por medio 
de imágenes, sonidos, etc.  

10 7 1 0 0 

3 He encontrado útil que el diccionario ofreciera 
más información sobre la palabra que buscaba, 
es decir, contextos donde puede parecer, 
diferentes usos, etc.   

10 7 0 1 0 

4 He encontrado útil tener una selección de 
diccionarios de red, para poder buscar aquellas 
palabras que no estaban incluidas en el 
diccionario que ofrecía el programa de 
aprendizaje.  

11 6 1 0 0 

5 He consultado los diccionarios de red para 10 7 1 0 0 
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buscar palabras que no entendía en los 
diferentes textos. 

6 He consultado la opción de diccionario 
integrada en los diferentes textos.  

6 10 2 0 0 

 
G)  

1= Totalmente 
de acuerdo 

2= Bastante de 
acuerdo 

3= Depende 4= Bastante en 
desacuerdo 

5= Totalmente en 
desacuerdo 

 
 

  1 2 3 4 5 

1 He encontrado muy útil el tener enlaces a red 
desde la aplicación 

     

2 He encontrado útil tener acceso a una lista de 
recursos de red convenientemente clasificados 
y  relacionados con el contenido de las 
diferentes actividades propuestas en el 
programa de aprendizaje. 

     

3 Creo que el acceso a red no es necesario en 
este tipo de programas de aprendizaje de 
lenguas.   

     

4 Los enlaces a red proporcionados por el 
programa me han hecho perder mucho 
tiempo. 

     

5 Los enlaces a red proporcionados por el 
programa me han parecido suficientes. 

     

6 He utilizado los enlaces a red varias veces.      
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H)  

1= Totalmente 
de acuerdo 

2= Bastante de 
acuerdo 

3= Depende 4= Bastante en 
desacuerdo 

5= Totalmente en 
desacuerdo 

 
 

  1 2 3 4 5 

1 Me ha gustado trabajar a mi propio ritmo.      

2 El tener varias posibilidades de elección 
constantemente me ha dificultado el trabajo. 

     

3  Hubiera preferido tener varias alternativas de 
trabajo organizadas por temática para poder 
haber elegido. 

     

4 He encontrado útil tener la oportunidad de 
cambiar mi plan de navegación durante la 
unidad de trabajo.  

     

5 La alternativa propuesta por la aplicación me 
ha parecido correcta. 

     

6  Hubiera preferido que la aplicación me hubiera 
propuesto una ruta por las unidades de trabajo 
según mis intereses.  

     

7 Hubiera preferido tener una única alternativa de 
trabajo. 
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I)  

1= Totalmente 
de acuerdo 

2= Bastante de 
acuerdo 

3= Depende 4= Bastante en 
desacuerdo 

5= Totalmente en 
desacuerdo 

 
 

  1 2 3 4 5 

1 Me ha gustado interactuar con la aplicación 
mientras realizaba las actividades. 

     

2 Las interacciones provocadas por la aplicación 
han sido positivas para mi propio aprendizaje.  

     

3 Ha sido útil que la aplicación fomentara la 
interacción con mis compañeros/as y mi 
profesora. 

     

4 Ha sido útil poder interactuar con los materiales 
y decidir que parte del módulo o actividad 
quería hacer. 

     

5 Hubiera preferido que la aplicación me hubiera 
dejado interactuar más con los materiales que 
proponía.  

     

6 Hubiera preferido hacer una actividad en un 
contexto de clase sin ordenadores. 

     

7 Interactuar con la aplicación me ha hecho 
prestar más atención a lo que estaba haciendo  

     

 
 
J)  

1= Totalmente 
de acuerdo 

2= Bastante de 
acuerdo 

3= Depende 4= Bastante en 
desacuerdo 

5= Totalmente en 
desacuerdo 

 
 

  1 2 3 4 5 

1 Mientras hacía las actividades propuestas en 
esta aplicación he sido consciente de estar 
empleando diferentes estrategias.  

     

2 Las actividades planteadas en la aplicación      
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facilitaban el uso de diferentes estrategias.  

 
 

K)  

1= Totalmente 
de acuerdo 

2= Bastante de 
acuerdo 

3= Depende 4= Bastante en 
desacuerdo 

5= Totalmente en 
desacuerdo 

 
 

  1 2 3 4 5 

1 He encontrado útil la 
ayuda metodológica 
proporcionada por la 
aplicación. 

     

2 La ayuda metodológica me 
ha ayudado a tomar 
decisiones en situaciones 
concretas durante las 
sesiones de trabajo.  

     

3 Creo que la ayuda 
metodológica no era 
necesaria. 

     

4 Hubiera preferido la 
explicación de la profesora 
a la ayuda metodológica. 

     

5 Siempre que estaba 
activada he consultado la 
ayuda metodológica.  

     

6 La ayuda metodológica me 
ha ayudado a reorientar mi 
trabajo. 

     

7 La ayuda metodológica me 
ha hecho reflexionar sobre 
como trabajaba. 

     

8 La ayuda metodológica me 
ha hecho utilizar el diario 
de aprendizaje más a 
menudo. 
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L)  

1= Totalmente 
de acuerdo 

2= Bastante de 
acuerdo 

3= Depende 4= Bastante en 
desacuerdo 

5= Totalmente en 
desacuerdo 

 
 

  1 2 3 4 5 

1 Las actividades me ayudaban a 
concentrarme en lo que estaba haciendo. 

     

2 No he prestado atención al tiempo que he 
trabajado en cada actividad. 

     

3 Me gustaría seguir trabajando con este 
tipo de programa durante el resto del 
curso. 

     

4 Creo que las sesiones de trabajo eran muy 
largas. 

     

 
 
M)  

1= Totalmente 
de acuerdo 

2= Bastante de 
acuerdo 

3= Depende 4= Bastante en 
desacuerdo 

5= Totalmente en 
desacuerdo 

 
 

  1 2 3 4 5 

1 Me ha gustado trabajar individualmente en un 
ordenador. 

     

2 Hubiera preferido trabajar con un compañero 
en el mismo ordenador. 

     

3 Me ha gustado que las actividades potenciaran 
el trabajo en pareja cuando había que dialogar 
sobre alguna actividad en concreto aunque cada 
uno estuviera trabajando desde su propio 
ordenador.  

     

4 Me ha gustado tener mi propio ordenador para 
trabajar con esta aplicación. 
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N)  

1= Totalmente 
de acuerdo 

2= Bastante de 
acuerdo 

3= Depende 4= Bastante en 
desacuerdo 

5= Totalmente en 
desacuerdo 

 
 

  1 2 3 4 5 

1 El programa me ha ayudado a mejorar mi 
competencia en la comprensión lectora. 

     

2 Los materiales reales utilizados en la aplicación 
me han ayudado a mejorar mi comprensión 
lectora. 

     

3 Acceder a los textos en su formato original 
(p.ej. artículo de periódico The Times ) me ha 
ayudado a comprender mejor el texto.  

     

4 La estructura de las actividades me ha ayudado 
a mejorar mi comprensión lectora. 

     

5 Los recursos de red insertados en las diferentes 
actividades para dar más información ha 
facilitado mi comprensión del texto. 

     

6 Las opciones multimedia (video, sonido) me 
han ayudado a mejorar mi comprensión lectora. 
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APPENDIX 11. LMU’s interview. 
 
Interview 1 

Group 1 

Language learning package: Communicate and Connect  

Student:  LMU 

 

I= INTERVIEWER 

LMU= STUDENT 

 

 

(1) I: Bueno...en primer lugar me gustaría saber como te has sentido trabajando 

con   el ordenador. A gusto...a disgusto...incómoda... 

LMU: Estaba a gusto porque yo en casa trabajo diariamente con el ordenador, 

para buscar información en internet, escribo en ordenados… me apetece probar 

nuevos (5)programas, hablar con amigas, bajar películas en inglés… 

I: ¿Sabes de qué crees que era la investigación? 

LMU: Sobre nuevos métodos de aprendizaje del inglés, he sido consciente. 

I: ¿Ha cambiado tu percepción sobre el soporte hacia el aprendizaje del inglés?  

LMU: Claro, claro, el hecho de que por ejemplo un foro… que yo utilizo y me 

meto en (10)foros de música  en inglés, además, me sirve para dar clase… es 

muy bueno, y además tienes libertad para hacerlo cuando quieras. 

I: ¿Lo vas a seguir utilizando? 

LMU: Siempre que me den opciones los profesores… 

I: ¿Y si el profesor no las sugiere? 

(15)LMU: Si claro, yo seguiré. 

I: : Piensa ahora en los materiales que has utilizado en el colegio...en el 

instituto...en años anteriores...para aprender inglés. Y en los materiales que has 

utilizado ahora en esta práctica..y bueno también a lo largo del curso...Crees que 

ha cambiado tu..ha cambiado en algo la imagen que tu tienes..sobre los 

materiales para aprender inglés. 
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(20) LMU: Claro, antes necesitabas diccionario, libros, tenias ejercicios, cintas, 

películas… ahora es un campo abierto para mi.  

I: Sabes que el inglés en si mismo... ahora... es un buen instrumento para obtener 

información de todo tipo... ¿Crees que a partir de ahora te sentirías más cómodo 

buscando información sobre temas diferentes al aprendizaje del inglés... con 

páginas (25) web en inglés? 

LMU: Si, lo seguiré haciendo.   

I: ¿Puedes decir tres características de los materiales en papel que los hagan 

más atractivos? 

LMU: Te lo puedes llevar por ahí y no tengo ordenador portátil… los puedo 

llevar. 

(30) I: ¿Y tres de los materiales online que valores... No se trata de comparar… 

N i mejor ni peor. 

LMU: Te da más libertad es una extensión de su brazo y no cuesta nada ponerse a 

trabajar en caso de aprendizaje  

I: Crees que ha cambiado el papel de la profesora en este curso... ¿Te ha hecho 

ver el (35) papel del profesor de otra manera?... Cuando digo papel... me refiero 

a las cosas que hace el profesor cuando... está en clase: manda tarea para casa... 

el profesor explica ... corrige... 

LMU: Si, esto ha sido más interactivo… estás trabajando en tu propio ordenador 

y te van corrigiendo. En  clase si hay 40  personas el profesor no puede dedicarse 

a cada  (40)   persona… más personal… el profesor está más asequible te puede 

dar una reacción más personalizada… 

Alguna vez he pensado que el profesor no era necesario pero otras no he 

contestado, cosa de ordenador (no me va, no sé guardar) 

I: ¿Has sido consciente de que había un profesor detrás de las actividades? ¿Le 

has    (45)   puesto cara? 

LMU: No… no, todo el rato pensaba en Noelia. 

I: A partir de lo que se ha trabajado este año...la experiencia de este año..la 

última aplicación...el trabajo con el Moodle...las actividades con Internet que 

habéis hecho en clase ...¿Crees que ha cambiado tu percepción sobre el soporte 

para aprender inglés? 
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(50) LMU: Un profesor puede colgar apuntes… pero ella siempre hacía algo 

más.  

I: Piensa ahora  en la relación con tus compañeros durante estas tres últimas 

sesiones y antes de esta actividad, ¿Piensas que ha cambiado la relación con 

ellos...? 

LMU: No creo que favorezcan… no creo que cambien. El moodle si que puede 

hacer cambiar… puedo darme cuenta de que tengo algo en común con alguien por 

las pelis… 

(55)  Por internet la comunicación es más fácil… ahora puedes enviar tus trabajos 

por mail, es todo más rápido y fácil. 

I: Bueno pues ya está ...muchas gracias. 

LMU: De acuerdo. 
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APPENDIX 12. MVS’ interview. 
 

Interview 2 

Group 1 

Language learning package: Communicate and Connect  

Student:  MVS 

 

I= INTERVIEWER 

MVS= STUDENT 

 

 

(1)  I: Bueno...en primer lugar me gustaría saber como te has sentido en esta 

experiencia. A gusto...a disgusto...incómoda... 

MVS: ……………………………………………………… 

I: A partir de lo  que se ha  trabajado este año... la experiencia de este año.. la 

última (5)  aplicación... el trabajo con el Moodle...las actividades con Internet 

que habéis hecho en clase ...¿Crees que ha cambiado tu percepción sobre el 

soporte para aprender inglés? 

MVS: Es una buena actividad y hace que te guste entrar a formar parte de ello y 

dar tu opinión. Me parece una buena idea. Hace que nos relacionemos entre los 

compañeros. 

(10)  I: ¿Qué es lo que más te ha llamado la atención de estas actividades? 

MVS: Es más divertido utilizar un ordenador para hacerte un listening, como por 

ejemplo la comprensión lectora, es más atractivo utilizar el ordenador. 

I: ¿A qué te ayuda más estas actividades? 

MVS: Creo que te ayuda más a memorizar… como estas más divertido te 

esfuerzas más (15)  por ver donde puedes llegar por aprender. Te motiva más. 

I: Antes de esto, ¿utilizabas la red? 

MVS: Si, con Internet por ejemplo, antes de esto me bajaba alguna película en 

inglés, porque me parece que tiene muchas posibilidades… puedes utilizarlo con 

subtítulos, sin subtítulos… y eso es bueno para aprender………… Y también sé 

de algunos links que (20)  a lo largo de otros cursos nos han dado que ayudan a 
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estudiar otros tras de skill_gramática y pronunciación y tampoco he encontrado 

mucho porque tampoco sé de que fiarme porque eso es un poco… 

I: ¿Esta experiencia te ha servido para ver que cosas te pueden valer? 

MVS: Si, además incluso voy  a intentar buscar a ver que tipo de programa me 

puede (25)  ayudar a estudiar vocabulario… aunque sea algo muy aburrido. 

 

I: Veo que tu estabas muy motivada a utilizar antes de esto la red… 

MVS: Bueno, si a mi me gusta… 

Pero depende de las personas… a mi me gusta pero a mi compañero no le gustan 

los ordenadores. 

(30) I: Ahora, después de haber hecho el último experimento ¿has visto si puede 

haber otro tipo de uso de los materiales para aprender inglés?  

MVS: Creo que si puede ser útil… siempre que el programa se adapte… 

I: Para aprender inglés, ¿tu memorizas? 

MVS: A mi me gusta, me motiva una tarea divertida más que un listening en 

clase. 

(35)  I: Cuando te ponen un texto largo para comprender, que te ponen… un 

artículo real? 

MVS: La tendencia es que si es muy largo, no voy a entender nada, es aburrido. 

Sin embargo, cuando te paras a leerlo ves que no es difícil. 

I: ¿Qué cosas de las que has trabajado este año piensas que ayudan más a 

manejarse (40)  con textos largos? ¿ qué te ha dado más estrategias? 

MVS: No se 

I: ¿Qué cosas de las materias online te parecen más atractivas que las de en 

papel? 

MVS: Son más motivantes 

I: Crees que ha cambiado el papel de la profesora en este curso... ¿Te ha hecho 

ver el (45)  papel del profesor de otra manera?... Cuando digo papel... me refiero 

a las cosas que hace el profesor cuando... está en clase: manda tarea para 

casa...el profesor explica... corrige... 

MVS: Sí, porque cambia… se crea un espacio dónde todos nos comunicamos, 

acerca más al profesor y los alumnos. 
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(50)  I: Piensa ahora  en la relación con tus compañeros durante estas tres 

últimas sesiones y antes de esta actividad, ¿Piensas que ha cambiado la relación 

con ellos...? 

MVS: Eso me ha parecido… el defecto era que el material era muy individual… 

igual hay que enfocarlo de otra manera… hacerlo en conjunto… no se… 

I: ¿El profesor? 

(55)  MVS: Orientaba cómo utilizar el programa… la utilización era individual, 

trabajabas como tu querías. 

I: ¿Tú crees que tu capacidad ha mejorado? 

MVS: Si, el poder acceder a Internet y ver una película o leer algo motiva más 

que un libro. 

(60)   I: ¿Te ha ayudado este curso? 

MVS: Se nos iba dando pistas de dónde podemos sacar información… poco a 

poco me he hecho una lista y ya no se por dónde entrar pero creo que está bien, 

que en un momento así dijeran “aquí tienes una lista para que vosotros podáis 

trabajar gramática, vocabulario, lo que queráis”. 

(65)  I: ¿Para qué haría falta el profesor con tus recursos, materiales…? 

MVS: Como guía… tu tienes que trabajar algo y él te puede ayudar a  esto lo 

tienes bien, o mal… o te conviene trabajar otra cosa… 

I: ¿Con la utilización de las TIC, el profesor tiene que cambiar a la fuerza o 

depende del profesor? 

(70)  MVS: Depende… depende de la actividad que hagas...........!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

I: ¿El papel de Noelia? ¿Cuál ha sido como profesora? 

MVS: Me ha hecho valorar más estos programas… la relación con nosotros era 

más cercana… nos dejaba opinar. Más comunicativo. 

Yo creo que esto va a ir a más… por supuestísimo… 
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APPENDIX 13. RSM’s interview. 
 

Interview 3 

Group 1 

Language learning package: Communicate and Connect 

Student:  RSM 

 

I= INTERVIEWER 

RSM= STUDENT 

 

 

(1)  I: Bueno...en primer lugar me gustaría saber ¿cómo te has sentido 

emocionalmente en esta experiencia? 

RSM: Yo pienso que va muy bien para mejorar tu nivel de inglés. 

I:¿Cómo te has sentido? 

(5)  RSM: He estado muy a gusto, lo que pasa es que estábamos todas juntas y 

algunas hablaban y entonces no te dejaban trabajar bien. 

I: ¿Estabas relajada? 

RSM: No, porque no me podía concentrar y entonces no me relajaba… 

I: ¿No tenías inquietud por estar trabajando con los ordenadores…? 

(10)  RSM: No, tenía inquietud porque no podía avanzar lo que yo quería… 

I: Me imagino que después de todos los cuestionarios… todo lo que habéis 

hecho... te has dado cuenta de que la profesora estaba haciendo una 

investigación. ¿Te imaginas más o menos el tema? 

RSM: Me parece bien porque tu también aprendes… 

(15)  I: ¿Qué relación tenías previamente a esta experiencia con el soporte… con 

las TIC? 

RSM: No lo utilizo normalmente… había puntos en que… bueno creo que 

necesito un cursillo de informática… 

I: Internet, ¿la utilizas? 

(20)   RSM:  Si, pero poco… a veces…  

I: ¿Para qué? 

RSM: Para buscar información… 
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I: Y, ¿para aprender idiomas? 

RSM: Si, alguna vez he entrado en el CAL  

(25)  I: Con todo lo que se ha hecho,¿crees que ha cambiado tu percepción del 

soporte? 

RSM: Si 

I: ¿Te ha motivado? 

RSM: Si, te das cuenta de que hay mucha información y que a parte de buscar  

(30)   información si sabes buscar puedes encontrar cosas para aprender… 

I: ¿Piensas que lo vas a seguir utilizando? 

RSM: Si, ya que en general me parece muy útil. 

I: ¿Crees que ha cambiado en algo tu imagen de los materiales de aprendizaje de 

inglés, de lo que tu pensabas que se podía utilizar antes y ahora? 

(35)  RSM: Bueno, te das cuenta de que hay un montón de información como 

buscar ejercicios, frases… y bueno, porque vamos a mejor que esta muy bien. 

I: Dime los materiales que se te ocurran que se puedan utilizar  para aprender 

inglés. 

RSM: Ejercicios de gramática, vocabulario. 

I: Sabes que el inglés en si mismo... ahora... es un buen instrumento para obtener 

(40)   información de todo tipo... ¿Crees que a partir de ahora te sentirías más 

cómodo buscando información sobre temas diferentes al aprendizaje del inglés... 

con páginas web en inglés? 

RSM: Buscar información sobre Inglaterra… 

I: ¿Estas más a gusto, crees que te lanzarías? 

(45)   RSM: Si. 

I: ¿Me podrías decir alguna característica de los materiales con soporte online y 

en papel? 

RSM: No se me ocurre nada… 

I: Crees que ha cambiado el papel de la profesora en este curso...¿Te ha hecho 

ver el (50)  papel del profesor de otra manera.... Cuando digo papel... me refiero 

a las cosas que hace el profesor cuando... está en clase: manda tarea para 

casa...el profesor explica... corrige... 

RSM: Más pasiva, éramos nosotros los que trabajamos… delante del ordenador. 
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I: En esta actividad, ¿En qué crees que recae la responsabilidad del aprendizaje? 

(55)   RSM: En el alumno. 

I: ¿Y en clases tradicionales? 

RSM: Creo que también… 

 

I: ¿Has percibido la existencia de un profesor implícito detrás de las actividades? 

RSM: Si 

(60)   I: ¿Cómo lo describirías, cómo era…te lo imaginabas…? 

RSM: Eres consciente de que había alguien detrás… si… tenía la sensación de 

que había alguien… “prácticamente no hacía nada…” 

El profesor virtual dentro del programa: 

I: Piensa ahora  en la relación con tus compañeros durante estas tres últimas 

sesiones (65)   y antes de esta actividad, ¿Piensas que ha cambiado la relación 

con ellos...? 

RSM: Menos te relacionas… ya que te metes más en el ordenador. 
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APPENDIX 14. MNM’s interview. 
 

Interview 4 

Group 1 

Language learning package: Communicate and Connect 

Student: MNM 

 

I= INTERVIEWER 

MNM= STUDENT 

 

 

(1) I: Bueno...en primer lugar me gustaría saber como te has sentido en esta 

experiencia. A gusto...a disgusto...incómoda... 

MNM: Era interesante, creo que te concentras más… como estas tu solo en el 

ordenador no te distraes. 

(5)  No se… a mi me gustó mucho. 

I: ¿Habías pensado antes que alguien podía estar interesado en investigar tus 

procesos de aprendizaje? 

MNM: No, hasta ahora nunca habíamos hecho nada de esto. 

I: ¿Crees que merece la pena investigar como aprende la gente? 

(10)  MNM: Yo creo que si.  

I: ¿Ha cambiado la importancia que tu te darías a ti misma? 

CNM: Puede ser, no lo había pensado. 

I: Tu valoración del soporte informático para aprender idiomas, si lo habías 

utilizado antes… 

(15)  MNM: para aprender yo nunca lo había utilizado, el ordenador… 

simplemente para dar clases a niños, pero para mi… 

I: Diferencia con clic… actividades web guest 

MNM: nosotros tenemos para escuchar vídeos… los niños dibujar. 

I: ¿Crees que vas  a seguir utilizando esta propuesta? 

(20)  MNM:  Sí, creo que sí… porque aprendo más… le prestas más atención. Si 

me he dado cuenta que me concentro más y aprendo más. 

I: O sea, aprendes… porque te concentras más…  
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MNM: No sé, a lo mejor es porque estamos cansados de trabajar siempre con lo 

mismo, apenas labios…y al final nos saturamos, y si te lo pasas bien en una 

pantalla… es más (25)  llevadero…  

I: valora tres cosas que son positivas de utilizar este nuevo soporte.  

MNM: No sé, yo qué… 

Te concentras más, consecuentemente rindes más y aprendes más, se te pasa más 

rápido… no sé que más… es más entretenido.  

(30)  I: ¿Valorarías algo más del soporte papel… algo más tradicional? 

MNM: Hombre, también tiene su parte buena… me gusta cuando me pongo a 

estudiar… tener mis apuntes, tener mi libro… poder sacar la información 

enseguida… pero de vez en cuando va bien en lugar del libro el ordenador… 

I: O sea, que lo verías como complementario… 

(35)  MNM: Sí, las dos cosas estaría  bien, y claro así… 

I: Si tuvieras que elegir una, ¿cuál elegirías? 

MNM: El ordenador. 

I: En la última actividad que habéis hecho… 

Si en la red hay materiales para aprender inglés… aunque no sean para ello.¿ 

Crees (40)  que esta experiencia te ha permitido conocer estos materiales? 

MNM: No he entrado mucho en Internet, me he ceñido a utilizar el programa, 

pero si que por ejemplo pude entrar en periódicos inglés y eso… 

I: Eso ya lo sabías de antes… 

MNM: Ha sido nuevo… este año. 

(45)  I: ¿Y tu crees que ahora recurrirías más a este tipo de materiales para 

hacer un trabajo? 

MNM: Sí, yo creo que sí. 

I: En general, ¿tu antes tenías miedo a un texto largo en inglés…?  

MNM: No es que tuviera miedo pero es que… me parece aburrido y el soporte 

(50)  informático no me parece aburrido. 

I: ¿Piensas que puede influir la ayuda metodológica en la percepción de la 

actividad? 

MNM: ..Yo creo que sí. 
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I: ¿Qué cosas de la experiencia crees que te han ayudado más?¿Te han 

desbloqueado más?...¿Crees que has aprendido a gestionar información, 

localizar sitios? 

(55)  MNM: En realidad como no he entrado a los enlaces ni nada… no sé. 

Porque… como había que hacer unas actividades en el programa, supongo que la 

gente entraba porque terminaba rápido, pero yo no terminaba rápido y no me daba 

tiempo. 

 

I: Crees que ha cambiado el papel de la profesora en este curso... ¿Te ha hecho 

ver el papel del profesor de otra manera?... Cuando digo papel... me refiero a las 

cosas que (60)  hace el profesor cuando... está en clase: manda tarea para casa... 

el profesor explica... corrige... 

MNM: He percibido un cambio en el papel del profesor, sí… un gran cambio… 

Porque en 1º y 2º no tenían ordenador ni nada… Noelia esta muy pendiente… se 

preocupa mucho por hacer las actividades… o hacer un trabajo power point y no 

sé… 

(65)  I: ¿Tú crees que el uso del soporte influye influye en el papel del profesor? 

MNM: Creo que si… 

Facilita otro cambio de papel porque ella se ha preocupado de ponerlo… que los 

alumnos entren ahí… que escriban en inglés… 

El foro ha ayudado a que nos ayudemos mutuamente, ya que tu escribes una duda 

y otro (70)  compañero te contesta… concentrarte, estar solo trabajando, 

colaborar… 

I: Bueno pues ya esta... muchas gracias. 

MNM: De acuerdo. 
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APPENDIX 15. PRC’s interview. 
 

Interview 5 

Group 1 

Language learning package: Communicate and Connect 

Student:  PRC 

 

I= INTERVIEWER 

PRC= STUDENT 

 

 

(1) I: Bueno...en primer lugar me gustaría saber como te sentías emocionalmente 

durante la  experiencia.  

PRC: No, la verdad es que me sentía muy bien… porque se me ha pasado 

rápido… te metías en el programa y podías hacer lo que tu querías… me apetece 

(5) hacer un listening  pues te metías, ahora voy a hacer en ejercicio de 

gramática… uno de vocabulario… pues lo hacía. Siempre centrándote en el tema 

que tu querías trabajar… que tu querías hacer… no en el orden, no? No siempre 

gramática… no siempre vocabulario… con lo cual, la verdad es que se me pasa 

muy rápidamente. Bien,no… diferente. 

I: ¿Te has dado cuenta de que estaba haciendo una investigación? 

(10)  PRC: Si. 

I: ¿Sabes sobre qué? 

PRC: Algo relacionado con el aprendizaje de una lengua mediante la red… 

Internet.  

I: ¿Habías pensado antes que tu aprendizaje podía ser interesante para un 

investigador? ¿Podía ser objeto de investigación? 

(15)  PRC: Bueno si, porqué no… creo que si… no es una cosa que me ha 

sorprendido mucho. 

I: Y ahora que lo sabes con certeza,¿cómo te hace sentir? te sientes importante ... 

PRC: No… la verdad es que yo creo que lo sabíamos… creo que ha sido 

interesante. 
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I: Y ahora saberlo...te hace pensar que tu propio aprendizaje es importante para 

ti? 

(20)  PRC: ¿En qué sentido? 

I: Es decir, en cómo tu misma y tu manera de aprender es importante. 

 

PRC: Si… si… porque yo creo que… cada uno se tiene que adaptar a sus 

propiedades… creo que es muy importante el carácter de cada persona… 

Yo creo que deberías saber como acoplarte a tu carácter a tus posibilidades… y yo 

(25) creo que llegar podemos llegar todos, pero cada uno por un camino. A uno le 

dirán una palabra una vez y se la aprenderá y otros necesitarán tres textos para 

poder relacionarla… 

I: ¿Qué relación tenías antes con las TIC, Internet? ¿Los utilizabas? 

PRC:  Principalmente mail, messenger, eso principalmente…pero bueno… si 

(30)tenía que   buscar algún tipo de información también la buscaba… de 

hecho… alguna vez he entrado a algún programa de gramática para inglés… lo 

que pasa es que la verdad es que me ha gustado porque supongo que habrá 

buenos… por ejemplo… había unas veces que me metía en uno que hacía 

ejercicios de gramática… y me salía una palabra que no me sabia… o no tenía 

(35)bien… y no me daba la respuesta correcta… estaba mal y estaba   mal… 

bueno, al final me cansaba porque yo quiero que me digan cuál es la correcta, hay 

mil soluciones y si no la sé es que no la sé... y yo quiero saberla y me la aprendo. 

La verdad es que por ese aspecto no había tenido ninguna experiencia y bueno, 

pues pasaba…  

I: Veo que después de esta experiencia ha  cambiado tu percepción  para  (40) 

aprender   inglés. 

PRC: A ver… yo lo que he aprendido es que un idioma no te lo meten… te lo 

metes… entonces todas estas actividades lo que hacen es potenciar el estudio por 

ti misma… porque eres tu quién dice hasta aquí he llegado y hasta aquí voy a 

llegar… y no porque vayas a clase vas a saber más inglés, sabes?  Es decir, si no 

(45) aprendes vocabulario y no te  esfuerzas más en casa… tu, individualmente… 

no vas a…entonces yo he descubierto que es un buen método para hacer más 

ameno lo que para todos es más aburrido… ya que para todos es muy aburrido 
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ponerte al lado de un texto, no entender una palabra y con un diccionario 

buscarla… Es que al final, a la 5ª palabra dices, ya estoy cansada… con lo cual 

(50) ahí aprendes vocabulario en este tipo de programas de una  forma más 

amena… yo creo que se hace por eso.  

I: ¿Crees que vas a seguir utilizando este soporte aunque el profesor no te lo 

pida? 

PRC: Si, no veo porque no… aunque sea en casa que sepa… esta bien repasar… 

si que lo haría. 

I: Piensa ahora en los materiales que has utilizado en el colegio... en el instituto... 

en (55)  años anteriores... para aprender inglés. Y en los materiales que has 

utilizado ahora en esta práctica… y bueno también a lo largo del curso... Crees 

que ha cambiado en algo la imagen que tú tienes. Sobre los materiales para 

aprender inglés.  

PRC: Si, tal vez hayan cambiado… yo creo que somos conscientes de que existen 

pero tampoco me lo dicen… no sé que dirección es… pues paso… todo el mundo 

sabemos… (60)  por lo menos… lo que pasa es que no sabemos cuáles son los 

más buenos… los más apropiados… A mi  me había pasado, era malo y por eso 

pasaba, sin embargo éste era bueno… aunque le faltaban ejercicios de 

gramática… se te hacía corto… porque habían cortos… yo creo que es bueno que 

haya cambiado… que lo tienes que hacer… pero…  

(65)  Lo que más me ha gustado es que han sido temas que en un futuro te pueden 

hacer falta, incluso aunque estés en un beginner… pero son cosas que van a ser 

útiles… ya que la finalidad de aprender un idioma es saber utilizarlo. 

I: Sabes  que el inglés  en si mismo...ahora...es un buen instrumento para obtener 

información  de todo tipo... ¿Crees que a partir  de ahora te  sentirías más  

cómodo   (70)  buscando información sobre temas diferentes al aprendizaje del 

inglés...con páginas web en inglés? 

PRC: Miedo no tengo… tenía que hacer un essay y las busqué en inglés… creo 

que al final es más fácil… no por nada, sino porque si al final tienes que estudiar 

en inglés… 

Yo creo que… Miedo no… te encuentras más a gusto en tu idioma 

(75)  I: ¿Lo hacías antes? 
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PRC: Yo no. 

I: ¿Puedes decir tres características de los materiales en papel que los hagan 

más atractivos?  

PRC: Se puede subrayar, colorear, escribir en lápiz… 

 (80)  I: ¿y tres de los materiales online que valores? 

PRC: No sé, lo anterior no se puede hacer en el ordenador… nosotros no estamos 

acostumbrados 

Más amenos los materiales online… por ejemplo lo que más me gusto de este 

programa es que tenía un ejercicio, y en la página del ejercicio un diccionario… 

por ejemplo… me (85)  encantó… es más ameno… no entiendo, voy a verlo… 

en tu material papel necesitas otra hoja… aquí lo tienes todo en una pantalla… 

desde la pantalla puedes acceder a todo. 

 

I: Crees que ha cambiado el papel de la profesora en este curso... ¿Te ha hecho 

ver el papel del profesor de otra manera?... Cuando digo papel... me refiero a las 

cosas que (90)  hace el profesor cuando... está en clase: manda tarea para casa... 

el profesor explica ... corrige... 

PRC: No debo compararlo… cambia muchísimo… las tareas… es difícil… 

I: Detrás de una actividad hay un profesor,¿has detectado a ese profesor? 

PRC: Si, quizá porque… había una cosa que me gustó mucho y era que cuando 

fallabas (95)  o acertabas el te explicaba porqué… eso te ayuda a saber un poco, 

“mira lo tienes bien o mal por eso, por esto…” 

I: ¿Pusiste cara? 

PRC: No, pues no… te diría que un hombre… por la voz del hombre  

I: Piensa ahora  en la relación con tus compañeros durante estas tres últimas 

sesiones (100)  y antes de esta actividad, ¿Piensas que ha cambiado la relación 

con ellos...? 

PRC: Si, vamos a ver… demasiado no es bueno, trabajar siempre delante de una 

pantalla de ordenados no es bueno… 

I: Trabajando, ¿comentabas con tus compañeros? 
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PRC: Sólo cuestiones de navegación… cada vez que te metias en el programa… 

Pero (105)  yo creo que también es bonito hablar con tus compañeros… Un poco 

de todo… 

I: ¿Hay algún cambio fundamental de la TIC en el aprendizaje en relación con 

teacher or student? 

PRC: No creo que fuera bueno todo el curso… puntual si… la interacción con el 

profesor es esencial y con los compañeros también… y si hay un buen ambiente 

mejor, (110)  y si somos grupos reducidos… A la hora de practicar gramática un 

ordenador puede ser  que te sea suficiente pero a la hora de un speaking te sientes 

más cómoda porque el profesor te corrige… No una cosa sin la otra… un popurri 

hace que las cosas sean mejor. 

I: Bueno pues ya está...muchas gracias. 

(115)  CCM: De acuerdo. 
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APPENDIX16. AGA’s interview. 
 

Interview 6 

Group 2 

Language learning package: TADLA 

Student:  AGA 

 

I= INTERVIEWER 

AGA= STUDENT 

 

 

(1)  I: Bueno...en primer lugar me gustaría saber como te has sentido en esta 

experiencia. A gusto...a disgusto...incómodo... 

AGA: Pues ...a gusto porque era...una experiencia nueva y era con los 

ordenadores que hoy en día se utilizan mucho.. 

I: y tú? Los utilizas mucho?? 

(5)  AGA: Yo si.. 

I: ¿Para qué lo has utilizado? 

AGA: Eh...para chatear (se ríe) no..para hacer trabajos también..y el correo 

electrónico también ... 

I: Habías utilizado antes Internet para aprender idiomas? Para aprender inglés? 

(10)  AGA: no...suelo...pero sé que hay páginas muy buenas .. 

I: A partir de lo que se ha trabajado este año...la experiencia de este año..la 

última aplicación...el trabajo con el Moodle...las actividades con Internet que 

habéis hecho en clase ...¿Crees que ha cambiado tu percepción sobre el soporte 

para aprender inglés?  

AGA: mmm 

(15)  I: Crees que te sientes más motivado, menos motivado... al 

utilizar..documentos para aprender inglés? 

AGA: Si. Más motivado 

I: Vas a seguir utilizando por tu cuenta ...aunque el profesor no te lo pida ... 

AGA:  Igual...no sé (se ríe). 

(20)  I: En principio te lo tiene que pedir el profesor, no? 
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AGA: Hombre en principio sí...porque yo ..por ahora..por mi propio ...no. 

I: Pero el hecho de haber visto que se podía hacer una actividad en Internet te 

hace el pensar... 

AGA: Bueno si...espero continuar haciendo ejercicios así por Internet... 

(25)  I: Me imagino que después de todos los cuestionarios..todo lo que habéis 

hecho ...te has dado cuenta de que la profesora estaba haciendo una 

investigación .. 

AGA: si...(se ríe) ...No pero me parece bien  

I: El tema de la investigación ...cuál crees que es? Lo intuyes ...qué puede estar 

investigando? 

(30)  AGA: Eh...El uso de las tecnologías aplicadas a la metodología de la 

enseñanza de una lengua como la del inglés ...por ejemplo... 

I: Perfecto ..perfecto.. ¿Habías pensado antes que tu aprendizaje podía ser 

interesante para un investigador? ¿Podía ser objeto de investigación? 

AGA: Nunca me había planteado la idea pero...ahora ya ... 

(35)  I: Y ahora que lo sabes cómo hace sentirte ...Incómodo...te sientes 

importante ... 

AGA: Me siento..pues ..bien porque de alguna manera le he ayudado a 

su...proyecto.. 

I: ¿Te ha ayudado a ti para tu aprendizaje? Todo lo que habéis estado 

haciendo...los cuestionarios ..imagino que los cuestionarios te habrán obligado a 

reflexionar ... 

AGA: Si mucho.. 

(40)  I: Crees que esa reflexión te ha ayudado a ti ahora.. 

AGA: Si, porque ...me conozco más como...mi método de aprendizaje.. 

I: Piensa ahora en los materiales que has utilizado en el colegio...en el 

instituto...en años anteriores...para aprender inglés. Y en los materiales que has 

utilizado ahora en esta práctica..y bueno también a lo largo del curso...Crees que 

ha cambiado tu..ha 

(45)  cambiado en algo la imagen que tu tienes..sobre los materiales para 

aprender inglés. 

AGA: Pues que han evolucionado... 

I: ¿En qué sentido? 
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AGA: Eh...Ahora se hace más entretenido que antes ... 

(50)  I: Más entretenido por el soporte...por encontrártelos en Internet? 

AGA: si puede ser ... 

I: ¿Por algo más? ...o ¿sólo por el medio? Has detectado alguna cosa diferente 

que encontrabas en el medio ...en programas de ordenador en Internet que no 

encontrabas en los libros? 

(55)  AGA: No sé ...en los libros 

I: ¿Me podrías decir tipo de materiales que podemos encontrar en Internet para 

aprender inglés?  

AGA:...Mmm 

I: Aunque no los hayas utilizado..pero que sepas que están..o te imaginas. 

(60)  AGA: Ejercicios de todo tipo ...de gramática de vocabulario..y con dibujos 

y también con videos ...y  

I: Una última pregunta sobre materiales...los profesores de lenguas utilizamos  

materiales que os pueden servir para aprender la lengua ..en este caso el inglés. 

Pero sabéis que el inglés en concreto ...ahora ...es un buen instrumento para 

obtener 

(65)  información  de todo tipo...¿Crees que a partir de ahora te sentirías más 

cómodo buscando información sobre temas diferentes al aprendizaje del 

inglés...con páginas web en inglés? 

AGA: Buscar? 

I: Buscar…información sobre algo que no tenga que ver con el aprendizaje de 

(70)  inglés...como por ejemplo ...información para una asignatura que tenéis 

sobre historia del pensamiento europeo..que no tiene una relación directa con tus 

estudios de filología inglesa ..entonces esa asignatura me imagino que la 

imparten en castellano o la imparten en catalán...entonces buscar información de 

esa asignatura en inglés ... 

AGA: Bueno si se da en castellano...bueno pero a lo mejor en inglés puedes 

encontrar (75)  más cosas..porque Internet.. 

I: ¿Crees que te lanzarías a buscar páginas en inglés? 

AGA: Igual... 
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I: ¿Te ha ayudado en algo la actividad que habéis hecho? ¿Hay algo en la 

actividad que te haya hecho pensar? ...bueno  pues...que después de haber hecho 

las actividades (80)  has sentido que ahora podrías entender cualquier texto ... 

AGA: Si eso sí...Podría aplicar lo que he hecho a otros textos... 

I: Puedes decir tres características de los materiales en línea  que los hagan 

atractivos y tres de los materiales en soporte papel que los hagan atractivos...No 

se trata de comparar..Ni mejor no peor.. 

(85)  AGA: Mmmm....eh...no sé …online…son más divertidos…más ameno... 

I: Piensa  todo lo que habéis hecho durante el curso y en la última actividad la 

aplicación...¿Te ha hecho ver el papel del profesor de otra manera?... 

AGA: Mmmm 

I: Cuando digo papel... me refiero a las cosas que hace el profesor cuando ...está 

(90)en clase: manda tarea para casa ...el profesor explica ...corrige... 

AGA: Dependes menos de él ...cuando utilizas aplicaciones online....pero no es 

porque el profesor no controle a sus alumnos...sino porque el soporte online 

facilita mejor la metodología de dar clase. 

I: En toda actividad se puede decir que hay un profesor implícito...en cada 

actividad de (95)c aprendizaje ...el profesor que ha creado esa actividad y que 

está pensando en el estudiante.¿Cómo has percibido en esta actividad al profesor 

implícito? ¿Lo has percibido? ¿Te has dado cuenta ..has sido consciente de que 

había un profesor implícito detrás de esa aplicación? 

AGA: si...si..si.. 

(100)I: Cómo lo describirías ..al profesor virtual ...qué rasgos destacarías... 

AGA: No sé... 

I: Era duro...era afable... 

AGA: afable... 

I: Piensa ahora  a lo largo del año la relación con tu compañeros...la relación 

que (105) habéis establecido en el foro...con el chat...con los e-mails...¿Qué 

papel han jugado tus compañeros a lo largo del curso? 

AGA: Nos hemos conocido más ...a través de los foros del Moodle. 

I: ¿Más que si no lo hubierais tenido? 

AGA: si..si  
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(110)I: Bueno pues ya está ...muchas gracias. 

AGA: Vale...adiós. 
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APPENDIX 17. DGM’s interview. 
 

Interview 7 

Group 2 

Language learning package: TADLA 

Student:  DGM 

 

I= INTERVIEWER 

DGM= STUDENT 

 

 

(0)  I: Bueno...en primer lugar me gustaría saber como te has sentido en esta 

experiencia. A gusto...a disgusto...incómoda... 

DGM: No hombre ...me ha gustado ...lo que pasa es que vamos a empezar con los 

exámenes..y bueno tanto trabajo ...pero lo que es la actividad me ha gustado ...y es 

que la verdad nunca había hecho nada en ordenador..entonces...pues si diferente 

..pues me (5  )ha gustado. 

I: ¿ Ha estado bien? 

DGM: Si ha estado bien...si con la gente y con los profesores que han estado... 

I: Me imagino que después de todos los cuestionarios..todo lo que habéis hecho 

...te has dado cuenta de que la profesora estaba haciendo una investigación .. 

(10)  DGM: Si...  

I: ¿Sabes sobre qué? 

DGM: Exactamente no...supongo que ...bueno no sé ...Ella está metido mucho 

con lo de Internet...con los ordenadores...entonces me imagino que...como se 

aprende inglés con el ordenador. 

(15) I: Muy bien ¿Habías pensado antes que tu aprendizaje podía ser interesante 

para un investigador? ¿Podía ser objeto de investigación? 

DGM: No...no 

I: Y ahora saber que esto es posible ¿cómo hace sentirte? ...Incómodo...te sientes 

importante ... 

(20) DGM: Bueno si sirve para cosas ...pues adelante. Bueno me siento como 

todos los demás porque todos han participado.  
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I: ¿Pensarás ahora en lo importante que tú eres para tu propio aprendizaje? 

Todo lo que habéis estado haciendo...los cuestionarios ..imagino que los 

cuestionarios te habrán obligado a reflexionar ... 

(25) DGM:  Si la verdad es que mucho...Pues...hombre a ver...si exacto como tú 

mejor aprendes...cómo tú te sientes ...porque cada uno es de una manera...y a cada 

uno le gustan unas cosas..por ejemplo haciendo estas actividades me ha 

gustado...hay cosas que me gustan más...de lo que me han puesto ahí...y hay otras 

cosas pues que no...pero...bueno..la vida está llena de sorpresas...y hay cosas que 

no te gustan y las (30) tienes que hacer..pero si que [me ha gustado] (por 

movimiento con la cabeza). 

I: Te ha ayudado esto a plantearte tu criterio de selección de qué es lo que 

quieres y cómo lo quieres.  

DGM: Si, si, si... 

I: ¿Qué relación tenías anteriormente con Internet? ¿La habías utilizador para  

(35) aprender idiomas? 

DGM: Bueno, hablar por el Messenger, bajar música por Internet, el 

correo...mmm...buscar información para trabajos...pero actividades en particular 

hacer...nada...si acaso utilizar información si... 

I: ¿Utilizar el corrector...el diccionario online? 

(40) DGM: No, soy de diccionario en papel...  

I: A partir de lo que se ha trabajado este año...la experiencia de este año..la 

última aplicación...el trabajo con el Moodle...las actividades con Internet que 

habéis hecho en clase ...¿Crees que ha cambiado tu percepción sobre el soporte 

para aprender inglés? 

DGM: Bueno me ha hecho saber que siempre tienes el ordenador para hacer 

cosas...que (45) no tienes un papel..que te dicen vamos a hacer ejercicios de 

vocabulario y gramática ...que en el ordenador puedes hacer otras mil cosas que te 

ofrecen..¿sabes?..lo que ha hecho Noelia, por ejemplo con el Moodle ...que puso 

un chat en inglés un forum para hablar en inglés...cosas que yo nunca lo había 

pensado realmente...no es algo que viera por ahí..y luego los ejercicios pues 

también...soy muy tradicional y el ordenador y (50) yo..¿sabes?..me cuesta. 

I: Vas a seguir utilizando por tu cuenta ...aunque el profesor no te lo pida ... 
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DGM: No todos lo días ...no siempre ...pero como un recurso. 

I: Piensa ahora en los materiales que has utilizado en el colegio...en el 

instituto...en años anteriores...para aprender inglés. Y en los materiales que has 

utilizado ahora en (55) esta práctica..y bueno también a lo largo del 

curso...Crees que ha cambiado tu..ha cambiado en algo la imagen que tu 

tienes..sobre los materiales para aprender inglés. 

S: Hombre lo que yo siempre he usado ...es que en verdad prácticamente ha sido 

lo mismo...es decir listenings en casettes ...quitando lo que son ejercicios en 

ordenador...listenings, películas...ver reportajes en inglés...de vocabulario, de  

(60) gramática...para mí ha sido lo mismo hasta ahora. En la escuela oficial e 

incluso aquí si acaso...hablas de cosas que ..bueno de hechos reales...y luego el 

ordenador...que nunca lo he usado en mi vida...hasta ..Pero por lo demás... 

I: ¿Me podrías decir tipo de materiales que podemos encontrar en Internet por 

ejemplo?  

(65) DGM: ...¿En qué sentido? 

I: Para aprender inglés por ejemplo.  

DGM: Diccionarios, puedes encontrar noticias, de todo tipo deportes, muchas 

cosas que puedes sacar ..vocabulario nuevo que se habla hoy en día en el 

Inglaterra de hoy o en EEUU. Puedes encontrar libros online. Podemos 

encontrarlo todo realmente...lo que (70) pasa es que para mi es más cómodo el 

papel...  

I: Puedes decir tres características de los materiales en papel  que los hagan más 

atractivos?  

DGM: ...¿En papel? Que lo puedo tocar, que no me duelen los ojos y que puedo 

sentarme tranquilamente y no me canso delante de un ordenador. 

(75)I: ¿y tres de los materiales online que valores...No se trata de comparar..Ni 

mejor no peor. 

DGM: Pues que siempre vas a tener mucha información..o sea abres un página y 

abrirás una ..otra y otra..y podrás obtener información de todo tipo ...Luego 

imágenes todo tipo también ...en un libro tendrás unas determinadas...pero en 

Internet te saldrá una detrás (80) de otra...es que hay mucho ...hay mucho... 
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I: Una última pregunta sobre materiales...los profesores de lenguas utilizamos  

materiales que os pueden servir para aprender la lengua ..en este caso el inglés. 

Pero sabéis que el inglés en concreto ...ahora ...es un buen instrumento para 

obtener información  de todo tipo...¿Crees que a partir de ahora te sentirías más 

cómodo (85)buscando información sobre temas diferentes al aprendizaje del 

inglés...con páginas web en inglés para otras cosas ? 

DGM: Si ..de hecho las he buscado...No he hecho nunca ejercicios...pero he 

buscado páginas en inglés de grupos de música que me gustan ...de hecho muchos 

son ingleses...bueno por ejemplo si tengo que hacer una redacción me voy 

directamente a una página en inglés..porque si la tengo que hacer en inglés no me 

sirve hacerlo en (90)castellano porque luego para traducir es una tontería...es lo 

mismo que hago en francés...me voy a páginas directamente en francés...  

I: Crees que ha cambiado el papel de la profesora por todo lo que habéis hecho 

durante el curso y en la última actividad la aplicación...¿Te ha hecho ver el papel 

del profesor de otra manera?... Cuando digo papel... me refiero a las cosas que 

hace el (95) profesor cuando ...está en clase: manda tarea para casa ...el 

profesor explica ...corrige... 

DGM: Hombre realmente Noelia ha sido la única profesora que ha cambiado un 

poco...es decir a eso te refieres no? 

I: Bueno en este caso Noelia cuando os ha planteado esta actividad. Es decir las 

tareas (100) que tiene adjudicadas como profesora... 

DGM: No ...yo creo que ha seguido en la línea de los profesores en cuanto a las 

tareas. 

I: ¿Incluso en las sesiones de ordenador? 

DGM: Ah..no claro ...absolutamente nada que ver...cada uno a trabajado a su 

ritmo..o sea siguiendo unos pasos que cada uno ha seguido a su ritmo...sus papeles 

han (105)cambiado totalmente. 

I: En toda actividad se puede decir que hay un profesor implícito...en cada 

actividad de aprendizaje ...el profesor que ha creado esa actividad y que está 

pensando en el estudiante.¿Cómo has percibido en esta actividad al profesor 

implícito? ¿Lo has percibido? ¿Te has dado cuenta ..has sido consciente de que 

había un profesor (110)implícito detrás de esa aplicación? 
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DGM: No...no sé. No me lo he planteado... 

I: Piensa ahora  en la relación con tus compañeros durante estas tres últimas 

sesiones, ¿Piensas que ha cambiado la relación con ellos...? 

(115) estás tú...Porque en una clase...tú hablas cara a cara con el compañero...y 

con los ordenadores tú estás con tu ordenador. No vas a molestar a nadie ...No 

cambia la relación ...ni a mejor ni a peor... 

I: Bueno pues ya está ...muchas gracias. 

DGM: ¿Ya está?...Pues vale. 
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APPENDIX 18. RRG’s interview. 
 

Interview 8 

Group 2 

Language learning package: TADLA 

Student:  RRG 

 

I= INTERVIEWER 

RRG= STUDENT 

 

 

(0) I: Bueno...en primer lugar me gustaría saber como te has sentido en esta 

experiencia. A gusto...a disgusto...incómoda... 

RRG: Pues bien. Me he sentido muy bien. No sé me ha gustado bastante. Estaba 

allí ...como trabajabas tú  a lo tuyo y no...había nadie que te fuera controlando ni 

que te (5)fuera...Me he sentido muy a gusto. 

I: ¿No has tenido la sensación de estar en clase de inglés? 

RRG: No, no que va ...me parece una forma muy práctica de aprender..porque un 

persona que sabe manejar un ordenador más o menos se siente muy a gusto con 

este tipo de cosas... 

(10) I: Me imagino que después de todos los cuestionarios..todo lo que habéis 

hecho ...te has dado cuenta de que la profesora estaba haciendo una 

investigación .. 

RRG: Si...  

I: ¿Sabes sobre qué? 

RRG: Me imagino que sobre las técnicas de aprendizaje en internet...más que 

nada por (15) algunas preguntas que habían en el test... 

I: Muy bien, sobre los procesos de aprendizaje del inglés con tecnologías 

¿Habías pensado antes que tu aprendizaje podía ser interesante para un 

investigador? ¿Podía ser objeto de investigación? 

RRG: Si. 

(20) I: Y ahora saber que esto es posible ¿cómo hace sentirte? ...Incómodo...te 

sientes importante ... 
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RRG: No, en ningún momento me he sentido molesta. De hecho ha sido muy 

curioso porque yo soy monitora en un grupo de niños, en un grupo de 

scouts...¿vale? y  a parte doy unos cursos de los monitores que entran nuevos 

...entonces es muy raro..porque a (25) través de lo que esas personas me explican 

a mi ...yo hago un análisis de lo que saco para el año siguiente...entonces es más o 

menos lo mismo...Se están fijando en lo que tú haces y dejas de 

hacer...¿sabes?...es mucho más intensivo ...Es decir lo que yo siempre he hecho lo 

han hecho ahora conmigo...Me gusta ...de hecho son cosas que me interesan 

mucho ...hacer proyectos ..hacer investigación...es que me parecen super 

(30)interesantes... 

I: ¿Pensarás ahora en lo importante que tú eres para tu propio aprendizaje? 

Todo lo que habéis estado haciendo...los cuestionarios ..imagino que los 

cuestionarios te habrán obligado a reflexionar ... 

RRG:  Si...si está claro. Aparte con estos proyectos y estos estudios también se 

está (35)mejorando la calidad de la enseñanza..o sea que...que...me parece 

fenomenal ...y si lo hicieran todos sería ya ....Ir cambiando cosas...porque la cosa 

va cambiando...y se puede avanzar con la enseñanza... 

I: ¿Qué relación tenías anteriormente con las tecnologías? ¿Para qué las habías 

utilizado? 

(40)RRG: Bueno dos años de informática...No y aparte tengo ordenador en 

casa..pues lo típico el correo electrónico, el Messenger...pues si tienes que buscar 

algo..bajarte música. 

I: ¿Lo habías utilizado para aprender inglés?  

RRG: Eh...no. 

(45)I: A partir de lo que se ha trabajado este año...la experiencia de este año..la 

última aplicación...el trabajo con el Moodle...las actividades con Internet que 

habéis hecho en clase ...¿Crees que ha cambiado tu percepción sobre el soporte 

para aprender inglés? 

RRG: Si , si de hecho el año pasado una profesora de alemán me lo comentó...me 

dijo que estaba interesada en hacer una cosa muy similar ...y cuando Noelia 

comentó que iba (50) a hacer esto y tal...me pareció superinteresante...es ..es que 

te saca totalmente de la rutina habitual..de la clase de inglés..siempre has estado 
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acostumbrado a estar sentado en la  clase y que te vayan diciendo...y a través de 

esto...es..es diferente. 

I: Vas a seguir utilizando por tu cuenta ...aunque el profesor no te lo pida ... 

RRG: Espero...si. 

(55) I: Piensa ahora en los materiales que has utilizado en el colegio...en el 

instituto...en años anteriores...para aprender inglés. Y en los materiales que has 

utilizado ahora en esta práctica..y bueno también a lo largo del curso...Crees que 

ha cambiado tu..ha cambiado en algo la imagen que tu tienes..sobre los materiales 

para a  

(60) RRG: No es que haya cambiado mi percepción sobre los materiales sino que 

veo que de esta manera tienes muchos materiales en uno...ti cuando lo haces 

escrito..puedes hacer lo mismo escrito...pero no tendrás por ejemplo los ejercicios 

de unir con flechas por ejemplo...y sabías si estaba bien o mal y luego tenías un 

problema de vocabulario y tenías los diccionarios online que podías mirar en 

cualquier momento...Lo que aquí (65) haces en media hora en manual te cuesta 

dos horas...es mucho más rápido porque lo tienes todo en uno.  

I: ¿Me podrías decir tipo de materiales que podemos encontrar en Internet para 

aprender inglés?  

RRG: ...¿Para aprender inglés? Pues yo creo que todo tipo de artículos de todas 

las (70) revistas que hay...y los periódicos que publican online..bueno yo para 

mis niños pues busco actividades por internet...y me he encontrado bastantes 

páginas que tienen actividades y ejercicios lo que no me he parado a mirar 

ninguna...pero si que he encontrado bastantes..y creo que si me centrara más 

habría muchas más cosas...y muchos estudios y proyectos que la gente tiene 

colgado.... 

(75) I: Sabes que el inglés en concreto ...ahora ...es un buen instrumento para 

obtener información  de todo tipo...¿Crees que a partir de ahora te sentirías más 

cómodo buscando información sobre temas diferentes al aprendizaje del 

inglés...con páginas web en inglés? 

RRG: Si de hecho ya la hago...normalmente cuando ves que algo no sale ..lo 

pones en (80) inglés a ver si sale...y entonces suele salir. Y como puedes traducir 
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las páginas ..es decir tienes más facilidad que otra persona que no sepa tanto 

inglés... 

I: Puedes decir tres características de los materiales en papel  que los hagan más 

atractivos?  

RRG: ..Los materiales en papel...te fijas más en los errores...porque tú lo haces y 

te lo (85) corrigen y además en rojo para que lo veas..y luego lo tienes que 

corregir ...y se te queda mucho más cosa que en Internet ..pasa más rápido y puede 

que no se te quede tanto...no te quedas tanto con tus errores... 

I: ¿y tres de los materiales online que valores...No se trata de comparar..Ni mejor 

no peor. 

(90) RRG: La facilidad de tenerlo todo en un esto y quizá puedes avanzar mucho 

más rápido y puedes aprender mucho más rápido... 

I: Crees que ha cambiado el papel de la profesora en estas tres sesiones...¿Te ha 

hecho ver el papel del profesor de otra manera?... Cuando digo papel... me 

refiero a las cosas que hace el profesor cuando ...está en clase: manda tarea para 

casa ...el profesor  

(95) explica ...corrige... 

RRG: Si claro ..obviamente. Es diferente porque en clase es el profesor el que te 

da el material...en el trabajo online es el ordenador el que te da el material...aún 

así lo que es le papel fundamental del profesor en el aprendizaje ...resolver dudas 

...sigue estando ahí..esa figura la sigues teniendo tanto en el ordenador como en 

persona ...lo tienes por (100) duplicado..porque en clase está bien porque te lo 

explica y tal ...pero a veces es mejor mirarlo en un ordenador que te lo explique 

un profesor...no sé es el único cambio...es que no está el profesor pero lo que es la 

figura importante si que está... 

I: Piensa ahora  en la relación con tus compañeros durante estas tres últimas 

sesiones, ¿Piensas que ha cambiado la relación con ellos...? 

(105) RRG: No, yo creo que no ..no porque ...es lo mismo..si tu tienes a alguien 

al lado al que le preguntas y si le vas a preguntar le vas a preguntar igual tanto 

delante de un profesor como delante de u ordenador...no varía..de hecho trabajar 

con el ordenador a veces es más relajante ya que en clase a veces estás tan 
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agobiado que no puedes ni hablar con tu compañero...y en el ordenador no es que 

estés de conversación pero si (110) quieres hacer un comentario de algo.. 

I: Bueno pues ya está ...muchas gracias. 

RRG: De nada... 
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APPENDIX 20. CCM’s interview. 
 
Interview 10 

Group 2 

Language learning package: TADLA 

Student:  CCM 

 

I= INTERVIEWER 

CCM= STUDENT 

 

(0) I: Bueno...en primer lugar me gustaría saber como te has sentido en esta 

experiencia. A gusto...a disgusto...incómoda... 

CCM: Si..muy a gusto ...a estado bien. No lo había hecho nunca entonces ha estado 

bien. Es decir inglés con ordenadores si pero actividades como la webquest no... 

I: Me imagino que después de todos los cuestionarios..todo lo que habéis hecho ...te has 

(5)dado cuenta de que la profesora estaba haciendo una investigación .. 

CCM: Si. 

I: ¿Sabes sobre qué? 

CCM: Sobre como utilizar ordenador con información en Internet sobre inglés...  

I: Sobre los procesos de aprendizaje del inglés con tecnologías ¿Habías pensado antes 

(10) que tu aprendizaje podía ser interesante para un investigador? ¿Podía ser objeto 

de investigación? 

CCM: No. 

I: Y ahora saber que esto es posible ¿cómo hace sentirte? ...Incómodo...te sientes 

importante ... 

(15)CCM: Bien...una nueva experiencia... 

I: Y ahora saberlo...te hace pensar que tu propio aprendizaje es importante para ti? 

CCM: Si, le das más importancia...me ha hecho pensar. 

I: ¿Qué experiencia tenías antes con relación a las TIC? 

CCM:  Bueno yo tengo ordenador y bueno he buscado varias veces información...para 

(20)juegos ..para correo... 

I: ¿Lo habías utilizado para aprender inglés?  
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CCM: Había hecho algunos listenings ...pero no tanto ejercicio...no de esta manera. 

I: ¿Qué es lo que más te ha llamado la atención de estas actividades? 

CCM: El diario...si..para apuntar todo lo que íbamos haciendo...es lo que más 

(25)valoro...porque luego lo lees y ves ...sabes todo lo que has hecho... 

I: ¿Y eso te hace pensar en tu proceso? 

CCM: Si...si. 

I: A partir de lo que se ha trabajado este año...la experiencia de este año..la última 

aplicación...el trabajo con el Moodle...las actividades con Internet que habéis hecho en 

(30)clase ...¿Crees que ha cambiado tu percepción sobre el soporte para aprender 

inglés? 

CCM: Me siento más motivada ...con más ganas de utilizar la red ...el ordenador...con 

inglés...  

I: ¿Piensas que lo vas a seguir utilizando por tu cuenta, aunque no te lo pida el (35) 

profesor? 

CCM: Si. Esto del Moodle si que me ha enganchado... 

I: Piensa ahora en los materiales que has utilizado en el colegio...en el instituto...en 

años anteriores...para aprender inglés. Y en los materiales que has utilizado ahora en 

esta práctica..y bueno también a lo largo del curso...Crees que ha cambiado tu..ha 

(40)cambiado en algo la imagen que tu tienes..sobre los materiales para aprender 

inglés. 

CCM: Bueno yo creo que el ordenador es una buena herramienta...pero ..antes ...el 

cassette, los listenings, la pizarra, vídeo...también..y el libro claro..  

I: ¿Me podrías decir tipo de materiales que podemos encontrar en Internet para (45) 

aprender inglés ?  

CCM: Noticias ...música, vídeos...noticias en los periódicos... 

I: Sabes que el inglés en si mismo ...ahora ...es un buen instrumento para obtener 

información de todo tipo...¿Crees que a partir de ahora te sentirías más cómodo 

buscando información sobre temas diferentes al aprendizaje del inglés...con páginas 

(50)web en inglés? 

CCM: Si, si.. 

I: ¿Qué aspecto de las actividades te ha ayudado, te ha desbloqueado? 
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CCM: No sé...antes te salía una página en inglés y decías va no la leo..y ahora al hacer 

los ejercicios pues te interesa más... 

(55)I: Puedes decir tres características de los materiales en papel que los hagan más 

atractivos?  

CCM: ..Los ejercicios que te encuentras....ya que estás acostumbrado a ver en un libro 

estas cosas... 

I: ¿y tres de los materiales online que valores...No se trata de comparar..Ni mejor no 

(60) peor. 

CCM: Los listenings para poderlo oír.. 

I: Crees que ha cambiado el papel de la profesora en este curso...¿Te ha hecho ver el 

papel del profesor de otra manera?... Cuando digo papel... me refiero a las cosas que 

hace el profesor cuando ...está en clase: manda tarea para casa ...el profesor explica 

(65)...corrige... 

CCM: He notado que a ella le gusta manejar lo de los ordenadores ...hasta ahora no lo 

habíamos hecho...Por lo demás no sé... 

I: ¿Con las actividades que has trabajado has detectado que había alguien detrás de 

ese programa que lo había diseñado?¿Un profesor virtual? 

(70)CCM: Puede...no lo había pensado...  

I: Piensa ahora  en la relación con tus compañeros durante estas tres últimas sesiones 

y antes de esta actividad, ¿Piensas que ha cambiado la relación con ellos...? 

CCM: Ha habido más compañerismo...he podido hablar más con ellos 

I: Ahora imagínate qe llegas a 4ª y todos los profesores utilizan este sistema ..¿qué te 

(75)parecería? 

CCM: Yo creo que hace falta el soporte del libro...aunque quiera utilizar el ordenador 

el libro es necesario...haría falta . 

I: Bueno pues ya está ...muchas gracias. 

CCM: De acuerdo. 
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APPENDIX 19. SHM’s interview. 
 

Interview 9 

Group 2 

Language learning package: TADLA 

Student:  SHM 

 

I= INTERVIEWER 

SHM= STUDENT 

 

 

(0) I: Bueno...en primer lugar me gustaría saber como te has sentido en esta 

experiencia. A gusto...a disgusto...incómoda... 

SHM: No, no estaba muy a gusto porque era nuevo para nosotros...no lo habíamos 

hecho nunca ..las clases eran muy aburridas..y me sentía bien...me sentía bien...Además 

me gusta la informática. 

(5)I: ¿En estas tres últimas sesiones, tenías la sensación de estar en clase de inglés? 

SHM: Si ..porque lo que estábamos haciendo era inglés. 

I: Me imagino que después de todos los cuestionarios..todo lo que habéis hecho ...te has 

dado cuenta de que la profesora estaba haciendo una investigación .. 

SHM: Si... si ... 

(10)I: ¿Sabes sobre qué? 

SHM: La aplicación de las nuevas tecnologías para enseñar inglés... 

I: Muy bien, sobre los procesos de aprendizaje del inglés con tecnologías ¿Habías 

pensado antes que tu aprendizaje podía ser interesante para un investigador? ¿Podía 

ser objeto de investigación? 

(15)SHM: No que va... 

I: Y ahora saber que esto es posible ¿cómo hace sentirte? ...Incómodo...te sientes 

importante ... 

SHM: Pues bien. No me siento incómoda... 

I: ¿Qué relación tienes  con la informática ...con ordenadores ...Internet? 

(20)SHM:  A nivel usuario..me gusta mucho utilizar Internet, el Office...lo utilizo 

mucho. 
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I: ¿Y para qué? 

SHM: Para trabajos, para hablar con gente que está lejos.. 

I: ¿Lo habías utilizado para aprender inglés?  

(25) SHM: No..para aprender ingles no. 

I: A partir de lo que se ha trabajado este año...la experiencia de este año..la última 

aplicación...el trabajo con el Moodle...las actividades con Internet que habéis hecho en 

clase ...¿Crees que ha cambiado tu percepción sobre el soporte para aprender inglés? 

SHM: Si , yo creo que si...es más interesante ..no sé lo del Moodle ha estado muy bien. 

(30) I: ¿Piensas que lo vas a seguir utilizando por tu cuenta, aunque no te lo pida el 

profesor? 

SHM: Si. Sobretodo diccionarios online. 

I: Piensa ahora en los materiales que has utilizado en el colegio...en el instituto...en 

años anteriores...para aprender inglés. Y en los materiales que has utilizado ahora en 

(35) esta práctica..y bueno también a lo largo del curso...Crees que ha cambiado tu..ha 

cambiado en algo la imagen que tu tienes..sobre los materiales para aprender inglés. 

SHM: Si claro porque hasta ahora había sido siempre el típico libro...y seguid el libro y 

ya está...y ahora pues nos ha abierto más posibilidades.  

I: ¿Me podrías decir tipo de materiales que podemos encontrar en Internet para (40) 

aprender inglés ?  

SHM: Pues muchas páginas útiles con ejercicios... Puedes utilizar los diccionarios, es 

decir recursos online. 

I: Sabes que el inglés en si mismo ...ahora ...es un buen instrumento para obtener 

información de todo tipo...¿Crees que a partir de ahora te sentirías más cómodo 

(45)buscando información sobre temas diferentes al aprendizaje del inglés...con 

páginas web en inglés? 

SHM: Si, es que en realidad en Internet casi todo está en inglés. 

I: ¿Estas actividades te han ayudado a eso...a pensar en eso? 

SHM: Si, si ..por supuesto... 

(50)I: ¿Qué aspecto de las actividades te ha ayudado, te ha desbloqueado? 

SHM: Por ejemplo en la actividad de las tres sesiones nos ponían noticias que 

realmente estaban en la web, y nos llevaba ella...entonces te acercabas...y te hacía 

perder el miedo. 
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I: Puedes decir tres características de los materiales en papel que los hagan más (55) 

atractivos?  

SHM: ..Pues no sé...Supongo que de los de papel los dibujos para ilustrar...por ejemplo 

estás dando vocabulario...cosas así.. 

I: ¿y tres de los materiales online que valores...No se trata de comparar..Ni mejor no 

peor. 

(60)SHM: Escuchar ..te da un texto y lo puedes escuchar...no sé los listenings todo esto  

I: Crees que ha cambiado el papel de la profesora en este curso...¿Te ha hecho ver el 

papel del profesor de otra manera?... Cuando digo papel... me refiero a las cosas que 

hace el profesor cuando ...está en clase: manda tarea para casa ...el profesor explica 

...corrige... 

(65)SHM: Yo creo que ha sabido dirigirlo muy bien...es que nosotros no habíamos 

tenido mucho suerte con los profesores de prácticas...porque hemos tenido problemas..y 

este año nos hemos dado cuenta de que hemos aprendido ...no sé de tal forma que las 

clases no se hacían pesadas y ... 

I: ¿Crees que ha ayudado e esa manera de dar la clase el medio? 

(70)SHM: Si ..por supuesto ..porque siempre te remitía al Moodle..bueno pues ahora 

voy a ..poner información en Moodle ...y estaba muy relacionado con lo que hacíamos... 

I: ¿Con las actividades que has trabajado has detectado que había alguien detrás de 

ese programa que lo había diseñado?¿Un profesor virtual? 

SHM: Si ..claro lo supones.  

(75)I: ¿Cómo lo has percibido? ¿Destacarías algún rasgo?¿Era duro,  afable? 

SHM: Era afable...la ayuda metodológica . 

I: Piensa ahora  en la relación con tus compañeros durante estas tres últimas sesiones, 

¿Piensas que ha cambiado la relación con ellos...? 

SHM: Si mucho, mucho...los foros..porque cualquiera puede poner un tema y todos 

(80)contestamos y puedes hablar de cualquier cosa...Además somos muy poquitos..   

I: Bueno pues ya está ...muchas gracias. 

SHM: De nada...Adiós. 
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1. Justificación y objetivos de la investigación.  
 

La presente tesis doctoral integra dos campos de investigación diferentes: 

el aprendizaje autónomo de lenguas (AAL) y el aprendizaje de lenguas asistido 

por ordenador (ALAO), en este caso en el campo del aprendizaje del inglés como 

lengua extranjera.  

El estudio de ALAO como un área específica de investigación dentro de la 

lingüística aplicada es todavía objeto de debate entre los investigadores del área 

(Chambers, 2001), ya que en algunos ámbitos el ordenador sigue siendo 

considerada una herramienta lúdica en la clase de lengua. Sin embargo, la 

introducción de las Tecnologías de la Información y la Comunicación (TIC) en el 

campo del aprendizaje de lenguas así como el incremento de los proyectos de 

investigación sobre la dimensión pedagógica y técnica de ALAO se han 

considerado un punto de inflexión en el desarrollo de ALAO como un área de 

investigación seria en el ámbito de la lingüística aplicada (Hagen, 1993; Levy, 

1997). 

La relación entre ALAO y los enfoques de enseñanza-aprendizaje de 

lengua ha dado lugar a múltiples reflexiones teóricas y estudios experimentales 

orientados a la búsqueda del enfoque de enseñanza-aprendizaje de lenguas que 

permita el desarrollo de materiales de aprendizaje de lenguas pedagógicamente 

efectivos y técnicamente viables en un soporte informático. En este contexto, el 

aprendizaje autónomo de lenguas se presenta como un firme candidato (Blin, 

1999; Little, 2001; Littlemore, 2003; The European Directorate General of 

Education and Culture, 2003; Sanz, 2003, Villanueva, 2003) para ocupar el 

puesto del enfoque que permita diseñar materiales como los descritos 

anteriormente. La creciente investigación llevada a cabo en esta línea durante las 

últimas décadas (Beatty, 2003; Chapelle, 2003; Alessi, 2001 Marqués, 1995, 

2001; Rushby, 1997, Shin & Wastell, 1998; Blin, 1999; Holliday, 1999; Hoven, 

1997, 1999; Murray, 1998; Sanz, 2003) así como las reflexiones teóricas 

derivadas de ésta constituyen la base del marco teórico de este estudio. No 

obstante ha habido otros dos aspectos que han sido fundamentales para la 
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concepción del estudio que aquí presentamos. Por un lado la creciente necesidad 

(Beatty, 2003; Chapelle, 2003; Alessi, 2001) en el campo de ALAO de estudios 

cualitativos que puedan aportar datos específicos que aporten luz a la búsqueda de 

las líneas maestras en ALAO.  

Por otro lado, el presente estudio está basado en los principios de la 

investigación en acción que permiten que de la acción investigadora se derive una 

reflexión crítica que a su vez debe dar lugar a nuevas acciones investigadoras. En 

este sentido debe interpretarse la relevancia en este estudio de los resultados 

obtenidos en a) un proyecto de investigación previo llevado a cabo por la 

investigadora del presente estudio (Ruiz, 2004) y b) el proyecto de investigación 

SMAIL1 llevado a cabo por el grupo GIAPEL2 en la Universitat Jaume I, del cual 

la investigadora es miembro activo.  

Los resultados del primer estudio han sido fundamentales para el diseño de 

la experiencia, ya que han permitido la selección crítica y fundamentada del 

programa Communícate and Connect, 2001 como uno de los dos programas que 

han sido utilizados para el estudio. En el segundo caso, los resultados obtenidos 

en le proyecto SMAIL han sido la base fundamental sobre la que se ha diseñado el 

programa TADLA (Technology Applied to the Development of Learner 

Autonomy).  

Los resultados de ambos proyectos dieron lugar a la siguiente reflexión, la 

cual a su vez motivó nuevas acciones de investigación que dan lugar al presente 

trabajo:  

1. Diseñar un estudio experimental que estuviera basado en la 

creación de actividades para ALAO basadas en criterios 

derivados de los proyectos de investigación citados 

anteriormente. 

                                                 
1 Sistema Multimedia de Autoaprendizaje de Lenguas (TIC 2000-1182).  
2 Grupo de Investigaciones y Aplicaciones Pedagógicas en Lenguas.  
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2. Testar las actividades diseñadas con aprendices de lenguas con 

un perfil de aprendizaje abierto a la autonomía para poder 

comprobar la efectividad pedagógica de la propuesta. 

3. Comparar los resultados obtenidos en la experiencia con los 

resultados obtenidos por otros aprendices con el mismo perfil de 

aprendizaje y que han interactuado con el programa 

Communícate and Connect3.  

Recapitulando, este estudio viene motivado por los tres aspectos a los que se ha 

aludido: 

1. la necesidad de establecer guías de investigación en el campo de la 

autonomía en el área del aprendizaje de lenguas asistido por ordenador. 

2.  la necesidad de llevar a cabo estudios cualitativos en el campo de ALAO 

para poder construir un marco teórico que de solidez al área de 

investigación. 

3. la necesidad de analizar la posibilidad de diseñar un programa de 

aprendizaje de lenguas que pueda incitar conductas que estén relacionadas 

con un desarrollo de la autonomía del aprendizaje. 

 

Estos aspectos nos han llevado a formular las siguientes preguntas de 

investigación: 

 

1. ¿Cuáles son los requisitos que deben cumplir las propuestas didácticas 

para integrar estrategías autonomizadoras en las actividades de 

aprendizaje?   

2.  ¿Muestran los aprendices que han trabajado con Communicate and 

Connect o TADLA evidencias de haber adquirido estrategias que le 

puedan llevar a un desarrollo de la competencia autónoma en el campo 

del aprendizaje de lenguas?  

                                                 
3 Communicate and Connect fue el programa que obtuvo una mayor puntuación en la evaluación 
de programas de aprendizaje de inglés llevada a cabo en el proyecto de investigación previo a este 
estudio (Ruiz, 2004) 
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3. ¿Hasta que punto los comportamientos y actitudes relacionadas con el 

desarrollo de una competencia autónoma de aprendizaje de lenguas en los 

aprendices se deben a la interacción con TADLA o Communicate and 

Connect o son el resultado de la interacción con el medio (TIC)?  

2. Planteamiento y metodología utilizada. 

Todos los estudiantes que participaron en el estudio eran estudiantes de 

tercer curso de Filología Inglesa en la Universitat Jaume I. Los diez estudios de 

casos que constituyen el corazón de esta investigación fueron distribuidos en dos 

grupos. Un grupo que trabajó con el programa Communicate and Connect y otro 

que trabajó con TADLA. Todos ellos tenían un nivel de lengua intermedio y un 

estilo de aprendizaje abierto a la autonomía. 

La experiencia tuvo lugar durante el primer semestre del curso 2004/2005. 

Aunque la interacción con los programas fue de tres sesiones de dos horas cada 

una, los diferentes materiales de recogida de datos fueron distribuidos durante 

todo el semestre. Así pues se diseñaron las herramientas de recogida de datos con 

el propósito de determinar el nivel de lengua de los estudiantes (Apéndice X y X), 

su estilo de aprendizaje (Apéndice X), su actitud hacía los ordenadores y las TIC 

(Apéndice X) y su perfil de uso de estrategias metacognitivas (Apéndice X). Los 

datos recogidos por estos instrumentos ayudaron a describir un perfil muy preciso 

de los estudiantes que participaban en el estudio. Se diseñaron también materiales 

de recogida de los datos que se producían durante la experiencia, como por 

ejemplo un sistema informático de rastreo del comportamiento de los estudiantes 

mientras interactuaban con los programas y un cuestionario sobre el uso que 

habían hecho los estudiantes de las estrategias metacognitivas de carácter 

retrospectivo (Apéndice X). Por último se administró a los estudiantes un último 

cuestionario, cuyo principal objetivo era que los estudiantes evaluaran los 

programas que habían utilizado respectivamente. Con el fin de preservar la 

validez del estudio, los datos recogidos en los cuestionarios se contrastaron y 

complementaron con la información recogida en el diario de aprendizaje que se 

ofrecía en cada una de las aplicaciones, así como los datos recogidos de las 

entrevistas que se hicieron a cada uno de los estudiantes que participaron en el 
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estudio. Estas entrevistas fueron grabadas en vídeo y transcritas con el fin de 

facilitar el análisis de la información contenida en las mismas.  

3. Aportaciones originales 
 

La principal aportación del presente estudio es el diseño de TADLA, ya que 

teniendo en cuenta las limitaciones del mismo (diseño de interfaz y contenidos 

limitados), TADLA ha superado con creces las expectativas que se habían 

planteado al inicio de la investigación.   

TADLA integra  gran parte de  los elementos necesarios para promover el 

aprendizaje autónomo. Siguiendo a Yeager (1994) TADLA: 

1. Presenta  información: TADLA ofrece textos auténticos con toda sus 

características genéricas (tanto textuales como paratextuales) para poder ayudar a 

los aprendices a identificar la adscripción genérica de los textos. El diseño de 

TADLA está basado en la hipótesis de que es extremadamente importante tomar 

partido de las posibilidades que ofrece el medio (TIC) para presentar los textos en 

su contexto original – en el que se preservan sus características genéricas - . Sin 

embargo, hay que tener en cuenta que un enfoque genérico discursivo hacía el 

aprendizaje de lenguas en un contexto TIC lleva a plantear la complejidad de los 

las variantes genéricas que el medio provoca (Shepperd and Watter, 1998). En 

unos casos, los géneros emergentes son réplicas de géneros que ya existían, en 

otros los nuevos géneros son insólitos y plantean la necesidad de un análisis 

genérico discursivo antes de ser transferido a un contexto de aula. Incluso en 

algunos casos, la transformación genérica se está produciendo, lo que lleva a 

reflejar los que se conoce como los límites de la semiosfera (Lotman, 1989) el 

cambio se hace efectivo  en el momento que se acepta la transformación por el 

reconocimiento de las caracteríticas fundamentales de la recepción de dicho 

texto). Esta situación no sólo representa un nuevo reto para el entrenamiento al 

aprendizaje de lenguas sino que además conlleva todo un nuevo concepto de 

literacia. Un nuevo concepto que combine la homogeneidad y la naturaleza 

prototípica de la noción de género con la diversidad. Esta combinación sólo puede 

tener lugar a través de la negociación y la interacción que pueden actuar como 

mediadores entre los aprendices/usuarios y el uso y manipulación de la red. 
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TADLA hace frente a este reto incorporando entre los géneros que ofrece un nuevo 

género como es el e-mail.  

2. “Preguntar y evaluar”: Las actividades en TADLA están organizadas en 

tres secuencias diferentes, Hipótesis Iniciales, Organización del texto, 

y Estrategias discursivas. Estas tres etapas corresponden as tres 

enfoques distintos pero interrelacionados al texto desde una 

perspectiva general a una más particular donde los elementos 

lingüísticos toman protagonismo. Además la disposición hipertextual 

de las actividades  permite al aprendiz-usuario navegar por las tres 

actividades según sus necesidades o preferencias.  

3. “Crear rutas según las necesidades del aprendiz”. Todos los módulos en 

TADLA incorporan una sección llamada Further Information (Más 

información) a la cual los estudiantes pueden accedes desde el menú 

principal o desde la página de estrategias discursivas. Está sección 

permite al aprendiz acceder directamente a la red. Sin embargo este 

acceso está filtrado por las clasificaciones de enlaces ofertadas al final 

de cada módulo que contextualizar el uso del medio y hacen que los 

aprendices-usuarios se apropien  de ellas y las hagan relevante para su 

propio aprendizaje. La clasificación de recursos no sólo rentabiliza el 

uso de la red sino que además ofrece al aprendiz-usuario criterios 

metalingüísticos para presentar la información, lo cual, indirectamente 

promueve el desarrollo de estrategias metalingüísticas y metacognitivas, 

las cuales son pieza fundamental para el desarrollo de la autonomía en 

el campo del aprendizaje-enseñanza de lenguas.  

4. “Guardar información”: en el caso de TADLA, el sistema ofrece una 

herramienta específicamente diseñada para almacenar y clasificar 

información. Este diario se ha diseñado como una herramienta flexible 

susceptible de ser modificada usada de acuerdo con las necesidades y 

estilos cognitivos de cada aprendiz. Los aprendices tienen la posibilidad 

de crear sus propias carpetas en el que pueden introducir cualquier tipo 

de documento. El sistema ofrece una ayuda metodológica así como una 
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sección de información específica que aconseja y guía a los aprendices 

en el uso y organización de un diario de aprendizaje. El diario de 

aprendizaje fue diseñado con un doble propósito. En primer lugar, fue 

concebido como un instrumento que podía ayudar  a los aprendices-

usuarios a organizar y guardar información para un futuro uso. El diario 

fue diseñado también para responder a necesidades formativas, es decir, 

para potenciar el desarrollo de estrategias metacognitivas procesuales  

(planificación, monitorización y evaluación) que subyacen en la base 

del aprendizaje autónomo de lenguas.  

En resumen, el diseño de TADLA refleja la integración de una formación 

al desarrollo de la autonomía en el marco de las mismas actividades de 

aprendizaje. Es, por tanto, una herramienta específicamente diseñada para la 

formación a la adquisición de competencias autónomas en el ámbito del 

aprendizaje del aprendizaje del inglés como lengua extranjera. En este sentido, 

TADLA difiere de otros programas de aprendizaje de lenguas que ofrecen una 

ayuda metodológica que responde a la definición de fórmulas específicas más 

que a criterios operativos, como es el caso de Communicate and Connect. 

 
4. Conclusiones obtenidas y futuras líneas de investigación. 

 

Las conclusiones a las que se ha llegado en el presente estudio tienen una 

doble vertiente. Por un lado, las conclusiones de carácter pedagógico que están 

directamente relacionadas con el desarrollo de la autonomía en el campo de la 

enseñanza-aprendizaje de lenguas asistido por ordenador. Por otro lado, las 

conclusiones derivadas del diseño técnico de la aplicación que están relacionadas 

con la efectividad de la interfaz y de las herramientas integradas en el sistema.   

En cuanto a las conclusiones pedagógicas, los estudiantes que interactuaron 

con TADLA (see section 5.4) mostraron evidencias de haber desarrollados 

actitudes y comportamientos relacionados con la adquisición de competencias 

autónomas entendidas como el desarrollo de una capacidad de análisis y 

manipulación de elementos textuales y discursivos. Esta capacidad permite a los 
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estudiantes ir más allá de los límites de la situación de aprendizaje y transferir lo 

ya aprendido al día a día del proceso de aprendizaje (Little, 1996: 209). De hecho 

estos estudiantes muestran evidencias de haber adquirido competencias 

específicas que podrían derivar en una formación continuada. La adquisición de 

habilidades de análisis y reflexión son fundamentales para el desarrollo de la 

autonomía ya que ambas podrían ayudar al aprendiz a participar de una manera 

activa y crítica en interacciones sociales así como en su propio proceso de 

aprendizaje. 

De hecho, el diseño pedagógico de TADLA anima a los aprendices-

usuarios a desarrollar un comportamiento y actitudes que están relacionadas con 

el desarrollo de competencias de aprendizaje autónomo de lenguas en un contexto 

informático. De hecho, tanto los diarios como las entrevistas de los estudiantes 

muestran ejemplos de una multidimensionalidad del aprendiz en el contexto de 

aprendizaje. Little (1996:209) se refiere también a este desdoblamiento de la 

figura del aprendiz.  Este desdoblamiento de la figura del aprendiz es también 

descrito por  Little (1996: 209), el cual hace referencia a tres dimensiones del 

aprendiz que aunque diferentes se podrían considerar complementarias e 

indispensables para el desarrollo de una competencia autónoma de lenguas. Las 

tres dimensiones son las siguientes: 

• El aprendiz como comunicador. 

• El aprendiz como experimentador e investigador. 

• El aprendiz como un aprendiz intencional. 

 

TADLA facilita esta multidimensionalidad ya que el aprendiz es un comunicador 

cuando interactúa con el texto y desarrolla una competencia comunicativa.  El 

aprendiz también puede convertirse en un investigador, ya que TADLA le ofrece la 

posibilidad de interactuar y experimentar con los enlaces a red disponibles en 

varias de las secciones del programa. Finalmente, TADLA favorece el la 

adquisición de un cierto metalenguaje, que puede llevar al aprendiz a adquirir 
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conciencia de su propio aprendizaje, y por tanto desarrollar una competencia 

metacognitiva.  

Por el contrario los aprendices que interactuaron con Communicate and Connect 

no mostraron ninguna evidencia de haber desarrollado ninguna de las 

competencias anteriormente mencionadas, y por tanto no se dio lugar a la 

multidimensionalidad descrita por Little (1996). Es evidente que Communicate 

and Connect no permite la transferencia de responsabilidades del “experto” al 

aprendiz y por tanto no puede promover el desarrollo de la autonomía.   

La falta de transfer de competencias metodológicas en Communicate and Connect 

podría derivarse de la pobre interacción entre las herramientas ofrecidas por el 

sistema y el uso que han hecho de ellas los aprendices-usuarios.  

Esta reflexión nos lleva a plantear las conclusiones relacionadas con el diseño 

técnico-pedagógico de la aplicación. En este sentido, el diseño de una aplicación 

informática basada en criterios de desarrollo de la autonomía implica tener en 

cuenta los siguientes aspectos: 

• Diseño de la interfaz 

• Integración de un diccionario 

• Integración del acceso a red  

• Implementación de la ayuda del sistema desde una perspectiva 

metodológica. 

Finalmente, la experiencia con TADLA y Communicate and Connect nos ha 

llevado a reafirmarnos en una postura integradora con respecto a la introducción 

de las TIC en el ámbito de la enseñanza aprendizaje de lenguas. Esta posición 

integradora deriva de la hipótesis de que las TIC tienen un potencial 

autonomizador y por eso demanda un entrenamiento específico en estrategias 

como: 

• Búsqueda,  selección y gestión de la información  

• Adaptación de las estrategias de búsqueda. 

• Jerarquización de la organización de la información. 
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• Elaboración de un plan de aprendizaje. 

 

Los aprendices-usuarios deben aprender integrar los recursos en sus 

propios planes de aprendizaje de acuerdo con sus necesidades y el 

contexto en el que éstas se encuadren.  De acuerdo con los resultados 

obtenidos podemos afirmar que TADLA favorece este proceso de 

integración tal entendido en los términos aquí descritos.     

Por todo lo expuesto, podemos concluir que las TIC y por tanto ALAO 

cuando integra las TIC tienen un potencial autonomizador si se emplean en 

un contexto de aprendizaje específico en el cual: 

• La oferta de información adquiere relevancia  

• Las competencias relacionadas con la gestión de la información y 

la navegación están integradas en las propias actividades. 

• Las tareas de aprendizaje permiten la integración de las TIC en los 

planes de aprendizaje. 

Teniendo en cuanta los aspectos antes mencionados y los resultados 

derivados del estudio, podemos concluir que el comportamiento de los 

aprendices relacionado con competencias autónomas se ha derivado de una 

integración del medio en las tareas de aprendizaje. Estos fue el caso de 

TADLA y no el de Communicate and Connect.  

Estas conclusiones permiten proponer varias líneas de investigación que a 

la vez se desprenden de las limitaciones a las que nuestro estudio está sujeto. Una 

primera limitación es el tiempo de interacción que los estudiantes han podido 

disfrutar con ambos programas de aprendizaje, ya que todos los datos recogidos 

para el análisis de casos fueron recogidos en un periodo de tres sesiones de dos 

horas cada una. Una mayor interacción con los programas hubiera derivado en una 

mayor riqueza de datos y por tanto un análisis más variado y complejo.  
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En segundo lugar, TADLA está diseñado paro promover un cambio de 

cultura que requiere un cambio de comportamientos y actitudes por parte de los 

aprendices. Este cambio no sólo necesita de un periodo más largo de interacción 

sino también de una atención más personalizada que no tuvo cabida en este 

estudio y que hubiese contribuido a detectar algunos cambios mínimos en las 

actitudes y comportamientos de los estudiantes que hubieran enriquecido el 

estudio. Esta personalización del proceso de aprendizaje hubiera sido posible a 

través de la combinación de sesiones de trabajo con ordenadores y las sesiones 

con los asesores/consejeros.  

En tercer lugar este estudio no ahondó al máximo en el concepto de 

mediación apoyado por las TIC. En este sentido, el uso de los foros y chats en 

Moodle o el del e-mail podrían haberse convertido en herramientas valiosas en el 

proceso de mediación entre los aprendices y su propio proceso de aprendizaje y de 

esta manera poder haber obtenido más datos sobre los participantes en el estudio.  

Teniendo en cuenta estas limitaciones este estudio abre las siguientes 

líneas de investigación: 

En primer lugar, el estudio podría ser replicado teniendo en cuenta 

cualquiera de los aspectos arriba mencionados.  

En segundo lugar, el aprendizaje está íntimamente relacionado con la 

reconstrucción activa de un modelo interno del mundo que comprende una 

determinada representación del papel del aprendiz y del profesor así como el de 

los materiales, competencias y conocimientos relacionados con el aprendizaje de 

lenguas. TADLA requiere un cambio en la representación del papel del aprendiz y 

del profesor. Sin embargo debido el corto espacio de tiempo que duró la 

interacción con los programas de aprendizaje, no se ha podido explorar esta 

variable con detenimiento. Por este motivo sería necesaria una futura 

investigación para observar y analizar con mayor detenimiento los nuevos papeles 

desempeñados por el aprendiz y del profesor, los cuales pueden apoyarse en 

herramientas complementarias que podrían añadir una dimensión social al proceso 

de aprendizaje que podría no haberse revelado nunca de otra forma. De hecho, la 
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interacción social permite el proceso de externalización de los procesos 

interactivos que de otra manera permanecerían internos e implícitos durante todo 

le proceso. Esta reflexión nos conduce al último aspecto que merecería una mayor 

atención en futuras investigaciones. 

Como hemos mencionado anteriormente la introducción del aspecto social 

en ALAO puede ayudar a establecer comunidades virtuales de aprendizaje que 

permitan a los alumnos interactuar unos con otros. Esta relación horizontal entre 

los aprendices ofrecería la posibilidad de desarrollar competencias cognitivas y 

metacognitvas que favorecerían el desarrollo de un aprendizaje autónomo. Una 

futura investigación pues, debería estar centrada en la introducción de nuevas 

herramientas en programas de aprendizaje como por ejemplo TADLA que 

promovieran la interacción social entre los aprendices –usuarios y el sistema tal y 

como lo propone Little (1996: 212-215): 

-Interactuar con los sistemas de información. Los aprendices interactúan 

con el sistema y siguen o no sus recomendaciones. 

-Interactuar alrededor del sistema. Esta dimensión tiene que ver con la 

posibilidad de pequeños grupos de trabajo que colaboran utilizando al sistema 

como herramienta de mediación. Esta opción debería ser seriamente considerada 

en el caso de TADLA. En el que la introducción de herramientas como un foro o 

un chat que podría ayudar a favorecer el desarrollo de un aprendizaje 

colaborativo. 

-Interactuar vía el sistema. Esta opción está enfocada en la creación de 

redes de comunicación que permitan no sólo la comunicación vertical (profeso-

aprendiz) sino también una comunicación horizontal (aprendices-aprendices). Esta 

doble dimensión de intercambio de información debería apoyarse en el caso de 

TADLA por loas herramientas arriba mencionadas.  

En conclusión, los resultados apuntan a la necesidad de profundizar en la 

representación de los aprendices y la noción de mediación, que se revela como 

elemento clave para la mediatización del medio y por tanto poder ser utilizado 

para poder llevar a cabo ese cambio de representaciones en el aprendiz que le 
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lleve a ser consciente de su propio proceso de aprendizaje. Es decir a desarrollar 

una capacidad autónoma de aprendizaje de lenguas. Este proceso se debe de llevar 

a cabo mediante el fomento del diálogo entre los diferentes componentes del 

proceso de aprendizaje (profesor, aprendiz, materiales entre otros) que favorezcan 

por tanto un cambio de actitudes. Los materiales recogidos durante esta 

investigación (diarios, entrevistas grabadas en video), se convierten en fuentes de 

información muy valiosa que nos permitirá en un futuro poder plantea estudios 

más detallados y específicos (estudio del metalenguaje, diálogo entre profesor y 

alumno, gestos, actitudes, etc. ) que pudieran aportar datos reveladores a este 

respecto.  
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